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Appendix 3-a

Stress Measurements and Service Tests of Manganese
Steel Castings in the Crossings at McCook, 111.

This report, submitted as information, gives the results of the stress measurement-

for two new designs of castings and the service tests of all castings.

STRESS MEASUREMENTS
Introduction

This assignment, which involves the correlation of various designs of Hadfield man-
ganese steel castings for crossings with the dynamic stress measurements and the results

of a .service test of each design until its retirement, was initiated in 194,3. During the past

decade the investigations have been conducted by the Engineering Division research staff,

.\AR, with the cooperation of the Manganese Track Society, the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago

Terminal Railroad and several frog manufacturers.

In 1943, preliminary stress measurements were made on the then current design of

.\REA casting having a grillwork under the corners and only a partial integrally cast

base under the casting. One important objective of this early test was to determine the

practicability of making stress measurements in the casting under traffic and to develop

the proper technique for conducting similar tests on a larger scale. The .A.REA design

had previously been used by the B&OCT at McCook, 111., and had failed from extensive

flangeway cracks in a comparatively short period. High tensile stresses were measured in

the flangeways, which occurred when the casting was flexed upward between wheels.

Larger compressive stresses occurred in the flangeways when the wheels struck the

receiving corner of the frog after crossing the flangeway.

In 1944 dynamic stresses w^re measured in four designs of castings developed by

four frog manufacturers. The results of these tests have been published in the Proceed-

ings, Vol. 47, 1946. pages 1-38. From the results of these tests it was recommended that

a new casting be designed with larger girder strength in order to reduce the magnitude

of the reversed bending stresses in the flangeways. The Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Co.

furnished a revision of its original design of casting, which incorporated changes to

increase the girder strength. The stress measurements for the improved casting have been

published in the Proceedings, Vol. 48, 1947, pages 558-563.

1
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Subsequently, the service life of the first five casting designs was determined as

follows: Original Taylor-Wharton design, 2^/^ years; revised Taylor-Wharton, 5% years;

Morden-Ramapo, 4>4 years; Carnegie-Illinois, 3 years; and Bethlehem casting, 8 months.

Because of a derailment that damaged the original Taylor-Wharton design, its service

life was probably shortened.

In 1949 another casting of the Morden-Ramapo design, with its fiangeways shot-

peened, was installed in the test corner. Although it was determined from fatigue tests

that shot-peened Hadiield manganese steel had a greater fatigue strength than in the

as-cast condition, no advantage was shown for the shot-peened casting for resisting the

formation of fiangeway cracks after a 3-year service period. This casting is still in track

and has had four years' service.

In 1951, after having tested under traffic its new design of casting, the United States

Steel Company (now Corporation) offered to place two of its solid pedestal castings

in the AAR—sponsored test, and the Ramapo Ajax Division of the American Brake Shoe

Company likewise offered to furnish one of its deepened fiangeway pastings for test

purposes, which also had been previously tested in track for a few years.

In order to test the two new designs on a basis comparable with those previously

used, it was essential to keep the height of castings the same as when these tests began.

Consideration was being given by the Atcheson, Topeka & Santa Fe and BScOCT to

increasing the height of the castings to conform with the llS RE or 132 RE rail. At the

request of the Association the two railroads kindly agreed to continue the tests with the

same casting height, or matching the old 110 RE section of rail.

Purpose of Tests

The object of these tests is to evaluate the efficiency of the two new casting designs

by (1) measuring the stresses in the critical areas, and (2) determining the serviceability

of each casting later.

Reconstruction of Crossings

In connection with installing the new test castings for stress measurements in the

lest corner and relocating some of the test castings for service tests, the B&OCT com-

pletely renewed the test crossing and the one diagonally opposite it, or crossings A and D
in Fig. 1. This figure will serve as a location plan but not for construction details of the

crossings. Crossings B and C were also rebuilt, except for retaining the used castings. All

four crossings were provided with new ballast, framed timber supports, new base plates,

guard rails and connecting rails.

The framed timber supports were made of two 8-in by 10-in creosoted timbers bolted

together with heavy steel angles, and with one 8-in by 10-in timber serving as a cross

tie under all of the external arms, except those between the double-track mains of the

two railroads. The continuous timbers were placed under the Santa Fe rails, while the

continuous base plates were laid under the B&OCT rails.

Fig. 2 shows the timber support and bearing plates in place for crossing A, which

included the test corner used for making all stress measurements in these and prior tests.

Crossing A, which is in the eastward main of both railroads, was rebuilt first, and the

Ramapo Ajax depth-hardened deepened fiangeway casting was temporarily set in the

test corner for making the stress measurements. Crossing D was rebuilt last, and by that

time the stress measurements on the Ramapo casting had been completed, and it was

placed in crossing D for its service test, as shown in Fig. 1. The service conditions in that

corner are the same as those in the test corner of crossing A, except for reversal of the
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direction of traffic and possibly some difference in traffic density. The receiving and

leaving corners for the two railroads arc identical for the two frog positions. In the

other end position of crossing D, opposite to the Ramapo test casting, another deepened

flangeway frog of the same design was provided by the B&OCT. The latter casting will

also be included in the service test inspections.

The United States Steel depth-hardened solid pedestal casting was placed in the

test corner for the stress measurements and was left in the same location for its service

test. The other U.S.S. casting, without depth hardening, had previously been placed in

the corner opposite to the test corner when crossing A was rebuilt. The two U.S.S. cast-

ings will give a comparison of the service performance with and without depth hardening,

and the B&OCT has been requested to keep a record of the amount of welding required

for each frog.

After completion of all work on the four crossings, the shot-peened casting (Morden-

Ramapo design), which had formerly been in the test corner of crossing A, was restored

to service in crossing B (Fig. 1).

The previous arrangement of crossing timbers can also be observed in Fig. 2. Longi-

tudinal timbers were formerly used under the Santa Fe rails only. The construction work

involved two improvements in addition to the new castings: (1) the framed timber sup-

port, and (2) providing guard rails set square to the track instead of being staggered to

fit the crossing angle. Based on other test experience, these improvements should not

affect the rate of development of flangeway cracks. Fig. 3 shows the test crossing being

set in place with a self-propelled crane.

Description of Casting Designs and Strain Gage Positions

In order to expedite the preparation of the Ramapo casting for the stress measure-

ments, the SR-4 wire resistance strain gages, % in. in length, were applied to the casting

in the Central Research Laboratory. Fig. 4 is presented to show a plan view and sec-

tions of the frog, and the photographic views in Fig. 5 are to supplement the plan.

In the left view of Fig. 5, the 20 strain gages and lead wires had been placed on the

casting, but the waxing and taping had not been done. Because the deepened flangeway

casting was a departure from the conventional shape on the top, more strain gages were

used on this casting than on the other one in order to be certain that all critical stress

areas would be included. The location of each of the 20 strain gages is shown in the

plan view of Fig. 4, and on section A-A several of the gages are designated to assist the

reader in visualizing the precise point and direction of the stress measurements. Addi-

tional descriptive details of the gage locations are also given in Table 1, which will be

discussed later.

The Ramapo casting had a flangeway depth of 2Te in, except in the deeper portion

where it reached a maximum of 4iS in. The Ramapo test casting is of the same design

as the previously mentioned Morden-Ramapo frog, except for the revisions in the

center portion. All of the gage positions having designations below 21 correspond to the

locations used in the previous tests. Gages 21 to 30, incl., were used only on this design.

Gage 31 to 40, incl., were used only on the U.S.S. design.

Fig. 6 includes a plan and section of the U.S.S. solid pedestal design and shows th"

location of the fourteen ^-in SR-4 strain gages. Views of the casting in Fig. 7 will aid in

visualizing the details of the bottom of this design. Construction of the arms of this

frog, exclusive of the revisions required for the solid pedestal, was substantially the same

as the Carnegie-Illinois (Lorain) casting previously mentioned. The solid pedestal design

of casting, being of the conventional shape on the top, required only four flangeway
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fillet gages at the receiving corners and guard rail junctions to che:k the critical stress

areas where cracks had occurred during the previous service tests. This frog had foui

diagonal struts in the base which connected the solid pedestal to the main walls and

base of the casting. Strain gages 31 to 38, incl., were placed in the fillets between the

struts and the pedestal, as it was believed that high stress concentration might occur in

service at these locations. Gages 30 and 40 were placed in the fillets between the under-

side of the flangeway floors and the pedestal where the casting changed abruptly from

solid to shell construction.

Test Procedure and Conditions

The strain measuring equipment was set up in the AAR test truck near the crossing

tower where 110-v ac power was available for operation of the apparatus. The electronic

equipment consisted of two 12 -channel recording oscillographs, two 12 -element strain

gage balance units and amplifiers, and a regulated power supply and oscillator for each

oscillograph. Wheel markers for each track were used to actuate a solenoid in each

oscillograph for the purpose of correlating the stresses with the wheel positions on the

test frogs. Generally, each record of stresses included the locomotive and the first and

last five cars.

Most of the eastward traffic on the Santa Fe track was passenger trains because

the freight trains operated at night. All of the traffic on the B&OCT was freight, with

an occasional passenger baggage car. All trains were hauled by diesel locomotives, except

for a few steam locomotive movements on the B&OCT track. The Indiana Harbor Belt

Railroad operated over 50 percent of the trains on the B&OCT track. Other roads using

the B&OCT track were the Milwaukee Road, the Belt Railway Company of Chicago,

the B&OCT and the Chicago and Ilhnois Western Railroad. The Santa Fe reported their

1952 gross tonnage over the crossings as follows: 16,470,000 westbound, and 17,564,000

eastbound. The B&OCT gave similar data as follows: 36,560,000 westbound and

47,530,000 gross tons eastbound. The total traffic, in round figures to the nearest million

gross tons, carried by each crossing in 1952 was 65 for crossing A (test corner) ; 64,

crossing B; 54, crossing C; and 53 for crossing D. All of the foregoing tonnages include

the locomotives as well as freight and passenger cars (Fig. 1).

Records were taken for 56 trains for all strain gages on the Ramapo casting and

for 60 trains over the U.S.S. casting, making a total of 116 movements, of which 46

were on the Santa Fe track.

The Ramapo casting was tested during the first week after the test crossing was

installed on new ballast and timbers. Stress measurements were started two days after

rebuilding the test crossing, and on the fourth day the Santa Fe resumed normal speed

of operation. The crossing was slightly low for grade and was not in perfect line, but

was frequently tamped up. The condition of maintenance was judged to be close to the

average for a typical year of operation. The U.S.S. casting was tested during the second

week.

Discussion of Test Data

Typical Oscillograms and Stress Patterns

Fig. 8 is a reproduction of one of the oscillograms showing a typical record for 10

strain gages on the Ramapo casting for a slow-speed Santa Fe freight train hauled by a

3-unit diesel locomotive. This record includes the stress patterns for all six gages in the

B&OCT flangeway adjacent to or near the Santa Fe receiving surface and two each of
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the vertical bending gages on the base ilanpe and outer vertical face of the casting walN.

Another oscillogram was also taken of the other 10 gages on the test frog. The top

trace in Fig. 8 correlates the wheel position with respect to the stress cycles, and the

wheels, represented by the circles in the ligure, indicate when they were at the edge ol

the Santa Fe leaving corner, or where the wheels start the flight across the B&OCT
flangeway. The base lines for each trace were drawn on the record to show zero stress.

Deflections above the base lines indicate compressive stresses and those below tension.

Bar scales are shown for each trace to indicate the magnitude of the stresses recorded.

The upper eight gages (Fig. 8) recorded major compressive stresses when the wheels

struck the Santa Fe receiving corner of the Ramapo casting in the SW corner of the

test crossing, while the two lower traces showed small peak values of tensile stresses.

The upper six traces were flangeway stresses and all showed a tensile stress between

wheels when the casting was flexed upward. Gages 11, 10, 23 and 29 developed tensile

stresses of magnitude fairly comparable to that of the respective compressive stresses,

except at gage 10 the major tensile stresses were larger than the compressive stresses.

The maximum tensile stress under the diesel trucks having a 9-ft wheel base occurred

when the lead wheel struck the receiving corner of the SE frog of the test crossing. For

a .somewhat larger wheel spacing, such as between trucks of a diesel unit, the maximum

tensile stress occurred later, or at the instant when no wheels were on the test crcssing.

The companion oscillogram to the one shown in Fig. 8 for Run S3, covers the stresses

measured at the six gages in the Santa Fe flangeway, all of which were at or near the

B&OCT receiving—Santa Fe leaving surface, except gage 1 at the Santa Fe guard rail

junction. In addition, two each of base flange and wall gages (14, 15, 24 and 25) were

at the bottom of the record. The .most striking difference in the patterns of the stresses

at gages 5, 6, 22, 21 and 30, corresponding, respectively, to positions 11, 10, 28, 2?> and

29, was that there was no tension recorded between wheels of the diesel locomotive for

the first mentioned group of five gages, and at gage 1 (corresponding to position 12)

the tensile stresses were of no significance as to magnitude. In Fig. 8 the top five traces

were generally in tension, except for the compressive impacts, whereas on^the other

record the traces for the corresponding gages remained in compression, with minor releases

under each 9-ft diesel truck and larger partial releases for the greater wheel spacing

under each diesel unit and between the B-units.

The stress patterns of the same gages as shown in Fig. 8, when recorded under similar

Santa Fe diesel units, having 4-wheel trucks, hauling a passenger train (Run 37) at

76 mph, are similar to those for slow-speed operation in that the major compressive and

tensile stresses occurred at about the same positions with respect to wheel location. The

high-speed records have more vibratory stresses, with greater amplitudes than for slow

speed. Although for the upper five gages (shown in Fig. 8) the traces indicated a gen-

eral reduction in the major tensile stresses between the wheels, the vibratory tensilj

stresses tended to offset that tendency for the Ramapo design. However, from Figs. 13,

15 and 16, gages 10, 23 and 29, showed a definite tendency for the tensile stresses to

increase moderately with respect to train speed.

Under the slow-speed Santa Fe diesel, no tensile stresses were recorded for gages 5,

6, 22, 21 and 30. However, in the record for the high-speed run, tensile stresses were

developed between trucks of a diesel unit when neither truck was on the test crossing,

except at gage 22 the major values were between the wheels of a truck or between

diesel units. The major compressive stresses at gages 5, 6, 21, 30, 1 and 24 occurred when

the wheels were at the running rail junction of the test frog. Gage 14 on the base flange

developed major tensile stresses at the same wheel position.
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On the B&OCT side, all traffic was slow speed, or below 25 mph. The major stress

occurred at all gages when the wheels struck the B&OCT receiving corner, except at

gage 14 where the maximum tensile stress (of moderate magnitude) developed when the

wheels crossed the running rail junction with the casting. Gages 11, 28, 16 and 17 were

primarily in tension and developed small peaks as the wheels struck the receiving corner,

while gages 10, 23, 29, 12, 27 and 26 had small to moderate sized compressive stresses.

None of the above 10 gages developed significant tensile stresses between wheels. All

stresses at gages 11, 28, 16 and 17 were of small magnitude. Gages 5, 6, 22, 21, 30, 1, 25

and 24 developed compressive peaks as the wheels struck the receiving corner, while gages

14 and IS had small tensile peaks of stress. Moderate tensile stresses were developed

between wheels at gages 5, 6, 22, 21, 30 and 1 when each wheel struck the receiving

corner of the NW frog. Fairly large compressive stresses were recorded for gage positions

5, 6, 21 and 30.

Stress patterns of the four flangeway gages (5, 11, 1 and 12) on the U.S.S. casting

under a slow-speed Santa Fe diesel included a major compressive stress as the wheels

struck the receiving corner of the test casting. Minor tensile stresses were developed

between all wheels at gages 11 and 12, and only between trucks of a car or diesel unit

at gage 1. Gage 5 developed no tensile stresses. Maximum tensile stresses generally

occurred when the wheels struck the receiving corner of the SE frog (trailing the test

frog). For a high-speed Santa Fe diesel, gages 11 and 12 developed major compressive

stresses when the wheels struck the receiving corner of the test frog. At gages 5 and 1

the compressive peaks occurred when the wheels were at the running rail junction. The

pattern of the tensile stresses was about the same for each gage as for slow speed, except

for an increase in magnitude at gages 11, 1 and 12. Practically no tensile stress was

developed at gage 5 under the Santa Fe traffic. Under B&OCT traffic the major com-

pressive stresses at the four flangeway gages occurred with the wheel impacts at the

receiving corner. All stresses at gage 11 were small, and gage 5 developed high com-

pressive and low tensile stresses. Generally, maximum tension occurred when the wheels

struck the receiving corner of the NW frog (leading the test frog)

.

Stress patterns in the base pedestal fillets at gages 31 to 38, incl., included maximum

tensile impacts when the slow-speed Santa Fe wheels were at the receiving corner of

the test frog, except that in the case of gages 37 and 38 the impact tensile stress occurred

when the wheels crossed the running rail junction. The stress patterns of gages 31, 32, 35

and 36 were similar in that each developed compressive stresses between all wheels. The

major compressive values occurred when the wheels struck the receiving corner of the

SE frog, the running rail junction of the test frog, or when the opposite wheel struck

the receiving corner of the NW frog. Conversely, the patterns for gages 33, 34, 37 and

38 were on the tensile side of the base line and only minor compressive stresses occurred

under the cars between trucks. Gage 36 was different from the other gages in that the

compressive stresses were larger than the tensile values; the latter resulting almost-

entirely from impacts. In other words, the stress trace was practically all on the com-

pressive side of the base line.

For the high-speed Santa Fe runs, each gage retained its pattern except for the

increase in the amplitude of the vibratory stresses and timing of the peak tensile stress.

Gages 31, 32, 35 and 36 had their peaks of tensile stress when the wheels were at the

Santa Fe receiving corner of the test frog, and gages .ii, 34, 37 and 38 developed the

maximum values when the wheels first loaded the casting at the running rail junction.

Stress 'patterns of the base fillet gages (31 to 38, incl.) under a slow-speed diesel

on the B&OCT track were different from those that have been described for the slow-
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speed Santa Fe diesei, particularly for gages 31, i2, 35 and 36, which were located under

and close to the B&OCT flangeway. Gage 31 retained its peak tensile stress when the

wheels struck the B&OCT receiving corner and had only minor compressive stresses

between the wheels. Gages H, 35 and 36 had a common pattern to the extent of having

a small to moderate compressive stress when the wheels struck the receiving corner and

moderate tensile stresses between wheels. Most of the stresses at the four gage locations

were appreciably smaller than the corresponding values measured under the slow-.^peed

Santa Fe diesels. Gages 2>i, 34, 37 and 38 recorded high tensile stresses when the wheels

struck the receiving corner and moderate compressive stresses between the wheels. These

tensile stresses were larger than those recorded for slow Santa Fe runs. Cracks will

probably occur earlier at gages ii, 34, 37 and 38 because the traffic on both sides of the

cros.sing developed moderate to large tensile stresses at these gages.

Both gages. 30 and 40, in the fillets between the pedestal and the underside of the

flangeway floors, developed maximum tensile stresses as the wheels of a slow-speed

Santa Fe diesei struck the receiving corner, but only gage 40 had minor compressive

stresses between wheels. Under a high-speed Santa Fe diesei, gage 39 had maximum
tensile stresses between wheels, with releases of tensile stresses or small compressive

stresses when the wheels struck the receiving corner. Minor compressive stresses also

occurred between trucks of a diesei unit. Gage 40, under a high-speed Santa Fe diesei,

had the same stress pattern as the slow-speed Santa Fe records, except for larger vibratory

stresses and larger maximum tensile and compressive stresses. Under a slow-speed diesei

on the B&OCT track, gage 39 had large tensile stresses when the wheels struck the

receiving corner and small compressive stresses between wheels. Gage 40 had a similar

pattern as to the location of the major and minor stresses. However, the compressive

stresses were small and tensile values quite moderate at gage 40.

Endurance Limits of Hadfield Manganese Steel

Before presenting the graphs of maximum stresses with respect to the speed of thr

trains, information on the fatigue strength of Hadfield manganese steel will be presented.

From the endurance limits of the metal, the critical stresses can be more accurately

appraised with respect to the formation of cracks in the castings. Fatigue tests for one

ratio of compressive and tensile stresses have been reported in the Proceedings, Vol. 50,

1949, pages 579-588. Because the 1944 stress measurements in several casting designs had

indicated that the fillet stresses ranged from a high compressive stress to a moderate

tensile stress, the fatigue tests were conducted on the basis of using a range from a

maximum compressive stress to a tensile stress SO percent as great for all test specimens.

For manganese steel in the as-cast condition, without a corroding agent, the endurance

limits were from 38.000 psi compression to 19,000 psi tension, or a range of 57,000 psi.

No tests were made for other stre.ss ratios, but for tensile stresses greater than thi-

amount stated the range of stress should be less than 57,000 psi. For smaller values of

tensile stress the stress range should be moderately larger.

Maximum Stresses

For each strain gage on each oscillogram, maximum compressive and tensile stresses

were determined separately for the locomotives (including tenders for steam power) and

the cars. These values were plotted with respect to train speed and the two sides ol the

crossing, and are presented in Figs. 9 to 25, incl.

All stresses less than 10,000 psi were omitted from the graphs because they have

little significance with respect to the fatigue life of the casting or to the formation of
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cracks. Figs. 9 to 12, incl., cover the four ^age locations that were common to both

casting designs. Each of Figs. 13 to 20, incl., gives a comparison between two correspond-

ing or companion gages on the Ramapo casting, and Figs. 21 to 25, incl., show similar

information for 10 strain gages on the underside of the U.S.S. depth-hardened casting.

Each graph includes an inset showing the precise location of the strain gages and the

direction of the stresses measured. Approximate trends of the effect of train speed under

Santa Fe traffic have been shown by dashed lines on some of the stress graphs where

there was a definite relation indicated by the plotted points. In many instances there

was no effect of train speed shown for stresses measured under the Santa Fe traffic. In a

few instances the scatter of the stress values obscured the speed effect.

From Figs. 9 to 20, inch, it will be observed for the Ramapo casting that the larger

compressive stresses were measured at gages 5, 6 and 21, and that gages 14, 10 and 23

showed the higher tensile stresses. Gages 5, 6, 21 and 23 had the higher values of total

stress range. For this casting the stress range was higher for gages 5 and 6 at the

B&OCT receiving corner than for corresponding gages 11 and 10 at the Santa Fe receiving

corner. From Figs. 10 and 13 it will be noted that the larger compressive stresses at

gages 5 and 6 occurred under the B&OCT traffic. It seems probable that the casting was

flexed more at gages 5 and 6 under the B&OCT traffic because of having the discontinuous

timbers supporting that side of the crossing. In the U.S.S. casting the stress range at

gage 11 was higher than at gage 5, whereas the Ramapo casting showed the reverse

order of the maximum stresses.

Stresses for the 14 gage locations on the U.S.S. casting are shown in Figs. 9 to 12

and 21 to 25, incl. The higher compressive stresses occurred at gages 11 and S in the

flangeway fillets at the two receiving corners. The larger tensile stresses were developed

at gages 34, 37, 38 and 33 in the base fillets next to the solid pedestal. The higher ranges

of stress occurred at gages 11, 5, 35, 36 and 32.

Table 1 is included to show the stress range of all of the strain gages by averaging

the three highest compressive and tensile stresses measured under the locomotives or cars.

The Ramapo casting had five gage locations where the measured stresses exceeded the

endurance limits of the metal and will probably cause the formation of cracks. These

locations were at gages 5, 10, 6, 23 and 21, and the highest stress range was 67,000 psi

at gage 5. Because the measured range of stress did not greatly exceed the fatigue strength

of the casting, it is possible that a rather long period of service will be obtained before

cracks develop to an extent sufficient to impair the serviceability of the casting.

A study of the stress cycle at each locomotive axle was made for a few strain gages,

and it was found that stress reversals comparable to those shown in Table 1 for some

of the high recording gages were very infrequent because both maximum compressive

and tensile stresses were not present in the same cycle or under the same locomotive.

Although Table 1 indicates precisely the range of maximum stresses measured, only the-

results of the service tests will determine the fatigue Ufe of castings at the critical areas.

The U.S.S. casting had a high range of stress at gages 11 and 5, with corresponding

values of 112,000 and 91,000 psi. Because of a high stress range or relatively large tensile

stresses, or both, the endurance limits were exceeded at strain gage positions 31 to 40,

incl., and cracks will probably develop at those gages as well as at gages 11 and S.

Because the stress range at gages 5 and 11 so greatly exceeded the fatigue strength, and

because the tensile stresses in the base pedestal fillets (gages 31 to 38, incl.) were so near

the yield strength, it seems likely that cracks will develop at these locations in a relatively

short service period.
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Table 2 is presented to give a comparison of the maximum stresses measured at four

gage locations in the flangeway fillets of each of the two new designs of castings and

the previous castings furnished by each manufacturer for the stress measurements con-

ducted in 1944. The Morden-Ramapo design was the predecessor of the Ramapo Ajax

deepened flangeway casting, and the previous design of the U.S.S. was known as the

Carnegie-Illinois design. The new Ramapo design showed a marked reduction in thi-

total stress range at gage 11 and a moderate reduction at gage 5. The reverse was true

at gages 1 and 12, where the deepened flangeway design had moderately higher stress

ranges. At both receiving corner fillet gages 11 and 5 the stress range was larger in the

U.S.S. pedestal design than in its previous casting. The stress range was about the same

at gage 1, but was larger at gage 12 for the new pedestal-type casting. With one excep-

tion, the stresses at the guard rail junctions (gages 1 and 12) were larger in both new

designs of castings. It is possible that the 1952 stresses were larger than those of 1941

because the crossing and track approaches were not in as good surface and line as they

were during the earlier tests, which were not conducted immediately after digging out

the crossings. Because of the box construction of the external arms of the Morden-

Ramapo casting, no flangeway cracks occurred at the guard rail junctions, during its

4^-year service life. The deepened flangeway casting had the same construction and

no cracks should occur at those locations. The stresses at gage 12 on the solid pedestal

casting were close to the fatigue strength of the metal, but may not result in cracks if

the tensile stresses do not increase in the future.

Summary and Conclusions

The foregoing stress data give the results of tests conducted at McCook, 111., with

two new designs of solid manganese castings. In the Ramapo design, the flangeways

were deepened at the intersection to provide more flexibility. In the U.S.S. design, a solid

pedestal was provided to support the tread corners, which was connected with the base

of the casting with four struts, or ribs.

The Ramapo casting had five critical stress areas in the fillets, three of these being

adjacent to the B&OCT receiving corner and the other two next to the Santa Fe receiv-

ing corner. Because the measured stress range at these locations did not greatly exceed

the fatigue strength of the steel in the casting, it is probable that' a rather long period

of service will be obtained before cracks develop to such an extent as to impair the

serviceabihty of the frog. From Table 2 it will be observed that at the two receivin!^

corner fillet gages the stress range and the maximum tensile stress in the Ramapo design

were smaller than in the earlier casting, designated as the Morden-Ramapo design, which

had a service life of 4^2 years. From the stress ranges developed in the two castings,

it seems reasonable to anticipate a longer service life for the deepened flangeway design.

As shown in Table 1, practically all of the strain gages on the U.S.S. solid pedestal

design, except at the two guard rail junctions, developed stress ranges and/or tensile

stresses considerably in excess of the fatigue strength of the metal. It seems likely that

cracks will develop at most of the gage locations in a relatively short period of service.

At both of the receiving corner fillet gages (Table 2), the solid-pedestal type casting had

much higher stresses than those measured in the earlier design, designated as the Carnegie-

Illinois design, which had a service hfe of three years. Judging from the magnitude of

the stresses in the two' U.S.S. casting designs, the service Hfe of the pedestal type of

casting is expected to be shorter than that of the Carnegie-Illinois design. However, the

service tests during the next few years will develop conclusive information on the service-

ability and economy of the two new designs of castings.
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SRR\TrF, TESTS OF THE f'ASTTNCS

All three of the new castings were placed in service during the first two weeks of

October 1952, and remain in the same locations as shown in Fig. 1.

An inspection of all of the AAR test castings was made March 11, l^Si, and the

results are as follows:

Shot Peened Casting

When this frog was moved from the test corner to the NE corner of crossing B,

October 1952, the Santa Fe receiving and leaving corners remained in the same positions.

However, for the B&OCT traffic the former receiving and leaving corners were reversed.

Since August 11, 1952, the flangeway cracks have increased in length appreciably, or

from a total length of 9^ in to 22 in. At this inspection, there was an 11 ^-in crack

around the Santa Fe receiving corner, with 8^ in. in that railroad's flangeway. A 9i^-in

crack had developed around the old receiving—new leaving B&OCT corner, with 8 in.

in the Santa Fe's flangeway. In addition, there was a 1-in crack across the B&OCT
flangeway connecting the two long cracks. Two cracks, 1 in and ^ in long, were in the

tread at the Santa Fe running rail junction. These cracks radiated from the reentrant

angle of the casting where a void was found in the casting when it was removed from

the track. These two cracks were first observed October 1, 1952, and have not progressed

in length. This casting was in the process of being welded, March 11, 1953.

Ramapo Deepened Flangeway Castings

No cracks had formed in either of the two castings placed in service, October 1952,

in crossing D.

U.S.S. Castings

A small crack, ^/^ in long, was found above the flangeway fillet at the Santa Fe

receiving corner of the U.S.S. depth hardened casting in the test corner. The longer

portion of this crack, 34 in, was in the B&OCT flangeway. No cracks were found in the

casting without depth hardening. The two receiving corners of the latter casting had

mashed down considerably, with some flow into the flangeways. The B&OCT receiving

corner was in the worst condition where it had started to chip next to the Santa Fe

flangeway. Arrangements were made to have the flowed metal ground off.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF STRESSES MEASURED IN THE RAMAPO AJAX AND
U.S.S. CO. MANGANESE CASTINGS AT McCOOK, ILL. - OCTOBER 1952

Average of Three Highest Compressive and Tensile Str'esses and the Range of

These Averages in 1000 psi. (
- = Compressive Stress, + = Tensile Stress)
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TABLE 2 MEASURED STRESSES IN THE FLANGEWAY FILLETS OF THE
TWO NEW DESIGNS OF CASTINGS AND THEIR PREDECESSORS

Average of Three Highest Compressive and Tensile Stresses and the Range

of These Values in 1000 psi. (— - Compressive Stress, + - Tensile Stress)

Year of

Tests



Advance Report of Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

Investigation of Dead-Load and Live-Load Stresses
in a 350-Ft Truss Span on the AT&SF System

A. DIGEST

This report contains a description and analysis of lest data obtained on 3S0-lt double-

tracti deci< truss spans having ballasted tracks and a timber floor. The bridge is on the

main line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System and spans the Colorado

River between Arizona and California. The tests were conducted as a part of the research

program to determine the stresses in steel truss spans and the final conclusions will be

based upon a large number of tests on truss spans.

1. Dead-Load Direct and Secondary Stresses

The dead-load direct and secondary stresses in the various truss members near the

gusset plates were determined by means of Berry strain gages. The method consists essen-

tially of measuring exactly the distance between two small holes about 10 in apart before

the bridge was erected and then repeating these measurements after the bridge was

erected. The difference in the measurements is the strain in the members resulting from

the weight of the steel and deck. A brief summary of the analysis of the dead-load

stresses follows:

a. The recorded and calculated direct stresses in the various truss members of the

north and south trusses, as determined from the average of the stresses on the

four corners of the members, are shown in the tables on Figs. 1.? to 36, jncl.

It can be seen that, in general, the recorded direct stresses were greater than

the calculated stresses.

1). Rending stresses of considerable magnitude were found about the horizontal

axis 1-1 of the truss members, as shown in Cols. S and 11 of Table 2. These

bending stresses should be in agreement with the calculated stresses shown in

Cols. 8 and 14. For example, a bending stress of — 1.S9 ksi was found in mem-
ber L4-U5 at joint L4 of span .1, south truss, as compared to a calculated

bending stress of +0.70 ksi (see Cols. 5 and 8 of Table 2). The maximum
bending stress about the horizontal axis 1-1 was + 5.54 ksi and was recorded in

member L4-U5 of span 5 (see Col. 11 of Table 2 and Fig. 28), as compared

with a calculated stress of -|- 0.70 ksi.

f. High bending stresses were found about the vertical axis 2-2 of the truss mem-
bers, as shown in Cols. and 15 of Table 2, and were probably caused by

fabrication, erection, floorbeam deflection or unequal bearing of the shoes. \
maximum bending stress of — 6.22 ksi was found in member U9-LQ of span 4

(see Fig. 17).

d. The stresses in the chord members at the ends of the splices were fairly well

distributed over the section, as shown by the diagrams on Figs. M and M,

although the stresses are somewhat greater on one side of the member than on

the other.

37
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e. High stresses were recorded at the edges of the man-holes in the chord mem-

bers, as shown by the diagrams on Figs. 33 and 35, the maximum stress being

— 17.94 ksi at the edge of the man-hole in member U4-US, south truss. This

stress is 2.4 times the average stress on the gross section, which is in agreement

with laboratory tests.

2. Live-Load Direct and Secondary Stresses

The live-load direct and secondary stresses in the various truss members, stringers

and floorbeam were determined by means of electro-magnetic strain gages, with oscillo-

graph recording with only one track loaded. The stresses were determined under the

passage of regular scheduled trains with both diesel and steam locomotives, and also

under a double-headed test train. A brief summary of the analysis of the live-load

stresses follows:

a. A comparison of the recorded and calculated live-load stresses is shown in

Tables 3 and 4, and it can be seen from Cols. 9 and 13 that there was very

poor agreement in these stresses. However, there was good agreement between

the average recorded and calculated stresses in the two trusses, as shown in

Cols. IS and 16 of Tables 3 and 4.

b. The far truss of the double-track bridge was carrying more than its proportion

of the load when one track was loaded, as shown in Col. 14 of Tables 3 and 4.

With one track loaded, the near truss should carry three times the load carried

by the far truss if the rigidity of the sway bracing and floorbeams is neglected,

but it can be seen that it was only carrying from 0.90 to 2.44 times as much.

c. The stresses recorded in the top chord lateral bracing are shown on Fig. 69, and

it can be seen that these members went into compression, indicating that the

lateral system was acting as part of the top chord.

d. A comparison of the recorded and calculated stresses in the stringers and floor-

beam is shown in the lower part of Table 4. The recorded stresses in the

stringers were appreciably lower than the calculated stresses, while there was

fair agreement in the fioorbeam.

e. The recorded stresses at the four corners of the truss members under diesel and

steam locomotives crossing the bridge at various speeds are shown in Figs. 37

to 43, incl. It can be seen from Cols. 10 and IS that large bending stresses were

recorded in the members about each principal axis, while Col. 20 shows the

bending about both axes.

f. The stresses recorded on a section through the man-holes in two chord mem-

bers are shown on Fig. 44, and it can be seen that a stress of 6.44 ksi was

recorded on the edge of the man-hole in lower chord member L5-L6, as com-

pared with a direct stress of 2.94 ksi on the gross section.

g. The stresses recorded on a section through the member at the end of the chord

splices are shown on Fig. 45, and it appears that the splice plates are effective

in distributing the load fairly uniformly to the member, although in some

cases the center portions of the plates are carrying more than their proportion

of the load.

3. Dynamic Effects

The maximum stresses in the various bridge members resulting from the trains with

diesel and steam locomotives crossing over the bridge at various speeds were determined
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by means of electro-magnetic strain gages, with oscillograph recording. A brief summary

of the total impacts and maximum stresses, determined with one track loaded, is as

follows:

a. The total impacts produced by the diesel and steam locomotives in the two

panels of stringers are shown on Figs. 53, 54 and 55, and it is evident that the

steam locomotives produce considerably more impact than the diesel locomo-

tives. All impact values were below those predicated by the AREA design

specification.

b. The total impacts recorded in one floorbeam under the diesel and steam loco-

motives are shown by the diagrams on Fig. 56. All impact values were below

the AREA design specification.

c. The total impacts recorded in the various truss members are shown on Fig. 57

for the diesel locomotives and on Figs. 58 and 59 for the steam locomotives,

and it can be seen that the impacts under the diesel locomotives are somewhat

smaller than those under the steam locomotives. The impacts in the chords and

end posts under both types frequently exceeded those predicated by the AREA
design specification.

d. The greatest maximum stresses recorded in the stringers under the diesel and

steam locomotives passing over the bridge at various speeds were only slightly

greater than the calculated static stresses, as shown in Figs. 60, 61 and 62.

It can be seen that the recorded maximum stresses were considerably below the

calculated maximum stresses.

e. The maximum stresses recorded in the chord and web members of the trusses

under the passage of the diesel and steam locomotives are smaller than the

calculated maximum stresses, as shown on Figs. 64 to 67, incl., even though

some of the recorded impacts exceeded the AREA design specification impact.

It should be pointed out that the calculated stresses are based on the assump-

tion that the near truss is carrying 75 percent of the total load, while actually

the near truss was only carrying about 60 percent of the load.

B. FOREWORD

The construction of the double-track railroad bridge across the Colorado River in

1945 by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway afforded an opportunity for the

research staff of the Association of American Railroads to secure data on the actual

dead-load, live-load and dynamic stresses in such a structure. This bridge, because of

the heavy ballasted floor, was particularly suitable for the determination of the dead-

load stresses as they constitute about half the permissible stresses. Since Assignment S

of Committee 30 is the determination of the impacts and stresses in steel truss spans

having open or ballasted tracks, the research staff made the necessary arrangements

with the American Bridge Company (now the American Bridge Division of the United

States Steel Corporation) to secure the initial readings on the various truss members

while they were on blocking in the gantry yard in Gary, Ind., and with the Santa Fe to

secure the final dead-load, live-load and dynamic readings after the trusses were com-

pletely erected and the bridge was in operation.

The double-track bridge tested and analyzed in this report is on the main line of the

Santa Fe between Chicago and Los Angeles. The bridge is in territory where several

high-speed diesel and steam locomotives operate each day. The majority of the tests were
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conducted under regular scheduled trains and arrangements were made with the operat-

ing department of the railroad to have the trains cross the bridge at various speeds

ranging from 10 mph, which is considered the same as static, to the maximum operating

speed of the locomotive. Since most of the regular scheduled trains had only one locomo-

tive, a special test train consisting of two Santa Fe type (2-10-2) locomotives and six

loaded tank cars was used for the principal study of impact effects in the bridge.

The dead-load stresses were determined from Berry strain gage readings, and in order

lo ehminate the effects of large differences in steel temperatures resulting from the sun

shining on the steel, all initial and tinal readings were taken at night after the temperature

of the steel and air was about the same.

The tests analyzed in this report were conducted for AREA Committee 30—Impact

and Bridge Stresses, and were carried out under the direction of G. M. Magee, director

of engineering research, Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads. The

funds necessary for the tests were provided by the AAR.

The conduct of the tests, analysis of data, and preparation of the report were in

charge of E. J. Ruble, research engineer structures, research staff, AAR, assisted by

A. A. Sirel, assistant research engineer structures. The initial Berry gage readings on the

members in the gantry yard at Gary were taken during the summer of 1944, while the

final Berry gage readings were taken in the spring of 1948. The live-load readings were

taken in the winter of 1947.

C. TEST MEMBERS AND LOCATION OF GAGES

This structure across the Colorado River, about 20 miles east of Needles, Cahf.,

consists principally of three 3S0-ft double-track deck truss spans with three 100-ft deck

girder approach spans on the west and one 100-ft, and one 50-ft deck girder approach

.spans on the east end, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The tracks are spaced at 14-ft center-^,

with the trusses at 28-ft centers, so that with one track loaded the near truss is calculated

to carry 75 percent of the total load and the far truss 25 percent. The bridge was

designed for Cooper E 72 loading, with impact in accordance with the 1935 ARE.A

impact allowance. The capacity of the span, based on the gross area of the center

lower chord member and the present AREA design stress of 18,000 psi, with impact for

steam locomotives of 28.1 percent, would be Cooper E 126.0 for one track loaded.

The main chord and web members of the trusses were fabricated with the .ingles

turned in to form a box section, and elliptical man-holes were placed in the bottom

cover plates for access to the interior of the section for riveting during erection and

painting. The 33-in W.F., at 220-lb, stringers bear directly on top of the floorbeams.

The stringer bearings permit expansion at both ends so the stringers cannot act as part

of the top chord, except for the small amount of load carried by friction. The top chord

lateral bracing consists of 14-in W.F. beams, at 61 lb, riveted in place, and these mem-

bers should carry a small part of the top chord direct stress. The floor is of the bal-

lasted type, that is, the track ties supporting the rail rest on about 6 in of crushed rock

ballast. The ballast is supported by a solid timber floor resting directly on the smooth

top flanges of the stringers.

The calculation of the secondary effects on the truss members during the design

of the structure indicated that large bending moments about the principal a.xis 1-1 of

the members would be induced by the deflection of the trusses. In an effort to reduce

these bending moments, the top chord was lengthened and the bottom chord shortened

by an amount equal to the strain produced by the dead load of 7500 lb per ft, plus
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2000 lb per ft of truss. The chords were then assembled and reamed in the gantry yard

in a straight line. The erection of the trusses resulted in a camber equal to the deflection

produced by the dead load plus 2000 lb per ft of truss, with induced reverse bending in

the truss members. By this method of fabrication and erection the top and bottom

chords would be practically level under dead load, with very little reversed bending in

the members.

1. Dead-Load Gage Locations

A thorough study of the dead-load direct and secondary stresses was made on the

principal chord and web members of both trusses of .span 4, with readings taken on only

a few members of the trusses of spans ,? and S, to determine any similarity of action.

The longitudinal locations of the gage lines on the various truss members are shown on

Fig. 2 for spans 3 and 5, while those for span 4 are shown on Fig. ^. The transverse

locations of the gage lines at each section are shown on Figs. 13 to 36, incl. For example,

the dead load stresses in lower chord member L3-L4, span 4, were determined on a sec-

tion 6 ft 6J^ in from panel point L4, or 1 ft 3 in from the edge of the gusset plate, as

.shown by section 27-27 on Fig. 3. The stresses were determined on six different gage

lines, "a" to "f", incl., of each truss on section 27-27, as shown by the lower diagrams

of Fig. 24.

In order to have a check on the dead-load stresses at any particular location readings

were secured on two consecutive positions at each gage line, as shown by the Typical

Location of Gages in the lower center diagram of Fig. 3. In determining the stresses on

each gage line for tabulation on Figs. 13 to 36, incl., the average of the stresses found on

the two 10-in consecutive gage lines "x" and "y" was taken as the final stress.

The stresses in the top and bottom chord members at the ends of the splice plates on

span 4 were determined by taking readings on the top chord member at section 21-21

and lower chord member at section 34-34. The locations of these sections with respect

to the ends of the splice plates are shown by the lower right diagram of Fig. 3. The loca-

tions of the 18 gage lines in member US-U6, section 21-21, are shown on Fig. 31, while

the locations of the 14 gage lines on member I4-L5, section 34-34, are shown on Fig. M.

.As previously mentioned, the main truss members have elliptical man-holes in the

bottom cover plates for access to the interior of the members. In order to determine the

stress concentration at the edges of these man-holes, readings were taken as .shown by

the Typical Location of Gages Across Manhole in the lower left diagram of Fig. 3. The

13 positions at section 32-32, gage lines "a" to "n" shown on Fig. 36, were selected to

determine the average dead-load stress on the gross section. The 10 positions at section

33-33, gage lines "a" to ''k" shown on Fig. 35, were selected to determine the effects

of the man-holes on the stresses in the memljcr.

2. Live-Load Gage Locations

A study of the live-load direct and secondary stresses was made on the principal

chord and web members of both trusses of the center truss span 4. The longitudinal loca-

tions of the gage lines on the various truss members are shown on the top diagram of

Fig. 4 and, in general, these sections were located between rivets so that the stress on the

gross section was recorded. The transverse locations of the gage lines at each section arc

shown by the lower diagrams on Fig. 4. Since the live-load stresses were determined

with gages having only a 2-in gage length, it was possible to determine the bending

stresses very close to the gusset plates, as shown by the location of the sections on Fig. 4

For example, the bending stress in member L4 L5, section 84-84, was determined on a
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section only 1^4 in from the gusset plate. The bending stress at this location is an average

stress over a gage length of 2 in.

As previously mentioned, a total of 24 gages was available for simultaneous read-

ings, so with 4 gages on the corners of each member, a total of 6 members of one truss

could be tested at one time. As soon as a sufficient number of runs, usually about 10

or 12, had been secured for the one location of the gages, called a series, the gages were

changed to 6 more members for the next series.

3. Impact Gage Locations

The impact effects in the principal chord and web members of both trusses, stringers

in panels U6-U7 and U9-U10, floorbeam US, and top chord bracing in panels 'U4-U.S

and US-U6 were determined by locating the gages on the various members, as shown

on Figs. 5 and 6. For this study it was considered desirable to locate the gages longi-

tudinally near the center of the chord and web members to eliminate, as much as pos-

sible, the bending stresses about the horizontal axis of the member. Since only the impact

effects, or the percentage increase in stress resulting from trains crossing over the bridge

at various speeds, were to be determined, and most of the bending stresses would not

be recorded by the central location of the gages on the member, it was considered suffi-

cient to place only two gages on each chord or web member. By placing only two gages

on each chord or web member it was possible to determine the simultaneous impact

effects in six members of each truss. Some of the data secured with four gages on the

members, used to determine the Uve-load secondary stress, was also used to determine

the impact effects in members U8-U9, L8-U9 and U9-U10.

The gages were placed on the lower flanges of the stringers at the center of the span

of panels U6-U7 and U9-U10, as shown on Figs. 5 and 6. It can be seen that the gages

were placed on the stringers under both the eastbound and westbound tracks so that

readings under the trains in both directions could be secured. Gages were placed on the

top and bottom flanges of the floorbeam of panel US, as shown on Figs. S and 6. It

should be pointed out that the gages were placed at the center of the span so that the

recorded stresses were not the maximum with one track loaded. However, this location

was selected so the impact effects could be determined with either track loaded.

The Hve-load stresses in the top chord lateral bracing between panel points U4
and U6 were determined by locating the gages as shown in the lower left diagram of

Fig. S. The gages were located on both the upper ^nd lower flanges, as shown, so the

direct stress in the member could be determined.

D. TEST TRAINS

The live-load secondary and impact tests were conducted, as previously explained,

under both regular scheduled trains and a special test train. In conducting the tests under

the regular scheduled trains, the locomotive numbers were recorded as the trains passed

over the bridge, and the locomotives were then grouped for analysis of data according

to their classes. All steam locomotives stop at Needles, Calif., about 20 miles west of

the bridge, to take oil and water, so in calculating the live-load stresses and correcting

the recorded stresses in the chord members, the tenders on all eastbound trains were

considered full and those on the westbound trains were considered half full. However,

the difference in the calculated stress in the center chord members of the near truss

between a full tender and a half full tender amounted to only about 0.2S ksi, so a small

error in the actual tender weights had very little effect on the recorded or calculated

stresses.
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A study of the train consist lor the freight trains and the diagrams of loaded weight

for baggage cars indicated that the weight of the cars on the freight trains averaged

about 3 kips per foot of track, while those on the passenger trains averaged about 2 kips

per foot of track, so these values were accordingly used in calculating the live-load

stresses. A difference of 1 kip in the uniform load back of the locomotive amounted to

only about 0.2 ksi in the calculated stress in the center chord members of the near truss.

The necessary information regarding all the locomotives used in these tests, such as

axle weights, a.xle spacing, nominal wheel diameters, and all information required to

calculate the components and resultant unbalanced weights on the driving wheels oi

the steam locomotives, was furnished by the mechanical department of the railroad. The
diagrams of all the locomotives used in these tests are shown on Fig. 7, while the com -

ponents and resultant unbalanced weights in the drivers of the two 3800 class locomo-

tives used in the special test train for the impact tests are .shown on Figs. 8 and Q. A
general description of all the locomotives under which test records were obtained is as

follows:

1. Diesel-Electric, 5400 Hp
The 4-unit locomotives of this class are used in freight service, and all genera! data,

such as axle weights and axle spacings, are shown in Fig. 7. The ratings of these locomo-

tives followed by a uniform load of 3 kips per foot of track, in terms of Cooper loadin;.'

for moment at the center of the span, vary from E 44.6 for the truss members to E 37.6

for the floorbeams, as shown in Table 1

.

2. Steam Locomotive—Northern Type, 4-8-4 (Class 3751)

The locomotives of this class are used in passenger service, and all general data

necessary for computing the static live-load stresses are shown in Fig. 7. The ratings of

these locomotives followed by a uniform load of 2 kips per foot of tracks, in terms of

Cooper loading for moment at the center of the span, vary from E 45.2 for the truss

members to E 62.1 for the floorbeams, as shown in Table 1.

3. Steam Locomotives—Northern Type, 4-8-4 (Class 3776)

The locomotives of this class are used in passenger service, and all general data

necessary for computing the static live-load stresses are shown in Fig. 7. Complete data

on the components and resultant unbalanced weights in the drivers can be found in the

.^REA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 233. The ratings of these locomotives followed

by a uniform load of 2 kips per foot of track, in terms of Cooper loading for moment
at the center of the span, vary from E 48.0 for the truss members to E 63.2 for the

floorbeams, as shown in Table 1.

4. Steam Locomotive—Northern Type, 4-8-4 (Class 2900)

The locomotives of this class are used in passenger service, and ail general data

necessary for computing the static live-load stresses are shown in Fig. 7. The ratings of

these locomotives followed by a uniform load of 2 kips per foot of track, in terms of

Cooper loading for moment at the center of the span, vary from E 48.3 for the truss

members to E 66.0 for the floorbeams, as shown in Table 1.

5. Steam Locomotive—Northern Type, 4-8-4 (Class 3765)

The locomotives of this class are used in pa.ssenger service, and all general data

necessary for computing the static live-load stresses are shown in Fig. 7. Complete data

on the components and resultant unbalanced weights in the drivers can be found in the
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AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 2i2. The rating of these locomotives followed

by a uniform load of 2 kips per foot of track, in terms of Cooper loading for moment

at the center of the truss span, is E 47.5, as shown in Table 1.

6. Steam Locomotive—Santa Fe Type, 2-10-2 (Class 3800)

The locomotives of this class are used in freight service, and all general data neces-

sary for computing the static live-load stresses under the locomotives of this weight are

.shown in Fig. 7. The rating of these locomotives followed by a uniform load of 3 kips

per foot of track, in terms of Cooper loading for moment at the center of the truss

span, is E 41.7, as shown in Table 1.

7. Test Train

The special train used in the study of impact and secondary live-load effects con-

sisted of two Santa Fe type steam locomotives (Class 3800) followed by six loaded oil

tank cars and a way car. The necessary general data on the locomotives and four of the

cars for computing the static live-load stresses are shown by the top diagram of Fig. 7.

The rating of these two locomotives followed by the oil tank cars, in terms of Cooper

loading for moment at the center of the truss span, was E 66.3, as shown in Table 1.

The components and resultant unbalanced weights in the two test locomotives of

the test train are shown on Figs. 8 and 9. The first or leading locomotive. No. 3900, has

an average reciprocating unbalance per side per kip of locomotive weight in working

order of 5.76, and an average reciprocating compensation of 9 percent. The second loco-

motive, No. 3882, has an average reciprocating unbalance of 5.57 and an average

reciprocating compensation of 49 percent. All the drivers of the first locomotive are

straight balanced, which results in a large revolving unbalance in the main or center

driver, as shown in Fig. 8. The drivers of the second locomotive were originally straight

balanced, but the main driver had been re-balanced within recent years to eliminate all

components except that opposite the pin, as shown in Fig. 9.

During the tests with the two locomotives and cars, it was observed that the right

pins of the first locomotive were 30 deg ahead of the right pins of the second locomotive.

The positions of the driver pins, shown on Figs. 8 and 9, are those which result in the

maximum moment at the center of the truss span from the combined vertical components

of the hammer blow for both locomotives.

E. INSTRUMENTS

1. Berry Strain Gages

The 10-in and 20-in Berry strain gages shown in Figs. 10 and 11 were used in these

tests to determine the dead-load stresses. The gages consist of an invar steel frame with

two pointed legs, one leg rigidly attached to the frame and the other leg pivoted. The

pivoted leg forms a lever which bears against a dial micrometer attached to the frame

of the instrument. The lever on the 10-in gage originally had a multiplication ratio of 5,

but several surfacings of the points previous to these tests had increased this ratio to

5.42, as determined by laboratory tests on the instrument. The lever on the new 20-in

gage still had a ratio of 5 and the dial micrometer on both gages is sensitive to a move-

ment of 0.001 in per dial division. One division of the dial, therefore, corresponds to a

movement of 0.00018 in of the point on the pivoted leg of the 10-in gage, and 0.0002 in

on the 20-in gage. The unit strain is found by dividing the total measured strain by the

distance between gage holes, and the unit stress is then determined by multiplying the
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unit strain by the modulus of elasticity of the steel, which has been taken as .^0,000,000

psi for the purpose of these tests. A stress factor of 553 psi was, therefore, used for the

]0-in gage, and a factor of 300 psi for the 20-in gage.

2. Reference Bars

Standard or reference bars were made from 2-in by ^-in by 24-in steel plates. by

using some of the same steel plates as were used in the fabrication of the bridge. The

reference bars were prepared by drilling ^-in diameter holes in the bars at 10-in centers,

and then forcing in J/^-in diameter hardened steel plugs. Two 10-in gage lines, marked

".\" and "y", were then prepared with an overall 20-in gage line. One reference bar was

used with each of the three spans tested.

•\ check on the exact length of the 10-in gage was maintained by using a constant-

length reference bar. This reference bar is built of two different steels having different

coefficients of expansion, and the gage length remains constant during a full range of

temperature changes.

3. Thermo-Couple and Potentiometer

The temperature of the reference bars and of the bridge members was determined

by means of a thermo-couple and potentiometer, as shown in Fig. 12. The thermo-

couple, shown in the right hand of the operator, consists of one conductor of copper

and the other conductor of constantan. The principle of the thermo-couple is the pairing

of two dissimilar electrical conductors to produce an electromotive force when one

end of each conductor is in contact with the steel.

The potentiometer consists essentially of a galvanometer, a temperature scale attached

to a slider on a uniform resistaiice wire, and a Weston type standard cell of constant

voltage. The dry cell provides a constantly flowing current through the potentiometer

circuit, while the Weston type cell provides a means of standardizing the current. The

two circuits are connected in series, and by means of a variable rheostat the drop in

potential of the potentiometer circuit is equalized to the voltage of the standard cell.

The point of equalization is determined by the galvanometer which is in series with the

two circuits. In operation, one end of the copper, or positive, conductor is connected to

the galvanometer, while one end of the constantan, or negative, conductor is connected

to the slider. The electromotive force of the thermo-couple is balanced against the poten-

tial of the potentiometer circuit by means of the slider on the uniform resistance wire.

Since the temperature scale is attached to the slider, the temperature of the steel is read

directly from the potentiometer.

4. Electrical Strain Gages

The electrical type instruments used in these tests to determine the stresses in the

various truss members under the moving trains consisted principally of two 12 -element

oscillographs with the magnetic-type galvanometers, and twenty-four 2-in electro-

magnetic gages. A detail description of the electro-magnetic gages, control units, power

units and oscillographs appears in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 201.

A close check was maintained on the sensitivity of each gage so that the relation

between the strain in the steel, produced by the train passing over the bridge, and the

amount of deflection of the light trace on the oscillogram can be con.sidered accurate to

within a small percentage.
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F. GENERAL TEST PROCEDURE

1. Dead-Load Stresses

In determining the initial reading on the various truss members in the open air

gantry yard at Gary, Ind., the "x" and "y" gage lines at the various sections were first

marked with yellow keel and the mill scale on the steel at these positions then removed

by means of a ^ in diameter surfacing tool and electric drill. The surfacing tool was

maintained at right angle to the surface of the steel by the use of a special jig. The gage

holes were marked lightly with a center punch and then drilled with a No. 54 bit in an

electric drill, extreme care being taken to drill the gage holes transverse to the surface

of the steel. All burrs were removed from the edge of the holes with emory cloth, and

the sharp edge of the holes was reduced by several revolutions of a 4S-deg conical tool

in a hand drill.

Upon completion of the preparation of the holes for the various gage lines several

readings were taken with the 10-in Berry strain gage on the "x" and "y" gage lines, and

with the 20-in Berry strain gage on the overall gage line to determine if consistent

results could be obtained. In general, the Berry strain gage readings could be repeated

within two or three tenths of a division. However, a few gage lines resulted in very

inconsistent readings, so these gage lines were defaced with a chisel and new holes

prepared. When consistent readings could be secured on all gage lines, the holes and

surfaced areas were covered with a coating of petrolatum.

The preparation of the gage Unes was conducted in the day time, and it was observed

by the use of the thermo-couple and potentiometer that there was considerable differ-

ence between the air temperature and the temperature of the steel, even on cloudy days,

a difference of 30 or 40 deg being common. It was further observed that considerable

difference existed in the temperature of the exposed top side of the member and the

protected lower side of the member. For this reason it was decided to secure all the

Berry strain gage readings at night after the temperature of the steel was about the

same as the air temperature.

As soon as the steel temperature had lowered to within 3 deg of the air temperature,

usually two or three hours after sunset, the coating of petrolatum was removed from

the gage holes and the initial or "no load" reading was taken on the reference bar and

the various gage lines. In taking all Berry gage readings the gage was held several minutes

so that the temperature of the gage resulting from the hands would be constant, and a

record of this gage temperature was maintained for all readings. All readings were taken

with the dial end of the gage west, and an intermittent check was maintained with the

constant-length bar. The general order in taking the readings, both initial and final,

was as follows:

a. Secure the steel temperature of the reference bar and at several locations on

the member.

b. Secure the first 10-in Berry gage readings of both "x" and "y" gage lines on

the reference bar and then on the member.

c. Secure the first 20-in Berry gage readings on the reference bar and then the

member.

d. Secure the second 10-in Berry gage readings on the reference bar and member.

e. Secure the second 20-in Berry gage readings on the reference bar and member.

f. Secure the third 10-in Berry gage readings on the reference bar and member.

g. Secure the third 20-in Berry gage readings on the reference bar and the member.
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The three sets of dial readings were compared upon completion of all readings and

if there was a difference of over one dial division (553 psi on the 10-in gage) additional

readings were taken. After final check, the gage holes and surfaced areas were coat»d

with a heavy layer of petrolatum and then covered with a 2 -in square piece of adhesive

tape. The tape was then painted yellow as an indication to the steel erectors for care

in handling. After completion of the steel erection, the steel, including the yellow painted

tape, was covered with the regular bridge paint.

The initial readings were taken during the summer of 1944, with the steel tempera-

ture at night ranging from about 65 to 85 deg, while the final or dead load readings

were taken during the spring of 1948, with the steel temperature at night ranging from

about 55 to 75 deg. It can be seen that a period of about 4 years elapsed between the

initial and final readings, and it was interesting to find the majority of the gage holes

in perfect condition after the removal of the tape and petrolatum.

In taking the final readings on the various gage lines after completion of the bridge,

it was necessary to work from a swinging staging hung from the chord members. The

staging provided very little standing room on the side of the members so considerable

trouble was encountered in taking the 20-in Berry gage readings. Consistent readings

were secured with the 10-in gage, but the longer gage could not consistently be held in

the proper manner.

2. Live-Load Secondary and Impact Stresses

The test building to house the electrical recording equipment was erected on one

of the track car platforms on span 4, and then all of the equipment was hauled out to

the bridge from Needles, and placed in the building. The electrical circuits were con-

nected and then each of the 24 gages was calibrated; thus determining the relation

between the strain in the steel and the galvanometer deflection on the film. The necessary

holes in the test members were drilled and tapped to provide for the attachment ol

the gages.

The 24 gages were mounted on the test members and the strains produced by the

trains passing over the bridge at various speeds were recorded on sensitized paper by the

oscillographs. As soon as the strains under a sufficient number of trains had been recorded,

the gages were moved to other members for testing.

G. ANALYSIS OF DATA

1. Dead-Load Stresses

The three sets of initial and final dial readings taken on the reference bars and the

various gage Hnes on the members were first averaged to secure a representative reading

for each gage line. The difference between the average reading on the member and the

average reading on the reference bar was then determined for both the initial and final

readings. In some cases, as previously explained, there was a difference in temperature

of 2 or 3 deg between the steel on one side of the member and the reference bar, so il

was necessary to correct the readings secured on the member for this difference. In order

to make this correction, the relation between the temperature of the steel and the Berr\-

gage readings was determined by plotting all reference bar gage readings against tem-

perature. It was found that a difference in temperature of 1 deg in the reference bar

resulted in a change in dial reading of 0.34 division for the 10-in gage and 0.64 division

for the 20-in gage, which corresponds with a coefficient of linear expansion of

0.0000064 in per deg F change in temperature.
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The stresses in the steel members at the various gage lines resulting from the dead

load were then determined by taking the algebraic sum of the differences between the

reference bar readings and the corrected gage line readings and applying the stress factor

of 553 psi per dial division for the 10-in gage and 300 psi for the 20-in gage.

In most cases there was good agreement between the stresses recorded on the two

10-in gage lines "x" and "y" and the overall 20-in gage lines. However, due to the diffi-

culty in using the 20-in gage in the field, some of these readings were erratic. Since the

two 10-in gage stresses were consistent, it was decided to report only the average of the

stresses measured on the two 10-in gage lines.

2. Live-Load Stresses

a. Test Records—The test records, or oscillograms secured under the moving trains,

were photographed on sensitized paper, 10 in wide and 200 ft long. Each oscillogram

was marked with the name of the railroad, bridge number and date. The oscillograph

and run number, which is photographed on the record after each run, refers to the log

of test runs^ which shows the engine number, direction, approximate speed, type of train,

and all other necessary information regarding the test run. The 554 oscillograms recorded

during the tests under 215 steam locomotives and 104 diesel locomotives are similar to

the typical oscillogram shown in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 4Q, 1948, opposite page 602.

All of the oscillograms are now on file in the AAR Central Research Laboratory,

Chicago, 111.

b". Reading of Oscillograms—For an analysis of the oscillograms it was first neces-

sary to find the base lines representing zero stress. The first 2 or 3 in of the record were

taken before the locomotive reached the span; the oscillographs were then started just

as the locomotive reached the test span, and continued until the locomotive and tender

were off the span. The final 2 or 3 in of oscillogram were then taken after the entire

train had passed over the span. Base lines representing zero stress were then drawn from

one side of the light trace for all the gages connecting the two "no load" parts of the

record. Light dash pencil lines were drawn on the record indicating the upper and lower

envelope curves through the peaks of the oscillations on the traces. The mean stress

curves for the slow locomotive speeds represent the static stress at the gage locations

for the different positions of the locomotive as it passed over the span. Hence, the aver-

age of the greatest mean stresses for either the two or four gages on each member
recorded under the slow speed runs of about 10 mph and under were used in arriving

at the' recorded static stresses.

The semi-amplitudes of stress, or the difference between the upper envelope curve

and the mean stress curve, are produced by irregularities of the track and the effect of the

locomotive hammer blow. At slow speeds the effect of the hammer blow in producing

oscillations is negligible, so that the semi-amphtudes of stress are due almost entirely

to track or wheel condition. At higher speeds the effect of the hammer blow in pro-

ducing oscillations in the bridge increases rapidly. At or near synchronous speed the

ascillations keep building up until they reach a maximum, which usually occurs at the

time of maximum mean stress. It has been interesting to note from the oscillograms that

the frequency of these oscillations coincides with the speed of the locomotive drivers in

revolutions per second, as the theory predicts.

c. Tabulation of Stresses—^The mean, semi-amplitude, and maximum galvanometer

deflections from the gages were scaled from the oscillograms and tabulated according

to speed and locomotive class. The stresses were then determined for each gage by

multiplying the galvanometer deflections by the individual stress factors determined
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from the calibration of the gages and based upon a modulus of elasticity of .^0,000,000

psi. The locomotive speed, and the position of the first locomotive driver on the bridge

with respect to the center line of the span at the instant of recorded stress, are also

shown on the tabulation sheets.

H. DIRECT AND SECONDARY STRESSES

1. Dead-Load Direct

The measured dead-load stresses at each gage line on all the test members are

tabulated and shown by the diagrams on Figs. 1.^ to .56, incl. For example, the stresses

recorded in member L4-L5 at section 1-1 of span 3 are shown in Col. 5 of the table on

Fig. \i. It can be seen that the stresses in the south truss vary from .S.51 ksi on gage

line "h" to Q.25 ksi on gage line "a". The average of the eight gage lines is 6.89 ksi, as

shown in Col. 6, while the average of the four corner gage lines, "a", "d", "e" and "h"

is 7.09 ksi, as shown in Col. 7. The calculated stress in this member, based on the gross

section, is 6.65 ksi, as shown in Col. 8.

It should be kept in mind that the measured stresses are an average over a 20-in

length of the member and are undoubtedly influenced somewhat by the stress concen-

trations around the rivets. For this reason the measured stresses should be somewhat

greater than those occurring on the gross section of the member ; however, a more

probable explanation of any difference between recorded and calculated stresses can be

seen from a study of the manner in which the members are connected to the gusset

plates, as shown by section B-B on Fig. 3. It is evident that there is some local eccen-

tricity (2^ in for the particular member shown) as the stress is transferred from the

heavy web and side plates of the members to the gusset plates. Since the readings were

taken near the gusset plates, the recorded direct stresses are increased by the locil

eccentricity.

It is well known from laboratory tests on riveted joints that in man>- cases the end

rivets are carrying more than their proportion of the load, and such action by the rivets

of these joints would tend to influence the bending stress in the web plates at the gaue

location. This increase in stress on the outside of the members resulting from the eccen-

tricity will be discussed again under the live-load readings taken in the members at the

ends of the splice plates where gages were placed on the inside and outside of the

members.

It can be seen that, in most cases, the recorded stresses were greater than the cal-

culated stresses by a considerable amount. For example, the calculated stress in the south

truss member L4-LS of span 3 was 6.6.'5 ksi, while the recorded stress was 6.89 ksi, or

4 percent greater than the calculated, as shown in Fig. 13. The recorded stress in the

north truss was 7.81 ksi, or 17 percent greater than the calculated. The gage lines on

several of the members were located in such a manner that a comparison of the recorded

dead-load direct stresses could be obtained at several sections through the .same member.

For example, it can be seen from the location of gage lines on the members of span 4

(see Fig. 3) that the stresses in the top chord members U3-U4 and U4-US should be

the same at sections 22-22, 23-23 and 26-26. A study of the dead-load stresses recorded

in the members at these three locations (see Figs. 23 and 24) indicates that the average

or direct stresses varied from 7.05 ksi to 7.40 ksi in the south truss, an average of 7.27

ksi, and from 6.25 ksi to 6.76 ksi in the north truss, an average of 6.58 ksi, as compared

with a calculated stress of 6. .54 ksi. The dead-load stresses recorded in the lower chord

members L8-L9 and L9-L10 at sections 28-28, 29-29, 30-30 and 31-31 (see Figs. 25
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and 26) indicate that the average or direct stresses varied from S.86 ksi to 7.40 ksi in

the south truss, an average of 6.52 ksi, and from 4.84 ksi to 6.01 ksi in the north truss,

an average of 5.31 ksi, as compared with a calculated stress of 5.93 ksi.

2. Dead-Load Secondary

The stresses measured at the four corners of the members afforded an opportunity

for the study of the secondary or bending stresses and the derived eccentricities about

both axes of the member. This data is shown in the tables on Fig. 13 to 36, incl. The

secondary stresses recorded in these members about the vertical axis 2-2 are undoubtedly

the result of fabrication, erection and temperature effects as the members were fabricated

without any purposely induced bending moments about this axis. In this particular bridge

it was necessary to jack the ends of the spans south several inches in order to land

them in the correct location on the piers; probably caused by the sun shining more

on the south truss than on the north truss. The recorded secondary stresses about the

horizontal axis 1-1 are, theoretically, the residual camber stresses in the members which

the dead load did not quite eliminate. It should be kept in mind that these secondary

stresess and eccentricities were determined on a section several inches from the edge

of the gusset plates.

The bending stresses about the horizontal axis 1-1, shown in Col. 9, were deter-

mined by subtracting the average dead-load direct stress from the average of the two

stresses on either the top or bottom of the member, whichever was the largest. For

example, the average stress on the top of member L4-L5, Fig. 13, south truss, as deter-

mined from readings on gage lines "a" and "h" is 7.38 ksi. The bending stress is then

the difference between 7.38 ksi and the direct stress of 7.08 ksi. The bending stresses

about the vertical axis 2-2, shown in Col. 12, were determined by subtracting the direct

stress from the average of the two stresses on one side of the member. The bending

stresses shown in Col. 15 were determined by subtracting the direct stress from the

maximum recorded value on one of the four corners. The values shown in Cols. 10, 13

and 16 in the tables of these figures are the percentages of the direct stresses which

would produce the bending stresses. For example, the bending stress of 0.29 ksi about

the vertical axis 1-1 of member L4-LS is 4.1 percent of the direct stress, as shown in

Col. 10 on Fig. 13.

A summary of the recorded dead-load secondary stresses about both axes of the

members and the calculated residual stresses about the horizontal axis 1-1 of the mem-
bers due to an upward load of 2000 lb per ft of truss are shown in Table 2. The maxi-

mum bending stresses shown in Cols. 5, 9, 10 , 11, 15 and 16 were taken from Figs. 13 to

36, as referred to in Col. 17, while the bending moments in Cols. 6 and 12 are the cal-

culated moments which would produce the recorded bending stresses, based on the gross

moment of inertia of the section. A positive bending moment in the member is assumed

to rotate the joint in a clockwise direction. It can be seen that complete readings were

secured in all the members framing into a few of the joints, such as joints U4, U5,

and L9 and the moments in these members have been algebraically added, as shown in

Cols. 7 and 13. The summation of the bending moments around the joints of the south

truss were nearly equal to zero, but those in the north truss showed an appreciable

error. However, it should be kept in mind that the sections on which the moments were

determined were at a variable distance from the intersection of the members and that

the bending moments shown are based on a straight-line variation of stress between

the corners of the members, which the tests indicate is not necessarily true in all cases.
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The calculated secondary stresses about axis 1-1, which should still be retained in

these members, as determined by the Chicago office of the American Bridge Division

of the United States Steel Corporation, are shown in Cols. 8 and 14 of Table 2, and it

can be seen that in most members there is very poor agreement between the recorded

and calculated values. For example, a bending stress of +4.21 ksi was recorded in

member L4-U5 at joint L4 (see table 2), as compared with a calculated stress of + 0.7

ksi. The maximum bending stress about axis 2-2 was found in member U9-L0 at joint

U9, where a stress of -f 5.74 was recorded in the south truss and — 6.22 in the north

tru.ss.

The derived eccentricities shown in Cols. 11 and 14 of the tables on Figs. 13 to .lO,

inch, were determined by solving for Ci-i and e-j--^ in the following equations:

/i-i

\\here

A-. = f
~

(1 ^

ii-i

A . = jj^ (2)

/'',^, ^ The bending stress about the horizontal axis.

P= The direct unit stress times the area of the member,

f 1-1= The eccentricity about the horizontal neutral axis.

Ci-i = The distance from the horizontal neutral axis to the extreme fiber.

/i-i^The moment of inertia about the horizontal neutral axis.

f's-a = The bending stress about the vertical axis.

€2-2 = The eccentricity about the vertical neutral axis.

C2^2= The distance from the vertical neutral axis to the extreme fiber.

Ijj =^ The moment of inertia about the vertical neutral axis.

In order to determine the distribution of the dead-load stresses in the chord mem-
bers at the ends of the splice plates, a large number of gage lines were placed on mem-
ber U5-U6 at section 21-21, and on member L4-L5 at section 34-34, as shown on Figs. 31

and 32. A typical elevation of the splice in member L4-LS shows the location of the

gage lines with respect to the splice plates (see Fig. 3). It can be seen from the stress

diagrams at the top of Figs. 31 and 32 that the stress on one side of a member varied

as a fairly straight line between top and bottom of the member, although the readings

indicate bending stresses about the horizontal axis 1-1 as high as 41 percent of the

direct stress (see Fig. 31), north truss, and as high as 27.5 percent about the vertical

axis 2-2 (see Fig. 32), south truss. There is some evidence that the center portion of

member L4-L5, north truss, was not carrying its proportion of the dead load. It can be

.seen that the recorded direct stress in member L4-L5, Fig. 32, exceeded the calculated

stress, but here again these recorded stresses were undoubtedly affected by the local

eccentricity in transferring the stress from the web plates to the splice plates.

As previously explained, the truss members were fabricated with the corner angles

turned in to form a box section, with a solid cover plate on top, and the bottom cover

plate having elliptical man-holes. In order to determine the distribution of stresses in

the chord members on a section through the man-holes, a large number of gage lines

were placed on member U4-U5 at section 25-25, and on member L4-L5 at section 33-33.

Gage lines were also placed on these members at sections 24-24 and 32-32 to record

the .stresses on the gross .section between the man-holes. The location of the gage lines

with respect to the man-holes is shown for member I.4-L5 in the lower left diagram of
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Fig. ,^. The location of the gage lines for member U4-U5 is similar and it should be noted
that only one 10-in gage line was used on the section through the man-holes, with both

"x" and "y" gage lines on the section between the man-holes.

The distribution of stresses in members U4-US and L4-LS, resulting from the

elliptical man-holes, is shown and tabulated on Figs. 33 and 35. The stress distribution in

the same members on the sections between the man-holes is shown and tabulated on
Figs. 34 and 36. It can be seen from Figs. 33 and 35 that fairly high stresses were

recorded on the edges of the man-holes, the maximum stress being—17.94 ksi in member
U4-U5, south truss. The average stress recorded on the four corners on the section

between the man-holes was — 8.15 ksi, so it can be considered that the man-holes

increased the average stress about 2.2 times. The magnitude of this "stress-raiser" is

about the same as that found by laboratory tests on structural members with perforated

cover plates, conducted by the National Bureau of Standards in cooperation with the

American Institute of Steel Construction, where "the maximum stresses varied from about

2 to 2.5 times the average stress." It should be observed that the stress on the longitudinal

center line of the member between the man-holes, gage line "e" for member U4-U5 and

"f" for member L4-L5, was materially reduced by the man-holes (see Figs. 34 and 36),

as expected.

3. Live-Load Static

The recorded static stresses in the truss members, stringers and floorbeam of span 4

were determined from the maximum mean stresses secured under slow-speed runs of

approximately 10 mph for each locomotive class. The static stress in the truss members

was the average of the greatest mean simultaneous stresses recorded by either the two

or four gages on the member. The static stress in the stringers under each rail was the

average of the greatest mean simultaneous stresses recorded by the gages on the two

stringers at the center of the span, while the static stress in the floorbeam was the

greatest mean stress recorded by the single gage at the center of the span. The exact

position of the locomotive wheels which produced the maximum recorded stress was

secured from the oscillograms and the same train position was used in calculating the

static stresses in the truss members under the various locomotive classes for comparison

with the recorded stresses. It was interesting to observe that the exact position of the

locomotive wheels which produced the maximum recorded stress usually met the criteria

for calculated maximum stress, indicating that the estimate of the tender and car loads

was fairly accurate. Concentrated wheel loads for the locomotive, tender and cars were

used in calculating the static stresses under the special test trains, but for the regular

scheduled trains, the static stresses are based on concentrated wheel loads for the locomo-

tive and tender, with a uniform load for the cars.

A comparison of the recorded and calculated live-load static stresses in the end

posts and chord members of both trusses of span 4 is shown in Table 3, while Table 4

compares those in the web members, stringers and floorbeam. The values shown in Cols. 6

and 10 of both tables are the recorded static stresses in the south and north trusses,

respectively, while those in Cols. 7 and 11 are the calculated stresses. The stress factors

shown in Cols. 8, 9, 12 and 13 are the ratios of the recorded to the calculated stresses.

For example, the recorded static stress in member U9-L10 under the eastbound diesel

freight train with locomotive number 133 was — 2.55 ksi in the south, or near, truss

and —1.09 ksi in the north, or far, truss, as shown in Cols. 6 and 10. The calculated

stresses under the same train and position were — 2.47 ksi in the south tru-ss and — 0.83

ksi in the north truss, resulting in stre.'^s factors of 1.03 and 1.31, re.spectively. The three
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values shown for the Class 3800, double-headed test train, were secured with different

amounts of oil and water in the tenders, as observed during the tests. It can be seen

from Cols. 15, 16 and 17 that the averages of the recorded static stresses in both the

south and north trusses are somewhat larger than the average calculated stresses. Most

of this difference probably results from the local eccentricity in transferring the stress

from the web plates to the gusset plates, as explained in the discussion of the dead load

stresses. For example, the average recorded stress in member U9-U10 under the eastbound

diesel freight train with locomotive No. 133 was — 1.82 ksi, as compared with an average

calculated stress of — 1.65 ksi. In general, the average recorded static stresses in the top

chord members near the center of the span were lower than the average calculated

stresses, while the recorded stresses in the lower chord members were larger than the

calculated, indicating some top chord action of the lateral bracing and possibly by the

stringers through friction.

As previously mentioned, the bridge is a double-track structure, so with one track

loaded the near truss should carry three-quarters of the total load while the far truss

should carry one-quarter. The values shown in Cols. 14 of Tables 3 and 4 are the ratios

of the recorded static stresses in the members of the near truss to those in the far truss,

and it can be seen that there was considerable variation in these ratios. With the trusses

spaced at 28 ft center to center and the tracks at 14-ft centers, the ratio of the stress

in the near truss to that in the far truss should be 3.0, but the maximum recorded ratio

was 2.44, indicating that the far truss, in all cases, was carrying more than its propor-

tion of the total load, which accounts for the large variation in the stress factors shown

in Cols. 8 and 12.

The low stress factors determined for the stringers, and shown in Table 4, are about

the same as those found in previous tests (see AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page

251). The agreement between the recorded static stresses in the floorbeam and those

calculated was very good, with the stress factors varying from 0.90 to 1.08, as shown

in Table 4.

4. Live-Load Secondary

The data secured on the various truss members of span 4, with the electric gages

located as shown on Fig. 4, afforded an opportunity for the study of the maximum

direct stresses, secondary stresses, derived eccentricities, man-hole stresses, and stresses at

the chord splice plates, under the trains at various speeds, and a summary of this study

is shown on Figs. 37 to 45, incl. Simultaneous readings under the trains were secured at

six different locations on the near truss, with usually two sections taken on each member.

For example, the maximum direct stress of — 4.26 ksi, shown in Col. 9 of Fig. 37, was

recorded in the south truss of member U9-L10 at section 66-66 under an eastbound pas-

senger train, with locomotive No. 2926, at a speed of 27.9 mph, while a simultaneous

direct stress of — 4.20 ksi was recorded in the same member of the same truss at section

67-67. Similar readings were secured in member U8-U9 at sections 68-68 and 69-69, and

in member L8-U9 at section 70-70 of the south truss under the same train.

The maximum direct stresses, shown in Col. 9 of Figs. 37 to 43, incl., are the average

of the simultaneous maximum stresses recorded at the four corners of the members, and

it can be seen that the stress recorded at one section through the member, such as sec-

tion 66-66 of member U9-L10, should be equal, under the same loading, to the stress

recorded at another section through the same member, such as section 67 67. In general,

the stres.ses recorded at the two sections were in fair agreement ;
however, in some mem-

ber.*, such as member U8-II9 of the south truss, Fig. 37, there was a wide difference
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between the recorded stresses. For example, a stress of — 4.18 ksi was recorded at sec-

tion 68-68 of the south truss under the eastbound passenger train with locomotive num-
ber 2926, but a simultaneous stress of only — 1.99 ksi was recorded in the same member
at section 69-69. The only explanation that can be offered for this difference in recorded

stresses in the same member is that the stresses were only measured at the four corners

close to the gusset plates, while the stress distribution might be changed appreciably by

the rivets connecting the member to the gusset plates.

The data on the live-load secondary stresses and derived eccentricities in the various

truss members are shown in Cols. 10 to 22, incl., of Figs. 37 to 43, incl. The bending

stresses and derived eccentricities were determined in the same manner as previoush-

explained under dead load stresses, assuming a straight-line variation of stress between

the gages on the corners of the member. The typical maximum stress diagrams, shown in

Cols. 23 and 24, indicate the stresses recorded at the four corners of the members for one

particular run. The encircled number at the top of these diagrams refers to the particular

run number by train speed in Col. 8. For example, the stress diagram shown in Col. 23

of Fig. 37 for the south truss member U9-L10 at section 66-66 was recorded under loco-

motive 2921 at SO.l mph, as shown by the number (1). The diagram indicates that the

recorded stresses on the four corners of the member varied from 3.44 ksi on the lower

inside corner to — 6.37 ksi on the lower outside corner. The stress diagram at the top

indicates that the average stress on the outside of the member was 5.16 ksi, with an

average stress of 3.45 ksi on the inside. Cols. 11 and 16 indicate that this locomotive

produced a bending stress of 14.2 percent of the direct stress about the horizontal axis

1-1, and 20.0 percent about the vertical axis 2-2, with a total bending of 48.1 percent,

as shown in Col. 21.

It can be seen from the stress diagrams in Cols. 23 and 24 that a bending stress

of one sign recorded at one end of a member usually results in a bending stress of

opposite sign in the other end of the member, and this applies to the bending about both

axes of the member. For example, the stress diagrams in Cols. 23 and 24 indicate that

the stress on the underside of member U8-U9 at joint U9, section 68-68, was greater

than the stress on the top side, while at joint U8, section 69-69, the opposite condition

exists. There appears to be, in most cases, some similarity of the average bending stresses

found in the same members of the north and south trusses, as indicated in Cols. 12

and 17.

A summary of the combined dead and live-load secondary stresses recorded in the

various members of span 4 is shown in Table 5. The combined secondary stresses shown

in Cols. 6, 11, 18 and 23 are the algebraic summation of the stresses found under the dead

load, plus those under the live load with the near track loaded. For example, the sec-

ondary stress about axis 1-1 in member L10-U9 at joint LlO, south truss, is -f 1.33 ksi

under dead load only, while the Hve-load plus impact secondary stress was — 0.61 ksi,

as determined under the eastbound train with locomotive 2921 at SO.l mph (see Fig. 37).

The calculated residual secondary stress in this member under the dead load only, as

shown in Table 2, is — 0.10 ksi. As previously mentioned, a uniform load of 2 kips per ft

of truss would theoretically eliminate the secondary stresses in all the members about

the horizontal axis 1-1 ; however, the direct stress in member L10-U9 recorded under

the eastbound train with locomotive 2921 at 50.1 mph indicates an equivalent uniform

live load plus impact of 5.71 kips per ft of truss. The calculated secondary stress in this

member at joint LlO is -f 0.29 ksi for this load, so the final calculated secondary stress

in this member under dead load and this particular train and speed is -f 0.19 k.si, as

shown in Col. 8 of Table 5, as compared with the recorded secondary stress of + 0.72
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ksi shown in Col. 6. It can be seen that in some members there was fair agreement

between the calculated and recorded secondary stresses, but in other members the differ-

ence was appreciable, the largest being in member L4-U5 at joint L4, south truss, where

the recorded secondary stress was + 3.43 ksi and the calculated was — 1.94 ksi, a differ-

ence of 5.37 ksi.

The combined dead and live-load secondary stresses recorded about the vertical axis

2-2 in the various members of span 4 are shown in Cols. 11 and 23 of Table 5. It can

be seen that combined secondary stresses of considerable magnitude were recorded, the

maximum being — 5.10 ksi, or 89.7 percent of the total direct stress, in web member U5

L4 at joint US of the south truss. Most of the bending in this member was recorded

under the dead load, although the live load produced a secondary stress of — 0.80 ksi.

In some members the secondary stress produced by the live load was additive to that

produced by the dead load, while in other members it reduced the stress.

The stresses shown in Cols. 13 and 25 are the maximum combined dead and live-

load secondary stresses recorded on one corner of the members of span 4, and are the

result of bending about both the horizontal and vertical axis of the member. The maxi-

mum combined secondary stress was recorded on the upper inside corner of member
U9-L10 at joint U9, north truss, and consisted of 8.69 ksi under dead load, which was

increased to 9.62 ksi by the steam locomotive 3785 at 48.3 mph (see Figs. 16 and 37).

The live-load stresses recorded in the top chord member U4-U5 and lower chord

member L5-L6 on a section through the man-holes and in the cover plate at the end

of the man-holes are shown by the diagrams and table on Fig. 44. The maximum stress

raiser, or the increase in the maximum stress over the average stress recorded at the

four corners, in member U4-US was 1.62, while a value of 2.88 was found for member
L5-L6. While the range of speeds is limited for these particular tests, it appears that the

train speed does not have any influence on the magnitude of the stress raisers. It is inter-

esting to observe that the stress at the ends of the man-holes, gage locations 5 and 6,

are practically zero, as theory would predict.

The live-load stresses recorded in the top chord member U5-U6 and in the lower

chord member L4-LS, on a section at the ends of the splice plates, are shown on Fig. 45.

The diagrams of stress distribution are shown for one particular passage of a train,

while the results under several trains at various speeds are shown in the table. In gen-

eral, the results indicate fair distribution of stress over the section, although some erratic

distribution is indicated in member L4-L5 where the center portion appears to be carry-

ing either more or less than the corner portions. Gages were placed on both the inside

and outside of the members at these locations, and it is evident that the stresses recorded

in the plates on the outside were larger than those on the inside, undoubtedly resulting

from the eccentricity of the connection between the web plates and splice plates. A sum-

mary of the stresses recorded under all the trains, and shown in the table of Fig. 45,

indicates that the stresses in the plates on the outside of the members at gage locations 2

and 5 were, on the average, 19 percent greater than those on the inside of the members

at gage locations 8 and 11. There is no indication from the small number of train speeds

reported for these particular tests that speed of loading has any effect on Ihe stre.ss

distribution at the splices.

I. DYNAMIC EFFECTS
1. Speed EfTect

The average of the maximum mean stresses recorded in the north and south trusses

disclosed evidence of some increase in magnitude with an increase in train speed, and

this increase has been called "speed effect" in all the previous tests. The measured speed
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effects, in percent of the recorded static stresses secured at crawl speeds, for the various

truss members are shown on Figs. 4fi and 47 for the regular scheduled trains and on Fig.

48 for the double-headed test train. There is considerable scatter of results obtained

under the Northern type 4-8-4 locomotives, with several values higher than normally

expected recorded in the end posts and chord members at speeds of 20 to 30 mph ; how-

ever, it is quite possible that some of these values were influenced by the tender and

car weights, although most of the higher values were secured under the eastbound trains

with full tenders.

2. Roll Effects

The effect of the spring borne weight of the locomotives oscillating about a longi-

tudinal axis is to increase the pressure on one rail with a corresponding decrease on the

other rail. The variation in pressure on the rails produces a change in the direct mean

stresses of the truss members. This oscillation is probably set up by track inequalities

and by the locomotive weaving or nosing from side to side, and this increase in the

mean stress in the members of one truss is called roll effect. In determining the roll

effects in this double-track bridge it was necessary to assume that each truss was carry-

ing the same percentage of the total load without roll for all the runs under the same

locomotive class as that determined for the slow-speed runs under the same class ; how-

ever, since there was some question about the accuracy of this proportion under the

regular scheduled trains, the effects of locomotive roll have been shown only for the

test train.

The magnitude of the increase in stress in one truss was determined from the differ-

ence between the adjusted mean stress in the near truss and the maximum mean stress

recorded in the near truss during the same run. The increase in pressure on the rail

which would produce the recorded difference in mean stresses in the end posts, chord

and web members, in percentage of the recorded static stress, is shown in Fig. 49 for

the double-headed test train. For example, when the eastbound test train crossed over

the bridge at 52.1 mph, the Tables of Recorded Stresses indicate that a maximum mean

stress of 3.40 ksi was recorded in member L7-L8 of the south, or near, truss and a

simultaneous mean stress of 2.19 ksi in the north, or far, truss for an average mean

stress of 2.80 ksi. The results of the tests under the eastbound test train at slow speeds

indicated that this member of the near truss was carrying about 59 percent of the total

load instead of the calculated value, of 75 percent, so the mean stress in the south truss

would have been 59 percent of 5.59 ksi, or 3.32 ksi, if the locomotives had not been

rolling. However, since the locomotives were rolling to the south at the time the maxi-

mum mean stresses occurred, the mean stress in the south truss was increased by 0.08

ksi due to the increase in pressure on the south rail of 13.5 percent, as shown on the

right diagram of Fig. 49.

The roll effects, as determined from the test results with the gages located on the

various truss members, are quite large for his bridge and exceed the AREA design

specification by a considerable amount. However, it should be kept in mind that the

recorded live-load stresses are quite low, and any change in unit stress makes a large

percentage change. The values plotted on these diagrams are the results obtained with

one track loaded, and it is doubtful if trains on both tracks would produce the same

effect.
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3. Track Effect

The semi-amplitudes of .stress in the various truss members produced by the passage

of a diesel locomotive are undoubtedly caused by the wheel or track irregularities. The
wheel irregularities are usually the flat spots, out-of-round wheels, and eccentric mount-

ings, while the track irregularities usually result from hard and soft spots in the ballast,

and rail joints. The stress semi-amplitudes of vibration, as read from the oscillograms,

for the various truss members of span 4 are plotted on the upper diagrams of Fig. SO

for the freight trains with the diesel locomotives for a complete range of speeds varying

from about 10 mph up to about 60 mph. It can be seen that the stresses produced by

the track or \\'heels are about the same for all speeds, which probabl> indicates that thi'

track or wheel irregularities were not large enough to produce any forced vibration.

The track effects for the diesel locomotives, expressed as a percentage of the static

stresses recorded in the various truss members, are shown in the lower diagrams of

Fig. 50. It would appear from the track effects in the end posts and chord members thai

maximum values were obtained at a speed of about 35 mph.

4. Track and Hammer-Blow Effect—Steam Locomotives

The semi-amplitudes of stress produced in the various truss members by the passage

of a steam locomotive undoubtedly result principally from the periodic disturbing force

of the unbalanced weights in the drivers of the steam locomotives. It is quite possible

that in some cases the condition of the track or wheels would tend either to increase or

decrease the oscillations caused by these unbalanced weights. However, an examination

of the oscillograms indicates very regular oscillations, with a period equal to that of the

locomotive drivers, so it appears that the unbalanced weights are the major disturbing;

force.

The stress semi-amplitudes of vibration, as read from the oscillograms for the

various truss members of span 4, are plotted on the upper diagrams of Figs. 51 for the

passenger trains with the Northern type 4-8-4 steam locomotives, and on Fig. 52 for

the double-headed test train with the Santa Fe 2-10-2 type locomotives. It can be seen

from both figures that maximum oscillations were recorded at speeds between 20 and

.^0 mph, and again at speeds between SO and 60 mph. As previously explained, the pins

on the drivers of the first locomotive of the test train were 30 deg ahead of the pins on

the second locomotive, so the wheels were not in exact position to produce the maximum
effect on the bridge. The calculated stress in the truss members caused by the resultant

weights producing dynamic augment or hammer blow of the locomotive drivers, without

magnification, are shown by the curved lines for a particular member on these figures.

For example, the calculated maximum stress in member U8-UQ of the near truss, pro

duced by the vertical components of the resultant unbalanced weights in the drivers

of the double-headed test train, with the crank pins at the position shown in Figs. 8

and 0, is 0.007 ksi when the locomotives are operating at 1 rps, and 0.181 ksi when

operating at 5 rps, as shown on the upper left diagram of Fig. 52. These static hammer-

blow stress curves, indicated by the solid curve on each diagram, are the average stresses

on the gross section of the near truss and have been corrected by the proper stress

factor as determined for the member.

The track and hammer-blow effects, expressed as a percentage of the recorded static

stresses, are shown in the lower diagrams of F'igs. 51 and 52 for the two types of steam

locomotives. In general, the recorded track and hammer-blow effects amounted to about

.^0 percent under the Northern type (4-8-4) locomotives and 15 or 20 percent under

the two-Santa Fe types (2-10-2) locomotives.
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5. Total Impacts

The total impacts recorded in the stringers of panels U6-U7 and U9-U10, in the

floorbeam at panel US, and in the various chord and web members, produced by the

diesel and steam locomotives operating over a full range of speeds, are shown on the

diagrams of Figs. S3 to S9, incl. The total impact percentage in each test run for a par-

ticular speed is the increase in the stress in the member over that occurring at a slow

speed for the same locomotive class. The total impacts are the combinations of (1)

speed effect, (2) roll effect, and (3) track and hammer-blow effect, although it would

be only by chance that the maximum for all effects would occur simultaneously.

The total impacts resulting from the diesel locomotives crossing the two panels of

stringers, as determined from the tests with the gages on the lower flanges at the center

of the stringer span, are shown in the diagrams of Fig. S3. The total impacts in the

stringers produced by the steam locomotives are shown on Figs. S4 and SS for the

Northern (4-8-4) type locomotives. These diagrams also show the impact percentage

as computed by the present AREA design specification. It can be seen from these dia-

grams that the recorded impacts under the diesel locomotives are appreciably lower than

those recorded under the steam locomotives, and that all values are below those

predicated by the design specification. In most cases there is a general increase in recorded

impacts with an increase in locomotive speed, with a maximum impact of 71 percent

at a speed of 3.9 rps (about S6 mph), (see Fig. 55).

The total impacts resulting from the diesel and steam locomotives crossing the floor-

beam of panel US, as determined from the tests with a gage on the loWer flange at the

center of the floorbeam span, are shown in the diagrams of Fig. 56. The recorded impacts

in the floorbeam were in general agreement with those recorded in the stringers.

The total impacts recorded in the various chord and web members of both trusses

under the passage of the trains with diesel and steam locomotives are shown on Figs.

57, 58 and 59. The impacts recorded in the end posts and chord members are shown by

the left diagrams of these figures, while those recorded in the web members are shown

by the right diagrams. These diagrams also show the impact percentages as computed

by the present AREA design specification.

A large number of the impact percentages recorded in the end posts and chord

members under both the diesel and Northern type (4-8-4) steam locomotives exceed the

AREA allowance, with those under the diesel locomotives somewhat smaller than those

recorded under the steam locomotives. However, it should be kept in mind that the

loading under these trains was considerably below design load. The impacts recorded in

all the members under the Santa Fe type (2-10-2) double-headed test train, which

approached design load, were in fair agreement with the AREA design allowance. The

recorded impacts are shown for both the far and near trusses, but it can be seen that

there is very little difference between the two.

6. Maximum Stresses

The maximum live load plus impact stresses recorded in the stringers of panels

U6-U7 and U9-U10, in the floorbeam at panel US, in the top chord lateral bracing of

panels U4-US and US-U6, and in the various chord and web members resulting from the

diesel and steam locomotives passing over the bridge at a full range of speeds, are shown

on the diagrams of Figs. 60 and 69, incl. The stresses shown are the average of the

maximum simultaneous stresses recorded by the gages on the member for each test run

and are not the maximum stresses recorded by one gage on the corner of the member;

hence the stresses shown do not include any of the bending stresses in the member. The
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diagrams of maximum stresses also include the calculated static and maximum stresses,

based on AREA Design specification, and the recorded static stress for the particular

locomotive class.

The maximum stresses recorded in the two panels of stringers are shown on Figs. 60,

61 and 62, and, as previously mentioned, the stresses shown are the average recorded in

the two beams under each rail. It can be seen that the stresses were appreciably smaller

than the calculated stresses, and in most cases the maximum stresses were only slightly

larger than the calculated static stresses.

The maximum stresses recorded in the floorbeam at panel US under the diesels and

Northern type (4-8-4) steam locomotives are shown by the two diagrams of Fig. 6.5.

The stresses shown are the maximum recorded by the gage at the center of the floorbeam

span and are not the maximum in the floorbeam which occurs directly under the inside

stringer.

The maximum stresses recorded in the various chord and web members of both

trusses under the passage of the regular trains with diesel and steam locomotives are

shown on Figs. 64 and 65. The stresses in the end posts and chord members are shown

by the left diagram of these figures, while those recorded in the web member are shown

by the right diagram. As previously mentioned, the total impacts in these members

exceeded the AREA design specification allowance for the diesels and Northern type

(4-8-4) steam locomotives, but it can be seen that the maximum stresses are below the

calculated stresses for one track loaded, due principally to the fact that the far truss was

carrying more than 25 percent of the total load, thus resulting in low recorded static

stresses in the near truss. The maximum stresses recorded in the individual truss members

under the double-headed test train are shown on Figs. 66 and 67. As previously men-

tioned, the stresses in several of the members were determined simultaneously in both

trusses. These values are shown on Fig. 67. It is evident from these diagrams that the

stresses in the far truss, as indicated by the open circles, were about as large as those

in the near truss, evidently resulting from the rigidity of the floorbeam and sway bracing.

In order to study the probable stresses produced in several of the members with

both tracks loaded with double-headed trains, the stresses recorded in the near and far

trusses under single-track loading were added together. These stresses are shown on the

diagrams of Fig. 68. For example, it can be seen from Fig. 67 that the double-headed

test train on the eastbound track at 49 mph produced a maximum stress of •— 4.65 ksi

in member U8-U9 of the near, or south, truss, and a simultaneous stress of — 2.90 ksi

in the same member of the far, or north, truss. It is reasonable to expect that a similar

train on the westbound track with crank pins in the same position could produce the

same simultaneous stress in these members, resulting in a total stress of 7.55 ksi, as shown

on Fig. 68. The calculated maximum stresses under these locomotives, using the impact

allowance for one track, as recommended by the AREA design specification, are shown

on these diagrams. It can be seen that the probable stresses are below the calculated

values, except for those in member U7-L8.

The recorded maximum live-load stresses in the top lateral bracing of panels U4-US

and US-U6 are shown on Fig. 69 for the diesel and steam locomotives passing over the

bridge at a full range of speeds. The stresses shown are the average simultaneous stresses

recorded by the two gages on each beam, thus they show the direct stresses in the mem-

ber. In general, there does not appear to be any particular pattern to these stresses except

that all the stresses in the bracing were compression, indicating that the bracing was

acting as part of the top chord of the trusses.
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J. CONCLUSIONS

The tests conducted on this bridge presented an opportunity to determine the dead-

load stresses in a long span bridge and to measure and compare the static and dynamic

effects produced by the passage of diesel and steam locomotives over the same span at

various speeds. The conclusions stated in this report must be considered as applying

to this bridge only; the final conclusions pertaining to the behavior of long span truss

bridges under railroad loading must await further tests on this type of structure.

From the data as found from these tests, it seems logical to conclude that:

1. The average dead-load unit stresses, determined from measurements on the

outside of the members near the gusset plates, were generally larger than the

calculated average unit stresses.

2. High dead-load bending stresses were measured about both the horizontal and

vertical axes of the truss members.

3. The attempt to eliminate secondary stresses by introducing bending moments

in the members during fabrication and erection, in opposite direction to those

resulting from dead-load deflection, did not accomplish the desired results to

any appreciable extent.

4. High dead-load stresses were found at the edges of the elliptical manholes.

5. The distribution of the dead-load stresses at the ends of the chord splices was

fairly uniform.

6. There was poor agreement between the calculated and measured live-load

stresses in the individual neai" and far truss members, but good agreement was

found with the average of the two trusses.

7. The far truss was carrying more than its proportion of the live load.

8. The top lateral system was acting as part of the top chord in carrying live-

load stress.

9. The measured static live-load stresses in the stringers were appreciably smaller

than the calculated stresses.

10. High live-load bending stresses were measured about both the horizontal and

vertical axes of the truss members.

11. High live-load stresses were found at the edges of the elliptical manholes.

12. The distribution of the live-load stresses at the ends of the chord splices was

fairly uniform.

13. The impacts recorded in the stringers under the diesel and steam locomotives

were below the AREA design specification values.

14. The impacts recorded in some of the truss members under the diesel and steam

locomotives exceeded the AREA design specification allowance.

15. The impacts under the diesel locomotives were lower than those recorded under

the steam locomotives.

16. The maximum live-load plus impact stresses in the stringers were appreciably

smaller than the calculated values, using AREA design impact allowance.

17. The maximum live-load plus impact stresses in the various truss members were

below the calculated values, using the AREA design impact allowance.
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ATaSF RY BRIDGE TESTS
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ATaSFRY BRIDGE TESTS
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TABLE 4

AT81SF RY BRIDGE TESTS

SPAN 4- 350 -FT DT. DECK TRUSS SPAN - BALLASTED TIMBER FLOOR

WEB MEMBERS, STRINGERS, AND FLOORBEAM

COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND CALCULATED STATIC LIVE LOAD STRESSES

t EB TRACK-H ksORAIL^ « ^^ -TKI^CK

;

I tr

LJ9
BASE OF RAIL-N

Ul U2 /U3 ,

' GAGES EAST TO CHICAGO^ tSORAIL-H

UJQ—
LNO RAIL r r «-N0 RAIL

rlih
'

lii
i

ijr
I rm

STRESSES ARE GIVEN IN KSI, + INDICATES TENSION, -INDICATES COMPRESSION

STRESS FACTOR IS THE RaIiO OF RECORDED STRESS TO CALCULATED STRESS

NEAR TRUSS
• RATIO OF RECORDED STATIC STRESSES = p^p TRUSS
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Fig. 10— Takinsi reiertuoe bar readinps

with the 10- in '^erry strain page

"if., 11— Taking reference bar readings

with the 20-in Berry strain rape

r. ir- - Checking temp^^r-; c-- n:

reference bar by means of the tnernio-

couple and potentiometer
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Committee

Report on Assignment 4

Tie Renewals and Costs per Mile of Maintained Track

The annual statistics, compiled by tiie Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, giving

information regarding the number and costs of cross ties laid in maintenance during the

year 19S2, are shown in Tables A and B, following this page.

All regions, except the Central-Eastern and Pocahontas, had slightly increased renew-

als in 1952 over 1951, the total increase for the United States being 1,540,664.

The average cost of ties as given in Col. 7 of Table A increased in all regions, rang-

ing from &(f in the Southwestern Region to 67^ in the New England Region, the average

of 1952 over 1951 in the United States being 30^- each.

This increase in unit cost, plus the 5-|- percent increase in renewals, caused the av-

average Renewal Cost Per Mile of Maintained Track of the U. S. Railroads to increase

from $257 in 1951 to $296 in 1952, or IS percent.

The effect of increased unit costs is well reflected in the fact that in 1940, although

the renewals were 40 percent more than those in 1952, the cross tie renewal cost per

mile of maintained track was 47 percent less than in 1952.

For the second consecutive year the 5-year average for the number of cross ties

renewed per mile of maintained track was less than 100. This average of 94 reflects an

average service life of approximately 32 years.

The Committee on Ties,

P. D. Brentlinger, Chairman.
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Advance Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles

Description and Results of Field Tests Evaluating Fire-

Retardant Coating Materials, Performed by the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway

System at Albuquerque, N. M.

A. DIGEST

This report includes a description and the results of a series of tests designed to

evaluate the protective features of fire-retardant coating materials applied to treated

structural timbers. These tests are being carried out on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe Railway System at considerable expense and the Committee on Wood Bridges and

Trestles appreciates the opportunity afforded to study and present some of the results

obtained to date.

The problem of protecting treated timber bridges divides itself into two phases.

The first is concerned with protection against fires on open decks originating from fusees,

brake shoe slivers, coals, oil drippings, cigarettes, etc., while the second deals with

protection against ground fires starting from grass, weeds, leaves, etc. The deck phase

involves the concentration of high temperatures in a limited area. A burning fusee was

selected as representative of this type of hazard.

The preliminary test used to screen coating materials consisted of placing S-min

fusees on the top and side surface of a coated block, originally cut from a treated tie,

as shown in Fig. 1. Coating materials passing this test were then applied to the ties and

guard timbers of a full-scale open-deck trestle replica, as indicated in Fig. 2, and again

tested with fusees. Bituminous-based coatings, comprising the bulk of those examined,

required the use of mechanical aids to modify the timber surface in order to effect satis-

factory adherence. Such devices included glass fabric and glass mat of various textures,

weaves and densities. These were wrapped around a timber and secured with either

roofing nails or staples, forming a base to which coatings were applied.

The ground fire phase of the problem subjects for a short time interval a relatively

large surface area, as the underside of a deck, to general heating, which is further

intensified by the confinement of the heat developed by the deck above. In this case

a tumbleweed fire was chosen, since it represents the most severe hazard confronting

the Santa Fe. Coated specimens ranging from preliminary individual piles, as seen in

Fig. 3, to final full-scale replicas of end and interior panels of ballasted-deck pile trestles,

as shown in Figs. 8 and 10, were tested by burning somewhat in excess of normal

accumulations of tumbleweeds. Temperatures developed by these fires were recorded in

some instances by thermocouples located in various positions on the test structures. The

maximum temperature recorded was 1895 deg F after 24 sec. In another instance

thermocouples placed on a pile above and below a paint film registered temperatures

of 1475 and 445 deg F, respectively, after 80 sec.

Attempts to confer fire-resistant properties to new timbers were made by introducing

various materials in conjunction with the preservative oils during the treating process.

B. FOREWORD

The fire-retardant tests described in this report were conducted by the Atchison,

Topeka and Sante Fe Railway System under the general direction of T. A. Blair, chief
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engineer, system, and R. A. Van Ness, bridge engineer, system. C. H. Sandberg, assistant

bridge engineer, system, was in direct charge of the work, assisted by W. R. Hyma,
bridge designer, and L. C. Collister, superintendent treating plant, Albuquerque, N. M.

The temperature measurements and the preparation of this report were under the

general direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, AAR, assisted by

E. J. Ruble, research engineer structures, S . K. Coburn, chemical engineer, and

M. F. Smucker, assistant electrical engineer.

A cursory examination of the records of the Fire Protection and Insurance Section

of the AAR for fires in bridges, trestles and culverts for the past 6 years reveals an

average annual loss of $717,000. Analysis of these figures shows the losses to range from

a low of $356,000 for 1947, to a high of $1,034,000 for 1950. The number of fires in this

classification has averaged 257 per year. Statistics taken from the year 1949, as an

example, list 45 fires as having originated from brake shoe sparks, causing $173,000

damage, and 304 fires starting from coal and burning oil drip, causing a loss of $280,000,

while smoking is credited with 145 fires, resulting in a loss of $398,000.

Admittedly, average fire losses may not be severe for individual roads. However,

the possibility of a bridge in an isolated location burning out unnoticed represents a

hazard of considerable magnitude. It is this fact which presents a challenge to the

Member Roads to devise economic and reliable means for the protection from fire of

treated timber trestles and other structures. Present methods of fire protection do not

offer positive protection to structures in isolated areas.

A logical approach to the problem of timber fires requires an understanding of the

elements involved. Common practice in the preservation of bridge timbers includes the

use of such impregnating compositions as creosote, creosote-petroleum and creosote-coal

tar mixtures, pentachlorophenol, and mineral salts. It is evident that, with the exception

of mineral salts, all of the materials mentioned are capable of supporting combustion.

Cellulose, the primary constituent of timbers, when heated to its ignition point, is subject

to degradation into three fractions to give a solid char, a volatile liquid of tar-like

composition, and a gaseous fraction. Recent studies have shown that the occurrence of

flame is dependent upon the relative amount and rate at which decomposition products

form. Since burning is the rapid oxidation of a combustible vapor, the prevention of

flaming theoretically could be accomphshed by retaining all decomposition products in

the solid or gaseous state. Mineral salts are used as flame-proofing agents because they

perform the function of charring cellulose to give solid carbon in place of ignitible

vapors. In the case of preservative-treated timbers an unusual situation prevails, namely,

the presence of an extraordinary amount of combustible material available for the

further fueling of a fire.

Thus, the problem for in-service timber resolves itself into one of seeking a coating

composition affording sufficient insulating power to maintain timber temperatures below

the ignition point of both cellulose and the preservative materials. Furthermore, the

protective coating material should possess bonding qualities capable of resisting the forces

which result from exposure to high temperatures. These destructive forces include a

lubricating effect on the coating, resulting from an accelerated flow of the preservative

tending to float the coating off the surface, and a pressure effect, resulting from the

vaporization of the more volatile fractions of the preservative mixture, tending to blow

the coating off.

Preliminary experiments were directed toward the examination of several commer-

cially available products recommended by producers as possessing fire-retardant and

weather-resistant properties. Only fire-retardant properties, however, will be discussed.
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C. PROTECTION OF TIES, STRINGERS AND GUARD TIMBERS FROM FIRES
ORIGINATING ON THE DECK OF OPEN-DECK PILE TRESTLES

1. Preliminary Tests on Tie Blocks

To secure comparative data on the fire-retardant qualities of a number of coating

materials exposed to fusees, blocks 10 in by 10 in by 1 ft 6 in were cut from treated

fir and southern pine ties and placed on the ground 6 in apart, as shown in Fig. 1.

Each block was coated with a different material and subjected to a lighted S-min fusee

placed against its top and side surfaces respectively. This action is representative of a

fusee falling on top of a cap between stringers, on top of stringers between ties, or on

top of a tie. In this test no provision for underdraft was made. It is interesting to note

the average temperature generated by a fusee flame is 3350 deg F, as observed with an

optical pyrometer. This value is an average of temperatures observed from fusees taken

from a number of production runs by one manufacturer. Several new fire-retardant

formulations, in addition to the commercially available products, have been included

in this test.

These prehminary tests on tie blocks showed that bituminous coatings, for the

most part, require a layer of glass fabric to effect adequate bonding on vertical surfaces.

The addition of gravel screenings was omitted on vertical surfaces because of their

undesirable contribution of weight, but was helpful in moderating the intense heat on

horizontal surfaces. It was evident that asphalt-derived coatings require in excess of

24 hr for complete elimination of inflammable solvents and satisfactory drying.

2. Fusee Tests on Full-Scale Open-Deck Pile Trestle

The better coaling materials, as determined from the results of experiments shown

in Table 1, were applied to ties on a full-scale replica of an open-deck pile trestle, as

illustrated in Fig. 2 and were allowed to cure for 25 days. Five-minute fusees were placed

on the top of each coated tie and on a stringer adjacent to the respective ties. Data

summarizing these results are shown in Table 2.

D. PROTECTION OF PILES, CAPS AND STRINGERS FROM FIRES
ORIGINATING ON THE GROUND

1. Test Series on Single Piles

To secure comparative data on the fire-retardant properties of various coating mate-

rials subjected to a tumbleweed fire, pile stubs, which had weathered for some time,

were anchored in the ground with a projecting length of about 8 ft, as shown in Fig. 3.

The stubs were cut-offs from piles which had been treated with a 45:55 mixture of

creosote and petroleum oil to contain 17-24 lb of preservative per cubic foot. The
respective stubs were coated with various proprietary materials or combinations thereof,

as shown in Table 3, and subjected to a fire from tumbleweed which had been piled

to a height of 2 to 3 ft, and in a radius of approximately 4 ft. A typical test is

shown in Fig. 4.

The most important result of the burning pile test was to reveal the inadequate

bonding qualities possessed by each of the test materials when used alone. This difficulty

becomes apparent when it is realized that heretofore protective coatings, in general, de-

pended for adhesion of their ability to "wet" or penetrate the surface to which they were

affixed. In this instance the perennial problem of attempting to apply an oil-base coating

to a dirt-laden oily surface leads only to failure. The problem of adhesion, however, may
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be overcome by modifying the surface, as in this instance, by the application of glass

fabric or glass mat.

Because their weight was a contributing factor toward initiating the downward flow

of the coating upon exposure to flame, the use of gravel screenings on vertical surfaces

was omitted. The areas surrounding sway braces were found especially vulnerable to

fire because of the difficulty in applying glass fabric without loosening bolts, etc. The

successful use of the volatile fire extinguisher fluid carbon tetrachloride suggested a

means of permanently fireproofing preserved timber using less volatile materials during

the impregnation process. The temperature readings obtained indicated, in a qualitative

sense, the intensity of tumbleweed fires. The appearance of preservative bleeding through

protective coatings emphasized the importance and difficulty of sealing a timber surface

or diverting the flow of exuding preservative. Of the individual materials examined

products A, B, C, E, G and H, as demonstrated in tests 3, 6, 9, 19, 22, and 24, were

considered worthy of further consideration. For subsequent tests product A was obtained

in a formulation containing 5 percent short fiber asbestos. This product is hereafter

referred to as A'.

2. Test Series on Full-Scale End Panel Replica

Products A' and B, having showed promise in the single pile stub test when used

with glass fabric, were selected for trial on a full-scale replica of the end panel of a

ballasted-deck pile trestle, as shown in Fig. 5. They were applied as two-coat systems,

sandwiching a layer of glass fabric between coats to effect adequate bonding to the

timber surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, The end panel replica was divided into two

parts, based on the center line. One-half of the interior and dump bents, as well as half

of the underside of the deck, was coated with A'; the remainder was coated with B.

The glass fabric and coating were arranged to allow for drainage, following which the

coating air-dried for 42 days.

The area beneath the deck and for a radial distance of 10 ft was piled with tumble-

weed to a height of 3 ft. This concentration considerably exceeded in density a normal

windblown gathering of weeds. Within 30 sec of ignition the weeds and entire panel

were engulfed in flame. After 2 min the weeds were consumed, while the coatings on

both the dump and interior bents were burning vigorously, as shown in Fig. 7. In 5 min

the flames on the outside of the interior bent began dying out, while the dump bent

and the underside of the deck continued to burn. After 20 min all flaming, with the

exception of the dump bent cap and several piles of the dump bent, had ceased. This fire

continued for approximately 3^ hr before it was extinguished with water.

The coatings and glass fabric on each half of the dump bent were completely

destroyed. The dump planks were burned through in several spots, while the cap and

piles were burned and badly charred in some places to depths approximating 3 in. On the

interior bent the outer coating of product A' was charred but largely intact, whereas

the outer coating of product B was badly split and peeling. The glass fabric in both

cases had fused and crumbled when touched. The timber surface was found charred to

a depth of about ^ in under each coating. The surface on the underside of the deck

showed a similar charring depth, with most of the damage concentrated near the dump
bent. Portions of the glass fabric dropped from the deck as a result of having melted

in the area surrounding the heads of nails used to hold it in place.

The observations drawn from this test point to the existence of wide variations in

temperature, air supply and air velocity from those which prevail in a single-pile test.

These conditions produced damage to a degree entirely unexpected.
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From the single-pile screening tests, product E next was selected for evaluation on

a full-scale replica of an end panel of a baliasted-deck pile trestle, as shown in Fig. 8.

As in the preliminary test, a layer of glass fabric was used to anchor the coating in place.

The test coating was allowed to dry 3 days before burning. Tumbleweed was piled

beneath the panel to a height of 3 ft and radially for a distance of 10 ft. The weeds

were ignited on the windward side and within 1 min the entire panel was enveloped in

flame. Within 2 min the weeds were consumed; the fire at the interior bent dying out

in another 3 min. After 10 min the only flames seen were those at the dump bent and

at a wide joint between stringers near the interior bent. These areas continued to burn

for SO min before dying. The coating was charred but intact. The glass fabric had lost

its tensile strength. Cracks in the coating were evident where gases forced an opening

to escape. Little damage of timber was noted. The dump bent was charred to a depth

of Yz in, while inconsequential charring was noted on the underside of the deck and

on the cap. The temperatures recorded during the fire are presented graphically in Fig. 9.

Simultaneously with the testing of product E data were collected relative to the

temperatures developed at various locations on the trestle. Such information is necessary

for the preparation of a working specification and to enable the manufacturer to better

attack the formulation problem. To secure this information it was necessary to utilize

chromel alumel thermocouples capable of withstanding temperatures up to 2200 deg F.

These thermocouples were placed in various locations on the replica end panel, as shown

in Fig. 9. The thermocouples were connected to a 12-channel oscillograph utilizing high

sensitivity magnetic galvanometers which facilitated the continuous recording of all the

temperatures. A detailed description of the oscillograph may be found in the AREA
Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, p. 154.

It is interesting to note the maximum temperature recorded was 1810 deg F at

station 1 after 160 sec. This area burned longest. A significant feature of the temperature

record is a comparison between stations 2 and 3. These thermocouples were at the same

spot, differing only in that station 3 was placed adjacent to the timber beneath the

coating, while station 2 was located on the outside of the coating. When station 2 reached

a maximum of 1475 deg F after 80 sec, station 3 registered only 445 deg F. As time

progressed, both thermocouples approached an equilibrium temperature of approximately

960 deg F after 8 min. From then on the readings at station 3 were higher than at sta-

tion 2 since the latter thermocouples cooled more rapidly outside the coating where the

fire had subsided.

Observations drawn from this phase of the work may be summarized as follows:

a. Product E, when used with glass fabric, performed considerably better than

the bituminous products A' and B tested previously in similar fashion.

b. Recorded temperature data show it to be capable of withstanding temperatures

up to 1810 deg F.

c. Insulation properties are such that over one short time interval a temperature

differential of 1000 deg F existed between interior and exterior surfaces.

Product G similarly was tested on a full-scale end panel replica in which two types

of glass anchoring mats were utilized. The panel was divided into two portions with the

center line of track as the dividing line. One portion was covered with textile loaded

glass mat, while the other was covered with 54-oz glass mat. Each of the glass anchoring

mats was stapled to the timber at about 6-in centers. Product G was applied by spraying

at a rate calculated to give a dry coating thickness of approximately iV in. The coating

was allowed to cure for 4 days.
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For this test a somewhat excessive quantity of tumbleweed was used to fire the

trestle. Within 2 min the flames reached their maximum intensity. In another 2 min all

flickering flames disappeared. No evidence of oil or timber burning was evident since

the only smoke given off was light colored. Some cracking of the coating at wide intervals

was noted. Little difference in the effect of the glass mats was apparent since they were

intact and the timber below was untouched.

Accounts kept of the cost of material and labor required for coating this end-

panel replica show an average total cost of ,f0.43 per sq ft of surface covered. Of this

figure, 70 percent ($0.30) went toward materials, with the remaining 30 percent ($0.13)

going for labor. On this basis the cost of fireproofing the underside of the deck of a

ballasted-deck pile trestle would be $7.25 per lin ft of single-track bridge. The cost of

fireproofing the bents depends on the height of the bent and the amount of bracing, and

would range between $5 and $13.50 per lin ft of single-track bridge. Total cost of this

protection then would vary between $12.25 and $20.75 per fin ft of single-track bridge.

However, it is realized that these costs, based on the coating of only one test structure,

are higher than would apply if a longer trestle or if many trestles were being coated by

experienced crews. These costs are based on protecting all exposed surfaces, regardless

of their height above the ground. It is understood a critical height does exist, above

which neither bents nor deck need be protected against ground fire.

3. Test Series on Full-Scale Interior Panel Replica

In the next test a full-size interior panel was constructed for the purpose of learning

what center height was required for the deck to be considered safe from ground fires

and to what height individual piles had to be coated for effective protection. The struc-

ture was built to have a clearance of 10 ft from the underside of the deck to the ground.

The piles of one bent were coated to a height of 7 ft with product E, while the piles

of the other bent were similarly coated with product C, as shown in Fig. 10. Glass fabric

was sandwiched between two coats of the respective fire retardants in each instance.

Thermocouples were placed at various stations, as shown in Fig. 11. Tumbleweed was

piled in a fashion similar to that used with the end panel. The weeds were fired from

the windward side and within 1 min reached the edge of the panel. Within 90 sec the

underside of the deck burst into flame. Pictures taken of the fire show the flames

extending up the piles to the cap and then out to the deck, as shown in Fig. 12.

However, it was believed that from the smoking of the deck stringers the flames even-

tually would have leaped directly from the ground to the deck. The creosote-petroleum

preservative solution rained down from the deck timbers which had been treated only

2 weeks prior to the test. The fire reached such intensity that it was clearly evident the

panel would be consumed, so to eliminate hazard to surrounding structures the flames

were extinguished after 5 min.

The maximum temperature reached was 1895 deg F at station 4 just 10 sec after

the deck had ignited. Of additional interest was the rapid build-up of temperature at

station 4 from 120 deg F. to 1895 deg F within 24 sec. Examination of the panel after

the fire revealed the piles coated with product C were bare and charred in many places.

The timber surface of the piles coated with product E showed little charring since the

coating was intact. The uncoated deck surface, however, suffered considerable damage as

large areas were found burned to depths approximating 1 in.

In addition to the temperature range developed at various locations it was learned

that a deck height of 10 ft was vulnerable to ground fires, as were piles which had been
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coated only to a height of 7 ft. Product C was found to be unsatisfactory as presently

formulated, whereas product E again performed well.

A similar test was carried out to furnish information regarding the critical height

above which decks and bents require no protection against ordinary ground fires. An
interior panel rephca was built with a clearance of 12 ft from the underside of the deck

to the ground line. One bent was again covered with J^-oz glass mat, stapled in place,

to a height of 10 ft, while the other bent was similarly covered with the textile loaded

glass mat, as shown in Fig. 13. Both bents then were sprayed with product G to give

a dry coating thickness of iV in, and were allowed to cure for S days. No protection was

placed on the underside of the deck nor on the portion of the piles above 10-ft.

The usual quantity of tumbleweed, again in excess of that normally encountered,

was used to ignite the bents. The fire under the deck reached its peak in about 90 sec,

with tongues of flame contacting the stringers. The heat of the liames caused some

preservative to exude from the timber and wet the surfaces, resulting in the production

of a considerable amount of black smoke. However, no fire developed, as the flames died

out upon exhaustion of the weeds. The coating was found to be hard and brittle but

intact. The glass mat and timber surface were undamaged.

These tests further indicate that the combination of %-oz glass mat or textile loaded

glass mat with product G offers adequate protection to treated timber piles, caps and

stringers against the hazards of tumbleweed and brush fires. Additionally, it appears

from these tests that an unprotected deck 12 ft above the ground is relatively safe from

a fire of this intensity, provided the bents are coated to a height of 10 ft with a

material which does not sustain surface flames once the flame source has been eliminated.

Another test was carried out on the piles and bracing of an interior panel replica.

The piles were extremely wet with preservative oils and supported a surface film of dirt

and oil approximating -i^ in over some areas. Product N was sprayed on this structure

to a height of 10 ft, at the rate of 8 gal per square (100 sq ft per square), and allowed

to cure for 5 days. Prior to burning this structure it was noted that on several of the

piles preservative oils had bled through to the surface and run down the pile in several

spots, as shown in Fig. 14. Additionally, the coating which shrinks upon drying, cut itself

on the sharp edges of the sway bracing, resulting in checks of 3*2 in widths.

The maximum intensity of fire developed 2 min after ignition of the tumbleweeds.

Flames managed to reach the oil-wet deck, which was 12 ft above the ground, but caused

no more than a considerable amount of black smoke to develop. The corners of the

bracing where the coating had split, about half-way up the bent, were burning in

addition to some surface burning at the base of two of the southernmost piles. The
weeds burned for 4 min and the fire continued an additional 4 min. The coating was
intact throughout, forming numerous small blisters averaging ^ in. in diameter, with

a few reaching 6 in. in diameter.

This test indicates that product N may be used without an anchoring material such

as glass fabric because of its inherent tendency to adhere to a structure and to itself

by virtue of shrinkage and strong cohesive forces, instead of depending primarily upon
a surface for bonding. As yet no satisfactory weatherproofing coat or ingredients to mix
with the fire-retardant coating is available. Chemical laboratory weatherometer tests are

in progress evaluating several asphalt-derived weatherproofing coats.

4. Test Series on Removable Deck Panels and Piles

The experience gained from the initial study of fires under these end and interior

panel replicas led to an economical means for accelerating the test program while
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reducing its ultimate cost. Test sections of deck panels and piles were made portable

and removable, enabling the same structure to be utilized continuously and limited only

by the time necessary to remove and replace burned test sections with new sections.

Full-length center test panels 34 in. in width were placed in the center of the deck, while

flanking panels, end blocks, caps and stringers were faced with compressed asbestos board.

Removable test piles included the central pair, while the flanking pairs of piles were

wrapped with corrugated asbestos felt. Thus all conditions of draft development, heat-

reflecting surfaces, etc., were retained.

Coating materials H and G initially were selected for evaluation on removable panels

and piles, as shown in Figs. IS and 16. Product H is a non-bituminous mastic composed

of minerals and chlorinated rubber, while product G is substantially the same material

emulsified with water. Products H and G both were applied to panels over a 13^ -oz

(weight per square foot) glass mat. Later ^-oz glass mat, textile loaded glass mat, and

glass fabric were evaluated as anchoring materials. These experiments were designed to

indicate whether the less expensive and more easily handled textile loaded glass mat or

glass fabric might afford the same protection as the thicker glass mat. Table 4 lists

the results obtained.

From these data it may be concluded that little difference exists between products

H and G when used with glass-supporting materials. The ^ oz glass mat and the textile

loaded glass mat performed equally well, but the glass fabric does not have sufficient

insulating power even when the coating thickness is increased.

Another coating material examined was product N, which had incorporated mineral

ingredients with an emulsified asphalt. This product does not require mechanical aids

for bonding. It was applied at the rate of 6 gal per square in order to obtain a dry

coat of is in thickness. Two portable deck panels approximating 65 sq ft in area were

prepared, one by spraying and one by brushing, and allowed to cure for 4 days. The

usual amount of tumbleweed was used for the test. The brushed panel showed no surface

burning after the weed fire subsided, however, the sprayed panel supported combustion

6 min after the weeds were consumed. The brushed application developed large insulating

blisters, some as large as 10 in. in diameter, offering ample protection to the timber

underneath. Pin holes through the coating on the sprayed application allowed the vapors

which developed to escape without expanding the coating. The ignition of these vapors

accounted for the prolonged burning time and slight charring of the timber. It is felt

the pin holes were more the product of inexperience in application than any weakness

in the material.

In the test of the removable piles coated with product N excellent results were

obtained with both the brushed and sprayed applications. In neither case was surface

burning evident. Numerous small blisters developed offering satisfactory protection to

the timber surface.

5. Miscellaneous Tests

In order to learn what adherence qualities product N possessed when, after applica-

tion of the coating, the joints between stringers were opened by cutting to permit water

drainage, five heavily saturated southern pine stringers (7^ in by 14 in by 14 ft) with

relatively dry surfaces were sprayed on their side and bottom faces. The stringers were

placed on top of the replica end panel bents and adjacent to one another with separation

between timbers of 0, ^, % and J^ in, respectively. Three-inch wide strips of glass fabric

were used to overlap the joint between stringers and extending for a distance of 6 ft

from the rear bent. After application of sufficient coating (8 gal per square) to give a
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dry thickness of 5/64 in, the joints between stringers were slit. The coating was allowed

to cure for 6 days.

Tumbleweed was placed under and around the structure to a depth of 2 ft and

ignited. The flames reached maximum intensity within 90 sec and continued for a total

of 3 min. After a 1-min period, during which the timbers were enveloped in flame, the

coating was found intact and the timber undamaged with no evidence of surface burning.

Numerous protective blisters ranging from J4 '^o 3 in. in diameter were found. The

coating adhered firmly at the slit edges in both the presence and absence of strips of

glass fabric.

E. FIRE PROTECTION OF NEW TIMBER BY INCLUSION OF ADDITIVES
DURING TREATING PROCESS

1. Evaluation of Products on Removable Deck Panels and Piles

Earlier in Table 3 it was reported that substance D, a volatile chlorine-containing

material (92 percent by weight) showed promise as a fire extinguishing agent when

applied to the surface of a pile. Extension of that concept resulted in the addition to

preservative solution substances O, P and Q, ranging in chlorine content from 70 percent

to 42 percent by weight, in an effort to render freshly treated timber fire retardant.

Preservative solutions consisting of 45:55 mixtures of creosote and petroleum oils con-

taining 10, 20, 30 and 40 percent concentration of chlorinated material were introduced

into a 12-in diameter pilot pressure cylinder at 180 deg F. Both piles and planking used

in removable deck panel construction were impregnated with these solutions. The concen-

trations used and the net retention of preservative are shown in Table 5.

Both the removable deck sections and portable piles inserted in the replica end

panels in individual tests -were surrounded with the usual quantity of tumbleweed.

The results of these burning tests are shown in Table 6.

These preliminary tests indicate that chlorine-containing additives exert a fire-

retarding influence seemingly in proportion to the chlorine content. Extended use of

such materials would have to be evaluated in the light of cost of raw materials, per-

manence on weathering, potential adverse effects on timber, and whether any change

in preservative activity occurs.

Other additives are being considered for this application.

Fig. 1—Fusee placed on top of and adjacent to tie block.
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Fig. 2—General view of open-deck pile trestle replica.

Fig. 3 (left)—Pile coated with A, covered with gravel and surrounded
with tumbleweed. Fig. 4 (right)—View of pile during fire.
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'^^M.

Fig. 5—End panel replica, showing above normal accumulation
of wind-blown tumbleweed.

V

Fig. 6—View of piles, illustrating application of glass fabric.
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Fig. 7—View of end panel bent 3 min after start of fire.

Fig. 8—View of end panel coated with product E prior to burning.
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Fig. 10—Interior panel with bents coated to a height of 7 ft.

Products E and C are used on the respective bents.

Fig. 12—View showing fire shortly after ignition of tumbleweed.
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Fig. 13—Piles of interior panel coated to a height of 10 ft with Product
G. Left bent wrapped with Y^-oz glass mat, right bent covered with textile-
loaded glass mat. Deck is unprotected.



bleellj o? px^i^^^^^^ °^,^";^rior panel coated with Product N 1^Bottom view shows blister dei^lor. ^.^^°"^^ '" t°P view prior to testinlwas broken loose for inspecdon "^"'"^ ^"""^ «"«• Coating^n sway brace
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.-j->.«y . X

Fig. 15—Typical removable-deck panel, showing section before,

during and after fire.
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Fig. 16—Product G with 3/4-oz glass mat on removable pile in end panel.
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T«st

No. Product
Description of Co*t- Dryii^ Time
ing /Ippllcatloa in Days

Same as No. 7

Coal tar clay-nater 1
eoulsloa over glass

fabric

Glass fabric sandwiched 1
betiteen two layers of coal
tar clay-water emulsion

u
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Test
Ho. Pr

2S R

TABLE 1 (CONT'D

RESULTS OF TESTS ON TIE BLOCKS - FUSEE HKES
Burning Time in Minutes

i/esoription of Coat- Lryine Time following 5-Min i-usee»
in« ;.ppUcEtion in Lays Top Surftoe Side Surfoce

So* u No. 23 follomd 2

by layer of glus fabric
and second coat of asphalt

T>o-coat ayst«a of miiwral
matter and mmtherproof-
Ing coat

27
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Table 2

OpTO Pack Pile Traatla Repllc

TMt Produat Oucriptlon
lo. of CoatlnK

Conditioo
*ftar AkIik

Degreo of
Bumlm

FlvaliK In Hlnutsa
Following F\»M

Conditioo of Co4t '

lag Aft«r rir«

Moo-bltmlnaua aa- Top
•tic with ainor&l
Mttv am chlorln- ^^*
4t«d rubber

Mater iBulaloo of * Top
noo-bltialnoua »- Side
•tie containing Min-
eral Batter and chlor-
inated rubber

Intact, brittle

Intact, brittle

Intact, trlttle
Intaet, brltUe

Intact, looeened
Intact, looaeoed

Intact, looeened
Intact, looeened

5.
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TABIX 3

RESULTS OF TESTS ON SDJOIE PIIES-TUUBIBJEED FIRE

Test Description of Coating
No. Product Application

1 A Pile coated with coal
tar clay-«ater emulsion.
Half of coated surface
from top to bottom cover-
ed with gravel screen-
ings,

2 k Pile spirally wrapped with
fiber glaas and nailed In
place. Coated with coal
tar clay-water emulaion.
Half of pile covered with
gravel screenings,

3 A Same as No. 2.

Coating of cut-back asphalt
and asbestos mastic thinned
with naphtha. Half of pile
covered with gravel screen-
ings.

Same as No. U,

Drying Time
in D«ye Results After Burning

56

56

Same coating as No. h over 56
a layer of fiber glass.

Pile coated with coal tar 27
clay-«ater emulsion follow-
ed by a layer of glass fa-
bric and a second coat of

the emulsion.

Sane as No, 7 with pile 27
covered with gravel screen-
ings.

Pile coated with asphalt 27
and asbestos mastic emulsi-
fied with water followed by
a layer of glass fabric and
a second coat of emulsion.

S^OB as No. 9 with pile cover- 27
ed with gravel screenings.

Pile was brushed with a vol-
atile chlorine-containing
substance.

Same as No. 11 followed by
the coating used in No. 9

(1 quart No. 11 mixed into 1
gal. ro. 9)-.

Saae as Ho, 11. 36

Hi
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TABLE 3 (CONT'D)

RESULTS OF TESTS ON SINGLE PILES - TUII3LEWEED FIRE

Test
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TABIE 5

CCMPGSmCN &HD RETEMTICM CP CHLORIHB-CCNTfcDinn
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Advance Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles

Investigation of Fatigue Strength of Railroad Timber
Bridge Stringers*

A Progress Report Covering Initial Work Done in Fatigue Testing

of Full-Size Timber Bridge Stringers and Other Exploratory

and Correlated Tests
/

By J. L. Leggett, Jr.f

Associate Professor of Civil Engineering

University of Kentucky \

A. DIGEST

In the spring of 1949 the Association of American Railroads, under the sponsorship

of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles, of the American Railway Engineering

Association, initiated a research program to obtain information relative to the fatigue

life and behavior of timber of sizes commonly used in railroad bridges and trestles. The

laboratory investigation was divided into two parts: (1) Fatigue bending tests on full-

size timber stringers and standard block shear tests on small clear specimens at the

Purdue University Engineering Experiment Station; and (2) Static bending tests on small

clear specimens, fatigue bending tests on small clear specimens, and tests on one-quarter

scale specimens at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

An extensive correspondence was conducted with the leading wood and wood-

products laboratories and timber experts in all parts of the world. In a careful check

of these sources and of all available literature, no previous record of repeated stress

experiments on timbers of the size commonly used in railway trestles and similar

structures has been found.

It should be emphasized that since there was no known precedent for tests of the

scope reported herein, the investigation must, therefore, be considered largely exploratory

in character. It is further emphasized that the data obtained are valid only to such

conditions as prevailed in these tests, and to the species, quality, and condition of such

timber at the time of test. The test program covered in this report was limited to the

two species—Douglas fir and southern pine. Twelve timber stringers—six of each species

—nominally 8 in by 16 in by 20 ft, were accordingly received at Purdue University in

the spring of 1950.

The program called for the timbers to be tested in the unseasoned or green condition,

but partial seasoning had in fact taken place prior to delivery. Partial seasoning, as

evidenced by checking, was quite extensive in the Douglas fir stringers; it was much

less extensive in the southern pine stringers. The specimens were prepared by cutting

4 ft from the upper ends of each of the 20-ft timbers and 18 in from the butt ends,

leaving full-size test specimens that were nominally 8 in by 16 in by 14 ft 6 in. The 4-ft

sections were transported to the Forest Products Laboratory. The 18-in sections and

the full-size specimens were subsequently stored in damp sawdust at Purdue University

to maintain them in as near an unseasoned condition as possible.

Fatigue bending tests on the full-size 8-in by 16-in by 14-ft 6-in stringers were

performed in the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine at Purdue University. This machine

* This report is excerpted from a thesis submitted to the Faculty of Purdue University by J. L.

Leggett, Jr., in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, June 19S3.

t Formerly a Graduate Research Fellow of Structural Engineering, Purdue University Engineering

Experiment Station.
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is hydraulically activated and electronically controlled. Constant repeated loads were

transmitted to the specimen at the third points of a 13-ft simple beam span as shown

in Fig. 6. The timbers were placed in the fatigue machine with one end flush with the

edge of the support and the other end projecting IS in beyond the support.

In the full-size stringer tests deflection measurements were recorded at mid span.

The total relative shear distortion between the top and bottom fibers were recorded by

means of dial gages mounted as shown in Fig. I7b. Shear distortion (differential move-

ment) measurements were recorded at selected checks by means of dial gages as shown

in Fig. 17a. Extreme fiber strain measurements were obtained by using Baldwin SR-4

electric strain gages. The depths of checks were measured before and after testing the

full-size timbers by probing with the standard probe. The depths of checks existing prior

to test were verified by the application of a black dye applied before the test. Upon

splitting open the stringers after testing, the pre-existing depth of check could be seen.

Moisture contents were measured at -fs in depth and at 20 percent depth. The rate of

loss of moisture content during the tests was reduced materially by the application

of hot paraffin to the surfaces and ends of the stringers.

The tests of full-size bridge stringers conducted at Purdue University were too few

in number to warrant the drawing of specific or unqualified conclusions. Certain observa-

tions concerning the behavior of such timbers in repeated loading, however, may be

drawn from the data procured, as follows:

1. In the event that considerable checking exists, as in the timbers tested, it

appears evident that failure can be expected to occur in horizontal shear rather

than in bending when the span-depth ratio is 10 or less.

2. The limited number of tests were too few in number to permit the establish-

ment of S-N curves. A pattern was indicated, however, as shown in Figs. 13

and 14.

3. Failures in horizontal shear were sudden and occurred at locations near the

centroidal axis where the checks were usually the deepest.

4. The depth of the checks increased from drying during the tests and possibly

from fatigue action. Because of this increase in depth of checking, values for

horizontal shear presented in Figs. 13 and 14 are lower than actual unit shear

values that existed at the time of failure.

5. After an initial sudden failure in horizontal shear, the deflection was approxi-

mately doubled while still maintaining the original load on the specimen.

6. Shear failure will generally originate at that end of the specimen which has

the least overhang beyond its support.

The 4-ft sections were used by the Forest Products Laboratory to obtain small clear

specimens for static bending (control) tests, fatigue bending tests, and compression

parallel to grain tests. The static bending (control) tests were primarily used in esti-

mating the bending modulus of rupture for the full-size timbers (see Table 4). The

estimated bending modulus of rupture served as the basis for computing the loads to

which the full-size timbers were subjected in fatigue bending.

Fatigue bending tests were conducted on 2-in by 2-in by 32-in specimens which

were subjected to center loading on a 28-in simple beam span. The results of these tests

are presented in Table 3 and Figs. 11 and 12. From these tests the following observations

are made:

1. The tests of the green southern pine and Douglas fir were too few in number

to locate the S-N curves.
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2. The tests were sufficient to indicate that if the maximum repeated stresses in

bending are 50 percent or less of the static modulus of rupture, the fatigue life

is at least 30 million repetitions of stress, provided that the wood is straight

grained and free from defects and that conditions of loading are no more

severe than a stress ratio of 0.10. It was not possible from the limited number

of tests included in this study to predict the fatigue strength of green southern

pine and Douglas fir for 2 million cycles. Eleven of the 15 tests with a maxi-

mum repeated stress of 60 percent of the modulus of rupture of matched con-

trol specimens exceeded 2 million cycles.

3. Fatigue failures in bending the green specimens always started with a com-

pression failure near the loaded surface. The compression failures became

progressively worse as the tests progressed and were followed by either a sudden

tension failure or by a shear failure that originated near the bottom of the

compression failure. The shear failures were not generally visible, but after they

occurred it was not possible to maintain maximum repeated stresses in the

specimen.

From the static and fatigue bending tests of the one-quarter scale specimens loaded

at the third points of a 39-in span and tested by the Forest Products Laboratory certain

observations are made:

1. Green specimens with a i\-in by J^-in groove to simulate checks usually fail

in bending rather than in horizontal shear, both under static loading and when

subjected to repeated loads.

2. Dry specimens with nj-in by J^-in grooves to simulate checks usually fail in

horizontal shear both in static loading and when subjected to repeated loads.

3. No apparent difference in the stress-raising effect between rectangular grooves

and V-shaped grooves was observed in the results of testing four specimens

prepared from a Douglas fir stringer that had been previously tested to more

than 2 million cycles of loading without failing.

B. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research was to determine the fatigue behavior of southern pine

and Douglas fir in the green, untreated condition. The stringers were to be of such

dimensions as were in common use in railway bridges and trestles. Inasmuch as no

precedent has been found for fatigue testing of timbers of this size, a secondary purpose

was to establish a procedure that could be used on future tests of this nature.

In the spring of 1949, the Association of American Railroads, under the sponsor-

ship of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles, of the American Railway Engineering

Association, initiated a research program to obtain information relative to the fatigue

life and behavior of timber of sizes commonly used in railroad bridges and trestles. The

program was divided into two parts from the standpoint of actual testing. One part

consisted of control tests on small clear laboratory-size specimens obtained from the

full-size timbers. These tests were conducted at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,

Wis. The second part consisted of tests on full-size timber stringers that were conducted

at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

An extensive correspondence has been conducted with the leading wood and wood-

products laboratories and timber experts in all parts of the world. Approximately 80

letters of inquiry were sent to these organizations and individuals, and approximately

60 replies were received. After a careful check of these sources and of all available litera-
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ture, no record of repeated stress experiments on timbers of the size commonly used in

railway trestles and similar structures has been found. Since there was no precedent for

fatigue tests of this nature, it was decided that control stresses should be based on

extreme fiber modulus of rupture in bending. This decision was in line with the limited

previous experience of fatigue tests on small specimens such as are used in aircraft

structures, both in England and in the United States.

Since most timbers commonly used in railway bridges and trestles are southern pine

and Douglas fir, it was decided to concentrate the test program on these two species.

The program was planned to encompass tests on unseasoned and seasoned new stringers,

stringers which had been in service many years, and also treated stringers.

The first phase was to consist of testing 12 unseasoned, untreated timber stringers

of which 6 were southern pine and 6 were Douglas fir, coast type.

This report records the experimental results and explains the methods and procedures

used in the investigation. An attempt is made to correlate the experimental data of full-

size timber stringers with the experimental data of small laboratory specimens. In addi-

tion, an S-N (stress-number of cycles to failure) curve for each species is established

on the basis of data obtained from the limited number of specimens tested. The experi-

mental data are presented in tables and graphs.

Fatigue of structural materials is the tendency to progressive damage and ultimate

failure when a member is subjected to a repetition of stresses. In general, the stress at

failure is considerably less than the ultimate static stress. It must' be remembered that

the S-N curves presented here can be expected to be valid only for conditions as pre-

sented in this report. A great amount of additional experimental data must be acquired

before an S-N curve or curves can be established for design purposes.

The tests under consideration were not concerned with reversed bending stress but

rather with repeated bending stresses with a range of stress from approximately zero to a

predetermined maximum value.

Since these tests were concerned with repeated bending stresses, the fatigue strength

for a given stress ratio and at a given number of cycles was the desired criteria. It may
be well to point out that fatigue strength as used here simply means the highest stress

that a material can withstand for a given number of cycles under the application of

repeated (not reversed) loads.

It has generally been accepted that 2 million cycles of near maximum stress would

not be exceeded for short span structures.

Timber, as compared with metal, presents additional problems which make the

determination of the fatigue resistance more difficult. As compared to metals, timber is

not an isotropic material, but on the contrary is anisotropic. For all practical purposes,

however, timber is usually regarded as being orthotropic and having three principal

axes: longitudinal, tangential, and radial.

One other factor seems to play an important part in determining reasonably accurate

values of the fatigue strength: moisture content. Moisture content is defined as: "The

weight of water contained in the wood, expressed as a percentage of the weight of oven-

dry wood."

Moisture content may affect fatigue tests of large timber stringers in three ways,

primarily

:

1. A decrease in moisture content below the saturation point generally increases

the strength properties.

2. The repetitions of stress may create enough heat to reduce the moisture content

and thereby increase most strength values if moisture content is reduced below

the fiber saturation point.
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3. If the moisture content is reduced below the fiber saturation point, checking

will occur in large timbers. The checking reduces the net cross section of the

timber and consequently increases the tendency for horizontal shear failure.

Results are presented for tests made at the Purdue University Engineering Experi-

ment Station on fatigue of full-size stringers and on static testing of standard-size small

clear block shear specimens, and for tests made at the Forest Products Laboratory on

small clear specimens in static and fatigue loading in bending and static loading in com-

pression parallel to grain. Tests at both institutions were made in cooperation with the

.'Association of American Railroads.

Professor L. T. Wyly, head of the Department of Structural Engineering, Purdue

University, directly supervised the work of this investigation at the Purdue University

Engineering Experiment Station. Administration was by Dr. A. A. Potter, director of the

Engineering Experiment Station and dean of engineering, and Prof. R. B. Wiley, head

of the School of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, where the work was

done. The project was sponsored financially by the Association of American Railroads.

It was instituted upon the recommendation of the Subcommittee on Timber Testing of

Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles, of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation. The investigation was guided by the AAR Research Office, under the general

direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research and E. J. Ruble, research

engineer structures, and by the Subcommittee on Timber Testing of Committee 7. The
Forest Products Laboratory, United States Department of Agriculture, under the direc-

tion of R. P. A. Johnson, chief. Division of Timber Mechanics, and W. C. Lewis,

engineer, cooperated in this investigation by conducting tests on small clear specimens

prepared from the ends of the stringers and by acting as a consultant and advisor.

The Douglas fir and southern pine test specimens were generously supplied by the

West Coast Lumbermen's Association, Portland, Ore., and the Southern Pine Association,

New Orleans, La., respectively. Steel beams used to support the timber specimens in the

Krouse-Purdue Universal fatigue machine were donated by the Wisconsin Bridge and

Iron Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

C. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

In this investigation certain definitions were used. They are in accordance with the

recommendations of Committee E-9 on Fatigue of the American Society for Testing

Materials.

Stress Cycle

A stress cycle is the smallest section of the stress-time function which is repeated

periodically and identically.

Nominal Stress, S

The stress calculated on the net section by simple theory such as 5 =: P/A or

S = Mc/I or 5s = Tc/J without taking into account the variation in stress conditions

caused by geometrical discontinuities such as holes, grooves, fillets, etc.

Maximum Stress, 5m ai

The highest algebraic value of the stress in the stress cycle, tensile stress being

considered positive and compressive stress negative.

Minimum Stress, 5m in

The lowest algebraic value of the stress in the stress cycle, tensile stress being con-

sidered positive and compressive stress negative.
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Range of Stress, St

The algebraic difference between the maximum and minimum stress in one cycle,

that is 5r= 5max— 5m In. For most cases of fatigue testing, the stress varies equally

above and below zero stress but other types of variation may be experienced.

Stress Ratio, R
The algebraic ratio of the minimum stress and the maximum stress in one cycle,

that is /? = 5,„,„/5max.

Fatigue Life, N
The number of stress cycles which can be sustained for a given test condition.

S-N Diagram

A plot of stress against number of cycles to failure. It is usually plotted S versus

log N, but a plot of log S versus log N is sometimes used.

Fatigue Limit (or Endurance Limit), Se

The limiting value of the stress below which a material can presumably endure an

infinite number of stress cycles, that is, the stress at which the S-N diagram becomes

horizontal and appears to remain so.

Fatigue Strength, Sn

The greatest stress which can be sustained for a given number of stress cycles

without fracture. The number of cycles should always be given. The same considerations

as given under "Fatigue Limit" apply where the mean stress is not zero.

There are a few notations or abbreviations used which are in more or less common
usage

:

EFS, efs — extreme fiber stress

M.R. — Modulus of rupture

PSI, psi — pounds per square inch

N.A. — neutral axis

C.A. •— centroidal axis

Additional notations which apply specifically to this report are:

P— southern pine

F— Douglas fir

A "P" or an "F" preceded by a number such as 2-P, 5-F refers to small size

laboratory specimens. A "P" or an "F" succeeded by a number such as P-2, F-S refers

to full-size specimens.

D. TEST EQUIPMENT

The Forest Products Laboratory conducted bending fatigue tests on 2-in by 2-in by

32-in small, clear specimens in an axial loading fatigue machine at a rate of 900 cpm
The load was applied at mid span. Fig. 3 shows a specimen in the machine. Later, one-

quarter scale specimens, 2-in by 4-in by 43-in, were tested in the same axial loading

machine at a rate of 500 cpm. In this case the load was applied at the third points, and
Fig. 5 shows a one-quarter scale specimen in the fatigue machine.

The axial loading fatigue machine used by the Forest Products Laboratory was

capable of testing two specimens simultaneously. Each side of the machine was provided

with an automatic counter to record the number of cycles of stress. Deflections were

applied at the center of the span through a cantilever loading bar connected to an
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adjustable eccentric. The deflection in the cantilever loading arm was calibrated with

load, and the eccentric was adjusted until the variation in load equaled that desired for

each specimen. Electronic shut-off equipment stopped the machine when the load on

either specimen under test decreased more than 20 lb. Thus, repeated loads were main-

tained throughout the test until failure occurred, within about 20 lb of the load calculated

for each specimen.

All fatigue bending tests of the full-size 8-in by 16-in by 14-ft 6-in timbers were

conducted at Purdue University in the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine. This machine,

the first of its kind, has a rated capacity of to 60,000 lb and two ranges of operation.

The first, a constant or high speed range, operates at 1000 cpm with the stroke varying

from to 0.22 in. The second, or low speed range, has a stroke of to 4 in and the

rate is variable. The latter range was used for all the timber tests. This machine is

hydraulically activated and is controlled electronically to transmit a constant load on

the ram.

Although a higher rate was desired, it was found that 30 to 40 cpm offered the most
satisfactory machine operation. This was under a 30,000 to 40,000-lb ram load and a

ram movement of Yz to Y^ in. Fig. 6 shows a full-size timber in the Krouse-Purdue

fatigue machine.

A moisture meter was used to obtain moisture content records of the full-size

stringers at Purdue University. The specific instrument was a Kaydel moisture gauge,

Type L-4120 R, with a range of 4 to 120 percent, incl. This instrument, of the electrical

resistance type, is generally considered accurate to ± 1 percent for readings below the

wood fiber saturation point. The accuracy is reduced for moisture contents above the

fiber saturation point.

Electric resistance wire gages were used extensively in the fatigue bending tests of

the full-size timber beams conducted at Purdue University. All such gages were Baldwin

SR-4 electric strain gages. Several different types were used during the test program.

Ram loads on the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine were measured in terms of strain

by means of SR-4, Type C gages while testing the first five timber stringers. These

gages were read on a DuMont, Type 304-H oscilloscope after the electric current was

amplified by a special amplifier built at Purdue University for use with the Krouse-

Purdue fatigue machine. Ram loads on the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine were meas-

ured in terms of strain by means of SR-4, Type AD-1 gages while testing the last four

timber stringers. The readings of these gages were recorded by means of a two-channel

Brush oscillograph.

Extreme fiber strains were measured on the full-size timber by means of SR-4,

Type A-1 gages. During the course of testing the first five full-size stringers one set of

gages was read on a DuMont, Type 208-B oscilloscope after the signal was transmitted

through a special amplifying and switching unit. The readings of another set of the SR—

I

gages were recorded by a two-channel Brush oscillograph. Examples of the latter records

are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

During the course of testing the last four full-size stringers the extreme fiber strains

were read on a Baldwin, Type K strain indicator.

E. TEST PROCEDURES
1. Control Tests

a. Matching of the Material

The full-size timbers were nominally 8-in by 16-in by 20-ft. Eight specimens 2 -in

by 2-in by 32-in were obtained from stock cut from the upper end (as it grew in the
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tree) of each timber. Four specimens were for static (control) tests and four were for

fatigue bending tests. Examples of the ends of the stock from which the small clear

test specimens were obtained are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These photographs show the

type of growth represented in the beams and the relative position of the small specimens

with regard to the full-size timbers. Specimens from each timber were tangentially

matched in pairs. One specimen of each matched pair was used in the static (control)

test and the other was used in the fatigue bending test.

b. Methods of Test

Specimens were all maintained in the green condition until after the tests were

completed. The static test specimens were tested shortly after they were sawed to final

dimension and were kept wrapped in soaked cloths to prevent drying. Fatigue test

specimens Were sealed in individual pliofilm bags in the presence of free water and

remained there throughout the storage and test.

The static bending (control) tests were made as specified by ASTM designation

D 143-52—Standard Methods of Testing Small Clear Specimens of Timber. Specimens

were loaded at the center of a 28-in span at a uniform rate of movement of the head

of the testing machine of 0.10 in per min. Specimens were loaded on the tangential face

nearest the pith as required by the standard method. Load-defiection curves were

obtained for each test.

After the static bending tests were completed, a compression parallel to grain

specimen was prepared from the undamaged portion of each static bending specimen.

The compression parallel to grain specimens were 2 in by 2 in by 8 in and were tested

as outlined in ASTM D 143-52. Loads were applied at a uniform rate of motion of the

movable head of the testing machine of 0.02 in per min. Load deformation data were

obtained for each test.

The fatigue tests were made in an axial loading fatigue machine that stressed the

specimens at the rate of 900 cpm. Fig. 3 shows a specimen in the fatigue testing

machine. The specimen was sealed in a pliofilm bag in the presence of free water so that

the moisture content of the wood was maintained above the fiber-saturation point during

the test. Shown are the supports, which had a fiat surface 1 in along the length of the

beam, and the loading block, which had a radius of 3 in. in contact with the specimen

as is standard for static bending tests of 2-in by 2-in specimens. Deflections were applied

at the center of the span through a cantilever loading bar connected to an adjustable

eccentric. The deflection in the cantilever loading arm was calibrated with load and the

eccentric was adjusted until the variation in load equaled that desired for each specimen.

The fatigue machine was capable of testing two specimens simultaneously, and

each side of the machine was provided with an automatic counter to record the number

of cycles of stress. Electronic shut-off equipment stopped the machine when the load

on either specimen under test decreased more than 20 lb. When the machine stopped,

and periodically otherwise, loads were adjusted. Thus, repeated loads were maintained

throughout the test until failure occurred within about 20 lb of the load calculated for

each specimen on the basis of the strength obtained from the matched control specimens.

The minimum repeated stress for each cycle was 0.10 of the maximum repeated

stress for that cycle for each specimen. This stress ratio of 0.10 was maintained for all

tests. Each specimen was subjected to maximum repeated stresses that were either 70,

60, or SO percent of the modulus of rupture of the matched static bending specimen.

Specimens were each loaded repeatedly at that level of stress until the specimen failed

or until the specimen withstood 30 million repetitions of stress, whichever came first.

The end point of test (failure) was arbitrarily selected as the point where tension failure
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developed, or when the failure in compression became so severe that load could no

longer be maintained. This latter cut-off point of test was necessary because in the green

bending fatigue tests severe compression faUures were sometimes followed by shear

failures that were not apparent visibly, but that made it impossible to develop tension

failures. The continued yielding due to progressive shear failure made it impossible to

maintain the desired load level, and tests were necessarily stopped.

2. Estimating the Modulus of Rupture for Full-Size Stringers

The primary purpose of the static (control) tests was to utilize the modulus of

rupture values from the tests on small clear specimens as a basis for estimating the

probable bending strength of the large timbers.

The large timbers were examined at Lafayette, Ind., on May 9 and 10, 1950, soon

after they were delivered. A chart of knots and defects was made and the maximum
slope of grain was determined for each face of each timber. From these defects and

the results of the static bending tests of the small specimens, values of modulus of

rupture were estimated as shown in Table 4. In each instance the estimated value of the

modulus of rupture of the large timber was calculated by multiplying the average value

of modulus of rupture from the corresponding small tests by the reduction factor for

height effect, and by either the reduction factor based on the knots present or by the

reduction factor based on the maximum slope of grain in the middle portion of the

stringer, whichever was smaller.

The reduction for height effect was based on the following formula:

-0.07(^|/f-l).

For a stringer nominally 16 in deep {iSy^ in actual), the correction factor F, equals

0.875.

The reductions for knots were based on the values given in ASTM D 245-49T,

Tentative Method for Establishing Structural Grades of Timber. The reductions for

slope of grain were based on Table 18 of U. S. Department of Agriculture Technical

Bulletin 479.

3. Block Shear Tests on Small Clear Specimens

After testing was completed on the full-size timbers and it was determined that

all failures occurred in horizontal shear, the decision was made to conduct a series of

block shear tests on small clear specimens for correlation purposes. Standard 2-in by
2-in by 2^-in specimens were prepared from the 18-in blocks that had been cut from
the butt end of the full-size timbers. These blocks had been stored in damp sawdust
for approximately 2% years.

Specimens were prepared and tested in accordance with ASTM D 143-52. A series

of eight specimens was prepared in pairs which were longitudinally matched for each
of the full-size timbers that had been previously tested in fatigue bending. The pairs

were taken from the full-size block in such manner that one pair originated in the

tension area, one pair in the compression area, and two pairs in the area of maximum
horizontal shear (near the centroidal axis). When the full-size timber contained boxed
heart, a pair of the shear test specimens was taken from each side of the pith near the
centroidal axis.

One specimen of each pair was loaded radially and the other was loaded tangentially
in order to determine whether or not there was an appreciable difference between tan-
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gential and radial shearing strength. The specimens were tested in a Baldwin hydraulic

testing machine having a range of to 120,000 lb. Rate of strain measurements were

taken in order to insure that the standard rate (0.024 in per min of head travel) of

applying the load was maintained. The test results are shown in Table 10.

4. Fatigue Tests of Full-Size Stringers

a. Selection of Stress

The extreme fiber stress for each timber stringer was selected as a percentage

of the estimated modulus of rupture. The modulus of rupture was estimated on the

basis of static bending tests on small clear laboratory specimens and corrected for size

effect and any defects. In turn, the load to be applied on the ram of the Krouse-Purdue

fatigue machine was computed on the basis of these extreme fiber stresses. This method

was applied for the eight timber stringers that were completely tested.

For the remaining four stringers it was planned to compute the extreme fiber

stresses and the corresponding ram load on the basis of horizontal shear stresses selected

from S-N curves which were obtained from the first eight stringers. This last procedure

was necessitated when it was observed that all of the failures occurred in horizontal

shear near the centroidal axis.

However, the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine suffered a major break-down in the

course of testing the ninth stringer so that the test program had to be discontinued.

b. Method of Test

The repeated load was applied to the full-size specimen by means of the pin-

connected triangular frame of the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine, as shown in Fig. 6.

This frame was of such size that the load was applied at the third points through two
3-in diameter rollers and a 9-in by 2-in by 10-in cold-rolled plate. The edges of the

plate were rounded, permitting a contact length of approximately 9 in along the top

of the stringer at each load point. A medium-hard brass plate 9 in by 34 in by 12 in

was placed between the 2-in load plate and the timber stringer to provide a suitable

bearing surface. The brass plate was attached to the timber with two wood screws to

prevent slippage. The contact surface between the 2-in plate and the ^-in plate was
lubricated with a mixture of oil and Molykote.

Load was applied to the triangular frame from the ram of the fatigue machine

through the gusset plates and pins, as shown in Fig. 6. AHnement of the triangular frame

was maintained by the ram at the bottom and a guide fastened to the top screw of the

fatigue machine.

By means of the pin connections at the ram connection and at the load points equal

loads were applied to the third points of the timber.

The test specimen was supported in the fatigue machine on shoes mounted at the

ends of two wide-flange beams, as shown in Fig. 6. The bearing length at each reaction

was 6 in. The wide-flange structural beams were set on the base plate of the fatigue

machine on opposite sides of the ram and were clamped in place to prevent shifting.

Simple beam action was obtained for the first five test stringers by means of a

diagonal tie rod. The end of the stringer that was flush with the edge of the support

was permitted to rotate but was not permitted to move longitudinally. The opposite

end of the tie rod permitted rotation of the support with the IS-in overhang, and also

permitted longitudinal movement of the bottom fibers as the stringer was deflected.

This particular arrangement, although most nearly approaching actual field conditions

of support, was not entirely satisfactory because the test stringer had a tendency to
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"walk"—that is, move longitudinally—and absolutely pure simple beam action was not

obtained.

In January 1952 the new Purdue Structural Engineering Laboratory was completed

and made available for use. The Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine was then dismantled,

moved to the new Structural Engineering Laboratory from the old Testing Materials

Laboratory and re-assembled. During this period a new tie rod arrangement was designed,

fabricated and installed. This new arrangement permitted nearly pure simple beam

action of the supports at both ends of the timber test specimen. In other words, both

ends of the test specimen were free to rotate and move longitudinally during the applica-

tion of load. This last arrangement was satisfactory and all tendency of the beam to

"walk" was eliminated. The only force required to prevent any tendency to "walk" was

the friction developed between the surface of the support and the bottom contact surface

of the timber test specimen.

c. Moisture Content Determination

Moisture content readings were obtained before, during and after testing the timber

stringers. In order to eliminate damage to the stringer, as would be the case when

moisture content readings are obtained by standard methods, an electric moisture meter

was used. The particular instrument used was a Kaydel moisture gauge, Type L-4120R,

with a range of 4 to 120 percent, incl. This instrument is of the electrical resistance

type, and is generally considered accurate to ± 1 percent for readings below the fiber

saturation point, while the accuracy is reduced for higher moisture contents. During

these tests moisture contents were read to the nearest 1 percent below 40 percent and

to the nearest S to 10 percent for higher values.

The instrument in question was calibrated for the Douglas fir species and at a

standard temperature of 80 deg F. Consequently, a species correction had to be applied

to the southern pine stringers. A temperature correction was applied to readings for both

Douglas fir and southern pine where necessary.

In general, moisture content readings were taken at several points on each stringer

both at the surface and at 20 percent of the gross width. Surface readings were impor-

tant because drying of the surface of a timber proceeds rapidly to a point where surface

checks start to form. In other words, when the surface moisture content is below the

fiber saturation point, checks may form. Readings at 20 percent of the gross width

of the timber were obtained as being an average moisture content for the timber at that

particular section.

Surface readings were taken by means of the standard contactor supplied with the

instrument. Essentially the contactor consists of two pairs of needle points which are

driven into the wood. The points of each pair are mounted yi in apart on a retaining

bar and 1^ in between the pairs. The contact length is fk in. The points are driven

into the wood so that the current flow is parallel to the grain, and the surface moisture

content is taken as the value at j% in depth.

Readings at 20 percent of the gross width of the stringer were obtained by driving

2-in finishing nails of 0.096 in diameter to the proper depth into the wood. The depth

varied from 1.48 to 1.60 in, depending on the width of the individual timbers. The nails

were spaced to match the standard contactor, but for convenience flexible alligator clip

leads were used to obtain readings.

d. Timber Storage and Preparation

The southern pine and Douglas fir timbers were nominally 8-in by 16 in by 20 ft

when received. Shortly after their arrival on the Purdue campus, a representative from
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the Forest Products Laboratory graded the stringers, cutting 4 ft fom the upper end

(as it grew in the tree) of each timber. An additional 1% ft was cut from the lower

or butt end of each timber, leaving a test specimen of 14 ft 6 in. The upper sections

were taken to the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., where the control tests

were conducted. The lower sections were kept in storage at Purdue University.

The timbers were stored in a box of damp sawdust until tested. The sawdust was

saturated with a water-soluble pentachlorophenol in order to prevent decay during the

storage period. The solution consisted of 5 lb of "Permatox" dissolved in SO gal of water.

A further protection was furnished by brushing the stringer surfaces with a solution

of 10 lb of "Permatox" dissolved in SO gal of water prior to placement in the sawdust.

This latter solution was well brushed into all checks and any bruised areas.

Preparation of the stringer for testing consisted of the following steps prior to

installation in the fatigue machine:

(1) Removal from storage box and brushing damp sawdust from the stringer

surfaces.

(2) Areas for SR-4 electric strain gages were selected and masked.

(3) Application of Nigrosine Blue dye (usually two applications were necessary)

.

(4) Excess moisture permitted to evaporate from the beam surface.

(5) Grid lines applied as is illustrated in Fig. 6. A soft yellow marking pencil was

found to be satisfactory for this purpose.

(6) Holes were drilled in the tension face for mounting the frames used in

measuring the total relative shear distortion.

(7) Surfaces were prepared and SR-4 electric strain gages were applied.

(8) SR-4 gage areas and tension surface at supports were again masked to pro-

tect them from the paraffin treatment.

(9) The depths of checks were measured with the standard probe.

(10) Surfaces and ends of stringer were coated with paraffin.

(Item (10) applied only to the last five timbers that were tested). After

the paraffin had solidified,the masking at the support areas was removed.

The support area of the timber was previously masked in order to keep the

paraffin away from this surface. It was found that paraffin at the support

provided enough lubrication to allow the stringer to "walk" longitudinally

during the test. If no paraffin were present, enough friction was developed to

prevent any tendency of the stringer to "walk."

After this series of ten preparatory steps the stringer was placed in position in the

Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine, care being taken not to damage the SR-4 gages.

Final preparation was then completed after installation in the fatigue machine in

the following steps:

(1) Mechanical dial gages of to 0.2S0 in range were installed at selected checks.

These checks were the deepest ones at points where it was anticipated that

failure would most likely occur. Fig. I7a shows the method and layout of a

typical dial gage installation. Figs. 18 and 19 show typical locations of dial

gages.

(2) Mechanical dial gages of to 1.000-in range were installed on a special frame

and the frame mounted on the specimen, as shown in Fig. 17b. Figs. 18 and

19 show typical locations on the test specimens.
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(3) Two by 0.096-in finishing nails were driven into the surface of the timber at

selected points in order to determine the moisture content. These nails pene-

trated to a depth of 20 percent of the gross width of the timber.

(4) SR-4 electric strain gages were wired to the strain indicator.

(5) Scale for measuring deflection was centered 1 or 4 in above the centroidal

axis at midspan, depending on the particular specimen. Deflection wire was

installed over pulleys mounted at the supports.

(6) Finally zero readings were taken on:

(a) Mechanical dial gages

(b) SR-4 gages

(c) Moisture content

(d) Deflection

e. Moisture Content Control

Initially it was hoped that tests could be conducted and completed while the timbers

remained in the green or unseasoned condition. However, the Douglas fir stringers were

partially dry when received at Purdue, since checking had already progressed quite

extensively. The southern pine had checked to a much less extent. The time required to

complete a test run, plus delays due to a series of mechanical and electronic failures

of the fatigue machine, allowed parts of the timbers to dry below the fiber saturation

point.

It was found that by coating the surface and ends with hot paraffin, the rate of loss

of moisture could be materially reduced. Loss of moisture could not be entirely

eliminated.

The paraffin was applied with an ordinary 3-in paint brush.

f. Load Measurement

The desired load to be applied on the ram of the fatigue machine was computed

as outlined under "Selection of Stress."

In the first five stringers the computed ram load was measured by means of SR^,
Type C electric strain gages. These gages were mounted on a special stainless-steel test

bar installed in line with and between the end of the fatigue machine ram and the lower

end of the triangular frame. The gages were read on the DuMont, Type 304H oscil-

loscope after the electric current was amplified by the special amplifier built at Purdue

University for use with the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine.

This system had two disadvantages:

Load readings were visual and no permanent record could be kept except readings

entered on the data sheet.

The SR^, Type C gage permitted drift with temperature changes which required

frequent recalibration of the test signal.

When the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine was moved to the new Structural

Engineering Laboratory, it was decided to revise the load measuring system.

Consequently, the SR-4, Type C gages were replaced by two SR-4, Type AD-1
electric strain gages diametrically mounted on the stainless-steel test bar. These latter

gages are inherently more stable and drift was reduced to the minimum. Thus the test

signal had to be cahbrated much less frequently. The gages were connected to a two-

channel Brush oscillograph.

This latter system permitted keeping a permanent record of the load applied on the

ram. Each strain gage was connected to a separate channel of the unit and the ram load

was taken en the basis of the average strain as recorded by the two-channel oscillograph.
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g. Extreme Fiber Strain Measurements

Extreme fiber strains were measured by means of SR-4 electric strain gages. The

type and number of gages on each stringer have been varied during the course of the

tests.

At this point, the method of attaching the electric strain gages to the vi^ood surface

should be outlined. A series of tests were conducted to develop a suitable procedure.

Initially, a procedure was devised using the method outlined in the paper "Attach-

ment of Electrical Strain Gages to Wood" by R. M. Pierce of the Timber Engineering

Co. This method used a vapor barrier of aluminum foil between the electric strain gage

and the wood in order to prevent moisture from affecting the gage.

The procedure finally developed was very similar to that of Pierce but the aluminum

foil vapor barrier was eliminated for reasons explained later.

The following step-by-step procedure was used for bonding the electric strain gage

to the wood:

(1) Surface preparation

(a) Plane surface •

(b) Smooth surface with coarse sandpaper
,

(c) Finish surface with fine sandpaper

(d) Brush any dust and grit from surface

(e) Apply acetone to finished surface and allow time for thorough drying

(the evaporation of the acetone was found to eliminate any surface

moisture and resins at the wood surface).

(f) Size the surface with a coat of fresh nitro-cellulose cement thinned with

acetone and allow to dry for 24 hours. The sizing coat should be applied

evenly and in sufficient quantity without noticeable build-up.

(2) Placement of strain gage

(a) Use ample but not an excessive amount of fresh unthinned nitro-

cellulose cement.

(b) Application should be by brush.

(c) Set and aline gage carefully after trimming paper backing to minimum
size.

(d) Place metal weight of 1 lb over the entire system and leave in place

during partial drying (to promote close and uniform contact). A J4 to

^-in rubber pad under the metal weight and separated from the gage

by a sheet of waxed paper distributed the weight more evenly and

prevented adherence to the glue.

(e) Remove weight after 2 to 4 hr.

(f) Check alinement of the gage after the excess cement has been squeezed

out and the solvent has evaporated.

(3) Drying period

(a) Under normal conditions at least 24 to 48 hr should be allowed when
using the ordinary slow-drying nitro-cellulose cement.

(b) Forced drying (application of heat) should not be permitted since this

will produce local drying of the wood.

(c) Protection of gage surface from exterior moisture

No protection was provided in the laboratory since relatively dry condi-

tions existed.

(4) Test procedure after mounting

(a) Check against drift and slippage by connecting the leads to the indicating

device and note the behavior of the instrument needle. Noticeable shift-
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ing of the needle when the gage is unstressed indicates that the effects

of moisture have not been sufficiently controlled,

(b) If dial needle docs not return to its original reading when slight pressure

is applied and released over the gage grid area, slippage is occurring and

indicates improper bonding.

The first five stringers tested utilized three SR-4 electric strain gages, Type A-1,

two on the bottom or tension fibers and one on the top or compression fibers. These

gages were applied near mid span. The signal from the strain gages was transmitted by

means of shielded cables to a special amplifying and switching unit, and in turn, recorded

on a DuMont 208-B oscilloscope. This arrangement resulted in a rather irregular signal

being transmitted to the oscilloscope with resulting inaccuracies.

At the same time two SR-4 electric strain gages. Type A-1, one on the compression

fibers and one on the tension fibers were connected to a two-channel Brush oscillograph.

The oscillograph furnished a permanent record of the extreme fiber strain and also a

record of the regularity of loading, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

To eliminate possible inaccuracies the method of recording the strain gage signal

was altered in the last four stringers tested. Two SR-4 electric strain gages, Type A-1,

were mounted on the stringer, one on the extreme tension fibers and one on the extreme

compression fibers. Unshielded leads connected the strain gages to a manual switch and

the switch was connected to a Baldwin strain indicator, Type K. Readings were recorded

to the nearest 10 micro-in (0.000010 in). This set-up appeared to be sufficiently accurate,

considering the comparatively low rate of 30 to 40 cpm.

h. Shear Distortion

Federal dial gages of the mechanical type and to 0.2S0 in range were used to

measure shear distortion (differential movement) along selected individual checks. A

typical detail of the layout is shown in Figure I7a.

The total relative distortion of the top and bottom surfaces of the stringers was

measured near the support points of the stringers. This was the total of any shear distor-

tion in the wood proper, plus any local slippage along the checks. A Federal dial gage

of the mechanical type and of to 1.000 in range was mounted on a special frame, as

shown in Fig. 17b and proved satisfactory in measuring the total relative shear distortion.

i. Deflection

Deflections were read from a scale at the center of the stringer. Deflection measure-

ments were made by means of a taut wire stretched over pulleys which were attached

to upright bars fastened to the supports. The height of the wire above the centroidal

axis was either 1 or 4 in, depending on the stringer. Direct readings were made to the

nearest ^ in and estimated to the nearest \h in.

j. Depth of Checks

A complete record of the depth and location of checks was made before and after

testing the timbers. These measurements were made with a ^-in by u'l-in by 6-in probe,

as specified in ASTM D 24S-49T.

In order to verify the depth of check as measured before testing the timber, a second

method was developed. Essentially, it consisted of forcing a dark dye into the original

checks by means of a syringe and by brushing. The chemical used was a water solution

of Nigrosine Blue dye, which is almost black. After completion of the test most of the

timbers were split open and the depth of dye penetration measured. A close comparison

was thus made with the depth of check as determined by the standard probe before

a test was started.
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5. Exploratory Tests on One-Quarter-Scale Specimens

Correlary tests on small clear specimens of one-quarter scale size, with artificial

checks to simulate checks in full-size stringers, were conducted in the Forest Products

Laboratory.

a. Test Specimens

Approximately two dozen one-quarter-scale specimens were prepared from flitches

of high quality Douglas fir of the coast type from California. (The flitches were not

from the same timbers that were used in the full-size stringer tests.) A test specimen

2 in by 4 in by 43 in was required to scale down all the pertinent dimensions of the

full-size bridge stringers. The specimens were sawn to rough dimensions from the green

flitches.
'

One-half of the rough-sawn specimens were carefully kiln dried to 12 percent nominal

moisture content before being surfaced to final dimensions. The remainder were surfaced

to final dimensions while still green, and each was sealed in a pliofilm bag in the presence

of free water so that it would remain green until tested. Actual dimensions of the finished

specimens were 1^ in by 4 in by 43 in. The ideal width of 2 in was not possible with

the green material available. Artificial checks ^ in deep were routed at midheight in

the outer thirds of the length of each specimen. These artificial checks were ??s in wide

and j^ in deep and were cut along each wide face, thus reducing the net width in shear

to 1 in. They extended from the end of each beam to the point of loading in one outer

third and from the end of the beam to a point midway between the support and load

point in the other. Specimens were prepared in pairs, tangentially matched. One specimen

of each pair was designated for a static control test, and the other for a test in repeated

loading.

b. Fatigue Testing Equipment and Techniques

In order to produce the same relation between shear and bending stresses in the

scale-size specimens as were developed in the full-size stringers under test at Purdue,

a yoke arrangement was designed to transmit the deflection from the fatigue testing

machine to the specimen. This yoke was pin-connected so that forces on both loading

blocks would be equal. Fig. 5 shows thie test assembly finally adopted and the yoke

that distributed the load from the testing machine to the specimen.

The bearing blocks at the reactions were flat and provided a bearing surface 4 in

long. Holes were provided in the bearing blocks so that the specimen could be secured

in place by the wood screws. This prevented the beam from "walking" in the fatigue

machine during the progress of the test. The load blocks had a radius of 3 times the

depth of the beams, or 12 in, which is the standard for static tests of structural timbers.

6. Tests to Determine Effect of Shape of Artificial Check

These tests were made on 8 artificially checked one-quarter-scale specimens that

were nominally 2 in by 4 in by 43 in. They were cut from the full-size unfailed Douglas

fir stringer F-2 that was originally tested at Purdue University. Specimens were prepared

from the full-size timber so that pairs were matched longitudinally. One specimen of

each pair was tested statically and one was loaded repeatedly to produce a fatigue failure.

Two types of stress raisers were used in the beams to simulate checks and to com-
pare their stress-concentrating effect. One was a rectangular cross-section 1% in wide and

J^ in deep. The other was a V notch with an interior angle of approximately 5 deg and
also % in deep. The notches were cut along each side of the beam at midheight from
one end of the beam to a point halfway between the load and the reactions.
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Two specimens with square notches and two with V notches were tested staticall.\-

to establish control strength values for the fatigue tests and to determine whether or

not the static strength of the beams with square notches was materially different from

the beams with the V notches. Specimens wiere loaded at the third points of a 39-in span.

Each fatigue test specimen was loaded repeatedly at 500 cpm. Maximum repeated

loads for each cycle were 60 percent of the static strength of the longitudinally matched

beam. The stress ratio was 0.10 for each test.

F. RESULTS OF TESTS

1. Control Tests

The results of the static bending (control) tests are presented in Table 1, and the

results of the compression parallel to grain tests of the specimens cut from the undamaged
portions of the bending specimens are presented in Table 2. Examination of the values

for moisture content (Col. 2 of both tables), 28 to 88 percent for the southern pine and

27 to 34 percent for the Douglas fir specimens, indicates that the average moisture con-

tent of specimens was, in general, close to or above the fiber saturation point. With the

precautions taken to avoid surface drying, it is felt that drying influences did not present

a serious problem in these tests, and that the data should be reasonably representative

of the green material. Specific gravity values presented in Col. 3 of both tables indicate

that the southern pine can be considered as typical for the species classified under this

general group, but the Douglas fir was below average specific gravity. The average

specific gravities for longleaf, shortleaf, loblolly, and slash pine are, respectively, 0.58,

O.Sl, 0.51, and 0.61. The specific gravity for coast-type Douglas fir is 0.48, which is

higher than most of the individual values shown in Tables 1 and 2.

The values of modulus of rupture (Col. 6, Table 1) were used as the control strength

values of the fatigue tests. The static strengths of each fatigue specimen was assumed

to be equal to that of the static test specimen most closely matched tangentially to it.

For example, the strength in bending of fatigue test specimen l-P-2 was assumed to be

equal to 7860 psi, the modulus of rupture for specimen 1-P-l.

The results of the fatigue tests are presented in Table 3. The control strengths

from the matched static tests are tabulated in Col. 2. The fatigue specimens were loaded

repeatedly to either 70, 60, or 50 percent of the indicated static (control) strength. The
maximum repeated stresses are expressed as percentages of the control strength in Col. 3

and in pounds per square inch in Col. 4. The test results are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12

in cartesian coordinates. The maximum repeated bending stresses are expressed as per-

centages of the modulus of rupture of the standard control test specimens and are plotted

as ordinates. The number of cycles to failure are plotted as abscissas.

The results of all fatigue tests, when plotted, result in a considerable scatter of test

points. Tests of wood, because of the variability in strength properties and the difficulty

in securing ideal matching, generally show a greater dispersion of test results from

nominally matched pieces than is true for many materials. Consequently, unless there

are a large number of tests at each level of stress, it is difficult to locate a curve on

a plot such as Fig. 11. It is obvious that this difficulty exists in these tests. It is evident,

however, that if the stress did not exceed SO percent of the modulus of rupture of the

matched control, the specimens would withstand at least 30 million repetitions of stress

before failing. Thus, the conclusion appears warranted that if conditions of loading are

no more severe than a stress ratio of 0.10, if the wood is straight-grained and free from

defects, and if the maximum repeated stress is 50 percent or less of the modulus of

rupture of the green wood, the fatigue life can be expected to exceed 30 million repetitions

of stress.
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Two million repetitions of design or near design stress has been considered the

maximum to which a railroad stringer will be subjected. It is not possible from so few

tests to determine accurately what proportion of maximum static stress could be repeated

up to 2 million cycles without causing fatigue failure in bending. Eleven of the IS

specimens loaded repeatedly to 60 percent of their estimated static strength did not fail

until the number of repetitions exceeded 2 million. Thus, if these tests are representative,

it can be assumed that repeated stresses up to 60 percent of the modulus of rupture

are not likely to produce failure in the majority of cases until after 2 million repetitions

of stress.

Fatigue failures in bending of the green specimens of southern pine and Douglas fir

always started as compression failures which became progressively more severe as tests

continued. They started as compression wrinkles and by the end of test had progressed

until they were sometimes visible to within ^ in of the bottom of the beam. This is to

be expected since actual compressive stresses near the upper surface of the beams often

exceeded the compression-parallel-to-grain strength of the wood. Fig. 4 shows a typical

failure of a southern pine specimen and the degree to which compression failure devel-

oped. Compression failures were followed either by tension failures or by shear failures

that apparently started near the bottom of the compression failure and progressed longi-

tudinally along the beam. These shear failures were difficult to discern, but soon after

they developed it was apparent in the yielding of the specimen. It was impossible to

continue to maintain the magnitude of the repeated loads and the tests were stopped.

When tension failures occurred, this was also taken as the endpoint of test.

2. Estimated Modulus of Rupture for Full-Size Stringers

The primary purpose of the static bending (control) tests was to utilize the modulus

of rupture values from the tests on small clear specimens as a basis for estimating the

probable bending strength of the large timbers. These estimated values are presented

in Table 4. The table is largely self-explanatory and the method of estimating the

modulus of rupture is presented in "Test Procedures". The estimated modulus of rupture

values were all on the assumption that the stringers would fail in bending and that the

stringers would still be in the green condition at the time of final test.

3. Estimated Shear Strength

After it became apparent that the full-size timbers at Purdue were failing in hori-

zontal shear rather than in bending, it was decided to attempt to correlate the computed

horizontal shear values of the full-size stringers with estimated block shear values.

The estimated block shearing strength values are presented in Table 9. These values

are based on the average green block shear results from the Forest Products Laboratory

standard species evaluation tests corrected for the average specific gravity of the full-size

stringers as indicated by the values for the small clear specimens prepared from the

upper ends of the full-size stringers. Corrections in shear strength for specific gravity

were made, assuming this strength property varied with the 4/3 power of the specific

gravity. This power was indicated from tests of several species, and it can be assumed

that it will apply for the material tested. These estimates were for green material while

the timber tested at Purdue probably had moisture contents of less than fiber saturation

in areas immediately adjacent to the checks where failure originated.

The values for the southern pine were based on the average for shortleaf pine.

This assumption was made because the area from which the southern pine originated has

considerable amounts of shortleaf pine. If the stringers were of longleaf pine, and there

was a strong possibility that two of the full-size stringers were of this species, the
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tabulation in Table 9 would be valid, because the shear strengths of the two species are

comparable at any common specific gravity.

The values for Douglas fir were based on the average for that species of the coast

type.

4. Fatigue Tests of Full-Size Stringers

Originally plans were made to test a total of 12 unseasoned timber railroad stringers

under loads which produced repeated bending stresses. Three sets of 4 stringers, 2

Douglas fir and 2 southern pine per set, were to be tested under repeated loads based

on 50, 60, and 70 percent of the estimated modulus of rupture in static bending. The
estimated modulus of rupture values as presented by the Forest Products Laboratory

are shown in Table 4. These estimated bending strengths, which were the basis for the

repeated loading schedule of the full-size timbers, were based on average values of the

static bending (control) tests on small clear specimens corrected for size effect and for

defects present in the large stringers.

The full-size test timbers were nominally 8 in by 16 in. in cross section and were

14 ft 6 in long. They were tested as simple beams on a 13 -ft span and were loaded

at the third points. One end of the timber was placed in the fatigue machine flush with

the edge of the support, and consequently there resulted a 15-in overhang at the opposite

end. The arrangement in the fatigue machine is shown in Fig. 6.

Partial seasoning was evidenced by checks in the timbers when they were received.

Checking was severe in the case of the Douglas fir and minor in the case of the southern

pine. Seven of the nine stringers were bo.xed heart (stringers P-4, F-1, P-1, F-2, P-6,

P-S, and P-2, in the order of test) . The remaining two were very close to the pith

(stringers F^ and F-S).

In Table 11 there is presented a summary of the test records of the full-size timber

railroad stringers that were tested under repeated stress conditions. Eight timbers—

4 Douglas fir and 4 southern pine, were tested either to failure or to 2 million cycles,

whichever came first. The test of the ninth timber, of southern pine, was discontinued

after 653,000 repetitions of stress when the Krouse-Purdue fatigue machine suffered a

major breakdown.

The first group of 4 timbers was tested at SO percent of the estimated modulus
of rupture, as shown in Table 11. Repeated loading conditions were such that the stress

ratio (ratio of minimum repeated stress to maximum repeated stress) was 0.10 for all

cafees.

The life of the timbers was so short that a decision was made to reduce the extreme

fiber stress to 40 percent of the estipiated modulus of rupture for the second group
of 4 stringers. In the second group 2 timbers— 1 southern pine and 1 Douglas fir—were

tested to more than 2 million repetitions of load and the tests were discontinued as not

having failed. The other 2 timbers— 1 southern pine and 1 Douglas fir—failed at less

than 1 million cycles. The repeated loading conditions for this second group were 'blso

such that the stress ratio was 0.10.

All initial failures were sudden and occurred in horizontal shear at or near the

centroidal axis. Little or no particular signs of distress were evident in the action of the

stringers prior to sudden failure, and all failures originated from checks that were in

existence at the time the test was started. With one exception, stringer P-1, failure

occurred at the end of the timber which was placed flush with the edge of the support.

In a series of static tests F. J. Converse reported in ASTM Proceedings, Vol. 30, Part II,

1930, p. 1006, that failure occurred in beams without overhanging ends at a slightly
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lower load than in equivalent beams with overhanging ends if there were crushing at the

supports.

Observations and measurements during and after the tests of the full-size timbers

revealed a varying amount of crushing at the reactions and loading points of all beams

under repeated loads. Crushing at the support was somewhat more pronounced at the

reactions where the short length of bearing (6 in) along the bottom of the stringer

was less than the length of bearing at the load points (approximately 9 in). The 6-in

length of bearing at the reactions is common railroad practice. Converse also found

that nearly all of the beams in which excessive crushing occurred, failed in horizontal

shear first at points near the top or bottom of the specimen rather than at the centroidal

axis and thus concluded that the crushing affected the shear strength of the beams.

The fact that the failure of the full-size stringers occurred at or near the centroidal axis

and at the end which was flush with the support may be explained as follows:

a. Failure originated at existing checks and the plane of failure passed through

the pith.

b. The pith, although not of sufficient area to affect the shearing strength notice-

ably, is immediately surrounded by wood that is often characterized by abnor-

mal cell-wall structure of low quality containing small checks, shakes, or

numerous pin knots. The associated checks and shakes may seriously reduce

the area resisting shear and should, therefore, be limited to the same extent as

any other checks or shakes.

c. Drying of the end that is flush with the edge of the support will probably

cause more serious checking in an area of high shear than at the end with the

iS-in overhang. Drying at the end with the iS-in overhang will not penetrate

to an area of high shear as rapidly as at the end that is flush with edge of the

support.

d. The shear resistance in the iS-in overhang may tend to overcome horizontal

shear developed between the reaction and the load.

e. Crushing at the reaction may result in reduced horizontal shearing strength of

the section at or near the centroidal axis where sudden failure in horizontal

shear occurred.

f. Failure in repeated loading, perpendicular to the grain, which occurs over the

reactions as crushing, probably occurs at a lower stress than the normal allow-

able compression-perpendicular-to-grain stress, thereby aggravating the condi-

tion in (e) above.

g. The total relative shear distortion was greater at the end of the timber which

was flush with the edge of the support than at the end having a IS-in overhang

(see Figs. 18, 19 and 20).

^Upon plotting the test results of the first eight timbers in two S-N curves (extreme

fiber stress based on estimated modulus of rupture with relation to the number of cycles

to failure), one for southern pine and the other for Douglas fir, there was no apparent

correlation. This was expected since all primary failures were in horizontal shear along

or near the centroidal axis and not in bending. The total lack of correlation was again

evident when S-N curves for each species were plotted and based on the gross hori-

zontal shear (computed on the gross cross section of the timbers) with relation to the

number of cycles to failure.

However, when the test results were plotted on the basis of calculated unit hori-

zontal shearing stress on the net area (gross width of stringer less depth of check) with
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relation to the number of cycles to failure, a very apparent correlation was observed

to exist. These curves are shown in Fig. 13a for southern pine and Fig. 14a for

Douglas fir.

As a result of the S-N curves shown in Figs. 13a and 14a, it was decided to test

the remaining four stringers at loads computed on the basis of the net horizontal shear-

ing stress, taking into account the initial depth of checks. Southern pine stringer P-2

was tested at a repeated ram load of 36,600 lb, which was based on an estimated net

horizontal shearing stress of 240 psi and an estimated net width (gross width minus

depth of checks) of the stringer equal to 7^ in. Failure was estimated to occur at

approximately 1 million cycles on the basis of the curve shown in Fig. 13a. However,

the breakdown of the machine occurred after 653,000 load cycles, and the test had to be

discontinued.

In order to correlate the horizontal shear failures experienced by repeated stressing

of the full-size timbers with static (control) shear values of small clear specimens of

timber, the Forest Products Laboratory estimated the average shearing strengths on the

basis of the average specific gravity values shown in Table 9. The percentage of the net

horizontal shearing stresses on the full-size stringers with respect to the estimated shear-

ing strengths of small clear block specimens versus the number of cycles to failure were

plotted as shown in Figs. 13b and 14b for southern pine and Douglas fir, respectively.

The values based on estimated block shear strengths are shown as circles.

Block shear tests on small clear laboratory specimens taken from the 18-in blocks

cut from the butt ends of the full-size timbers were conducted at the Purdue University

Engineering Experiment Station to correlate further the net horizontal shearing stress

values with small clear laboratory specimens. The procedure recommended in ASTM.
D 143-52 was followed. Eight specimens—4 under tangential loading and 4 under radial

loading—were tested for each of the full-size timbers with the exception of Douglas fir

stringer F-S. There was no material available for the latter timber from which to make
block shear specimens. Average block shear values for each full-size timber are shown
in Table 10.

The percentages of the net horizontal shearing stresses on the full-size stringers with

respect to the test results of the shearing strengths of the small clear block specimens

versus the number of cycles to failure were plotted as shown in Figs. 13b and 14b for

southern pine and Douglas fir, respectively. The values based on block shear tests are

plotted with triangles.

Figs. IS and 16 illustrate the variation of the deflection during the test period for

stringers of Douglas fir and southern pine, respectively. Figs. I5a and 16a show the

total deflection and include the permanent set. Figs. 15b and 16b show the permanent

set. Permanent set included the residual deflection of the elastic curve of the stringer

and also any crushing at the supports. Figs. ISc and 16c represent the net deflection

which is the difference between the total deflection and the permanent set. Net deflection

as obtained from the tests may include some elastic crushing at the supports. In other

words, the true net deflection may be somewhat less than represented in Figs. iSc and

16c. This condition was caused by the apparatus for measuring deflection. The taut

wire was always a constant distance above the supports and hence no accurate measure-

ment of elastic crushing could be made in taking the deflection readings.

Typical variations in the shear distortion at selected individual checks and in the

total relative shear distortion between the top and bottom of the beam at points near

the reactions are shown in Figs. 18, 19 and 20. The method of mounting the mechanical

dial gages in order to measure the shear distortion at selected checks is shown in Fig.

17a. The special frame on which the mechanical dial gage was mounted in order to
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measure the total relative shear distortion between the top and bottom of the stringer

at a point near the reaction is shown in Fig. 17b.

The net relative shear distortion between the top and bottom fibers (total relative

shear distortion minus the permanent set) was found to be greater at the end of the

stringer which was mounted flush with the edge of the support than at the end with the

iS-in overhang. The same rule usually applied in the case of the dial gages mounted

across selected checks.

In some cases it was noticed that the net readings (total dial reading minus per-

manent set) of the dial gages tended to increase in areas where failure occurred a short

time before the sudden failure in horizontal shear took place, but this was not a general

rule.

Before, during, and after the tests, moisture > content measurements were made at

selected points on the stringers. Typical locations of the points and the variation of the

moisture content are shown in Fig. 21.

Moisture content readings were made at i^^-in depth, representing the moisture at

the surface of the stringer, and at 20 percent of the gross width, representing the average

moisture content at a given section of the stringer.

The moisture contents at the points nearest the area of failure are presented for the

individual stringers in Table 11. Values of the moisture content at ife-in depth and

20 percent of the gross width before and after test are shown. From Table 11 it should

be noted that the rate of loss of moisture content was considerably less for the last five

stringers than for the first four. After the first four stringers were tested, all stringers

were coated with paraffin. The paraffin treatment greatly reduced the rate of loss of

moisture content.

The depths of checks were measured on all timbers except the first—Douglas fir

stringer F-4. The program of making the depth-of-check surveys was initiated after

the second timber—southern pine stringer P-4—had endured 158,970 cycles of loading.

Diagrams showing the typical checking condition before and after the tests are presented

in Fig. 22.

The depth of a check was measured by means of a standard soft brass ^-in by

th-in by 6-in probe. Consequently the depths of checks as shown in Fig. 22 are minimum

values. In all probability, the total depth of a check was somewhat greater than the

values shown in the diagrams.

In order to verify the depth of checks as measured before testing the timber,

a water solution of Nigrosine Blue dye was brushed onto the surfaces and ends and

forced into the checks. After the test was completed, sections were cut from some of the

stringers and opened. Measurements of the dye penetration as shown in Fig. 8, were in

close agreement with the measurements as obtained by the standard probe.

5. Exploratory Tests on One-Quarter-Scale Specimens

The control (static) specimens were tested by loading at the third points of a 39-in

span at a uniform rate of head travel of the testing machine of 0.10 in per min. Static

tests were made in conformity with Standard Methods of Static Tests of Timbers in

Structural Sizes, ASTM D 198-27.

The results of the tests are presented in Table S. Calculated shear stresses are based

on the gross section (full width) in Col. 4 and on net section (reduced width because

of checks) in Col. 5. The bending stresses (Col. 6) are underlined when the principal

cause of failure was in bending and the shear stress based on the net section (Col. S)

is underlined when the principal failure was in shear.
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All the green beams except one failed in bending. Initial failures were in compression

near the top of the beam, becoming deeper as loading progressed until the neutral axis

had shifted to a point where tensile stresses were great enough to produce tension failure

in the bottom portion of the beam. Only one specimen of this group failed in shear—beam

66DE-1. The shear failure apparently started at the end of the artificial check under

the load point and progressed in both directions.

All of the beams that had been kiln dried to 12 percent moisture content failed in

shear with one exception—beam 6SD-1. The latter beam developed a tension failure at a

knot in the outer third. This could not be considered typical. Apparently the same

number of beams had shear failures starting in the long artificial check as those that had

shear failures starting in the shorter artificial check. Two lengths of artificial check were

used in order to ascertain whether or not there existed a greater tendency for the shear

failure to develop in the longer or shorter artificial check.

A sufficient number of fatigue tests were made in both the green and dry specimens

to demonstrate that the testing techniques and the equipment were adequate. The results

of these tests are presented in Table 6. For the green tests, all failures were in com-

pression, and this is likely to happen the majority of the time, unless the proportions

of the beams are changed or the artificial checks are proportionately deeper. The arti-

ficial checks in these tests reduced the width of the cross-section of the beam to 57

percent of the over-all width. The dry specimens all failed in horizontal shear, which

apparently started at the end of the checks.

Failures of the dry beams in shear were sudden, and there was no indication that

failure was imminent. The converse was true for the tests of the green beams where

failure in compression became progressively worse as the test progressed until it was no

longer possible to maintain load. The values presented in Table 6 should not be con-

sidered as quantitative. The tests were too few in number to do more than demonstrate

that such tests could be made on equipment available at the Forest Products Laboratory.

From the limited number of tests on green and dry one-quarter scale railroad bridge

stringers it appears that:

a. Green specimens of the proportions tested usually fail in bending both under

static and repeated loading.

b. Dry specimens with artificial checks of the depths used in this series usually

fail in horizontal shear, both under static and repeated loading.

6. Effect of Shape of Artificial Checks

Eight specimens were tested using two types of stress raisers to simulate checks.

One type of stress raiser was of rectangular cross section ^rs in wide and 14 in deep.

The second type of stress raiser was a sharp V notch with an interior angle of approxi-

mately 5 deg and also ^ in deep. The notches were cut along each side of the beam at

midheight from one end of the beam to a point halfway between the load and supports.

The two types of notches were used in these tests to determine if the stress-concentrating

effect, and consequently the resistance to fatigue failure, was different for the V notch

than for the rectangular notch.

The specimens were each nominally 2 in by 4 in by 43 in, and were cut from the

full-size Douglas fir stringer F-2 which had been tested in fatigue bending at Purdue

University, but had not failed after over 2 million load repetitions. Specimens were

sawed from the full-size timber so that pairs were essentially longitudinally matched.

One specimen from each pair was tested statically, and one was loaded repeatedly to

produce a fatigue failure.
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Four specimens (two with rectangular and two with V notches) were tested statically

to establish control strength values for the fatigue tests and to determine whether or

not the static strengths of the beams with the square notches were materially different

from that for the beams with the V-notches. The results of the static tests are presented

in Table 7. Specimens were loaded at the third points of a 39-in span. With only two
tests of each variable, as in this instance, accurate differences in strength could not be

expected, but inasmuch as the average calculated shear stresses at failure of the beams

with the rectangular notches were practically identical to those for the beams with

V notches, it appears that any differences that existed could not be large.

Each fatigue test specimen was loaded repeatedly at the rate of 500 cpm. Maximum
repeated loads for each cycle were 60 percent of the static strength of the longitudinally

matched control beam. Stringer No. 2 was matched to stringer No. 1, and stringers 3

and 4, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8 were similarly matched. The stress ratio was 0.10 for

each test.

The results of the fatigue tests are presented in Table 8 and are largely self-

explanatory. Of the two beams with the rectangular notches (2 and 6), one failed after

450,500 repetitions of stress and the other had not failed after 2,016,500 repetitions of

stress when the test was discontinued. The two beams with the sharp V notches (4

and 8) failed after 944,000 and 1,566,300 cycles. Thus it can be seen that of the four

beams tested in fatigue, one of the rectangular-notched beams failed after fewer repeti-

tions than either of the V notched beams, and one had more repetitions of stress than

either of the V notched beams when the test was discontinued. From this it can be

assumed that the shape of the notch does not have a pronounced effect on the fatigue

resistance of artificially checked beams. Quantitative conclusions should not be made
from so few tests.

All beams failed by shear originating in the net section along the horizontal check.

Fatigue failure was sudden and complete in a single cycle. There was no advance indica-

tion that failure was imminent. Moisture content values were consistently slightly higher

for the static tests than for the fatigue tests indicating that the fatigue specimens dried

somewhat during test. This was expected since the original moisture content values were

higher than the equilibrium moisture content for the room in which the tests were made.

G. COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS WITH OTHER INVESTIGATIONS

In the Introduction mention was made that an extensive correspondence has been

conducted with wood and wood-products laboratories and timber experts in all parts

of the world. An investigation of all available sources failed to reveal any record of

repeated bending tests on timbers of sizes that are commonly used in railway trestles

and similar structures.

The tests on partially seasoned full-size 8-in by 16-in by 14-ft 6-in timbers, which

were conducted at the Purdue University Engineering Experiment Station, revealed that

the primary failure could be expected to occur in horizontal shear at or near the cen-

troidal axis. The failure originated at checks which were present in the timber at the

start of the test run. Conditions of loading were such that a stress ratio of approximately

0.10 and a span to depth ratio of approximately 10:1 were maintained.

Prior to this series of tests, only one reference to fatigue bending tests resulting in

horizontal shear failures has been found. M. Ros of Switzerland conducted static bend-

ing and fatigue bending tests on a few specimens of spruce and fir in conjunction with

an extensive series of tests on glue-line strength. His test specimen utilized center load-

ing on a simple beam of approximately 20-in span. Static bending (control) tests were
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conducted on both unseasoned and seasoned wood having moisture contents of 28.3

percent and 16.5 percent, respectively. At failure in horizontal shear under repeated

loading to 1 million cycles, the moisture contents for the unseasoned and seasoned wood

were 24.8 and 10.6 percent, respectively. The ratio of the shearing strength under

repeated loading to the static (control) shearing strength was 56.2 percent and 49.6

percent for the unseasoned and seasoned wood, respectively, having a specific gravity

of 0.39. The material used on the M. Ros tests was in the category of small clear speci-

mens and was straight-grained and free from defects.

It is extremely difficult to make a comparison between the M. Ros tests and tests

included in this report. The average of the few tests on the one-quarter-scale specimens,

as shown in Table 8, indicates that apparently the shape of the artificial check has

little effect on the stress-raising effect. With a ratio of shearing strength under repeated

loading to the static (control) shearing strength of 60 percent, failure in horizontal

shear on 4 specimens varied from 450,500 to 2,016,500 cycles. The specimen tested to

2,016,500 cycles did not fail. The moisture contents of the static (control) specimens

averaged 16 percent and the fatigue specimens averaged 12.5 percent. The average specific

gravity taken from Table 4 was 0.41. The full-size Douglas fir timber F-2, from which

the one-quarter-scale specimens were cut, did not fail after 2 million cycles of loading

with a ratio of the net horizontal shear to the estimated standard block shear test on

small clear specimens of approximately 20 percent.

Investigations of sources other than M. Ros revealed that practically all of the

previous fatigue testing on wood has been conducted on small clear specimens under the

conditions of reversed stress loading, a .stress ratio of —-1.00. The results of previous

investigators are briefly summarized in Table 12. Col. 1 shows the common name of the

wood. This, in the United States, is the commercial name. Col. 2 lists the botanical

name of the wood. The botanical name is given because in translating to and from other

languages, the species as translated by the common name often is not clear. Col. 3

and 4 need no particular explanation as they are self-explanatory. The stress ratio in

Col. 5 is defined in the section Definitions and Notations. A stress ratio of — 1.00 indi-

cates that complete reversal of stress took place during a load cycle. A stress ratio of

0.00 indicates that a repeated stress of from zero to a maximum value took place during

a load cycle. Col. 6 indicates the type of static (control) test that was used as a basis

for the fatigue test. Some investigators compared their fatigue test results to static

(control) tests with static tension and static compression parallel to grain tests as well

as the static bending. This is quite logical since the primary failures often occurred on the

compression or tension faces of the small clear specimens that were tested under reversed

bending stresses.

Col. 7 shows the relation of the stress at failure under repeated loading to the

static control test. The fatigue tests of the full-size timbers tested at the Purdue Univer-

sity Engineering Experiment Station are compared with the standard small clear block

shear tests. Fatigue tests on one-quarter-scale small clear specimens conducted at the

Forest Products Laboratory are compared with static control tests on specimens that

failed in horizontal shear or bending modulus of rupture. Fatigue tests by M. Ros are

compared with static control tests on specimens that failed in horizontal shear. Col. 8

shows the number of cycles to failure. There is quite a discrepancy between different

investigators as to the number of cycles to failure. It is recognized, however, that timber

has no well-defined fatigue hmit. Therefore, it is customary to use the term "fatigue

strength" and specify the stress at a certain number of cycles at which failure may be

expected to occur. Col. 9 indicates the type of specimen that was tested. As with metals,
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the size of specimen, shape of specimen, and method of loading, may all influence the

test results. Col. 10 refers to the investigator who conducted the tests. Tables and figures

refer to this report while numbers refer to the bibliography in the thesis.

H. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS FROM TESTS

The tests conducted at Purdue University of eight full-size timber bridge stringers,

together with the correlary tests conducted at the Forest Products Laboratory, as reported

herein, constitute the initial phase of a program designed to determine the behavior of

such stringers under repeated loading. It should be emphasized that there was no known
procedure for tests of the scope reported herein, and the investigation was, therefore,

largely exploratory in character. Some of the data obtained have greater significance to

later phases of the investigation than to this initial work. It is further emphasized that

the data obtained are valid only to such conditions as obtained in these tests, and to the

species, quality, and condition of the particular timbers at the time of test. The tests

were too few in number to warrant the drawing of any specific conclusions, but certain

general observations or trends concerning the behavior of timber in repeated loading,

however, may reasonably be projected from the limited test work completed, to serve

largely in the planning and conduct of subsequent research.

Timber stringers that are considerably checked from rapid and uncontrolled air

seasoning may be expected to fail in horizontal shear rather than in compression or

tension, when subjected to third-point loading on a span-depth ratio of 10:1, approxi-

mating the stress conditions in stringers of current ordinary railroad trestle construction.

Failures that occur in horizontal shear will be sudden, without visible indication

of distress, such as an appreciable increase in deflection. Following the initial failure, the

timber may be expected to continue to support the load, but the deflection will be about

double the original until complete failure.

Shear failures will generally originate at that end of a stringer which has the least

overhang beyond its support.

Clear, green, straight-grained specimens of Douglas fir or southern pine may be

expected to endure over 30 million repetitions of fiber stress in bending at SO percent

of the modulus of rupture, and repeated stresses up to 60 percent of the modulus of

rupture are not likely to produce failure in less than 2 million cycles.

There are indications that clear straight-grained one-quarter-scale soecimens of bridge

stringers, containing artificial checks approximating those of severely checked timbers,

will usually fail in bending when subjected to either static or fatigue loading, if green;

whereas the specimens under similar loading conditions will usually fail in horizontal

shear if fully seasoned.
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Table 1.—Summary of control tests In static bending- (50)
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Table 4.

—

Estimated bending strengths of B- by 16-inch bridge atrlnferg
,

based on tests of small specimens with corrections for si ze
and defects present in large timbers (50)

Timber
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Table 7.—Summary of results of static (control) testa of 1/4-

scale bridge stringers with stress raisers simulating

drying checks—

Av.

Av.

Beam
No.
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Table 9, --Summary of estimated static shear

strength based on the average specific
gravity

Beam i Average
No. I specific gravity

Estimated
shear strength
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TABLE 12

SUMMARY OF FATIGUE BENDING TESTS ON SOFTWOODS BY VARIOUS INVESTIGATORS

SPECIES
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M 8UT76

Fig. 1—Typical end section of southern pine timbers (FPL).
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Fig. 2—Typical end section of Douglas fir timber (FPL),
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Fig. 3—Assembly for fatigue bending test of 2-in by 2-in
by 32-in specimen (FPL).

Fig.4—Typical fatigue failure of 2-in by 2-in by 32-in southern
pine specimen (FPL).
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Fig. 5—Assembly for fatigue test of artificially checked one-quarter
scale bridge stringer (FPL).

Fig. 6—General view for fatigue test of full-size timber
bridge stringer (PU).
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Fig. 7—Typical horizontal shear failure near centroidal axis (PU).

Fig. 8—Typical dye penetration into checks (PU).
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Fig. 9—Oscillograph record of extreme fiber strain for southern
pine beams (PU).
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—

Oscillograph record of extreme fiber strain for Douglas
fir beams (PU).
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CHECK

SIDE VIEW OF. BEAM SECTION A-A

(a) TYPICAL LAYOUT OF INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING THE
HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT AT THE INDIVIDUAL CHECKS.

MECHANICAL
DIAL GAUGE

(^ OF BEARING -^ MECHANICAL DIAL GAUGE

\C ^>K-(t BEAM

SECTION C-C b\

\£

SECTION B-B

(b) TYPICAL LAYOUT OF INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING THE TOTAL RELATIVE

MOVEMENT BETWEEN TOP AND BOTTOM FIBERS NEAR THE SUPPORTS.

FIG. 17

FATIGUE INVESTIGATION OF TIMBER BRIDGE STRINGERS

-

DETAILED INSTALLATION OF INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING

SHEAR DISTORTION.
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Advance Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles

Static and Fatigue Strength of Timber Joints

This report embraces a description of the progress to date of the static and fatigue

tests of timber joints being conducted for AREA Committee 7—Wood Bridges and

Trestles, at the Central Research Laboratory, AAR. The object of the investigation is to

determine the relative static and fatigue strength of bolted timber joints and bolted

timber-grid joints as ordinarily used to fasten the sway bracing to the piles or caps in

timber pile trestle construction. In studying this report it should be kept in mind that

only a relatively few tests have been completed on only one species of timber, and that

no definite conclusions can be drawn at this time.

Full-size timbers are being tested to simulate actual field conditions. Both 3-in by

8-in and 4-in by 8-in sway braces are used. These sway braces are fastened at an angle

of 45 deg to 10-in by 10-in timbers curved on top to represent the piles. Only the speci-

mens fabricated from Douglas fir have been tested to date, with the tests on southern

pine specimens just starting. The fir timbers were furnished by the West Coast Lumber-

men's Association and were carefully chosen to be fairly clear, with a minimum of knots,

with a moderately straight grain and nearly the same density. All timbers are untreated.

The holes through the sway bracing and piles were bored with new bits having the

same diameter as the fastener, and this method of preparing the holes practically

eliminated the slip between the sway brace and the pile. Tests were made with ^4) ^)
1 and 154 -in diameter bolts with standard OG washers. The bolts for all tests were

supplied by the Pittsburg Screw and Bolt Corporation. The nuts on the bolts were

tightened with the fingers, and no effort was made to develop friction between the

sway brace and the pile.

Additional tests were made with single-curve spike grids between the sway brace

and the pile. The grids were forced into the timbers by a special seating device con-

sisting of a high-strength rod and ball-bearing thrust washer. After seating, the timbers

were held together by a M-in diameter bolt with standard OG washers, and it was found

necessary to keep considerable tension on the bolt during all the tests to keep the timbers

together. The single-curve spike grids for these tests were supplied by the Timber

Engineering Company.

The fatigue testing machine, shown in the upper photograph of Fig. 1, consists of a

reciprocating, spring-loaded head assembly at one end and a movable spring-loaded tail

assembly at the other end. By varying the amount of travel in the head and tail assem-

blies a desired amount of load can be applied to the test piece in each direction. The
machine operates at about 1 cps. The test pieces are assembled in the machine as shown

in the lower photograph of Fig. 1. The 10-in by 10 in timber below is curved on the

top surface to a diameter of about 16-in and is rigidly mounted to the machine bed.

The sway brace is bolted to two U-shaped steel straps which, in turn, are connected

to the head and tail assemblies by 1-in bolts. Two Ames dials reading to 0.001 in are

mounted on each side to show the total amount of movement between the sway brace

and the pile.

The weigh bars in the head and tail assemblies were calibrated in a Baldwin-

Southwark test machine to obtain load-strain curves for these bars. A strain indicator

was then used to determine the loads applied to the sway bracing through the weigh bars.

The data on the static strength of the timber joints for each size of sway brace and

bolt diameter were determined by mounting the specimens in the fatigue machine and

213
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applying the load in one direction only by hand cranking the machine. The average

data obtained from three tests, as shown by the upper left diagram of Fig. 2, is then

taken as the static strength of the joint. In this diagram the amount of joint slip or

movement between the sway brace and the pile is plotted against the static axial load

applied to the sway brace. The data shown in the upper left diagram of Fig. 2 are for

a 3-in by 8-in fir sway brace fastened to the fir pile with a 54-in diameter bolt, while

the upper right diagram is the data for a 4-in by 8-in fir sway brace and ^-in diameter

bolt. Points were selected on these curves where the amount of slip appeared to increase

rapidly with an increase in load, and these points are shown as the proportional limit

of the joint. Similar data for the 3-in and 4-in sway bracing fastened to the pile with

l-in diameter bolts are shown on the upper diagrams of Fig. 3.

Upon completion of the static tests, repeated-load tests were made on similar

specimens for each type of joint at loads approximately equal to 40, 60, and 80 percent

of the proportional limit, as determined from the static test. The slip of the joint for a

repeated load of 1200 lb, or 40 percent of the proportional limit for the 4-in sway

brace, is shown plotted against the number of applications of the load in the lower

diagram of Fig. 2. The joint slip for the 3-in sway brace is shown by the solid circles,

while the open circles show the values for the 4-in sway brace. Both joints were fastened

with ^-in diameter bolts and the repeated load was 1200 lb for both joints. Similar

data for the 3-in and 4-in sway bracing fastened to the pile by l-in diameter bolts are

shown by the lower diagram of Fig. 3.

The relation between the amount of joint slip and applied static load to the bolted

grid joint is shown by the left diagram of Fig. 4 for 3 tests on the 3-in sway bracing.

The four curves on the right diagram of Fig. 4 indicate the effect of increasing the

magnitude of the repeated load. For example, the data shown by the solid circles indicate

that a bolted grid joint under a repeated load of 1840 lb will only have a joint slip

of 0.11 in after 500,000 cycles of this reversed load, while the same type of joint will

slip 0.18 in after 500,000 cycles under a load of 2760 lb, as shown by the open circles.

In order to compare the various types of joints under repeated loading, a total

movement of 0.25 in between the sway bracing and pile was arbitrarily selected as the

failure point for all the joints. If the joints had not reached this selected failure point

after 500,000 cycles of applied load, the tests were discontinued. The diagrams on Fig. 5

show the relation between the applied load to the sway bracing and the number of load

cycles to produce the 0.25-in slip for the various types of joints tested. For example,

the top diagram of Fig. 5 indicates the fatigue strength of the bolted joints for the 3-in

sway bracing, while the center diagram is for the 4-in sway bracing. It can be seen

that there is a definite increase in the fatigue strength of the joints with an increase in

the size of the fastener and thickness of sway brace.

Fig. 6 shows three photographs of a disassembled bolted timber grid joint after

testing. This joint was of fir with a 3-in by 8-in sway brace, ^-in bolt and the spike

grid. It had been subjected to 285,000 cycles of a 3680-lb load, which was 80 percent

of the proportional limit. Total joint slip was 0.297 in. The top photograph shows the

impression of the spike grid on the 3-in by 8-in sway brace. The load was applied

parallel to the grain. The center photograph shows the grid in place on the curved surface

of the 10-in by 10-in timber. Here the load was applied 45 deg to the grain. The lower

photograph is of the same specimen with the spike grid removed. Pieces of the surface

timber that had broken loose due to the action of the grid are shown piled at the upper

right.
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Moisture content before and after testing was determined witli a Delmhorst moisture

meter using A-in tips. The specific gravity of each specimen was also determined.

Typical results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Moisture Specific

Specimen Before After Gravity

F-3A1-^ (sway) 28.7 0.S28

F-3A1-^ (pile) 34.1 0.452

F-4A4-^ (sway) 13.4 9.3 0.502

F^A4-^ (pile) IS.S 12.8 0.544

F-tC2-l (sway) 10.6 8.0 0.512

F-4D2-1 (pile) 10.5 under 7.0 0.438

Laboratory tests are now progressing with the specimens fabricated from southern

pine timbers and a similar procedure is being followed.

(The figures referred to in this report are shown on following pages.)
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Fig. 1—General views of timber joint fatigue machine.
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SYMBOLS-
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o SPECIMEN NO.

i^ SPECIMEN NO.

F-3DI-I (SWAY)
F-3DI-I (PILE)

F-3D3-I (SWAY)
F-3D3-I (PILE)

F-3EI-I (SWAY)
F-3EI-I (PILE)

STATIC TESTS
SYMBOLS^

• SPECIMEN NO

o SPECIMEN NO.

^ SPECIMEN NO

F-4CI-I (SWAY)
F-4DI-I (PILE)

F-4C3-i (SWAY)
F-4D3-I (PILE)

F-4C5-I (SWAY)
F-4EI-I (PILE)
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Fig. 6—General views of bolted grid joint upon completion of test.





Tracking Characteristics of Great Northern Electric

Locomotives on a 10-Deg Curve

I. INTRODUCTION

An unusual amount of maintenance needed on the sharper curves of the electrified

section of the Great Northern Railway appeared to coincide with the use of two new

electric locomotives of large power and size. At the request of the engineering department

of the railroad tests were made of the lateral and vertical loads imposed on the track

by these locomotives and others.

1. Acknowledgement

The tests were carried out by the research staff of the Engineering Division of the

Association of American Railroads. G. M. Magee, director of engineering research,

was in general charge of the program and Randon Ferguson, electrical engineer, was in

direct charge of the tests, assisted by M. F. Smucker, assistant electrical engineer. Mr.

Ferguson also prepared the report. The railway company's chief engineer, H. J. Seyton,

was represented by W. J. Cruse, engineer of track, who assisted in all phases of the

program. W. M. Keller, director of mechanical research of the Association aided in the

planning of the tests and gave helpful suggestions regarding mechanical matters. J. L.

Robson, general superintendent of motive power, was represented on the tests by J. H.

Heron, superintendent of motive power, who actively assisted in all mechanical matters.

The data were reduced and plotted by G. Wanschura, mechanical assistant of the railroad,

and other members of the engineering and mechanical staff.*

2. Purpose of Tests

Certain difficulties with the track in the electrified section of the railroad where

the curvature was sharp appeared to be coincidental with the acquisition of two

unusually large, powerful and long electric locomotives. These two locomotives were

acquired in 1946, and shortly thereafter the low rail on the sharper curves began showing

a larger than normal flow of metal and it became increasingly difficult to keep these

curves in line and gage, with the rail tending to tilt outward with respect to the center

of the track. This action would appear to indicate larger than normal lateral forces and

unusually heavy vertical loads on the low rail. It was stated that the rails needed to be

transposed after about one year's service and replaced after about another year. The

annual gross tonnage was about 12 million tons.

A new rail laying program being in prospect in this territory, it was thought desirable

to make such measurements as necessary to determine the lateral and vertical forces

with a view to possible changes that might be made in the track or locomotives to pro-

mote improvements in maintenance, stability, or possibly safety. The engineering depart-

ment of the railway accordingly requested the research staff of the Association to work

out the program and make the necessary measurements. Since the measurements were

similar to those made for a previous test project, the equipment could be assembled with

little or no delay and the tests were started Dec. 5, 1952, and finished in 2 weeks.

* The Great Northern Railway assumed the cost of the tests and very kindly agreed to the
publication of this condensation of the full report for the benefit of AREA members.
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II. THE TRACK, LOCOMOTIVES AND INSTRUMENTATION

1. The Track

A test location was selected about two rail lengths east of the Foss River bridge

(Bridge 418). A general view of this location and the test house is shown in Fig. A-a.*

The rail was 115 RE section, which had been laid October 1951, and had been trans-

posed in November 1952. The outer rail showed considerable flow which had taken place

in its original inner position. Sections of the rail heads at several locations on the curve

are shown in Fig. B. The tie plates were 8^/ in by 13 in, double shoulder, with 2 hold

down spikes for the plate and %-m eccentricity. Ties were 7 in by 9 in by 8 ft 6 in,

and the ballast was processed gravel. The track was on a high fill on the approach to the

bridge and was on 2.2 percent grade downward, westbound. The curve was compound,

being nominally 10 deg, deg 30 min, 10 deg, 4 deg, 10 deg, 4 deg 38 min. The curva-

ture was nominally 10 deg at the point where measurements were taken, but varied from

about 8% deg to 11^ deg as measured by a 62-ft chord. The elevation of the outer rail

was nominally 3 in, corresponding to a balanced speed of 21 mph. The actual elevations

are given in Fig. C. The speed limitation on the curve was 20 mph because of the bridge

and some previous difficulty at this location. At the location where the lateral and

vertical forces were measured the curvature was between 9 deg and 10 deg. A plan of the

track is shown in Fig. C, and a view of the test house and test location in Fig. A-a.

The track was recently gaged to 56J^ in, and was close to that amount at the actual

test location.

2. The Locomotives

The test locomotive was No. 5019 of Class W-1, but the other similar locomotive

(No. 5018) was also used in the tests. Diagrams of the test locomotive and certain

others for which records were taken are shown in Fig. D, and a view of the locomotive

on the test location in Fig. A-b. Views of these locomotives are shown in Fig. F and G.

The wheel arrangement and nominal loads are shown in the locomotive diagrams. The

test locomotive is rated at 5000 hp continuously available at the rail, which is equivalent

to a 6000 hp rating as customarily applied to diesel-electric locomotives. All axles are

motorized and separate field exciter generators give flexible control in motoring and

regenerating for various conditions of load and voltage. Pantographs collect the current

from a 11,000-v, 25-cycle trolley supply. The overall length between couplers is 101 ft,

and the cab is a single continuous structure the full length of the locomotive. The longest

rigid wheel base is 16 ft 9 in. All wheels are the same diameter—42 in. The speed is

restricted to a maximum of 55 mph.

A single-frame unit runs from the front of the locomotive over the guiding truck

and the four following drivers to the mallet hinge at the middle. The front end of this

frame rests on a center plate at the mid-length of the front truck and then on the various

following driver springs. The four driver group is equalized straight through and dead

ended at each end. The two end wheels of this group have coil springs between the leaf

springs of the equalizers and the journal box, and the two inner wheels have rubber

sandwich pads in the same relative position. These rubber pads act to resist lateral

movement by developing shearing resistance in the pad, but the relation of this resistance

to the movement is not known.

The cab of the locomotive is supported at three points—on a center plate on the

frame 9 ft 9 in back of the truck center plate ; on four spring pads at the ends of the

* Only a selected group of the figures contained in the full report are reproduced with this abstract,

but the figures shown retain the same figure numbers as the complete report.
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frames at the middle of the locomotive length; and at the center plate back of the truck

at the other end. The spring pads at the mid-length bear against the plate on the cab

and each carries a nominal load of 25,000 lb.

A rocker and spring arrangement between the front truck and the frame is an

antiswivel device to stabilize rotation of the truck about the center plate. This sort of

device is generally assumed necessary for stabilization under high-speed conditions on

tangent track. A view of this device is shown in Fig. A-e. This restraint was released

on both trucks for one set of tests. A similar doubled arrangement is placed between

the two ends of the frames at the middle and termed a hobble. This hobble is intended

to restrain relative movement of the ends of the frames in the hinge linkage. It was also

disconnected to provide unrestricted movement for some runs. A view of the hobble and

mallet hinge is shown in Fig. A-f.

The guiding trucks at each end are equipped with a double rocker arrangement

that requires a certain lateral force to start it to moving laterally, and a certain lateral

force to move it further, the magnitude of each force being determined by the dimensions

of the linkage. Originally this initial force was set at 24 percent of the vertical load,

with a 13.1 percent constant force required for further movement. Modification of the

linkage at present in use makes these forces 18 percent initial and 10 percent constant.

This change was made in one locomotive shortly after it was received, but not in the

second locomotive until October 1952.

Originally the lateral play in the two outer drivers of each group of four was f« in,

and lt\ in. in the two inner drivers. As presently used, the play has been increased on

the two drivers next to the trucks to l^s in. The others remain the same. The lateral

play was modified for one series in the tests by increasing the play in the two wheels

next to the middle coupling (Nos. 6 and 7 from the front) to Its in, and decreasing

that in the adjacent ones (S and 8) to t\ in. One trial was also made of decreasing

the lateral in No. 3 wheel by ^ in. The values quoted are per wheel and the total

lateral or change of lateral will be double the value given.

3. Test Apparatus and Procedure

The instrumental requirements of this project were similar to those developed for

a recent program of tests on steam locomotives to determine the effect of lateral resistance

in leading and trailing trucks. The lateral forces were measured by dynamometer mem-
bers in a tie plate that supports the rail on rollers free to move transversely of the track.

Stresses were measured in the two dynamometer members by two wire resistance gages,

and two gages were arranged in an electrical bridge so that lateral thrust in one direction

was indicated by the output of one gage, and in the other direction by the gage on the

other side of the rail, both being recorded by a single galvanometer. A more detailed

description of this and other apparatus is given in the report of previous tests.*

Four of these lateral load measuring tie plates were installed under the inner and

outer rails at consecutive ties. A view of the installation is shown in Fig. A-c. The

lateral movement of rail head (inner and outer rails) was also measured relative to the

ties. A cable with one end fixed with reference to the rail head was wrapped around

a pulley on the end of a potentiometer shaft and held taut by a spring attached to a

bracket. The potentiometer was connected electrically to a galvanometer so the change

of resistance from the rotation of the potentiometer and galvanometer current was

proportional to the rail movement.

* Lateral Forces Exerted by Locomotives on Curved Track, American Railway Engineering Associa-
tion Bulletin 488, for June-July 1950.
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It had previously been found that the vertical loads on the rail could be estimated

with good accuracy, regardless of eccentricity of bearing of the wheel on the rail, by

measuring vertical stresses in the rail web on the two sides just below the upper fillet.

The relation of the summation of these stresses to the total weight of the locomotives

gives a factor which may be used to calculate individual wheel loads. Conversely, the

ratio of the stresses on the two sides may be used to estimate the position of the centroid

of the bearing pressure on the head of the rail. Simultaneous values of the stresses on

the two sides of the rail directly under the wheel must be used. These stresses were

measured by wire resistance gages of ^-in gage length cemented to the web of the rail.

The indications from the above apparatus and gages were measured and recorded

by the two 12-channel amplifier and oscillograph units. The amplifiers increase the gage

outputs sufficiently and in an accurately known manner to drive magnetic galvanometers

in the oscillographs. The indications were recorded photographically as the locomotives

passed over the test section. A dark room was set up in the test house and all records

developed and dried soon after being taken. This practice enabled the results to be

quickly known and the test procedure could be modified accordingly. A view of the

apparatus in the test house is shown in Fig. A-d.

Speeds of 5, 20 and 30 mph were run as representing the slowest operating condi-

tion, the speed limitation, and approximately 3-in unbalanced elevation, respectively.

Operation eastbound was normally pulling and westbound regenerating, and this was

simulated in the test runs. Handling a tonnage train at the various speeds was found

to be impracticable because of the time required by a set of runs, so the other locomotive

of the same class, SOI 8, was used to load the test locomotive by having it regenerate up

grade and push the test locomotive regenerating down grade. The load could be adjusted

to the various speeds by the electrical controls in the locomotives. A car was placed

between the two locomotives. This method of operation had been used in other electric

locomotive tests and greatly expedited the test program.

The test locomotive (5019) was tested in the normal condition, with the hobble

released, and with both the hobble and antiswivel device released. Lateral play in some

of the axles was also changed, as previously described.

Normal operation on the curve quite often requires sanding because of the grade

and weather conditions. The sand prevents the curve oilers from being effective and

the locomotives do not negotiate the curve as readily as they would if the sand were

not present.

III. LATERAL FORCES AND VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS ON THE
10-DEG CURVE WITH TEST LOCOMOTIVE 5019

1. Normal Condition—Motoring and Regenerating

The lateral forces for the various test runs with two test conditions for the test

locomotive are given in Figs. 1, la, 5, and 5a. The values plotted are the average of the

four ties on each rail. This force, as previously stated, is the tie reaction to the force

exerted by the locomotive driver as it passes the given tie position. It has been previously

found that three ties will take the total lateral reaction of the track developed by the

force appUed by a locomotive wheel. The amount taken by the ties adjacent to the tie

at which the force is applied will depend on the relative play at the several locations

and the lateral stiffness of the track. The previous test mentioned had indicated that the

total lateral appHed force could be approximated for the larger values by multiplying

the tie reaction at the wheel by 1.70. However, a check of the records for the test here
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reported indicates that a factor of 2.00 would be more nearly correct for these tests.

It was also found in the previous test that it was satisfactory to use the tie reaction

at a single tie as a wheel passed it for comparative purposes, and these are the values

plotted in the above-mentioned diagrams. The values from the four ties on a rail are

averaged. The use of this value instead of the total applied force eliminates the necessity

of making simultaneous readings on the records with respect to time on three different

traces to obtain a single value.

Fig. 1 shows the lateral tie reactions developed by the 12 drivers of the test locomo-

tive in its normal condition motoring up grade at speeds of S mph, 20 mph, and 30

raph. It is quite evident that the first wheel (No. 1) and the leading wheel of the

second frame (No. 7) are doing most of the turning of the locomotive on the curve.

An average force of almost 15,000 lb was developed at 30 mph at No. 7, with a single

maximum (shown by the pip on top of the average value) of about 17,000 lb. Use of the

factor 2.00 given above would indicate a force applied by the wheel of 34,000 lb. The

amount at the front wheel is smaller but still of considerable magnitude. The forces at

these wheels are seen to be less at the lower speeds, indicating that part of the force

is due to the increased centrifugal force of the higher speeds. The distribution of the

forces shown indicates that the two frames of the locomotive act somewhat as individual

units, with the end wheels pressing against the outer rail and the middle wheels against

inner rail in much the same manner as the steam locomotives tested previously. However,

the action is less severe, and there is not the tendency to develop extreme lateral and

vertical loads on one of the intermediate drivers on the low rail at low speed that was

found with the larger steam locomotives. The vertical loads for this locomotive are

shown in Fig. 1-a, and it should be pointed out that the axle loads, and in most cases

the wheel loads, are highest at the end wheels. This load distribution is probably due

to the "bridging" of the long cab along the length of the curve so that some of the cab

weight is lifted off the center supports and more rests on the trucks and end drivers.

The lateral action of the rockers in the trucks also lifts the supports somewhat when

they move laterally.

The lateral force of 15,000 lb on No. 7 driver may be compared with a force of

about 23,000 found on a 4-8-4 steam locomotive (maximum value of 29,000), which

was found on the third inner driver at S mph. This very high lateral was accompanied

by a vertical load of 67,000 lb in the steam locomotive. The highest vertical load on the

electric locomotive was about 53,000 lb. (Fig. 1-a).

The test locomotive was run westbound in regeneration. The lateral forces were

highest at the same wheels but all values were lower, indicating that regeneration is a

less severe condition in this respect than motoring. The vertical loads were essentially

the same for the two conditions of operation.

2. Hobble Restraint Released

The hobble that provides restraints for keeping the end of the frames in alinement

was released and a set of runs made. The release of the two ends of the frame from

this restraint caused increased lateral force on the wheels that were already highest,

except the lateral on No. 10 on the inner rail was reduced somewhat. The maximum
vertical loads were not appreciably changed. Runs were eastbound (up-grade). Since

reduction of this restraint made conditions worse, it seems logical that increase in the

restraint might help reduce the critical lateral forces.
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3. Hobble and Antiswivel Restraints Released

The antiswivel devices are intended to restrain rotation of the end trucks and it was

thought that perhaps releasing them would make the locomotive more flexible in adapting

itself to the curvature. The main function of the antiswivel device is to promote stability

on tangent track at the higher speeds, and since the speed of this locomotive is restricted

to 55 mph, it is probably not essential. The principal effect on the lateral forces of this

change was to reduce the force at the No. 1 wheel to about the value for the normal

operating condition, and the vertical loads remained about the same as for the normal

condition. It is apparent that these changes either did not help much or made the

condition worse. Runs were eastbound (up-grade)

.

4. Effect of Variation of Lateral Play

Lateral forces are inherent in the passing of locomotives around curves and their

magnitude is dependent partially on the stiffness and length of the locomotive and the

relation between the various parts. One method of reducing high values of lateral forces

in steam locomotives has been to divide the forces between several wheels instead of

having one wheel take all the force. Since wheel No. 7 developed high lateral in all cases,

and it was one that had small lateral play, it seemed reasonable that it could be made

to share the force with No. 8 by giving it more play and decreasing that in No. 8 which

had a large amount. Similar changes were made in Nos. 5 and 6 on the assumption they

would act in a manner similar to Nos. 7 and 8 when operating in the reverse direction.

Results of tests made with this condition are plotted in Figs. 5 and S-a. The maximum
speed was 20 mph, and the runs were eastbound (up grade)

.

It is apparent that these changes effected considerable improvement in the lateral

forces and some in the vertical loading of the wheels that had had high vertical loads.

The highest average lateral has dropped from approximately 15,000 lb to 10,000 lb, and

some of the vertical loads were also decreased appreciably. Only two wheels are over

40,000 lb, and they are about 45,000 lb. This method of attack appears promising.

Since wheel No. 1 had taken a considerable lateral force (though not as high as

No. 7) it was reasoned that possibly this force could be shared by No. 3 (and possibly

No. 2) if the play in No. 3 was decreased from the liPs in. Accordingly, 3^-in shims

were placed in each end of the axle to reduce the play by 1 in. This change did not

effect any improvement at the outer rail and increased the lateral at No. 3 wheel on

the inner rail to almost 15,000 lb. Apparently, the clearance is needed at that point to

provide a lateral for the rigid wheel base. The maximum speed run for this condition

was 15 mph.

Locomotive 5018, the other one of the same class as 5019, was recorded eastbound

(up grade) at the head end on a freight train at 15 mph, and on eastbound passenger

trains at 20 mph and 30 mph. The results were quite similar to those for 5019 in the

normal condition with wheels Nos. 1 and 7 having the highest laterals and the vertical

loads higher at the ends on the truck wheels.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS DATA ON TEST LOCOMOTIVE

Measurements were made of the lateral movement of the rail head with respect

to the ties. These measurements are not plotted for this report as their principal value

is of a quahtative and corroboratory nature. However, it can be stated in general that

the larger movements were found at the wheels where the lateral forces were greatest

and in the same direction, and the greatest magnitude of the deflection was about

D.50 in.
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Previous tests have indicated that the ratio of the vertical web stresses near the

upper fillet used to calculate the wheel and axle loads can be used to estimate the position

of the centroid of bearing pressure of the wheel on the rail. A diagram showing this rela-

tion given in the previously mentioned report on "Lateral Forces Exerted on Curved

Track by Locomotives" was used to determine the positions of the bearing pressures

for the test locomotive in the normal condition at speeds of 5 mph, 20 mph and 30 mph.

These are plotted in Fig. L. It is seen that Nos. 1 and 7 wheels, which develop the

highest laterals on the outer rail, are bearing well toward the gage side. Wheel No. 3

on the inner rail, which gives high lateral on the inner rail at low speeds, is also bearing

at the inner edge of the rail, as is No. 10 on the other end. The pattern in this figure

will be helpful in determining how to distribute the lateral play for reduction of the

lateral forces.

Moving pictures were taken of the wheels of the locomotive on the inner rail by a

camera between the rails so as to show the relative position of the flange with respect

to the rail head. Most of the wheels ride with the flange close to the rail (inner) for

the 5 and 20-mph speeds, but at 30 mph most of the flanges are away from the rail.

There was little lateral force on the inner rail at 30 mph.

V. LATERAL FORCES AND VERTICAL WHEEL AND AXLE LOADS
FOR OTHER LOCOMOTIVES

A three-unit diesel-electric locomotive was made available and the runs were made
with it as a matter of general interest and for comparison with the electrics. Previous

tests on other roads had shown the diesel-electric locomotives to be very easy on sharp

curves compared to similar size steam power. The results for diesel-electric No. 308 ABC
are shown in Figs. 10 and 10-a, eastbound on the test train (up grade, pulling). The

lateral forces are quite low, hardly any being over 5000 lb, and the vertical wheel loads

quite uniform for a given speed. Of course, there is a transfer from inner to outer rail

as the speed increases, but only a few wheels are over 40,000 lb, and those only slightly.

The loads at any one wheel have a stair step variation for the three speeds, being

ascending to the right for the outer rail and the opposite for the inner rail, indicating

the changes were largely due to variation of the centrifugal force only. Visual and

auditory observations at the test location confirmed these results in that the diesel-electric

passed around the curve without appreciable squealing or grinding or twisting of the

rail, all of which were very evident with the electrics as they traveled around the curve.

Similar results are shown for diesel-electrics in the previously mentioned report on

lateral forces in steam locomotives.

Records were also taken with Great Northern diesel-electric No. 410 ABCD, a four-

unit helper in an eastbound freight at 14 mph (Figs. 20 and 20-a) . This locomotive

developed even lower lateral and vertical loads than the No. 308. Fig. D gives the

wheel spacing and other data for this locomotive.

The stresses and lateral forces under other types of electric locomotives were

recorded as they passed by in regular traffic during the time of the tests on the regular

test locomotive. It was found that under certain conditions one of these other classes

of locomotives developed lateral and vertical loads similar to those found with the test

locomotive.

(The figures referred to in this report are presented on the immediately following

pages.)
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a. View of Test Locatjon. b. Test Locomotive on Curve.

e. Latcxal ioruv, M.a:,uii.H Tie Plates. d. Recording Equipment in Test House.

Anti-S',ivei ft.j3traict. t Hobble Restraint.

Fig. A—Views of test location and locomotive.
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Fig. C.
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Advance Report of Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

Laboratory Investigation of Reinforced Concrete

Culvert Pipe

A. DIGEST

This report embraces a description and analysis of tests made on 36 reinforced con-

crete culvert pipes varying in size from 24 in to 84 in. in diameter and constructed in

accordance with the proposed specifications for reinforced concrete culvert pipe developed

by AREA Committee 8—Masonry. The purpose of the tests was to determine the

acceptability of pipe manufactured and tested in accordance with the new proposed

AREA specifications* and to determine the strains in the concrete and reinforcement

of this pipe.

Full-size strength tests were made on 36 pipes and 36 concrete test cylinders, using

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway's 1,000,000-lb testing machine. In these tests it was

found that the pipes meet the load requirements of the proposed specifications for the

0.01 -in crack. Tensile tests were made on samples of the reinforcing steel used in the pipe

and absorption tests were conducted on pre-cast absorption specimens.

Strains were measured at the vertical and horizontal diameters of the pipe, as well

as on the concrete test cylinders and the reinforcing bar samples. The strains were con-

tinuously recorded by means of wire resistance strain gages and two 12 -element oscillo-

graphs, and data on the following were obtained:

The stress-strain relationship for the reinforcing bar samples.

The stress-strain relationship for the concrete test cylinders.

The actual pipe load at the 0.01 -in crack.

The ultimate pipe load.

The compressive strains in the concrete of the pipe at the ends of the vertical

and horizontal diameters.

The tensile strains in the concrete of the pipe at the ends of the vertical and

horizontal diameters.

The tensile strains in the reinforcement of the pipe at the ends of the vertical

and horizontal diameters.

The percent absorption of the concrete used in the pipe.

A brief summary of the analysis of the data, as found from this study, is as follows:

1. The summary in Table 2 of the ultimate strengths, yield points and percent

elongations obtained from the tensile tests on reinlorceing bar samples indicates that the

reinforcing steel used in these pipes conformed in most cases to the ASTM Specification

for Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement. The stress-strain relationships for the

sample reinforcement are shown in Figs. 12, 14, 16, 18, etc., through Fig. 82.

2. The summary in Table 2 of the ultimate strengths of the concrete test cylinders

indicates that the average concrete strength in the pipe was 6.86 ksi although, in pipes

25 to 36, incl., the average strength was 5.75 ksi, which was more in line with the

specified values. The stress-strain relationships for the concrete cylinders are shown in

Figs. 11, 13, 15, 17, etc., through Fig. 81.

3. The strains recorded by the two 6-in SR4 gages on the test cyhnders were some-

what lower than those recorded by the four 1-in gages on the same cylinders. This can

* These specifications will appear in AREA Bulletin 512, December 1953, in the report of Com-
mittee 8—Masonry.
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be seen by comparing the values for modulus of elasticity shown in Cols. 7 and 8 of

Table 3, and on the typical diagrams, such as that shown on Fig. 19.

4. The average strain, as measured by the 1-in gages, at the ultimate load for all

test cylinders was 0.0023-in per in. The complete range of strains at the ultimate load

is shown in Col. 6 of Table 3.

5. The actual loads required to produce the 0.01 -in crack varied from 7 percent to

83 percent greater than the specified values, as indicated by Col. 4 of Table 2.

6. The actual loads at the 0.01 -in crack were increased slightly in most cases by an

increase in concrete strength. A comparison of the actual loads required to produce the

0.01-in cracks and the concrete strengths as obtained from test cylinders is shown in

Cols. 3 and 9 of Table 2. A comparison of the actual 0.01-in crack loads and concrete

strengths for the 36, 60, and 84-in pipes is shown in Fig. 83.

7. The additional steel in the extra-strength pipe increased the actual 0.01-in crack

load considerably, and the increase was greatest in the large size pipes, as can be seen

by a comparison of values in Col. 3 of Table 2 for the 24 and 72 -in pipes.

8. A comparison of ultimate loads in Col. S of Table 2 and the concrete strengths

in Col. 9 of Table 2 indicates that the ultimate load was increased slightly in most cases

by an increase in concrete strength.

9. The additional steel in the extra-strength pipe definitely increased the ultimate

load in most cases, as is indicated by a comparison of the values in Col. 5 of Table 2

for the standard and extra-strength pipe of each size.

10. A comparison of the concrete compressive strains at the ends of the vertical

and horizontal diameters of the pipe tested is shown graphically on Figs. 11, 13, 15,

17, etc., through Fig. 81. It can be seen from these figures and from Cols. 2 and 3 of

Table 3 that the strains in the sides of the pipes were considerably smaller than those

in the top and bottom.

11. A comparison of the tensile strains in the reinforcement at the ends of the

vertical and horizontal diameters of the pipes tested is shown graphically on Figs. 12,

14, 16, 18, etc., through Fig. 82. It can be seen from these figures and from Cols. 4 and

S of Table 3 that the tensile steel strains in the sides of the pipes were considerably

smaller than those in the top and bottom.

12. A comparison of the reinforcement tensile strains in the top of the pipe (Col. 4

of Table 3) with the stress-strain curves shown on Figs. 12, 14, 16, etc., indicates that

the strains in the steel are generally in the plastic range at the 0.01-in crack load.

13. The effect which the yielding of the reinforcement had on the load capacity of a

pipe can be seen from the left diagram of Fig. 84. The reinforcement at the vertical

diameter for this particular pipe began yielding at the 0.01-in crack load, resulting in a

very small increase in bending moment between the 0.01-in crack load and the ultimate

load.

14. The comparison of calculated and recorded stresses in the reinforcement of

three pipes, as shown on Fig. 85, indicates that the concrete is helping the reinforcement

to resist the tensile forces in the pipe, and that the ratio of recorded to calculated stresses

approaches unity as the yield point of the steel is reached.

15. The summary in Table 4 of the ratios of strain in the reinforcement to strain

in the concrete for 24 pipes indicates that the concrete on the tension side of the section

was helping the reinforcement resist the bending moments, and was more effective for

the larger pipe than for the smaller pipe.

16. Curves computed from the AREA design equations for bending moment at the

ends of the vertical and horizontal diameters are shown on Figs. 11 to 82, incl. The
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theoretical strains plotted were calculated by assuming that a barrel section of the pipe

was acting the same as a section of a beam reinforced for tension. The AREA design

equations used are A/' = + 0.159 WD at the ends of the vertical diameter, and M =
— 0.091 WD at the ends of the horizontal diameter, where W is equal to the total load

on the pipe, and D is the mean diameter.

17. A study of the coefficients in the equation M = CWD for pipe 84 X R25 was

made using bending moments computed from measured strains at various pipe loads.

The results of this analysis are shown graphically on Fig. 84.

18. The summary of the absorption tests on the concrete used in the pipes is shown

in Cols. 22 to 26, incl., of Table 2, and it can be seen that the percent absorption for the

specimens cut from the pipes was higher than that for the precast specimens. The percent

absorption was lower than the maximum specified value in all cases.

B. FOREWORD

For many years railroad engineers have been dissatisfied with the present ASTM
specifications, which were used by railroads, for the design and construction of reinforced

concrete culvert pipe, and it was decided by AREA Committee 8—Masonry, that a

stronger pipe should be used for appUcation on the railroads. The committee prepared

new specifications similar to those of the ASTM, but with increased test loads and rein-

forcement requirements. Before presenting these new specifications to the AREA as

Manual material, the Masonry committee requested Committee 30—Impact and Bridge

Stresses, to secure laboratory data on the strength of pipe made in accordance with the

proposed specification. Since Committee 30 has an assignment on "Concrete structures,

collaborating with Committee 8," it requested the research staff of the AAR to purchase

and test 24 pipes varying in size from 24 to 84-in, and constructed in accordance with

the proposed specifications. Arrangements were made with the Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway for using the 1,000,000-lb Southwark-Emery testing machine located in its

physical laboratory in Huntington, W. Va. Full-size strength tests were carried out by

the AAR research staff with the assistance of the C&O test department.

Twenty-four pipes were manufactured under regular plant conditions by the Massey

Concrete Products Company according to the proposed specifications. The strengths

developed by the concrete used in making these pipes, as determined from cylinders

tested at the time of pipe tests, were greater than the specified concrete strength by an

appreciable amount. After reviewing the results of the first 24 pipes tested the committee

decided to have 12 additional pipes manufactured with concrete having a lower ultimate

strength in order to study the effect of this variable on the pipe strength. In manufac-

turing the additional 12 pipes in sizes 36, 60 and S4-in, the Massey Concrete Products

Company exercised great care in designing a mix that would give the proper strength

at 28 days. While the final concrete strength at 48 days exceeded the specified amount

for 28 days, it was appreciably lower than the concrete strength obtained in the original

24 pipes.

The original 24 pipes were tested in February 1952, and the additional 12 pipes in

March 1953. It wOl be advantageous in this report to refer to the two series of tests

separately at times.

The tests covered in this report were conducted for AREA Committee 30—Impact

and Bridge Stresses, and were carried out under the general direction of G. M. Magee,

director of engineering research, Engineering Division, Association of American Rail-

roads. The funds necessary for the tests were provided by the AAR.
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The conduct of the tests, analysis of data, and preparation of the report were under

the direction of E. J. Ruble, research engineer structures. Engineering Division, research

staff, AAR, assisted in the office work by A. A. Sirel, assistant research engineer struc-

tures, and in the laboratory testing work by M. F. Smucker, assistant electrical engineer.

W. C. Panarese, draftsman, recorded the structural details of the 1953 test and prepared

this report.

C. TEST SPECIMENS

The 36 pipes tested consisted of two classes known, respectively, as "Railroad

Standard-Strength Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe" and "Railroad Extra-Strength

Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe." In designating the pipes covered in tnis report the

first number is the nominal pipe size, the letter "R" denotes Standard-Strength, and the

letters "XR" Extra-Strength The last number distinguishes pipe of the same size and

strength, and also represents the order of casting.

Twenty-four pipes were manufactured and tested in 19S2 in accordance with the

AREA Committee 8 tentative specifications. Two pipes of each strength, and in sizes

24, 36, 48, 60, 72 apd 84-in, were used in these tests. Twelve pipes, 2 of each strength,

in sizes 36, 60 and 84-in, were used in the second series of tests in 1953.

The pipes were cast on end, using a steel base plate and two concentric steel forms

made of two or three sections. No provision for pipe joints were called for, since these

details would have no bearing on the tests.

The materials used in the manufacture of the test pipes consisted of type I port-

land cement, as prescribed in the Standard Specifications for Portland Cement (ASTM
designation C 150), steel reinforcement consisting of hot-rolled bars of intermediate

grade, conforming to the standard Specification for Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Rein-

forcement (ASTM designation A IS-SOT), and mineral aggregates conforming to the

Standard Specification for Concrete Aggregates (ASTM designation C 33).

The nominal and actual internal diameters of each test specimen are recorded in

Cols. 2-6, incl., of Table 1. A variation of plus or minus 1 percent for pipe having an

internal diameter of 36-in or less, and plus or minus 0.75 percent for larger pipe is allow-

able by the tentative specifications. Actual values of internal diameter which do not meet

the permissible variation are shown with an asterisk.

The nominal and actual shell thicknesses are shown in Cols. 7 to 15, inch, of Table 1.

The actual shell thicknesses are also marked with an asterisk where the pipes did not

meet the specification requirement of allowable 5 percent variation from nominal

thickness.

The pipe test specimens were made to 4-ft lengths, with an allowable underrun of

not more than J^ in per ft, with a maximum of Y2 in. in any pipe length.

The tentative specification required that the reinforcement should consist of cir-

cumferential steel assembled into cages, with sufficient longitudinal bars to maintain

rigidly the shape and position of the reinforcement within the form. The spacing center

to center of adjacent rings in the cages should not exceed 4 in for pipe up to and includ-

ing 48-in. in diameter, nor exceed the shell thickness for larger pipe, and should in no

case exceed 6 in. The net protective covering of concrete over reinforcement along the

vertical diameter of the pipe should be 1 in from the inside surface of the pipe, and

along the horizontal diameter it should be 1 in from the outside surface of the pipe.

Variations of % in from the specified 1 in cover are allowable in pipe having an internal

diameter of 48 in or less. Variations of J^ in are permissible in larger pipe, but the cover

should not be less than ^ in at any point.
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In manufacturing the test pipes, the circumferential reinforcement consisted of

elliptical spirals for plain bars and elliptical rings for deformed bars. The spacing, as well

as the bar size, type of bar, and the square inches of reinforcement per linear foot of

pipe, actual and specified, are shown in Cols. 29 to 33, inch, of Table 1. During the

assembling of the reinforcing cages, wooden plugs were located opposite each gage posi-

tion for access to the reinforcement for placing gages. The specified net concrete covering

and actual covering over the reinforcement are shown in Cols. 16 to 28, incl., of Table 1.

Values shown for actual net covering were measured at the same positions on the rein-

forcement where wooden plugs were located. Actual values of net concrete covering

which did not meet the allowable variations are shown in Table 1 with an asterisk.

It should be noted that many pipes, particularly the smaller sizes (see Table 1), did not

meet the required tolerances for diameter, shell thickness, and net protective covering.

It will be seen later in this report that pipe 36XR33 did not meet the specified test

load, which may have been caused by the undersize wall at the bottom of the pipe,

as shown in Col. 11 of Table 1.

Before testing, each pipe was inspected and found to be substantially free from

fractures, large cracks and surface roughness.

D. INSTRUMENTS

The electrical-type instruments used in these tests consisted principally of two 12-

element oscillographs (see Fig. 2), which recorded the strains in the concrete and steel

at the top, bottom and sides of the pipe by means of wire resistance gages. A detailed

description of oscillographs and their auxiliary units is given in the AREA Proceedings,

Vol. 46, 1945, page 201, and a description of SR4 wire resistance gages, with the neces-

sary recording equipment, is given in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, page 152.

The oscillograms were continuous throughout the loading cycle, and each 5-kip increment

of load was marked on the film by a solenoid marker unit in each oscillograph.

A sensitivity of 1 in equal to 0.000754 in per in was used during the 1952 tests.

This means that a 1-in deflection of the light trace on the oscillogram represents a unit

strain of 0.000754 in per in at that particular gage location. This would be equivalent

to a stress of 22,600 psi in the steel, assuming a modulus of elasticity of 30,000,000 psi

for steel. In the 1953 tests a sensitivity of 1-in equal to 0.001508 in per in was used

for some gages, particularly those on steel. This resulted in a reduction of the oscillogram

deflections, and thus precluded traces running off the film before the ultimate load on the

pipe was reached.

E. TEST PROCEDURE
1. Reinforcement

Two sample bars, 24 in long, of each size reinforcement (see Col. 29, Table 1),

were furnished by the pipe manufacturer for tensile tests in the AAR 120,000-lb Baldwin-

Southwark-Universal testing machine. Midway on an 8-in gage length marked on the

test bars, 2 diametrically opposite ^-in SR4 strain gages were applied and strain read-

ings taken with a static strain indicator at 500-lb increments of load. In conjunction

with the SR4 strain gages a Baldwin Microformer Stress-Strain Recorder was used to

record the strains continuously. The load was applied at a rate of 2000 lb per min until

the specimen failed. The ultimate load, yield point and elongation were recorded. The
ultimate strength, stress at 0.005 -in strain, and percent elongation were calculated and

compared with the Standard Specifications for Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforce-

ment (ASTM designation A 15-50 T)

.
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2. Concrete Test Cylinders

Compression tests on 36 concrete test cylinders were made in accordance with the

Standard Method of Test for Compressive Strength of Concrete (ASTM designation

C 39). The bearing faces of all cylinders were ground smooth and parallel. Four 1-in

SR4 strain gages were aj^plied to cylinders 1-24 at 90-deg angles around the circum-

ference and at mid-height. In order to compare the results obtained using 1-in gages on

concrete with aggregate exceeding ^-in size, two 6 -in SR4 strain gages were applied

to cylinders 25-36, in addition to the four 1-in gages. The two 6-in gages were placed

diametrically opposite and 45 deg from the 1-in gages.

The load was applied at the rate 60,000 lb per min until the specimen failed. The

stresses were recorded continuously on a 12-element oscillograph, using a sensitivity

of 1 in equals 0.000754 in per in. Each 5000-lb increment of load was marked on the

oscillogram by a solenoid marker unit. The maximum load carried by the specimen was

recorded and the type of failure and appearance of the concrete noted.

The average age of the 24 specimens at the time of testing in 1952 was 67 days,

while the average age of the 12 specimens in 1953 was 48 days.

General views of the cylinder tests are shown in Fig. 3.

3. R. C. Test Pipes

The pipes were tested by the three-edge-bearing method in a 1,000,000-lb Southwark-

Emery testing machine (see Fig. 1). The lower bearing consisted of two wooden strips

with vertical sides having their interior top corners rounded to a radius of approxi-

mately Yz in. The strips were made from hard oak and were securely fastened to an oak

timber base approximately 9 in by 12 in by S ft long. The interior vertical sides of the

strips were parallel and spaced a distance apart of 1 in per ft of pipe diameter. The

upper bearing was also an oak timber, the same size as that used for the lower bearing

base. Three slots approximately 1 in deep were cut in the upper bearing block for the

concrete gages and lead wires, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Before placing the pipe on the bearing block the ends of each specimen were

accurately marked in quarters of the circumference. Each pipe was placed symmetrically

between the two bearings with the vertical axis of the pipe plumb. To insure an even

distribution of the test machine load a loading beam was employed, as shown in Fig. 5.

SR4 strain gages were used to measure the stresses in the concrete and reinforce-

ment along the vertical and horizontal diameters of the pipe. One-inch gages were used

on the concrete of pipe sizes 24, 36 and 48 in, while 6-in gages were used on sizes 60,

72 and 84 in. Gages for measuring compressive stresses were located as illustrated in

Fig. 11 for pipes 1-24, incl., and Fig. 19 for pipes 25-36, incl. Gages for measuring

tensile stresses in the concrete were used only on pipes 1-24, incl. There were four of

these gages: One on the exterior of each side, and one on the interior of the top and

bottom of each pipe.

One-quarter-inch SR4 gages were used to measure stresses in the reinforcement.

Wooden plugs were accurately located opposite each gage position on the circumferential

reinforcement before the concrete was poured. In the laboratory the plugs were removed

(see Fig. 6) and the gages applied. Fig. 12 shows the location of tensile steel gages for

pipes 1-24, incl., and Fig. 20 illustrates pipes 25-36, incl.

The proposed specifications state that when any crack in the barrel of the pipe

attains a width of 0.01 in for a length of 1-ft, the 0.01-in crack load shall be considered

reached. The crack shall be considered 0.01 in wide when the point of a measuring gage

will, without forcing, penetrate it I'g in at close intervals throughout a distance of 1 ft.
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The measuring gage shall be made from a steel leaf 0.01 in. in thickness, ground to a

point ife in. in width, with corners rounded, and a taper of J4 i" P^r i"-

The test machine load was increased at a uniform rate of approximately 8000 lb

per min. A careful watch was maintained during the loading for the appearance of the

first visible crack and the 0.01 -in crack. The interior, top and bottom of each specimen

were white-washed to facilitate spotting the first visible crack.

Two cycles of load were applied to each pipe. The first loading was to the prescribed

cracking load, as given in Col. 2 of Table 2. When the test load reached this prescribed

cracking load the barrel of the pipe was checked for 0.01 -in cracks. The load was then

released completely and the second cycle of loading started. This loading continued

until ultimate load was reached. The load at the first visible crack, at the 0.01 -in crack,

and finally the ultimate load carried by the pipe, were recorded. Stresses were continu-

ously recorded on two 12-element oscillographs during the increasing phase of each

loading cycle.

The load was not removed immediately after the ultimate was reached, but Was

retained until such time as the cracks in the pipe opened sufficiently to reproduce in

photographs, as is illustrated in some of the general views shown in Figs. 7-10, incl.

4. Absorption Test

Absorption tests were conducted in accordance with the proposed specifications

on the same number of specimens as the number of pipes tested. Specimens consisted

of specially cast blocks 4-in by 6-in, with a thickness equal to the pipe sheU thickness.

The absorption specimens were cast for pipes 1-36, incl. The proposed specifications

permit the use of 2-in or 3-in diameter cores cut from the full thickness of the pipe as

absorption specimen, but since there was no coring machine available, blocks having

approximately the same dimensions as the cast specimens were cut from pipes 1-24, incl..

to secure additional information (see Fig. 4) . Cast specimens were of the same batch

of concrete used in each pipe and were cured under identical conditions.

All absorption specimens were oven dried in a temperature not exceeding 230 deg F
until 2 successive weighings at 2-hr intervals resulted in a loss of not greater than 0.1

percent of the original weight of the specimen.

The dried specimens were then placed in distilled water, raised to the boiling point

and boiled for 5 hr, and then cooled in water to a final temperature of approximately

65 deg F. When cool, the specimens were removed from the water, allowed to drain

1 min, surface dried with a towel, and immediately weighed. The balance used Was

sensitive to 0.25 g, and specimens were weighed to the nearest gram. The increase in

weight of the boiled specimen over the dry weight was expressed as a percentage of the

dry weight. This was recorded separately for each specimen and compared with the

specified maximum 8 percent absorption.

F. TEST RESULTS

1. Reinforcement Specimens

The results of tests conducted on sample reinforcing bars are shown in Cols. 13-21,

incl., of Table 2. AU values listed in Cols. 14, 17 and 20 were obtained by averaging

results from two samples of each bar size for each series of tests.

The stress at a strain of 0.005-in per in (Col. 14) was used as the value equivalent

to the yield point for all samples, as set forth in the ASTM Tentative Methods and
Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel Bars (designation A 330-SlT). This method
was used because the ^, f^ and >^-in plain bars did not exhibit the disproportionate
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deformation that characterizes yield point. This may occur in steel bars when they have

been cold worked in straightening or other manufacturing operations.

There was good agreement between the yield point as determined from a unit strain

of O.OOS and the actual yield point for steel which displayed a definite yield point as

determined from a drop in the test machine dial. This can be seen from the stress-strain

diagrams, such as that on Fig. 68, where the upper yield point occurred at a unit strain

of O.OOS.

The yield point stresses varied from 37.7 ksi to S3.6 ksi. The j4-iii bars in the 24-in

pipes and ^-in bars in the 24-in and 36-in pipes tested in 19S2 did not meet the ASTM
specification for minimum yield point, as shown by comparing Cols. 13 and 14 of

Table 2. It can be seen from typical Fig. 12 that the unit strain at the specified stress

of 40,000 psi was 0.009 in per in.

The ultimate stresses varied from 66.S ksi to 94.7 ksi, which is from S percent less

to 35 percent greater than the minimum specified ultimate. Only the ^-in bars used

in 19S2 failed to meet the specifications.

The percent elongation of the reinforcement is shown in Col. 19 of Table 2, and

it can be seen that ratio of the actual elongation to the specified minimum value varied

from 0.91 to 1.28, as shown in Col. 21 of Table 2. The ^-in deformed bars used in

19S2, as well as the j4-in plain bars and 54-in deformed specimens used in 19S3, did not

meet the specified minimum values shown in Col. 19 of Table 2.

The stress-strain relationships for all sample reinforcement specimens are shown for

each pipe on the right diagram of Figs. 12, 14, 16, 18, etc., through Fig. 82. The curves

shown in these figures are for one sample only, with the exception of the ^ and 54-ii^

bars used in 1952, which are for the average of two samples. For this reason the ultimate

strengths shown on the stress-strain curves and those listed in Col. 17. of Table 2 do not

correspond in all cases.

2. Concrete Test Cylinders

The results of the concrete cylinder tests are shown in Cols. 8-12, incl., of Table 2.

The ultimate strength developed by each cylinder (Col. 9) varied from 4.33 ksi to 8.22

ksi, and the average strength for all 36 cylinders was 6.86 ksi. The strengths developed

by the first group of tests (pipes 1-24, incl.) varied from 5.19 ksi to 8.22 ksi, with an

average of 7.42 ksi. The fact that the pipes were aged more than the 28 days for which

the mix was designed may also account for the high average strength of 7.42 ksi. Pre-

cautions were taken on the second group of tests (pipes 25-36, incl.) to insure a concrete

strength more in line with the specified values in Col. 8. In this group the strengths

ranged from 4.33 ksi to 6.61 ksi, with an average of S.7S ksi. Although this is still higher

than the specified, it is sufficiently lower than the strengths developed in the first group

to study the effects that this lower strength had on the pipe loads.

The average strength for each days pour of concrete is shown in Col. 10 of Table 2.

It can be seen by comparison of values in Cols. 11 and 12 that the concrete strengths

did not vary a great deal during the casting of two to four pipes per day.

The stress-strain relationships for all cylinders are shown on the right diagram

of Figs. 11, 13, 15, 17, etc., through Fig. 81. Diagrams for cylinders tested in 1953 also

include the stress-strain relationships as obtained from the average of two 6-in SR4
gages, in addition to the curve from the average of four 1-in gages. The strains obtained

from the two 6-in gages were considerably lower than those from the four 1-in gages.

This was found to be true in all 12 cylinder tests, as is evident from comparison of the

values for the modulus of elasticity, as shown in Cols. 7 and 8 of Table 3. The average
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modulus of elasticity for cylinders with 1-in gages tested in 1953 was 3,450,000 psi,

while the average modulus for the 6-in gages was 3,980,000 psi. The values for modulus

of elasticity in Cols. 7 and 8 are shown on the stress-strain diagrams with the straight-

line portion of the curve indicated. Since concrete is not a homogeneous material, the

modulus of elasticity represents an average value calculated within the elastic range on

the stress-strain curve. For this report it appears that the four 1-in gages recorded the

more accurate values for strain in the cylinders for the following reason. Due to apparent

restrictive forces imposed near the top and bottom of the cylinder by the heavy steel

bearing plates, the strain was not evenly distributed along the length of the cylinder

and was greatest at mid-length. By using a 6-in gage the average unit strain over a 6-in

length was recorded, compared to the unit strain over a 1-in length in the vicinity of

highest strain as was recorded by the 1-in gages. Since the mid-point on the cylinder

length is the specified section for calculating the ultimate strength, it seems logical to

accept the values from the 1-in gages as more nearly correct, especially for the smaller

size aggregate used in the manufacture of these pipes.

The strains in the concrete test cylinders at ultimate load ranged from 0.0019 to

0.0027 in per in (Col. 6, Table 3), and the average strain for the 36 cylinders was

0.0023 in per in. The average strain at ultimate load for the 1952 tests was 0.0023 in per

in, and for the 1953 tests it was 0.0024 in per in. It can be seen that there is good

agreement between the average strains at ultimate load for the two series of tests despite

the 1.67 ksi difference in the average ultimate strengths for the two series.

3. Pipe Load at the 0.01-In Crack and Ultimate Pipe Load

The actual pipe loads recorded at the 0.01 -in crack are shown in Col. 3 of Table 2.

The specified loads are tabulated in Col. 2 of the same table. It should be noted that

the specified loads for the extra-strength pipe are SO percent greater than those for the

corresponding standard strength, which is in line with the 50 percent increase in steel

in the extra-strength pipe, as shown in Col. 33 of Table 1.

The 0.01-in crack developed on the inside of the pipe at the top or bottom of every

pipe tested. The crack developed at this point because the moment at the vertical

diameter is approximately twice that at the horizontal diameter.

The tests on the 36, 60 and 84-in pipe afforded an opportunity to study the effect

of the concrete strength on the load required to produce the 0.01-in crack. In each of

these sizes, four specimens of each strength, standard and extra-strength pipe, were

tested and the 0.01-in crack load was plotted against concrete strength on the diagram

of Fig. 83. It can be seen that there was some increase in the 0.01-in crack load in the

pipe with the higher concrete strength. However, this increase was not proportional to

the increase in concrete strength. In general, the compressive stress in the concrete pipe

at the 0.01-in crack load was about 3000 psi, and in the elastic range of the concrete.

As will be shown later, the test data indicate that the tensile stresses in the concrete

were assisting the reinforcement in carrying the load, and hence, any increase in the

tensile strength of the concrete would increase the load required to produce the 0.01-in

crack.

From Col. 4 of Table 2 it can be seen that the actual 0.01-in crack load exceeded

the specified 0.01-in crack load by a greater amount in the smaller pipe than in the

larger pipe. The specified 50 percent increase in reinforcement in the extra-strength pipe

resulted in an increase in the 0.01-in crack load varying from 2.8 percent in 24-in pipe

to 67.1 percent in the 72-in pipe. The increase in steel was most effective in the larger

size pipe. For example, the percentage increases for the 60, 72 and 84-in pipes in the
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1952 series was 65.4, 67.1 and 38.0, respectively, whereas for the 24, 36 and 48-in pipes

in the same series the increase amounted to only 2.8, 32.9 and 41.8 percent, respectively.

The ultimate load and ratio of the ultimate load to the actual 0.01 -in crack load

appear in Cols. 5 and 6 of Table 2. On two pipes, namely 60R31 and 84XR3, the ultimate

and 0.01-in crack loads occurred simultaneously. It should be kept in mind that there

were no mechanical means of measuring the 0.01-in crack and that the human element

may have caused the loads at this crack to be in error a small amount. It is evident

from Col. 6 of Table 2 that the ultimate load for some of the pipes occurred as much as

86 percent beyond the 0.01-in crack load. It can also be seen from Col. 6 that differences

between the 0.01-in crack load and ultimate loads are smaller for the large size pipes

than for the smaller sizes.

A comparison of the ultimate loads for the 36, 60 and 84-in pipes indicates that

a decrease in concrete strength in 1953 caused a substantial decrease in the ultimate

loads (see Cols. 5 and 9 of Table 2).

The ultimate load for the 24, 36, 48 and 84-in extra-strength pipes, 1952 test, was

increased 28.4, 16.4, 9.4 and 15.2 percent, respectively, by the increase in reinforcement,

while the 60 and 72 -in extra-strength pipes showed a decrease of 2.6 and 1.3 percent,

respectively. As can be seen from Col. S of Table 2, the pipe of the 1953 series, Nos.

25-36, incl., show a considerable increase in ultimate load due to extra reinforcement in

the extra-strength pipe.

4. Compressive Strains in Concrete of Pipe

The compressive strains in the concrete of the pipe were determined at the vertical

and horizontal diameters for each 5000-lb increment of pipe load, as shown on Figs. 11,

13, IS, 17, etc., through Fig. 81. For example, the left diagram on these figures shows

the unit strain in each side of the pipe plotted as the abscissa for gage positions as

indicated in section A-A, with the total test machine load in kips plotted as the ordinate.

The center diagram shows unit strain at the top and bottom of the pipe plotted as the

abscissa for the average of gage positions shown in section B-B, with the pipe load

again plotted as the ordinate. It is interesting to note certain things which are in general

true for all the strain curves for compressive concrete. For example, on Fig. 43 it can be

seen that the strains in the top of the pipe are a little larger than those at the bottom.

This is apparently a characteristic of the three-edge-bearing method of loading, where

the two edges at the bottom distribute the load in such a manner as to cause smaller

strains at this point than at the top where the bearing is all on one edge. From Fig. 43

it can also be seen that the strains in the top or bottom are considerably larger than

those at the sides. For example, the average strain in the sides at the ultimate load is

0.00043 in per in, while the average for top and bottom is 0.00095 in per in. These

strains represent a compressive stress in the concrete of 1400 psi and 3250 psi as deter-

mined from the test cylinder stress-strain curve, and it should be noted that these

stresses are well within the ultimate strength of 5990 psi for the concrete and within

the elastic range for this particular pipe.

The strains obtained at the three gage positions for measuring compressive strains

in the concrete at the top of the pipe were in good agreement, indicating that the load

was evenly distributed across the length of the pipes during testing.

The 0.01-in crack load has been shown on all compressive concrete strain diagrams.

For pipe 60R32 (Fig. 43) the strain at the top of the pipe at the 0.01-in crack was

0.00055 in per in, amounting to a stress of approximately 1800 psi. The compressive

strains in the concrete at the 0.01-in crack are shown for the top and sides of all pipes

in Cols. 2 and 3 of Table 3. In the top the strains varied from 0.00040 to 0.00120 in
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per in. The average for the 1952 test was 0.00081, and for 1953 it was 0.00068 in per in.

In the sides of the pipe the average strain varied from 0.00023 to 0.00062 in per in,

and the average values for 1952 and 1953 tests were 0.00044 and 0.00041 in per in,

respectively. It can be seen that the strains in the sides did not vary as much from 1952

to 1953 as the strains in the top. It should be noted that the average strains in the top

were 84 percent greater than those in the sides for the first 24 pipes, and 66 percent

greater for the additional 12 pipes.

It can be seen from the compressive strain diagrams that in some pipes the com-

pressive strains in the concrete at the ultimate load exceeded the ultimate strains in the

test cylinders.

5. Tensile Strains in Reinforcement of Pipe •

The tensile strains in the reinforcement of the pipe were determined at the vertical

and horizontal diameters for each 5000-lb increment of pipe load, as shown on Figs. 12,

14, 16, 18, etc., through Fig. 82. On these figures the left diagram shows the unit tensile

strain in the sides of the pipe for the gage positions shown in section A-A, and in the

center diagram shows the unit tensile strains for the top and bottom of the pipes for

gage positions indicated in section B-B. The small variation of tensile strains recorded

by the gages shown in section B-B clearly incHcates that distribution of the test machine

load was uniform throughout the pipe length. Fig. 66 is typical of the strains recorded

in the elliptical reinforcement of each pipe, and it can be seen that the strains in the

sides are considerably less than those in the top or bottom. The strains at the ultimate

load for this particular pipe were not recorded since the traces went off the oscillogram

;

however, it can be seen that at the 0.01-in crack load the average tensile strain in the

top and bottom was about 0.0022 in per in, and comparison of this strain with the

stress-strain curve for the sample reinforcement would indicate that the strains in the

steel of this pipe were beyond the proportional limit and in the plastic range. From the

stress-strain curve on Fig. 66 a strain of 0.0022 in per in is equivalent to a unit tensile

stress of about 44.0 ksi, which is in good agreement with the yield stress indicated in

Col. 14 of Table 2 for pipe 72XR5. Pipe 84R9 has the same size and type reinforcement

as the example cited above, and it can be seen from the center diagram of Fig. 74 thit

an average strain of 0.0038 in per in for the top and bottom was recorded at the 0.01-in

crack load. This strain is equivalent to a tensile stress of approximately 44.5 ksi, which

is in good agreement with the yield stress in Col. 14 of Table 2 and is in the upper

yielding range, as can be seen from the stress-strain curve (Fig. 74).

The complete range of tensile strains at the 0.01-in crack load is shown in Cols. 4

and 5 of Table 3 for the top and sides of each pipe. The strains at the top of the pipe

varied from 0.00065 in per in to greater than 0.005 in per in, as indicated by the plus

signs. In some pipe, such as 24R10 (see Fig. 12), the traces were off the oscillogram

before the 0.01-in crack load was reached, but extension of the curves clearly indicates

that the strains would have been over 0.005 in per in. The average tensile strain in the

reinforcement at the top for all pipe was 0.0026 in per in at the 0.01-in crack, and in

general it can be said that the stress at this strain was approximately equal to the yield

point of the steel. The strains in the sides of the pipe ranged from 0.00015 to 0.00087 in

per in, with an average of 0.00040 in per in. It is interesting to note that the average

strain in the steel at the top was 6.5 times greater than the average tensile strain in the

sides. It is apparent from these data that the yield point of the steel is the principal

factor in the development of the 0.01-in crack in the pipe.

The effect which the yielding of the reinforcement has on the load capacity of a pipe

beyond the 0.01-in crack is illustrated by the left diagram of Fig. 84. In this diagram
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the total average bending moments for the top, bottom and sides of pipe 84XR2S are

plotted as the abscissa and the total pipe load is represented by the ordinate. The
moments were calculated for a barrel section of the pipe 8 in by 48-in, which included

twelve 54-in bars with an average cover of 1% in of concrete. The section was treated

the same as for a concrete beam reinforced for tension, and the value for jd was com-
puted, assuming the modulus of elasticity for steel equal to 30,000,000 psi, and using

a ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel to that of concrete equal to 8, as recom-

mended in the AREA Specifications for Design of Plain and Reinforced Concrete Mem-
bers. The effect which the yielding of the reinforcement had on the moment at the ver-

tical diameter is apparent from the small increase in bending moment between the

0.01-in crack and the ultimate load on the pipe. It can be seen that this increase was
only 2.5 ft kips, while at the horizontal diameter the bending moment increase was 11.5 ft

kips.

As a point of interest, the comparison of recorded and calculated stresses in tensile

reinforcement has been reprinted in this report, with the inclusion of data on three

reinforced concrete culvert pipes, as shown in Fig. 85. This diagram was described in full

in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 260. It is interesting to note that the

three curves for concrete pipe fall closer to the theoretical 4S-deg dash line than other

test results, signifying that the concrete on the tension side of the neutral axis of the

relatively thin pipe section is not taking as much tension as did the tensile concrete in

the specimens previously shown. For example, in pipe 84R24, when the recorded stress

in the reinforcement was 9.0 ksi the calculated stress was 18.0 ksi in the pipe and 24.0 ksi

in the ACI laboratory specimens. However, it is quite apparent that the tensile strength

of the concrete in the pipe is helping the reinforcement resist the tensile forces to some

extent. As the yield point of the steel is reached and the concrete begins to crack the

ratio of the recorded and calculated stresses approaches unity.

6. Tensile Strains in the Concrete of Pipe

The tensile strains in the concrete were measured simultaneously with the tensile

strains in the reinforcement bars in the top, bottom and sides of the first 24 pipes

tested. As explained previously under discussion of tensile strains in reinforcement, the

recorded stresses were appreciably lower than the calculated stresses, with an explanation

that the concrete was carrying part of the tensile stresses.

The relation between the measured tensile strains in the concrete and in the rein-

forcement for pipes 1-24, incl., is shown in Table 4. The values shown represent the

ratio of the strain in the reinforcement to the strain in the concrete at the top of the

pipe, and it should be mentioned that the strains in the reinforcement were not corrected

for the difference in distance from the neutral axis. A ratio of 1 indicates that the strains

are the same, while a ratio of 1.5 indicates that the strain in the reinforcement is 50

percent greater than that in the concrete. A study of Table 4 indicates that in some

of the pipes the strains in the reinforcement were much greater than the strains in the

concrete. For example, there was excellent agreement between concrete and reinforce-

ment strains in pipes 72XR5, 60R22, and 60XR1, but in the smaller size pipes, such as

48XR21 and 36XR17, the reinforcement strains were much greater. For pipe 60XR4,

it can be seen that the strains in the concrete are larger than the strains in the reinforce-

ment, and theoretically this should be true since the strains in the concrete were measured

at a greater distance from the neutral axis than the strains in the reinforcement. It is

interesting to note from Table 4 that the ratio of strain in the reinforcement to strain

in the concrete for the 60, 72 and 84-in pipes is fairly uniform, and that the ratios for
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the 72 and 84-in pipes varied only from 0.95 to 1.62, while the ratios for the 24, 36

and 48-in pipes varied considerably. The exceedingly high ratios obtained on the 24, 36

and 48-in pipes are apparently due to the fact that the reinforcement is yielding, and as

previously discussed the concrete helps resist the tensile strains by a decreasing amount

until the yield point of the reinforcing bars is reached. The good agreement with a ratio

of 1 obtained on the 60, 72 and 84-in pipes can be attributed to the fact that the strains

in the reinforcement were within the proportional limit for most of the ratios shown.

7. AREA Design Curves

From the AREA specifications for reinforced concrete culvert pipe, the equations

given for computing the bending moments at the ends of the vertical and horizontal

diameters for a concentrated load at the top and bottom are M = + 0.159 WD and

M =:— 0.091 WD, respectively, where W is equal to the total load on the upper or

lower half of the pipe and D is equal to the mean diameter of the pipe. Since the three-

edge-bearing method of loading closely approximates the concentrated method of load-

ing, the above equations were used to compute the AREA curves shown for the top,

bottom and sides on Figs. 11-82, incl. The total moments at the ends of the vertical

and horizontal diameters were computed for each pipe. The neutral axes for the barrel

sections were computed and, using the specified size and amount of reinforcement, the

theoretical tensile strains in the reinforcement and compressive strain in the concrete were

calculated, making the same assumptions relative to values of Es and Ec as were

explained previously under tensile strains in the reinforcement of pipe.

A study of the coefficients in the formula M = CWD was made for pipe 84XR25,

using the bending moment determined from the recorded strain at various pipe loads.

At each 5000-lb increment the total load on the pipe (W) times the mean diameter (D)

was divided into the actual bending moment. The results of this study are shown on

Fig. 84. The left diagram, as explained previously, represents the actual total average

bending moment at the ends of the vertical and horizontal diameters for a complete

range of loads. The center diagram illustrates what the actual value for the coefficient

"C" in the formula M ^= CWD would be for the bending moments shown for the hori-

zontal diameters in the left diagram. For example, at a load of 35 kips the bending

moment at the horizontal diameter was 15.0 ft kips, and this moment divided by

WD {W = 35 kips, D =^ 7.67 ft) equals 0.055, as can be seen from the center diagram.

In the same manner the values in the right diagram were computed for the vertical

diameter. The coefficient "C" for the AREA design moments has been indicated on the

center and right diagrams. It is interesting to note that the AREA design Une (see right

diagram. Fig. 84) crosses the coefficient curve at a load of about 65 kips, which is in

excellent agreement with the load at which the AREA design curve crosses the average

strain curve for the reinforcement at the vertical diameter of pipe 84XR25 (see center

diagram of Fig. 76).

The coefficients for the other pipes could be determined in a similar manner and

the data used for the determination of the carrying capacity of intermediate size pipe

or ultimate design for lighter or heavier loads.

8. Absorption Specimens

The results of tests on 36 pre-cast absorption specimens and 24 specimens cut from

pipe are shown in Cols. 22-26, incl., of Table 2. From Col. 23 it can be seen that the

absorption in the pre-cast specimens varied from 3.3 to 5.0 percent, which was only 41

to 63 percent of the maximum allowable absorption of 8 percent. The pipe specimens
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ranged from 4.0 to 6.3 percent absorption, which was SO to 79 percent of the maximum
specified 8 percent. It is apparent that the concrete in the pipe will actually absorb more

moisture than indicated by the pre-cast absorption specimens.

G. CONCLUSIONS

The tests on these 36 reinforced concrete culvert pipes afforded an opportunity to

compare full-size strength tests with the tentative AREA specifications from which the

pipes were manufactured. The opportunity to investigate the type of failure by taking

strain measurements in the concrete and reinforcement of these pipes was also afforded.

From the results of these tests it appears reasonable to draw the following

conclusions:

1. Reinforced concrete culvert pipe made in accordance with the proposed AREA
specifications will exceed the load requirements to produce a 0.01-in crack.

2. The 1-in gages on the test cylinders recorded higher strains than the 6-in gages.

3. The load to produce a 0.01-in crack was increased slightly by an increase in

concrete strength.

4. The 0.01-in crack load was increased by the additional reinforcement in the

extra-strength pipe.

5. The ultimate load on the pipe was increased by an increase in concrete strength.

6. The ultimate load on the pipe was increased by the additional reinforcement

in the extra-strength pipe.

7. The concrete in the pipe at ultimate load usually failed by crushing or by shear

after yielding of the steel took place.

8. The concrete and steel strains were considerably smaller in the sides of the

pipe than those in the top and bottom.

9. The concrete and steel strains were slightly larger in the top of the pipe than

those in the bottom.

10. The tensile strains in the reinforcement were in the plastic range at the 0.01-in

crack load.

11. The concrete and reinforcement were acting partially as a composite section

until the yield point of the steel was reached, with the concrete resisting part

of the tensile stresses.

12. In the larger size pipes there existed a more complete interaction between the

concrete and reinforcement tensile strains than in the smaller size pipes.
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TABLE 3

REINFORCED CONCRETE CULVERT PIPE TESTS
SUMMARY OF RECORDED STRAINS IN CONCRETE
AND REINFORCEMENT AND VALUES OF Ec-
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TABLE 4

REINFORCED CONCRETE CULVERT PIPE TESTS

COMPARISON OF TENSILE STRAINS
IN CONCRETE AND REINFORCEMENT BARS

:i.
O PC

BOTTOM

o o o o o

ooo 'OOOOO
\br

LOCATION OF GAGES

symbol: i-IN SR-4 GAGES ON STEEL
'

I
- IN SR-4 GAGES ON CONCRETE

(24'; 36", a 48" PIPE)

6 -IN SR-4 GAGES ON CONCRETE
(60", 72", 8 84" PIPE)

NOTE: STEEL STRAINS USED ARE AVERAGE OF 3 GAGES.

REINFORCEMENT BARS
RATIO OF STRAINS • -

CONCRETE
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Fig. 1—General view of test machine and electrical strain gage equipment.

Fig. 2—Electrical strain gage equipment.
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Fig. 4—View of con-
crete specimens for
absorbtion test.

Fig. 5—View of
loading beam and
block.

Fig. 6 — Recess in

concrete pipe for at-

tachment of SR-4 wire
gages to reinforce-
ment.
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Fig. 8—General view of 84-in standard-
strength pipe.
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Fig, 9—Views of 36-in extra-strength pipe.
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Features in the Selection of Weight of Rail for New or

Rehabilitated Lines*

By C. J. Code
Engineer of Tests, Maintenance of Way

Pennsylvania Railroad

The principal features to be considered in the selection of the weight of rail for a

new or rehabilitated line will be:

1. The type and axle loading of motive power and cars;

2. The physical characteristics of the line;

3. The type, intensity and speed of traffic.

Given these controlling factors a reasonable decision should be possible, which will

result in minimum annual total cost of maintenance with a satisfactory condition of

line and surface.

1. Minimum Rail Section to Carry Required Loads

It is assumed that a decision has already been reached as to the type of locomotives

and cars which will be used. With information as to the axle loading and spacing of

axles, a calculation may be made of the maximum bending moment to be carried by

the rail for several assumed rail sections and assumed values of the modulus of elasticity

of track support.^ This involves a further assumption as to the type of ballast to be uged.

In making this calculation for diesel locomotives, no information is needed for the

locomotive other than the axle loading and spacing. For steam locomotives a chart

should be prepared showing the combined downward forces on the main driver due to

centrifugal force (dynamic augment), main rod thrust due to steam, and main rod

thrust due to inertia of reciprocating parts. These forces should be combined with the

static loading and considered in relation to the static and dynamic loacUng on the other

wheels of the locomotive in order to arrive at a close approximation of the maximum
bending moment due to the locomotive.

The bending moment or the bending stress arrived at by this calculation should be

increased by SO percent to allow for impact, and the resultant stress should be not more

than 35,000 psi. Several rail sections will probably meet this requirement. Assuming

75 percent of this bending moment to be carried by the joint bars, a calculation should

be made of the bending stress in joint bars. A combination of rail section and joint bar

section which gives a bending stress of 45,000 psi or less in the joint bars, and 35,000 psi

or less in the rail, including impact, should be considered as satisfactory from a stress

analysis point of view.

Nothing has been said in the foregoing about the stress condition under cars. With

ordinary types of cars and lading, the cars are a secondary factor in rail stress. However,

if the type of traffic includes special cars with heavy axle loads, a calculation of rail

stress should be made for these as well as for the locomotives.

The working stress of 35,000 psi used above for rail gives a factor of safety of

approximately 2 with respect to the yield point of rail steel and is also close to the

* This paper was awarded the $1000 U. S. Steel Cor{>oration award for the best paper on the
subject presented to the Eighth Pan American Railway Congress, held at Washington, D. C, June 1953.

^Method given in Timoshenko, Strength of Materials, Vol. 2, pp. 1 to 11. Values of K^IOOO
for cinders. ISOO for gravel, and 2000 or 2SO0 for stone have been used with reasonable results.
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fatigue endurance limit of such steel when not in the presence of excessive corrosion.

It will be noted that this factor of safety must also take care of any loss in section of

the rail due to wear on the head. A working stress of 45,000 psi for joint bars gives a

factor of safety of 1.5 to 1.8 for quenched carbon steel joint bars. This working stress

is admittedly high, but by comparison with present practice gives reasonable results.

A lower working stress should give longer joint bar life.

The factor of SO percent for impact is more or less of a generalization and takes

into account not only true impact, but other variations in the wheel load from the

nominal amount due to irregularities in track surface, super-elevation on curves, irregular

action of spring rigging, wheel tread condition, etc. It has been found from practical

experience, including stress measurements, to be a reasonably close assumption.

Wheel loads of diesel locomotives are generally more uniform than those of steam.

Dynamic augment is not a factor in connection with them, so that presumably a higher

static load may be permitted without the development of excessive rail stresses. It must

be recognized, however, that these higher loads are repeated more frequently at any one

point in the track structure than are the maximum loads from a steam locomotive, which,

being due to combined static and dynamic loading, reach their maximum only once in

every wheel revolution. From the point of view of fatigue or repeated stress, it may
thus be found that on branch lines with light rails the diesel locomotive with a wheel

load of 30,000 lb may cause more rail damage than a steam locomotive with a wheel

load of 27,000 lb static, but with a combined static and dynamic load approaching

45,000 lb or more.

We have not considered stresses in the rail such as web stress and concentrated

pressures on the rail head. Web stress is principally a matter of good rail design. Con-

centrated pressures on the rail head are present and damaging regardless of the rail

section and can only be controlled by proper relationship between wheel diameter and

load.

The above consideration will indicate the minimum rail section which may be used

without fear of excessive rail or joint bar failures, and without excessive joint deflection.

Let us say that based on the above calculation it is found that any rail section llS-lb

and over will be satisfactory. Considerations of alinement and other physical charac-

tertistics, and of traffic may indicate that a section heavier than 11 5 -lb will be desirable.

2. Physical Characteristics

If the alinement includes many curves of 3 deg and over, curve wear will be a

factor in rail replacements and a rail with a heavy head will be more desirable than

one of the sections with a thin head.

If the grades are such that there will be a considerable amount of helper service,

this should be taken into account, as the frequent locomotive movements will wear out

the rail and break down surface more rapidly than otherwise.

No doubt, on the projected line, all possible precautions will be taken to provide

good subgrade conditions, but if there are any soft spots remaining which cannot be

cured, they should be taken into account in determining the rail section, as a rail with

more girder strength will carry the track with less deflection across the poor subgrade

condition.

The type of ballast available on an economic basis is an important factor in deter-

mining the modulus of elasticity of track support. If only a poor quality of ballast is

available, it may be necessary to use a heavier rail in order to spread the load better

on the ballast.
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3. Type of Traffic

The density, speed and character of traffic will be the final factor in determining

what weight of rail shall be used. For densities of traffic up to 10,000,000 gross tons

annually, rail weighing llS-lb per yd should be adequate. For densities of traffic between

10,000,000 and 20,000,000 gross tons annually, one of the sections weighing in the vicinity

of 130-lb per yd, such as 132 RE or 133 RE should be chosen. For densities of traffic

from 20,000,000 to 35,000,000 gross tons annually, or in territory where there are many
sharp curves with traffic 10,000,000 to 20,000,000 gross tons annually, 140-lb rail will

give better results. If the traffic exceeds 35,000,000 gross tons it is probable that ISS-lb

rail will be found economical.

The above assumes combined freight and passenger traffic to be handled at relatively

high speed, say 50 to 60 mph for freight and 70 to 80 mph for passenger trains.

If passenger traffic is not present, or if it is of such character that it may be

handled at low speed, say SO mph, the rail section assigned above to the next lower grade

of traffic can be used, although if the traffic exceeds 40,000,000 gross tons annually, it will

probably be found economical to use 15S-lb rail even without passenger traffic. If the

Fme is short or conditions otherwise are such that the freight traffic may be handled

at very low speeds, such as IS mph, it will be possible to drop down another step in

the scale of tonnages. Under such conditions very little attention need be paid to line

and surface ; the hazard of serious accident due to derailment is relatively small and

traffic interruptions due to broken rails or joint bars will be of relatively little

importance.

We assigned no place in our scale to 100-lb or 90-lb rail, both of which rail sections

are still available and still purchased on some lines in this country. In stepping down

the scale to take account of lower speeds and lower classes of traffic, as indicated above,

these two sections should take their place relatively below the 115-lb section. However,

in any case where consideration is being given to the use of 100-lb or 90-lb rail, the

possible consequences in excessive stressing of joint bars where heavy modern motive

power is used should be given serious consideration. In most cases with modern motive

power, rails lighter than 115-lb per yd will be found to give, theoretically at least,

excessive joint bar stresses, if not excessive rail stresses.

There may well be cases on lines carrying heavy or high-speed passenger traffic

where the use of a rail section one step, or even two steps, up the scale from the section

indicated by the traffic volume may be justified in order to give the desired stability of

line and surface. Such a decision will undoubtedly be based on experience in handling

such traffic on existing lines.

4. General

This discussion presupposes that new rail must be purchased for the line in question.

If this line is part of an existing railroad from which cropped or other relayer rail may

be drawn, the decision as to the rail section to be used in the proposed line will be

weighted by considerations as to the type and condition of relayer rail available. The

decision as to section, and as to the use of new or relayer rail with then be based on a

comparison with the results obtained on existing lines of similar traffic.

The principles set forth are intended to apply primarily to the selection of rail for

new or rehabilitated fines, as the the title indicates. With respect to existing lines now

under operation, experience will be the governing factor, although, if it is proposed to

run new motive power or cars with heavier axle loads over an existing line with light

rail, a stress calculation should be made and consideration given to the possible results

of such operation.
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Report on Assignment 4

Effect of Higher Speed on Railway Revenues, Operating

Expenses and Charges to Capital Account

J. M. Fox (chairman, subcommittee), J. T. Fitzgerald, W. M. Jaekle, F. N. Nvc, M. D.
Robb, R. F. Spars, L. K. Sillcox, C. W. Sooby, G. H. Tilson.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

PART 2—MERCHANDISE FREIGHT SERVICE

In the previous progress report submitted by this committee and pubhshed in Bulle-

tin 490, November 1950, page 207, under the heading—High Schedule Speeds, the state-

ment was made that with a top speed of 65 mph and 1000 tons of trailing load on level

tangent track, a locomotive capacity of 2450 hp is required, which compares with 1160

hp required at 45 mph and 3750 hp required for 80 mph maximum speeds. This referred

to the drawbar pull horsepower and not the diesel engine horsepower, which latter

would be the proper measure when considering speed in relation to investment.

At higher speeds a greater percentage of the diesel engine horsepower is required

to propel the locomotive, which leaves less horsepower available at the drawbar. It is

felt that a detailed explanation of how this fact is determined would be of interest to

those reading this report.

On level tangent track, l500-hp diesel units, working either singly or combined,

would produce drawbar horsepower at the various speeds shown in Table 1 at the end

of this report.

In calculating the tractive effort shown in Col. 3 of Table 1, it was assumed that

82 percent of the diesel engine horsepower is available at the rim of wheel, a fi'jure

generally accepted.

Locomotive resistance, shown in Col. 5, is calculated by the well-known Davis

formulas:

Leading Unit

—

29 0.288F=
R = 1.3 +-f^ + 0.03V ^ T^iV

Trailing Unit

—

29 0.0408F'R= 1.3+-^ + 0.03V + ^^
Where R = Resistance in pounds per ton.

W= Weight per axle in tons= 28.75

N = Number of axles = 4

V = Speed in miles per hour

Now let us consider the diesel engine horsepower required at these various speeds

to haul 1000 tons trailing, consisting of cars with 4-wheel trucks having an average

weight of 32.5 tons (about the average for this type of merchandise traffic).

From the following Davis formula the car resistance per ton is calculated for a 32.5-

ton gross weight of car.

29 0.044F-
R = l.3+^ + 0.04SF -f ^^
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Where R = Resistance in pounds per ton.

W = Weight per axle in tons = 8.125

N = Number of axles = 4

V = Speed in miles per hour

These calculations produce per ton resistances at the various speeds for level

tangent track as follows:

At 25 mph 6.840 lb
" 35 " 8.102 "

" 45 " 9.636 "
" 55 " 11.439 "
" 65 " 13.625 "

Using these values and the values of drawbar pull given in Col. 6, Table 1, we
arrive at the number of tons trailing which can be handled by single or multiple-unit

diesel locomotives of 1500 diesel horsepower each, as shown for level tangent track in

Table 2.

For the several grades shown in Table 2, the grade resistance of the locomotive was

added to the locomotive resistance shown in Col. 5, Table 1. and this was subtracted

from the tractive effort shown in Col. 3, Table 1, to arrive at the drawbar pull available

on the specific grade at the speed indicated. This drawbar pull figure is then divided

by the car resistance per ton plus the grade resistance per ten of car to arrive at the

trailing tons which could be hauled at the speed shown on the several grades.

The lesser value of the diesel engine horsepower required per 1000 tons trailing at

any of these speeds, with an increase in the number of diesel units, is reflected per-

centagewise in the decreased effect of head-end resistance.

Table No. 2 shows that where one unit will haul almost 1000 tons at 45 mph on

level tangent track, it requires more than 2 units to haul a similar weight train at

65 mph.

The speed which it was desired to maintain en the ruling gradient over which train

would operate would largely determine the number of units to be used. For instance,

with a minimum speed of 25 mph on a 0.4 grade, 1 unit could handle a 1000-ton train

trailing. If it was felt that 35 mph should be the minimum speed on this grade, then 2

units would be required and these same 2 units could haul a similar train at between

55 mph and 65 mph on level tangent track.

Similarly, with a 3 -unit train operating at a minimum speed of 35 mph on a grade

of 0.8 percent with 1000 tons trailing, this same train could attain a speed of over

65 mph on level tangent track.

The capital expenditures involved in increasing the speed were discussed in Bulletin

490, but it has here been clearly demonstrated that improvement in actual running time

requires large capital outlays, and it is apparent, therefore, that for economy the maxi-

mum speed should be kept as low as can be done consistently and still meet competitive

delivery by truck.

The previous report then should be amplified to show that for a top speed of 65

mph on level tangent track producing an average speed of about 35 mph, with one

intermediate stop of 40 min every 100 miles, 4 diesel units with a capacity of 3311 diesel

engine horsepower per 1000 tons of trailing load are needed, which compares with one

1563 diesel engine horsepower unit required for 45 mph top speed, producing an average

speed of about 27.7 mph, with one 40-min stop every 100 miles.

The above analysis clearly demonstrates that to meet competitive schedules, the

elimination of delays enroute, rather than increases in the top speed operated, would

produce the result desired with greater economy of operation.
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Economy of Heavier Car Loading

While beyond the scope of the subject-matter assigned to this subcommittee, it is

interesting to determine the economies in diesel engine horsepower per 1000 tons trailing

which can be obtained by increasing loading of cars.

In the previous calculations we have used an average weight of car of 32.5 tons.

While this is approximately correct for the average weight of car carrying this type of

commodity on all runs, there are unquestionably large variations where particular runs

are being considered, and it is of interest to see the effect that different weights of cars

have on the value of the diesel engine horsepower per 1000 tons trailing required.

We will again confine our calculations to the same 45 and 65 mph maximum speeds.

First we develop the drawbar pull per 1000 diesel engine horsepower required for

1, 2, 3 and 4 diesel units. (See Table 3.)

It will be noted that the drawbar pull for level tangent is taken from Col. 6,

Table 1.

For the different ascending grades at various speeds the grade resistance of the

locomotive units reduces the level tangent drawbar pull to the figure shown.

Let us assume for the rest of this development that the values of 4 units apply,

for example

—

4 units at 45 mph on 0.4 ascending grade—5801 lb

Drawbar pull required per 1000 diesel engine horsepower.

(Col. 8).

4 units at 65 mph on 0.4 ascending grade—3502 lb

Drawbar pull required per 1000 diesel engine horsepower.

(Col. 8).

The figures designated by an asterisk, for the grade on which operating at the speed

shown, are used in each case.

From the Davis formula previously given, the resistance of 1000 tons traihng of

various weight cars, and consequently the drawbar pull required to haul this tonnage,

can be determined, and from these values and the above values of drawbar pull per

1000 hp, the diesel engine horsepower required can be derived. This is shown in Table 4

for level tangent, and ascending grades from 0.2 to 0.8, incl.

The calculations in Table 4 are based on a freight-type unit of 1500 diesel engine

horsepower weighing 115 tons, with about 82 percent of the diesel engine horsepower

being available at the rim of the drivers or at the rail.

Table 4 clearly indicates the value of increasing the loading of cars to effect

economies at any speed or on any grade operated, and these economies are most

pronounced at the higher speeds on the lightest grade.
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LEVEL - UiJOEOT TRACK

No. of
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(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Types of corrosion in railway water and fuel service.

Progress reported, without formal report.

^. Federal and state regulations pertaining to railway sanitation, collaborating

with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.
Progress report, submitted as information page 356

4. Mechanics of foaming and carry-over in locomotive boilers.

Progress report, submitted as information page 356

5. New developments in water conditioning for diesel locomotive cooHng

systems.

Progress report, submitted as information page 359

6. Railway waste disposal.

Progress report, submitted as information page 360

7. Developments in treatment of water by the ion-exchange method.

Final report, offered as information page 361

8. Railway sewage disposal facilities.

Final report, offered for approval and inclusion in the Manual page 367

0. Disinfectants, deodorants, fumigants and cleaning materials.

Progress reported, without formal report.

The Committee on Water, Oil and S/jsjitation Services,

G. E. Martin, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 511, November 1953.
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Report on Assignment 3

Federal and State Regulations Pertaining to Railway Sanitation,

Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR

H. W. Van Hovenberg (chairman, subcommittee), B. W. DeGeer, R. S. Glynn, H. E.

Graham, S. H. Hailev, T. L. Hendrix, Jr., A. W. Johnson, G. F. Metzdorf, J. M.
Short, D. C. Teal, R. E. Wachter, J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

This is a report of progress, presented as information.

Your committee summarizes for this year the activities of the Joint Committee on

Railway Sanitation, AAR, composed of representatives of the Engineering and Mechanical

Divisions ; the Medical and Surgical Section, Operating-Transportation Division ; the

U. S. Public Health Service; and the Department of National Health and Welfare of

Canada.

The office of Sanitation Research and Development, AAR, the organization which

succeeded the Sanitation Research Project, has been established on a permanent basis and

is now functioning under the Coordinating Committee on Physical Research, AAR.
Eugene Reeves was employed July 1, 1953, as assistant director, reporting to R. S.

Glynn, director.

A special subcommittee, acting for the Joint Committee, has supervised the activities

of the office of Sanitation Research and Development and has made recommendations

for its maintenance and budget for 1954. It has included in its proposed activities the

continuation of a general survey of railroad departments handling sanitation activities

and related matters
;
progress in development of the sphincter valve and solenoid flush

lock; study of dining car refrigeration; progress information on nonfreezing hydrants;

potable water survey of passenger-carrying equipment; continued study of garbage

grinders for disposal of dining car waste; investigation of certain equipment and prod-

ucts offered for use in sanitation or industrial waste disposal ; and the maintaining of

contacts with public health departments, member railroads and others.

The Joint Committee continues to be the point of contact with the Public Health

Service on matters of general sanitation affecting railroads. Your representatives on the

Joint Committee are T. L. Hendrix, Jr., J. E. Wiggins, Jr., and H. W. Van Hovenberg,

the last named serving also as the engineering representative on the special subcom-

mittee.

Report on Assignment 4

Mechanics of Foaming and Carry-over in Locomotive Boilers

R. M. Stimmel (chairman, subcommittee), M. R. Bost, I. C. Brown, R. E. Coughlan,
C. E. Fisher, T. W. Hislop, Jr., H. M. Hoffmeister, W. C. King, H. L. McMulhn,
H. M. Schudlich, H. M. Smith, E. L. E. Zahm.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The last report of Committee 13 on this assignment was in 1952. That report was

concerned principally with the use of chemicals new to the field of foam prevention,

which had been used as antifoams in locomotive boilers for about a decade. Since 1952

only a limited amount of additional information on the subject has been made available.

The report for this year will be a summary of progress in foam prevention in locomotive

bo'lers, together with a short bibliography on steam contamination.
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Three types of carry-over in boilers have been identified, namely
;
priming, foaming,

and by droplets. Of these, the most serious on railroads has been foaming. Prior to about

1940 the only method widely used to alleviate foaming troubles was the replacement of

concentrated boiler water with fresh water by using the blow-off system. Only one

chemical, castor oil, was used extensively for the prevention of foaming. However, castor

oil decomposed at boiler water temperatures and saponified in alkaline waters, so its use

was extensive only in "bad" water territories where excessive amounts of boiler blow

down would have been required otherwise. Mechanical devices were also tried out to

prevent carry-over but were not widely used.

Marked improvement in foam prevention has resulted from the use of the new type

antifoams, the polyamids and polyethylene glycols. These chemicals do not decompose

as rapidly as castor oil under boiler conditions and do not cause "compound dirty" boil-

ers. They have been used, therefore, not only in bad water territories to relieve excessive

blow down demands but also extensively to produce a drier and cleaner steam.

Although the new antifoams are generally very satisfactory, certain substances inter-

fere with their proper action. Interfering substances include magnesium and certain other

ions, algae, soap, sludge and low pH. Tannins and lignins may offset the interfering

action of magnesium. If possible, algae should be removed before water is furnished for

use. Sludge and pH are controlled by proper blow down and treatment.

Wetting agents have been mentioned as a source of interference with antifoam

reagents but there is little practical data yet available to substantiate this possibility.

In some cases one material might function as a wetting agent at atmospheric pressure

and show antifoam activity at super-atmospheric pressures. The designation of wetting

agent or detergent does not necessarily imply that the material is a foaming agent, but

substances that react with boiler water alkalinity to form soap tend to stabilize foam.

Under dieselization numerous railroads have closed water treating facilities and yet

have a limited number of steam locomotives for which treatment and antifoamin^

chemicals are desirable. Complete treatments containing antifoam reagents and tender

tank equipment for the application of these chemicals are available for use in such cases.

The new type antifoams have also become necessary for the prevention of foaming in

certain types of steam generators on diesel locomotives.

An exhaustive bibliography on steam contamination has been prepared by the Joint

Research Committee on Boiler Feedwater Studies, and if not already available will be

made available, together with index, by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

A few references of recent date on steam contamination that are of interest in the study

of foaming of locomotive boiler water are listed following:

1. Mechanics of Foaming and Carry-Over in Locomotive Boilers, R. M. Stimmel,

et al. Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 53, 1952, pp.

251-252.

2. Organic Synergists in Foam Control, by C. M. Bodach and L. O. Gunderson,

Proceedings of the Midwest Power Conference, Chicago, April 4-6, 1951, Vol. 13, pp.

257-262.

3. The Development of Organics for Water Treatment, by J. A. Holmes, Proceedings

of the Midwest Power Conference, Chicago, April 4-6, 1951, Vol. 13, pp. 238-245.

4. Test Effectiveness of Organic Synergists in Foam Control, by L. O. Gunderson
and C. M. Bodach, Railway Engineering and Maintenance, Vol. 47, May, 1951, pp.

447-448.

5. With the Use of Approved Chemicals in Locomotive Feedwater for Purpose of

Reducing the Blowdown and Carrying Higher Solids in Boiler Water, What, If any,
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Adverse and Detrimental Effects Are Experienced from These Increased Solids, by F. E.

Godwin and H. M. Schudlich, et al. Proceedings of the Master Boiler Makers' Associa-

tion, 1951, pp. 94-111.

6. The Inhibition of Foaming, by Sydney Ross, Engineering and Science Studies,

No. 63, 1950, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y.

7. Treating Feedv/ater for Railway Diesel Steam Generators, by John F. Wilkes,

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1950 Semi-Annual Meeting, paper No. 50-

SA-18 (mimeographed).

8. High Speed Motion Picture Study of Steam Formation Phenomena, by Lewis O.

Gunderson and C. M. Bodach, Proceedings of the Midwest Power Conference, Vol. 11,

1949, pp. 26S-272.

9. Diagnosis of Carryover Problems by Proper Plant Test Procedures, by J. A.

Holmes, Proceedings of the Midwest Power Conference, Vol. 11, 1949, pp. 273-278.

10. Chemical Antifoaming Agents, by Sydney Ross, Chemical Industries, Vol. 64,

May 1949 pp. 757-759.

11. Polyamide Antifoams. 1. Relation Between Chemical Constitution and Effective-

ness, by A. L. Jacoby, Journal of Physical and Colloid Chemistry, Vol. 52, April 1948,

pp. 689-694.

12. Polyamide Foam Inhibitors; Mechanism of Foam Inhibition in Steam Genera-

tors, by Lewis O. Gunderson and W. L. Denman, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,

Vol. 40, August 1948, pp. 1363-1370.

13. Steam Bubble Formation; Effects of Heating Surface and Use of Antifoams,

by A. L. Jacoby and L. C. Bischmann, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 40,

August 1948, pp. 1360-1363.

14. Foaming and Carry-Over in Boilers, by Russell W. Seniff, Journal of the Ameri-

can Water Works Association, Vol. 40, September 1948, pp. 961-970.

15. Discussion—Improvement of Steam Quality, by A. L. Jacoby and W. H. Thomp-
san, by R. C. Bardwell, Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Water Conference of the

Society of Engineers of Western Pennsylvania, January 1947, pp. 37-38.

16. Improvement of Steam Quality, by A. L. Jacoby and W. H. Thompson, Pro-

ceedings of the Seventh Annual Water Conference of the Society of Engineers of Western

Pennsylvania, January 1947, pp. 31-41.

17. Foaming in Boilers Can Be Economically Controlled, by W. H. Thompson and
C. Jacklin, Power Plant Engineering, Vol. 51, July 1947, pp. 80-81.

18. Foam Inhibition by Alkylene Polyamides, by L. O. Gunderson and W. L. Den-
man, presented before the Division of Water, Sewage and Sanitation Chemistry of the

American Chemical Society, 112th Meeting, New York, September 15-19, 1947.

19. Carry-Over in Locomotive Boilers, by Arthur Williams, Transactions of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 67, 1945, pp. 197-211.

20. Mechanics of Foaming and Carry-Over in Locomotive Boilers, by Walter B.

Leaf, et al, Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 46, 1945,

pp. 59-64.

21. Steam Contamination by Aquaglobejection, by Russell W. Seniff, Proceedings

of the American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 46, 1945, monograph, pp. 57-76.

22. Mechanics of Foaming and Carry-Over in Locomotive Boilers, by Walter B.

Leaf, et al, Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 45, 1944,

pp. 58-63.

23. Use of Antifoam Compounds to Reduce Road Blowing, by J. H. Davidson,
et al. Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 43, 1942, pp.
85-88.
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24. Recent Trends in Boiler Water Treatment, by E. M. Grime, Official Proceedings

of the Master Boiler Makers' Association, 1941, pp. 124-129.

25. Treating Boiler Feed Water Chemically, by B. C. King, Proceedings of the

Master Boiler Makers' Association, 1940, pp. 215-218.

26. Foaming of Boiler Water—Manner in Which Water Enters Steam and Condi-

tions Affecting Foam Height, by C. W. Foulk and John W. Ryzner, Industrial and

Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 31, 1939, pp. 722-725.

27. Foaming and Priming of Boiler Water, by C. W. Foulk, Engineering Experiment

Station News (Ohio State University), Vol. 9, No. 4, 1937, pp. 20-29; No. 5, 25-32.

Report on Assignment 5

New Developments in Water Conditioning for Diesel Locomotive

Cooling Systems

M. A. Hanson (chairman, subcommittee), I. C. Brown, B. W. DeGeer, T. W. Hislop, Jr..

H. M. Hoffmeister, C. O. Johnson, H. L. McMullin. H. M. Schudlich, R. M. Stim-

mel, A. G. Tompkins, J. H. Upham, J. E. Wiggins, Jr., E. L. E. Zahm, J. P. Rodger.

Most railroads are using alkaline chromates for the prevention of diesel cooling

system corrosion. Excellent results are being secured. At the present time the only reason

for interest in alternate types of inhibitor is the possible skin irritations which may occur

when workmen come in contact with chromates.

Operating experience has shown that this potential hazard can be greatly minimized,

if not completely eliminated, by insisting that the workmen handling chromates use some

common sense precautions, such as wearing protective creams and/or gloves when

handling the water treating compounds and washing their hands after handling locomo-

tive parts which may have been contaminated.

At the present time a limited number of railroads have standardized on diesel cool-

ing water treatment compounds not containing chromates. However, a substantial num-

ber are conducting field tests on certain selected locomotive units. These tests have been

conducted primarily with proprietary compounds of basically nitrite-borate mixture, but

in some instances containing other chemicals m appreciable quantities.

Some of these tests have given reasonably satisfactory results on models of locomo-

tives which are known to be fairly easy to inhibit. We have seen no instances of as

complete inhibition on locomotives known to be difficult to inhibit as those secured with

alkaline chromate compounds.

In most instances the dosages used for these alternate inhibitors have been approxi-

mately double that used for alkaline chromates. There is also some evidence that the

actual consumption of chemical to produce inhibition is much greater with the nitrite-

borate mixtures than for the alkaline chromates. The initial purchase price of either

type of compound is approximately the same. Thus, the cost for chemicals is considerably

greater when using the alternate inhibitors.

One of the major diesel locomotive builders has approved two proprietary alternate

inhibitors for use in their locomotives. Another is conducting tests but has not yet

approved them.

The effect, if any, of these alternate inhibitors on lubricating oil quality when leak-

age of cooling water into the lubricatmg system occurs has not been determined. Their

detection and analysis in lubricating oil is quite difficult.
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Due to the possible selective depletion of some of the constituents of these inhibitors,

it is questionable if the tests commonly used to determine concentration provide a com-

pletely adequate operational control. A simple, reliable operational control which can

be used by non-technically trained personnel is a prime prerequisite on many railroads.

Another type of inhibitor has been suggested,^ consisting of a silicate-phosphate

mixture. The mechanism of corrosion protection is the deposition of a film of calcium or

magnesium silicate. Although some considerable measure of protection would be secured,

it is quite doubtful that as complete protection as is desired in a diesel locomotive engine

could be obtained. No field tests of this type of inhibitor in railway diesel engines has

come to the attention of this committee.

Although the preliminary data which has been secured does not indicate the nitrite-

borate type inhibitors to be quite as effective as the alkaline chromate inhibitors, a final

evaluation cannot be made until there has been further field experience.

This report is offered as information.

Report on Assignment 6

Railway Waste Disposal

T. A. Tennyson, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Arksey, M. R. Bost, A. K. Frost,

F. E. Gunning, T. L. Hendrix, Jr., J. J. Laudig, L. R. Morgan, Theodore Morris,

J. Y. Neal, E. R. Schlaf, H. M. Smith, J. E. Tiedt, J. W. Ussher, J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

.This year your committee has continued its efforts to keep informed on legislation

concerning the disposal of liquid wastes, with the observation that abatement of pollu-

tion of streams is passing from the study stage to one of practical correction. It would

follow then that continued contact through available literature with the development

of regulations for waste disposal will be an important future function of this

assignment.

A survey of the membership of Committee 13 has been made in connection with

the separation of oil from liquid wastes, which is a general problem in the operation of

railway shops and terminals on most of the reporting roads. The fuel oil, lubricating oil

and grease separation problem appears to be more prominent on roads operating diesel

power than on those still using steam engines, and waste oil is reported to be largely

diesel fuel oil. Roads using residual oil for steam power experience considerable difficulty

in the separation of this heavy fuel oil from waste water. Oil traps are in general use

and their design follows principles set up in earlier reports of your committee, whether

the traps were designed and built by the railroad or purchased as units. Under some

severe conditions, where standards for the effluent are high and land for lagooning is

not available, gravity separation systems have not been adequate. In one such instance

an installation has been noted which makes use of a flotation principle to bring about

the desired degree of separation of the oil, grease and silt from the waste water. The

method used introduces the correct amount of air under pressure into the influent to

obtain good flotation and to produce floe as the air comes out of solution. Formation

of the fioc is aided by the addition of chemicals commonly used in water treatment for

this purpose. Economical use of the flotation process involves the primary separation

of heavy solids, such as sand and gravel, and separation of the bulk of the unemulsified

oil by gravity before the waste water enters the chemical and flotation phase of the

treatment.

HJlmer & Wood—Corrosion—1952, Vol. 8, No. 12, pages 402-406.
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The prominent part indicated above for diesel fuel oil in the shop waste water

pollution problem has come about not only through waste associated with the use of the

diesel fuel in the engines, but also because of its wide use in the cleaning of railway

equipment. Diesel fuel is used by itself in the wiping and cleaning of the engines and

their parts, and also serves as a vehicle for chemical compounds used in washing and

cleaning. Many of these chemical compounds not only promote the formation of very

stable emulsions with diesel fuel and water, but are objectionable in themselves in that

they are not permitted in streams or lakes under pollution control. Waste water from

the cleaning operations contains not only the diesel fuel oil, emulsions and cleaning

chemicals, but also the silt and other solid matter which has been removed from the

surfaces which have been cleaned.

These things have complicated the separation of oil from waste water through the

use of the conventional gravity-type oil trap. Emulsions cannot be separated by ordinary

gravity means. The presence of silt and other solid matter interferes with the operation

of the trap. Sanitary sewage definitely creates a problem if it is mixed with the waste

water from which oil is to be separated by gravity traps. These point to the desirability

of settling basins, classification and separation of wastes, and some pre-treatment prior

to the use of any final separation method, such as the oil trap or the more complete

chemical and flotation method mentioned previously. In addition, it is still a fact that

one of the most satisfactory aids in solving waste disposal problems is the minimizing

of the waste at the source.

In the liquid waste disposal problem, separation of oil from the waste water is a

necessary step before the water can be sent further. But, the problem of disposing of

the separated oil is often almost as perplexing as its separation. Where smoke ordinances

do not interfere the waste oil can be burned in pits if there is no other use for it.

Recovered waste oil can be handled by the usual pumping equipment. Some reported

uses for the recovered waste oil are as follows:

1. As fuel in stationary boilers and steam locomotives

a. By spraying the recovered oil on coal

b. By direct firing of the oil under boilers

2. As fuel for incinerators

3. For laying dust on roads and parking lots.

Where the oil cannot be used or burned it is hauled away or given to salvage agencies.

This report is presented as information.

Report on Assignment 7

Developments in Treatment of Water by the Ion-Exchange Method

C. L. Waterbury (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Bardwell, I. C. Brown, George Clark,

C. E. Fisher, H. E. Graham, M. A. Hanson, C. O. Johnson, W. C. King, G. F.

Metzdorf, J. P. Rodger, J. M. Short, L. E. Talbot, A. G. Tompkins, J. H. Upham,

J. W. Ussher, E. L. E. Zahm.

This is a final report, submitted as information, and is limited to consideration of the

exchange or removal of ions in water intended for boiler or cooling water supplies.

A table showing recommended operating ranges of typical ion-exchange materials will

be found at the end of the report on page 366.
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1. Cation Exchange by Salt Regenerated Zeolite Method

In IQOS it was demonstrated that water which was passed through granular materials

called zeolites could be softened by ion exchange. Calcium and magnesium ions were

exchanged for sodium ions. When the abihty of the zeolite to soften water is exhausted,

it is backwashed (to cleanse and hydraulically regrade the bed), and regenerated (gen-

erally with a solution of common salt) . The regenerated zeolite is then rinsed free of

excess salt and is ready to repeat the ion exchange operation.

The salt consumption required to regenerate early zeolites was about 1 lb per

kilograin of hardness removed. Experiments were directed toward the improvement of

natural zeolites and toward the synthesis of zeolitic materials. When greensand

(glauconite) zeohte came into use, salt consumption was reduced to a Yi lb or less

per kilograin. More recently synthetic gels, carbonaceous and similar types of "zeolites"

have further reduced the necessary salt consumption and increased the obtainable

''xchange capacities per cubic foot of exchange material. Synthetic resin-type zeolites

have made it possible, under favorable conditions, to exchange a kilograin of hardness

with a salt consumption of 0.25 lb or slightly less. Certain synthetic resins have 10 times

the exchange capacity of greensand zeolites. This improvement in exchange materials

has been accomplished with increases in reaction speeds, so that less contact time is

required for exchange. It is very important to provide adequate salt concentration and

adequate contact time for regeneration of high-capacity resins.

The selection of an exchange material is governed by the pH, hardness, temperature

range, residual chlorine, and iron content of the water to be treated; and by the degree

of purification required. The cost of the material is generally proportional to the exchange

capacity per cubic foot. Synthetic gel zeolites are mainly suited to high-hardness waters

which are non-turbid, iron-free, and have a pH range of 6.Q to 8.2. Greensand, when

properly stabilized, is a rugged material with rapid reactions, suitable for use with

waters having a pH as low as 6.2. Carbonaceous (sulfonated bituminous coal) and

synthetic resin cation-exchange materials have the advantage that they can be cleaned

with acid if the grains should become coated with carbonate or iron deposits; they also

eliminate the possibility of silica pickup in the water being treated. Another consideration

is that the removal of hardness or other ions is never complete, and that those ions

remaining in the effluent are called leakage. Leakage varies with various exchange mate-

rials, with varying conditions in the raw water, and with operating procedure. Car-

bonaceous zeolites are sensitive to free chlorine (generally found in municipal water

supplies) and should be used with caution.

A newly developed medium capacity styrene-type cation-exchange resin is now
available which is less expensive than the high-capacity resins. It is expected that this

material will find its use for treatment of relatively soft water where the size of the bed

is determined by the maximum rate of flow through the bed rather than maximum
exchange capacity per cubic foot. The use of high-capacity resins in such cases would

prolong the periods between regenerations and result in compaction and channeling.

In the sodium cycle, this material has a capacity ranging from 17,000 to 21,S00 grains

per cubic foot when regenerated with 0.24 to 0.47 lb of salt per kilograin. When regen-

erated with sulfuric acid it has a capacity ranging from 9300 to 16,200 grains per cubic

foot when regenerated with 0.43 to 0.7S lb of acid per kilograin, depending on the method

of regeneration.

Various salt-saving schemes have been tried, such as two-stage regeneration, working

the zeolite at lower than maximum capacity, and salt starvation. Permitting the softener

to run beyond its capacity to produce completely softened water is not usually recom-
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mended. Where sea water is readily available, it may be economically used to regenerate

zeolite beds. In certain areas, other regenerants are locally available and economical, such

as sodium nitrate in the Andes mountains. Common salt is the commonly used regenerant

in the sodium cycle, as it is cheap and has a relatively low molecular weight; the calcium

and magnesium chlorides formed are extremely soluble and are easily washed out of the

zeolite bed.

2. Hydrogen-Cation Exchanger Process

The carbonaceous and the synthetic resin-type zeolites may also be regenerated with

acids (as well as salt, as described for the sodium cycle) to exchange calcium, mag-

nesium and sodium for hydrogen. Since only the sulfonated resins are highly acidic,

thus reacting with sulfates and chlorides as well as the bicarbonates, these are the ones

generally employed.

In order to use the acid effluent from a hydrogen-cation exchanger, it must be either

neutralized or have the acids removed. The carbonic acid formed breaks down (with

aeration) into carbon dioxide and water, leaving amounts of sulfuric and hydrochloric

acids corresponding to the amounts of sulfates and chlorides in the raw water. If the

raw water contains a relatively large content of bicarbonates and a small content of

sulfates and chlorides, the effluent may be neutralized with caustic soda after aeration

;

otherwise it may be most economical to neutralize with the effluent from a sodium-

cation exchanger. Another method of neutralization, where a completely soft water is

not required, is to mix raw water with the acid effluent to furnish whatever degree of

alkalinity is desired.

The most widely used and cheapest acid regenerant is sulfuric acid, although hydro-

chloric acid is used to a lesser degree. The theoretical quantity of 66 deg Be sulfuric

acid required for 1 kilograin of cations as CaCOa is 0.1 S lb, but as excess is required,

actual dosage varies from 0.25 to O.SO lb.

3. Demineralization (Also Called Deionization) Process

The development of synthetic anion exchangers has made possible the production

of a completely demineralized water that is comparable with distilled water. Cations

are first removed by a cation exchanger (regenerated with sulfuric or hydrochloric acid)

.

Either a weakly basic or strongly basic anion exchange resin is then used for adsorption

of acids. The water is then aerated to remove the carbon dioxide formed from the bicar-

bonates (in silica removal, aeration may precede anion exchange)

.

Silica in solution is very weakly ionized and is not removed by the weakly basic

anion exchange material. However, the substitution of a strongly basic anion exchange

resin, or the subsequent treatment of the effluent from a weakly basic anion exchanger

with a strongly basic resin which has been regenerated with caustic soda, will result in

the removal of silica. An earlier method of eliminating silica involved the feeding of a

fluoride salt to the raw water ahead of the hydrogen-ion exchanger, but this is a more

costly process which has only limited application. Strongly basic anion-exchange resin

does not permit acid leakage as experienced with the weakly basic type ; it also acts to

remove fluorides, sulfides, and excessive alkalinity.

4. Monobed or Mixed-Bed Deionization

A number of installations have been made in which both anion and cation-exchange

resins have been placed in a single bed. The backwash, with water, separates the resins

with the lighter anion resin at the top. A distributor (or, with alternate design, a take-

off) may be located at the interface between the two resins, to permit the regeneration
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of the lighter material with caustic soda, and the lower portion with acid. After regenera-

tion and rinsing, the resins are re-mixed with air, or water and air, before the exchange

cycle is repeated. The repeated environment changes of the water passing through this

mixed bed has the effect of reducing "leakage" to the minimum. Monobed operation

may not be economical if the raw water contains large amounts of bicarbonates which

could be more economically eliminated by aeration after cation exchange.

5. Alkalinity Reduction

The removal of excessive concentrations of alkalinity from water to be used either

as a boiler supply or in evaporative coolers is accomplished by means of the chloride

form of a strongly basic anion-exchange resin. This method has the advantage that no

acids are handled, regenerant cost is low, degasification equipment is not required, no

re-pumping is involved (since the hydraulic pressure line need not be broken), and

uniform alkalinity of effluent is maintained.

By combining, unmixed, an anion-exchange resin in the chloride form and a cation-

exchange resin in the sodium form, some waters may be dealkalized and softened in a

single operation in either one or two tanks. The chloride ions are exchanged for alkalinity

and sulfates, and the sodium ions are exchanged for calcium and magnesium. Both resins

are regenerated with salt brine. Precipitation of hardness is avoided by drawing off the

first portion of the waste regenerant at the junction of the two resin components; the

remaining regenerant, free of sulfates and carbonates, is then used for the cation-exchange

resin. Hardness in brine prepared from rock salt may precipitate on the anion resin;

evaporated salt should be used to overcome this possible difficulty.

The chloride form of the resin-type anion exchanger is reported to be stable at

temperatures as high as 203 deg F, but the hydroxyl form should not be used at tem-

peratures exceeding 122 deg F.

6. Hydrogen Sulfide Removal

Hydrogen sulfide has an objectionable odor and tends to accelerate the corrosion

of certain metals. Aeration (followed by sedimentation and filtration) will reduce sulfide

concentration to one or two parts per million, while chlorination will effect complete

removal from solution. The use of the strongly-basic anion-exchange resin in the chloride

form is being investigated as a possible method for the removal of hydrogen sulfide.

7. Iron Removal

Ferrous iron can be removed from solution by means of carbonaceous or resin-type

zeolites during normal softening in the sodium cycle. Specially prepared manganese

zeolites are available which will remove iron without softening. There appears to be no

limit to the concentration of iron that can be removed by resins so long as the iron

remains in a soluble (ferrous) state. Difficulty may be experienced in removing iron if

sulfides are present.

When softening and iron (or manganese) removal are combined in a cation

exchanger, care must be taken to keep the introduction of air (dissolved) in the water

to the minimum, to prevent the formation of insoluble iron oxides that will clog the brd

and impair its usefulness. It is necessary to use a zeolite that can be cleaned with acid.

Adequate backwash pressure is necessary to keep the exchange material clean. If a com-

pletely softened water is not desired, it may be practical to by-pass a part of the raw

water through manganese zeolites to deliver an iron-free blended effluent.
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8. Cation-Exchange Softening Following Hot Lime-Soda Treatment

Synthetic resin (polystyrene-base) materials have been found satisfactory for sec-

ondary softening following hot lime-soda treatment, where pH values may be as high

as 10.5 and temperatures as high as 250 deg F. Since the effluent from the hot-process

softener is low in hardness, the softening cycle tends to be long. This leads to packing

of the bed and channehng, unless backwashing is done regularly. The backwash should

be started at a low rate to eHminate the readily removable turbidity, and then the back-

wash rate can be gradually increased to at least 12 gpm per sq ft at 234 deg F, to e.xpand

the bed 30 percent. This is contrasted with a backwash of 4 gpm per sq ft to produce

the same expansion at 60 deg F.

9. Removal of Chromate Wastes

The removal of chromate wastes from cooling water supplies may become a problem

on railroads if non-chromate treatments are not found satisfactory. Chromium can be

removed from raw wastes or from wastes that have been reduced with sulfur dioxide,

by ion exchange. The waste regenerant of this process will contain chromates which

would have to be disposed of in some manner. No installations of this kind have been

reported in railroad use.

10. Handling of Acids

The operation of hydrogen-zeohte cation exchangers, and of anion exchangers,

generally necessitates the handling of acid regenerants, and of the partially treated water

which is highly acid and corrosive.

Acid regenerants (usually 66 deg Be sulfuric acid) may be bought in carboys, steel

drums, or in tank-car lots according to the quantity used and the economy of handling.

Where sulfuric acid is purchased in tank-car lots it is stored in steel tanks; it may be

unloaded with the use of a centrifugal pump, a rotary pump or compressed air. Acid

stored outdoors increases in viscosity with low temperatures, which will affect pumping

arrangements.

In some ion-exchange installations concentrated acid is hydraulically ejected into a

calibrated mixing chamber by the flow of water into the anion-exchange mineral. In other

installations a dilution tank is provided; a measured amount of water is run into the

tank and then the proper amount of acid for one regeneration is mixed into the water.

The dilute acid, generally 20 percent strength, is proportioned to provide proper concen-

tration in the regenerant mixture by means of pumps, electromagnetic proportioners,

contact-head water meters, etc. A considerable amount of heat is generated in this dilu-

tion process and the mixture becomes corrosive; it is necessary to provide corrosion-

resistant equipment. Corrosion-resistant equipment (tanks, pipes, valves, etc.) may be

constructed of red brass, stainless steel, or lined with lead, rubber or acid-resistant plastic

or vitrified materials.

The use of concentrated acid directly through an ejector-type proportioner requires

careful adjustment and control of water pressures and flow rates to proportion the

amount of acid properly. The dilution tank simplifies the measurement but increases

the hazards of handhng and measuring acids, which may be spilled or result in injuries.

Completely automatic plants have been constructed which only require that an

ample supply of regenerants is available to the plant at all times, and that periodic

inspection and lubrication be provided. There may be a tendency to neglect fully auto-

matic equipment until it fails, but with a reasonable amount of attention such a plant

will give good service at reasonable labor cost. Some sacrifice of regenerants or of plant
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capacity may be necessary with a fully automatic plant, as the regeneration cycle is

usually started after a predetermined number of gallons of water have been metered

through the plant, regardless of variations of raw water quality or remaining exchange

capacity in the exchange resins.

11. Bacteriological Purification

Ion-exchange treatment is not considered as a method for the removal of bacteria.

In some instances there may be a reduction in bacterial content, while in others there

may be an increase, due to contamination of the exchange materials or equipment. When
contamination becomes a problerti, supplementary removal of bacteria or sterilization

of water may be necessary.

REC0M?1ENDED OPEWTINr, RANG!!S OF TTPI CAL
ION-EXCHANGE MATERIALS
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Report on Assignment 8

Railway Sewage Disposal Facilities

D. C. Teal (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Arksey, G. A. Ausband, A. J. Bellerson,
C. E. Fisher, R. S. Glynn, F. E. Gunning, S. H. Hailev, T. L. Hendrix, A. W.
Johnson, W. C. King, E. R. Schlaf, T. A. Tennyson, J. E. Tiedt.

This assignment involved the review and condensation of previous committee work
and the incorporation of new material to produce a statement of recommended practice

which is now submitted with the recommendation that it be published in the Manual,
under Part 8—Sanitation.

RAILWAY SEWAGE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

A. TOILET FACILITIES

1. Flush-Type Toilets

Flush-type toilets should be used whenever feasible. Installation should be in

accordance with state and local codes. In the absence of such codes, the latest revision

of American Standard Plumbing Code, AS.\ .'\40.7 should be followed.

2. Pit Privies

Pit privies may be used where other toilets are impractical. Their installation should

be approved by the public health authorities having jurisdiction. In the absence of specific

local regulations, construction and maintenance should be in accordance with Specifica-

tions for the Sanitary Privy Z4.3 (Supplement 108 to Public Health reports) or latest

revision, published by the American Standards Association.

3. Chemical Toilets

Chemical toilets which use caustic soda or other chemicals for disinfecting the

toilet wastes may be used on camp cars and other special locations.

B. DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE

1. Discharge Into Public Sewers

Discharge into public sewers is the best method of disposal, but has limited applica-

tion because railroad shops, yard buildings and labor camps are often a considerable

distance from public sewerage systems.

2. Use of Septic Tanks

The use of septic tanks is recommended as the most satisfactory way of handling

small amounts of sewage where public sewerage systems are not available and can be

used for sewage flows up to 5000 gal per day.

3. Use of Imhoff Tank

The economical use of Imhoff tanks begins at sewage flows of around 5000 gal per

day, which is just about the capacity limit of the larger septic tank installation.
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4. Disposal by Other Means

Disposal by other methods may be necessary when the sewage flow exceeds about

20,000 gal per day. Disposal facilities suitable for a small municipality will handle such

requirements.

C. SEPTIC TANK DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

1. General

A septic tank system generally consists of an underground settling tank where

sewage solids are retained and digested by bacterial action, and a disposal arrangement

where the liquid effluent can be absorbed into the earth. Where ground is not sufficiently

permeable to allow absorption, the effluent may be filtered or chlorinated before discharge

into a stream.

The system should be adequate in size with regard to present and future amounts

and types of waste to be handled.

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical small septic tank disposal system, which consists of

(1) Sewer line; (2) Septic tank; (3) Distribution box; and (4) Sub-surface absorption

field.

2. Estimates of Sewage Flows

Estimates of sewage flows are necessary to determine capacities of facilities. Some-

times the amount of sewage can be approximated from existing water meter readings,

but usually it has to be estimated. The following table may be used for this purpose:

Gallons per Person

Type of Establishment per Day

Single-family dwelling 50

Multiple-family residences—Rooming houses 40

Combined rooming and boarding houses (YMCAs) 50

Restaurants (toilet and kitchen wastes per patron) 10

Labor camps 50

Day office workers 15

Shops (gallons per person per shift) 20

3. Location

Both the tank and the absorption field should be located where drainage will be

away from buildings and sources of water supplies. The site should be such that eleva-

tions win permit sufficient fall in the sewer line and proper grading of the seepage lines

in the absorption field without excessive cover. The tank should be at least 5 ft from

any basement and from property lines, and 50 ft from any drinking water well. The

nearest point of a seepage absorption field should be at least 100 ft from any drinking

water supply, 25 ft from any building, and 10 ft from any property line. The absorption

field should lie in an open, unshaded area, exposed to the sun, away from tree roots,

and should never be installed in low, swampy areas.

D. SEWER LINES

1. Materials

Pipe used for the construction of sewer lines should be of durable materials and

have water-tight joints. Use cast iron soil pipe with B&S lead joints under the following

conditions:
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BUILDING

ABSORPTION FIELD

( TILE LAID IN GRAVl

FIG. I

TYPICAL SEPTIC TANK DISPOSAL SYSTEM

a. Within 50 ft of wells or suction lines from wells.

b. Within SO ft of any drinking water line under pressure.

c. Under tracks or driveways, or where subject to heavy loads.

d. Near trees.

Otherwise use vitrified clay or concrete sewer pipe with bell and spigot joints.

2. Sizes

The minimum size of sewer line as related to fixture units, grade and kind of pipe

is as follows:
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Grade % In per Ft Grade J4 ^« P^^" ^^
Fixture Units* For CISP For VC or Cone. For CISP For VC or Cone.

12 4 in 6 in 4 in 6 in

13-24 ' 4
"

6
" 4 "

6
"

25-72 6
" 6

"
S

"
6

"

73-300 8
"

8
"

6
"

6
"

301-720 8
"

8
"

8
"

6
"

721-1080 10
" 10

" 10 " 10 "

* A fixture unit is a measure of load-producing values of plumbing fixtures and equals about
7.5 gpm flow. Values for fixtures are: Lavatory— 1, Bathtub—2, Laundry tub— 2, Stall urinal—2, Water
closet—6.

3. Grades

The slope of sewer lines should be sufficient to provide velocities of at least 2 ft

per sec. In the smaller pipe sizes of 6 in or less this requires at least 1 percent grade,

or ys in per ft. A fall of ^ in per ft is preferable and should be provided when

possible. The grade for the last 10 ft just before entering the tank should not exceed

^ in per ft.

4. Cleanouts or Cleanout Manholes

Cleanouts or cleanout manholes should be provided at proper intervals in straight

lines to facilitate the removal of obstructions, and also at every change in direction

of 45 deg, or more, and at every change in vertical grade of 22^ deg. A cleanout

should be provided convenient to the septic tank.

E. DESIGN OF SEPTIC TANKS
1. Single-Chamber Tank

One typical design of a single-chamber septic tank is shown in Fig. 2, the recom-

mended dimensions for which are as follows:

Estimated
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SMALL SINGLE CHAMBER SEPTIC TANK
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4. Wall Thicknesses and Reinforcing for Concrete Tanks

Wall thicknesses and reinforcing for concrete tanks should be in accordance with

regular concrete design practices for underground structures. Removable top slabs should

not weigh more than 200 lb.

5. Capacities

The following formulas are recommended for determining capacities:

(1) C:= 1.9 Q for sewage flows up to 2000 gal per day.

(2) C =^ 1500+ 1.15 Q for sewage flows of over 2000 gal per day.

C = Total liquid capacity in gallons.

Q= Average gallons per day sewage flow.

When domestic garbage grinders are in use the capacity of the tank should be

increased by 50 percent.

No septic tank should be smaller than 500 gal.

6. Bury

In temperate climates, and with topography and sewer line grades permitting, the

tank need not be buried more than 12 to 18 in.

7. Manholes or Removable Slabs

Manholes or removable slabs should be provided at both ends for inspection and
cleaning- purposes. Circular manholes should be at least 24 in. in diameter and square

ones 20 in on each side. Manholes should be extended to within 6 in of the finished

ground surface.

8. Inlets and Outlets

There is no significant difference in performance between tee fittings and baffles.

9. Vents

Vents are not desirable at septic tanks. Adequate ventilation of the tank should be

obtained through vents in the building plumbing.

F. MULTI-COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANKS

1. When Needed

There is little difference in efficiency between the single and multi-compartment septic

tanks provided total capacity is adequate. However, some states still require two-
compartment septic tanks for sewage flows of over 1000 gal per day. A typical two-
compartment septic tank is shown in Fig. 3, including recommended dimensions.

2. Capacity

When figuring size, no allowance should be made for the second compartment. In

other words, the first compartment must be large enough to handle the efttire sewage
flow. The second compartment should be approximately one-quarter the size of the first.

G. SEPTIC TANKS WITH AUTOMATIC SIPHONS

1. When Needed

The conventional absorption field with extensive seepage drain lines will operate

better if the sewage effluent is distributed equally to all parts of the system. For this
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reason, when the quantity of sewage and the nature of the soil call for more than 500 ft

of drain lines, it is advisable to provide automatic siphon discharge of the effluent

from the tank. By this means the effluent is discharged intermittently and in such a man-

ner that it fills the drain line system. The periods of no flow give the system a chance

to dry out between dosings. When absorption fields contain more than 1000 ft of drain

tile, alternating siphons should be provided, such that each discharges to half of the field.

Fig. 4 shows a septic tank with automatic siphon, including recommended dimensions

of siphon chamber.

2. Operation of Siphons

With reference to Fig. 4, the overflow from the septic tank slowly fills the siphon

chamber, compressing air under the bell of siphon until the air seal is broken and the

siphon starts to operate. When the chamber is nearly empty, air is automatically drawn

into the bell to break the siphon action.

3. Capacity

The siphon chamber should have a working capacity of approximately 75 percent

of the volume of the tile drainage system.

H. MAINTENANCE OF SEPTIC TANKS
1. Inspection

Septic tanks should be inspected at least every other year and cleaned when the

combined volume of sludge at the bottom and scum at top occupies Vs to ^ the total

liquid capacity.

2. Cleaning

Septic tanks are designed to operate from three to five years between cleanings. In

most cases it is best to have the cleaning done by an outside contractor. When necessary

to handle with company forces, empty contents into a city sewer or bury it 300 ft or

more from any residence or drinking water well.

I. DISTRIBUTION BOXES
1. Distribution Box

The distribution box apportions the effluent to each drain line and provides an

inspection point for observing quality of the liquid. Fig. 5 illustrates construction details

of several types of distribution boxes.

J. ABSORPTION FIELDS

1. Design and Construction

The conventional absorption field consists of a sub-surface pipe line system of open-

jointed farm tile laid in gravel, with the liquid sewage effluent draining into the gravel

and then seeping into the soil. Recommended designs and construction details are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7.

2. Soil Permeability

As the satisfactory operation of any absorption field depends entirely on the per-

meability of the soil, a reliable method must be used for determining the rate of absorp-
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tion that can be expected. For this purpose make at least two percolation tests at different

locations in the proposed absorption field as follows:

a. Excavate hole 1 ft square to depth proposed for the drain line system.

b. Fill the hole with water and continue adding until the bottom and sides are

thoroughly saturated. Judgment must be used regarding unusual (wet or dry) seasonal

conditions.

c. Observe the time required for 6 in of water in the hole to seep away completely.

This time in minutes, divided by 6, will give the average time for seepage of 1 in of

water, and is referred to as the percolation time "T" of the soil in question. The rela-

tionship between the percolation time "J" and the required absorption area of trench

7- + 7
bottom is expressed by the formula PC =

—

—— , in which PC = square feet of absorp-

tion area required for each gallon of effluent per day. This is called the Percolation

Coefficient. The general range of PC's for various types of soils is shown in the following

table; these, however, should not be used if actual field tests are available:

Range of "T"
Type of Soil in Minutes Range of PC Relative Absorption

Coarse sand-fine gravel 1 to 2 0.27 to 0.3 Rapid
Fine sand-light loam 2 to 11 0.3 to 0.6 Medium
Sandy clay-loam 11 to 31 0.6 to 1.3 Slow
*Medium clay 31 to S3 1.3 to 2.0 Semi-impervious

*Tight clay-rock Over 53 Above 2.0 Impervious

* Should never be used for absorption fields unless sand filters and collecting tile drains are also

provided.
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3. Length of Drain Tile

The length of drain tile required is obtained by multiplying the average daily

sewage flow in gallons by the Percolation Coefficient and dividing by the width of the

PC
drain trench in feet, or Z. = Q X~7i;r . For example, with sewage flow of 1000 gal per day,

soil with a Percolation Coefficient of 0.5 and trenches 2 ft wide, the total length of drain

0.5
line required would be 1000 X^^ 250 ft.

4. Layout and Spacing of Drain Lines

The shape of an absorption field will be governed largely by the available space,

slope of ground and total amount of drain tile required. Parallel laterals should be 6 ft

apart when space permits, and never less than 5 ft. Length of individual laterals should

not exceed 75 ft, except that where siphons are employed, lines up to 100 ft long may
be used.

5. Size of Drain Pipe

Use 4 or 5-in farm tile, length of 12 in, spaced "4 in apart for drain lines.

6. Grades and Cover

Drain tile should be sloped 2 lu 4 in per 100 ft. The use of grade boards to insure

accurate Hne is recommended. A cover of 12 to 18 in is preferred but not always possible.

A drainage field should nev^er be located where conditions would require more than

36-in bury.

7. Trenches

The following widths are recommended according to the Percolation Coefficient

of the soil.

a. When the PC is less than 0.4 use an IS-in wide trench.

b. When the PC is between 0.4 and 1.0 use a 24-in wide trench.

c. When the PC is between 1.0 and 2.3 use a 30-in wide trench.

V>. Vents on Drain Lines

Vents are sometimes installed at ends of drain lines of systems that have automatic

dosing siphons, but are not needed for the regular gravity bed drain Hnes.

K. SUB-SURFACE SAND FILLERS

1. General

When the soil has a Percolation Coefficient of over 1.3, disposal by the conventional

aosorption trench method becomes impractical because of the long length of drain lines

needed. In such cases the use of a sub-surface sand filter should be considered. By this

means the septic tank effluent is filtered through a sand bed and then collected and

carried away by an underdrain piping system. The final effluent from a properly designed

sub-surface sand filter has received a high degree of purification and in most cases can

be discharged into storm sewers, creeks or rivers.

There are two designs of sub-surface sand filters in common use—sand filter trenches

and sand filter beds.
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2. Sand Filter Trenches

The details of construction for a typical sand filter trench are shown in Fig. 8.

The Percolation Coefficient for such filters is conservatively assumed to be 0.87, and the

PC
ituting in the formula L =^ Q y,

lines should be spa'ced at least 8 ft apart.

length can be easily determined by substituting in the formula Z- = Q y^~ur- Parallel

3. Sand Filter Beds

The principles of design for the filter beds are practically the same as for the filter

trenches, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The same depth of sand is used and the area of filter

sand is based on a Percolation Coefficient of 0.87 sq ft per gal of sewage applied daily.

An automatic siphon dosing arrangement should be provided when the required area

exceeds 1800 sq ft. Alternating siphons, each feeding half the bed, should be provided

for filter beds over 3600 sq ft.

4. Grades

When automatic siphons are used, the top or distributor line should be laid to a

0.3 percent grade, otherwise 0.5 percent. Slope of underdrains should be 0.5 to 1.0 percent.

It is essential that the collecting underdrains are laid accurately to grade and that filter

sand be thoroughly settled by flooding, or by other means, before the distributors are

placed to their final grade.

5. Distributors

Distributors may be farm tile laid with open joints or perforated concrete or tile

pipe with bell and spigot joints made expressly for this purpose.

6. Collectors

Collectors should be farm tile with open joints and tar paper collars over the top

of each joint.

7. Filter Sand and Aggregate

The filter material should be clean sand having an effective size between 0.25 and
0.50 mm and a uniformity coefficient not greater than 4.0. The distribution and collector

lines should be surrounded by coarse screened gravel or crushed rock. All of this coarse

aggregate should pass a 2i/^-in screen and should be retained on a 54-in screen. Fine

gravel may be used above and around the coarse aggregate to prevent infiltration of

the sand.

L. SURFACE SAND FILTERS

1. Design

Another method of secondary treatment using filtration through sand is the surface

sand filter, wherein the top surface of the sand bed is above the ground and sewage js

intermittently applied to a depth of about 3 in. Splash plates at the end of the discharge

pipe prevents washing out or disturbing the bed. The hquid filters through the sand

and is collected by an underdrain system as with the sub-surface filter.

The beds should be surrounded by concrete, brick or cinder block wall. Beds are

usually employed in groups of three, with only two in use at any one time, the other bed

being held out of operation for a rest period or for maintenance. Distribution boxes

must be provided to divert sewage to the bed desired (see Fig. 10).
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Application of sewage to surface filter beds may be by alternating siphons if grades

permit, but alternating sewage pumps are usually required.

Percolation Coefficient of 0.44 may be used, thus permitting the use of about half

the area required for sub-surface filters. There may be, however, a serious odor and

insect problem from septic tank effluent on open filters, and beds should be well isolated.

M. OTHER TREATMENT OF EFFLUENT

1. Chlorination

It is sometimes permitted to discharge septic tank effluent to streams after disin-

fection by chlorine. The dosage will vary with the chlorine demand of the liquid. The
total dosage is usually 10 to 20 ppm and should provide a slight residual after 15 min
retention.

2. Dilution

Where the condition of the receiving stream permits and the dilution factor is high

enough, septic tank effluent may be discharged with no secondary treatment.

N. IMHOFF TANKS
1. General

The Imhoff tank is a two-story tank with the sludge storage and digestion com-
partment below the settling compartment. No sewage flows through the lower or diges-

tion compartment. Inclined slabs of concrete form a trough-shaped bottom in the

settling compartment and separate it from the digestion compartment. Slots at the bot-

tom of the trough allow the settling solids to slide into the lower section where digestion

takes place. (In this way septic conditions and high solids conditions accompanying

digestion do not take place in contact with the sewage, and the flowing sewage remains

fresh) . The slots are overlapped by the concrete slabs to prevent rising sludge gases or

gas-lifted particles of sludge from escaping into the settling compartment.

The effluent from an Imhoff tank can be disposed of the same as that from a septic

tank, but is not so malodorous and has less tendency to clog filter beds.

Digested sludge is periodically drawn off and dried on sand beds with underdrains,

or otherwise disposed of.

2. Design

Details of an Imhoff tank are shown in Fig. 11. The settling compartment should

provide IJ^ to 3 hr retention for sedimentation. The sludge storage needed is 3 to 6 cu ft

per full-time resident. Scum or gas vents should have an area of about 25 percent of the

tank surface.
*

The floor of the sludge compartment slopes to a hopper equipped with sludge pipes

for drawing or pumping digested sludge on to the sludge drying beds. These beds should

have area of 1.25 sq ft per capita.

3. Inspection and Maintenance

Imhoff tanks should be inspected frequently and weekly routine maintenance is

essential. At these intervals grease and scum should be removed from the flowing-

through or sedimentation compartment. The sides of the sloping walls should also be

cleared of accumulated solids and slots at the bottom of this compartment should be

cleared by dragging with a heavy chain.
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Scum will accumulate in the gas vent area and should be kept soft and broken up.

Usually a scum accumulation of over 2 ft deep indicates improper digestion in the sludge

compartment.

Sludge should be drawn off to the drying beds when it approaches within 18 in

below the sedimentation compartment bottom slot. Sludge totaling about 25 percent of

the sludge capacity should be retained in the tank at all times to seed fresh incoming

solids.

"Ripe", or well-digested sludge, is inoffensive, flows readily with about the con-

sistency of very muddy water, has a black color and a slightly tarry odor. It should be

drawn to the drying bed to a depth of not over 10 in, which will give a uniform cracked

cake about 3 in thick. Dried sludge may be used as fertilizer or soil conditioner.
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Report on Assignment 2

Design and Specifications of Open-Grating Type Crossings

R. E. Nottingham (chairman, subcommittee), H. D. Blake, D. A. Bryan, M. H. Corbyn,
P. W. Elmore, J. S. Findley, R. W. Harrison, J. T. Hoelzer, R. J. Pierce, W. C.
Pinschmidt, B. M. Stephens, V. R. Walling.

Your committee is studying three different types of open-grating crossings now in

use to determine the service life to be expected. One of these types includes 33 crossings

installed from 1945 to 1948; another, 3 crossings installed in 1948 and 1951; and the

third, 2 crossings installed in 1949.

Some of these crossings have failed and have been replaced largely because of their

corrosion from salt used on adjoining roadways in winter; however, suppliers advise

that other new installations are under consideration.

Because of the high initial cost of this type of crossing, which varies from $75 to

$100 per foot of track, their expected service life as well as annual maintenance cost

should be determined carefully before formal recommendations are made.

Your committee will continue its study until longer service life has been observed

and claims can be evaluated from experience.

Report on Assignment 3

Merits of Various Types of Highway-Railway Grade
Crossing Protection,

Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR, and Highway Research Board

M. H. Corbyn (chairman subcommittee), H. D. Blake, C. O. Bryant, J. S. Felton,

W. J. Hedley, R. W. Mauer, H. G. Morgan, W. C. Pinschmidt, N. E. Smith,
D. A. Steel, V. R. Walling, R. E. Warden.

Your committee in reporting progress offers the following as information.

Twenty five years or so ago the railroads were considered the contributing factors

in highway grade crossing accidents, and there was public clamor for protection from

hazards brought about through railroad operations. The situation as of today is clearly

defined in a now famous decision in 1935 of Justice Brandeis of the United States

Supreme Court when he stated, "The railroads now need protection from the hazards

of the vehicular traffic".

The approach to the subject is first from the standpoint of economic justification

of grade crossings, then of the economic justification of crossing protection. .

In 1944 Congress passed the highway act, whereby public funds were allocated to

defray the initial expense of modern crossing protection on federal and state road systems.

While this act is not conclusive and leaves the responsibility for protecting major

thoroughfares in cities, and minor roads in rural sections, subject to debate, the main

principle has been established. The need for additional protection has been brought about

by increased highway traffic and is, therefore, a definite benefit to the public. Hence,

the public should assume responsibility for providing funds for crossing protection.

Various attempts have been made to formulate a policy or a set of rules that would

designate on a priority basis the need for, or necessity for improving, protection, and

to designate the type of protection to be used. These formulas, due to various assump-

duns, invariably leave something wanting. Because of factors such as weather, driver
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behavior and lack of uniform traffic control, unknowns are injected into the present-day

formulas.

As to the protection that should be used at specific crossings, there have been

various studies and reports made to substantiate certain types of installation from the

standpoint of public benefit.

The following reports and articles are recommended for consideration:

The Achievement of Grade Crossing Protection, first and second reports of March

1Q49 and March 1952, respectively, presented by William J. Hedley, assistant chief

engineer, Wabash Railroad, to the annual conventions of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association. A recent thesis on The Effectiveness of Highway-Railway Grade Cross-

ing Protection, by Mr. Hedley is now under study by this committee.

Report on Railway-Highway Crossing Protection Standards, for the Committee on

Engineering, National Association of Railroad and Utility Commissioners, by J. G.

Hunter, California Public Utilities Commission, 1952.

Report on Accident Prevention at Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings for the

Committee on Engineering, National Association of Railroad and Utility Commissioners,

by R. B. Thomas, chief engineer, Illinois Commerce Commission, 1952.

Report on Assignment 5, Committee 9—Highways, March 1953, B. M. Stephens,

subcommittee chairman, on Factors to be Considered in Classifying Highway-Railway

Crossings With Respect to Public Safety.

Annual grade crossing accident statistics contained in Highway Research Abstract

Reports.

The committee recommends that the subject be continued.

Report on Assignment 4

Location of Highways Parallel with Railways

E. R. Englert (chairman, subcommittee), H. D. Blake, W. R. Dunn, Jr., J. S. Findley,

C. I. Hartsell, W. J. Hedley, W. H. Huffman, W. C. Pinschmidt, H. E. Snvder,

T. M. Vanderstempel.

In 1952 certain principles concerning the location of highways parallel with rail-

ways were adopted and published in the Manual. Desirable distances between highways

and railways were set out for:

Industrial or Manufacturing Areas In or Near Cities

Urban Residential or Retail Commercial Areas

Rural Areas

After further study, your committee recommends for adoption and publication in

the Manual the following recommended principles to cover the location of highways

parallel with railways in physically restricted areas. This additional text should be

inserted in the Manual following the subject matter under Art. 3. Rural Areas, and

preceding the subject matter under Art. 4. Crossing Protection. The committee also

recommends that the existing subject matter be reapproved, except that present Art. 4

will become Art. 5.

4. Physically Restricted Areas

Where highways must be located adjacent to railways because of physical restric-

tions, they shall be so designed and constructed as not to interfere with the railway
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roadbed section. Provision shall also be made for a subgrade cross section of the track

or tracks adequate to include space for such items as the following:

a. Signals, signs and appurtenances

b. Crossing protective devices

c. Pole lines and catenary structures

d. Underground faciUties

e. Drainage

f. Utilization of off-track equipment

g. Track equipment set-offs

Where the possibility of intrusion occurs, the highway authorities shall install barriers

to prevent highway vehicles from getting on the railway right-of-way and obstructing

trains or otherwise endangering railway faciUties and operations.

In the design of the highway consideration should be given to the disposal of snow
so that it will not be deposited in such a location as to interfere with proper operation

of railway facihties.

Provision shall be made for proper drainage so as not to endanger railway facilities,

and consideration should be given to contemplated changes in railway grade and

alinement.

Report on Assignment 6

Economics of Highway-Railway Grade Separations

J. E. K. Krylow (chairman, subcommittee), H. D. Blake, J. A. Droege, Jr., A. D. Duf&e,
E. R. Englert, R. W. Mauer, F. T. Miller, T. C. Nordquist, W. C. Pinschmidt,
R. R. Thurston, T. M. Vanderstempel, J. W. Wheeler.

A progress report on this subject was printed in Bulletin 504, November 1952, and

presented at the annual convention, Chicago, March 1953. It was received as information

and is included in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, beginning on page 491.

Requests have been made to identify more fully "the IS percent case in 1931" and

"the Brandeis opinion in 1935", which subjects are mentioned in the report and appear

on page 498, Vol. 54.

Your committee now offers the following additional information as an amplification

of the above mentioned report on this assignment.

The 15 percent case in 1931 is covered in full in Publication No. 17221, Interstate

Commerce Commission, Fifteen Percent Case, 1931, Ex Parte No. 103. IN THE MAT-
TER OF INCREASE IN FREIGHT RATES AND CHARGES.

In this case the railroads made application requesting authority to make a general

increase of 15 percent in their freight rates and charges. An order was issued denying

the application.

In the discussion and conclusions on the 15 percent increase, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission made certain recommendations to improve the railroads' financial

condition, as indicated in part on Page 583 of the above mentioned publication No.

17221, and herein quoted:

"The railroads, as cities expand and public highways multiply in number
and use, have been and are being called upon to invest great amounts of capital

in alterations of their properties which are often, from a strictly railroad point
of view, very largely non-productive. The burden of these expenditures must be
borne by the public in one way or another, but the question arises whether this
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burden is being apportioned fairly. To the extent that it is caused by other than
railroad needs and does not increase the traffic of the railroads or save them
expense, it may be that this burden should justly be shifted from the shoulders
of railroad users."

As to "the Brandeis opinion in 1935," this opinion is quoted in full in Supreme

Court Reporter, page 486, Vol. 55. Railway Age, March 9, 1935, page 358, Vol. 98, also

covers this matter.

This case concerned the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and the Ten-

nessee Commissioners of Highway (State of Tennessee), and involved a grade separation

for a new state highway at Lexington, Tenn.

Action was started with a suit instigated by the railro:id in which the railroad

claimed that the state statute requiring a railroad to participate 50 percent in the cost

of grade separations was unconstitutional. This suit was brought in the Chancery Court,

Davidson County, and the opinion was favorable to the railroad. The state attorneys

appealed the case to the Tennessee Supreme Court, which reversed the opinion of the

Chancery Court.

The railroad carried the case to the United States Supreme Court, and on March 4,

1935, that court reversed the judgment of the Supreme Court of Tennessee and remanded

the case to it for further proceedings on the ground that it had erred in reversing u

decision by the trial court, which had held that an order of the state commission

requiring the railroad to pay half the cost of a grade separation at Lexington, Tenn.,

and the state statute as applied, was arbitrary, unreasonable and void.

The Tennessee Supreme Court took no further action, which resulted in the railroad

paying no part of the cost of the grade separation.

Your committee presents the foregoing as a final supplemental report for publication

as information and recommends that the subject be discontinued.
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\. G. Borland N. C. LeClaire J. W. Wagner
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T. J. Engle G. a. Morison 0. G. Wilbur
R. L. Fletcher B. M. Murdoch T. S. Williams
C. S. Graves R. A. Nelson ' Committee

* Died March 16. 1953.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress in study, but no report.

2. Specifications for railway buildings.

Report on specification for application of asbestos-cement siding shingles

and clapboards, submitted for approval and inclusion in the Manual page 395

3. Shop facilities for diesel locomotives.

Progress in study, but no report.

4. Wind loading for railway building structures.

Progress in study, but no report.

5. Pile foundations for railway buildings, collaborating with Committees 7

and 8.

Submits specifications for inclusion in the Manual page 397

6. Docks and wharves.

Final report, submitted as information page 398

7. Modernization of freight houses.

Final report, submitted as information page 400

8. New materials for buildings.

Final report, submitted as information page 402

9. Air conditioning.

Progress in study, but no report.

393
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10. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

st'tutc noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of re-

leased materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report, with the recommt-ndation that the subject to be dropped.

The Committee on Buildings,

J. B. ScHAUB, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 511, November 1953.

MEMOIR

Jfranfe liart ^Icott

Frank Hart Alcott was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., on June 1, 1890, and passed away

suddenly, as the result of a heart attack, on March 16, 1953, at Jamaica, N. Y. His

higher education was obtained at Rensselear Polytechnic Institute, from which he was

graduated as a civil engineer in 1915.

At the time of his death he was a building codes consultant and structural engineer

for the National Lumber Manufacturers Association, which position he had held for

17 years. His headquarters had been in New York since 1940.

Mr. Alcott was a member of the New York State Society of Professional Engineers,

American Association of Engineers, American Society for Testing Materials, American

Standards Association, and American Society of Civil Engineers, and held active mem-
berships in the Building Officials Conference of America, New England Building Officials

Conference, Massachusetts Building Commissioners and Inspectors Association, Con-

necticut Building Officials Association, New York Building Officials Conference, and New
Jersey Building Officials Association.

Mr. Alcott joined the AREA as an Associate Member in 1943, and had been a mem-
ber of Committee 6—Buildings, since that date. He was an active and energetic member

and a willing worker on every assignment. His contribution to committee work was

generous. He was well liked and will be long remembered by his associates.

MEMOIR

Milliam tE^uUp Borrance

It is with genuine regret that Committee 6—Buildings, records the passing on April

7, 1953, of William Tully Dorrance—one of its most beloved members.

Mr. Dorrance was born on July 30, 1873. He was graduated from Brown University

in 1894 with an A.B. Degree, and in 1896 he was awarded a B.S. Degree from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

He was employed bj' the Boston Terminal Company for two years as a rodman,

transitman and assistant engineer in the construction of the South Station at Boston,

Mass. He then spent three years with the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway, now
a part of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway, in construction, maintenance and design

work as an assistant engineer. Subsequently, he was associated for one year with the

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad as an assistant engineer and acting resident

engineer in surveys for improvements, and three years with Westinghouse, Church
Kerr & Company as an assistant engineer handling field work in connection with the

construction of the Long Island City power house for the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
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the electrification of the Long Island Railroad, including the installation of pole and

duct lines and the construction of substations. Hv returned to the New York Central &

Hudson River for two years, serving as assistant engineer, assistant designing engineer

and designing engineer.

In .April 1915 he entered the employ of the New York, New Haven &• Hartford

Railroad as a pilot in the Valuation Department, and in 1916 became chief draftsman

in the chief engineer's office. He was appointed designing engineer on January 1, 1920,

and assistant to chief engineer in charge of construction on January 1, 1931. On July 1,

1946, he was elevated to the position of consulting engineer, which he held until his

retirement on March 1, 1947, having served the New Haven for nearly 32 years.

Mr. Dorrance became a Member of the AREA in 1908 and a Life Member in 1943.

He was a member of Committee 6—Buildings, from 1909 to 1913 and from 1915 to

1950, serving as chairman from 1921 to 1927. He also served on Committee 26

—

Standardization, from 1921 to 1927 and in 1939 and 1940; and the Special Committee

on Clearances in 1926 and 1927. He was chairman of Committee 12—Rules and

Organization, in 1939 and 1940.

'"Bill", as he was known to his many friends, was a faithful and diligent worker in

connection \*ith the activities of Committee 6 during the many years of his association

with that group. He was well liked by the membership of the committee, and his expres-

sions at various meetings with respect to matters under discussion were always of a

constructive character. Because of his broad experience and respected judgment, the

committee will greatly miss his counsel and the untiring effort he gav^e to any assign-

ment—large or small. Since his retirement Mr. Dorrance was not active in committee

work; however, his occasional letters to members of the committee reflected his continued

interest in the Association's work, and it was with the deepest regret that the committee

members received the announcement of his passing.

Report on Assignment 2

Specifications for Railway Buildings

S. E. Kvenberg (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, C. E. Close, L. B. Curtiss,

R. L. Fletcher, M. L. Koehler, H. C. Lorenz, B. M. Murdoch, T. V. Pyle, J. T.
Schoener, E. W. Scripture, Jr., O. W. Stephens, R. C. Turnbell, O. G. Wilbur.

Your committee submits the following specification with the recommendation that

it be adopted for inclusion in the Manual at the end of Part 10—Roofings, the title of

which Part should be changed to Roofing and Siding.

^SPECIFICATIONS FOR APPLICATION OF ASBESTOS-CEMENT
SIDING, SHINGLES AND CLAPBOARDS

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools and equipment needed entirely

to complete the application of asbestos-cement siding of the color, type, and method of

appHcation approved by the engineer.

2. Types

a. Wood grain textured surface with wavy butt line.

b. Wood grain textured surface with staggered butt line for "thatch" method.

c. Tapered line textured surface with straight butt line.

d. Smooth surfaced with wavy butt line.
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3. Materials

Siding shingles and clapboards shall conform to current ASTM Specification,

designation C 223.

4. Storage

To prevent discoloration or blooming, asbestos-cement siding packed in bundles

shall be kept completely dry before application. They shall be stored carefully on edge

on raised planks when not under dry cover and shall be covered with roofing felt, water-

proof paper or a tarpaulin so that no water may reach them.

5. Preparation of Sidewalls

a. New work

Wood trim, gutters and metal work shall be in place before application of siding.

Wood trim shall be given a prime coat and second coat of paint, and all metal work
shall be given a protective coat of spar varnish or other approved treatment to prevent

staining of siding.

Sidewall sheeting shall be smooth and plumb with all protruding edges, nails, etc.,

removed, after which it shall be covered with asphalt-saturated asbestos or rag felt

weighing not less than IS lb per 100 sq ft. At all inside and outside corners an additional

vertical strip of IS -lb asphalt felt shall be applied, extending back 6 in each way on the

side walls.

Asbestos caulking compound shall be applied at all mitered corners and wherever

the siding butts against wood trim, masonry or other materials. Care must be taken in

applying the compound to avoid smearing the face of the siding.

b. Residing work

The existing wall surfaces shall be made as smooth, plumb and true as possible. All

loose siding, etc., shall be securely nailed, after which beveled wood strips or horse-

feathers shall be applied to provide a solid bearing. Stucco surfaces shall be removed

down to the wood sheeting.

On completion of the above work, the preparation work shall proceed as for new

work.

6. Nails and Fasteners

a. Head nails shall be hot-dipped galvanized nails of dimensions adequate to fit the

head nail holes punched in the siding and to assure adequate fastening to a wood nailing

base.

b. Face nails shall have small flat heads with shanks sized to enter face nail holes

punched in the units. They shall be long enough to hold the siding securely to a wood
base and be of a non-staining, corrosion-resistant material. Face nails are to be furnished

with the siding by the manufacturer.

c. For sheeting other than wood special fasteners of an approved design shall be

used.

7. Application

a. Standard Method

The siding shall lay smoothly and no attempt shall be made to stretch the courses.

The units shall be laid as nearly as possible so that vertical lines are parellel with each

other and at right angles to the eave. The units that verge at inside and outside corners

and at all obstructions shall be cut to a close fit.
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Courses shall be continuous around the entire structure to be sided. A full piece

shall be used to start the first course, alternating the succeeding courses with half pieces

and full pieces to provide a staggered effect. Backer flashing strips, as furnished with the

siding by the manufacturer, shall be applied along the vertical edge of each unit.

Each unit shall be securely nailed or fastened. No broken or cracked units shall be

used and any unit showing breaks or cracks after application shall be removed and

replaced. After completion of the work, the ground surrounding the site shall be left

clean of all debris incidental to the siding work.

A cant strip ^ in by 2 in shall be fastened to the bottom of the wall to be sided.

A chalk line shall be snapped for each course. The chalk line shall be absolutely level

and shall be continuous around the entire structure to be sided. If inequaUties are found

in the height of the various corners, the courses shall be adjusted slightly out of level

to prevent a wedge shaped course occurring at the eave line.

In addition to standard method of application, the following methods may be

followed:

b. Backer-Board Method (To enchance butt-line shadow)

The backer-board method is the nailing of insulation board to the wall sheathing

under each layer of clapboard. The clapboards are alined with the top of insulation

boards and project ^ in over the bottom. Insulation board shall be ^ in thick and De

impregnated with chemicals to prevent fungus growth and termite destruction.

c. Wood Lath Method (To enhance butt-line shadow)

The wood lath method is the nailing of a 3/^ in by 1^ in wood strip horizontally

between each layer of clapboard, the bottom of the clapboard overlapping the wood
strip J/2 in.

8. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the contractor shall

be subject to the approval of the engineer in charge, and no part of the work will be

considered as finally accepted until all the work is completed and accepted.

The general conditions as given in Part 1, this Chapter, shall be considered to apply

with equal force to this specification.

Report on Assignment 5

Pile Foundations for Railway Buildings

Collaborating with Committees 7 and 8

L. B. Curtiss (chairman, subcommittee), R. R. Cahal, J. S. Cooper, L H Corning
M. L. Koehler, H. C. Lorenz, E. W. Scripture, Jr.

At the 1953 annual meeting of the Association the committee submitted a final

report on this assignment, embracing Specifications for Pile Foundations for Railway
Buildings. These specifications, presented initially in AREA Bulletin 504, for November
1952, pages 603 to 60S, inch, and subsequently in Vol. 54, 1953, of the Proceedings,

pages 603 to 605, incl., are now offered for adoption and inclusion in the Manual as

Part 3 of Chapter 6.
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Report on Assignment 6

Docks and Wharves

D. E. Perrine (chairman, subcommittee), R. R. Cahal, L. H. Corning, B. E. Elshoff,

R. L. Fletcher, Earl Kimmel, S. E. Kvenberg, L. H. Laffoley, I. A. Moore, C. L.

Robinson, J. J. Schnebelen, O. W. Stephens, J. W. Wagner, J. W. Westwood.

Your committee submits the following report as information, supplementing the

report in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, page 290.

1. General

A dock is defined as a landing pier for freight or passenger boats, or a wharf.

A wharf is a structure of timber, masonry, concrete, earth or other material built on the

shore of a harbor, river, canal or the like, especially one extending parallel to the shore

line, and is used as a landing place for vessels to receive and discharge cargo. A pier is a

structure extending into navigable water for use as a landing place. A variation of a pier

is the slip, a sloping pier or ramp extending out into the water far enough to serve

as a landing place for vessels. This type is commonly used for the transfer of cars from

ferries or vessels to shore tracks. It is important that these faciUties be designed to

best serve and protect the freight and passengers being transferred with the minimum

of operational and maintenance expenses.

Dock and wharf developments, including enclosures, have been improved considerably

through betterments in design, construction and fire protection facilities. Modern design

has introduced rigid construction, and has permitted fire-resistive and semi-fire-resistive

construction not only in the substructure but also in the superstructure assembly. Coop-

eration of industry, municipal authorities, railway and steamship lines has assisted in the

trend to rigid construction and more fire-resistive design.

It is important to consider not only the value of the structure, but also that of the

contents and lives when designing such facilities.

2. Areas

The size of docks and wharves vary, depending upon use, location, community

service, and type of vessels, and water, truck or rail transportation facilities the docks

or wharves are intended to serve. Due consideration should be given to the various

limitations noted above, and every effort should be made in planning to subdivide the

total area, especially of substructures, and to regulate heights to accommodate the traffic

for which the structure is intended. Efficient operation, maintenance and the economical

movement of both 'passenger and freight traffic should be the guide of the designer.

Where second floors are utilized for storage purposes, consideration should be given to

the direct handling of cargo from vessels to this area.

3. Substructures

The solid-fill type, wherein the enclosing walls are constructed of sheet piling or

concrete and filled with earth or noncombustible material, is ideal for docks and wharves

where their use will not interfere with the maintenance of open channels or restrict tidal

flow. This design eliminates the hazards of decay, corrosion and fire to the underdeck

and supporting members, and lends itself to the construction of pits and other subdeck

facilities which are generally essential for enclosed docks or wharves serving railroads.

The use of reinforced concrete piles supporting a reinforced concrete deck has been

introduced into several recently constructed docks.
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In some cases the need for a comparatively fire-resistive type has limited the use

of treated (as well as untreated) wood piles to a cut off at approximately mean low

water. These piles support reinforced concrete sills and piers, or cross walls to carry the

reinforced concrete deck. In lieu of concrete another fire-resistive type employs heavy

steel piles to rock or adequate penetration to sustain required loads. The choice of sub-

structure depends upon the dock load, superstructure, character of bottom, depth to

rock or adequate bearing, and relative costs of materials in place. Even more complex

designs and arrangements of noncombustible substructures, including decks, have been

used. Generally, as in the past, designers resort to wood piles supporting heavy timber

bents, and heavy timber decking with noncombustible wearing surfaces. When bratticed

off every 150 ft with double-planked or gunited barriers and with access ports through

the deck to fight substructure fires, they may be classed as semi-fire resistive.

The design of a dock foundation is dependent upon the conditions existing in the

particular area where the pier is to be located, which may require a wood pile design

because of soft or yielding conditions of the waterway bed. This condition may also

require wood construction of the deck and its supporting members. The preferred con-

struction is a deck of heavy double planking laid diagonally or at right angles to each

layer, with the under deck protected from fire spread by fire stops of heavy planking

laid diagonally to a point below the water level, or in the case of tidal areas, below

mean low water. Past experience has shown that where adequate fire extinguishing and

alarm equipment is installed, fire damage to structures and contents is negligible.

Several designs for the substructures of piers and wharves have been introduced

using nests or assemblies of steel sections filled with concrete. This type of design, while

rigid in construction, lends itself somewhat to the flexibility and elasticity of the wood

pile design.

In all dock or wharf construction over water fire stops of noncombustible material

or protected slow-burning material breaking up the areas under the deck are an essential

requisite in good design.

4. Superstructures

Superstructure design is dependent upon many conditions. Use and occupancy must

be considered for each particular installation.

Where the expenditure is warranted a fire-resistive construction is preferred. This

applies not only to the one-story shed design but also to two-story dock enclosures,

including bulkheads as well. Careful study should be given to the use and occupancy of

the structure, which may necessitate the introduction of fire walls or division walls to

guard against the loss of the entire facility and contents in case of fire.

The use of baffles under the roof and monitors as draft stops should be carefully

considered where large individual areas exist. Where automatic sprinklers are warranted

as protection to the cargo and superstructure, such baffles and curtains are essential to

assure adequate water supply direct to the originating fire source.

Where adequate water supply is available and cargo or structure warrants, con-

sideration may be given to deluge water curtains.

Research and construction assemblies have established the practicability and

economies in the use of glued laminated timbers, which afford all the advantages of

heavy timber mill construction and provide a modern material for high stress members

with certain reductions in girth and cross section. With the improvement in waterproof

and water-repellent glues, such assemblies are especially appropriate in the humid con-

ditions common to waterfront properties.
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The use of heavy timber construction may be considered because the use of mill

construction or its equivalent is warranted in many localities. Its use is particularly

applicable where soft and yielding foundations are encountered and fire resistance is a

factor.

Report on Assignment 7

Modernization o£ Freight Houses

G. A. Morison (chairman, subcommittee), H. M. Booth, C. E. Close, J. S. Cooper,

L. B. Curtiss, C. E. Defendorf, L. A. Durham, J. F. Hendrickson, M. L. Koehler,

B. M. Murdoch, R. A. Nelson, W. C. Oest, T. V. Pyle, J. J. Schnebelen, J. T.

Schoener, S. G. Urban.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

1. General

Modernization of freight houses in some cities to permit expeditious and efficient

handling of freight shipments may be necessitated by:

a. A large increase in local population with increased industrial activity and

volume of business.

b. A desirable location within a city for handling business but with no room to

expand.

c. The increased use of mechanical handling equipment to offset the high cost of

hand labor and to permit the extended use of palletized and skidded shipments.

A program of modernization of a freight house might well include the renewal of

floor surfaces to carry the mechanical handling equipment, the replacement of existing

doors and lighting systems, the improvement or installation of a conveyor for handling

platform trucks, the paving of a suitable area on the tailboard side for parking highway

trucks, and the installation of service facilities for the mechanical equipment. Toilet,

locker and lunchroom facilities, cooper shop, platform offices, scales, overhead monorails

and fire protection should also be considered.

2. Floors

Wheel loads of the various types of mechanical equipment for handling shipments

—

tractors, fork-lift trucks and platform trucks—impose severe conditions of loading and

wear on a floor. To withstand these severe conditions existing wooden plank floors may
have to be reinforced and the wearing surface improved, or the entire floor replaced

with concrete or asphalt. Existing concrete floors may require replacement or resur-

facing. The surface of all concrete floors must be finished in a manner recommended to

provide a hard, durable surface.

3. Doors

Existing sliding doors may be replaced with overhead sectional wooden doors or

rolling steel doors to provide more free wall space for piling and easier door operation.

In many cases sectional wooden doors are preferred to steel doors because of the relative

ease of repairs in the event of damage. Power operation of the doors is. generally not

recommended. Door openings may have to be enlarged to facilitate the handling of

certain shipments and increased in number to handle the increased volume of business.

Access doors should be provided in accordance with local code requirements.
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4. Lighting

The existing lighting system may require replacement or improvement to provide

sufficient illumination for efficient operation of the shed on dull days or at night. To

facilitate the lighting of the interior of a boxcar or truck during the loading or unload-

ing operation, lamps on reel-mounted extension cords may be installed at suitable

locations. The lighting can be improved materially by painting the ceiling and upper

half of the walls with a Hght colored paint.

5. Communications

Adequate communication facilities in a modern freight house are a necessity. Efficient

and economical operation of crews and equipment can be assured if the foreman, truck-

ers and gangs are informed promptly what they are to do. Talk-backs between checkers

in the office and gangs at box cars have proved effective in directing and coordinating

the transfer of LCL freight from car to car, or car to highway truck. Loud-speaker

systems have been used effectively to direct and coordinate the operations of LCL freight

terminals. A pneumatic tube system between the general freight office and the ware-

house foreman's office can speed the transfer of waybills.

.6. Conveyors

In freight houses where space is restricted and the use of large numbers of mechanical

units would lead to congestion of traffic, the installation of a continuous overhead or

underfloor tow for platform trucks may provide the most economical and satisfactory

means of transfer of platform trucks from one location to another. The overhead truck-

tow system consists of a continuous chain operating on a trolley on a light I beam

overhead. Hooks for attaching 4-wheel platform trailors are spaced at equal intervals

along the chain. The chain, powered by an electric motor, operates at speeds which

readily permit attaching or unhooking trailor units. The under-floor tow consists of an

endless chain operating in a trough in the floor. Towing dogs, spaced at equal intervals

along the chain, permit easy attachment or detachment of the towing pins of the platform

trucks.

7. Service Shop

Experience has shown that fork-lift trucks, tractors and trailors must have

progressive maintenance, fueling and lubrication to keep them in serviceable operation.

A service shop with adequate facilities becomes a necessity wherever numbers of

mechanical units are used and should be provided in or close to the freight house. It

should be heated, have facilities for charging batteries, and be separated from the

remainder of the freight house by a suitable fire wall.

8. Toilet, Locker and Lunchroom Facilities

Toilets should be provided at convenient locations so that platform workers will

not waste time traveling to and from them. Suitable locker and lunchrooms for platform

workers may not only be desirable, but may be demanded by local unions.

9. Cooper Shop

Particularly at transfer points, space should be assigned for making repairs to

cartons and crates found damaged upon arrival. Actual damage to a consignment with

a resulting claim can often be avoided if the crate is repaired or a carton rebound as

soon as the initial damage is discovered.
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10. Platform Offices

Platform offices for the use of platform foremen may be required. These should be

centrally located on the platform they serve.

11. Scales

Scales of suitable platfrom size and capacity may be required. They should be

located so as to impede traffic the least.

12. Monorails

Normally, one monorail should be provided on the tailboard side to facilitate the

handling of heavy shipments. The beam should project 6 to 8 ft beyond the edge of the

platform and extend a suitable distance into the freight house. The hoist on the monorail

may be power or hand-operated, depending upon the frequency of use and should have

a capacity of 3 to 5 tons. The door opening through which the monorail passes must

receive special consideration as to height, width and type of door.

13. Fire Protection

Fire protection should be provided in accordance with Underwriters' requirements

or local codes.

Report on Assignment 8

New Materials for Buildings

C. S. Graves (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Armstrong, H. M. Booth, B. J. Johnson,

Jr., Earl Kimmel, S. E. Kvenberg, L. H. Laffoley, C. L. Robinson, J. T. Rowan,

J. J. Schnebelen, J. T. Schoener, E. W. Scripture, S. G. Urban, W. E. Webb.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

PLASTIC WALL PAPER

Plastic wall paper is a valuable material as a wall surface, especially in public

toilets, as it can be easily washed if applied in accordance with manufacturers'

specifications.

CORRUGATED TRANSLUCENT PLASTIC PANELS

General

Corrugated translucent plastic panels, where permitted by building codes, can be

used for siding, roofing, skylights, light-transmitting wall sections, office partitions,

industrial shower stalls, etc.

Light

The amount of light transmitted through the translucent corrugated plastic panels

varies from 80 to 90 percent, depending on the grade of plastic panel used.

Application

Corrugated translucent plastic panels can be used to replace corrugated metal siding

and roof sections as they are available with various pitch and depth dimensions. (This

plastic material is also available in flat sheets which are especially useful for inside

partitions)

.
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RECLAIMED RUBBER FOR WALKS AND DRIVEWAYS

Reclaimed rubber pellets mixed with asphalt arc being used experimentally with

good results for driveway crossings at railway yards and can be used satisfactorily for

sidewalks and driveways. The mixture used for rubber driveway crossings is as follows,

by weight;

A.'sphalt cement 12.5 percent

Sand 50.0

Rubber pellets 27.5

Portland cement 10.0 "

The asphalt cement and sand are thoroughly mixed and heated to 300 deg F; then

the rubber pellets and portland cement are added and the pavement placed and rolled

with a S-ton roller to a depth of 3 in over rolled or vibrated ballast.

DECORATIVE WOOD VENEERS ON PLYWOOD

There are various types of decorative wood veneers used for wall surfacing and

office partitions. These include striated plywood and surf wood. They are available in

various sizes, unfinished or pre-finished, and make attractive walls for offices and halls.

LOUVER WINDOWS (JALOUSIES)

Louver windows give full vision, practically a 100 percent opening, and shed rain,

open or closed. They are available with plate or crystal glass, clear, tinted or obscure.

Accessories available include geared or locked-type devices for operation and screws

with interchangeable storm sash.

NON-SKID RUBBER FLOOR PAINT

This is a latex paint that can be used for non-skid surfacing on steel or other metal,

wood or concrete. It is resistant to heat and wear, and can be applied by spray gun or

by trowel.

LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE

There has recently been introduced on the American market a lightweight aggregate

which can be used in the preparation of low-density, high-compressive-strength plaster,

and low-density, high-compressive-strength concrete that is low in absorption.

Also recently introduced is a prefabricated concrete that is light in weight and high

in compressive strength. This precast concrete is high in insulating quality, can be

worked with ordinary carpenter tools, and is highly water resistant.

FIRE DETECTOR

A recent development in fire detection is an electronic system that detects fire

instantly, but is not influenced by .sunlight and other illumination, as it is responsive

only to the modulating radiation which is characteristic of flame. It can be used in a

single-block or multiple-block arrangement to give complete fire protection for plants

and warehouses.
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

To The American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revision page 405

2. Form of agreement covering subsurface rights to mine under railway carrier

property.

Progress report, presented as information page 412

3. Form of agreement covering subsurface rights to mine under railway non-

carrier property.

No report.

4. Form of lease for development of oil and gas on railway lands.

Progress report, submitted as information page 415

5. Insurance provisions recommended for various forms of agreements.

Progress report, presented as information page 421

The Committee on Contract Forms,

G. W. Patterson, Chairman.

.AREA Bulletin 511, November 1953.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. R. Swatosh (chairman, subcommittee), R. F. Correll, C. L. Gatton, J. R. Harris,

E. M. Hastings, Jr., W. E. Heimerdinger, C. E. McCarty, G. W. Patterson, J. L.

Way.

In conformance with its assignment the committee in 1951 revised, together with

other agreements, the Form of Agreement for Wire or Cable Line Crossings, approved

in 1940 for inclusion in the Manual, and proposed certain changes in order that this

agreement might be brought to a current basis.

405
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The Rural Electrification Administration, which in 1938, through the Association

of American Railroads, urged the preparation of said form of agreement, informed-

Secretary N. D. Howard that it objected to the changes proposed, preferring to have
the agreement retained in its present form, and requested that it be broadened in scope

to include the construction of communication lines across railroad properties.

In view of that request it became desirable to have the AAR appoint a special

committee to study the problem of revising and broadening the agreement. A special

committee was appointed by the AAR on June 12, 1952. The following representatives

were appointed from the several sections of the AAR.

Electrical Section—E. M. Hastings, Jr., wire crossing engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway.

Communications Section—J. R. Sterhng, communications engineer, Southern Rail-

way System.

Signal Section—E. B. Piatt, office engineer, Illinois Central Railroad.

Construction and Maintenance Section (AREA)—W. R. Swatosh, assistant to

superintendent of construction, Erie Railroad (Chairman).

Gerald D. Finney, assistant general solicitor, Law Department, Association of

American Railroads.

The special committee met in Mr. Finney's office on October 14, 1952, to discuss the

proposed changes in the agreement and the broadening of it to include communication
line crossings. It reviewed and approved a grammatical change in the "Whereas" clause,

editorial changes in Sees. 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 15 and 16, and the elimination from
Exhibit "A", forming part of the agreement, the word "Standard", appearing in the

note immediately under profile of line crossing reading "Standard Head & Side Guys,
If Any." Sec. 7. Insurance, which had been revised to provide for insuring of contractual

liability and furnishing of signed or certified policies for railroad files, was considered.

To establish the committee's claim for including contractual insurance and securing

of signed or certified copies of policies, it was decided to determine by circular what
contractual insurance, if any, was required by railroads in their agreements with REA
cooperatives. Accordingly, Secretary N. D. Howard sent a letter dated November 24,

1952, to the chief engineering officers of 117 Class I railroads. Seventy-four replies were
received. Tabulation of the replies disclosed that only four railroads required furnishing

of contractual insurance, one railroad required submission of policy for approval and
file, two railroads required furnishing of insurance certificates, the remainder depending

on the indemnity provisions of their agreements for liability protection. It was further

disclosed that only a few railroads used the Manual form of agreement, while the

remainder used their own forms for wire line crossings. In view of these developments
the committee's position, with respect to requiring the furnishing of contractual insurance,

became untenable.

Arrangements were made by Mr. Finney to meet with the deputy administrator

of REA May 5, 1953. Discussions at that meeting disclosed that the REA was agreeable

to accept a revised form of agreement to include the grammatical, editorial and other

changes hereinabove described, including minintum limits of hability for personal injury

and property damage, and an addition to Sec. 7. Insurance, to provide for the furnishing

of a certified signed duplicate insurance policy for filing with the railroad company,

-

together with making the revised form of agreement applicable to communication line

crossings by the addition, at the foot thereof, of appropriate notes to cover such crossings.

The administrator's formal approval of the revised form of agreement was received

July 16, 1953,
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With the changes made, it is the considered opinion of the committee that the

revised agreement will be comprehensive in scope and substantially in harmony as to text

and form with other Manual agreements.

The committee submits herewith and recommends for printing in the Manual the

following revised Form of Agreement For Wire or Cable Line Crossings which, as revised,

also has the approval of the Special AAR Committee on Revision of Wire and Cable

Line Crossings Agreement, Legal Department of the AAR, and the Rural Electrification

Administration of United States Department of Agriculture. The revised form of agree-

ment is to replace the existing Form of Agreement for Wire and Cable Line Crossings

as now printed in the Manual on pages 20-3-25 to 20-3-30, incl.

'FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR WIRE OR CABLE LINE CROSSINGS

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of

19 . . . , by and between , a corporation duly organized

and existing under the laws of , hereinafter called the

Railway Company, and , hereinafter called the

Licensee.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Licensee desires to construct, maintain and use wire or cable lines

and appurtenances, hereinafter called construction, for transmission or distribution of

electric energy over or under and across the property, tracks and wires of the Railway

Company, and over or under and across such wires of any other party or parties as

Railway Company has permitted to be placed upon its property, such construction to

conform to the data shown on the application sheet, approved by the Railway Company,

dated , attached hereto and designated as Exhibit

"A", it is mutually agreed as follows:

L Permit

The Railway Company hereby permits the Licensee to construct, maintain and

use the construction over or under and across the property, tracks and wires of the

Railway Company, and the wires of such other party or parties as the Railway Com-

pany has permitted, or has contracted to permit, to place wires on its property, upon

the following terms and conditions:

2. Specifications

(a) The Licensee shall, at its sole expense, construct, and at all times during the

term of this agreement, maintain, the construction in accordance with the design indicated

on the aforesaid approved application sheet, the latest requirements of the specifications

of the National Electrical Safety Code and all amendments thereto, the current require-

ments of the Association of American Railroads and Edison Electric Institute Specifica-

tions for Electrical Supply Lines at Crossings with Facilities of Steam and Electrified

Railroads, as printed in the Association of American Railroads' Manual (should there

be any conflict between said specifications, those approved by the Association of Ameri-

can Railroads, as aforesaid, shall govern) , and the provisions of applicable statutes and

orders, rules or regulations of any competent public authority.

(b) If, in any particular, either of said specifications conflict with any statutes or

with any orders, rules or regulations of any competent public authority having jurisdic-

tion in the matter, then such statutes, orders, rules or regulations shall prevail, but in all

rernaining particulars said specifications .shall govern,
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3. Construction and Maintenance

(a) The Licensee, in constructing and maintaining the construction, shall exercise

every reasonable precaution and use all diligence to avoid interference with the operation

of trains and locomotives, or with the use and enjoyment by the Railway Company of

its property. The Licensee shall, except in emergency, give not less than

days written notice to of the Railway Company, of the day and

hour it proposes to construct, reconstruct or maintain the construction. In event the

of the Railway Company considers the time specified in such

notice unsatisfactory or inconvenient he shall, within days

after receipt of such notice, notify the Licensee to that effect in writing and shall

specify a time satisfactory or convenient to the Railway Company.

Should emergency work be necessary the Licensee shall make every effort to notify

the Railway Company that such work is to be done.

(b) The Licensee, failing properly to maintain its construction, shall reimburse the

Railway Company for any and all expense that may be incurred by the Railway Com-
pany in making such repairs to the facilities of the Licensee as may be immediately

necessary for the safety of trains and property of the Railway Company. The Railway

Company shall promptly notify the Licensee of the making of such repairs.

The Licensee agrees to pay to the Railway Company the cost of such repairs on

or before the fifteenth day of the month next succeeding that in which a bill therefor

is rendered.

4. Use

The Licensee shall use the said construction for the purpose of conveying electrical

ener.gy at a potential not in excess of that shown on the approved application sheet

attached hereto as Exhibit "A", and shall make no change in the construction or the

potential without first obtaining in writing the approval of the

of the Railway Company.

5. Protection of Circuits

The Licensee shall protect the power, communication, signal and other circuits on,

over or under the property of the Railway Company from damage of any kind by or

because of the construction, maintenance or use of said construction, and shall construct,

maintain and use said construction in such a manner as will not damage or injuriously

affect the use of power, communication, signal or other circuits of the Railway Company
or circuits of other companies which may have under contract the right to maintain

such circuits on the property of the Railway Company.

6. Liability and Risk

(a) The Licensee and the Railway Company agree that, except as provided in para-

graph (b) of this section, all cost or expense resulting from any and all loss of life

or property, or injury or damage to the person or property of any person, firm or cor-

poration (including the parties hereto and their respective officers, agents and employees)

,

and any and all claims, demands or actions for such loss, injury or damage, caused by

or growing out of the presence or use, or the construction, maintenance, renewal, change,

relocation, or removal of the construction attributable to the concurring negligence of

both parties hereto, shall be borne by them equally; if, however, any such loss, injury

or damage shall be attributable to the negligence of one of the parties hereto, whether

solely or combined with the negligence of any other person or corporation not a party

hereto, and without the concurring fault or negligence of the other party hereto, then
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such party hereto, which by its fault or negligence caused or contributed thereto, shall

indemnify, protect and save harmless the other party hereto therefrom.

(b) The Licensee assumes all risk of loss or damage to Licensee's poles, wires and

equipment, inclusive of free or unused materials, supplies and equipment, however caused,

resulting directly or indirectly, by reason of the installation, maintenance, use, existence

or removal of the construction, and hereby releases the Railway Company from any and

all liability on account of such loss or damage, whether or not the negligence of the

Railway Company contributed thereto in whole or in part.

7. Insurance

The Licensee shall carry, at all times while this agreement is in effect, Public

Liability Insurance covering bodily injury or death in limits of not less than $50,000

for the injury or death of each person, and $100,000 for each accident; and Property

Damage Liability Insurance in limits of not less than $25,000 for each accident, and a

total aggregate limit of $50,000 for the annual policy period.

A certified signed duplicate of policy of such insurance shall be filed with the Rail-

way Company.

8. Changes or Relocation

The Licensee shall, at its sole expense, within days after

receipt of written notice from the Railway Company, make such changes in the con-

struction, including relocation, as may be required by the Railway Company, if nuch

changes or relocation shall, in the judgment of the Railway Company, be needed for the

better development or use of the property of the Railway Company, or if such changes

or relocation shall, in the judgment of the Railway Company, be needed to protect its

requirements or contractual obligations, or if such change or relocation is required,

directly or indirectly, by statute or by any order of any competent public authority

havine jurisdiction in the matter. Provided, however, that the term contractual obligation

used in this paragraph shall not be construed as including obligations similar hereto,

entered into subsequent to the date hereof.

9. Discontinuance

The Licensee shall, at its sole expense, upon termination of this agreement, or upon

the abandonment or d'scontinuance of use of the construction, promptly remove yts

property from the premises of the Railway Company and restore such premises,

disturbed by the construction, to a condition .satisfactory to the

of the Railway Company, and upon the completion of such work this agreement shall

terminate.

10. Cost of Changes

The Licensee, failing to change or relocate the construction within

days after the expiration of notice given as provided in Sec. 8, or remove its property

as provided in Sec. 9, the Railway Company may, without further notice, in case of

abandonment remove, and in case of necessary alteration, change or relocate the con-

struction and render bills for the cost of such removal, change or relocation, to the

Licensee, which bills the Licensee agrees to pay on or before the fifteenth of the month

next succeeding that in which such bill is rendered.
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11. Taxes

The Licensee shall pay all taxes assessd upon the construction, or on account of the

existence of the construction, and shall indemnify the Railway Company against the

payment of such taxes.

12. Waiver

It is expressly understood and agreed that any waiver on the part of the Railway

Company, of any term, provision or covenant of this agreement shall not constitute a

precedent, nor bind the Railway Company to a waiver of any similar or succeeding

breach of same or any other terms, provisions or covenants of this agreement.

13. Execution Official Act Only

The individuals executing this agreement do so only in their official capacity and

none of the covenants herein contained are to be held or construed as their individual

acts, or acts for which they may be individually liable in any way.

No warranty of title to any property is given hereunder, and the permit herein

given to the Licensee is subject to all encumbrances, conditions, reservations upon or

under which the Railway Company holds its property.

14. Fees and Rentals

Unless the construction is wholly within the confines of a public highway (it being

understood that the overhanging of one or more wires or crossarms on the property

of the Railway Company off the highway shall not be considered as making the con-

struction fall without the confines of a public highway), the Licensee shall pay to the

Railway Company a fee of Dollars for expenses in connection

with the preparation and execution of this agreement, and, in addition thereto, pay for

the privileges herein granted and for inspection expenses, the sum of

Dollars.

14. Fees and Rentals (Alternate)

Unless the construction is wholly within the confines of a pubHc highway (it being

understood that the overhanging of one or more wires or crossarms on the property

of the Railway Company off the highway shall not be cons-dered as making the con-

struction fall without the confines of a public highway), the Licensee shall pay to the

Railway Company a fee of Dollars for expenses in connection

with the preparation and execution of this agreement, and, in addition thereto, pay for

the privileges herein granted and for inspection expenses, the sum of

Dollars per annum; said annual charges to be payable in advance on date of this

agreement and on each anniversary date thereof.

15. Cancellation

The permit herein given shall terminate upon the abandonment of railway operation

and the sale or other disposition of the railway right-of-way, or may be revoked by the

Railway Company upon days written notice to the

Licensee for any failure of the Licensee to comply with any of the terms, conditions

or covenants of this agreement, or may be cancelled by the Licensee upon .

day written notice to the Railway Company of such intention.

16. Successors

This agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto,

their successors or assigns, provided that the Licensee shall not transfer, assign or permit
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the use of the permit hereby granted by any person or corporation without the consent

and agreement, in writing, of the Railway Company being first obtained.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

, the day and year first above written.

Witness Company

By

Witness Licensee

By

Note 1—Where the Licensee is a borrower from the United States Government the

following shall be added at the end of Sec. 16: "Unless such transfer, assignment or

permission is given by the Licensee in pursuance of the obligations incurred by it to the

United States and notice thereof in writing is given to the Railway Company."
Note 2—When this agreement form is to be used to cover a communication line

crossing, the following changes are recommended:

Whereas Clause:
, hereinafter called construction,

for communication lines over or under and across the property,

Sec. 2. Specifications, Par. (a) application sheet,

and the Association of American Railroads' Communication Section Specification 1-B-l,

and the provisions of applicable statutes

Sec. 4. Use: The Licensee shall use the construction solely for communication pur-

poses, and shall make no change in the construction without first obtaining in writing

On the data sheet, Exhibit "A", reference to voltage, frequency and type of current

can be eliminated, as well as reference to supply lines in the plan view.

Report on Assignment 2

Form of Agreement Covering Subsurface Rights to Mine
Under Railway Carrier Property

I. V. Wiley (chairman, subcommittee), J. P. Aaron, G. K. French, R. C. Heckel, A. C.
Hoyt, L. W. Lindberg, J. L. Perrier, E. E. Phipps, Bruce Shaffner, D. J. White.

Your committee submits the following tentative draft of agreement as information.

The Manual, at present, does not contain a form of agreement covering subsurface

rights to mine under railway carrier property. The agreement as drafted provides for

crossing under the railway right-of-way and tracks for the purpose of extending mining

operations to adjoining land.

Members of the Association are requested to give the committee the benefit of their

suggestions and criticisms.

FORM OF AGREEMENT COVERING SUBSURFACE RIGHTS
TO MINE UNDER RAILWAY CARRIER PROPERTY

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of , 19 . . . . , by and

between
, a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State of , hereinafter called the Railway Company
and

, hereinafter called the Licensee.
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WITNESSETH:

Whereas, in order to reach adjoining lands the Licensee desires to construct, use

and maintain tunnels or passageways under the tracks and right-of-way of the Railway

Company situated in as shown on the plan designated as

, dated , attached hereto and made

a part hereof, and

Whereas, the Railway Company is agreeable to such construction, use and main-

tenance subject to conditions herein set forth

;

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the payment of $ in cash,

the receipt of which is Tiereby acknowledged, and of the mutual covenants herein

stipulated to be kept by the parties hereto, it is agreed as follows:

1. Grant

The Railway Company does hereby give and grant to the Licensee, insofar as the

Railway Company has the power to do so, the right and privilege to enter within and

under the premises of the Railway Company and to construct, use and maintain tunnels

or passageways in exact accordance with the plan, and no departure shall at any time

be made therefrom except upon permission in writing granted by the Railway Company.

2. Cost

All materials and all work herein contemplated shall be furnished and performed

by and at the sole cost and expense of the Licensee, and, without in any way affecting

the obligations of the Licensee herein set forth, at such time and in such manner as shall

be approved by the Railway Company.

3. Construction, Operation and Maintenance

The Licensee shall construct, operate and maintain the tunnels or passageways

within and underlying the right-of-way of the Railway Company so as not to endanger,

obstruct or interfere with its use for railroad purposes or with the construction, operation

and maintenance of all railroad facilities which may now or hereafter be located on

said right-of-way.

The Licensee shall at all times maintain and repair the tunnels or passageways and

all facilities used in connection therewith and shall, in any event, upon notice in writing

from the Railway Company requiring it so to do, promptly maintain, repair or renew

the whole or any part thereof; or the Railway Company for the purpose of protecting

and safeguarding its property, traffic, employees or patrons may, at any time, with or

without prior notice to the Licensee, provide materials for and perform any maintenance,

repair or renewal which it may deem necessary, at the sole cost of the Licensee.

4. Right of Inspection

The duly authorized employees or agents of the Railway Company shall have the

right at all times to enter the tunnels or passageways for the purpose of inspecting the

same, said right of entry to be afforded the Railway Company at any opening in the

mine. The Licensee shall cooperate in making such inspections, and furnish all things and

do all acts necessary and convenient therefor.

5. No Openings

The Licensee shall not make any opening upon the surface of the land owned by

the Railway Company.
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6. Alterations to Railway Company Facilities

In the event the Railway Company shall be required or may desire at any time

to change the grade or locafion of any of its tracks or facilities, or to remove, construct

or add to any of its tracks or facilities upon land owned or used by the Railway Com-
pany, the Licensee shall, without cost or expense to the Railway Company, and within

days after service of notice in writing requiring it so to do,

make such adjustments or relocations in its facilities herein provided for as may, in the

opinion of the Railway Company, be necessary and adequate.

7. Work by Railway Company

The Licensee shall reimburse the Railway Company for work performed by the

Railway Company as described in Sees. 3 and 12 herein, promptly after bills have been

rendered by the Railway Company for such work. Bills rendered by the Railway Com-
pany shall include the cost of labor, together with vacation allowance. Public Liability

and Property Damage Insurance, Workmen's Compensation Insurance or Employers

Liability Insurance and Federal Employers Liability Insurance, Unemployment Compen-

sation Tax, payments pursuant to Social Security and Retirement Laws, or similar laws,

state and federal, applicable to the work performed by the Railway Company, and

percent on labor costs for supervision and administration. Material shall be

billed at cost plus transportation, and percent for handling, supervision

and administration.

8. Taxes

The Licensee shall pay any and all taxes and assessments which may be levied

against the Licensee and the Railway Company, or either of them, attributable to and

growing out of the construction, operation and use of the tunnels, passageways and the

facilities of the Licensee used in connection therewith.

9. Indemnification

The License shall protect, indemnify and save harmless the Railway Company and

any other corporation or person lawfully on its property from and against any and all

loss or damage to property or injury to or death of persons, and all suits, claims, liabilities

or demands in connection therewith, howsoever caused, resulting directly or indirectly

from the construction, operation and maintenance of said tunnels or passageways.

10. Insurance

The Licensee shall at the Licensee's own expense carry insurance at all times in a

company or companies approved by the Railway Company, covering the liability assumed

under this agreement, with limits of not less than $ for one person and

$ for one accident for personal injuries or death, and $

for property damage for each accident, with an aggregate limit of not less than

$ , and to furnish the Railway Company true original counterparts of

such policy or policies and have the Railway Company's written approval of said policies

at least forty-eight hours before entering on the right-of-way of the Railway Company.

11. Extension of Operation

The privilege herein granted shall be for the sole purpose of conducting mining opera-

tions on land now owned by the Licensee, and the Licensee shall not use said tunnels

or passageways under the premises of the Railway Company for any other purpose or for
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operations on land not owned by the Licensee on the effective date of this agreement,

except by written consent of the Railway Company.

12. Term
This agreement and the authority and permission hereby afforded to the Licensee

shall continue for so long a time only as the Licensee shall continue to use the said

tunnels or passageways for the purpose of conducting mining operations, and upon final

abandonment thereof, the Licensee shall fill with such material and in such manner as

will be acceptable to the Railway Company and shall leave the property of the Railway

Company in a neat, clean and safe condition. Upon refusal or failure of the Licensee

«o to do, the Railway Company may wreck and scrap or convert said tunnels or passage-

ways and the facilities therein, and fill in the said tunnels or passageways and restore

its property, as above provided, without liability in any event for compensation or

damages therefor, billing the Licensee in accordance with Sec. 7.

In the event the Licensee shall refuse or fail to comply with the conditions and

obligations placed or imposed upon it by this agreement, the Railway Company shall

have the right, upon thirty days notice in writing served or given to the Licensee, to

cancel and terminate this agreement and to exclude said Licensee from the use of said

tunnels or passageways provided for herein.

13. Assignment

This agreement shall not be assigned or in any manner transferred without the

written consent of the Railway Company.

14. Successors

This agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto,

their successors and assigns.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

, as of the day and year first above written.

Attest : Company

Secretary By

Attest : Licensee

Secretary By

Report on Assignment 4

Form of Lease for Development of Oil and Gas

on Railway Lands

W. D. Kirkpatrick (chairman, subcommittee), G. H. Beasley, H. F. Brockett, R. G.

Brohaugh, R. F. Correll, J. F. Halpin, C. J. Henry, D. F. Lyons, W. L. Mogle,
R. O. Nutt.

Your committee submits the following Form of Lease for Development of Oil and

Gas on Railway Lands as information, and requests your comments and criticism. The

lease is a revision of the tentative form previously submitted for your information in

1952 and printed in the Proceedings, Vol. 53, pages 293 to 298, incl.

The elimination of "Sulfur Deposits" from the original assignment was authorized

by the Board Committee on OutUne of Work on May 4, 1953.
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FORM OF LEASE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF OIL AND GAS
ON RAILWAY LANDS

THIS LEASE, made this day of 19 . . . . , by and between

, a corporation organized

and existing under the laws of the State of , hereinafter

called the Railway Company, and , hereinafter

called the Lessee.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Railway Company owns certain premises situated in

, County of , State of ,

further described as follows:

; and

Whereas, the Lessee desires to lease said premises from the Railway Company for

the purpose of exploring, drilling, and laying pipe lines, and to carry on such other

activities as may be necessary to produce oil and gas and to transport and store said

products ; and

Whereas, the Railway Company is agreeable to granting to the Lessee a lease for

such purposes.

Now, Therefore, in consideration of $ cash in hand paid by the

Lessee to the Railway Company, of the royalties hereinafter provided, and of the

covenants herein contained, the Railway Company hereby leases said premises to the

Lessee, subject to the following terms and conditions:

1. Term of Lease

Subject to the other provisions herein contained, this lease shall be in force for a

term of years from the date hereof, herein called "primary term", and as long

thereafter as oil or gas is being produced from the leased premises.

2. Deferment of Drilling

If operations for drilling are not commenced on the leased premises on or before

, the lease shall then terminate as to both parties unless on or

before such date the Lessee shall pay or tender to the Railway Company the sum of

$ , herein called "rental", which shall cover the privilege of deferring

commencement of drilling operations for a period of twelve months. In like manner
and upon like payments or tenders annually, the commencement of drilling operations

may be further deferred for successive periods of twelve months each during the primary

term. Any payment or tender of rental shall be made by the check or draft of the Lessee

mailed or delivered to the Railway Company at , on or

before the rental paying date. If operations for drilling are not commenced and such

rental shall not be paid on or before such rental paying date, this lease shall terminate

without demand or notice from the Railway Company. The down cash payment is

consideration for this lease according to its terms and shall not be allocated as mere
rental for a period. The Lessee, or any assignee hereunder, may at any time execute

and dehver to the Railway Company a release or releases covering any portion or por-

tions of the premises held by the Lessee, and thereby surrender this lease as to such

portion or portions, and thereafter the rentals payable by the Lessee shall be reduced

proportionately.
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3. Contingencies

If, prior to discovery of oil or gas on the leased premises, the Lessee should drill

a dry hole or holes thereon, or if, after discovery of oil or gas, the production thereof

should cease for any cause, this lease shall not terminate if the Lessee commences opera-

tions for additional drilling or reworking within sixty days thereafter or, if it be within

the primary term, the Lessee commences additional drilling operations or commences

or resumes the payment or tender of rentals on or before the rental paying date next

ensuing after the expiration of three months from date of completion of dry hole or

cessation of production. If, during the last year of the primary term and prior to the

discovery of oil or gas on said premises, the Lessee should drill a dry hole thereon, no

rental pa5'ment or operations are necessary in order to keep the lease in force during

the remainder of the primary term. If, at the expiration of the primary term, oil or

gas is not being produced on said premises, but the Lessee is then engaged in drilling

or reworking operations thereon, the lease shall remain in force so long as operations are

prosecuted with diligence and without unreasonable delay, and if said operations result

in the production of oil or gas, this lease shall remain in force so long thereafter as oil

or gas is produced from said premises. In the event a well or wells producing oil or gas

should be brought in on adjacent land and draining the leased premises, the Lessee

agrees to drill such offset wells as are necessary to protect the leased premises from offset

drainage.

4. Royalties

The royalties to be paid by the Lessee to the Railway Company are:

(a) To deliver to the credit of the Railway Company, free of cost, into the pipe

line to which it may connect its wells, or into tanks furnished by the Railway Company
on the premises, part of all oil produced and saved from the leased

premises

;

(b) The Lessee shall pay the Railway Company as royalty for gas

part of the gross proceeds at the prevailing market rate for such gas while the same

is being sold or is being used off the premises. While gas produced from said premises

is processed through a natural gasoline or similar processing plant for the removal of

liquid hydrocarbons therefrom, volumes for which royalty settlements shall be made

hereunder shall be such volumes as remain after plant extraction and use

;

(c) To pay to the Railway Company part of the value at the well

of the condensate recovered from gas produced from said premises by the use of a

standard separator located at or near the mouth of the well;

(d) To pay to the Railway Company as royalty for gas produced from any oil well

and sold by the Lessee for the manufacture of natural gasoline or similar products

part of the amount received by Lessee from the sale of such gas;

(e) To pay to the Railway Company as royalty on natural gasoline and similar

products ordinarily extracted at a gasoline plant, where the gas is processed by the

Lessee or an affiliated company, part of the value of natural gasoHne

contained in gas produced from said premises and so processed by the Lessee or its

affiUated company, as determined by field compression or charcoal tests made quarterly

in accordance with the official code of The Natural Gasoline Association of America for

testing natural gas for gasoline content

;

(f) If during any calendar year after the completion of a producing well, gas or

oil is not utilized or sold off the premises in sufficient quantities to provide the Railway

Company with a minimum royalty of $ ,
payment shall be made to
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the Railway Company within thirty days after the close of such calendar year in an

amount which, together with any royalty already paid for such calendar year, shall equal

a min'mum royalty of $ During periods for which such royalty payments

are made it shall be considered that gas or oil is being produced from the premises for

the purpose of perpetuating the term hereof

;

(g) The due date of all money royalties due the Railway Company hereunder is

hereby fixed as the twentieth day of each month covering oil production of the preceding

month and gas production for which the Lessee receives settlement during said month.

The Railway Company shall be furnished with the location and logs of all wells drilled

by the Lessee hereunder. Duly authorized representatives of the Railway Company shall

have access to the Lessee's records and books of account relating to the production and

sale of oil and gas under the provisions of this lease.

5. Operations

All operations by the Lesse under this lease shall be according to the following

terms and conditions:

(a) The Lessee's wells, pipe lines, communication facilities, oil storage tanks, flow

tanks, oil sumps, separators, mud pits, power and other houses, stations and structures

required by the Lessee for use in connection with drilling for, producing and caring

for oil and gas shall be located by the Lessee on the leased premises only at such places

as shall be aprpoved in writing from time to time, in advance, by the Railway Company's

(b) No well shall be drilled by Lessee within ft of the center line

of any railroad track on or adjacent to the leased premises, unless authorized by the

Railway Company's in writing.

(c) The Lessee shall at all times comply vl^th, and conduct its operations under

this lease in conformity with the requirements of any federal, state, or other public

authority having jurisdiction in the premises.

(d) The Lessee shall not complete any well on the leased premises without notifying

the Railway Company's at ,

by telegraph at least twenty-four hours before such completion.

(e) The Lessee shall drill, complete and produce all wells on the leased premises

with every possible precaution and in the most approved manner, so as to avoid all risk

of explosion, fire or other catastrophe, and so as not to interfere unreasonably with the

use of the leased premises by the Railway Company or any party occupying any part

of the leased premises pursuant to rights granted such party by the Railway Company.

(f) The Lessee shall keep the leased premises clean and safe from waste oil and gas

at all times and store all oil produced hereunder a sufficient distance, but not less than

ft, from any operated track or any improvement on or in the vicinity

of the leased premises to insure safety of Railway Company's operations, and shall take

all possible precautions against hazards by fire, explosion or other catastrophe.

(g) The Lessee shall not interfere with the communications and signal lines, or other

structures, upon the leased premises, or with the operation of said facilities. In case the

Railway Company's , after written application of the Lessee.

shall in writing approve the moving or rearrangement of any of said facilities to permit

the Lessee's operations under this lease, the work will be done by the Railway Company
at the cost of the Lessee, and the Lessee, on rendition of bills, shall pay, within thirty

days to the Railway Company the cost of said work, including customary charges and
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surcharges for labor and materials, and also for the use of equipment employed on the

work, and excise taxes on labor and materials.

(h) The Lessee shall bury all pipe lines below a depth of ft, and

shall fill all unused mud pits, cellars and oil sumps, when requested to do so by the

Raihva> Company.

6. Unitization

The Lessee is hereby given the power and right, as to all or any part of the premises

described above, and as to any one or more of the formations thereunder, and the oil

and gas produced therefrom, at- its option and without the Railway Company's joinder

or future consent, to at any time, either before or after production, pool and unitize

the leasehold estate, and the Railway Company's royalty estate created hereby with the

rights of any third parties, if any, in all or any part of the premises described herein,

and with any other land, lands, lease, leases, mineral and royalty rights, or any of them

adjacent, adjoining or located within the immediate vicinity of the above described

premises, whether owned by the Lessee or others, so as to create by such pooling and

unitization one or more drilHng or production units. Each such drilling or production

unit, when limited to any one or more formations and to oil and gas therein or produced

therefrom, may from time to time be enlarged and extended by the Lessee additionally

to include any other formation or formations and the oil or gas therein or produced

therefrom, when in the Lessee's judgment it is necessary or advisable to do so in order

to comply with the rules and regulations of lawful authority having jurisdiction in the

premises, or when to do so would, in the judgment of Lessee, promote the conservation

or orderly production of oil and gas. Each such drilling or production unit shall not

exceed 40 acres, plus an acreage tolerance not to exceed 10 percent of 40 acres, when

created for the purpose of drilling for or producing oil therefrom; and 640 acres, plus

an acreage tolerance not to exceed 10 percent of 640 acres, when created for the purpose

of drilling for or producing gas, distillate or condensate, or any combination of such

minerals therefrom. As to each such unit so created by the Lessee, the Railway Company
agrees to accept and shall receive out of the production or the proceeds from the produc-

tion from such unit, such proportion of the royalties specified herein, including the

minimum royalty specified in Sec. 4, as the number of acres out of the premises covered

hereby placed in any such unit bears to the total number of acres included in such unit.

The commencement, drilling, completion of or production from a well on any portion

of the unit created hereunder shall have the same effect upon the terms of this lease

as if a well were commenced, drilled, completed or producing on the premises embraced

hereby. In the event, however, that only a part of the premises embraced by this lease

is included in a unit created hereunder, then the remaining portion of the premises

embraced by this lease shall be subject to delay rental payments as provided in Sec. 2.

The Lessee may place and use on each unit created hereunder common measuring and

receiving tanks for production from such unit. If the Lessee does create any such unit

or units under the rights herein granted, then the Lessee shall execute in writing and

record in the county or parish in which each such unit or units created hereunder may
be located, an instrument identifying and describing each unit or units. The development

of and production from each such unit shall be in accordance with the valid orders, rules

and regulations of lawful public authority having jurisdiction in the premises. The pro-

visions of this Section shall be construed as a covenant running with the land and shall

inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto, their successors and

assigfts:
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7. Fuel for Operations

The Lessee shall have free use of oil and gas from said premises for all operations

hereunder, and the royalty on oil and gas shall be computed after deducting any so used.

8. Assignment

The operating rights, duties and responsibilities of the Lessee hereunder shall not be

assignable by the Lessee, either in whole or in part, except after obtaining written

consent to such assignment from the Railway Company. The Lessee may, however,

assign any portion of the proceeds from the working interests hereunder, provided that

the Lc'see shall remain liable to the Railway Company for all of the operating duties,

responsibilities and liabilities of the Lessee expressed in this grant. The appointment of a

receiver or trustee in bankruptcy affecting the Lessee or the Lessee's interest under this

grant .'-hall be construed to be a violation of the covenant against assignment.

9. Defense of Title

The Railway Company hereby warrants and agrees to defend the title to said oil

and gas against the claims of all persons whomsoever lawfully claiming all or any part

thereof by, through or under the Railway Company. Without impairment of the Lessee's

rights under the said warranty in the event of failure of title, it is agreed that if the

Railway Company owns an interest in the oil or gas on or beneath said premises less

than the entire fee simple estate, then the royalties and rentals to be paid the Railway

Company shall be reduced proportionately.

10. Indemnification

The Lessee shall, at its own cost and expense, defend, fully indemnify and forever

save harmless the Railway Company, its successors and assigns, from all losses, claims,

damages, actions and causes of action, resulting from or in any manner growing out

of the operations of the Lessee hereunder, as well as out of the failure of the Lessee to

comply with the terms and conditions of this lease whether the same be caused or con-

tributed to by negligence of the Railway Company or otherwise, and shall promptly

repay any sum or sums which the Railway Company may pay or be compelled to pay,

and discharge any judgment or judgments that may be rendered against the Railway

Company, including all costs and attorney's fees, because of any such claim or claims.

11. Insurance

The Lessee shall at the Lessee's own expense carry insurance at all times in a com-
pany or companies approved by the Railway Company covering the liabiHty assumed

under this lease with limits of not less than $ for one person and $

for one accident for personal injuries or death, and $ for property damage
for each accident, with an aggregate limit of not less than $ , and to furnish

the Railway Company true original counterparts of such policy or policies and have

the Railway Company's written approval of said policies at least forty-eight hours

before entering the said leased premises.

12. Rules and Regulations

All terms and covenants of this lease, expressed or implied, shall be subject to all

laws, rules and regulations of public authority having jurisdiction, and this lease shall

not be terminated, in whole or in part, nor shall the Lessee be held liable for failure to

comply with said terms and covenants, if compliance is prevented by, or if such failure

is the result of, any such law, rule or regulation.
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This grant and all its terms and conditions shall extend to and be binding upon the

successors and assigns of the parties hereto.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this instrument in

, as of the day and year first above written.

Company

Witness: By

Lessee

Witness : By

Acknowledgments

Report on Assignment 5

Insurance Provisions Recommended for Various Forms
of Agreements

Clarence Young (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Kirkpatrick, D. B. Neihaus, K. A.

Begemann, H. F. Brockett, R. F. Correll, A. B. Costic, G. K. Davis, E. M. Hastings,

W. E. Heimerdinger, H. W. Legro, W. L. Mogle, W. R. Swatosh, J. L. Way.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Before any recommendations can be made for insurance provisions in the various

forms of agreements covered by this committee's assignment, it is desirable to review

the liability which we are endeavoring to cover. This review is in no wise to be taken

as a pretension of legal knowledge or expertness on matters of insurance. It is, rather,

the result of the experience of "laymen" in the realm of liability insurance and is the

basis for recommendations.

Liability falls into two major classifications, depending on the relationship between

the injured and the principal. One of these relationships is that of employer (first party)

and employee (second party). The other is one in which a non-employee (third party)

is involved. Insurance language uses "master and servant" for first party and second party

relationship, and "third party insurance" when a non-employee is involved.

A. MASTER AND SERVANT

When the relationship is that of "master and servant" the servant is dependent on

the whims of the master for his livelihood and does not have the freedom of action that

a non-employee has. The employee cannot choose the place he works nor can he choose

the tools with which he works. Because of these limitations and other restrictions inherent

in the terms of employment, the servant is due more protection than a third party whose

freedom of choice is not so limited and restricted. As our civilization has changed from

agricultural to predominantly industrial, complications have arisen in the "master and

servant" relationship, and clarification has been found to be necessary. To cover the

changed working conditions, as well as advances in social thinking, the several states

have enacted statutes called "Workmen's Compensation Laws". These statutes cover

only intrastate employees and vary from state to state. The Congress has enacted statutes

for added protection of workers not covered by the Workmen's Compensation Laws

—

those in interstate commerce, on navigable waters of the United States and on the high

seas. These acts have individual names, but for convenience they shall be referred to here

as "Federal Employers' Liability Acts." Because these state and federal statutes spell
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out the master's liability, insurance companies have standardized insurance policies cover-

ing workmen's compensation for each state and for each type of risk, under the federal

acts. It is, therefore, unnecessary to delve deeply into "master and servant" insurance.

If the workmen's compensation policy carries the endorsement prescribed by the state in

which the work is being done, it conforms to the laws of that state, and there is nothing

further to check. Attention is called to the states that are "Monopoly" states—that is,

they require that this coverage be carried in a state fund. In the case of interstate em-

ployees care must be taken to be assured that the proper type of Federal Employer's

Liability insurance is placed on the employees. A well-informed broker or a liability

insurance underwriter should be consulted who should be fully informed of the duties

and the location of operations of the "servants."

B. THIRD PARTY

When a non-employee (third party) is involved, the employer (individual or cor-

porate) has responsibility to the third party for acts of omission and commission of his

agents and employees as well as for his own acts. This liabihty applies to damages to

property as well as to bodily injury to persons. In the complexity of modern civilization

a number of principals can be introduced, at times becoming a chain of interacting and

interdependent principals (masters). Some of the most common situations arising on

railways are listed below.

1. Railway forces performing work.

2. Railway and independent contractors (including subcontractors).

3. Railway and licensee or permittee.

4. Railway, permittee and permittee's independent contractor (including sub-

contractors) .

5. Railway, state or federal government and government's contractor (including

subcontractors)

.

1. Railway Forces Performing Work
Practically all railways maintain claim departments to settle claims for injuries to

persons and damage to property caused by acts of omission or commission of its em-

ployees arising out of the normal business of transporting persons and goods. Thus rail-

ways are self-insurers for their normal operations. This situation has no bearing on the

assignment of this committee, which is concerned with agreements with other persons

(individual or corporate).

When a railway performs work for a federal or state agency, the governmental

agency will not pay costs of claims arising out of the work. The cost of insurance, how-
ever, can be included, and consideration should be given to covering this liability through

insurance companies.

2. Railway and Independent Contractor

The sole business of a railway is the transportation of persons and goods for hire.

Its organization is pointed to the operations of its business and the maintenance of

facilities to carry on its business. Construction is a specialized business and railways,

as a rule, find that it is more satisfactory to accomplish construction and major recon-

struction projects by contracting with specialists for the work. This introduces another

"master" (the independent contractor) into the picture and produces a complication in

liability to the third party. It is further complicated by the addition of independent

subcontractors as additional "masters". This complication is based on the principle that
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the person injured is entitled to compensation from someone. If the subcontractor is

unable to pay in full, then the contractor is the next in line and is liable for the differ-

ence. If the contractor is unable to pay them the liabiHty devolves on the owner; that is,

the railway.

There are two ways of protecting the railway's liabiHty arising out of this relation-

ship. One approach is to insert in the contract a suitable indemnity clause and require

the contractor to insure the liability assumed by him under the contract. Another

approach is to require the contractor to carry in his own name, Pubhc Liability and

Property Damage insurance and Contractor's Contingent Liability and Property Damage

insurance (if he has any subcontractors), and to provide Railroad Protective Liability

and Property Damage insurance in the name of the railway. Each of these methods has

advantages and disadvantages.

Some railways prefer the protective type of policy over the contractual type because

of the method of handling claims. The protective policy is written in the name of the

railway, and when a claim is presented for damages arising out of the contractor's opera-

tions, it is turned over to the insurance company to investigate and defend or settle.

If the contractual type is required by the contract, the policy is in the name of the con-

tractor, and the railway investigates and defends or settles the claim and then has to

make claim against the contractor for reimbursement. The contractor refers the claim

to his insurance carrier, and the railway is put in the position of justifying its claim.

Claim agents (railway and insurance) are paid to get as favorable settlements for their

companies as possible, and the insurance company's claim agent will naturally try to

find as much fault as possible with the railway's claim to avoid settlement or reduce

•the amount of settlement. The disagreements between the railway and the insurance

carrier create ill will between the railway and the contractor and may cause an excellent

contractor to be removed from the railway's approved bidding list through no fault of

his own. This situation is not advantageous to either the contractor or the railway. The

contractual type has the advantage of being easier to check for coverage required by the

contract, and for that reason is preferred by some railways.

3. Railway and Licensee or Permittee, and

4. Railway, Permittee and Permittee's Independent

Contractor (Including Subcontractors)

Here the situation is analogous to that described in Art. 2 above, in that the railway

company has a contingent liability when it licenses or permits others to use its property.

The same approaches are available for protecting the railway company's interests.

5. Railway, State or Federal Government and its Contractors

While conditions are analogous, it must be borne in mind that no one but the

Congress can assume liability for the federal government, and no one but the legislature

can assume Habihty for a state government. This rules out contractual insurance because

there can be no Habihty legally assumed in an agreement by a federal or state agency.

There are, however, some federal and state corporations set up, such as the Ohio Turn-

pike Commission, described in the act creating it as a "body corporate and politic". The

corporations are usually set up for one specific purpose and do not have general duties

such as the state highway commissions. In the agreements with federal and state agen-

cies where no UabiHty can legally be assumed, the only protection for the railway is to

put in the agreement that the government (or state) shaH require its contractor to carry
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railroad protective insurance in the name of the railway, in addition to the insurance

required in his own name.

C. FORMS OF POLICIES

1. Workmen's Compensation and Federal Employers' Liability Insurance

This has been discussed previously under "Master and Servant".

2. Automobile Insurance

This is a "third party" insurance of a special type not covered by a regular Con-

tractor's Public Liability and Property Damage pohcy. The normal coverage is for auto-

motive equipment owned by the insured. In many instances a contractor hires trucks

and these should Be covered by endorsement on the policy. He will also permit his

superintendent and other employees to use their personal automobiles in connection with

the work, with or without reimbursement. These automobiles are described in the con-

tractor's policy as "non-owned", and the policy should be endorsed to cover the con-

tractor. There is one provision in the standard form of automobile insurance that is of

particular interest to the railway companies—the definition of insured. The pertinent

part is " the unqualified word 'insured' includes the named insured and also

includes any person while using the automobile and any person or organization legally

responsible for the use thereof, provided the actual use of the automobile is by the named

insured or with his permission." Under this provision the railway and its employees are

covered by the insurance policy if the employee borrows a contractor's automobile to

perform work in connection with the railway's business.

3. Contractor's Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance

The coverage provided in the standard "Manufacturers' and Contractors' Schedule

Liability policy" is for all sums which the insured (contractor) shall become legally

obligated to pay arising out of hazards defined therein for:

A—Bodly injury liability

B—Property damage liability

The hazards are defined by divisions, and a typical policy lists:

Division 1. Premises—Operations

Division 2. Elevators

Division 3. Products and Completed Operations

Division 4. Contractual

Division 5. Independent Contractors

The contractor is insured for and pays premium on only those divisions which he

elects under "Declarations". He always covers Division 1—Operations, and if he expects

to sub-contract work, he covers Division 5—Independent Contractors. In railway con-

struction work it is rarely necessary to cover Division 2—Elevators, and coverage for

Division 3—Completed Operations, is not necessary under the form of construction con-

tract recommended by the Association. The premium cost of Division 4—Contractual,

is high—in fact quite unreasonable under most railway contracts. However, the insurance

companies do have some justification for a high premium when the indemnifying

clause passes the railways negligence to the contractor with the phrase "whether or not

the negligence of the Railway Company contributed thereto in whole or in part." The

contractor will not include this expensive coverage unless forced to do so by the contract.

J
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The policy is further restricted by "Exclusions". Some of these exclusions are to avoid

duplication of coverage and premium payments. For instance, employees of the insured

are excluded because they are covered by Workmen's Compensation Insurance prescribed

in detail by statutes in the several states. Property owned by the insured is also excluded

because it is normally covered by fire and other types of insurance. These exclusions are

reasonable and make it possible to keep premium rates within practical limits. In those

rare cases where it is desirable to have one-or more of the exclusions omitted, the policy

can be endorsed to restore the coverage for an additional premium. Policies written by

all the insurance companies are alike, with the exception of the "Exclusions". In com-

paring policies of companies, the exclusion section should receive careful attention.

4. Contractors Protective or Contingent Public Liability

and Property Damage. Insurance

Until a few years ago this insurance was written on a separate form, but recently

it has been added as Division 5 of the Contractors Public Liability and Property Damage
Policy, as set forth above. Division 5 covers operations performed for the insured (con-

tractor) by independent contractors (sub-contractors) and includes the omissions or

supervisory acts of the insured (contractor) in connection with such operations. The

exclusions affecting Division 5 are reasonable for the same reasons given above.

5. Railroad Protective Liability and Property Damage Insurance

Until very recently insurance companies have taken the position that railways are

the same as any other owner of property and that their insurance could be satisfactorily

covered by a standard "Owners and Contractors Contingent Liability Policy" or by

Division .=; of the standard "Manufacturers' and Contractors' Public Liability and

Property Damage Policy". These policies were not satisfactory because of the "Exclu-

sions" and certain om'ssions of coverage. The objectionable "Exclusions" are:

a. Bodily injury to any employee while engaged in employment of the insured

(railway)

.

b. Damage to property in care, custody or control of the insured (railway).

The omission most objectionable is coverage for acts of employees carried on the

Railway Cmpany's payroll who are actually working for the contractor and for which

the contractor reimburses the railway. Among others, this includes flagmen, watchmen,

etc.

Recently there has been promulgated a "Railroad Protective Liability" endorsement

applicable where a railroad is the named insured. This endorsement, under Code 0542,

is as follows:

"Railroad Protective Liability (applicable in all cases where a railroad is the named

insured)

:

"Except as respects any obligation for which the insured, or any company as his

insurer, may be held liable under any workmen's compensation law,

a. Coverage includes bodily injury claims on account of injuries to

(1) Employees of independent contractors legally held to be employees of the

insured, and

(2) Employees of the insured other than those working in furtherance of opera-

tions at the job site, and
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b. Coverage may be extended to include claims on account of injuries to

(1) Supervisors and inspectors employed by the insured at the job site and

other employees of the insured assigned to independent contractors for

work at the job site, and

(2) Employees of the insured other than those described above.

"Coverage includes maintenance or ordinary alterations and repairs on premises

owned or rented by the insured. Property Damage Liability Insurance includes cover-

age for injury to, or destruction of property occupied or used by, rented to or in the

care, custody or control of the insured. Coverage excludes affirmative acts of negligence

of the insured or of any employees of the insured, including those assigned to the con-

tractor. (This exclusion may be modified) ."

Note that the last sentence may be modified. To be fair the railway should not

expect the contractor to cover the affirmative acts of negligence of all of its employees,

but he should cover the acts of employees actually working for him although technically

they are employees of the railway. This exclusion should be modified by substituting

"excluding" for "including". The exclusion would then read "Coverage excludes affirma-

tive acts of negligence of the insured or any employees of the insured, excluding those

assigned to the contractor."

The next-to-last sentence does not include property owned by the insured (railway).

This property is usually insured by the railway in the regular course of events and its

insurance carrier can press claim against the contractor and his insurance carrier for

reimbursement.

D. LIMITS

Insurance for bodily injuries is written for the maximum amount that the insurance

company will pay for (a) injuries or death of one person, and (b) all injuries or deaths

arising out of one accident. The insurance people express these limits in a short form

thus: 100,000/300,000. There is no aggregate limit for bodily injuries during a policy

period. All loss above the policy limits devolve on the insured. In the event of an accident

involving a passenger train the claims could very easily amount to millions. The exposure

to a disaster of this magnitude should be considered in setting the limits of insurance

coverage.

Insurance for property damage is written for the maximum amount that the insur-

ance company will pay for (a) all damages arising out of one accident, and (b) for all

damages arising during the policy period, normally one year, usually expressed thus:

100,000/300,000. Here the first limit is of utmost importance because an accident involv-

ing a freight train may be of disaster magnitude. The aggregate limit should be high

enough to keep the maximum amount for one accident available at all times during the

policy period.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 428

2. Classification yards, collaborating with Committee 16.

Final report on arrangement of receiving and departure yards in relation to

hump classification yards, presented as information page 429

3. Scales used in railway service.

Progress report, presented as information page 445

4. Waterfront terminals.
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MEMOIR

Mlilliam Jieartuilep 3aubl>

William Beardsley Rudd died suddenly on June 25, 1953, at his office in Swissvale, Pa.

Born in Media, Pa., September 12, 1889, Mr. Rudd began his career with the Penn-

sylvania Railroad as a special apprentice in the motive power department and subse-

quently rose through a series of promotions to the position of general foreman. About

1925 he became associated with the Union Switch and Signal Company (now a division

of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company) as an engineer, and was senior engineer,

classification yards, at the time of his death. He joined the AREA in 1927, and had

been a member of Committee 14 since 1928, making him one of the oldest in point

of service.

Mr. Rudd was a valued member of the committee, contributing much to its dis-

cussions. His passing is mourned by his friends, who will miss him.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

F. E. Austerman (chairman, subcommittee), C. J. Astrue, A. E. Biermann, W. O. Boess-

neck, W. S. Broome, N. C. L. Brown, G. H. Chabot, H. C. Forman, W. H. Giles,

W. J. Hedley, F. A. Hess, L. L. Lyford, C. E. Merriman, C. H. Mottier, J. L.

Perrier, C. L. Richard, W. B. Rudd, W. C. Sadler, J. N. Todd.

Your committee offers the following recommendations with respect to the Manual:

Pages 14-5-79 to 14-5-92, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND
INSTALLATION OF HAND-OPERATED GRAIN

HOPPER SCALES

Reapprove without change.

Last year your committee presented as information a report on Stores Facilities,

Including Reclamation, Scrap and Material Yards (Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, pages

520 to 522, incl.), with the idea that it would be submitted later as Manual material.

This report is now submitted with the recommendation that it be published in the

Manual at the end of Part 4—Locomotive Terminals.
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Report on Assignment 2

Classification Yards

Collaborating with Committee 16

F. A. Hess (chairman, subcommittee). C. J. Astrue. R. F. Beck, A. E. Biermann, E. G.
Brisbin, X. C. L. Brown, J. C. Bussev, K. L. Clark, Oscar Fischer, H. C. Forman,
W. H. Giles. H. J. Gordon, J. E. Griffith, L. C. Harman, W. W. Hav, B. Laubenfels,

E. K. Lawrence, L. L. Lvford, H. J. McXallv, C. E. Merriman, H. F. Mov, A. G.
Neighbour. R. H. Peak, Jr., G. L. Roberts, L. W. Robinson, R. E. Robinson, H. T.

Roebuck, M. S. Rose, \V. B. Rudd, W. H. Shoemaker, R. A. Skooglun, J. N. Todd.

Your committee this year presents the following final report, submitted as informa-

tion, on

Arrangement of Receiving and Departure Yards in Relation

to Hump Classification Yards

Each terminal has its individual operating problems resulting from differences in

character and flow of traffic, requiring a variation in the arrangement of receiving and

departure yards in relation to a hump classification yard. One arrangement may be well

adapted to one pattern of traffic and not to another; therefore, it cannot be considered

that any one arrangement is ideal for all locations. However, a careful study of the

traffic pattern will indicate an arrangement which will serve best to satisfy the require-

ments from both an operating and economic standpoint.

The objective is to provide an arrangement whereby the functions of receiving,

humping, assembling and dispatching can be performed with minimum delay to the

mov'ement of traffic and with the most efficient use of facilities and personnel.

After an arrangement has been selected for any given pattern of traffic it must be

adapted to the available property, whether owned or to be purchased. Physical condi-

tions, such as size and shape of property, grading within the yard area, and grades of

approaches must be considered. Modifications may have to be made in the arrangement

in order to build the facility in the selected location, perhaps at the expense of maximum
operating efficiency, but care should be taken to insure that the required operating

capacity both for the present and the future can be attained; otherwise a different loca-

tion may be needed.

It is recognized that there are many auxiliary facilities, such as the enginehouse,

repair yard, shop, ice house and platform, stock pens, LCL transfer, storage yard, com-

munication systems, signaling, lighting, etc., which must be considered in any complete

terminal arrangement. The use and location of such facilities are not considered part

of this assignment, although they may have an effect on the final layout.

Arrangements of receiving and departure yards in relation to hump classification

yards now in use have been basically classified and illustrated by sketches shown in

Figs. 1 to 9, incl. The advantages and disadvantages of these arrangements are men-

tioned without attempting to choose one in preference to another, except for handling

a particular type of traffic or for performing a particular function. In general, the

following major factors are considered:

1. Volume of traffic: If the volume of traffic exceeds that which can be handled

over one hump, two hump classification yards are required.

2. Consists of trains received: If trains consist of cars which move through the

yard continuing in the same direction, a hump in each general direction of
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movement is practical. If trains consist of cars which are likely to move out

of the yard in any direction, a single hump classification yard is preferable.

3. Consist of trains dispatched: Whether made up of one or more classifications,

long or short trains, a road train or transfer to connecting lines or delivery to

industries.

4. Division of traffic: Volume received from each direction with relation to the

classification yard and direction of humping, and volume dispatched in each

direction with relation to the classification yard and direction of humping.

5. Type of terminal: Whether intermediate or at the end of the line, and whether

all cars are humped or part of each train is blocked through.

6. Time required in which to receive and dispatch cars.

FIGURE 1

Fig. 1 shows in solid lines the receiving, hump classification and departure yards

located end to end for handling one direction of traffic. A similar arrangement, shown

in dash lines, can be provided for traffic in the opposite direction.

Main

ytlassificatiorf^Departure Yard ,
—^^^a^^^n^n^hyJ^JBE^ Receiving V^

'

'ss'iFico/i

Yard^< Rec^\vinry^rd^y^"^^'°^4^''°J'''^^ Yard

Main
Fig. 1.

1. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of either one or two engines at the hump for moving

cars from receiving yard to classification yard, and one to four engines working between

the classification and departure yard. A similar assignment will be needed to handle

the opposite hump and yard layout.

2. Receiving

The trains move into the receiving yard at the end farthest from the hump, and the

road engines leave the receiving yard at the hump end, moving to the enginehouse

through an open track. Various arrangements are in use for disposing of the caboose.

3. Humping

A hump engine moves through an open track to get behind a train in the receiving

yard and shove it to and over the hump. When two hump engines are used, one will

usually be moving away from the hump to get behind a train while the other is humping.

In order to minimize delay between successive humping movements at the hump, the

engine moving away must be ready to hump its next assigned train when the engine

then humping has showed its last cut over the hump and cleared, by running back over

the hump track, by running back over a parallel runaround track over the hump, or by
some other escape track. If the engine then humping leaves over the hump track and

the engine about to hump is ready to push, delay at the hump amounts to the time

required to move the first engine in the clear, plus the time required by the second to
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push its first cut to the hump. The hump engines does trimming (shoving cars into

classification tracks to make room or putting cars in the proper track). With any yard

arrangement, this service will delay humping operations when cars are waiting to be

humped.

4. Assembling

A pull-down or make-up engine moves into a classification yard track at the end

farthest from the hump to close up any open couplers and, if necessary to double over

on adjacent tracks, pulls the cars back far enough to shove them in to a coupling with

cars on the second track, the couplings being closed the same as on the first track. If cars

for the same train are on a third track the above procedure is repeated. The make-up

engine works back into a track in the departure yard and the cars are pulled in and

left on that track for departure.

While making couplings it is necessary for a switchman to work alongside the cars

in the classification track to open couplers which have become closed and to insure that

all cars have been coupled. It is necessary in most yards to pass hand signals to the

engineman to close up the couplers. When working on the first track the passing of

hand signals is easy, but as the cut gets longer it becomes more difficult, and other

switchmen must relay the signals unless walkie-talkie or other devices are used.

This operation uses as many as four engines per shift to transfer the same number

of cars from the classification yard to the departure yard, as two engines can hump
into the classification yard.

After a cut of cars has been left on a departure track the make-up engine must move

to the far end and return through an open track. After the caboose is attached the train

is ready for final inspection. The lead track should be long enough to hold nearly all

of the cars in the longest train so as to avoid having to use the main track for the

purpose of setting out bad order cars. If a lead track is available at the classification

yard end of the departure yard the length can be approximately one-half the length of

the longest train.

5. Departure

When the train is ready for departure the engine is coupled and brake tests are

made. A lead track equal to the length of the longest train may be of advantage in

holding a train for clearance to the main track without interfering with yard operations.

6. Interference

With this arrangement delays may result from interference between: an inbound

train and the hump engine running light to get behind a train; a road engine leaving

the receiving yard and a train moving to the hump ; two hump engines ; a make-up engine

with another make-up engine or a cut being transferred to the departure yard; a make-up

engine leaving the departure yard and an outbound train.

The most vulnerable point is between the classification and departure yards where

leads are occupied for long periods of time. Not only is it advisable to have a lead for

each make-up engine, but also to assign classifications so that a train can be made up

without having to work on more than one lead. This is an important factor in the design

of the outbound end of the classification yard.

7. Application

This arrangement is suitable where the majority of cars are distributed to classifica-

tions which continue to move in the same general direction.
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FIGURE 2

Fig. 2 shows in solid lines the receiving and hump classification yards located end to

end for handling one direction of traffic. Trains depart from the classification yard.

A similar arrangement, shown in dash lines, can be provided for traffic in the opposite

direction.

^ Main
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'^T~~r-T—TT—,—<^ Nump /C/assif/caf/on ^-^^^Receiv/ng Yorcf > s y- , 2r=*^"\

/
ReceiWng Yard > ^ y . j^

Mcr/n ^^ ' \
Fig. 2.

1. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of either one or two engines at the hump for moving
cars from the receiving yard to the classification yard and one or two engines for making

up trains in the classification yard, depending on the volume of traffic.

2. Receiving

The trains move into the receiving yard at the end farthest from the hump and the

road engines leave the receiving yard at the hump end, moving to the enginehouse

through an open track. Various arrangements are in use for disposing of the caboose.

3. Humping

A hump engine moves through an open track to get behind a train in the receiving

yard and shove it to and over the hump. When two hump engines are used, one will

usually be moving away from the hump to get behind a train while the other is hump-

ing. In order to minimize delay between successive humping movements at the hump,

the engine moving away must be ready to hump its next assigned train when the engine

then humping has shoved its last cut over the hump and cleared, by running back over

the hump track, by running back over a parallel runaround track over the hump, or by

some other escape track. If the engine then humping leaves over the hump track and

the engine about to hump is ready to push, delay at the hump amounts to the time

required to move the first engine in the clear, plus the time required by the second to

push its first cut to the hump. The hump engine does trimming (shoving cars into

classification tracks to make room or putting cars in the proper track). With any yard

arrangement, this service will delay humping operations when cars are waiting to be

humped.

4. Assembling

A pull-down or make-up engine moves into a classification yard track at the end

farthest from the hump to close up any open couplers and, if necessary to double over

on adjacent tracks, pulls the cars back far enough to shove them in to a coupling with

cars on the second track, the couplings being closed the same as on the first track. If cars

for the same train are on a third track the above procedure is repeated. The make-up
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engine works back into a lead track and when the train is made up the cars can be

pulled onto the departure lead track for movement out on the main.

The caboose is coupled to the rear end of the train by the hump engine. If air lines

are provided in the yard, the cars are coupled on each track and yard air applied. After

the bad order cars are switched out and the air line inspection is completed, the cars

on the various tracks are assembled into a train.

While making couplings it is necessary for a switchman to work alongside the cars

in the classification track to open couplers which have become closed and to insure that

all cars have been coupled. It is necessary in most yards to pass hand signals to the

engineman to close up the couplers. When working on the first track the passing of hand

signals is simple, but as the cut gets longer it becomes more difficult, and other switchmen

must relay the signals unless other communication devices are used.

It is advisable to have a lead connecting each group of tracks in the classification

yard to permit switching, the setting out of bad order cars, and the making up of trains

simultaneously on each group.

5. Departure

The engine is coupled and final train inspection is made. A lead track equal to the

length of the longest train may be of advantage in holding a train for clearance to the

main track without interfering with yard operations.

6. Interference

With this arrangement delays may result from interference between: an inbound

train and the hump engine running light to get behind a train; a road engine leaving

the receiving yard and a train moving to the hump ; two hump engines ; a make-up

engine with another make-up engine; a make-up engine and an outbound train.

The most vulnerable point is between the classification yard leads and the departure

lead track. Not only is it advisable to have a lead for each make-up engine, but also to

assign classifications so that a train can be made up without having to work on more

than one lead. This is an important factor in the design of the outbound end of the

classification yard.

FIGURE 3

Fig. 3 shows a single hump for handling both directions of traffic, with receiving,

classification and departure yards arranged end to end and located between main line

tracks.

t\/Iair>

Fig. 3.

I. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of either one or two engines at the hump for

moving cars from the receiving yard to the classification yard, and one to four engines

working between the classification and departure yard.
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2. Receiving

Trains from one direction move into the receiving yard at the end farthest from

the hump, while trains from the other direction move in at the hump end. Road engines

leave at either end and move through an open track to the enginehouse.

3. Humping

A hump engine moves through an open track to get behind a train in the receiving

yard and shove it to and over the hump. When two hump engines are used, one will

usually be moving away from the hump to get behind a train while the other is humping.

In order to minimize delay between successive humping movements at the hump, the

engine moving away must be ready to hump its next assigned train when the engine

then humping has shoved its last cut over the hump and cleared, by running back over

the hump track, by running back over a parallel runaround track over the hump, or by

some other escape track. If the engine then humping leaves over the hump track and

the engine about to hump is ready to push, delay at the hump amounts to the time

required to move the first engine in the clear, plus the time required by the second to

push its first cut to the hump. The hump engine does trimming (shoving cars into

classification tracks to make room or putting cars in the proper track) . With any yard

arrangement, this service will delay humping operations when cars are waiting to be

humped.

4. Assembling

A pull-down or make-up engine moves into a classification yard track at the end

farthest from the hump to close up any open couplers and, if necessary to double over

on adjacent tracks, pulls the cars back far enough to shove them in to a coupling with

cars on the second track, the couplings being closed the same as on the first track. If cars

for the same train are on a third track the above procedure is repeated. The make-up

engine works back into a track in the departure yard and the cars are pulled in and

left on that track for departure.

While making couplings it is necessary for a switchman to work alongside the cars

in the classification track to open couplers which have become closed and to insure that

all cars have been coupled. It is necessary in most yards to pass hand signals to the

engineman to close up the couplers. When working on the first track the passing of

hand signals is easy, but as the cut gets longer it becomes more difficult, and other switch-

men must relay the signals unless walkie-talkie or other devices are used.

This operation uses as many as four engines per shift to transfer the same number
of cars from the classification yard to the departure yard as two engines can hump into

the classification yard.

After a cut of cars has been left on a departure track the make-up engine must

move to the far end and return through an open track. After the caboose is attached

the train is ready for final inspection.

5. Departure

Departure is made from either end of the departure yard, depending upon the direc-

tion of movement. In this arrangement, lead tracks equal to the length of the longest

train are advantageous, but it is difficult to provide a lead track of full length at the

classification end of the departure yard without crossing the inbound lead. Therefore,

the lead track at this end should be as short as possible and the train started from the

departure yard after clearance to the main has been obtained.
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6. Interference

With this arrangement, delays may result from the same type of interference

described for Fig. 1, together with additional interference at the hump and at the leads

connecting the classification and departure yards.

Inbound trains received at the hump end of the receiving yard may have to wait

for the humping of a train, or humping operation may have to be stopped while receiv-

ing a train. Inside crossovers and multiple leads between the receiving yard and the hump
will provide for receiving while humping, until it becomes necessary to hump from

a track where position interference is encountered.

A lead track approaching the receiving yard at the hump end should be provided

to hold a full length train clear of the main, unless such a train can be stopped on the

main to wait for an opportunity to enter the yard.

Outbound trains departing at the classification yard end of the departure yards

may interfere with making up trains. Trains departing at this point should be made up

in departure tracks on the side of the yard nearest to the main track on which they will

depart, so that a departing train will interfere with the minimum number of leads.

7. Application

This arrangement is suitable for locations where all traffic can be handled over one

hump, and especially where cars may divert into any classification regardless of direction

of departure.

The operating capacity of the yard may be reduced considerably if a large volume

of traffic is received at the hump end of the receiving yard or departs at the classification

yard end of the departure yard.

FIGURE 4

Fig. 4 shows a single hump for handling both directions of traffic, with receiving,

classification and departure yards arranged end to end and with loop tracks at each end

for receiving and departure.

J^ai'n-(Main
^

Main

Fig. 4.

1. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of one or two engines at the hump for moving cars

from the receiving yard to the classification yard, and one to four engines working

between the classification and departure yards, depending upon the volume of traffic

to be handled.

2. Receiving

Trains from either direction move from the main track through the loop track into

the receiving yard at the end farthest from the hump.
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3. Humping

A hump engine moves through an open track to get behind a train in the receiving

yard and shove it to and over the hump. When two hump engines are used, one will

usually be moving away from the hump to get behind a train while the other is humping.

In order to minimize delay between successive humping movements at the hump, the

engine moving away must be ready to hump its next assigned train when the engine

then humping has shoved its last cut over the hump and cleared, by running back over

the hump track, by running back over a parallel runaround track over the hump, or

by some other escape track. If the engine then humping leaves over the hump track and

the engine about to hump is ready to push, delay at the hump amounts to the time

required to move the first engine in the clear, plus the time required by the second to

push its first cut to the hump. The hump engine does trimming (shoving cars into classi-

fication tracks to make room or putting cars in the proper track) . With any yard

arrangement, this service will delay humping operations when cars are waiting to be

humped.

4. Assembling

A pull-down or make-up engine moves into a classification yard track at the end

farthest from the hump to close up any open couplers and, if necessary to double over

on adjacent tracks, pulls the cars back far enough to shove them in to a coupling with

cars on the second track, the couplings being closed the same as on the first track. If cars

for the same train are on a third track the above procedure is repeated. The make-up

engine works back into a track in the departure yard and the cars are pulled in and

left on that track for departure.

While making couplings it is necessary for a switchman to work alongside the cars

in the classification track to open couplers which have become closed and to insure that

all cars have been coupled. It is necessary in most yards to pass hand signals to the

engineman to close up the couplers. When working on the first track the passing of hand

signals is easy, but as the cut gets longer it becomes more difficult, and other switchmen

must relay the signals unless walkie-talkie or other devices are used.

This operation uses as many as four engines per shift to transfer the same number

of cars from the classification yard to the departure yard as two engines can hump into

the classification yard.

After a cut of cars has been left on a departure track the make-up engine must move
to the far end and return through an open track. After the caboose is attached the train

is ready for final inspection. The lead track should be long enough to hold nearly all of

the cars in the longest train so as to avoid having to use the main track for the purpose

of setting out bad order cars. If a lead track is available at the classification yard end

of the departure yard the length can be approximately one-half the length of the longest,

train.

5. Departure

Trains in either direction move from the departure yard at the end farthest from

the classification yard through the loop track to the main track.

6. Interference

Interference with this arrangement is the same as described for Fig. 1. The inter-

ference in receiving and departing, described for Fig. 3, is avoided.
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7. Application

This arrangement is suitable for locations where all traffic can be handled over one

hump, and especially where cars may divert into any classification regardless of direction

of departure.

It is also well adapted for conditions of traffic where the largest volume may move

in a direction which, without the loop tracks, would move into the receiving yard at

the hump end or would depart at the leads between the classification and departure

vards as described for Fig. 3.

FIGURE 5

Fig. 5 shows a single hump for handling one or both directions of traffic, with

receiving and classification yards end to end. The departure yard is parallel to the classi-

fication yard, with the classification end nearly matching, and connected by crossovers

and switching leads.

Cfoss^fjcat/on
)

^^^^
^(^ece/V/^y Ygrcf

<.^'^Scjj//-ch/ng Leads / Ma/n

Fig. 5.

1. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of one or two engines for humping cars and one

or two engines for making up trains, depending upon the volume of traffic.

2. Receiving

Trains from one direction move into the receiving yard at the end farthest from

the hump and trains from the other direction move into the receiving yard at the

hump end.

3. Humping

A hump engine moves through an open track to get behind a train in the receiving

yard and shove it to and over the hump. When two hump engines are used, one will

usually be moving away from the hump to get behind a train while the other is hump-

ing. In order to minimize delay between successive humping movements at the hump,

the engine moving away must be ready to hump its next assigned train when the engine

then humping has shoved its last cut over the hump and cleared, by running back over

the hump track, by running back over a parallel runaround track over the hump, or

by some other escape track. If the engine then humping leaves over the hump track and

the engine about to hump is ready to push, delay at the hump amounts to the time

required to move the first engine in the clear, plus the time required by the second to

push its first cut to the hump. The hump engine does trimming (shoving cars into

classification tracks to make room or putting cars in the proper track) . With any yard

arrangement, this service will delay humping operations when cars are waiting to be

humped.
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4. Assembling

A make-up engine moves in on a classification yard track at the end farthest from

the hump to close any open couplers, then pulls the cars back on the switching lead and

shoves them just into the clear on a departure yard track. The operation is repeated in

another classification yard track, and these cars are coupled with the first, and all are

shoved just into the clear on the departure yard track. The operation is repeated until

a train is completely assembled.

Where trains are to be dispatched quickly and where the disposition of outbound

inspectors will not permit the above operation, trains can be made up so that as a por-

tion of a train is set on a departure track it can be turned over to the inspectors and

blue-flagged. This handling requires that a train be made up with as few movements
into the departure yard track as possible.

Crossovers may be provided in the departure yard to permit more flexible operation.

Two trains can be worked on each track. With this arrangement, the cars are first

shoved to the far end of the departure yard track, beyond the crossovers.

The length of cut is limited to the standing capacity of the longest classification

track. This facilitates the passing of hand signals and expedites the work of closing up

couplings.

Setting out bad order cars found in an assembled train may be handled at either

end of the departure yard. The lead track at each end of the departure yard should

be at least long enough to hold one-half of the longest train.

5. Departure

Trains depart in either direction through lead tracks to the main. A lead track

equal to the length of the longest train is of advantage at the classification end of the

departure yard so as to clear the switching area for assembling trains, but is not impor-

tant at the other end where very little work is done.

6. Interference

With this arrangement delays may result from interference between: an inbound

train and a hump engine running light to get behind a train at the end farthest from

the hump; an inbound train and a train being humped at the hump end of the receiving

yard; a hump engine and a road engine leaving the receiving yard; two hump engines;

a make-up engine shoving into the departure yard and a departing train ; two make-up

engines with their cuts; make-up engines and outbound road engines moving to their

train; an outbound train with an inbound train.

7. Application

This arrangement is suitable for locations where all traffic can be handled over one

hump, and especially where cars divert into any classification regardless of direction of

movement.

Where a large volume of traffic must be received at the hump end of the receiving

yard, the interference between inbound trains and humping operations may reduce the

operating capacity of the yard to the extent, that another arrangement should be selected.
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FIGURE 6

Fig. 6 shows a single hump for handling one or both directions of traffic, with

receiving and classification yards located end to end, but with departure yards made a

part of the classification yard. Crossovers or slip switches separate the long tracks into

two parts, the part nearest the hump being used initially for classification and finally

for departure ; the other part being used exclusively for departure. Short tracks are used

for classifications to be assembled into trains on the long tracks, or may be used to

assemble short trains for departure.

^Receiving Yard / *

Fig. 6.

1. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments may consist of one or two engines for humping cars and

one or two engines for making up trains, depending upon the volume of traffic.

The hump engine may be used for assembling trains at the hump end and to help

the make-up engine assemble any train which must be dispatched quickly.

Both humping and assembling may be handled by one engine working at the hump,

depending on the volume of traffic.

2. Receiving

Trains from one direction move into the receiving yard at the end farthest from

the hump and trains from the other direction move into the receiving yard at the

hump end.

3. Humping

A hump engine moves through an open track to get behind a train in the receiving

yard and shove it to and over the hump. When two hump engines are used, one will

usually be moving away from the hump to get behind a train while the other is hump-

ing. In order to minimize delay between successive humping movements at the hump,

the engine moving away must be ready to hump its next assigned train when the engine

then humping has shoved its last cut over the hump and cleared, by running back over

the hump track, by running back over a parallel runaround track over the hump, or by

some other escape track. If the engine then humping leaves over the hump track and

the engine about to hump is ready to push, delay at the hump amounts to the time

required to move the first engine in the clear, plus the time required by the second to

push its first cut to the hump. The hump engine does trimming (shoving cars into

classification tracks to make room or putting cars in the proper track) . With any yard

arrangement, this service will delay humping operations when cars are waiting to be

humped.

4. Assembling

A make-up engine, working at the end of the classification yard farthest from the

hump, shoves in on one of the short classification tracks, then pulls back through the
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crossovers or slips into an open departure track on which the train is to be assembled,

and shoves into the classification portion of the track. The cars from both tracks are

left coupled together in the classification end of the track and others are added if space

allows.

The make-up engine then pulls cars from another classification track far enough

to shove into another and still another, holding onto these cars and pulling them into

the departure end of the long track and leaving them there. This movement completes

the assembly of the train except for closing the two halves over the crossovers or slips.

Yard air tests and inspection would be completed before this is done so that movement

through the crossovers or slips is not interfered with more than is necessary to couple

the road engine, make brake tests and depart.

If the hump engine is used to assemble trains, cars are coupled and pulled back up

the hump and shoved in on the classification end of the long track to couple with other

cars. Under some conditions these cars may be run by gravity.

5. Departure

In one direction trains depart from the classification track at the end farthest from

the hump, while in the other direction trains depart through a lead which by-passes the

hump.

6. Interference

With this arrangement delays may result from interference between: an inbound

train and a hump engine running light to get behind a train at the end farthest from the

hump ; an inbound train and a train being humped, at the hump end of the receiving

yard ; two hump engines ; a train closed up over the crossovers or slips for departure

and a make-up engine : a road engine moving to a train ready for departure and humping

operations; and a train departing at the hump end and humping operations.

7. Application

This arrangement is suitable for locations where all traffic can be handled over one

hump, and especially where cars divert into any classification regardless of direction of

departure.

The operating capacity of the yard may be reduced considerably if a large volume

of traffic is received at the hump end of the receiving yard. If a large volume of traffic

departs at the hump end of the classification yard a separate departure yard, having

crossovers or slips and the same connections to the classification yard, should be pro-

vided to avoid interference with humping operations. The method of assembling trains

would be the same as where the departure tracks are part of the classification yard,

with the exception that the hump engine could not assist in assembling a train.

The arrangement shown should be efficient and economical for use as an inter-

mediate yard where trains must be received, classified and assembled within a minimum
of time, but where the volume of traffic is not large.

In a terminal where there is a considerable amount of interchange and where deliv-

eries must be made to industries within the shortest possible time, it is advantageous to

depart from the classification yard, saving the time of moving cars to a separate depart-

ing yard.
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FIGURE 7

Fig. 7 shows a single hump for handling traffic from both directions, with main

receiving, classification and departure yards located end to end. An auxiliary receiving

yard is located to one side for receiving trains which do not move directly into the main

receiving yard.

Main

Deparf-ure Yd.
Cfas5iF/caf-/on

Yard
Hump

^
-/^Receiving Yd.
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Main
Fig. 7.

1. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of either one or two engines at the hump for

moving cars from receiving yard to classification yard, and one to four engines working

between classification and departure yards.

2. Receiving

Trains from one direction move into the main receiving yard at the end farthest

from the hump, and trains from the other direction either enter this yard at the hump
end or stop in the au.xiliary receiving yard and are pulled into the main receiving yard

for humping. Trains are stopped in the auxihary receiving yard when movement directly

into the main receiving yard would interfere with humping or when some special opera-

tion is involved such as re-icing cars of perishables before the train is humped.

3. Humping

Humping operations are the same as for Fig. 1, except that trains which stop in the

auxiliary yard are pulled into a main receiving yard track and then shoved to the hump.

4. Assembling

.\ pull-down or make-up engine moves into a classification yard track at the end

farthest from the hump to close up any open couplers, and if necessary to double over

on adjacent tracks, pulls the cars back far enough to shove them in to a coupling with

cars on the second track, the couplings being closed the same as on the first track. If cars

for the same train are on a third track the above procedure is repealed. The make-up

engine works back into a track in the departure yard and the cars are pulled in and left

on that track for departure.

While making couplings it is necessary for a switchman to work along side the cars

in the classification track to open couplers which have become closed and to insure that

all cars in the track have been coupled. It is necessary in most yards to pass hand
signals to the engineman to close up the couplers. When working on the first track the

passing of hand signals is easy, but as the cut gets longer it becomes more difficult, and
other switchmen must relay the signals unless walkie-talkie or other devices are used.

This operation uses as many as four engines per shift to transfer the same number
of cars from the classification yard to the departure yard as two engines can hump into

the classification vard.
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After a cut of cars has been left on a departure track the make-up engine must move
to the far end and return through an open track. After the caboose is attached the train

is ready for final inspection. The lead track should be long enough to hold nearly all

of the cars in the longest train so as to avoid having to use the main track for the pur-

pose of setting out bad order cars. If a lead track is available at the classification yard

end of the departure yard the length may be approximately one-half the length of the

longest train.

5. Departure

Departure is made from either end of the departure yard, depending on the direc-

tion of movement. Trains which leave the departure yard at the end nearest the classifi-

cation yard move around the classification yard over an outbound lead which crosses

under the hump through an underpass, and thence to the main line. Routing trains under

the hump in this manner eliminates much of the interference with humping or with

inbound trains that would result if these movements crossed at grade.

6. Interference

With this arrangement delays may result from interference between: humping and
trains entering the main receiving yard at the hump end; a road engine leaving the

receiving yard and a train moving to the hump; two hump engines; a make-up engine

with another make-up engine or cut being transferred to the departure yard; a make-up

engine leaving the departure yard and an outbound train.

For most efficient operation a lead should be provided for each make-up engine,

and classifications should be assigned so far as possible so trains can be made up without

having to work more than one lead.

7. Application

This arrangement is suitable where all traffic can be handled over one hump, and
especially where cars divert into any classification, regardless of direction of movement.

It is also well adapted to a traffic pattern where the larger volume is received in the

direction of the hump.

FIGURE 8

Fig. 8 shows a single hump for handling traffic received from several directions

and dispatched in several directions, with receiving yards located one on each side, with

switching lead tracks for humping purposes, and with departure tracks made a part of

the classification yard. Crossovers or slips divide the departure tracks in two parts,

one for classification and departure, and the other for departure only. Pull-out tracks

are provided at the hump end of the classification yard for departure. This constitutes

a flat yard arrangement with gravity or hump operation.

Fig. 8.
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1. Engine Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of one or two engines for humping cars and one or

two engines for making up trains, depending upon the volume of traffic. If necessary,

two additional engines could be worked assembling trains, but with perhaps less efficiency.

2. Receiving

Trains may be moved from either direction into either end of either receiving yard,

but traffic should be directed to approximate an equal distribution between the two yards

to divide the work evenly between the two hump engines.

3. Humping

A hump engine couples with a train in the receiving yard, pulls back on a tail track

and shoves the cars to and over the hump. If two engines are assigned, one engine pulls

from one yard to one tail track, while the other pulls from the other receiving yard to

the other track, and shoving over the hump is alternated between the two. Usually the

time required to pull back is less than the time required to hump, so that only a small

amount of humping time is lost, namely, the time required to move one engine out of the

way of the others. One engine working alone may pull back from either receiving yard

with the same efficiency as pulling back from one.

4. Assembling

A make-up engine, working at the end of the classification >ard farthest from the

hump, shoves in one of the short classification tracks, then pulls back through the cross-

overs or slips into an open departure track on which the train is to be assembled and

shoves into the classification portion of the track. The cars from both tracks are left

coupled together in the classification end of the track and others are added if space

allows.

The make-up engine then pulls cars from another classification track far enough

to shove into another and still another, holding onto these cars and pulling them into

the departure end of the long track and leaving them there. This movement completes

the assembly of the train, except for closing the two halves over the crossovers or slips.

Yard air tests and inspection would be completed before this is done so that movement

through the crossovers or slips is not interfered with more than is necessary to couple

the road engine, make brake tests and depart.

If the hump engine is used to assemble trains, cars are coupled and pulled back up

the hump and shoved in on the classification end of the long track to couple with other

cars. Under some conditions these cars may be run by gravity.

5. Departure

Trains may depart from cither group of departure tracks from either end.

6. Interference

With this arrangement delays may result from interference between: an inbound

train and a hump engine pulling back from the receiving yard to the hump switching

leads ; an outbound train and a hump engine pulling back from the receiving yard to the

hump switching leads ; an outbound train and humping operations ; a road engine moving

to a train at the hump end and humping operations; a train closed up over the cross-

g\ prs or slips for departure and a make-up engine.
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7. Application

This arrangement is adaptable to a location where a large volume of traffic is

received at and departs at the end farthest from the hump and a small volume of traffic

is received at and departs at the hump end. It is especially adapted to traffic which

diverts into any classification regardless of direction of movement.

FIGURE 9

Fig. 9 shows a single hump for handling both directions of traffic with a combination

receiving and departure yard adjacent to the classification yard. Crossovers or slip

switches divide the receiving and departure yard into two parts and connect with the

ladder at the end of the classification yard farthest from the hump. This arrangement

is sometimes called a relay yard.

Main

^^^ ^Hump SwifKhing Lea<P

Fig. 9.

1. Engirre Assignments

Yard engine assignments consist of one engine for humping and one engine for

making up trains. With an extremely low volume of traffic one engine can perform both

functions. With a large volume of traffic two hump engines and two make-up engines

may be used, but with perhaps reduced efficiency.

2. Receiving and Departing

A train moves into the combination receiving and departure yard at either end,

leaves cars to be classified on one side of the crossovers or slips, pulls through and stops

in the other side, and when ready to depart shoves back through the crossovers to an

adjacent track to couple with cars which have been classified and made ready for

departure.

3. Humping and Assembling

The hump engine pulls cars from this yard to the hump switching lead track and

shoves them to and over the hump. The pull-down engine pulls cars from the classifica-

tion yard to the combination receiving and departure yard, placing them for departure.

4. Interference

With this arrangement delays may result from interference between: an inbound

train and the hump engine pulling back from the receiving-departure yard to the hump
switching lead; an outbound train and the hump engine pulling back to the hump switch-

ing lead track; an inbound train and the make-up engine placing a cut in the receiving-

departure yard; an outbound train and the make-up engine placing a cut.
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5. Applications

This arrangement is especially adapted to intermediate terminals where the train

consist is such that part moves through and the remainder must be classified and placed

for departure in a following train. Delay to part of the train is avoided while hump
operation expedites the movement of the part which must be classified.

Report on Assignment 3

Scales Used in Railway Service

E. K. Lawrence (chairman, subcommittee), J. N. Todd, N. C. L. Brown, H. W. Hem,
V. C. Kennedy, J. L. Loida, C. L. Richard, W. H. Shoemaker.

Your committee submits the following progress report as information, recommending

that the subject be continued.

Electronic Scales for Weighing Freight Cars

The electronic track scale is one which employs electric elements instead of, or in

conjunction with, the conventional lever system. The former will be designated as a

straight electronic scale and the latter as a combination electronic scale.

In all the electronic track scale installations up to the present time, load cells,

incorporating resistance wire strain gages, form the load receiving elements. These cells,

varv'ing in number and capacity, support the weighbridge and are electrically connected

to weight indicators and recording instruments. This would be a straight electronic scale.

In the combination electronic scale, the cells support the weighbridge and are in turn

supported by the conventional lever system. In this latter case, weights can be obtained

simultaneously with the electric instruments and the conventional hand weighbeam.

To date 13 electronic track scales have been installed; 4 by railroads and 9 by

industries.

The electronic track scales installed by the railroads are as follows:

The first, in 1946, is a straight electronic scale for spot weighing. This was a pioneer

experimental job and it is understood that it is still undergoing experimental tests.

The second, in 1948, is a combination electronic scale for spot weighing. This installa-

tion proved satisfactory and, as a result, the electric elements were removed and are

presently being checked to be reinstalled in an existing track scale for motion weighing

at another point.

The third, in 19S2, is a combination electronic scale for motion weighing.

The fourth, in 1953, is a straight electronic scale for spot weighing.

The industrial installations were made in the following order:

1 Combination electronic .scale for motion weighing (1950).

1 Straight electronic scale for spot weighing (1952).

6 Straight electronic scales for spot weighing (1953).

1 Straight electronic scale for motion weighing (1953).

Experience, limited as it is, for electronic track scale weighing, has demonstrated

that spot weighing with electronic scales, straight and combination, can be depended on

for accurate weights well within the prescribed tolerances.
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Experience with motion weighing has demonstrated that the inherent variables

common to all motion weighing, such as surging of cars, brake interference, flat wheels,

critical speeds, etc., affect the weighing performance. Satisfactory progress is being made

to take care of these variables.

As a matter of record, contracts have been made by railroads for five new electronic

installations in 1Q54; two straight and three combination electronic track scales, all for

motion weighing.

Some of the considerations advanced in favor of the installation of electronic track

scales are:

Economy of installation of straight electronic scales: Less depth required,

saving in excavation and concrete; simplified foundations and low cost for actual

installation of weigh cells and electronic connections.

Economy in maintenance: The weigh cells, having no moving parts and

being hermetically sealed against the elements, have, barring accidents, an un-

limited life expectancy. In case of accident requiring replacement of cells, it can

be done with simplicity and ease. The practical elmination of cost for periodic

cleaning required in lever systems to protect against corrosion and the interference

with free movement of the scale parts by accummulation of foreign matter.

The flexibility of the electric connections permitting the placing of the

indicator and recorder at adjacent or remote locations, with duplicating instru-

ments in other locations with additional accessory accounting instruments.

The speeding up of motion weighing operations, although not demonstrated

to date, is anticipated as a result of further experience and future development.

The instrumentation provides original and permanent record of vital informa-

tion for each car weighed.

The entire field of electronic or load cell type weighing is as yet in a formative

process. The possibilities have only begun to be thoroughly explored. New types and

systems are presently under design and beginning to be manufactured.

Many changes and improvements in instrumentation are actually under way, and

new accessory and associated equipment is continually being developed.

We have not as yet sufficient experience to give definite answers to the questions

of life characteristics, and operation and maintenance problems, nor is there sufficient

data available to give complete cost of installation or maintenance. However, with con-

tinued experience, we are confident that the costs can be reduced materially by improved

installation and maintenance procedures.

Report on Assignment 4

Waterfront Terminals

B. G. Packard (chairman, subcommittee), M. H. Aldrich. F. E. Austerman, E. G.
Brisbin, G. H. Chabot, W. H. Giles, W. H. Goold, L. C. Harman, W. W. Hay,
F. A. Hess, B. Laubenfels, E. K. Lawrence. J. L. Loida. A. G. Neighbour, C. F.

Parvin, R. H. Peak, Jr., J. L. Perrier, H. L. Riser, H. T. Roebuck, W. C. Sadler,

H. L. Scribner, R. A. Skooglun, J. N. Todd, J. C. Warren.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Waterfront terminals are so varied as to type and kind of commodity handled that

this report deals alone with the general aspects and features of such a terminal; future

reports will detail particular types and individual layouts or arrangements.
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Waterfront terminals comprise the various piers, wharves, warehouses, and the asso-

ciated trackage used in the handling of cargoes between ships and railway cars and for

car ferry movements.

Various yards are to be considered part of the terminal. A storage yard is usually

a necessity in order to hold cars which are awaiting their turn at loading or unloading,

and to accumulate cars for a particular ship. In addition, a classification yard, with or

without receiving and departure yards, a ground storage yard and car repair yard,

might be provided, depending upon the volume of traffic handled. Adequate storage

space—ground, pier or covered warehouse—is also essential for commodities awaiting

shipment. The arrangement of these yards and storage space is of prime importance

.-;o there will be minimum interference in handling cars to and from the yards and

unloading spots.

A wharf is considered a structure parallel to the shore line, at which vessels may

dock. A pier is normal to or at a substantial angle with the shore line, and can often

accommodate vessels on both sides. Wharves and piers may be either covered or open,

depending on the need for the commodity handled to be protected from weather or

pilfering. Some wharves and piers are used for short-term storage as well as for transfer

of goods.

Wharves are generally served by tracks parallel to the wharf. The goods are handled

across the wharf between car and boat. Occasionally, wharves are equipped with tracks

constructed on the wharf immediately adjacent to the water edge, in which case loading

may take place directly from ship to car or vice-versa.

Piers are usually equipped with tracks, either grouped down the center or placed

along either edge.

Transfer bridges arc used for handling railroad cars on tracks to or from car floats

or ferries.

In addition to the above, man}- highly specialized facilities have been devised for

handling efficiently one commodity only. Coal, ore, grain or bananas, among others, are

usually handled at a wharf or pier devoted exclusively to that particular commodity

and equipped with conveyors, pipe lines, car dumpers, high capacity cranes, hoppers and

other facilities designed to handle large quantities of one type of lading.

In the design of a waterfront terminal, particular consideration must be given to

the type and quantity of freight to be handled; to the provision of sufficient track

storage capacity to handle cars which might be held at the terminal; and to a track

arrangement which will allow cars to be switched quickly to and from the wharf or

pier so that little time will be lost by stevedoring forces while waiting for one cut of cars

to be removed and the next placed.

Report on Assignment 6

Diesel Locomotive Servicing Facilities

A. E. Biermann (chairman, subcommittee), R. F. Beck, G. H. Chabot, V. G. Dyer,

H. C. Forman, J. E. Griffith, L. M. Harsha, W. J. Hedley, F. A. Hess, J. E. Hoving.
A. S. Krefting, H. J. McNally, J. L. Perrier, C. M. Ratliff, L. W. Robinson, R. E.

Robinson, H. T. Roebuck, W. H. Shoemaker, J. N. Todd, C. R. Wurtele.

This is a final report, presented as information.

The increasing number of diesel-electric locomotives placed in service, during the

last 10 years has resulted in many studies being made by individual railroads of the

problems arising from the servicing of these locomotives. The solutions to some of these
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problems, as applied to particular railroads or to railroads as a whole, form the basis

of this report. Each type of servicing required by diesel-electric locomotives is covered

in the text with proper relation to the terminal at which the servicing is performed.

Terminals considered in this report consist of major engine terminals at shops and

yards, engine terminals at division points, other main servicing points, and outlying main

line or yard district terminals.

A. SAND

In general, the facilities for the storing and drying of sand at major and division

engine terminals have not been changed as their function remains the same regardless

of the type of motive power serviced. However, where full dieselization has been accom-

plished and steam locomotive facilities removed or remodeled, the new facilities differ

in a great many respects.

Two midwestern railroads have converted former coaling stations into storage and

drying facilities by using the coal pockets as wet sand storage bins and constructing

drying facilities at track level beneath the former coal pockets. The wet sand is then fed

by gravity to the drying apparatus.

Where new facilities have been constructed they generally fall into one of two types.

One type is the conventional rectangular wet sand storage bin, with or without a roof,

at one end of which is built a building housing the drying and elevating apparatus.

The other type is the elevated wet sand storage tank, filled by means of a vertical

bucket conveyor from a track hopper, which discharges the wet sand by gravity to the

drying apparatus located beneath the tank. The stack serving the drying apparatus runs

through this tank and the heat from exhaust gases partially dries the sand.

An eastern railroad has discontinued the handling and storage of wet sand by the

construction of a facility consisting of an overhead dry sand storage bin and necessary

blowing apparatus. Commercially dried sand is obtained and elevated to the storage bin

by a portable belt conveyor. Several western roads are also purchasing dried sand,

storing it in bins at track level and elevating it with air.

Existing sand dryers of the steam-coil or stove type are still in service at many
terminals, but in many cases they have been replaced with the rotary oil or gas-fired

dryer. Rotary dryers had been used for sometime by other industries, and since their

adoption by the railroads, results have been highly satisfactory. They dry considerably

more sand in the same period of time than either of the other two types of dryers and

need no outside source of steam as do the steam dryers. They also eliminate the hand

shoveling of sand necessary with sand stoves. The rotary dryer is fed with wet sand by

gravity and discharges dry sand onto a screen over the filling hopper of the sand

elevating drum.

With the passing of coal at many terminals many roads have converted sand drying

stoves still in service to oil or gas fired, which has increased the rate of drying

considerably.

In most cases where steam-coil dryers are used they are fed wet sand by gravity

and discharge the dry sand directly into a storage bin or the sand elevating drum.

New plants have been constructed in a vertical line rather than a horizontal line

so gravity transfer of wet sand and dry sand can be accomplished.

A completely automatic sand plant has been in service on an eastern railroad for

some time and performs satisfactorily. Photo-electric cells and other electronic means

are used to control this particular plant. Photo-electric cells are also used to control the

filling of bins in other plants.
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Dry sand is blown to sand towers and dry sand bins by the standard air elevating

drum, which at most terminals was a part of the steam engine sanding facilities.

The greatest change in the sanding facilities has been in the actual deUvery of dry

sand to the locomotives. Diesel-electric road locomotive units have as many as four

sand boxes which must be serviced from the side and which are too high to be reached

from the ground. Some switch engines, beside sand boxes on the ends or sides, also have

sand boxes in the top. The location of sand boxes on diesel locomotives necessitates a

somewhat elaborate system of sand delivery hoses in order to reach them.

The elevated dry sand tank or sand tower of 5 to 20 ton capacity located between

or alongside servicing tracks has proved satisfactory in that various systems of sand

delivery hoses can be adapted to them. The elevated tank, when installed between servic-

ing tracks and used to service both tracks, is mounted on a steel support with the bottom

of the tank 40 to 50 ft above the top of rail. From one to ten 2 or 2J^-in delivery hoses

can be attached to the tank to allow the servicing of road or switch engines without

respotting. One or more towers are installed at major and divisional engine terminals,

depending on the number of units to be sanded at one time. With towers located on one

side of the servicing track delivery hoses can be arranged to serve the sand boxes on both

sides of diesel locomotives.

Elevated platforms of steel or wood built along the servicing track or tracks provide

access to the sand boxes, or in some cases a separate elevated platform is provided for

each delivery hose location. Some railroads, where clearances are involved, use a counter-

weighted platform for the workmen.

Sand is blown into the elevated tanks from the air elevating drum through lYz or

3-in pipe lines. Welded wrought iron pipe lines have, in general, given satisfactory serv-

ice. Change in direction is made by a wye connection in which the straight leg of the wye

is extended and capped beyond the junction of the two pipes. A connection made in

this way forms a sand cushion resulting in greatly reduced wear on the pipe. It i.>

advisable to equip the elevated tank with a dust arrestor to stop discharge of dust into

the air when the tank is being filled. Initial installations of sand towers had remote-

operated valves on the delivery hoses, which resulted in a good deal of sand spillage due

to sand remaining in the hose after the valve was closed. Later installations have a flap

or sleeve valve on the end of the hose which has reduced spillage to the minimum.

Installations using from one to four sand towers with elaborate sand hose layouts

have been reported in railroad magazines from time to time. These installations will

service from one to four-unit road diesel locomotives without respotting.

At outlying main line or yard district terminals where storing and drying faciUties

are provided, they are generally of the horizontal type in which wet sand is handled by

hand to the dryer and the dry sand handled the same way to the storage bin. In some

cases small capacity sand towers have been erected, but in several other installations

the sand boxes on the diesel are filled by hand from suitable containers. In other cases,

dry sand is shipped to the terminal from one of the main engine terminals as it is needed.

.\ southwestern road which uses a small capacity sand tower furnishes sand from a main

terminal and utilizes air on the locomotive to fill the elevated tank.

B. WATER

The character of water supplied for the steam generator and engine cooling system

of diesel locomotives is important. Scale-forming water will quickly stop up the small

coils in the steam generators and reduce the efficiency of the cooling system. Water of
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zero hardness is highly desirable, and since this is seldom secured from a public water

supply, extensive treatment is necessary to produce satisfactory water for cooling the

diesel engine or heating with flash-type boilers. Where the proper type of water is not

available, treating plants with storage tanks have been constructed. Varying types and

capacities of water-softening or de-ionization process treating plants are available.

Qualified water chemists with railroad experience should be consulted in connection with

specific treating problems. One western road at several major terminals collects the con-

densate from steam-heating coils and stores it in tanks from where it is pumped to the

engines.

Corrosion-inhibiting chemicals are added to water used in the engine cooling systems

on most railroads. On some roads this treatment is added to the water following softening

and is pumped into the cooling system by small chemical proportioning pumps. On others

it is added by hand into the cooling system, while on one road cooling water is treated in

batching tanks to secure the desired treatment at all times.

Water service pipes are placed either overhead or below ground, preferably in a

conduit, along the service tracks from the pump house or the outside water main.

Outlets are provided from the service pipes in a fixed pattern relating to the equipment

to be watered. In general, the cooling system outlet and the steam generator outlet are

spaced 40 ft apart, with the cooling water outlet at the head of the locomotive. Proper

spacing of these pairs of outlets makes it possible to serve at one spotting any number

of units comprising a locomotive.

Several types of service outlets have been developed, among which are: (a) The
water crane, consisting of a vertical 2 or 2|E/2-in pipe, with or without an independent

column to support it, extending 9 to 10 ft above the rail, to which is fastened by swing

joints a suitable length of hose with a quick-coupling water connection; (b) The com-

mercial water service box set in the ground or platform along the servicing track and used

in conjunction with a loose section of hose; and (c) The water service box, built in the

ground or platform, and so designed that the hose can be stored in the box when not

in use.

Where pumps are required in servicing operations, 50-gpm pumps are used in the

engine cooling water lines and 3S0-gpm pumps for lines servicing the steam generators.

Remote-controlled pumps, operated by push-button switches at the service outlets, are

used on several roads; however, a southwestern railroad installed a 100-gal pressure tank

in the servicing Hne in the pump house, and operates the system on electric pressure

switches, which eliminated the need for switches at the service outlets. Anti-freeze valves

should be used in water service systems where freezing weather is encountered. Service

boxes for water crane or other type of service should have drainage outlets in the floor.

Some states have regulations governing the clearance requirements on water crane

installations.

At outlying and yard terminals, in general, only engine cooling water requirements

are considered, unless some passenger-type switch engines with steam generators are

serviced. If local water is not satisfactory, small amounts of treated water are shipped

in to take care of the cooling system water.

C. FUEL OIL

The number of engines serviced and the demands for fuel govern the equipment

used for this purpose. The size of the various pieces of equipment varies in proportion

to the amount of fuel oil used.
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Storage tanks at major terminals have from 50,000 to 2,500,000 gal capacity. In

general, where steel tanks are used in these capacities they are of the vertical type, built

on crushed rock or gravel foundation with a sand cushion directly under the tank. On

some roads the sand cushion is soaked with lubricating oil before erection of the tank.

On a western road a lJ/2-in pipe spider is placed in the sand cushion so that it may be

periodically oiled. Storage tanks may be equipped with access manholes in tops and

sides, gages, ladders, pressure and vacuum-relief valves and vents, and should be grounded

and preferably protected from fire by an approved system.

If possible, a sump should be provided to allow proper cleaning of the tank. Con-

nections to the tank preferably should be welded, using nipples having welded flanges

lor the pipe connections.

x\t division terminals where storage capacity is low, horizontal or vertical tank-

are used and vary in size from 8000 to 25,000 gal. At some terminals underground

concrete tanks are used.

Where so-called "day" tanks are used they vary in size from 8000 to 20,000 gal

capacity, and are either buried or above ground. They are located between the main

storage tank and the fuel oil pump. If buried they are filled by gravity from the main

storage tank.

Local and state regulations should be consulted when storage tanks are planned,

to determine if dikes or other protective measures are required.

Pump houses vary in size depending on the equipment installed, and in most cases

are of fire-resistant construction. Equipment consists of electric motor-driven pump>.

filters, air releases, strainers, and in some cases dehydrators. Positive displacement pumps

are generally used to prevent flooding if servicing standpipes or hoses are damaged by

accident. At major terminals 2 pumps of 300 to 400-gpm capacity each are used in order

that fueling and unloading operations may be carried on simultaneously. At other ter-

minals 100 to 200-gpm pumps are used, and at points where only one or two engines are

.-erviced 50-gpm pumps are giving satisfactory service. Strainers with proper size mesh

screen should be provided in the suction Hne of the pump. Filters of the proper capacity

should be provided, and where two pumps are provided, each pump may have a filter.

On a number of roads where oil may or may not be filtered from the tank car to the

storage tank, only one filter is provided for the two pumps. Many roads are filtering

the oil as it is delivered to the storage tank, and again as delivered to the engine in

order to prevent a car of bad oil from contaminating the contents of a storage tank.

The filter is placed on the discharge side of the pump and should have pressure gages in

the inlet and outlet lines in order that the pressure drop through the filter can be

obtained. Filters should never be undersized in relation to the capacity of the pump.

Various roads, in order to insure servicing locomotive tanks with oil free of water,

have dehydrators installed in the service lines.

In the piping system connecting the various pieces of equipment the best results

arc obtained with welded connections, and where valves and fittings are required, flanged

connections are used.

Some roads install meters in the pump house in close proximity to the servicing

Irea, while other roads install them in the oil lines at servicing platforms. Recording

meters of the reset type, and meters having attached ticket printers, are most generally

used. An eastern road has in use a remote ticket printer at the servicing platform which

records the amount of oil registered on the meter located some distance away in the

pump house.
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Air releases should be installed in the line on the discharge side of the pumps to

remove entrained air from the oil; these should be properly sized in relation to pump
capacity.

Fuel oil is unloaded generally through the dome of the tank car by means of an

unloading crane. This crane consists of a 21/2 or 3 -in vertical pipe supported by a steel

column to which is fastened at the top by a swing connection a section of pipe counter

-

weighted at one end, having fastened to its other end by swing connections the pipe or

hose which is placed in the tank car. In some cases the crane is constructed of aluminum

pipe for ease in handling, and in other cases of iron pipe. The top of the column to

which the counter-weighted section is attached is 13 to 14 ft 9 in above the top of rail.

Clearance regulations govern the location of the crane with regard to the distance from

the center line of track. One or more of these unloading cranes may be installed along

the unloading track, depending on the amount of oil handled.

Service outlets on the servicing platforms should be spaced so the maximum number
of units in any one locomotive can be serviced without moving the engine. Fuel oil

cranes, similar to water cranes, are being used extensively, the fuel hose having a quick

coupler fitted to a hoze nozzle.

Service pits of sufficient size to permit the storage of the servicing hose are placed

between tracks by some roads. In some cases the fueling hose is connected to a vertical

pipe which extends from 3 to 4 ft above the servicing platform. Two types of fuel oil

cranes are in use, one of which has the hose connected to the top of the vertical pipe,

the other having the hose connected to a counter-weighted section of pipe which is

connected to the top of the vertical servicing pipe. It is desirable to keep the hose off

the servicing platform when not in use and to have the end of the hose supported over

a catch basin from which the oil can be reclaimed.

Start-stop push buttons should be provided at each servicing outlet to control the

fuel oil pumps. In a few instances time relays are provided in the electric circuit to

prevent the pump running unnecessarily after fueling operations are completed.

Where fuel oil is pumped considerable distances, serious trouble will occur from

the surge pressures developed in the lines. Surge-control devices should be installed in

these lines to prevent damage to equipment and the fines from the excessive pressure.

It is desirable to provide concrete servicing platforms for fueling operations, other-

wise the spillage of oil will result in oil soaked'ballast which must periodically be replaced.

Many major and division point terminals have concrete platforms so designed that fuel

oil spillage is collected in catch basins for reclaiming.

D. LUBRICATING OIL

Facilities for handfing lubricating oil involve storage tanks with or without heating

coils, pump, meter, and dispensing equipment. Storage tanks on northern roads arc

usually located in heated buildings and the tanks generally are steam heated. Southern

roads, however, have storage tanks out in the weather as low temperatures are seldom

encountered.

Storage tanks of 12,000 gal capacity are used extensively due to oil being received

in 8000 or 10,000-gal tank cars. Where reclaimed oil is used, three storage tanks are

required, one for new oil, one for reclaimed oil, and the third for blended oil.

In many cases the storage tank is heated by steam coils beneath the tank, controlled

by temperature-regulating units in the tank. At some terminals, however, the tanks are

unheated and the oil is circulated through steam-fed heaters. Where this is done the inlet
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connection should be in the bottom of the heater, with the outlet connection on top.

With these connections heated oil will always be drawn from the heater. Small pumps

circulate the oil through the heater and servicing lines. The oil is heated to approximately

125 deg F and temperature controls maintain this temperature.

No special facihties are generally required to unload tank cars as the bottom unload-

ing valve is used and the oil is transferred to storage tanks by gravity or pump. One

eastern road, however, unloads from the top of the car. Steam connections are provided

at tank car unloading spots so the oil may be heated before unloading.

Positive displacement pumps should be used to dispense the oil, and they may be

remote controlled from the dispensing station. Where circulating pumps are used they

should be installed so that when the main pump is running they will not be in service.

Pumps of 3S-gpm capacity have proven satisfactory for lubricating oil service. Lubricating;

oil generally is not dispensed at the servicing platforms as the changing or addition of

oil to the engines is done in the shop during inspections. In some cases, however, where

oil is dispensed at the servicing platform the service hose is stored in pits designed for

that purpose. Conventional nozzles are used on the 1 or 1/4 -in servicing hose. Meters

for this service range from 1^^ to 3 -in and, in general, have direct-reading dials with

reset device.

Where oil is piped into the shop the service line is generally attached to the underside

of the elevated platforms. Service outlets are so spaced on the platforms that each engine

unit can be serviced without moving the locomotive. Spring-operated retractable hose

reels are mounted beneath the elevated shop platforms by many roads. The reels hold

SO ft of 1-in servicing hose. Covered openings in the platforms provide access to the

hoses. Other roads stub the outlets from the main service line above the elevated plat-

form and the hose is attached to the pipe. At outlying terminals oil is generally added

to the engines by hand from drums shipped from the main terminals. Used-oil drain

lines are generally located beneath the elevated platforms and are installed so the oil

drains by gravity to the dirty-oil tanks.

E. WASHING

Hand washing of diesel locomotives is generally done on the servicing platform. Al

many major terminals these platforms, constructed of reinforced concrete, range in width

from 10 to 32 ft, and their lengths were determined by the length of locomotives serviced

at that terminal.

Surface drainage of the platforms has been handled by two methods, one of which

has drains at the center of the track with the platform on each side sloping to the drains.

The other method has a 12-in wide gutter located 4 ft 6 in from the center of the track

on the outside of each rail, and the platforms slope to the gutters. Drainage outlets and

pipe should be of sufficient size to handle the washing water. Where other servicing

operations are performed on the wash platforms, the facilities for them should be located

so they do not interfere with washing operations. If fuel oil is delivered, the drain lines

should terminate in some form of oil separator.

Jet-type high-pressure sprays are used most generally to wash engine trucks and

wheels. Hot water, to which has been added a cleaning compound, is sprayed on them,

and after a short period of time they are resprayed with fresh water.

At many terminals the cleaning solution is sprayed on the sides of moving locomo-

tives through vertical spray pipes erected at the entering end of the service platforms.

The locomotives are then scrubbed by hand with brushes having long pipe handles

through which fresh water flows.
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Mechanical washing machines are furnished by two manufacturers and are used at

many major terminals. They can be installed in any multiple of a two-brush unit, con-

sisting of a pair of brushes, one on each side of the track. Installations consist of six-

brush units, four-brush units, and two-brush and four-brush units. The units of a

mechanical washer, in the direction of movement of the locomotive, are a cleaning solu-

lion spray pipe or a two-brush washing unit 'fed by cleaning solution, a fresh water

high-pressure spray, a four or six-brush washer fed with fresh water, and finally a high-

pressure spray. Where the spray pipe or brush unit is used for applying the cleaning

solution it is located far enough in advance of the fresh water brushes to allow the solu-

tion to remain on the sides of the locomotive at least 1 min. The concrete washing pad

for mechanical washers is similar to the hand washing platform, except that no other

servicing facilities are provided on it except possibly the truck or wheel spray.

The mechanical washing unit consists of a retractable rotating brush mounted in a

U-frame supported on a steel column. State regulations determine the location of the

supporting column in relation to the center of the track. The brushes are fed with water

or solution through a vertical spray pipe mounted on the frame. The brushes revolve

against the direction of the locomotive movement and are driven through V belts from

electric motors mounted on top of the U frame. The brushes are normally in the clear

and are swung against the locomotive and retracted by air cylinders mounted between the

supporting column and the U frame.

The washers are operated from a control house or panel, with air valves controlling

the swinging of the brushes and electrically-operated solenoid valves controlling the

water and solution flow.

Brushes used on the washers vary in diameter, and generally are made up of sections

on the brush shaft. The brush sections are in two halves so that replacement can be easily

accomplished.

It has been found advisable to install a pump on the water lines of mechanical

washers, as in most cases pressure in the water main is too low to give satisfactory

results.

Movement of locomotives through mechanical washers should be limited to approxi-

mately 80 ft per min.

A completely automatic mechanical washer is in operation on an eastern railroad

and has proven satisfactory. Track circuits are used to start the washer as the locomotive

approaches and to shut it off after the locomotive has passed.

At various terminals locomotives used in passenger service are washed by mechanical

washers which were primarily set up for washing cars.

F. INSPECTION AND DROP PITS

At terminals where all locomotives serviced do not go into the shop, pits have been

built in the servicing track or tracks for inspection purposes. These pits, due to the

servicing platforms, are concrete wall-type pits, although in some cases the running rails

bear on timbers bolted to the top of the concrete walls. They vary in depth from 3 ft

6 in to 4 ft 10 in below the top of rail, and vary in width from 3 ft 9 in to 4 ft in.

At some terminals the pits have been built with depressed areas on the outside of the pit

walls to facilitate the inspection and servicing of the engine trucks. Pit Hghts, air, power

and light outlets are provided throughout the length of the pit. Good drainage is impor-

tant to keep the pit dry for the workmen at all times. Jacking blocks should be provided

where needed.
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At terminals not used in conjunction with heavy repair or running maintenance

shops, facilities should be provided for the replacement of a pair of wheels, with or

without traction motor, or a complete engine truck. This can be accompUshed in one

or two ways, namely—drop the truck or pair of wheels from the locomotive or raise

the body of the locomotive.

Drop tables are normally used to drop the wheels or trucks from the engine. Several

types of drop tables are available, designed to drop either a single pair of wheels witli

motor, or a complete truck. Tables for a complete truck are often built integral with

a small table used for dropping wheels. The drop table must serve at least two tracks

as one track is used to release the truck or wheels dropped from the locomotive.

Body supports used in conjunction with a drop table consist of horizontal steel

members spanning the drop table pit at the elevation of the elevated platform or the

depressed floor, on which screw-operated arms for supporting the locomotive bod.\

are fixed.

A side release table is used at some terminals to move the truck after the body of

the engine has been lifted in the clear. Lifting is accomplished by jacks, overhead crane

or other lifting device. Remote-controlled electric or pneumatic jacks are used to raise

the body of the locomotive. Jacking pads are provided in the platform along the

servicing track.

Where the number of engines to be serviced does not justify a fixed installation,

a locomotive crane may be used to lift the body for truck removal.

Where drop tables are installed and the tracks served are used for locomotivi'

movements the steel beams of the table top are supported on the pit walls by means

of steel inserts. Retractable steel bars fixed to the beams bear in the steel inserts. Care

should be taken to see that the steel inserts are set properly to line and grade to minimize

the impact caused b\- a locomotive moving across the table.

G. MOBILE UNITS

Al many outlying terminals and switch engine layover locations in major terminals,

trucks are used to service the engines. The servicing truck is essentially a tank truck

fitted with a pump, meter, retractable hose reel, fuel oil and lubricating oil compart-

ments, and in some cases dry sand storage bins. Fuel oil compartments vary in size

depending on the number of engines to be serviced in one trip. The pump is driven by

a power take-off from the truck engine. In some cases miscellaneous parts and tools ari'

carried on the truck in the event minor repairs are needed on the engine. Lubricating oil

is dispensed by hand when required, as is dry sand.

Several railroads have contracted with local oil companies or dealers to service

switch engines at outlying layover locations.

All-weather surface roads must be provided to the points of engine servicing in

the yards.

.\nother mobile device recently placed in operation is the sanding machine. This is a

storage box with an attached hose mounted on a fork-lift platform truck. Constructed

over the truck is a platform used by the workmen in filling the sand boxes. The storage

box is built on a pallet so the fork lift truck can be used for other purposes when not

used in sanding operations. This service can be performed where the servicing platform

has sufficient width to allow the fork-lift trucks to operate.
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Report on Assignment 9

The Effect of Dieselization on the Design of Yards and Terminals

A. S. Krefting (chairman, subcommittee), A. E. Biermann, E. G. Brisbin, W. S. Broome,
N. C. L. Brown, K. L. Clark, O. Fischer, W. H. Giles, W. H. Goold, J. E. Griffith,

L. M. Harsha, F. A. Hess, J. E. Hoving, J. L. Loida, H. J. McNally, C. E. Merri-
man, C. H. Mottier, H. F Moy, B. G. Packard, R. H. Peak, Jr., H. L. Riser,

G. L. Roberts, L. W. Robinson, M. S. Rose, W. B. Rudd, W. C. Sadler, H. L.

Scribner, W. H. Shoemaker, R. A. Skooglun, J. N. Todd, J. C. Warren, G. R.
Wurtele.

This is a final report, presented as information.

The yards and terminals on a new railroad on which only diesel motive power is

to be used would be considerably different from most present-day yards and terminals

which were built originally for the operation of small steam power, and later modified

from time to time to permit more efficient operation of larger steam power. Operating

divisions would undoubtedly be much longer and there would be fewer terminals. The

yards at division points would have receiving and departing tracks long enough to take

care of the longest trains, and facilities for fueling, servicing, and inspecting locomotives

would be provided at convenient locations near each end of the yard so that locomotives

could be returned to service as quickly as possible. Main shop facilities for heavy repair

work would probably be provided at only one point, but facilities for making minor

repairs might be provided at other points if the system Were quite extensive. Shop build-

ings would be of the rectangular type reached either by direct track connections or a

transfer table.

To revise present-day yards and terminals, which were developed for steam power

operation, to meet the needs of ideal diesel operation is often quite difficult, however,

and the problem becomes one of remodeling or replacing existing facilities to the extent

that the improved diesel operation will yield a worthwhile return on the investment.

Many yards and terminals are located in metropolitan areas where the surrounding land

is occupied by homes and industries, and the cost for acquiring land for extending them

is prohibitive. Most terminals have shop buildings, built for steam operation, that are

in reasonably good condition, and it may be advisable to remodel them to take care of

diesel repair work rather than to provide new buildings. In many cases operating districts

are so established that it may be difficult to extend them, but the economy which will

result in combining districts suggests that, where practical, every effort be made to do so.

The problem of revising present-day yards and terminals to effect efficient diesel opera-

tion is further complicated by the fact that the conversion is generally carried out over

a period of years and provision must be made during this period for both steam and

diesel operation. Such factors make it impractical to revise most present-day yards and

terminals for the ideal operation which would be obtained on a new railroad built

solely for diesel operation, but it usually is possible to make many changes which can be

economically justified to permit improved operation with diesel power.

The most outstanding effect of dieselization on yards and terminals has been the

centralization of locomotive repair work at a few key points on each railroad system,

and the elimination of repair shop facilities at outlying points. Most roads are planning

on complete master shops for heavy repair work at one or two points on their system.

On those systems which are quite extensive, secondary repair shops for light repair work

are being provided at a few outlying points. The number of locomotive repair shops

has been considerably reduced on most roads; in some cases over SO percent having been

eliminated.
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Since diesel locomotives are operated fairly continuously, there is little need to

house them except when they are being repaired. Servicing work is generally done out of

doors, but in the colder climates it probably is desirable to carry out this work under

cover during the winter months. Generally, the need for stall space to house diesel loco-

motives at a terminal is less than half of that required formerly for steam locomotives.

Whether or not it is advisable to remodel an existing roundhouse or other shop building

for this purpose will depend on the relative cost which will be incurred in remodeling

and repairing the old building compared to a new structure, and on whether the

remodeled building will work out satisfactorily. Adequate shelter for diesels must be

much cleaner than was formerly necessary with steam power and should be well ven-

tilated and well lighted. When wood frame buildings with relatively low roofs are used

for housing diesels, the ceihng should be covered with a fire-resistant material. Inspection

pits and elevated platforms .should be provided.

Usually diesel locomotives are arranged for operation in either direction and there

is no need to turn them. This may not be true of single-unit road switchers which have

controls on only one side, as the engineer would have to operate in one direction from

the left-hand side of the unit unless such units are turned, and also may not be true for

locomotives made up of one "A" unit coupled to one or more "B" units. Some roads

have eliminated as many as 50 percent of the turntables on their system. In some cases

turntables have been replaced with wye or loop tracks, as this made it possible to turn

diesel locomotives made up of several units without separating the units. At less important

terminals where several stalls of the existing roundhouse were needed for housing diesel

engines, direct track connections have been made to alternate stalls of the house, and
the need for a turntable to provide entrance to the house was thus eliminated.

At terminals originally designed for servicing steam locomotives, a stationary power
plant was usually provided to furnish steam for heating the buildings and operating

steam-driven machinery. At terminals which service only diesel power, the requirements

for steam are so much less that it is often possible to replace the high-pressure power
plant with automatically controlled low-pressure plants for supplying steam to heat the

buildings, and thereby effect a substantial saving in operating expenses.

At the larger terminals it is usually desirable to provide facilities for furnishing fuel,

.>and, and water at strategic locations around the terminal so that delays to diesels in

going to some central point for servicing are eliminated. Such servicing facilities can

often be located to advantage near the ends of the yard where they can be used to take

care of both road diesels and switching units. At terminals where there is an extensive

industrial switching district, servicing facilities located near the center of the district

may be advisable to eliminate the time lost in bringing the unit to the terminal for

servicing. Portable servicing units consisting of a truck equipped with sand and fueling

facilities are being used on some roads for servicing diesel switch engines assigned to

work in the larger yards. A specific track is usually designated as a servicing track and
provision is made for a highway access road so that the servicing truck can reach that

location. Portable units are also being used to service switch engines assigned to work
at outlying points in the more extensive terminals.

Since diesel locomotives require water for their engine cooling system and for the

operation of steam generators on passenger units, water servicing facilities will be

required, but they will be much less extensive than would be required for steam locomo-
tive operation. Other servicing facilities needed only for steam locomotive operation, such

as coaling plants, cinder-handling plants, and steam blow-off boxes, can also be eliminated
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Better stores department facilities are needed for handling diesel repair parts

than were usually provided for steam locomotive repair work. A large number of spare

parts must be kept on hand for repairing diesels; many of these parts are quite expensive

and might easily be damaged if not properly housed. Adequate racks and shelves are

required with a definite labeling system so that needed parts can be located readily.

The storeroom should be located near the repair shop so that parts can be secured readily.

Some roads have constructed new buildings to house diesel parts, but in most cases sec-

tions of old shop buildings which had been vacated, have been remodeled satisfactorily

for the storage of diesel parts.

The length of trains being handled by diesel power will, of course, vary, depending

on the size of the diesel unit and the gradients encountered, but generally, diesel power

will handle longer trains than were handled formerly by steam power. Receiving and

departure tracks should be provided of sufficient length to take care of the longer diesel

trains without doubling over.

The fact that diesel locomotives can operate over sharper curve^ than most steam

engines can often be used to advantage when designing a new yard or extending an

existing yard where the available space is limited. While it is desirable from a maintenance

standpoint to hold curvature to the minimum, the use of No. 7 or No. 8 turnouts for

yard switches through which road trains do not operate would probably be satisfactory

with diesel power, while with steam power No. 10 turnouts would be desirable. Under

extreme conditions secondary tracks around a terminal on which cars do not have to be

coupled have been constructed for the operation of 6-axle diesel units with curves up to

21 deg, and for the operation of 4-axle diesel units with curves up to 35 deg, while for

the operation of steam power it would have been desirable to have limited the curvature

to about 16 deg.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Engineering and economic analysis of waterway projects, collaborating with

AAR Committee on Waterway Projects.

No report.

3. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of released

materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A, General

Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

4. Prepare bibliography relating to benefits and costs of inland waterway proj-

ects involving navigation and keep it up to date.

Progress report, presented as information page 459

The Committee on Waterways and Harbors,

Arthur Anderson, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 511, November 1953.

Report on Assignment 4

Prepare Bibliography Relating to Benefits and Costs of Inland

Waterway Projects Involving Navigation and

Keep It Up To Date

A. L. Sam, vice-chairman, and entire committee.

Your committee presents the following bibliography as information.

1. Report to the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee, Corps of Engineers,

United States Army, Department of the Interior, Department of Agriculture, Department

of Commerce, Federal Power Commission, on Proposed Practices for Economic Analysis

of River Basin Projects, Prepared by the Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs, Wash-

ington, D. C, May 1950.
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2. A Water Policy for the American People, Summary of Recommendations from

the Report of the President's Water Resources Policy Commission, December 1950.

3. Report of the Federal Civil Works Program as Administered by The Corps of

Engineers, U. S. Army, Part 1, Vol. 3, 1951.

4. The Report of the Missouri Basin Survey Commission, Missouri Land and Water,

1953.

5. National Water Policy—A Statement of Desirable Policy with Respect to the

Conservation, Development and Use of the National Water Resources, Prepared Under

the Auspices of The Water Policy Panel of Engineers Joint Council, June 1950. The

constituent societies of Engineers Joint Council are: American Society of Civil Engineers,

American Society of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, The American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, American Institute

of Chemical Engineers.

6. Engineers Joint Council Statement before Subcommittee to Study Civil Works

(of House Committee on Public Works), May 14, 1952.

7. Excerpts from the Congressional Record—House, January 19, 1953, Message

from the President of the United States, Development of Water and Related Land

Resources.

8. Bureau of the Budget Circular No. k-Al, December 31, 1952.

9. Report to the Committee on Public Works, House of Representatives, By Mr.

Jones of Alabama, From the Subcommittee to Study Civil Works, 82nd Congress, Second

Session, December 5, 1952.

10. Public Aids to Domestic Transportation, issued by the Board of Investigation

and Research.

11. Federal Policy Relating to Inland Waterway Transportation, Association of

American Railroads.

12. Report of the House Subcommittee Deficiencies and Army Civil Functions of the

House Committee on Appropriations, 82nd Congress, First Session.

13. Senate Report No. 1039, 82nd Congress, First Session, on Domestic Land and

Water Transportation.

14. Report to the House Committee on Appropriations, from the Subcommittee on

Army Civil Functions, 82nd Congress, Second Session, on Missouri River Channel

Stabilization and Navigation Project (see also printed hearings).



Report of Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

E. S. BiRKENWALD,
Chairman,

E. R. Andrlik
D. S. Bechly
J. H. Brown
E. E. Burch
A. B. Chapman
Abr.\m Clark
F. H. Cramer
C. P. Cummins
J. A. Erskine
A. T. Granger
R. R. Gunderson

A. R. Harris
R. H. Heinlen
C. S. Johnson
Frank Kerekes
A. N. Laird
C. T. G. LOONEY
C. V. Lund
J. F. Marsh
J. P. Michalos
D. W. MUSSER
C. H. Newlin
N. M. Newmark

M. J. Plumb,
Vice Chairman,

E. W. Prentiss

C. A. Roberts

J. H. Shieber
C. E. Sloan
C. B. Smith
R. L. Stevens

J. P. Walton
E. Wollett, Jr.

J. D. Woodward
L. T. Wyly

Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Viaduct columns, collaborating with Committee 15.

No report.

2. Steel girder spans with open decks and with ballasted decks.

Progress report, presented as information page 462

3. Dynamic shear in girder and truss spans.

No report.

4. Impact and bending stresses in columns and hangers of truss spans.

No report.

5. Concrete structures, collaborating with Committee 8.

Progress report, presented as information page 462

6. Determination of braking and traction forces in bridge structures, col-

laborating with Committees 7, 8 and IS.

Progress report, presented as information page 466

7. Stresses and impacts in timber stringer bridges, collaborating with Com-
mittee 7.

No report.

8. Steel truss spans with open decks and with ballasted decks.

Progress report, presented as information page 467

Q. Distribution of live load in bridge floors:

(a) floors consisting of transverse beams;

(b) floors consisting of longitudinal beams.

Progress report, presented as information page 467

10. Stresses in lateral bracing of bridges.

No report.

The Committee on Impact and Bridge Stresses,

E. S. Birkenwald, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin S12, December 1953.
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Report on Assignment 2

Steel Girder Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks

M. J. Plumb (chairman, subcommittee), E. R. Andrlik, D. S. Bechly, E. E. Burch,
F. H. Cramer, C. P. Cummins, A. T. Granger, A. R. Harris, Franlc Kerekes, C. T. G.
Looney, J. F. Marsh, J. P. Michalos, D. W. Musser, N. M. Newmark, C. E. Sloan,
C. B. Smith, J. P. Walton, J. D. Woodward, L. T. Wyly.

Tests have been completed on 30 girder spans as part of the assignment, in which

data on static and dynamic stresses in the flanges and webs were obtained. Thus far

results on six of these spans have been reported, and the results on the remaining 24

spans will be forthcoming dui\ng 1954 and possibly 1955, now that analysis of the data

has been progressed satisfactorily.

Report on Assignment 5

Concrete Structures

Collaborating with Committee 8

J. H. Shieber (chairman, subcommittee), Abram Clark, J. A. Erskine, R. R. Gunderson,
R. H. Heinlen, J. P. Michalos, E. W. Prentiss, C. A. Roberts.

TESTS OF FULL-SIZE REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGE SLABS

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the full-size tests con-

ducted on six reinforced concrete bridge slabs to failure in the laboratory of the U. S.

Bureau of Reclamation at Denver, Colo.

Because the report of the committee presented last year in AREA Bulletin 503 (Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 54, pages 243 to 412,.incl.) indicated that more information was needed

on the relation between load and stresses up to the ultimate carrying capacity of rein-

forced concrete bridge slabs, the AAR research staff, at the request of the committee,

arranged to conduct these tests. Originally, it was planned to test five full-size slabs,

as follows:

1. Two slabs over 40 years old, recently removed from railway service on account

of considerable deterioration.

2. A new slab, designed in accordance with current AREA specifications.

3. A new slab, designed in accordance with the ultimate-load theory.

4. A new slab, prestressed by pretensioning, designed in accordance with current

recommended practices.

An additional full-size slab, designed in accordance with the ultimate-load theory,

was tested, since the ready-mixed concrete used in the first slab of this design did not

have the required unit compressive strength at 7 days.

The AAR research staff found it necessary to conduct these tests in the laboratory

of the Bureau of Reclamation, at Denver, since the testing machine there, having a ten-

sion or compression capacity of 5,000,000 lb, had sufficient distance between screws or

columns to accommodate the full-size slabs. The machine provided a clear distance of

10 ft between the screws, vidth the top of the machine 50 ft above floor and the bottom

of the machine IS ft below floor.
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The slabs varied in length from IS ft for the old to 19 ft for the new. The old slabs

were 7 ft 3 in wide, while the new slabs were 6 ft 6 in wide.

Piers were built in the laboratory and so detailed that both the old and new slabs

could be tested on them. The slabs were placed on Fabreeka pads 1 in thick by 3 in

wide, extending the full width of the slab. The load was appHed from the testing

machine to the slabs at 2 points 5 ft 6 in apart, and 2 steel slabs 14 in by 3 in by 36 in

were used for loading. These steel slabs rested on J/2-in Fabreeka pads to produce a

uniform loading under the steel slabs. The center of each steel slab was placed 2 ft 6 in

from the inside edge of the concrete slab.

The essential reasons for making these tests were to determine (1) the behavior

of old slabs which showed considerable deterioration, (2) the effect of eccentric loading

on bridge slabs resulting from the application of the load through the rail, which may
be located off of the center line of the slab, and (3) the behavior of full-size bridge slabs

in comparison with that predicated by theory and by small laboratory specimens.

Of interest were the old spans released from a Chicago, Burlington & Quincy rail-

road bridge in Missouri, and furnished without cost at Denver to the AAR for testing.

The first slab tested showed considerably more deterioration than the second slab tested.

Many of the reinforcing bars were exposed and the concrete had spalled off at many

locations on the slabs. The concrete in the first slab was badly deteriorated along the

inside edge of the center third of the span and this deterioration extended in about 1 ft

from the edge.

Because previous field testing indicated that current specifications provided for an

excess of bar reinforcement, a full-size railroad slab designed in accordance with these

specifications was tested to failure, in which the stresses in the concrete and reinforcement

were measured for the complete range of loading.

A slab designed in accordance with the ultimate-load theory was tested with the

view of finding a theory which would be more consistent with the results of previous

field testing. In the ultimate-load design, the stress in the concrete is assumed to be

parabolic, or in some cases rectangular, while in the regular design the concrete stress

is assumed to vary as a straight line from the neutral axis. Because of this change in

assumption, the concrete can be assumed to provide more resistance to bending. The

ultimate-load theory makes it possible to design thinner slabs to take advantage of the

increased resisting moment of the concrete. In the design of this slab, the same strength

concrete was called for as in the regular design slab. Unfortunately, the seven-day test

showed that only half of the concrete strength was provided. A second slab was built

with the required concrete strength and both slabs were tested.

The prestressed slab was built by Prestressed Concrete of Colorado, Inc., with steel

strands furnished by the American Steel and Wire Division of the United States Steel

Corporation. Full cooperation was obtained in the design and manufacture of the slab.

One outstanding feature in this slab is that it was the first time that ^-in strands had

been used for such a slab. Normally, tV-in or ^-in strands have been used in the past.

In building these prestressed, pretensioned slabs the sixty-one 5^-in strands were first

placed in position and then stretched by hydraulic jacks to produce a stress of 140,000

psi in the strands. This meant that a total load of 1,300,000 lb were required to stretch

the strands the necessary amount.

Conditions in the casting yard indicated that it would be necessary to use strands

65 ft in length. Since it would not cost much more to build three slabs, it was decided

by the committee to do so with the view of testing one of the slabs and utilizing the

other two for field testing in a railroad bridge if the test slab proved to be satisfactory.
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The test slab was built without a curb, while the other two were built to meet the

requirements of the CB&Q for curb and drainage. Strain gages were placed on the

strands before the slabs were poured in order to determine the strains resulting from
the release of load in the strands. Gages were placed on several strands across the center

of the span, and also at several locations along the longitudinal length of two strands;

namely, at 6 in from the end, 1 ft 6 in from the end, and then at 2-ft intervals to the

center line of the span. Readings taken on the gages indicated that the entire stress in

the strand was developed within the first 6 in from the end. The method of releasing

the 1,300,000-lb load was to first release it in increments by the hydraulic jacks, and
then cut the strands near the ends of the slabs with a torch.

Table 1 provides a general summary of test results of the six slabs tested. Of par-

ticular interest is the ultimate concrete strength and percentage of reinforcement used.

The total design load for each slab is given together with the ultimate load sustained,

from which the ratio of ultimate to design was computed. Recorded deflections for

various loads on the several slabs are listed. A study of the table, as well as observations

made during the testing, indicates the following:

1. The old slabs carried a load of over 3J^ times the design load.

2. Both old slabs carried about the same ultimate load, indicating a consistency

of carrying capacity, notwithstanding outward appearances of deterioration.

3. There was a permanent set in the old slabs before failure, with a large trans-

verse crack in the concrete on the under side.

4. A comparison of the ultimate loads for the regular design and the ultimate-

load and prestressed slabs shows that the three slabs carried approximately the

same load. This is quite outstanding since all three slabs were designed by a

different theory.

5. The ultimate-load slab, which failed at a load of 546,000 lb, carried a test

machine load of 400,000 lb even after failure. While it is admitted that there

was a noticeable permanent set, which would produce lurching of a locomotive

if it passed over the slab, nevertheless the slab would still carry more than twice

the design load.

6. There was no indication of bond failure in the prestressed slab and readings

taken on the reinforcement at a point 6 in from the end indicated there was no
slippage.

7. There was no indication of diagonal tension failures in the prestressed slab and
all cracks in the concrete were tension cracks between loading pads.

A final report will be issued after all of the data taken, including sonic modulus tests

taken by the Portland Cement Association, have been analysed.
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LABORATORY TESTS OF FULL-SIZE REINFORCED CONCRETE
CULVERT PIPES

A final report, submitted as information in AREA Bulletin 510, page 245, contains

a description and analysis of full-size laboratory tests conducted on 36 reinforced con-

crete culvert pipes varying in size from 24 in to 84 in. in diameter, manufactured and

tested in accordance with AREA proposed Specifications for Reinforced Concrete Culvert

Pipe, prepared by Committee 8—Masonry.

For many years railroad engineers have been dissatisfied with the present ASTM
specifications, which were used by railroads for the design and construction of reinforced

concrete culvert pipe, and it was decided by AREA Committee 8 that a stronger pipe

should be used for installation on the railroads. The committee prepared new specifica-

tions similar to those of the ASTM, but with higher reinforcement and test load require-

ments. Before presenting these new specifications to the AREA as Manual material,

the Masonry committee requested Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses, to secure

laboratory data on the strength of pipe manufactured in accordance with the proposed

specifications. Since Committee 30 has an assignment on Concrete Structures, Col-

laborating with Committee 8, it requested the research staff of the AAR to purchase

and test 24 pipes varying in size from 24 in to 84-in diameter, manufactured in accordance

with the proposed specifications.

Twenty-four pipes were manufactured by the Massey Concrete Products Company
in accordance with the proposed specifications. The concrete strengths developed in these

pipes, as determined from test cylinders, were greater than the specified concrete strength

by an appreciable amount. After reviewing the results of the first 24 pipes tested, the

committee decided to have 12 additional pipes manufactured with concrete having a

lower ultimate strength in order to study the effect of this variable on the pipe strength.

In manufacturing the additional 12 pipes in sizes 36, 60 and 84-in diameters, the Massey

Concrete Products Company exercised great care in designing a mix that would give

the proper strength at 28 days. However, the final concrete strength still exceeded the

specified strength, but was appreciably lower than the concrete strength obtained in the

original 24 pipes.

The pipes were tested to failure in the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway's physical labora-

tory at Huntington, W. Va., using its 1,000,000-lb Southwark-Emery testing machine, by

the AAR research staff, with the assistance of the C&O's test department.

Report on Assignment 6

Determination of Braking and Traction Forces

in Bridge Structures

Collaborating with Committees 7, 8 and 15

M. J. Plumb (chairman, subcommittee), E. R. Andrlik, D. S. Bechly, E. E. Burch,
F. H. Cramer, C. P. Cummins, A. T. Granger, A. R. Harris, Frank Kerekes, C. T. G.
Looney, J. F. March, J. P. Michalos, D. W. Musser, N. M. Newmark, C. E. Sloan,

C. B. Smith, J. P. Walton, J. D. Woodward, L. T. Wyly.

Considerable information on braking and traction forces was obtained during tests

of a bridge on the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad at Fillmore, 111. These data

are being analysed and a report on the results will be published in 1954.
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Report on Assignment 8

Steel Truss Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks

(For subcommittee, see report on Assignment 6)

A report of an investigation of dead load and live load direct and secondary stresses

in three 350-ft truss spans on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System was

presented in AREA Bulletin 509, June-July 1953, page 37.

Tests were made during 1953 on a 440-ft draw span across the Mississippi River

near St. Paul, Minn., at the request and expense of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railroad. These tests were made to determine if the bridge was capable of carrying

heavilv loaded ore cars.

Report on Assignment 9

Distribution of Live Load in Bridge Floors

(a) Floors Consisting of Transverse Beams

(b) Floors Consisting of Longitudinal Beams

(For subcommittee, see report on Assignment 6)

Tests have been made on eight bridges having transverse floorbeams and two having

longitudinal beams. The results on one of these bridges were published in the 1948 Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 49, page 279. Two of three bridges, having transverse floorbeams at 5-ft

centers and with the rails supported on longitudinal timbers on Z-bar stringers, were

tested during 1953 at the request and expense of the Chicago & North Western Railway.

Analysis of the data for all of the bridges has been completed, and a report of the

results will be published in 1954.





Report of Committee 3—Ties

p. D. Brentlinger, W. F. Dunn, Sr.* L. C. Collister,
Chairman, T. H. Friedlin Vice Chairman,

J. E. Armstrong, Jr. A. K. Frost D. E. Patton
C. S. Burt W. E. Fuhr Arthur Price
W. J. Burton L. E. Gingerich M. H. Priddy
R. F. Bush B. D. Howe W. C. Reichow
G. B. Campbell M. J. Hubbard X. B. Roberts
C. M. Coates C. E. Jackman H. S. Ross
E. L. CoLLETTE G. R. Janosko N. a. Salzano
B. S. Converse H. W. Jensen T. D. Saunders
R. L. Cook F. O. Johnson, Jr. E. F. Snyder
R. W. Cook • W. J. Kernan S. Thorvaldson
B. E. Crumpler L. W. Kistler C. D. Turley
L. P. Drew C. M. Long G. A. Williams
H. R. Duncan Roy Lu^mpkin R. G. Wintrich

* Died October 7, 1953.

Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted for adoption page 470

2. Extent of adherence to specifications.

Progress report, presented as information page 471

3. Substitutes for wood ties.

Progress report, presented as information page 471

4. Tie renewals and cost per mile of maintained track.

Progress report, presented as information page 472

5. Methods of retarding the spHtting and the mechanical wear of ties, including

stabilization of wood, collaborating with Committee 5, and the National

Lumber Manufacturers Association.

Oral report to be made at annual meeting.

6. Bituminous coatings of ties for protection from the elements.

Progress in study, but no report.

7. Causes leading to the removal of ties.

Progress report, presented as information page 473

8. End splitting of hardwood ties.

Progress in study, but no report.

9. Means of conserving labor and material, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of released

materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A, General

Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

The Committee on Ties,

P. D. Brentlinger, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin S12, December 1953.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. D. Turley (chairman, subcommittee), P. D. Brentlinger, W. J. Burton, E. L. Collette,

R. L. Cook, L. P. Drew, H. R. Duncan, B. D. Howe, Roy Lumpkin, R. G. Wintrich.

Your committee recommends the following revisions, reapprovals and deletions:

Pages 3-1-1 to 3-1-5, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CROSS TIES

Reapprove with the following changes:

Page 3-1-1—Sec. B, Art. 1—General Quality

Revise to read as follows:

Except as hereinafter provided, all ties shall be free from any defects that may
impair their strength or durabihty as cross ties, such as decay, large sphts, large shakes,

slanting grain, or large or numerous holes or knots.

Page 3-1-2—Sec. C, Art. 1—Dimensions

Delete sizes and 6 from table shown under (c).

Page 3-1-3—Add new Art 7a, in Sec. E, as follows:

7a. Slanting Grain

Except in woods with interlocking grain a slant in grain in excess of 1 in IS will

not be permitted.

Page 3-1-4—Delete Art. 2—Identification, of Sec. F, and renumber following articles

to proper number sequence.

Pages 3-2-1 to 3-2-4, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SWITCH TIES

Reapprove with the following changes:

Page 3-2-1—Sec. B, Art. 1—General Quality

Revise to read as follows:

Except as hereinafter provided, all ties shall be free from any defects that may
impair their strength or durability as switch ties, such as decay, large splits, large shakes,

slanting grain, or large or numerous holes or knots. •

Page 3-2-3—Add nevv' Art. 7a, in Sec. E, as follows:

7a. Slanting Grain

Except in woods with interlocking grain a slant in grain in excess of 1 in 15 will

not be permitted.

Page 3-2-4—Delete Art. 2—Identification, of Sec. F, and renumber following articles

to proper number sequence.

Pages 3-4-1 to 3-4-3, incl.

• ' ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF TIES

Reapprove with the following revision:

Page 3-4-2—In formula (2), in order to correct an error which has existed, change

C" to C\ making this formula read as follows:

I+A CR(1 + Rr
"''

i + C^R— (1 + /?)"— 1 ; ^^'
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Report on Assignment 2

Extent of Adherence to Specifications

P. D. Brentlinger (chairman, subcommittee), C. S. Burt, G. B. Campbell, R. L. Cook,

H. R. Duncan, W. F. Dunn, T. H. Friedlin, A. K. Frost, L. E. Gingerich, C. E.

Jackman, G. R. Janosko, L. W. Kistler, A. Price, N. A. Salzano, R. G. Wintrich.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Committee 3 completed two iield trips during 1953, visiting five wood-preserving

plants in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Ohio. A total of 3,250,000 ties, representing stocks

of ties for 12 railroads, were inspected.

All species of ties were purchased by the railroads. The majority of the ties was of

oak produced in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and

Missouri, along with other miscellaneous hardwoods compHmentary to those areas.

Only one plant was observed to be in need of correction. That plant had poor

drainage with an abundance of grass and weeds in the wet areas. Except in occasional

crowded yards the ties were well stacked and properly ironed. Good housekeeping was

the rule rather than the exception.

Plants that used mechanical means to stack ties had better stacks where the stacking

crews were precise in setting the lifts.

At the two plants inspected in Ohio the dowelling of all main-line cross ties, bridge ties

and switch ties was observed with interest by the committee. The railroad employing

this method of preventing checks and splits, dowels all ties green before stacking for

seasoning.

Considering the large volume of ties inspected by the committee, it can be stated

that the ties were of good quality and represented close adherence to specifications pat-

terned after the AREA specifications for ties.

During the years your committee has been engaged in observing ties stored at various

wood-preserving plants, the quality and sizing of cross ties at the treating plants have

greatly improved. Adherence to .^REA specifications for ties, improved manufacturing

methods, and the use of mechanical equipment at the treating plants are all responsible

for the better cross ties being produced.

Report on Assignment 3

Substitutes for Wood Ties

L. P. Drew (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Coates, W. E. Fuhr, M. J. Hubbard,
H. W. Jensen, N. A. Salzano, S. Thorvaldson.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

It has developed that the necessity for substitutes for wood ties is less urgent now
than at any time during the past 40 years because of improvements in preserving processes

and recent developments in methods of reducing mechanical wear.

During the past year some interest has been shown in the possible use of laminated

wood, and research on this material is now being done by the AAR in cooperation with

the Timber Engineering Company.

Considerable numbers of reinforced and prestressed concrete ties continue to be used

in European countries, including England, France and Germany, but nothing of addi-

tional interest to the American railroads has been developed.
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Some interest is still being shown in metal ties, but none of any consequence in the

use of plastics.

Even with the high prices of timber, no ties of substitute materials have been found

that can compete with fully pressure-treated wood ties, either in first cost or annual

depreciation.

The subject of substitute ties is, therefore, in a dormant state, and it is the recom-

mendation of your committee that the assignment be retained, but that no further

reports be made to the Association until something of interest develops.

In the meantime, your committee will carry open files and keep in contact with the

subject.

Report on Assignment 4

Tie Renewals and Costs per Mile of Maintained Track

L. W. Kistler (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, Jr., R. F. Bush, R. W. Cook,
F. O. Johnson, W. J. Kernan, C. M. Long, D. E. Patton.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The statistics compiled annually by the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, pro-

viding information in regard to the number and costs of cross ties laid in maintenance

during 1952, are shown in Tables A and B in Bulletin 509, June-July 1953, following

page 134. These tables will also appear following page 134 in the Proceedings, Vol. 55,

1954.

From these tables it will be noted that all regions, except the Central-Eastern and

Pocahontas, had slightly increased renewals in 1952 over 1951, the total increase for the

United States being 1,540,664.

The average cost of ties as given in Col. 7 of Table A increased in all regions,

ranging from &4 in the Southwestern Region to 67^ in the New England Region, the

average of 1952 over 1951 in the United States being 30^ each.

This increase in unit cost plus the 5 -\- percent increase in renewals, caused the

average renewal cost per mile of maintained track of the U. S. railroads to increase from

$257 in 1951 to $296 in 1952, or 15 percent.

The effect of increased unit costs is well reflected in the fact that in 1940, although

the renewals were 40 percent more than those in 1952, the cross tie renewal cost per

mile of maintained track was 47 percent less than in 1952.

For the second consecutive year the 5 -year average for the number of cross ties

renewed per mile of maintained track was less than 100. This average of 94 reflects an

average service life of approximately 32 years.
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Report on Assignment 7

Causes Leading to the Removal of Ties

L. C. Collister (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Collette, B. S. Converse, L. E. Gingerich,

W. J. Kernan, C. M. Long, D. E. Patton, N. B. Roberts, H. S. Ross, T. D. Saunders,

G. A. WilUams.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

A questionnaire was sent last year to the chief engineers of 46 Hnes to develop

the subject, and at the time of reporting the committee had received only five replies.

It now has reports from eight railroads and replies from 16 others advising that they

have not maintained records of causes of tie renewals. One reply classifies, in order of

importance, the causes of removal as splits, crushed or shattered, plate cut, and spike

killed. Another attributes tie failures to more than one cause.

The accompanying table (see page 474) is a summary of the causes of the removal

of treated ties for the eight reporting Hnes, including the five reported last year.
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Report of Committee 8—Masonry

W. R. Wilson, Chairman,
M. W. BRxms
J. R. BURKEY
W. F. Campbell
H. C. Charlton
C. C. Cooke
G. H. Dayett
B. M. DORNBLATT
D. H. DowE
L. p. Drew
T. K. Dyer
W. J. Eney
J. A. Erskine

J. U. ESTES
A. B. Fowler
C. W. Gabrio
W. J. Galloway
R. W. GiLMORE
J. F. Halpin

J. S. Hancock
R. Hayes
D. E. Hoeffel
A. C. Johnson
J. E. Kalinka
A. P. KOUBA
A. N. Laird

J. F. Leppman
J. C. Lerret
W. C. Love
R. L. Mays
W. L. McDaniel
E. A. McLeod
L. M. Morris
L. H. Needham
RoscoE Owen
D. B. Packard
G. H. Paris

M. S. NORRIS,
Vice Chairman,

Donald Patterson
R. E. Paulson
R. B. Peck
C. B. Porter
H. POSNER
L. W. Rechtien, Jr.

W. T. Richards

J. L. RiPPEY

J. H. Sawyer
C. P. Schantz

J. H. Shieber
D. H. Shoemaker
F. R. Smith
Neil Van Eenam
K. J. Wagoner
E. P. Wright

Cofnmittee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Principles of design of masonry structures, including design of masonry cul-

verts, collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 13, 15, 28, 29 and 30.

Report on Specifications for Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe, presented

as information page 476

3. Foundations for masonry structures, collaborating with Committees 1, 6, 7,

IS and 30.

No report.

4. Earth pressure as related to masonry structures.

Progress in study but no report.

5. Tunnel linings: Design, construction and maintenance, collaborating with

Committees 1, 5, 28 and 2Q.

No report.

6. Use of prestressed concrete for railway structures, collaborating with

Committee 6.

Progress in study but no report.

7. Methods for improving the quality of concrete and mortars, collaborating

with Committee 6.

Report on Alkali-Aggregate Reaction in Concrete, presented as information page 486

8. Specifications for the construction and maintenance of masonry structures.

No report.
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9. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

10. Methods of construction with precast concrete structural members, col-

laborating with Committee 6.

Progress in study but no report.

The Committee on Masonry,

W. R. Wilson, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 512, December 1953.

Report on Assignment 2

Principles of Design of Masonry Structures, Including Design

of Masonry Culverts

Collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 13, 15, 28, 29 and 30

R. L. Mays (chairman, subcommittee), H. C. Charlton, J. U. Estes, J. S. Hancock,

J. E. Kalinka, A. P. Kouba, A. N. Laird, J. F. Leppman, Donald Patterson, J. H.
Shieber.

Your committee submits, as information, a tentative draft of Specifications for

Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe, and invites comments and criticism preparatory to a

recommendation for their adoption and publication in the Manual.

These specifications were prepared because it was believed by railroad engineers

that reinforced concrete culvert pipe for railroad applications should meet higher test

load and reinforcement requirements than were provided by present ASTM specifications,

which have been used by the railroads heretofore.

Before presenting these new specifications, Committee 8 requested that Committee
30—Impact and Bridge Stresses, secure laboratory data on the strength of pipe made in

accordance with them. Accordingly, 36 pipes, varying in size from 24 to 84 in, and

manufactured in accordance with the proposed specifications, were tested by the AAR
research staff in the physical laboratory of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway at Hunting-

ton, W. Va. A complete description and analysis of these tests may be found in Bulletin

510, September-October 1953, beginning on page 245.

•SPECIFICATIONS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CULVERT PIPE

A. GENERAL
1. Scope

These specifications cover reinforced concrete pipe intended to be used for the

construction of railroad culverts.

2. Classes

Pipe manufactured in accordance with these specifications shall be of two classes

known, respectively, as "Railroad Standard-Strength Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe"

and "Railroad Extra-Strength Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe."
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3. Standard Sizes

Pipe of the internal diameters listed in Tables 1 and 2 shall be the standard sizes

for culvert construction. For elHptical pipe, the inside diameter at the minor axis shall

be equal to the diameter of the corresponding size of circular pipe.

4. Basis of Acceptance

The acceptability of the pipe shall be determined by surface inspection and cer-

tification by the manufacturer that the provisions of these specifications have been

complied with, and, if required, by the results of physical tests made in accordance with

the provisions hereof.

B. MATERIALS

1. Reinforced Concrete

The reinforced concrete shall consist of portland cement, mineral aggregates, and

water, in which steel has been embedded in such a manner that the steel and the concrete

act together.

2. Cement

Portland cement shall conform to the requirements of the Standard Specifications

for Portland Cement (ASTM designation C ISO) ; or shall be air-entraining portland

cement conforming to the requirements of the Tentative Specifications for Air-Entraining

Portland Cement (ASTM designation C 175) ; or shall be portland blast-furnace slag

cement conforming to the requirements of the Tentative Specifications for Portland

Blast-Furnace Slag Cement (ASTM designation C 205).

3. Steel Reinforcement

Reinforcement shall consist either of wire conforming to the Standard Specifications

for Cold-Drawn Steel Wire for Concrete Reinforcement (ASTM designation A 82), or

of bars of intermediate grade conforming to the Standard Specifications for Billet-Steel

Bars for Concrete Reinforcement (ASTM designation A 15).

4. Aggregates

Aggregates shall conform to the Standard Specifications for Concrete Aggregates

(ASTM designation C 33).

5. Mixing Water

Mixing water shall be free from oil, acids, vegetable matter, alkalies, salt, and other

injurious substances.

C. DESIGN
1. Minimum Designs

The shell thickness and the amount of circumferential reinforcement shall be not

less than that prescribed in Tables 1 and 2.

2. Alternate Designs

Manufacturers may submit for approval alternate designs, provided that such pipe

shall conform to the same physical tests and inspection requirements prescribed in these

specifications for the pipe for which it is substituted. In no alternate design, however,

shall the shell thickness be less than that prescribed in Tables 1 and 2.
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3. Placing Reinforcement

In circular pipe having one line of circular reinforcement, the reinforcement in the

barrel of the pipe shall be placed equally distant from the inner and outer surfaces of

the pipe. In circular pipe having 2 lines of circular reinforcement, each line shall be so

placed that the net protective covering of concrete over the reinforcement in the barrel

of the pipe shall be 1 in. In circular pipe having elliptical reinforcement, and in elliptical

pipe having circular reinforcement, the reinforcement in the barrel of the pipe shall be so

placed that the net protective covering of concrete along the vertical diameter of the

pipe shall be 1 in from the inside surface of the pipe, and the net protective covering

of concrete along the horizontal diameter of the pipe shall be 1 in from the outside

surface of the pipe. The location of the reinforcement shall be subject, however, to the

variations permitted in Sec. E, Art. 2.

4. Longitudinals

Each line of circumferential reinforcement shall be assembled into a cage which shall

contain sufficient longitudinal bars or members, extending through the barrel of the pipe,

to maintain the reinforcement rigidly in exact shape and correct position within the form.

5. Laps, Welds, and Spacing

If the splices are not welded, the reinforcement shall be lapped not less than 20

diameters for bars, and 40 diameters for cold-drawn wire. If welded, the member at

either a welded splice or intersection shall develop a tensile strength not less than the

minimum strength required for the reinforcement by the applicable specifications cited

in Sec. B, Art. 3. The spacing center to center of adjacent rings of circumferential rein-

forcement in a cage shall not exceed 4 in for pipe up to and including 48 in. in diameter,

nor exceed the shell thickness for larger pipe, and shall in no case exceed 6 in.

6. Joints

The ends of reinforced concrete culvert pipe shall be of such design that the pipe

when laid shall form a continuous conduit with a smooth and uniform interior surface.

7. Joint Reinforcement

The joint shall have a circumferential reinforcement equal in area to that of a single

line within the barrel of the pipe.

D. PHYSICAL TESTS

L Kind of Tests

Tests shall consist of full size strength tests, specimen cylinder tests, and absorption

tests.

2. Number and Selection of Test Specimens

The manufacturer may be required to provide pipe for tests equal to 2 percent of

the order, but not less than 1 nor more than 5 pieces of each size.

All pipe for testing purposes shall be selected at random by the railroad from the

stock of the manufacturer and shall be pipe which would not otherwise be rejected

under these specifications. The pipe shall be free from visible moisture when tested.

Pipe shall not have been exposed to a temperature below plus 40 deg F (plus

5 deg C) for the 24 hr immediately preceding the test.
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3. Cost of Making Tests

The cost of required full size strength tests of accepted pipe, including the cost of

pipe tested, shall be paid by the railroad company. The manufacturer shall include in

his tender separate prices for each piece of each size of pipe to be tested, including the

cost of testing.

The cost of retests, including the cost of the pipe, shall be paid by the manufacturer.

The cost of all other tests, including the furnishing and preparation of the specimens

for tests and inspections, shall be included in the bid price per foot of pipe.

4. Full Size Strength Tests

The cracking load, as determined by the three-edge-bearing test described in Sec. D,

Art. 8, shall be not less than the cracking load prescribed in Tables 1 and 2. When the

test load reaches the cracking load given in the tables for the size and class of pipe

tested, there shall be in the barrel of the pipe no crack having a width of 0.01 in or

more for a length of 1 ft or more. The crack shall be considered 0.01 in. in width when

the point of the measuring gage will, without forcing, penetrate it tV in at close intervals

throughout the specified distance of 1 ft. The width of crack shall be measured by

means of a gage made from a leaf 0.01 in. in thickness (as in a set of standard

machinist's gages), ground to a point tV in. in width, with corners rounded, and a taper

of y^ in per in, as shown in Fig. 1.

5. Elliptical Pipe

Elliptical pipe shall conform to the test requirements for circular pipe having the

same horizontal internal diameter.

6. Cylinder Test

The strength of the concrete shall be determined from 6-in by 12 -in test cylinders

made from the concrete used in making the pipe and manufactured and cured under

identical conditions with the pipe. Compression tests of such cylinders shall be made in

accordance with the Standard Method of Test for Compressive Strength of Molded

Concrete Cylinders (ASTM designation C 30).

7. Equipment for Full Size Strength Test

In making the test, any mechanical or hand-power device may be used in which

the head that applies the load moves at such a speed as to increase the load at a uniform

rate of approximately 2000 lb per lin ft of pipe per minute.

It is necessary that the testing machine used for the strength tests shall produce a

uniform deflection throughout the full length of the pipe. The testing machine shall be

substantial and rigid throughout, so that the distribution of the load will not be affected

appreciably by the deformation or yielding of any part.

The load shall be applied continuously until the required strength of the pipe specified

in Tables 1 and 2 is reached. The load per linear foot of pipe shall be calculated by

dividing the total recorded load by the laying length. The pipe shall not be allowed

to stand under load longer than is required to apply the load and to observe and record

it. The pipe shall be surface-dry when tested.

8. Three-Edge-Bearing Method

In making the three-edge-bearing test (see Figs. 2 and 3), the ends of each specimen

of pipe shall be accurately marked in halves of the circumference prior to the test. The
lower bearings shall consist of 2 wooden strips with vertical sides having their interior
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top corners rounded to a radius of approximately Yz in. The strips shall be straight and

shall be securely fastened to a rigid base. The interior vertical sides of the strips shall

be parallel and spaced a distance apart of 1 in per ft of pipe diameter. The upper bearing

shall be a rigid wooden block, free from knots, and straight and true from end to end.

The load shall be applied to this block through a metal beam of such dimensions that

it will transmit the full load without appreciable deflection. The upper and lower bear-

ings shall extend the full length of the pipe, exclusive of the bell. The pipe shall be placed

symmetrically between the two bearings as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. In testing pipe

which is "out of line", the lines of the bearings chosen shall be from those which appear

to give the most favorable conditions for a fair test.

9. Acceptability and Retest

Pipe shall be acceptable under the strength tests when all test specimens meet the

test requirements. If any specimen fails to meet the test requirements, the manufacturer

will be allowed a retest on two like specimens for each specimen that failed, and the

pipe shall be acceptable only when all of these retest specimens meet the test require-

ments. No further retests shall be permitted.

10. Concrete Cylinder Tests and Reinforcement Examination

By agreement between the railroad and the manufacturer, the acceptability of all

sizes of pipe may be determined by tests of the quality of concrete as placed in the

pipe and the examination of the quality, amount, and accuracy of placement of the

reinforcement. The strength of the concrete shall be determined as specified in Sec. D,

Art. 6.

11. Absorption Test

a. Test Specimens

When full size strength tests are made, the number of absorption test specimens

shall be equal to the number of pipes provided for testing and shall be specially cast.

When pipe is accepted on the basis of cylinder tests, the number of absorption test

specimens shall be equal to 2 percent of the number of pieces in the order, but not less

than 3 for each size of pipe for each day's run, and may be 2-in or 3 -in diameter cores

of the full thickness of the pipe shell cut from the pipe, or may be specially cast.

Specimens specially cast shall be of the full thickness of the pipe shell and shall

have an area of 16 to 24 sq in. They shall be free from visible cracks.

Specimens specially cast shall be from the same batch of concrete used in the manu-

facture of the pipe, cured under identical conditions as the pipe, and shall be marked

with the number or identifying mark of the pipe which they represent.

b. Drying

Specimens shall be dried at a temperature not to exceed 230 deg F (110 deg C)

until two successive weighings at intervals of not less than 2 hr show an increment of

loss not greater than 0.1 percent of the original weight of the specimen.

c. Immersion and Reweighing

The dried specimens shall be placed in a suitable receptacle, covered with distilled

water or rain water, raised to the boiling point and boiled for S hr, and then cooled

in water to a final temperature from 59 to 68 deg F (15 to 20 deg C). When cool the

specimens shall be removed from the water and allowed to drain for not more than

1 min. The superficial water shall then be removed by a towel or blotting paper, and

the specimens immediately weighed.
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d. Weighing Apparatus

The balance used shall be sensitive to 0.5 g when loaded with 1 kg, and weighings

shall be read at least to the nearest gram. When other than metric weights are used,

the same degree of accuracy shall be obtained.

e. Calculations and Report

The increase in weight of the boiled specimen over its dry weight shall be taken

as the absorption of the specimen, and shall be expressed as a percentage of the dry

weight. The results shall be reported separately for each specimen.

f. Test Requirements and Acceptability

The absorption shall not exceed 8 percent of the dry weight. When the initial

absorption specimen from a pipe fails to meet these specifications, the absorption test

shall be made on another specimen from the same pipe and the results of the retest shall

be substituted for the original test results. Pipe shall be considered to meet these specifica-

tions for absorption when not less than 80 percent of the number of specimens of each

lot tested, including any retested, meet the test requirements.

12. Specimen Test Equipment and Facilities

The manufacturer shall furnish the labor and equipment necessary to make the

specimen tests and shall afford the inspector all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that

the pipe is being furnished in accordance with these specifications.

E. WORKMANSHIP AND FINISH
1. Mixture

The aggregates shall be so graded and proportioned and thoroughly mixed in a

batch mixer with such proportions of cement and water as will produce a homogeneous

concrete mixture of such quaUty that the pipe will conform to the test and design

requirements of these specifications. In no case, however, shall the proportion of portland

cement in the mixture be less than 6 U. S. standard bags (94 lb) per cubic yard of

concrete.

2. Permissible Variations in Dimensions

Variations of the internal diameter shall not exceed plus or minus 1 percent for

pipe having an internal diameter of 56 in or less, and shall not exceed plus or minus

0.75 percent for larger pipe. The shell thickness shall not be less than that intended in

the design by more than 5 percent at any point.

Variations of the position of the reinforcement shall not exceed % in from the

position provided in the design for pipe having an internal diameter of 48 in or less,

and shall not exceed yi in for larger pipe; but the cover on the reinforcement shall not

be less than % in at any point.

The underrun in length of pipe from that specified shall be not more than ^ in

per ft, with a maximum of ^ in. in any length of pipe.

3. Finish

Pipe shall be substantially free from surface roughness and fractures, or cracks

which would impair its strength or durability. The planes of the ends of the pipe shall

be perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.
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4. Handling Holes

When agreed upon by the purchaser and manufacturer, not more than two holes

may be cast in the shell of each piece of pipe for the purpose of facilitating handling

and laying. The holes shall be such as not to damage the steel reinforcement, or expose

it to corrosion, and shall be located at the longitudinal balance point.

5. Curing

Pipe shall be subjected to any one of the methods of curing described in the fol-

lowing paragraphs, or to any other method or combination of methods approved by

the engineer, that will give satisfactory results:

a. Steam Curing

Pipe may be placed in a curing chamber, free from outside drafts, where the pipe

shall be subjected to the action of thoroughly saturated steam at a temperature between

100 and 130 deg F (38 and 54 deg C) for a period of not less than 24 hr or, when

necessary, for such additional time as may be needed to enable the pipe to meet the

strength requirements. When a curing chamber is not available, pipe may be placed in

an enclosure of canvas or other closely woven material and subjected to saturated steam

at the temperature and for the time specified above. The enclosure shall be so erected

as to allow full circulation of steam around the entire pipe. The interior surfaces of the

curing room or canvas jackets and the surfaces of the pipe shall be entirely moist at

all times.

b. Water Spray Curing

Under the conditions of enclosure prescribed under steam curing, pipe may be cured

by subjecting it to a continuous or frequently applied fine spray of water in an enclosure

maintained at a temperature of not less than 70 deg F (21 deg C) for a period of not

less than 72 hr, or such additional time as may be necessary to meet the strength

requirements. If the enclosure is maintained at a temperature of less than 70 deg F

(21 deg C), the curing period shall be increased as may be necessary to meet the strength

requirements.

c. Saturated Cover Curing

The sides and top of each pipe may be covered with heavy burlap or other suitable

material, saturated with water before applying and kept saturated with water at a

temperature of not less than 70 deg F (21 deg C) for 72 hr, or such additional time as

may be necessary to meet the strength requirements. The ends of the pipe shall be so

enclosed as to prevent the free circulation of air through or around the pipe. If the

temperature of the water is less than 70 deg F (21 deg C), the curing period shall be

increased as may be necessary to meet the strength requirements.

F. MARKING
1. Marking

The following shall be clearly stenciled on the pipe:

The pipe class; by an "R" for Standard-Strength Pipe, and by an "XR" for

Extra-Strength Pipe.

The date of manufacture.

The name or trade-mark of the manufacturer.
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Elliptical pipe with circular reinforcement and circular pipe with elliptical reinforce-

ment shall have the word "Top" or "Bottom"' clearly stenciled on the pipe at the correct

place to indicate the proper position when laid.

G. INSPECTION
1. Age for Acceptance

Pipes shall be considered ready for acceptance when they conform to the require-

ments, as indicated by the specified tests.

2. Inspection

All designs, materials, processes of manufacture and finished pipe shall be subject

to inspection and approval by an inspector employed by the railroad. The manufacturer,

when so directed by the inspector, shall have holes cut in 2 percent of the number of

pieces of the finished pipe, but not less than one in each size so that a proper inspection

may be made of the quantity and placement of the reinforcement. If the pipes are tested

for strength or absorption, inspection of the reinforcement shall be made on the pipe

used for those tests.

H. REJECTION

Pipe shall be subject to rejection on account of failure to conform to any of the

specification requirements.
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FIG I - GAGE LEAF FOR MEASURING CRACKS
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Report on Assignment 7

Methods for Improving the Quality of Concrete and Mortars
Collaborating with Committee 6

M. S. Norris (chairman, subcommittee), M. W. Bruns, W. J. Galloway, J. F. Halpin,
L. M. Morris, G. H. Paris.

ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTION IN CONCRETE

Your committee submits as information the following summary of the present

knowledge of the expansion and pattern cracking of concrete associated with the alkali-

aggregate reaction. This is one of several recognized causes of deterioration in concrete.

Introduction

Of the various chemical interactions which possibly occur between portland cement

and aggregates, one which has been definitely identified is the chemical interaction

between certain siliceous mineral constituents of aggregate and the alkali in portland

cement. This is commonly denoted as the alkali-aggregate reaction and is known to be

a cause of expansion and pattern cracking in some concrete structures.

By far the most important reaction of this type involves the interaction of the

released alkahes (sodium and potassium compounds) with aggregate particles containing

opal, chalcedony, tridymite or acid to intermediate volcanic glasses. Deterioration of

concrete attributed to this kind of cement-aggregate reaction has been identified jn

Cahfornia, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado,

Arizona, Virginia, New York, Georgia, and Alabama, and will undoubtedly be recog-

nized elsewhere in the future. It has necessitated repair or replacement of dams, power

plants, buildings, bridges, highways and other important engineering works.

Investigation of this subject by many agencies has progressed intensively since the

first recognition of this effect about 1940. The literature has been reviewed, and a

bibliography is appended to this report. This summary has been assembled principally

from papers by Lerch,^^ Stanton,* McCoy and Caldwell," McConnell, Mielenz, Holland

and Greene,*^ and Parsons and Insley.' (The reference numbers refer to the bibliography

at the end of this report.)

Historical

The alkaU-aggregate problem in concrete has held nationwide attention since 19-10

when Thomas E. Stanton published two papers^' " explaining that excessive expansion

of concrete can be caused by chemical reactions between cements of relatively high

alkali content and some rocks and minerals in aggregate. Because these papers offered a

plausible reason for instances of expansion and deterioration of concrete in California

that had previously defied explanation, considerable interest was aroused among users

and producers of portland cement and aggregate, and other agencies began investigating

this problem. It was soon found that other concrete structures had deteriorated due to

alkali-aggregate reaction, accompanied by a decline in strength, significant expansion

and development of pattern cracking.

This problem has been attacked from various angles by the agencies chiefly con-

cerned in this serious type of disintegration of concrete. From the standpoint of service

in concrete structures, aggregates in regular use have been critically reviewed as to their

service records, and previous analyses of the causes of failures have been re-evaluated in

the light of the new knowledge. Much work has been done in identifying the minerals
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in aggregate which are responsible for the deleterious expansion effect, tests have been

devised to indicate whether an aggregate will develop this type of failure, and research

projects into the mechanism of the reaction have been carried out. Various federal and

state agencies have placed limits on the alkah content of the cement used, such as that

found in Federal Specification SS-C-192, May 1946, where a limit of 0.60 percent on the

alkali (calculated as Na/) equivalent) is specified. Others have investigated the use of

admixtures of various kinds, particularly pozzolanic materials.

If the reader is interested in more detail than given in this summary, he is referred

especially to the papers by Stanton^ and Lerch."

Identification of Reactive Aggregates

The service records of concrete structures provide the best information for the selec-

tion of aggregates. When an aggregate has been used extensively with cements of differ-

ent alkali contents, and the structures have good service records and fail to show evi-

dence of expansion or pattern cracking, it can be assumed that the aggregate is non-

reactive in that particular combination. However, it is often necessary to use aggregates

from new sources of supply where such service records are not available. It then becomes

necessary to make laboratory tests to determine the potential reactivity of the aggregate.

Tests now being used by different agencies to study the potentialities for producing

abnormal expansion and pattern cracking when aggregates are used with different cements

include:

1. Expansion of Mortar Prisms in Moist Storage. This test, first proposed by Stan-

ton, is now used extensively by a considerable number of laboratories. Measurement

of the expansion of moist-stored mortar bars is the most reliable method of determining

the potentialities of producing abnormal expansion when aggregates are used with high-

alkali cements. The disadvantage of this method is that it requires several months to a

year to obtain conclusive results. The reaction can be accelerated by storing the bars at

elevated temperatures; however, results obtained at temperatures higher than 1.^0 deg F

appear to be unreliable. Some researchers report fairly consistent increases in expansions

for storage temperatures of 70, 100, and 130 deg F, while others conclude that tempera-

tures of 100 to 110 deg F provide the most satisfactory acceleration. More recently it has

been reported that the use of a mortar with increased mixing water to give a flow of

140-150 instead of the usual flow of 100-115, will materially accelerate the magnitude

of the reaction. The mortar bar expansion test was issued by the American Society for

Testing Materials as a tentative method in 1950, now listed as ASTM Tentative Method
of Test for Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate Combinations, designation

C 22 7-52T. In this test fine aggregate is tested in grading as used, while coarse ag<;regate

is crushed to sand size; mortar 1 part of cement and 2.25 parts of aggregate, flow of

105-120, specimens 1 in by 1 in by 10 in long, stored at 100 deg F in tight metal con-

tainers, over but not in contact with water, measurements of length taken at desired ages.

2. Chemical Reactivity Test for Aggregates. This is a rapid chemical test developed

by the Bureau of Reclamation for detecting reactive aggregates. It has one distinct advan-

tage in that it can be completed in three working days. In this test the aggregate and

sodium hydroxide are placed in a non-reactive container, sealed and held at 176 deg F
for 24 hr. The filtered liquid is used to determine the amount of silica dissolved and the

reduction effected in the alkahnity of the solution.

.?. Miscroscopic Examination of Aggregates and Concretes. The petrographic micro-

scope is a useful tool for studying the mineralogical composition of aggregates and evi-

dence of chemical reactions of aggregates in concrete. Petrographic methods aid in dis-
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tinguishing the deterioration of concrete caused by the alkali-aggregate reaction from

those caused by other processes. ASTM Symposium on Methods and Procedures Used

in Identifying Reactive Aggregates in Concrete^ contains an excellent discussion of these

various test methods, including petrographic identification.

4. The Expansion of Concrete Prisms Caused by Alternate Cycles of Heating-Drying,

Cooling-Soaking. This test was developed at Kansas State College by C. H. Scholer."

The procedure varies in different laboratories, but essentially consists of drying con-

crete prisms, 3 in by 4 in by 16 in. in air for 8 hr at 130 deg F and soaking for 16 hr

in water at 70 deg F to 80 deg F. This test reveals an unidentified chemical reaction or

physical change that causes abnormal expansion and pattern cracking in certain com-

binations of cement and aggregate that is apparently not directly related to the alkali

content of the cement. There appears to be no general agreement on the significance

of this test. In some localities it correlates very well with expansion and pattern crack-

ing as related to certain aggregates, but there appears to be no relation in this case to

the alkali content of the cement. In other localities the researchers claim that it does not

identify reactive aggregates which are deleterious when used with high alkali cement.

Experimenters have used other tests, such as etching tests of gravel particles, and

a method known as the mason jar test in which a 1:2 mortar is placed in a mason jar

and stored under reasonably constant conditions, the degree of reactivity being deter-

mined in a general way from the elapsed time to cracking of the glass jar and the

severity of the cracking. These two test methods appear to have obtained no general

acceptance as indicative of reactive aggregates.

Theories On Mechanism of Alkali-Aggregate Reaction

Stanton's* theory on this type of deterioration in California structures may be

summarized as follows: No evidence of unsound concrete as affected by the aggregates

has been observed except the excessive expansion which has developed in pavements

and other structures where the alkali constituents of portland cement have adversely

reacted with certain types of minerals in the aggregates. These alkali constituents of the

cement occur in the form of sodium and potassium compounds which react with certain

types of silica in the aggregate to produce excessive quantities of a silica gel or sodium

and potassium silicates. This gel, when it forms in the interior of a concrete mass where

there is no relief, exerts a pressure sufficient to rupture the concrete. Two of the mineral

constituents responsible for such reaction have been identified as opal in the opaline

cherts and the glass matrix of some volcanic rocks. The extent of the rupture depends,

of course, on the extent of the reaction which, in turn, is influenced by the percentage

of alkalies in the cement and reactive ingredients in the aggregates. One strange aspect

of this action is the fact that if the percentage of reactive aggregate particles exceeds

a certain amount (which has sometimes been designated as the pessimum amount) , the.

measureable effect of the reaction decreases until it may no longer be harmful. An
attempt has been made to explain this phenomenon as being the result of such a com-

plete distribution of the reactive aggregate particles throughout the mass that the reaction

products in any unit are insufficient in volume and pressure to cause failure.

The gels mentioned above have been observed in broken pieces of concrete or even

extruding from the surface. In 1944, Hansen^ proposed the hypothesis that the expan-

sion and pattern cracking associated with the alkali-aggregate reaction was caused by

the osmotic pressure of the alkali-silicate gels. Hansen's theory was substantiated by a

detailed investigation conducted by McCohnell, Mielenz, Holland and Greene,^ demon-

strating that osmotic pressure as high as 550 psi could be obtained in alkali-silicate gels,
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such pressures being sufficient to exceed the tensile strength of the concrete, accounting

for the expansion and cracking. The above authors^ conclude that since the majority

of the cracks originate at the reactive aggregate grains and pass radially outward, the

fractures are the result of stresses originating at the aggregate grains themselves. Parsons

and Insley' also substantiated Hansen's hypothesis, but they concluded that the cracks

originate from gel-tilled pores and not at the reactive aggregate grains.

The occurrence of occasional pockets of alkali-sihcate gel is not conclusive evidence

that the alkali-aggregate reaction was the primary cause of expansion. It is probable that

many aggregates contain small amounts of reactive siHca. The alkali-silicate gel has been

observed in good concrete. Apparently some gel can be present without having any

disruptive influence. Probably the maximum amount of gel that can form without

causing trouble varies with other characteristics of the concrete. McConnell, Mielenz,

Holland and Greene^ observed that expansion of concrete containing deleterious aggregate

and high-alkali cement may be unusually low or even negligible if either the aggregate or

the mortar as a whole is excessively porous.

Means of Avoiding Deterioration Due to Alkali-Aggregate Reaction

A summary of the literature so far mentioned indicates that the approaches now
available toward minimizing or avoiding the abnormal expansion and pattern cracking

associated with the alkali-aggregate reaction are (1) The selection of non-reactive

aggregate, (2) The use of cement of restricted alkali content, and (3) The use of certain

proven pozzolanic admixtures. The first is a self-evident manner of overcoming this

problem if service records or thorough long-time tests are available to justify such

conclusion.

As to the use of restricted alkali in portland cement, it has been fairly well estab-

lished that the expansion and cracking can usually be minimized or avoided by placing

a maximum limit on the alkali content of the cement when reactive aggregates are

involved and the cement is the only source of alkali. The limit of 0.60 percent on the

alkali (calculated as Ka/) equivalent), as recognized in Federal Specification SS-C-192,

May 1946, will probably minimize or avoid abnormal expansion and pattern cracking.

This ma.ximum limit on the alkali content of the cement is based on the assumption that

all of the alkali involved in the reaction comes from the cement.

A recent paper by Woolf"^ questions the 0.60 percent limitation on alkah content,

advancing the thesis that excessive expansion of concrete is governed not by the cement

alkali content alone, but by the relation of the alkali content of the cement to the amount

of reactive material in the aggregate. Woolf further explains that low-alkali cement used

with aggregate containing a small amount of reactive material may result in objectionable

expansion, while the same cement with aggregate containing a relatively large amount of

reactive material may have little, if any, effect. This means that, if excessive expansion

of concrete is to be avoided, tests must be made using the cement, the aggregates and

the admixture, if any, in their proper proportions as planned for use in the proposed

construction.

In the use of corrective admixtures the work has been mostly concerned wdth the

use of pozzolanic material in mass concrete as a substitute for 20 to 30 percent of port-

land cement in the mix. Various researchers have indicated encouraging results in the

use of certain pozzolanic materials, such as certain calcined clays or shales and some fly

ashes. Other of these materials considered to be pozzolanic have shown no benefit and

some have actually proved to be deleterious.

In v'iew of the results that have been obtained to date by the use of certain types

of pozzolans as a means of preventing the expansion and pattern cracking associated with
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the alkali-aggregate reaction, it is of interest to examine some hypotheses as to the

mechanism of their action. There are at least two possible explanations as to how the

pozzolanic action may prevent the expansion. They are based on the assumption that

the expansion and pattern cracking are caused by the osmotic pressure of the alkali-

silicate gel. Stanton* has suggested that when the pozzolan contains high reactive cilica,

the alkali-silicate gel is distributed through the concrete, with the result that there is no

opportunity for the formation of a mass of gel that would have sufficient localized

osmotic pressure to rupture the concrete. It is also possible that a pozzolan containing

a large percentage of highly reactive silica would produce alkali-silicates or alkali-lime-

silicates of low alkali-to-silica ratio that would be only slightly soluble. Such reaction

products would have a low osmotic pressure, since osmotic pressure is dependent on

solution concentration.

It is also probable that these explanations would account for the observed effect

of using varying percentages of certain types of reactive aggregate. When the pessimum

amount of reactive aggregate is used, there is probably the correct condition to permit

the formation of mass agglomerations of alkali-silicate gel that have sufficient osmotic

pressure to cause expansion. With larger quantities of the same aggregate the gel becomes

distributed in small localized agglomerations, or gels of low solubility are formed so

there is no abnormal expansion.

Recent investigative work by McCoy and Caldwell,^* focused off the beaten path

of pozzolans and restricted cement alkali content, resulted in experimental data which

indicate that small amounts of certain materials added to high-alkali cement have an

inhibiting effect on the expansive reaction. For example, it was found that 1 percent or

less of specific salts reduced expansion more than 75 percent in Pyrex glass mortar bar

tests. This reduction was substantiated by similar mortar bar tests, using a small per-

centage of opal and quartz sand as aggregate. Additional information indicates that small

amounts of certain proteins (0.2 percent or less) added to the cement appear to have an

inhibiting effect on the expansive reaction.

The materials which appear to be the most effective in reducing expansion resulting

from the alkali-pg?regate reaction are copper sulfate, the lithium salts, and gas-

entraining substances such as aluminum powder, various proteins and proprietary air-

entraini'^g agents. Perhaps the most outstanding results are those obtained with the

lithium salts. The protein air-entraining agents also seem to be particularly effective in

reducing expansion. No claim is made that the addition of lithium salts or other inhibitors

is the answer to the alkali-aggregate expansion problem, as these materials may be too

expensive for practical use in concrete. The results described above, however, indicate

that there are probably other practical approaches to the alkali-aggregate problem besides

the methods of lowering the alkali-content of the cement and the use of large quan-

tities of pozzolanic materials. It may be that further work along this line will indicate

other practical means of overcoming this problem.

There appears to be no agreement between the various authorities concerning the

benefits to be derived by the use of conventional air-entraining cement in overcoming

the alkali-aggregate reaction. Stanton* claims that air-entrainment has not been the solu-

tion in the case of California aggregates. Tremper^" offers favorable comments concerning

the use of certain air-entraining agents with certain aggregates in the State of Washing-

ton. McCoy and Caldwell" also obtained results in their experiments which indicate

a favorable effect with various air-entraining agents.

Summary
Over the last 10 to 15 years intensive studies of deleterious expansion and pattern

cracking in various concrete structures have established the cause, in many cases, as the
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chemical interaction of certain siliceous mineral constitutents, principally opal and vol-

canic glass-bearing aggregates, with alkalies in portland cement, especially if the alkali

content runs over 0.60 percent. This diagnosis of an important typ^ of concrete deteriora-

tion has resulted in re-evaluation of cements and aggregates in various parts of the

country. Identification of reactive aggregates have been made by careful study of service

records and by certain laboratory tests, such as mortar bar expansion under moist con-

ditions, chemical reactivity by rapid chemical test, tests of mortar and concrete prisms

under heating-drying, cooling-soaking cycles, and microscopic examinations by

petrographic methods.

The best means of avoiding or minimizing the abnormal expansion and pattern

cracking associated with the alkali-aggregate reaction is the selection of non-reactive

aggregate. If this is not possible, the use of restricted alkali in the cement or certain

proved pozzolanic admixtures has been found to be effective in eliminating this type of

deterioration in concrete structures. ,
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Report on Assignment 3

New Developments in Work Equipment

T. H. Taylor (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Baldock, R. E. Berggren, W. S. Brown,
L. B. Cann, F. L. Etchison, C. L. Fero, W. F. Kohl, Francis Martin, S. E. Tracy.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Previous reports on this subject are to be found in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944,

pages 100 and 101; Vol. 50, 1949, pages 350 to 353, incl.; Vol. 52, 1951, pages 340 to

395, incl.; Vol. 53, 1952, pages 380 to 395, incl.; and in Vol. 54, 1953, pages 648 to 666,

incl. This report covers new machines marketed since the last report, except those which

can be classed as highway-railway vehicles or pneumatic-type multiple tampers, both of

which are reported separately under other assignments. This report, as is customary,

includes, at its end, the major improvements or additions that have been made to existing

machines since last year's report.

Asphalt Mixer

By combining an aggregate dryer with a twin-shaft pugmill mixer, one company
has developed a new unit designed for both maintenance and patching work with either

hot or cold bituminous mixes or concrete. This machine has a 3-cu ft capacity and the

ability to produce up to 5 tons of hot mix or 10 tons of cold mix per hour.

Mounted on two pneumatic-tired wheels, the unit weighs 6650 lb, and is powered

by a 22-hp gasoline engine. Features of the unit include conveniently grouped controls

for skip pugmill discharge, dryer drum, and dryer discharge; a three-position adjust-

ment for meeting various truck-hitch heights; a hydraulic jack; a heavy-duty drying

drum; an adjustable axle; anti-friction bearings; triple coil springs; a loading and inspec-

tion ladder; an all-welded channel section frame; accessible power unit; and a roller

chain trunion drive. The unit is 7 ft 7>^ in high, 10 ft 3 in long, and 7 ft 11 in wide.

The skip, which is equipped with an automatic top limit throwout, features a 14-in

shoveling height and a 50-deg dumping angle. The dryer is equipped with a low-pressure

kerosene oil burner, and a special blower and pump.

Brush Cutting Saw
Designed for use by railroads, utility companies, and contractors for right-of-way

clearance, a brush-cutting saw has recently been made available. The machine, which
can be carried by one man in a sling suspension-type belt, weighs 35 lb, and is powered
by an air-cooled, two-cycle gasoline engine. The circular saw blade is easily replaceable.
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Safety features of the saw include shielding of all moving parts of the motor, an angular

bar which prevents the operator from moving into the saw blade, an engine throttle

located at the hip for quick engine control, and an automatic clutch which disengages

the saw when the engine is idling. The manufacturer claims that the new saw operated

by one man, will clear brush six times faster than hand methods and is effective on

briars, brambles, vines, brush, and saplings.

Chain Saw—Bow Type

A bow saw has recently been made available. The "free-flow" feature of the saw

applies to the manner by which the saw chain is carried within the bow frame on four

ball bearings, rather than around a continuous steel track as in conventional power saws.

The manufacturer claims that this design permits faster chain travel, reduces the pos-

sibility of stalling, and since friction is reduced, reduces wear. The new unit, which

Bow-type chain saw.

features a 25-in bit, is powered by a 9-hp gasoline engine and, although primarily

designed for two-man operation, can be handled by one man in close locations where

the use of an ordinary saw would not be feasible. A rubber grip handle on the bow

frame allows adjustment of one of the idler bearings to increase or decrease chain

tension.
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Chain Saw

A company making a scythe- type saw has announced the availability of a new light-

weight chain saw. The manufacturer claims that this new saw will cut trees and any

other growth up to 6 in. in diameter; and even under water. Design of the unit enables

the operator to cut level with the ground while in an upright position, and the saw's

light weight is said to allow a high degree of maneuverability with a minimum of

physical effort. Features of the saw include a 2-hp gasoUne engine, concentric bowl float

feed carburetor, 1-qt fuel tank, 12 -in tempered spring steel blade bar, 3^ -in pitch chisel

tooth, and a 32-in saw chain.

Chain Saw Attachments

Five new attachments have recently been made available for use with a new model

combination gasoline engine and chain saw produced by one company. The attachments,

which are said to assemble quickly in converting the chain saw, include an earth auger

for digging post and pole holes, and planting seedlings; a wood drill, using %-m to

54-in chucks, for boring holes for all types of construction; a concrete vibrator; a con-

crete surfacer; and a sump pump for draining trenches, excavations, caissons, tunnels,

sewers and rain-swamped areas. The latter attachment is said to have a pumping capacity

of about SOOO-gal per hr.

Crawler Crane

A new crawler crane has been announced. The new model consists of a diesel-

powered turntable with hydraulic coupling power take-off mounted on newly designed,

Crawler crane.
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extra wide and long crawlers. Air assist on boom hoist and crawler travel is litandard.

High-speed, double-threaded, worm-driven boom hoist with ratchet and pawl safety

lock are features especially incorporated for crane work. The crawlers are of the 2-speed,

chain-driven type, 18 ft 6 in long and 14 ft 2 in wide, with 48 in wide cast manganese

steel tread shoes. The crawler steering and tread-travel lock have full air control, with

auxiliary manual controls. Power for the crawler's two travel speeds in both directions

is transmitted by a separate, horizontal, independent travel shaft on the turntable.

A new two-piece, pin-connected boom is provided. With it is used a power-operated,

tilting and folding-type high gantry and a floating harness for reeving of six parts of the

boom hoist cable. Center sections in 10-ft and 20-ft lengths are available to lengthen

the boom to 100 ft. Eye sphce-type center section pendant inserts are used. A 2S-ft up

extension of 6 tons capacity that can be used either straight or goose-necked is available.

Open-throat construction at the tip of the boom allows hoist cables and hook block to

clear the boom when operating at near vertical position.

Crow's Nest

A man-carrying, mechanized crow's nest, that is moved about at the will of the

operator and has a compressed air outlet for operating air tools at various heights up to

37 ft above the ground has been introduced. This mechanism is adapted to all types of

overhead work on bridges, tanks, catenaries and signal towers. It enables one or two

workmen to elevate themselves without the use of ladders or pole-cHmbing spurs. It is

mounted on a tractor-compressor to provide a self-propelled combination that can be

driven under its own power from one job to another. The crow's nest has a capacity

of SCO lb and is mounted on a rotatable articulated boom, controlled either at the crow's

nest or at ground level for elevation, extension and a rotation of 360 deg. The tractor-

compressor provides air for operating tools such as drills, chipping and calking hammers,

paint sprayer and sand blaster.

Electric Hammer Drill

A new 2-in capacity, heavy-duty electric hammer drill has recently been made avail-

able. Designed to speed up quantity hole drilling in concrete and masonry, the new

hammer drill combines the power of an electromagnetic hammer with automatic rotation

of a spiral fluted, carbide-tipped drill bit. The automatic rotation is accomplished by a

rubber ratchet mechanism which utilizes the recoil of each hammer blow to turn the

drill bit slightly. The manufacturer claims that considerable torque at the correct speed

is produced, as the hammer piston operates at 3600 blows per minute. In addition, opera-

tor fatigue is reduced since manual quarter lurning of the drill bit during operation is

eliminated.

Engine-Generator Unit—Detachable

A manufacturer has announced a new development in engine-driven electric genera-

tors. Available with or without engine, the units feature belted construction, designed to

make mounting or dismounting of the engine a simple matter. To remove the engine, all

that is necessary is to unbolt it from its mounting base and drop off the V-belt. The

engine is then available for other uses, such as driving concrete mixers, compressors,

pumps, and other equipment. When an emergency power shortage develops, or a portable

source of electricity is needed, the engine may be quickly reassembled with the generator.

The generator, engine-generator mounting base, belt guard, generator and eng'ne pulleys,

and V-belt are furnished as a package, thus enabling the user to furnish his own engine

if he so desires. The engine mounting base is drilled to receive several makes of engine.
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Generator

An air-cooled gasoline-powered electric generating plant in SOOO-watt and 10,000-

watt capacities has been marketed. It is said to have a highly efficient vacuum cooling

system which employs a powerful centrifugal blower that draws air through the generator

and over the engine, and at the same time discharges heated air out an 8-in by 12-in

side vent.

Generator—AC
A new 3S00-watt alternating current electric generator has been announced. Con-

servatively rated, it is said to have a 4000-watt peak overload capacity for periods of up

to 2 hr operation. This generator has been designed to meet the demand for high

capacity in small-size electric plants. The llS-volt, 60-cycle unit is powered by a

2-cylinder, 4-cycle, air-cooled gasoline engine. The manufacturer claims that a patented

engine improvement gives this model an increased rated output of 500 watts over similar

models. With a voltage regulation of plus or minus 3 percent, it is said that it will

satisfy the requirements of virtually any application where regulation is a vital factor.

It is available in either manual or remote-starting models. Manual plants are equipped

with a starter and are said to start easily and quickly through high-tension magneto

ignition. Remote-starting units are electrically cranked, with the generator acting as the

cranking motor. Fully automatic and line-transfer controls are available for remote-

starting units. For standby service, the line-transfer control is said to start the unit

automatically, within seconds, after failure of the power source. When power is restored,

the plant is automatically stopped.

Generator Unit

A special hollow-shaft generator, designed especially for use with mobile repair

shops, has recently been developed. The unit is so constructed as to be mounted in the

chassis of a truck with the truck's drive shaft going through the hollow shaft of the

generator. It is thus driven by the engine of the truck to supply alternating current for

lighting within the mobile shop, for operation of machine tools, and for operation of

external devices. The generator also furnishes direct current for welding (up to 400

amp), and a constant potential output for battery charging. The manufacturer points

out that trucks equipped with this unit become sources of light and power for use in

construction work, repair work, and in emergencies.

Power Saw—Tractor Mounted

A new power saw drive that mounts either a heavy-duty chain saw or a circular

saw to a one-axle tractor, has been announced. The saw units mount directly on the

front of the tractor and are interchangeable by removing and replacing a heavy self-

locking nut and two metal collars. The chain-saw unit, designed for timber falling and

bucking, incorporates a 24-in bar, with longer bars available on special order. The

circular unit, designed for clearing of scrub trees and brush, has a blade diameter of

26 in.

Power Scythe—Portable

A power-driven portable scythe for trimming weeds, reeds and grass on all types

of terrain and under water, now features several new engineering developments. Fore-

most among these new features are the 2-hp, 4000-rpm engine of the single-cylinder,

2-cycle, 2-port, float-feed carburetor type, with a built-in push-button dump valve,
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Portable power scythe.

a manually-operated throttle control with spring return, and a 1-qt capacity gasoline

tank. Other standard specifications of the scythe include a total weight of 26 lb, a

length of 54 in, a 20-in cutter bar, and an over-the-shoulder carrying strap.

Sewer Cleaner

A gasoline-engine powered sewer cleaner has recently been announced. This device,

designed to be used in locations where electric power is not available, cleans out roots,

stones, and debris from sewer and field tile installations in one operation. Weighing

66 lb, the unit is completely portable. It is designed to clean pipe 1% in. in diameter

and larger, and has sufficient power to handle 300 ft of cable. The 1^-hp gasoline

engine is back-geared 6 to 1, has an instantaneous kickout, and an adjustable friction

clutch between the engine and the cleaning cables. The new model also features 3

flexible connection for joining cables, which is said to eliminate breakage.

Spike Puller—Hydraulic

A hydraulic spike puller has been announced. It is powered by a piston-type

hydrauhc pump, driven by an air-cooled engine. The spike-pulling tool weighs 45 lb,

and is a hydraulic ram with a claw which fits over the head of the spike. When the

operator presses the valve trigger, the spike is pulled and automatically ejected from

the claw. The claw then returns to the pulling position.

The power plant is mounted on a frame equipped with two ball-bearing double-

flanged rollers and an outrigger for movement along the rails. The pulling tool is con-
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nected to the power plant by flexible hydraulic hoses which are long enough to reach

spikes at either rail. A pneumatic wheel is provided for setting the machine on and off

the track.

Tie-Bed Scarifier

A new machine, designated as a tie-bed scarifier, has been announced. The manu-
facturer claims that after an old tie has been removed, one operator with this new
machine can dig a uniform tie bed 10 ft long in an average time of 1 min. This is said

to make the insertion of new ties a relatively easy and simple task. The unit is hydrau-

lically operated throughout. The drive for the renewable d'gging teeth is by a hydraulic

motor through a speed reducer and three roller chains. Two hydraulic cylinders raise

and lower the digging assembly, which is pivoted at the rear of the unit and has its

own separate frame. The machine is self-propelled by a hydraulic motor through a speed

reducer. A built-in turntable, operated by a hydraulic cylinder, aids in set-offs.

A 4-cylinder, air-cooled engine drives the 2 hydraulic pumps through V-belts, and

is equipped with a manual clutch and electric starter. Service brakes are vacuum con-

trolled, while the parking brake is manually controlled. Both are of the 4-wheel type.

The main frame of the machine is of structural steel, and floors and guards are made
of expanded metal. The unit has li1j-in axles and double-row taper roller axle bear-

ings. Front wheels, which carry most of the load, are 16 in by 14. i") demountable. Rear

wheels are 16 in by t% in, also demountable. For emergency use, the machine is equipped

with a hand-operated hydraulic pump which can be used to raise the digging assembly

and operate the turntable. To keep the hydraulic oil clean, the suction line has two

200-mesh strainers, and the return line is equipped with a large capacity 10-micron micro

filter.

Track Broom
A new track broom has been developed to remove all loose excess ballast left behind

a surfacing gang. It can also be used for yard cleaning purposes. This machine is a self-

propelled on-track unit powered by a 4-cylinder, 24-hp air-cooled gasoline engine. It is

equipped with a steel brush which is used to sweep ballast or dirt up on a 2-way con-

veyor which discharges on both sides, with half of the picked-up material going to

each side.

When used for yard cleaning purposes, the track broom removes the material from

between the rails and from the ends of the ties and places it in windrows between the

tracks. A front-end loader is then used between tracks to load the material onto trucks

for disposal. The track broom weighs about 6000 lb and has a capacity of 800 to 1000

ft an hr.

Tractor—Crawler

A new crawler tractor which is said to be unusually easy to operate is now available.

Air steering is standard equipment on this tractor, as is an over-center clutch which runs

across the entire width of the dashboard so that the operator can easily locate it without

taking his eyes off the job. Other features include push-button electric starting with a

cold weather starting aid as standard equipment, center-positioned gear shift lever,

parking brakes, throttle located at right arm rest, ample leg room, and comfortable two-

man upholstered seat. The tracks have been designed for maximum ground contact to

give the tractor the greatest possible pulling power and more stability and balance for

dozing. The tractor has 126 rated horsepower and, it is said, can be operated in mud,

rock or stumps because of unusually high clearance.
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Tractor Shovel

A manufacturer of earthmoving equipment has announced the production of a new

tractor shovel of 2-yd capacity. It has been designed for such operations as digging,

loading, bulldozing, and stacking. For combining the characteristics of flotation, traction,

and resistance to side slip, it is equipped with specially designed 18-in fiat center shoes,

having raised centers for street plates and cutout centers for better clearance action.

Detachable grousers are available if required.

This shovel is powered by a 66-drawbar hp crawler on a non-oscillating track

frame. It is an integral unit with the tractor shovel frame, bolted and welded at widely

separated points on the tractor engine-support channels and the transmission housing.

The machine has a 6-cylinder. 4-cycle, water-cooled diesel engine with the radiator pro-

tected by a heavy-duty bumper, in addition to the customary radiator guard.

The bucket holds 2 cu yd heaped and 1^ cu yd struck, and is 8 ft 7^ in wide.

Dumping height is 10 ft 9 in with a reach of 3 ft 5 in, which dimensions are said to be

suitable for dumping materials in the center of all standard hauling units. The bucket is

made of layer plate to withstand abrasive action and has a hard-face cutting edge. The

lifting mechanism is hydraulically operated and the lifting arms are of welded box

construction. The tilt of the bucket is also hydraulically controlled and permits a dis-

charge angle of SO deg below horizontal at maximum lift, and 90 deg below horizontal

at ground level.

The shovel has 5 speeds forward, ranging from 1.4 to S.8 mph, and speeds in

reverse ranging from 1.8 to S.4 mph. The control levers for the bucket and lift arms

are so located that both may be operated by one hand. The hydraulic hft-arm control

lever, once engaged, remains in position without holding so that the operator has both

hands free to shift gears or to turn the shovel while the bucket continues lifting. At

maximum lift, an automatic kickout disengages the lever.

Weed Spray Trailer

A 3000-gal capacity tank trailer unit, designed for use in conjunction with a weed

sprayer, has recently been announced. The new unit is spring mounted and has air

brakes controlled from the cab of the spray car. It is equipped with a portable-type

gasoline engine-driven pump of 10,000-gal per hr capacity, which is used as a transfer

pump to fill the tank, and which also, when spraying, provides hydraulic jet agitation

for the liquid in the tank. The trailer includes a covered filler opening at the center

of the tank.

Winch-Hoist

A new IJ^-ton alloy winch-hoist, designed for application on railway shop, line,

and construction work, has recently been developed. The syi-lh hoist features a 30 to 1

power ratio and is tested to a 100 percent overload. Standard features include top-

grade preformed aircraft cable, stainless steel fittings and springs, and oiled-for-life

bearings. The handle is reversible and acts as a "safety valve" to protect the operator.

If the rigging must be set over night, the handle can be quickly removed, leaving the

set-up tamperproof. A combination of three swivel hooks and a built-in pulley block

allows work to be done around corners and as close as 10 in at the ^^-ton rating. The

manufacturer claims that locking of the hoist is positive and automatic since there is no

brake to slip. The hoist can be operated m any position, and may be set forward,

reverse or free wheeling. The drum will accommodate 10 ft of cable, and extension

lengths are available for any purpose.
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IMPROVEMENTS TO EXISTING MACHINES
Earthmover

Several improvements have been incorporated in the design and construction of a

rubber-tired, retractable-boom earthmoving machine, according to its manufacturer. A
better distribution of the load with respect to the frame has been made so that the unit

is said to be tip-proof without the need for outriggers. Also, the carrier's wheelbase

has been shortened 18 percent to provide greater maneuverability. The manufacturer

states that the carrier's chassis weight of 12,550 lb is the heaviest ever to be used for

this machine's mounting.

The engine used in the new undercarriage is a 427-cu-in L-head unit developing

140 hp at 2800 rpm. An oversize radiator is used to insure ample cooling even when
running at high ambient temperatures. Also, a 13-in vibration-dampened clutch is

incorporated in the design.

Available for the first time as an optional accessory is a remote-control carrier-

drive system so that one-man operation is possible. By means of push buttons in the

upper cab, the operator may actuate a pneumatic-electrical control system which give

him complete control of the carrier. The motor may be started and stopped, and the

unit may be driven forward or backward and steered right or left, so that the operator

may spot his carrier as the work proceeds.

Tamper Turntable

A turntable has been developed for turning one of the ontrack tampers. With this

turntable, which can be assembled by two men, it is said that the tamping machine

can be turned in 10 to IS min without the use of any tools. Weighing approximately

600 lb, the turntable consists of 4 main parts; a base which rests on 2 ties, a hydraulic

cylinder, a hydraulic pump, and a platform, the edges of which support the tamper

while it is being turned. Shims are provided for making the turntable level where the

ties are not fiat. The turntable raises the tamper about 3 in and can be used in tracks

with rails of any section.

Report on Assignment 4

Improvements to be Made to Existing Work Equipment

L. E. Conner (chairman, subcommittee), Edgar Bennett, R. E. Buss, M. E. Kerns,

S. H. Knight, A. W. Munt, V. W. Oswalt, J. W. Risk, T. H. Taylor, H. A. Thyng.

This is a progress report, submitted as information. It is a continuation of the

progress reports submitted by this committee and found in Vol. 53, 1952, page 396, and

Vol. 54, 1953, page 666, and covers changes in work equipment that this committee has

found to be both practical and desirable.

Mechanical Tie Tamper. This machine is used to surface track to a predeter-

mined level and is operated by one man.

Suggested improvements to machines of this type are: Install a satisfactory, easily

serviced brake; use heat-treated bolts throughout, drilled for cotter keys, and fitted

with castle nuts.

Ballast Drainage Car. This machine is used for scarifying, trimming, alining

and disking ballast.

Suggested improvement to this machine is: Install a small wing-type plow or brush

on each side of machine at rear to clean ballast off ends of ties. Wings could be mounted
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on a plate bolted to side frame member with wing riding on top of ties. Wing mountings

should be slotted and springs inserted to permit wings to "float" on uneven height of

ties and plow off material that is thrown up by disks or scarifying teeth. Wing mount-

ing plate should be hinged so that the whole assembly can be lifted and folded back

clear for traveling.

Rail Drill. This machine is used for drilling rail in the field.

Suggested improvement to this machine is: Install a small tank so that coolant mav

be applied to the drill bit while drilling.

Power Units Used on Roadway Equipment (All Types). In many cases

when a manufacturer installs a standard industrial engine to a specialized railway main-

tenance machine, it is necessary that he install special flywheel housings and flywheels

in adapting the engine to his equipment. This, of course, prevents the use of electronic

lights for correctly timing the engine.

Suggested improvement to this machine is: Request manufacturers of specialized

railway machinery to place accessible engine timing marks and pointers either on the

flywheel and clutch housing or on the timing gear cover and crankshaft pulley.

Ballast Cribbing Machine. This machine is used for excavating ballast from

under rail and between ties.

Suggested improvements to this machine are: Equip boom point with heavy-duty

bearings, or with plain bronze bushings, so that it will stand up under heavy shock to

which the boom is subjected. The present bearings do not give satisfactory service in

that they are short-lived, resulting in excessive down time and maintenance cost. Equip

this machine with a positive type of boom locking device to prevent boom from dropping

when machine is traveling.

Report on Assignment 5

Training of Work Equipment Mechanics

S. H. Knight (chairman, subcommittee), B. F. Biaggini, Jr., Haynie Hornbuckle, Herbert

Huffman, R. K. Johnson, C. F. Lewis, Harry Mayer, H. C. Nordstrom, M. M.
Stansbury, M. C. Taylor, A. H. Whisler.

This is a final report, submitted as information, and can be considered as a projec-

tion of the principles set forth in subcommittee reports on related subjects and recorded

in the Proceedings, Vol. 32, 1931, page 475; Vol. 37, 1936, page 170; Vol. 47, 1946, page

182; Vol. 51, 1950, pages 278 and 828.

At the top of page 476 in Vol. 32, the maintenance of work equipment is classified

into three general groups. These three classifications, which still obtain today, are

(1) ordinary running repairs, or field maintenance, such as lubrication, adjustment of

moving parts, packing and renewal or replacement of minor parts of the machine,

which should be done by the machine operator; (2) general repairs to be made at

shops entirely under the control of the maintenance of way department; and (3) emer-

gency repairs and heavier field maintenance, to be done by trained maintainers or equip-

ment mechanics.

These principles have been expanded upon and the care and operation of work

equipment is adequately covered in the Manual on pages 27-1-3 and 27-1-4; also,

instructions are published in handbook form, as a supplement to the Manual under
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the title "Manual of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Work Equipment." However, a review of current practices in general use on various

railroads in the maintenance of equipment used in maintenance of way work, when

compared with the principles set forth and recommended in the above reports, offers

only one conclusion—that their adoption has been far from universal.

Originally the field mechanic in most instances was merely a "handy man" who

had some natural mechanical aptitude and who could make running repairs to motor

cars and the steam-operated cranes, shovels and pile drivers which were about all the

work equipment in use a few years ago. The time is long past that such a "handy man"

can maintain the many complicated and expensive machines in use on the railroads

today. It is imperative that some definite method of training both field and shop-work

equipment mechanics be placed in effect.

Because of the fact that maintenance of way labor costs have increased in the past

15 years and the S-day week has been established, there has been a marked trend on

the part of management to greater mechanization through the purchase of more and

more work equipment. Too often during this same period the work equipment

organization has remained static in the face of this great increase in the amount of

work equipment.

Basically, it can be stated that a road work equipment mechanic is the better for

some prior shop training, and a shop mechanic is the better if he has had some practical

training in how the equipment he repairs is used in the field. Both classes of mechanic

need the benefit of occasional educational schooling by trained manufacturers' servicemen.

Diesel locomotive maintainers and supervisors are sent to factory schools as standard

practice. We feel that the manufacturers of railroad maintenance of way work equip-

ment should provide more and better schools, properly supervised and conducted by

trained service supervisors. The policies of manufacturers in these respects vary in that

some hold no schools; some have loosely knit and loosely conducted schools, the benefits

of which may be questionable; and only a few have well organized and well conducted

schools. Where factory schools are not practicable, the manufacturer should send an

experienced and qualified representative to conduct schools at certain centrally located

points designated by the railroad. We feel that railroad management should support the

schools and have their work equipment mechanics and supervisors attend them.

Your committee further feels that, in general, and particularly with respect to the

smaller units of work equipment, there has been too great a tendency in recent years

for machine operators and their superiors to let the service and maintenance go to the

point of breakdown and gang disruption, calling instead on the field work equipment

mechanic for work the operator should attend to, and which their working rules and

schedules may stipulate is to be done by the operator. The field mechanic is thus over-

burdened with inconsequential service calls which make demand on his time and prevent

him from attending to more important work. Roadmasters and supervisors should recog-

nize that they are not only responsible for the progress of work, but are equally

responsible for proper maintenance of the equipment in their charge.

The method of selecting and training work equipment mechanics must of necessity

vary with the working agreements in effect on the various railroads, and your com-

mittee recommends the following training procedure which can be varied to suit condi-

tions on each railroad in accordance with working agreements in effect:

1. Operators should be permitted to assist in the shop repairs to machines, and

those operators showing mechanical aptitude should be selected for training as shop
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mechanics. After attaining sufficient skill in repairing the equipment in the shop they

should be further advanced to field work equipment mechanics or maintainers.

2. Where helpers are advanced they should be selected on the basis of ability and

trained on a definite schedule, giving sufficient learning time on the various types of

equipment so that they will be able to make complete repairs to machines. They can

then be advanced to shop mechanics and further advanced to field mechanics. Along

this same line, helpers can be trained in the field by working with the maintainers.

3. Where mechanics must have served an apprenticeship or must have had specified

experience, endeavor should be made to secure mechanics who have had some experience

in garages, or in the work equipment shops of contractors or others using work equip-

ment. These machines should be given specialized training on maintenance of way work

equipment before being advanced to field mechanics.

4. Where mechanical department shop mechanics transfer to the maintenance of

way department, such mechanics should be placed on a definite shop training schedule

so that they will be able to make complete repairs to machines, following which they

can be advanced to the position of field mechanic.

The size of the territory the field mechanic is to cover and the size of the shop

will be determined by a number of factors that the individual railroads can best weigh.

However, the use of work equipment is increasing rapidly and the need for a well-

trained work equipment organization was never greater.

Report on Assignment 6

Maintenance of Automotive Vehicles

F. E. Short ("chairman, subcomm'ttee), C. T. Blume, R. E. Buss, E. L. Cloutier, B. E.

Hayes, Haynie Hornbuckle, Jack Largent, F. H. McKenney, J. F. Piper, F. £.

Yockey.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

In recent years the use of automotive vehicles by the railroads for the transporta-

tion of men and the hauling of tools and materials has increased considerably. Some of

the larger railroads, particularly those in densely populated areas where streets, high-

wavs and roads are plentiful, have large fleets of trucks and passenger cars. Other rail-

roads having less mileage or located in sparsely settled areas where the number of

accessible roads is limited, have relatively few highway vehicles. The fact of their pur-

chase is an indication that automotive vehicles are now considered definite necessities

and it is important that they be available for service at all times.

The automotive industry has had considerable time to perfect the mechanism in an

automobile; however, like any machine, the automobile is subject to wear and tear

and to an occasional breakdown. Keeping large or small fleets of automotive vehicles in

dood operating condition presents a problem which must be solved if the railroads are

to realize the expected return on the money invested in the vehicles. The report of this

comm'ttee is designed to help solve this problem.

The maintenance of automotive vehicles, like the maintenance of track, presupposes

that not only will the property be kept in safe operating condition but that it will be

ready for use at all times. Therefore, preventive steps must be taken to minimize

failures, adjustments must be made as required and worn parts replaced.

The initial steps to be taken in the maintenance of an automotive vehicle should

be the direct responsibility of the driver. It is his duty to see that such things as the
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water level in the radiator, the oil level in the crankcase, general lubrication, battery

water and tire pressures are correct. While operating the vehicle he should keep under

observation the oil pressure gage, temperature gage and ammeter, which, if not giving

the correct indication under normal driving conditions, are a signal to him that trouble

may be developing. For his own safety and the safety of the men being transported,

the driver should know that the windshield wipers, horn, lights, service brake, emergency

brake and defroster are in good working order, and that the tires are in such condition

that a sudden blowout is not likely to occur. An experienced driver is in the best position

to forestall breakdowns in a vehicle by paying close attention to the occurrence of

abnormal noises and unusual actions during its operation. The driver of an automobile

should be required to report to his foreman, or to the work equipment mechanic on his

territory, any irregularity in the vehicle which he is not in a position to correct and
which should be given attention.

Periodic checks or inspections of an automobile will disclose the existence of worn
or defective parts and will eliminate many expensive repairs. The frequency of the

inspections will be determined by the mileage driven during a given period and by the

age of the vehicle. The choice of personnel to make the inspections must, of necessity,

be based upon local conditions and upon work equipment organization provided. Regard-

less of how often inspections are made, and who makes them, it is very important that

some method be provided to insure that any defects noted during such inspections are

corrected promptly.

Periodic inspections, as suggested, will disclose many worn or defective parts which
will not justify removing the vehicle from service, but for which replacement parts

should be procured and installed at the next Inspection. If the repairs required involve

the shopping of a vehicle, the supervisor of work equipment must decide whether the

vehicle should be repaired in a local company shop, a central company shop, or in a

local commercial garage. If it is decided to make repairs in a company shop, arrange-

ments must be made with the shop supervisor to place the vehicle in its proper sequence

on his shop program; if in a commercial garage the shopping date must also be deter-

mined. Such planning makes it possible to anticipate the repairs required for a certain

vehicle and gives the shop supervisor an opportunity to program repairs so the vehicle

will remain in the shop the least amount of time.

The choice of the place to repair a vehicle depends upon the extent of repairs to be

made, the distance the vehicle must be driven or transported to a shop or commercial

garage, whether the repairs are of an emergency nature, the length of time the vehicle

may be released from its assignment, and whether or not repairs can be included in the

shop schedule at an early date. If a relief vehicle is available, it should be furnished

to protect the usual assignment of the vehicle to be repaired so the progression of work
will not be delayed while repairs are being made.

The economics in maintaining automotive vehicles are the concern not only of the

work equipment supervisors but also of the system or division officers whose duty it

may be to assign the vehicles where they are most needed. The supervisor of the forces

to which the vehicle is assigned should be held responsible for a rigid check on per-

formance to insure that the vehicle is functioning properly and to avoid breakdowns.

The planning for repairs to vehicles should be under the direct control of a super-

intendent of work equipment. Shop repairs should be performed by shop mechanics,

under the direction of a supervisor of work equipment or shop foreman. The planning

and execution of maintenance of automotive vehicles owned by any railroad must, of

course, be based upon the number of vehicles to be maintained, the shop facilities avail-
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able that are equipped to make such repairs, and the adequacy of the work equipment

organization.

Railroads which have a large fleet of vehicles, with one or more repair shops

equipped with modern tools and machines, together with an adequate work equipment

organization, must plan their vehicle repairs in such manner that costs will be held to

the minimum and to prevent the vehicles from being held out of service an excessive

amount of time. Major repairs and overhauling, including repainting, etc.. should be

concentrated and performed at a central shop. Ordinarily shop repairs, such as these,

can be made more economically by company mechanics, in a company shop rather than

at a commercial garage. However, when there is no local repair shop equipped with the

required tools and machines, or when the central shop is a great distance from the

vehicle's headquarters, it is often more economical to have repairs made at a local com-

mercial garage. Various railroads permit certain repairs to be made at commercial

garages without formal authority, providing the estimated cost does not exceed a specified

amount, which usually ranges from $50 to $75, depending upon the individual railroad's

instructions. In the event that repairs are made in commercial garages the driver should

accompany the vehicle to insure that the work paid for is actually performed and to

eliminate the tendency of some commercial garages to "over-repair." Generally, such

items as greasing, oil changes, tire repairs, etc., may be performed more economically

by local service stations at the vehicle's headquarters. These items should be scheduled

and supervised by the driver of the vehicle.

Railroads which have but few vehicles, no repair shop facilities and no work equip-

ment organization, are, of course, victims of circumstance and must depend upon com-

mercial garages for vehicle repairs. There may be no superintendent or supervisor of

work equipment in these organizations; however, if they own automotive vehicles, some-

one in the organization must assume this role and make plans for repairs of vehicles

in commercial garages as commented upon above. Each case must be given individual

consideration and a decision reached from a practical and economical standpoint.

Report on Assignment 7

Highway-Railway Vehicles

R. J. Smith (chairman, subcommittee), R. E. Berggren, C. T. Blume, L. B. Cann, W. E
Kropp, F. H. McKenney, T. M. Pittman, P. S. Settle, G. M. Strachan, M. C. Taylor.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

The highway vehicle has been found by the railroads to be very useful for the

transportation of officers and employees between points on the railroad property, under

conditions where it is not necessary to observe the tracks or structures between these

points. Use of the highways makes possible a material decrease in the delays normally

encountered when moving over the railroad track by motor car. On-track vehicles are

essential for the movement of officers and employees to points on the railroad property

which are inaccessible by highway, or where conditions necessitate the observation of

tracks or structures throughout the entire length of a division, subdivision, or other

specification section of roadway. It is obvious that a practical vehicle which can operate

either on a highway or on a railroad track would effect economies in the transportation

of employees.

Insofar as is known, only one manufacturer builds and markets highway-railway

vehicles, and this in only three models. One of these is a modified automotive passenger
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type, one a modified automotive truck type, and the other a truck type having a chassis

designed and built specifically for highway-railway service. Some railroads have modified

automotive vehicles for their own use by applying pilot wheels.

1. Modified Automotive Passenger Type

The modified automotive passenger type consists merely of a standard four-wheel-

drive station wagon on which have been mounted four retractable, flanged steel pilot

wheels and appropriate control equipment. Alterations to the body include adding two

doors for the rear seat to make it a four-door vehicle. The chassis has heavy-duty front

springs and an extra leaf added to the rear springs.

The pilot wheels are raised and lowered hydraulically in pairs by remote control

from within the vehicle. The rams that do the actual raising and lowering have mechanical

locks that secure them in the extended position (pilot wheels down), and the lock can

be released only by the hydraulic pressure used to raise the wheels. The hydraulic pump
that supplies the pressure for the rams is driven by the vehicle engine, and is the con-

tinous-operation type with a relief valve. A separate, manually-operated steering wheel

lock is mounted on the steering column and holds the front wheels in the straight forward

position.

This model has a seating capacity of six, including the driver, four side doors, luggage

space accessible from either inside or outside, and a hot water heater and defroster.

Nonload-bearing pilot wheels are used. In railway on-track operation the pilot wheel

tread clears the ball of the rail by about 34 i^^! and the weight of the entire vehicle is

carried on the pneumatic tires. Since the pilot wheels and mechanism normally carry

none of the vehicle vertical load, they can be made relatively light, However, they are

strong enough to carry the full vehicle load in an emergency. The mounting and linkage

of the pilot wheels is such that when in the lowered position, any condition that might

tend to raise them must lift that portion of the total vehicle weight carried by the

adjacent pneumatic tire. Since all of the weight is carried on the pneumatic tires, the

vehicle has maximum traction and braking effort.

2. Modified Automotive Truck Type

The modified automotive truck type consists of a specially constructed body mounted

on a four-wheel-drive cab and chassis. Operation and mounting of the pilot wheels are

practically identical with those mentioned in (1), and the unit has non-load-bearirlg

pilot wheels. It also has the same manual steering wheel lock.

Two basic body styles are available, one fully enclosed and having cross seats and

two doors, and the other partially enclosed and using longitudinal seats and one door

opening. Each unit includes two spare tires and wheels because different front and rear

wheels are required to give the proper center-to-center pneumatic tire tread distance

for on-track operation.

3. Truck Type Built Specifically for Highway-Railviray Service

The truck type designed and built specifically for highway-railway service is a four-

wheel-drive unit with four manually retractable, flanged steel pilot wheels. The axle

assemblies, clutch, transmission, and transfer case (under' drive) are standard automotive

units. However, the frame, springs, spring suspension, spring location, and weight dis-

tribution are made for best operation in this type of service. The general arrangement

and construction is such as to minimize the effects of unequal loading. This vehicle also

has nonload-bearing pilot wheels as explained in (1).
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At present, this unit is offered as a chassis and enclosed cab with seating space for

two men, and a pickup body. As such it has a load capacity of 1500 lb.

4. Types Constructed by Railroads

One railroad has reworked a standard automobile (9 passenger) sedan, equipped it

with flanged pilot wheels, manual retraction, two additional leaves in each rear spring,

heavier front coil springs, different pneumatic tire rims, and heavy-duty tires. When
the pilot wheels are in the lowered position, the vehicle springs are locked and inoperative.

Load-bearing pilot wheels are used. In this vehicle it is estimated that appro.ximately

10 to 20 percent of the gross vehicle weight is on the pilot wheels. Tractive and braking

effort are reduced due to part of the weight being carried by the pilot wheels. Also, in

this type of mounting the pilot wheels and mounting are subject to continual stresses

during on-track operation, and must be built heavy enough to withstand such loads.

Other railroads are using pilot wheels and a mounting marketed some years ago

by a manufacturer who no longer produces this type of equipment. In this installation

appro.ximately SO percent of the gross vehicle weight is carried on the pilot wheels, thus

they are the load-bearing type as explained above.

Highway-railway vehicles have certain disadvantages, as follows:

a. The oversize tires and high tire pressures required for on-track use are not

conducive to good riding on the highway. This can be overcome partially by

bleeding off some tire pressure for road use but necessitates reinflation when

returning to track use.

b. Weight distribution of pay load is more critical as it effects the pilot wheel

mechanism.

c. Some types such as (1) and (2) have a relatively high unsprung weight.

d. Limited capacities and body styles of units now available.

e. They require frequent inspection and minor adjustment to keep them in first-

class operating condition. This, however, may lead to overall advantage by

forestalling major shop work, since malfunctions will be found before they

progress to extremes.

f. Construction features in the design of these vehicles limit their safe operating

speeds to 45 mph on main line track and on highways, and to substantially less

on branch lines, heavy curves or rough roads.

Your committee believes that the practicability of highway-railway vehicles may
be increased by the following improvements:

a. Make the pilot wheel mechanism and operation simpler and more fool-proof.

b. Offer a wider range of body styles and load capacities.

c. Build vehicles specifically for this type of service, since annual changes in body

and frame of automotive units alwaj's present changing application problems

for the pilot wheels. Type (3) in the foregoing seems to be a move in the

right direction.
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Modified automotive passenger-type highway-railway vehicle.

Truck-type vehicle built specifically for highway-railway service.
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Modified automotive truck-type highway-railway vehicle,

fully enclosed body.

^"G

Modified automotive truck-type highway-railway vehicle,

semi-enclosed body.
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Report on Assignment 8

Pneumatic-Type Multiple Tamper
»

Harry Mayer (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Baldock, L. E. Conner, C. L. Fero,

W. F. Kohl, C. F. Lewis, C. W. Mitchell, E. H. Ness, H. C. Nordstrom, J. W. Risk,

P. S. Settle.

This is a iinal report, submitted as information.

General Description

Length, 20 ft; weight, 24,500 lb; height, 8 ft 6 in; power, 190-hp diesel or gasoline

engine ; air compressor, 600 cu ft of any type available, as specified by the purchaser

;

axles, 4-in heat-treated alloy steel with Timken bearings ; wheels, 20-in rolled steel

;

propulsion, air motor through three-speed transmission to front axle; brakes, air and

manual to shoes on all wheels; set-off air jacks and ratchet-operated cross wheels; travel

speeds, 5 to 25 mph; operation, 1-man; fuel tank, 50-gal capacity.

Operation

Operation of the machine is controlled by one man, and all operations are air-

powered, which includes propelling, raising and lowering of the carriages, tamping tools

and brakes. Air-propelled motor drives through a transmission which has low, high

and reverse speeds. When tamping track, low-speed transmission is engaged by one lever

Pneumatic-type multiple tamper.
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which has three positions— (forward) brake off and movement forward; (center) power

off, set air brake; (rear) brake off, movement to rear.

The tamping unit consists of two carriages, each supporting a group of eight tools

centered over each rail, capable of simultaneous or independent tamping action. Raising

and lowering from operativ-e to inoperative position is under the control of the operator

through pilot valves. Supply lines to the top of the raising and lowering cylinders are

equipped with automatic valves to regulate the air pressure to the cylinders, thus con-

trolling the pressure on each carriage to secure maximum pressure without lifting the

machine from the track. Pressure on each tool can be controlled up to 700 lb, or

approximately 11,000 lb on the 16 tools simultaneously. Regulating valve is also pro-

vided from the supply line to the tamping tools. This is usually set at 85 lb, as at this

point maximum efficiency with lowest air consumption is attained. This machine is so

arranged that all of its weight is on tamped track while working, and it may be adjusted

to various heights of rail.

Tamping tools are operated from the carriage through push rods containing pre-

loaded springs, which equalize the pressure on each tool. This permits the tamping bars

to tamp the tie uniformly regardless of the amount of ballast. Where the ballast is light,

the tool will penetrate further under the tie with the same pressure. Where the space

under the tie is full of ballast, the tool will compact with the same pressure without

restricting the efficiency of the adjoining tools. Groups of tools are arranged to tamp

the ballast for a distance of 16 in outside the rail, under the rail, and 12 in inside the rail.

Machine is equipped with automatic line lubricators in the air supply for all

pneumatic working parts, including the tampers. It is important that oil be used which

is specially made for lubricating air tools.

It is reported that this type of machine is capable of tamping up to 600 ft per hr,

depending on the number of insertions made, which will vary from 2 to 4, with the

amount of the raise, type of ballast, and how fine a surface is required.

These machines are used for out-of-face surfacing of track, picking up low joints

in maintenance work, and for tightening up loose ties after rail-laying operations where

out-of-face surfacing cannot be started immediately.
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Report on Assignment 10

Spark Plugs Used in Work Equipment

A. H. Whisler (chairman, subcommittee), B. F. Biaggini, Jr., I. M. Boone, B. E. Hayes,

F. L. Horn, J. A. Mann, C. W. Mitchell, V. W. Oswalt, J. F. Piper, R. S. Stephens.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

The power capacity of an internal combustion engine is developed by the medium

of an explosion of an atomized fuel or gas within an enclosed chamber.

In a gasoline-powered engine the firing of the fuel or gas within the firing chamber"

is caused by the arcing of electric current between two points or faces of the metal

of a device extending through the wall of the firing chamber. The device is called a

spark plug.

While the spark plug is only one of many parts or devices required in the con-

struction of a gasoline-powered engine, it is a very important and essential part. It must

have an electrode to conduct the electric current from outside to inside the firing cham-

ber. To prevent loss of current, the conducting electrode must be insulated from the

wall or outside surface of the spark plug.

Ceramic products are most commonly used to effect the necessary insulation of the

conducting electrode. They are fragile and must be considered accordingly. They must be

dependable, and strong in tension and compression due to variation in temperatures to

which spark plugs are subjected. They must be protected so they will not be ruptured

or punctured if they are to function efficiently. They will absorb moisture and foreign

matter when cracked. This may result in electric current being grounded before it reaches

the firing-chamber end of the conducting electrode.

In the firing chamber, faces or points of the conducting electrode and that of the

grounding electrode must be so designed and of such material that minimum burning

will result when the electric current arcs or jumps from the conducting electrode to the

grounding electrode. Spark plug gap adjustment should be made in accordance with the

engine manufacturer's specifications.

Considerable research and development by spark plug manufacturers have resulted

in contouring the electrode in many manners to provide for maximum sparking surface

and to reduce electrode erosion.

The distance between electrode points in the firing chamber should be carefully

maintained, and when adjustments are necessary they should be made by movement of

the grounding electrode firing point or face. Movement of the point of electrode which

passes through the insulation may result in breakage or damage to the insulation.

Spark plugs must be considered as fragile, something that must be kept clean, and

properly adjusted.

Operators and field repairmen should have a working knowledge of the AREA
"Handbook of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equip-

ment," Sec. 1250 to 1264, incl. These instructions cover, in practical manner, the infor-

mation necessary for operators and field repairmen to determine if a spark plug of the

particular heat range is or has been used.

The great majority of spark plugs used in maintenance of way equipment are of

the J^-in, ^-in, 10-mm, 14-mm or 18-mm sizes, each readily distinguishable by the

average operator or field repairman.
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Conclusion

Practical requirements can be met by spark plugs of three heat ranges: i.e., cold

plugs for hot engines, normal plugs for normal engines, and hot plugs for cold engines.

Where additional refinements are desired, consideration might be given to additional

heat ranges and the reach of a plug, shielding of a plug, types of conductors leading

to it, etc.

Each railroad should furnish its operators and repairmen a table of the various

brands of spark plugs approved for purchase and use in maintenance of way equipment.

This table should also indicate the manufacturer's given number for each class and

size of spark plug, to provide a means by which the operator or field repairman can

check to determine that the spark plug issued him complies with his order or request.

The table furnished should be compiled in a form similar to the table shown herein.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Waterproofing materials and their application to railway structures, col-

laborating with Committees 6, 8 and IS. •

Progress report, presented as information page 517

3. Waterproofing coatings to prevent concrete deterioration, collaborating with

Committees 6 and 8.

No report.

4. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of released

materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A, General

Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

The Committee on Waterproofing,

T. M. voN Sprecken, Chairman.

AKEA Bulletin 512, December 1953.

Report on Assignment 2

Waterproofing Materials and Their Application to Railway

Structures

Collaborating with Committees 6, 8 and 15

E. T. Franzen (chairman, subcommittee), A. L. Becker, A. E. Cawood, Nelson Hand-
saker, E. A. Johnson, J. F. Marsh, B. J. Ornburn, Milton Pikarsky, Henry Seitz.

For a number of years it has been recognized that a comprehensive review and

study of bituminous waterproofing materials was needed. Materials complying with

AREA specifications were practically unobtainable because they specified ductile proper-

ties found only in Mexican crudes which were not commercially available. Study and

517
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tests were needed to develop a material specification which would insure an easily

obtainable supply of material with the waterproofing qualities needed for railroad struc-

tures. It was also desirable to investigate new materials being developed and coming

into use.

A study of bituminous materials for waterproofing concrete surfaces was begun in

October 1950 through the research facilities at Purdue University. An annotated

bibliography was first compiled showing what had been done along these lines in previous

investigations. This is a comprehensive work and has been made available to the test

engineers and other interested personnel of the railroads through the services of the

Engineering Division reseach organization of the AAR.
An extensive study of bituminous materials was started at Purdue and a brief

summary of the progress to date follows:

The program of tests being conducted in this study involves procuring samples of

ASTM Types A, B and C asphalts from refineries in five geographic regions (mid-

continent-north, mid-continent-south, Texas-gulf coast, Wyoming, and CaHfornia)
;

samples of AREA 202 and 203 asphalts from mid-continent-north, Wyoming, Venezuela

and Mexico; and samples of proprietary cut-backs and emulsions from various manu-
facturers. Coal-tar pitches meeting ASTM specifications were obtained from two plants

each of three manufacturers. Coal-tar emulsions were included. A total of 72 water-

proofing materials has been incorporated into the test program.

When the specification materials were shipped in, the manufacturer sent along cer-

tain test results which were checked in part upon arrival. In every case results of pene-

tration, softening point, ductility, and/or specific gravity were in reasonable agreement

with those furnished by the producer.

The tests now in progress include a long-time immersion test, an outdoor exposure

test, a laboratory exposure test, and some exploratory work on bacteria attack on
bituminous coatings.

The long-time immersion test involves the continuous immersion of 3 -in diameter

by 6-in coated cylinders in water. These are weighed at 30-day intervals and inspected

for deterioration caused by continuous immersion in water. The materials that have

been placed in this test are the ASTM Types A, B and C asphalts, the AREA 202 and

203 asphalts, the ASTM tars, two asphaltic emulsions and two coal-tar emulsions. Addi-

tional faciUties are being built to provide space for the proprietary products and to

experiment with coating thicknesses.

Visual inspection of the coatings after six months or longer reveals "lat all the tars

have flowed from the surfaces, leaving only a small part of the coating that was
originally on each specimen. Some of the asphaltic coatings have turned from black to

brown or grey because of their long immersion in water.

A study of the increases in weights of the long-time immersion test specimens reveals

a slow but steady rate of absorption for all hot-coated specimens, with no one type

being either more or less effective than the others. This applies to both asphalt and tar

coatings.

The specimens coated with emulsions, on the other hand, have gained weight at a

more rapid rate. The efficiency of the emulsions after 120 days of immersion was only

about one-half that of the hot applications.

The outdoor exposure tests are expected to provide data on the durability of the

above-ground bitumen coatings. Specimens were given two coats of hot linseed oil fol-

lowed by one coat of outside white house paint on all but one face. The bituminous

coatings to be tested were applied on the uncoated face. The coatings were applied to a

thickness of approximately 0.100 in and then trimmed to a thickness of 0.070 ± O.OOS in.
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The specimens were later brought back to the lab and trimmed to a thickness of

0.020 ± 0.008 in because all but the ASTM Type C asphalts had flowed off the faces

of the specimens until some of the coatings were no more than 0.020 in thick. A pic-

torial record of the surface changes in the coatings is being kept as an aid in describing

various phases of weathering. All of the ASTM Types B and C asphalts, the ARE.A. 202

asphalts, the ASTM Type A tars, and all of the proprietary products have been placed

in the outdoor exposure test.

The laboratory weathering test is in the early stages of development. Specimens are

being fabricated, and the tests are underway. The laboratory weathering test will involve

heat, cold, light and moisture in various combinations in an effort to develop a per-

formance test for bituminous coatings which will properly evaluate their durability and

waterproofing ability in the light of data obtained from the long-time immersion test

and the outdoor exposure test. Two test procedures will have to be developed—one for

above-ground bitumens involving light, the other for below-ground bitumens involving

moisture and perhaps organic decay. The procedures will necessarily be of an exhaustive

nature since, so far as is known, there is no acceptance test employed at present for

evaluating waterproofing bitumens.

The work on bacteria attack will be developed in cooperation with the appropriate

schools at Purdue. It is anticipated that the effect of bacteria will be studied in more

detail just as soon as there is time to devote to it.

The tests that are proposed for the future are primarily supplemental laboratory

tests to aid in establishing the performance tests. Such proposed tests are: impact test

at low temperatures, tests to measure temperaure susceptibility, and tests to determine

the effect of coating thickness on durability. The need for additional tests will no doubt

become apparent as the test program progresses.

To summarize the status of our program briefly, the long-time immersion test should

be continued for at least one more year. The outdoor exposure test should likewise be

continued until the fall of 1955, which would provide information on weathering through

2^ summers and 2 winters. The laboratory weathering tests will require an estimated

12 to 18 months to complete and will be carried on concurrently with the long-time

immersion and the outdoor exposure tests. The other tests previously mentioned will be

performed as time permits and the necessity arises. It is anticipated that within the next

24 months sufficient data will have been accumulated to form the basis for specifications

which will provide materials that are effective and are obtainable. The specifications

will, in all probability, involve a performance test rather than a series of identifying

tests as is now the case.

There seems to be no easy way to obtain the information we are after. Thus, our

entire program must be of a tentative nature so that any phase of the study can be

altered as the need arises to provide the ma.ximum amount of data that can be reasonably

obtained. This is a progress report and is presented as information.
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Committee

To the American Railn'ay Engineering Association

:

Your Committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Clearances as affected by girders projecting above top of track rails, struc-

tures, third rail, signal and train control equipment, collaborating with Signal

and Electrical Sections, and with Mechanical and Operating-Transportation

Divisions, WR.

Progress report, presented as information page 522

3. Clearance diagrams for recommended practice, collaborating with commit-

tees concerned.

No report.

4. Compilation of the railroad clearance requirements of the various states.

No report.

5. Clearance allowances to provide for vertical and horizontal movements of

equipment due to lateral play, wear and spring deflection, collaborating with

the Mechanical Division, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 522

The Committee on Clearances,

A. M. Weston, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 512, December 1953.
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Report on Assignment 2

Clearances as Affected by Girders Projecting Above Top of Track

Rails, Structures, Third Rail, Signal and Control Equipment

Collaborating with Signal and Electrical Sections, and with Mechanical

and Operating—Transportation Divisions, AAR

C. O. Bird (chairman, subcommittee), E. S. Birkenwald, B. Bristow, W. S. Campbell,
A. B. Chapman, W. T. Davis, D. H. Dowe, J. E. Good, W. L. Hartzog, M. V. Kane,
F. Martin, R. C. Nissen, W. S. Ray, J. E. South, O. W. Stephens, J. W. Wallenius,

H. G. Whittet.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

The last report of this subcommittee is published in the proceedings. Vol. 53, 1952,

page 612. To progress this assignment it was found that factual data covering equipment

displacement would be necessary.

The AAR research staff has conducted field tests of equipment displacement. It »s

now analyzing the data and expects to publish its report in 1954, which report will

permit your subcommittee to progress its assignment.

Report on Assignment 5

Clearance Allowances to Provide for Vertical and Horizontal

Movements of Equipment Due to Lateral Play, Wear,

and Spring Deflection

Collaborating with the Mechanical Division, AAR

S. M. Dahl (chairman, subcommittee), C. O. Bird, B. Bristow, J. G. Greenlee, A. R.

Harris, W. F. Hart, J. D. Hudson, M. L. Johnson, A. G. Neighbour, C. E. Peterson,

W. F. Pohl, A. D. Quackenbush, A. J. Rankin, J. C. Scholtz, J. W. Wallenius,

E. R. Word.

The last report of this subcommittee, published in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953,

pages 834 to 838, outlined the extent and nature of field tests made on six different rail-

roads in connection with this assignment. Within the last year an additional static test

on a passenger car of the Santa Fe Railway has been made. The information obtained

in this test supplemented data previously secured in a running test on the same car.

The data on hand is quite voluminous, particularly that secured in the running tests,

which were run over several thousand miles of railroad. The analysis of these data has

not been completed, although substantial progress has been made. This analysis is being

carried out by the AAR research staff.

The effect of track irregularities on the movement of equipment is also being studied.

In this connection data are being collected from various railroads on the extent of

irregularities found in main track, with special reference to variations from the assigned

curvature and superelevation.

Your committee feels that any report on the results before all the data available

have been evaluated would be premature. However, it is felt with considerable certainty

that a full report will be ready before the next convention.
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Cammittee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Analysis of operations of railways that have substantially reduced the cost

of labor required in maintenance of way work.

Progress report, presented as information page 524

3. Economies in railway labor to be derived from the use of variou.'; types

of ballast, collaborating with Committee 1.

No report.

4. Economies in maintenance of way and structures labor to be derived from

the use of diesel locomotives as compared with steam locomotives.

Progress report, presented with the recommendation that the subject be

discontinued until such time as more data on the subject are available .... page 5.^0

5. Labor economy of renewing ties by use of proper equipment, methods and

organization.

Progress report, presented as information page 531

6. Economies in railway labor to be derived from the use of tie pads, col-

laborating with Committee 5.

Final report, presented as information page 532
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7. Track patrol; methods, necessity and frequency.

Final report, presented as information page 537

8. Means of increasing or conserving labor supply for the duration of the

emergency, advising the secretary currently of recommendations or prac-

tices that merit emergency publication by the AREA.

No report.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

R. J. Gammie, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 512, December 1953.

Report on Assignment 2

Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substantially

Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance

of Way Work

G. A. Kellow (chairman, subcommittee), B. V. Bodie, E. J. Brown, J. A. Bunjer,

F. G. Campbell, R. H. Carpenter, W. W. Edwards, H. J. Fast, K. H. Hangar,

G. L. Harris, W. H. Hoar, T. B. Hutcheson, J. E. Inman, Claude Johnston, H. W.
Kellogg, H. E. Kirby, E. H. Mcllheran, W. H. Miesse, H. C. Minteer, G. M.
O'Rourke, R. B. Radkey, C. W. Reeve, L. H. Rose, A. Tagliafer, P. V. Thelander,

F. R. Woolford.

The following report is submitted as information.

This year's report covers the analysis of a tie renewal gang organized by the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway. The underlying motive in developing this

gang was to find a more economical method of making routine maintenance renewals

ordinarily handled by section forces.

On July 22, 1953, the Santa Fe arranged for members of Committee 22 to visit and

observe its tie renewal gang. At that time the gang was on the Houston District of the

Gulf Division, a short distance out of Houston, Tex.

The ultimate goal of the Santa Fe in developing this tie gang is to handle all main

track maintenance tie renewals with a mechanized gang, rather than have section forces

dig ties annually. It is hoped that so-called section renewals will eventually be made

by tie gangs covering a piece of track possibly every three years, more or less. It is felt

that it would not be economical to run such a gang over a track to handle only the few

renewals required each year. Renewals in connection with out-of-face track repair work

will be carried out as before as a part of the out-of-face work.

The Santa Fe has been working on both the organization and equipment for its tie

gang since March 1950. In the three years this gang has been in the development stage

many means, methods, organization and equipment changes have been tried. Some have

been retained and many discarded. The gang has operated with as few as 20 and as

many as 55 laborers. At present the Santa Fe has reduced the cost of making maintenance

renewals about $1 per tie below the cost of doing similar work with ordinary section

gangs. It is not yet completely satisfied with its results.

Designs of machines currently in use have been changed many times, either to speed

up the operation or to eliminate excess personnel. Both the railroad and the equipment

manufacturers are still devising faster methods and machines. For example, the tie
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inserter now in use differs in many respects from the original model. The weight has

been reduced, the machine has been changed to make it a self-propelled unit, and the

cable assembly for pulling ties has been designed to work outside the rail. Currently,

both the railroad and equipment manufacturers are working on tamping machines

designed to take the place of the six to eight men now required to hand tamp new ties

as installed. When Committee 22 visited the gang it saw a newly developed tamping

machine which had just been received for trial with the gang.

At the time of the inspection the tie gang was working on a single-track main

laid with 112-lb rail. Ties were 7 in by 8 in, 9 ft long, spaced 24 per 39-ft panel, which

were plated with 7>4-in by 11 -in tie plates. A total of 24 rail anchors per panel were

used. Ballast consisted of 2^-in crushed limestone to a depth of 8 in below the ties.

Renewals over the territory on which the gang was working at the time of the inspection

trip averaged 400 to 450 ties per mile.

The gang was assigned to renew ties only, with no track raise. The ties renewed

were tamped tight to the rail before the tie plates were installed. No surfacing was to be

done other than to have local section crews spot tamp as necessary. To make renewals

the gang was organized in normal operating sequence as follows:

Machine Machine
Item Duties Type Laborers Operators

1. Remove anchors, dig eyes under rail for tie

remover hooks, peel tops of ties 3

2. Pull spikes W-84-A 1

3. Lift rail, remove plates, throw out old spikes . W-86-A 2

4. Remove old ties W-68-A 2 1

5. Scarify tie bed W-87-A 1

6. Clean eyes under rail and shoulder on side tie

was removed 1

7. Insert new ties W-69-A 3 1

8. Tamp new t'es by hand 6

9. D'stribute plates and new spikes 1

10. Place tie plates on ties 2

1 1

.

Spike new ties 3-R-36 6

12. Hand'e push car with compressor and relief for

spike hammer operators 1

13. Reapply anchors 1

14. Dress and Hne track 7

15. Camp man 1

Total 37 3

A foreman and a timekeeper completed the personnel of this gang.

Some items in the tabulation above are self-explanatory, others are further explained

as follows:

Item 1—Ties to be renewed were plate cut, and to facilitate their removal it was

necessary to knock off the top of the tie on the inside of rail adjacent to the side the tie

was removed, and outside of the rail on the opposite side tie was removed.

Item 7—One laborer turned new ties perpendicular to track and roughly lined ties

into position. One laborer, with tongs, pulled end of new tie to near rail.

Item S—One laborer nipping and two laborers fork tamping tie under each rail.

Ties were tamped tight to the rail before plates were applied.

Item. yO—Two laborers, one on each rail, placed the tie plates by jacking the rail

with small jacks.
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Item 11—Two laborers set spikes, two nipped ties, two operated pneumatic spike

drivers.

All items shown are not rigidly fixed, as the number of laborers used for each

operation is adjusted as requirements dictate. Some items of work can be completed

early enough in the day to permit using laborers to line and dress track, or to help

catch up on other operations that may have fallen behind.

Photographs of each of the machines in use at the time of the inspection are included

at the end of this report. Also included is a photograph of the four-tool tamping machine

just developed and. used experimentally with this gang.

The accompanying table has been prepared to compare the cost of renewing ties

with the gang as against making tie renewals with section forces:

Comparison of Cost of Renewing Ties with Organized Tie Gang
Versus Section Forces

Tie Section

Gang Gangs
Average number laborers per day 36.1 6.0
Average hours per day—^laborers 285 48
Average cost per day—laborers, machine operators, timekeeper,
foreman $495.62 $85.44

Average number ties per day 384 37.3
Average miles per day 0.62 0.05
Average cost per tie (personnel only) $1.29 $2.29
Average number hours per tie inserted 0.742 1.211

Average on-track time for machines 6 hr
Average hourly rate (based on laborers' hours only and total labor

cost per day) $1.74 $1.78
Depreciation, repairs, fuel and oil—cost per day $42.66 $5.01
Total average cost per tie $1.40 $2.40
Savings per day through use of tie gang (based on ties inserted by

tie gang) $384.00

The averages shown in the table for the tie gang are based on 50 consecutive work-
ing days. To develop the averages for section gangs six different section gangs were

used over a 6-week period. During the test each section inserted ties only for 3 weeks,

and every attempt was made to minimize competitive efforts. In both instances the cost

of distributing new ties, as well as that of disposing of the old ties, was not included.

It should be noted that depreciation, as well as repairs, fuel and oil, have been made
a part of the cost.

Conclusion

As previously stated, the cost of renewing ties on the Santa Fe with the special

tie gang, described in this report, is $1 per tie less than the cost of doing the work with

section forces, and it is expected that this saving will ultimately be increased with •

further development of the equipment and organization. On this basis, the conclusion

is justified that, under conditions similar to those encountered on the Santa Fe, sub-

stantial labor savings may be realized in making tie renewals without a track raise,

using a fully mechanized special tie gang.
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Hydraulic spike puller.

Rail lifter.
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Tie remover.

Tie-bed scarifier.
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Tie inserter.

"V A .j¥g^.^a&^ft4L'"~V"'5,^-''<.

Four-tool hydraulic tamper.
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Report on Assignment 4

Economies in Maintenance of Way and Structures Labor to be

Derived from the Use of Diesel Locomotives as

Compared to Steam Locomotives

K. H. Hanger (chairman, subcommittee), Lew Adams, H. C. Archibald, B. V. Bodie,

G. E. Chambers, A. B. Chaney, J. E. Eisemann, J. P. Ensign, H. J. Fast, L. C.
Gilbert, C. T. Gunsallus, W. H. Hamilton, W. H. Hoar, T. B. Hutcheson, Claude
Johnston, N. M. Kelly, Roy Lumpkin, C. R. Montgomery, R. W. Pember, J. S.

Snyder, A. Tagliafer, H. J. Weccheider, J. G. West, Jr., H. M. Wilhamson, C. R.
Wright.

This is a progress report, presented with the recommendation that the subject be

discontinued until such time as more data on the subject are available.

Data bearing on this subject were sought by questionnaire from 64 railroads.

Replies were received from 31 having 127,000 miles of track, 63 percent of which is

main track. Two railroads were completely dieselized throughout the last S years and

10 reached complete dieselization in 1953. It should be emphasized that many of the

following statements are largely a matter of judgment and opinion since diesels have

not been in operation long enough for actual cost figures to be available for comparisons.

Diesel operation has little effect on rail wear on tangent track as compared with

steam operation; however, there is some indication of slightly increased wear on the

high rail on curves of about 4 deg or more. A considerable reduction in rail surface

bends is noticeable, driver bends caused by motive power being practically eliminated.

No increase in broken rails due to diesels is apparent, except on the lighter sections of

rail on branch lines or in yards, and where track is unballasted. Driver burns have

decreased in number and increased in depth, but with the lesser number of train stops

required by diesels there is an overall increase in the average gross tons handled by diesels

over rail ultimately removed on account of driver burns. Observations to date indicate

that diesel operation does not materially affect rail end batter, head checks, shelled

spots, corrugation, fillet cracks, head and web separations or joint bar failures. There

is no noticeable increase in the number or size of internal rail defects attributable to

diesel operation, either in service or detected failures. Corrosion of rail and fastenings is

not noticeably affected, except for an improvement in tunnels.

In some instances additional rail anchors are required with diesels using dynamic

brakes, due to the braking force being confined to the diesel instead of being distributed

over the entire train. This increase in rail anchor demand is offset to some extent by

reduced requirements on account of the lesser number of stops required by diesels.

The operation of diesel locomotives as compared with steam locomotives has very

little, if any, effect on cross ties, bridge ties and bridge timber and piling.

Some reduction in maintenance of ballast is apparent with a reduction in the rate

of fouling, and the reduction in the number of stops required for fuel and water.

There is likewise a reduction in maintenance costs for maintaining line and gage

on tangents, curves and on bridges, as well as a reduction in maintaining surface on

curves and tangents. Diesel operation appears to have little effect on the maintenance

of frogs and switches, and on vegetation control expenses.

Bridge maintenance appears to be not substantially affected by diesel operation;

however, there is some indication that it is reduced. Turntable expense has been sub-

stantially reduced, principally by reducing the number retained in service. Fire losses'
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are reduced on account of diesel operation, and hazards in tunnels and snowsheds are

not appreciably affected.

There are very considerable savings in maintenance for water stations, fuel stations,

shops, enginehouses, cinder pits and conveyors.

It is concluded that the subject cannot be properly pursued to establish definite

conclusions during the period of transition from steam to diesel power, or at least until

such time as an adequate number of railroads have been completely dieselijed long

enough to have accumulated more factual data. It is therefore recommended that the

assignment be discontinued until further data became available.

Report on Assignment 5

Labor Economy of Renewing Ties By Use of Proper Equipment,

Methods and Organization

L. A. Loggins (chairman, subcommittee), M. B. Allen, E. J. Brown, R. H. Carpenter,

C. G. Davis, M. H. Dick, J. F. Eisemann, J. L. Fergus, W. H. Hamilton, G. L.

Harris, W. H. Hoar, G. W. Hunt, J. E. Inman, H. W. Kellogg, G. A. Kellow, Roy
Lumpkin, E. H. Mcllheran, W. H. Miesse, J. P. Morrissey, G. M. O'Rourke, L. F.

Racine, R. B. Radkey, L. H. Rose, D. E. Rudisill, H. J. Weccheider, J. G. West, Jr.,

F. R. Woolford, C. R. Wright.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Thirty-two railroads furnished information outhning the methods, equipment, and

organization used to replace ties. All of these roads use section gangs to replace ties.

Twenty-seven use extra gangs when making renewals incident to out-of-face resurfacing

work. Five—the Santa Fe, B&M, NC&StL, NYC and SP Lines in Texas and Louisiana

—also use special gangs organized for the purpose of renewing some of their ties.

On practically all of these roads ties are inspected and marked to come out by

section foremen and either the roadmaster or track supervisor, and in most cases they

are also checked by other officers. On the Illinois Central an experienced maintenance

of way employee having specialized tie knowledge, and accompanied by section fore-

man or supervisor of track, makes inspections and marks the ties to be replaced. On the

Santa Fe a tie department inspector inspects and marks those ties which are to be

renewed by the tie gangs and resurfacing gangs, but the section foreman and roadmaster

inspect and mark those to be renewed by others.

On most of the railroads reporting, ties are handled to the job site by work train

or local freight when available. Otherwise they are unloaded at stations or sidings and

later distributed by track car. Ties are loaded loose and are unloaded by hand, except

on four roads where some ties are banded and handled with cranes. All report the use

of gondola cars, but some also use flat cars, box and stock cars to some extent. Special

tie cars are used by the Santa Fe, New York Central and Western Pacific.

The reports indicate substantial savings to be made by unloading ties from work

train or local freight at the job site, instead of unloading at stations or sidings and later

distributing by track car.

The use of specially organized and equipped tie gangs on five railroads indicates the

following percentages of reduction in cost from the conventional method with hand

tools:
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Santa Fe 40 percent

Boston & Maine 47 percent

NC&StL 42 percent

NYC (recently started—no figures furnished)

SP in Texas and Louisiana 22 percent

Report on Assignment 2—Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substan-

tially Rfduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance of Way Work, outlines jn

detail the organization and practices of a mechanized Santa Fe tie gang.

The Santa Fe and B&M gangs are equipped with more mechanical tools and produce

greater savings than the partially mechanized gangs on other railroads. NC&StL tie gangs

use only hand tools, but show substantial savings over the use of section gangs with

hand tools because it has been found that gangs which perform tie renewals every day

become more skilled and adept at it than those used only periodically for that purpose.

The DL&W handles tie renewals on a cycle basis and uses a highly mechanized

70-man gang for heavy main-line tie replacements in connection with raising and resur-

facing track. During the 1953 summer operation this gang averaged resurfacing 120 rails

per day, with tie replacements averaging 700 per day. The practice of this railroad is to

remove all ties which will not last 6 or 7 years, and many of the recovered ties are

reused in yard tracks. The roadmaster or supervisor marks the ties to be replaced. The

ties are loaded loose in drop-end gondola cars, are delivered to the job by work train,

and are unloaded with a tractor crane. Old ties are picked up in the same manner.

Although this study is incomplete, it indicates that substantial economies are to be

gained by the use of properly organized and equipped gangs to renew ties. It is recom-

mended that the study be continued.

Report on Assignment 6

Economies in Railway Labor to Be Derived From
the Use of Tie Pads

Collaborating with Committee 5

M. H. Dick (chairman, subcommittee), M. B. Allen, H. C. Archibald, J. A. Bunjer,

G. E. Chambers, P. A. Cosgrove, C. G. Davis, H. J. Fast, J. L. Fergus, L. C.

Gilbert, W. H. Hamilton, G. W. Hunt, N. M. Kelly, W. I. King, Roy Lumpkin,

J. F. McCook, E. H. Mcllheran, H. C. Minteer, J. P. Morrissey, L. F. Racine,

R. B. Radkey, L. H. Rose, P. V. Thelander, C. R. Wright.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

The primary purpose of tie pads is to protect the ties from the cutting action of

tie plates and to form a seal to prevent moisture and fine material from getting in

between the tie plate and the tie. If they are successful in accomplishing these func-

tions they will produce economies not only because of the conservation of material, but

also because of the reduced amount of labor required to make tie renewals. Both types

of savings will depend on the degree to which the tie pads are successful in prolonging

the life of ties.
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In addition to this primary function of tie pads it has been suggested that they

may also produce savings in labor by reducing the amount of track maintenance

—

surfacing, lining and gaging—required. The investigation this committee has made of the

practices and experiences of various railroads indicates there are sharp differences of

opinion regarding whether such savings may actually be expected.

Interest in tie pads has been stimulated by the increasing cost of ties and of the

labor of installing them. Almost every railroad of any size has at least some test installa-

tions of tie pads. Most of these installations are confined to situations where tie plate

cutting of the ties is unusually severe or costly, such as on the sharper curves, under

railroad and highway crossings, and on bridges. Although many railroad men still con-

sider the tie pad to be in the experimental stage, a number of railroads have adopted

them for regular use at some of these specialized locations. This is particularly true of

the use of tie pads on bridges where the relatively higher cost of ties makes it easier to

justify the cost of tie-pad protection.

Insulated joints comprise another specialized location where the use of tie pads has

received particular attention. On a number of railroads that are using them at such loca-

tions, it is maintained that savings are being realized because of the fewer surfacings

required and the fact that the life of the fiber fillers is lengthened. However, opinion

or experience that savings can be obtained through the use of tie pads at insulated

joints is by no means universal.

It is not the purpose of this report to investigate the merits of various types of tie

pads. The objective is to determine whether, and to what degree, the various railroads

are experiencing economies in labor through the use of tie pads.

The investigation was made largely among those roads represented on the com-

mittee, which were known to be using tie pads. However, a number of lines not repre-

sented on the committee, but which were known to be using pads, were also asked to

submit information. The feeling of the committee was that the best way to approach

this subject would be to request the railroads participating in the investigation to fur-

nish information regarding specific installations of tie pads. That is, they were requested

to select such installations and to give figures on the cost of installation, separating the

material and labor costs, and to give specific information if available on the labor

economies being realized.

Information in more or less detail was obtained from about 10 railroads. A few

others submitted general statements, mostly to the effect that, while tie pads were being

used to some extent, conclusive information regarding their effectiveness and economies

was not available. In fact, the general tenor of the replies, even from those railroads

using tie pads as a regular practice, was that they have not been in service long enough

to permit conclusions to be drawn regarding how long they will last, how much they

will extend the life of ties, and the extent of the labor economies resulting from their

use. Very few of the railroads reporting gave specific information on the cost of installa-

tion and on the labor savings being realized.

At Insulated Joints

Several railroads commented on the economies to be derived from tie pads at

insulated joints, but only one gave specific information. This railroad, a mid-western

line, installed tie pads under insulated joints on 45 miles of one main track in double-

track CTC territory in the spring of 1952. The pads were applied on four ties at each

insulated joint. The railroad reports that, after a year's service, the results have been

L'ratifying. It estimates the tie pads are producing an annual saving of at least $20
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for each of 204 insulated joints in the installation. This estimate is based on the elimina-

tion of three spottings of each insulated joint per year, and of the renewal of two sets

of fiber fillers. Of the $20 estimated saving per insulated joint, $5.60 is due to the saving

in fiber fillers. The railroad states that the estimated saving takes into consideration

the cost of the tie pads and their renewal based on only a 4-year life. It is felt that the

tie pads will last only this long because of the railroad's practice of using waffle-bottom

tie plates.

Another railroad that has a considerable number of tie pads under insulated joints

in tangent main track reports that the men in the field "are very positive in stating that

the use of pads under insulated joints will reduce the wear on the insulating fibers and

extend the life of the fibers and reduce the labor required to maintain these joints."

However, the company has no figures indicating the actual savings realized. A railroad

that installed tie pads under insulated joints in 1951 and 1952 says that it is probably

too early to decide that the tie pads have or have not been of benefit in reducing the

labor required at such joints. However, the man who gave this information to the

committee is of the "impression up to this point that no such benefit has accrued."

A southern railroad installed tie pads under 138 insulated joints in the three years

1951 to 1953. This railroad feels it should realize a considerable labor saving at such

locations through less frequent surfacing of the joints and also a material saving in the

wear on the insulating fibers. It also expects to realize a saving in labor because of the

fact that the joint ties will last longer and it will be necessary to renew them less

frequently.

On Open-Deck Bridges

Tie pads have gained considerable acceptance as a means of protecting bridge ties

in open-deck structures. A large western line states it is now applying tie pads on all

steel bridges as rail relay or tie renewals become necessary, and that this program is

approximately 50 percent complete. However, this railroad has no figures on the savings

it expects to derive from such use. A large eastern railroad began in 1953 to install tie

pads on all new bridge ties on open-deck structures in main-line territory and on some

in branch-line territory. Here again specific figures on savings are not available.

One railroad reported it had experienced considerable trouble with the joint ties

becoming severely plate cut on a large bridge, resulting in swinging joints and occasional

broken angle bars. In an effort to overcome this difficulty an improvised installation of

pads made from old rubber belting was applied. These were found to give very satis-

factory results after a few months use. On the basis of this experience the railroad

ordered tie pads for all the joint ties (about three ties to the joint) for the entire

structure.

An eastern railroad has made installations of tie pads on the decks of a number

of bridges on one of its districts. All of these bridges are on curves ranging from 2 deg

to 4 deg 30 min, and the oldest installation was made in August 1948. The others were

applied in 1950, 1951, and 1953. Other installations of this nature were programmed for

1953. This railroad reports that the material cost of the tie pads ranges from 30 cents

to 56 cents, with one type running as high as 72 cents per pad, and that the cost of

installation is approximately 23 cents per pad. It expects to derive labor savings because

of the reduction of tie plate cutting, particularly on the low sides of curves, and because

of a reduction in the shock effect, preventing splits in bridge ties. It is planning to use

tie pads on all bridge decks and under one rail length at least on each approach of the

bridge.
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On Curves

The committee's investigation indicates that many raihoads have installations of

tie pads on curves and that apparently in some cases the use of tie pads for this purpose

has progressed beyond the experimental stage. One railroad has tie pads on a sharp

curve under very heavy traffic, which have been in service since October 1936. After

12 years of service an examination of 100 of these ties showed a penetration of the tie

plates averaging only 0.0168 in. In no case was the tie plate bearing on the tie. In con-

trast, the tie plates on this curve not provided with tie pads had penetrated the tie up

to a maximum of ^ in, with an average penetration of 0.1761 in.

An eastern railroad installed tie pads on a sharp curve in heavy-tonnage territory

in 1947. Although experience has shown these tie pads were not sufficiently durable for

heavy tonnage track, it was also apparent, according to the railroad, that the tie pads

did protect the tie plate area of the ties from wear. Another eastern railroad described

its experience on a 6-deg curve in heavy-tonnage main line track that had been laid

with new 132-lb rail in 1950. Two years later it was found that the ties were cut under

the tie plates and that the gage had widened from J4 in to ^ in. In February 1952

a total of 1400 tie pads were installed on 700 ties, or approximately i/ the length of

the curve. The pads cost 56 cents each, and the labor cost of installation was 85 cents

per pad.

An inspection of this installation, made on August 1, 1953, indicated that there had

been no cutting of the ties on the portion of the curve where the tie pads had been

installed, and that there had been no change in the track gage except that caused by

the wear of the high rail. On that portion of the curve where tie pads were not installed

the ties were found to be plate cut, and there was a variation in the gage due to the

tie plate cutting. It was evident that the gage of the track on this portion of the curve

would need attention in the next 6 months. In reporting on this installation the railroad

expressed the opinion that on track of this kind there will be actual savings in mainte-

nance expense with the use of tie pads. Some of the savings will be due to the reduction

of labor required in regaging the track. Other savings are expected because of the reduc-

tion in tie plate cutting and the consequent lengthening of tie life due to this factor

and the reduction in the amount of respiking required.

In 1950 a mid-western road made a test installation of tie pads at a location

involving some rather sharp curves and steep grades. It reports there has been no

resulting savings in the expense of gaging, lining and surfacing in this territory. How-
ever, in spite of the fact that a large share of the pads were in a disintegrated condition

after one year of service, the railroad feels there will be savings in tie renewals in this

territory due to the reduction in plate cutting resulting from the use of the pads.

At Railroad Crossings

Several railroads reported the installation of tie pads under railroad crossings. An
eastern railroad described an installation of this type made at a point where a double-

track main line crosses a single-track branch. Traffic at this point averages about 15

million gross tons per year on each track of the main line. In 1936, a set of frogs was
installed at this point and at the same time the tie pads were placed. In 1950 it Was
necessary to install a new set of frogs, and at that time it was found that the pads were

in such condition that they would have lasted longer if it had not been necessary to

renew the frogs. The railroad feels the use of tie pads at this location contributed

greatly to a frog life, which was more than double the life of the previous set.
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At another location on this same railroad a set of pads was installed under a single-

track crossing in 1935. New frogs were installed in 1946 and the pads were good enough

to be reused. They are still in service and are reported to be in good condition. At this

point traffic averages 36 million gross tons on one track and 18 million gross tons on

the other.

Another railroad has made two installations of tie pads at railroad crossings and

reports they are giving satisfactory service. Although these installations have not been

in track long enough to establish any labor savings, the railroad feels such savings will

become evident before the end of five years.

On the other hand, an eastern railroad which experimented with tie pads at rail-

road crossings several years ago reached the conclusion that they were of no benefit.

However, this railroad feels that better results might be obtained with a different type

of installation and it was planning to make another installation of this nature during

the year.

On Tangent Track

Only one railroad gave information on the use of tie pads on tangent track. Some

years ago this road made a test installation involving 200 ties, 100 of which had pads

and 100 of which had none. Experience with this installation indicated that the penetra-

tion of the tie plates into the ties was substantially reduced at those ties protected with

pads. Another railroad reports that in 1952 it established a test section where tie pads

will be installed on all new ties inserted in renewals. One railroad is known to be

jnstalUng tie pads out of face on all ties when relaying rail, but no information is avail-

able regarding economies in labor that are being realized, if any.

A Negative Viewpoint

One of the committee members, representing a railroad that has a number of

installations of tie pads on bridges and for a short distance on one curve, expressed the

opinion that tie pads promised no ultimate saving. He stated that the cost to maintain

a cross tie, treated and plated and costing $7 in place, is about $0.43 per year, of which

$0.28 is the irreducible charge for interest. If tie pads were installed, the cost per tie

would amount to $8.50 and the Hfe, according to this committee member, would have

to be extended from 30 years to 46.5 years to give equal economy.

Conclusion

Although this committee has not been able to obtain more than a small amount of

information on the specific savings to be derived through the use of tie pads, it is evi-

dent, from the number and character of the installations being made, that many railroads

regard them as offering possibilities for such savings. Although a few railroads have

had experience with tie pads extending over a period of 15 or more years, their Use,

experimentally and otherwise, on most railroads has been confined to the last few years.

The committee is in agreement with those railroads which take the position that, gen-

erally speaking, additional years of experience with tie pads will be necessary before

definite conclusions can be drawn regarding the benefits to be expected from their use.
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Report on Assignment 7

Track Patrol—Methods, Necessity and Frequency

H. J. Weccheider (chairman, subcommittee), A. D. Alderson, M. B. Allen, H. C. Archi-

bald, B. V. Bodie, E. J. Brown, F. G. Campbell, G. E. Chambers, A. B. Chaney,
P. A. Cosgrove, M. H. Dick, W. W. Edwards, J. E. Eisemann, G. L. Harris, T. B.
Hutcheson, Claude Johnston, H. W. Kellogg, N. M. Kelly, W. I. King, L. A. Loggins,

J. S. McBride, J. F. McCook, W. H. Miesse, H. C. Minteer, J. P. Morrissey, D. E.
Rudisill, J. G. West, Jr., H. M. Williamson, F. R. Woolford.

This is a final report, presented as information.

Data on methods, necessity and frequency of patroling or inspecting track were

compiled from replies made by 33 railroads to a questionnaire prepared and sent out

by this committee. These railroads, representing every geographical division in the United

States and Canada, cover 165,608 miles of line. This report does not include patrol or

inspection covering emergency conditions brought about by snow storms, heavy rains, etc.

In classifying into geographical groups, the methods, necessity and frequency of

patroling in effect by the reporting railroads, with the thought that those in the same

locations would have similar standards for patrol or inspection, it is found that the

location does not appear to be the governing factor, except in strictly mountainous

country. It also is found in some cases that paralleling roads have very little similarity

in their standards of patrol or inspection, and no great differential is indicated in auto-

matic or non-automatic territory, although a few railroads increased their weekly patrol

from five days in non-automatic districts to six. However, it is noted that density of

traffic in highly congested locations has a distinct bearing on inspection standards, all

railroads having regular patrols performing inspection quite similarly under these

conditions.

The general study developed that there are three distinct methods used by the

reporting railroads in covering the inspection of their track, namely: (1) Regularly

assigned track patrols or inspectors; (2) regular inspection by roadmasters, supervisors,

their assistants or section foremen; and (3) inspections by various maintenance of way

personnel on motor cars in the performance of their regular duties, no regularly assigned

track patrols or inspectors being used.

1. Method

The various replies show that 9 railroads, involving 32,345 miles of line, or 20

percent of the total mileage of those reporting, have regularly assigned track patrols or

inspectors on main and heavy-duty branch and secondary lines. The patrols or inspectors

cover 20 to 75 m'les of line per day by motor car, depending on density of traffic and

whether their designated territories have single or multiple tracks. Three to 10 miles per

day are covered on foot in certain territories. In the regularly assigned patrol or inspector

method, it is found that the following various types of inspections are made:
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These railroads, although inspection of their complete territory is not made daily,

feel that their track is adequately protected. One railroad has had this system in effect

since 1918; four since 1923; one since 1928; one since 1933; three since 1940; and four

since 1949.

2. Reasons for Method of Inspection

The study shows that the reporting railroads have various reasons for adopting

their present methods of inspection. Those given by railroads having regularly assigned

patrols or inspectors are as follows:

An economy measure—formerly track walkers were used.

To relieve section gangs from detailed inspection and corresponding loss of produc-

tive time by section forces.

System adopted in connection with elimination of section gangs and substitution

of floating and spotting gangs using highway trucks in lieu of motor cars.

Method adopted to increase effectiveness of section forces.

To relieve section foreman of making inspection, giving him more time to spend

on constructive maintenance.

Reorganization of track department account 40-hr week schedule in order to

obtain increased productive service from available forces.

Railroads using roadmasters, supervisors or their assistants for regular patrolling,

report as follows:

All maintenance gangs are provided with highway vehicles for transportation.

Is a continuation in a lesser degree of former days when all sections had a track

walker.

System adopted for reasons of economy with advent of 40-hr work week.

Section forces reduced and sections extended. Section force patrol uneconomical

under these conditions.

Track supervisor system was adopted in order to more closely supervise the sec-

tion forces and any other special track force; also to provide for daily motor

car inspection trip over each designated territory.

Railroads having no regularly assigned patrols or inspectors report as follows:

Due to all sections being covered by foreman or track supervisor at least twice

a week, and division engineer at least once every two weeks on large inspec-

tion motor car.

For reasons of economy.

Since the adoption of motor cars for all roadmasters and section gangs.

Present method in vogue for 30 years and has proven satisfactory.

Method adopted due to heavier material and higher standard of maintenance,

improved signal protection, operation of rail flaw detector equipment, and

frequent movement over track by supervisory personnel.

3. Reports Made and Method of Correction

Railroads having regularly designated patrols or inspectors report as follows:

Three railroads follow this procedure: No regular written reports are prepared;

however, patrols correct all impoper conditions they can possibly handle.

They report other conditions to track supervisor or roadmaster for correction.
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Three railroads handle in this manner: Regular reports are made daily to track

supervisor or roadmaster. Patrol reports are handled by supervisor or road-

master with foreman involved. Emergency conditions are handled at once

by patrol with foreman.

The three other railroads handle as follows: Track inspector prepares form report

which is given to track supervisor or roadmaster, who passes it on to division

engineer. Track inspector handles running repairs. If he cannot handle by

himself, he will notify section foreman and track supervisor.

Track patrol makes report to supervisor and also keeps daily log book of findings.

Patrol corrects minor repairs and adjustments. For major repairs, supervisor

handles through instructions to section foreman.

Written report is presented to section foreman who corrects defects reported.

Railroads using roadraasters, track supervisors, assistants or section foremen for

regular patroling report as follows:

Daily reports are made to the supervisor. Emergency repairs are handled with

nearest maintenance force; other repairs are handled through the supervisor

in his maintenance program.

Foreman reports conditions found to supervisor. Supervisor follows foreman's

reports to insure correction of items found.

Reports are given to the roadmaster. All conditions arc followed by roadmaster

for correction.

No written reports are made. Conditions are handled direct by roadmaster with

section foreman.

Verbal reports are made to section foreman and roadmaster. Assistant roadmaster

instructs section foreman and reports to roadmaster.

Assistant roadmaster keeps diary of serious defects and consults roadmaster on

action taken or to be taken. Direct instructions are given to section foreman

concerned, and if necessary, assistant roadmaster stays to supervise repairs.

In addition to frequent verbal reports to roadmaster, track supervisors keep daily

record of findings. Track supervisor directly supervises section foremen; there-

fore, handle their own findings for correction.

No regular reports are made. Inspecting officer or foreman directs immediate cor-

rection of minor defects. More serious defects are reported to roadmaster for

method of correction.

The railroads having no designated patrol report as follows:

Ordinary conditiqns found by the foreman are corrected by him, and conditions

beyond foreman's ability to correct with his small force are reported to his

supervisor, who arranges for correction. Conditions found by supervisor or

roadmaster are handled directly with foreman for correction.

4. Necessity

Railroads having regularly assigned patrols or inspectors, and those using supervision

for regular patrolling, give various similar reasons for the necessity as follows:

Practically all maintenance gangs are provided with highway vehicles for trans-

portation.

Patrols established to eliminate interference with work of section and extra gangs.

In line with safe operation of trains at scheduled speeds.

Due to unusual track and roadbed conditions.
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In the interest of economy through closer supervision and elimination of the need

for transporting gangs over great distances on patrol work, such as occurs

when section forces are used for track inspection.

Standard procedure requires that all main, secondary or branch-line tracks be

inspected daily.

The 14 railroads using no regular patroling methods report that since all road-

masters, track supervisors and section foremen are equipped with motor cars and make
frequent trips over the territories assigned to them, it has not been felt necessary to use

regular track patrols except in locations of hazardous terrain and unusual track con-

ditions.

5. Frequency

As described in the outline of the 19 railroads using regular patroling and inspecting

methods, the frequency varies. Four railroads consider 7-day protection necessary; 8 con-

sider 6 necessary; 4 patrol each day of the S-day working week; and of the 3 remaining,

2 consider only 3 days per week necessary, and the other, 2 days.

The 14 railroads having no regular patrols or inspectors report that their entire track

is inspected by roadmasters, track supervisors and section foremen in their regular tours

of duty in working over their designated territories. The frequency of these inspections

is as follows: Nine railroads, 2 to 5 days per week; 3 railroads 1 day; and the remaining

2 did not specify definite frequency of days per week, but are assured that their tracks

are inspected at least 3 times weekly.

In practically all cases, important terminals and yards receive daily inspections on

all working days, while in less important yards, routine inspection is made by foreman,

assistant forema.n or lamp attendant, the same holding true for outlying sidings.

CONCLUSION

The study develops that there is no set pattern followed by similarly maintained

railroads in the methods used for track patrol or inspection. The policy for inspecting

track is determined by the personnel having the responsibility and in accordance with

their individual ideas. Based on their knowledge of conditions on their particular rail-

road, they provide the protection which they deem necessary for the safe operation

of trains.

It is generally accepted that daily regular patrols are necessary in hazardous moun-
tainous territory and in congested areas where train movements are extremely heavy;

also where section gangs have been replaced by district gangs having extended territory

with limited supervision and transported by highway vehicles.

Considering modern track equipment and material, which provide a higher standard

of track maintenance, also improved signal protection, slide detectors, operation of rail

flaw detector equipment, and frequent movements over tracks by supervisory personnel,

14 railroads, or 42 percent of total number reporting, are of the opinion that regularly

assigned patrols are not necessary, and are satisfied with their present method, which

provides full coverage over the entire territory assigned to them through frequent motor

car trips made by division engineers, track supervisors, roadmasters and section foremen

in the performance of their regular duties.
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W. F. Dunn, Sr.,* G. H. Dayett, Jr. A. J. Loom, Vice Chairman,
Chairman, R. F. Dreitzler M. F. Jaeger

W. P. Arnold H. R. Duncan L. W. Kistler
W. W. Barger T. H. Friedlin J. W. McGlothlin
J. A. Barnes F. J. Fudge G. L. P. Plow
A. S. Barr W. H. Fulweiler R. R. Poux
R. S. Belcher (E) H. F. Gilzow M. H. Priddy
P. D. Brentlinger W. R. Goodwin W. C. Reichow
Walter Buehler R. R. Gunderson A. P. Richards
C. M. Burpee H. M. Harlow B. J. Richards
C. S. Burt W. H. Hillis, Jr. W. B. Stomback
G. L. Cain B. D. Howe F. H. Taylor
G. B. Campbell M. S. Hudson H. C. Todd, Jr.

H. B. Carpenter R. P. Hughes C. H. Wakefield
L. C. Collister H. E. Hurst Committee

* Died October 7, 1953.
(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Recommendations, submitted for adoption page 545

2. Service test records of treated wood.

Progress report, submitted as information , page 548

3. Destruction by marine organisms; methods of prevention.

Progress report, submitted as information page 550

4. Creosote-petroleum solutions.

Progress report, submitted as information page 553

5. Destruction by termites; methods of prevention, collaborating with Com-

mittees 6 and 7.

Progress report, submitted as information page 554

6. New impregnants and procedures for increasing the life and serviceability of

forest products.

Progress report, submitted as information page 554

7. Incising forest products.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 555

8. Review the specifications for creosote, particularly with respect to limitation

of residue above 355 deg C, and other revisions resulting from changes :'n

process of manufacture.

Assignment completed, and changed to read "Effect on AREA standards

and specifications of any changes in manufacturing processes and specifica-

tions for creosote, petroleum and other products" page 555

543
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9. Treatment of wood to make it iire resistant.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 555

10. Artificial seasoning of forest products prior to treatment.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 556

11. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of re-

leased materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

12. Treatment of laminated timber.

Progress report, presented as information page 557

The Committee on Wood Preservation,

A. J. Loom, Acting Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 512, December 1953.

MEMOIR

Hilliam jFrancisf Bunn, ^r.

Died October 7, 1953

William Francis Dunn, tie and timber agent of the Southern Railway System, died

unexpectedly in Cincinnati, Ohio, on October 7. His death followed a heart attack which

occurred on a train while he was enroute to attend an AAR committee meeting. He is

survived by his wife, Mrs. May Hancock Dunn; a daughter, Mrs. Mary D. Stifflemire;

fouT sons, William, Jr., Robert B., John E., and Roger H. ; a sister, Miss Mary F. Dunn,

and eight grandchildren.

Mr. Dunn was born on March 25, 1893, at Washington, D. C, and attended public

and business schools there. He entered the service of the Southern Railway on May 28,

1929, as a stenographer in the Law Department at Washington. Subsequently, he served

as secretary to the general attorney, secretary to the general solicitor, secretary to the

vice president (financial), chief clerk in the general purchasing ofiice, and assistant tie

and timber agent, with headquarters at Washington. On November 1, 1941, he was pro-

moted to tie and timber agent, with headquarters still at Washington, which position

he held at the time of his death.

Much of Mr. Dunn's well rounded knowledge of the whole field of forest products

was developed during ten years service with the Elm City Lumber Company, New Bern,

N. C, prior to entering the service of the Southern Railway. It was also in New Bern

that he became a member of the Elks Lodge of that city.

Mr. Dunn joined the American Railway Engineering Association in 1948. He became

a member of Committee 17—Wood Preservation, in 1949, and had been the chairman

of that important committee since 1952. He was also a member of Committee 3
—

^Ties,

since 1950. In 1953 he was appointed to the Emergency Committee on Ties and Wood
Preservation, one of several Emergency Committees set up by the Board of Direction in

1950 to make recommendations in behalf of the Association for emergency action on

standards and specifications in the event that defense or war activities of the country

demanded such action. He became a member of the American Wood Preservers' Asso-
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ciation in 1948, and had served on the Executive Committee of that Association for the

past three years. During 1947-1948 he was chairman of Committee 5—Forest Products,

Purchases and Stores Division, Association of American Railroads.

Mr. Dunn was an active and diligent worker on each of the committees with which

he served, and took great interest in all committee affairs. He worked faithfully and

continuously for improvement in whatever he undertook to do, and always had a

prominent part in the discussions of committee reports. Along with his unlimited capacity

for work, he had an attractive and enthusiastic personality, and a keen sense of humor.

He always appreciated a witty story, or a good joke, and he would tell them with great

satisfaction and delight to his listeners. Truly, it can be said, he lived a full and useful

life, devoted to his family, his church and his work.

Mr. Dunn had a great capacity for friendship. He leaves a host of friends throughout

the railroad and wood-preserving industries in particular, who were well acquainted with

his sterling qualities, which made his friendship so very pleasant at all times. His sound

knowledge, judgment, counsel, and genial ways will be greatly missed during the years

ahead.

Clarence S. Burt, Chairman,

A. J. Loom,

H. R. Duncan,

Committee on Memoir.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. S. Burt (chairman, subcommittee), W. P. Arnold, Walter Buehler, C. M. Burpee,

G. B. Campbell, H. R. Duncan, A. J. Loom.

Your committee has made a further and most careful study of its chapter in the

Manual and recommends reapproval of the following documents with the revisions,

deletions and additions called for. Note that the page references are based on the paging

in the new addition of the Manual.

Pages 17-1-1 and 17-1-2

WOOD PRESERVING FUNDAMENTALS

Reapprove with the following change:

Page 17-1-1—Fifth paragraph dealing with the conditioning of wood—steaming.

Change last sentence to read: "Steaming is applied to Pacific coast Douglas fir, inter-

mountain Douglas fir, western hemlock and western larch only when a salt is the

preservative.

Pages 17-4-3 to 17-4-18, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TREATMENT

Reapprove with the following changes:

Page 17-4-3—Sec. B. Treatment

Empty cell—Lowry and Rueping—Second paragraph has to do with the temperature

of the preservative during pressure period. Change temperature from 220 to 210.

Full cell—Bethel—Second paragraph pertains to temperatures of preservatives dur-

ing pressure period. Reduce temperature from 220 to 210.
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Page 17-4-4—Oil-Borne Preservatives

Second paragraph describes temperature of preservative during treatment. Change

this to read: "The temperature of the preservative during the entire pressure period shall

not be more than 210 deg F, but shall average at least 140 deg F."

Page 17-4-8—Sec. G, Table 1—Specific Requirements for Preservative Treatment by

Pressure Processes

Results of Treatment—Water-borne preservatives—Add the following salts and their

retentions in each of the two columns of species:

Above Ground Ground Contact

Copperized chromated zinc chloride 0.75 1.00

Acid copper chromate 0.50 1.00

Page 17-4-9—Table 1—Pacific Coast Douglas lir, Intermountain Douglas Fir, West-

ern Hemlock and Western Larch

Conditioning—Increase steaming temperature from 220* to 240*.

For the same species—Heating in preservative—Reduce temperature—degrees F

—

Max. from 220 to 200.

Results of Treatment-—Oaks—General Use—Add below the 6-lb net retention,

"appUes to red oak only. White oak to be treated to refusal".

Water-borne preservatives—Add the following salts and their retentions in each of

the two columns of species:

Above Ground Ground Contact

Copperized chromated zinc chloride ". 0.75 1.00

Acid copper chromate 0.50 1.00

Penetration—Douglas Fir, Western Hemlock and Western Larch—add: "Intermoun-

tain Douglas fir 90% of sapwood."

Page 17-4-10—Table 1—Lumber, Timbers and Bridge Ties

At top of page change heading of column to read, "Gums".

Results of Treatment—Water-borne preservatives—Add the following salts and show

their retentions as given below:

Above Ground Ground Contact

Copperized chromated zinc chloride 0.75 1.00

Acid copper chromate 0.50 1.00

Page 17-4-11—Table 1—Piles

Conditioning—Steaming—Change "Duration—Hrs.—Max." from 18 to 15.

Treatment—Eliminate "Water-borne preservatives" and "Oil-borne preservatives"

and each reference to their use for these materials.

Results of Treatment—Penetration—Pacific Coast Douglas Fir—Change the require-

ment to read "%" for 8-lb retention. For 10-lb retention—%" and 85% up to a maximum
of 1^'" for heavier retentions."

Pa-^e 17-4-12—Table 1—Piles

Conditioning—Heating in preservative—Reduce "Temperature—degrees F—Max."

from 220 to 210.

Treatment—Ehminate "Water-borne preservatives" and "Oil-borne preservatives"

and each reference to their use for these materials.

Results of Treatment—Retention for creosote and creosote-coal tar—Change 10 to

8 in each case.
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Page 17^-13—Table 1—Poles

Conditioning^Steaming—Reduce "Duration—Hrs. Max." from 18 to 15.

Results of Treatment—Penetration—Southern Pine and Ponderosa Pine—Change the

requirements of 3.0 or 85% to read: "2.5" or 85%, 3.0" or 90%, 3.5" or 90% for 8, 10

and 12-lb retentions, respectively."

Page 17-4-14—Table 1—Poles

Treatment—Eliminate "Water-borne preservatives" and reference to their use for

these materials.

Results of Treatment—Penetration—Pacific Coast Douglas Fir—Change requirement

to read: "^4" for S-lb retention and 85% up to a maximum of 1§^" for heavier

retentions."

Page 17-4-15—Table 1—Posts
Results of Treatment—Water-borne preservatives—Add the following salts and show

their retentions in both columns as given below:

Copperized chromated zinc chloride ' 1.00

Acid copper chromate 1 .00

Page 17-4-16—Cross Ties and Switch Ties

Conditioning—Heating in Preservative—Jack Pine, Red Pine, Lodgepole Pine

—

Reduce "Temperature—degrees F—Max." from 220 to 210.

Treatment—Eliminate "Water-borne preservatives" and "Oil-borne preservatives"

and each reference to their use for these materials.

Page 17-4-17—Table 1—Cross Ties and Switch Ties

Change heading of the first column to read: "AREA—TC—Gums".

Change heading of the second column to read "AREA—TD".
Conditioning—Heating in preservative—Reduce temperature shown in second column

from 220 to 210.

Treatment—EUminate "Water-borne preservatives" and "Oil-borne preservatives"

and each reference to their use for these materials.

Page 17^-18—Table 1—Cross Ties and Switch Ties

Pacific Coast Douglas Fir, Intermountain Douglas Fir, Western Hemlock and West-

ern Larch—Conditioning—Change to show that steaming is not permitted.

Eliminate "Vacuum" and reference thereto.

Heating in preservative—Temp, degrees F—Max.—Reduce from 220 to 200.

Treatment—EUminate "Water-borne preservatives" and "Oil-borne preservatives"

and each reference to their use for these materials.

Results of Treatment—Penetration—Firs, Hemlock and Larch—Add "Intermountain

Douglas fir—90% of sapwood."

Pages 17-4-8 to 17-4-18, incl.—Sec. G, Table 1

Conditioning—for all species listed on each of the 11 pages of this table, add the

words "accelerated air seasoning" immediately following "air seasoning."

Results of Treatment—Penetration—In every instance where penetration is referred

to in fractions, change to express decimally. Where percentages are shown, add percent

mark in each instance.
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Report on Assignment 2

Service Test Records of Treated Wood

R. P. Hughes (chairman, subcommittee), G. H. Dayett, Jr., L. W. Kistler, G. L. P. Plow,
R. R. Poux, W. C. Reichow, W. B. Stomback, F. H. Taylor.

The following progress report is .submitted as information.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad reports on 1952 inspections of creosoted cross ties in

3-deg curve at Backus, Pa., and at Hills-Loveland, Ohio.

Delaware & Hudson Railroad report on cumulative record of life of treated cross

ties as of January 1, 1952—all tracks.

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Tie Test at Backus, Pa.

Length of Test—42 Years
Report For 1952 Renewals—Installed November 1910

Straight Creosote—10 Lb per Cu Ft

Kind of Wood
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Report on Assignment 3

Destruction by Marine Organisms: Methods of Prevention

A. P. Richards (chairman, subcommittee), W. P. Arnold, Walter Buehler, C. M. Burpee,

G. L. Cain, R. R. Gunderson, H. M. Harlow, B. D. Howe, M. F. Jaeger, R. R. Poux,

F. H. Taylor.

Your committee submits the following report as information relating to the activities

of marine borers and methods of prevention.

TEST PILES

The following reports have been received from E. E. Mayo, chief engineer. Southern

Pacific Company:

Report of Inspection on November 3, 1952, of Specimens Furnished by Chemical

Warfare Service and Placed in San Francisco Bay at Request

OF Dr. Hermann von Schrenk

Gate 25-1-A. Installed at Biological station, Oakland pier, July 21, 192S. Removed

1942, replaced 1946. The untreated pieces hung at this station 1951-52, show moderate

limnoria and light teredo attack; loss in weight 18 percent.

No. 2 (Creosote and 1 percent diphenylamine chlorarsine)—^Heavy localized limnoria

attack.

Chemical Warfare Service Test Pieces Forwarded from Edgewood Arsenal

BY Lt. Col. C. E. Brigham and Hung at Oakland Pier,

February 24, 1932 ; Removed 1942 ; Replaced 1946

Specimen
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Report of Inspection November 3, 1952, of Specimens Furnished Through

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk and Col. W. G. Atwood, and Installed

in San Francisco Bay Area

Barrett Manufacturing Company material placed at Station B, Pier 7, San Francisco,

January 1923. Moved to Biological station, Oakland pier, Southern Pacific, December

1925. Removed 1942, replaced 1946. Total exposure to date 25 years. (P—pine;

F—fir)

Gale
Specimen

No. Treatment Condition Nov. 3, 1952

B-4

B-G

B-8

U-9

n-10

P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4

P-5
'P-6
P-7
P-8

P-9
P-10
P-1

1

P-1

2

P-1.

3

P-14
P-1.

5

P-16

F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4

F-5
F-6
F-7
F-8

F-9
F-10
F-11
F-1

2

F-1

3

r-14
F-1.

5

F-IG

Coke oven original oil

solids removed
acids removed

" bases removed

Coke oven oil minus residue at .360° C_
fraction 2.30-270..

" " " fraction up to 230
fraction 270-300-

.

Vertical retort original oil

minus solids
" minus acids

minus bases

Vertical minus residue above 300° C—
minus fraction 230-270° C
minus fraction up to 230° C
minus fraction 270-300° C

Same as P-1
' " P-2

" P-3
• " P-4

Same as P-5
" " P-6
" " P-7
" " P-8

Same as P-9
•• " P-10
" " P-11
" " P-12

Same as P-13
" P-14

" " P-15
' " P-16

Heavv limnoria attack

Heavv limnoria attack

Heavy limnoria attack

Heavv limnoria attack

Hea\-y limnoria attack
Moderate limnoria attack
Heavy limnoria attack
Moderate limnoria attack

Heavy limnoria attack

Heavv limnoria attack

Heavy limnoria attack

The untreated specimens at this station 1951-52 show moderate limnoria and light

teredo attack; loss in weight 18 percent.

It may be noted that practically all of the specimens now show a heavy limnoria

attack. A comparison made between these data and those reported in the AREA Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, page 352. shows the variation in the performance of the different

materials tested in this series.
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Report of Inspection of New Test Pieces Exposed to Marine Borers

AT Oakland Pier

The untreated pieces exposed 1951-52 had moderate limnoria attack and light teredo

attack; loss in weight 18 percent.

A. Hercules Powder Company products, exposed

1948-52

Rosinamine D. Ties piece No. 5 Moderate limnoria attack

B. Cuprolignum, exposed 1948-52

Cu-3
;
pressure treated Heavy localized limnoria attack

C. Copper naphthenate, exposed 1948-52

CuNapth
;

pressure treated Moderate locahzed limnoria attack.

D. Four new pieces placed April 5, 1950

Standard (of CaUf.) Wood Preservative

No. 1 6.0 lb retention Heavy limnoria attack

No. 2 13.7 lb retention Moderate limnoria attack

Creosote
No. 1 12.6 lb retention Very light limnoria attack

No. 2 6.2 lb retention Moderate localized limnoria attack

E. Portland Gas & Coke Co. Casco Oils Placed October 1951

Gasco Creosote 14.6 lb cu ft No attack

Gasco Creosote 6.6 lb cu ft " "

Gasco distillate 13.0 lb cu ft " "

Gasco distillate 10.3 lb cu ft

Gasco distillate 3.9 lb cu ft " "

TEST PILES, OAKLAND PIER, CALIFORNIA

The Australian turpentine wood piles driven at Oakland pier December, 1927, and

January, 1928, were inspected at low tide on September 5, 1952. Pile No. 44, previously

reported as broken, is now no longer on test, leaving a total of 37 still in service. Of the

original 50 piles, 4 have been lost by fire and 9 by breakage. None has been lost due

to borer attack. Limnoria have continued to attack what little sapwood remains on some

of the piles. On those where the sapwood was reported destroyed at former inspection

there is no evidence of limnoria activity.

Two of the piles were measured at the point of greatest attack in the tidal area.

The measurements indicate the reduction in diameter due to limnoria activity to be

1.43 in and 1.36 in, which corresponds to the original sapwood thickness.

COOPERATIVE CREOSOTE PROGRAM

Through the cooperative efforts of the Forest Products Laboratory, Bell Telephone

Laboratories, the Barrett Division of the Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation, Bernuth,

Lembcke Co., Inc., and the Koppers Company, Inc., a study of 15 creosote oils of various

characteristics is being made. This work involves comparative field exposures against fungi,

termites and marine borers, as well as several different types of laboratory evaluations.

The marine borer phase of the work has been under way for nearly 5 years with panels

submerged at Wrightsville Beach, N. C, and Aransas, Tex. In a progress report,

A. P. Richards, "Cooperative Creosote Program—Prehminary Progress Report on Marine

Exposure Panels", AWPA 1952 Proceedings, the following order of merit was given after

exposure for four years:
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Table 7

—

Relative Order of Merit of Preservathes Based on Average

Panel Ratings
Sample
No. Type of Oil Rating

12 70-30 creosote-coal tar solution 9.4

3 Straight run creosote, high residue 8.9

4 Straight run creosote, medium residue, low in tar acids 8.9

2 Straight run creosote, medium residue 8.6

5 Straight run creosote, medium residue, low in naphthalene 8.6

10 English coal tar creosote (coke oven) 8.6

1 Straight run creosote, low residue 8.4

8 Straight run creosote, high residue, low in tar acids and naphthalene 8.3

6 Straight run creosote, medium residue, low in tar acids and naphthalene . . 8.2

13 Creosote-petroleum, 70-30 solutions 8.1

7 Straight run creosote, low residue, low in tar acids and naphthalene 7.9

11 English coal tar creosote (50% vertical retort 50% coke oven) 6.3

9 English coal tar creosote (vertical retort) 4.6

14 Straight petroleum 0.0

Untreated controls 0.0

In practical]}' each case limnoria waj the attacl::ng organism.

TEST BOARD STUDIES

Marine test panel studies are being continued along the New England coast by the

New England Marine Piling Investigation Committee under the chairmanship of S. G.

Phillips, chief engineer of the Boston & Maine Railroad.

The New York Marine Piling Investigation is also being continued under the direc-

tion of Roger Oilman, deputy director. Port of New York Authority.

Under the sponsorship of the Navy Department, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Admiral

J. F. Jelley, chief, 200 test board locations on a world-wide basis are now being

investigated.

A careful study of the test board data shows that while there are numerous minor

changes in marine borer activity at individual locations, the general activity has remained

at least the same, with a number of re-occurrences taking place during 1952 for the

first time in a number of vears.

Report on Assignment 4

Creosote-Petroleum Solutions

B. J. Richards (chairman, subcommittee), W. W. Barger, James A. Barnes, Walter

Buehler, H. B. Carpenter, L. C. Collister, R. P. Hughes, M. F. Jaeger, W. C.

Reichow.

The following report is submitted as information.

Effective July 1, 1953, The National Bureau of Standards adopted a new value for

the viscosity of water. The value currently in use at that time was 1.0070 centistokes at

68 deg F. The new value is 1.0038 centistokes at 68 deg F.

Accordingly, extensive revisions to viscosity conversion tables have been necessary

as well as factors for kinematic viscometers. All kinematic viscosity measurements for

example will be reduced by 0.318 percent.

Saybolt universal and Furol viscosities, however, will not be effected. New tables

are now available from ASTM headquarters.
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No new developments have occurred in the creosote-petroleum field, other than a

proposal to reduce the flash point for petroleum for blending with creosote, as it now

appears in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 725, from not less than 215 deg F to not

less than 190 deg F.

The committee decided to make no change.

A joint meeting of Subcommittees 4, 8 and 9 was held in Cleveland, Ohio, on

April 28, 1953, at which time it was proposed that the assignment of Subcommittee 4

be extended to include petroleum and other carriers for pentachlorophenol and copper

naphthenate.

Report on Assignment 5

Destruction by Termites; Methods of Prevention

Collaborating with Committees 6 and 7

B. D. Howe (chairman, subcommittee), Walter Buehler, F. J. Fudge, W. H. Fulweiler,

H. F. Gilzow, H. M. Harlow, M. F. Jeager, J. W. McGlothUn, A. P. Richards,

H. C. Todd, Jr.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Previous reports of this subcommittee have frequently referred to the termite

exposure tests at Florissant, Mo., it being the hope of the committee that a final report

on this test could be presented to the Association. However, conditions are such that

a final examination of the plot is not practicable. It is suggested that interested members

read the comprehensive report appearing in the 1946 Proceedings, Vol. 1947, page 142.

Your committee has been most fortunate in obtaining, through Walter Buehler,

permission to sponsor a test plot on the grounds of the University of Florida. It is the

purpose of the committee to arrange for the installation of test stakes as early as

practicable and for annual inspections and reports thereon to the Association.

The Forest Products Laboratory has issued Report No. R1903-13, in preliminary

form, entitled Protection Against Wood Destroying Organisms, which is to form a chapter

in the revised edition of its Wood Handbook. This report contains much valuable infor-

mation on the destruction of wood by termites and possible methods of prevention.

Report on Assignment 6

New Impregnants and Procedures for Increasing the Life

and Serviceability of Forest Products

A. P. Richards (chairman subcommittee), W. P. Arnold, J. A. Barnes, P. D. Brentlinger,

H. B. Carpenter, W. H. Fulweiler, H. E. Hurst, R. R. Poux, M. S. Hudson.

Your committee submits the following progress report, as information.

There are no new preservatives on which sufficient information is available to justify

presentation to the Association for consideration as possible standards except chromated

copper arsenate, ammoniacal copper arsenite, and chromated zinc arsenate. The last of

these three was proposed as a standard last year by the committee but had to be with-

drawn because of its status as a patented product. The other two also fall into this

category and therefore cannot be considered by the Association as standards at this time.

There are no other new preservatives or processes on which information should be

presented to the Association this year.
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Report on Assignment 7

Incising Forest Products

W. p. Arnold (chairman, subcommittee), Walter Buehler, B. D. Howe, R. P. Hughes,

C. H. Wakefield.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

No significant changes have occurred in existing tests. No new tests have been started

and no new practices have come to the committee's attention. Tests on which reports

have been made in previous years are under continued observation.

Report on Assignment 8

Review the Specifications for Creosote, Particularly with Respect

to Limitation of Residue Above 355 Deg C and Other

Revisions Resulting from Changes in Processes

of Manufacture

W. W. Barger (chairman, subcommittee), Walter Buehler, C. M. Burpee, W. H. Ful-

weUer, M. S. Hudson, A. P. Richards, B. J. Richards.

Completed report on this assignment was made to the Association at the 1953

meeting, but the subject was held over for another year. The committee feels that work

on this assignment has been completed and upon request to the Board Committee on

Outline of Work, this assignment has been changed to read "Effect on AREA standards

and specifications of any changes in manufacturing processes and specifications for

creosote, petroleum and other products."

Report on Assignment 9

Treatment of Wood to Make It Fire Resistant

W. H. Fulweiler (chairman, subcommittee), W. P. Arnold, W. W. Barger, P. D. Brent-

lintier, l.. C. Coli sier, T. H. Fnedlin, F. J. Fudge, H. M. Harlow, M. S. Hudson,

J. W. McGlothlin, R. R. Poux, H. C. Todd, Jr., C. H. Wakefield.

Due to the illness of your chairman, no subcommittee meeetings were held during

the year.

In accordance with instructions, L. C. CoUister of our subcommittee was made

a cooperating member on Assignment 3 of AREA Committee 7—Wood Trestles and

Bridges. Likewise, Messrs. Barger, Collister, and Fulweiler, were made collaborating

members on Assignment 4 of Committee 7, and Messrs. Fulweiler and Todd were col-

laborating members of Committee 6—Buildings.

Your chairman was able to attend the meeting of Subcommittee 4 of AREA Com-
mittee 7, in Chicago on April 20, and presented some of the problems confronting our

subcommittee.

One problem which is confronting committees working on specifications for fire-

retardant treatment is the choice of the limit for minimum penetration on any face of
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the treated timber. It is hoped that during the coming year the committee may be able to

develop some information covering the effect of depth of penetration on the Under-
writers iire-retardant ratings.

If a small-scale test were available which would measure flame spread that could

be correlated with the Underwriters test, it would be of great assistance in securing this

information as it would be very difficult to secure the area necessary for the Under-
writers test with lumber treated to different depths of penetration.

Report on Assignment 10

Artificial Seasoning of Forest Products Prior to Treatment

W. P. Arnold (chairman, subcommittee), P. D. Brentlinger, C. M. Burpee, L. C. Col-
lister, R. D. Dreitzler, H. R. Duncan, B. D. Howe, M. S. Hudson, R. R. Poux,
M. H. Priddy.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

No new developments have come to the committee's attention during the year.

Experimentation methods under test continue to be observed.
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Report on Assignment 12

Treatment of Laminated Timber

L. C. Collister (chairman, subcommittee), W. P. Arnold, W. W. Barger, P. D. Brent-
linger, Walter Buehler, C. S. Burt, G. B. Campbell, R. F. Dreitzler, H. R. Duncan,
R. R. Gunderson, R. R. Poux, B. J. Richards.

This is the first progress report on a new assignment. To investigate and report on

treatment of laminated timber as to whether the members of a laminated timber should

be treated before assembly or after assembly ; what glues should be used in either case

;

and what results are obtained (a) as to adhesion of component parts if assembled after

treatment, and (b) what penetration of preservatives is secured if assembled before

treatment.

Wood that has been treated with salt preservatives, as shown in the Table 1, shows

good adhesive qualities in laminated timbers.

While the whole range of time-temperature schedules suitable for gluing treated wood
have not been completely investigated, certain schedules have been developed which

produce satisfactory results.

Table is copied from Wood Research, Number 13, September 1953:

Table 1

—

Block Shear and Delamination Results Obtained From Treated Red Oak,
Southern Yellow Pine, and Douglas Fir Glued with a

Phenol-Resorcinal Adhesive^
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To study ^ome of the variables in time permitted between treating, surfacing, and

gluing, and the effects of different retentions of preservatives, a series of block shear tests

on pentachlorophenol-treated and subsequently glued red oak were performed. Results

are shown in following Table 2 taken from Wood Research, Number 13, September 1953:

Table 2

—

Results (S) of Block Shear Tests of Red Oak Treated with
Pentachlorophenol and Glued with One Phenol-Resorcinal Adhesive

After Various Periods of Time After Surfacing^

Period Between Preservative

Treatment and Surfacing^
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W. S. Autrey
J. B. Babcock
T. A. Blair
Armstrong Chinn
R. P. Davis
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S. R. HURSH
J. R. Ivey, Jr.
A. V. Johnston
G. A. Kellow
Frank Kerekes
W. S. Kerr
H. E. Kirby
T. R. Klingel
N. W. Kopp
B. B. Lewis
F. J. Lewis
H. S. Loeffler
E. E. Mayo
C. T. Morris
C. H. MOTTIER

R. J. Stone, Vice Chairman,
R. C. Nissen
L. M. Ogilvie
W. A. Oliver

J. E. Perry
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J. A. Rust
W. C. Sadler
P. S. Settle, Jr.

H. O. Sharp
D. W. Tilman
Barton Wheelwright
R. C. White
A. D. Wolff, Jr.

Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Stimulate greater appreciation on the part of railway managements of

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of col-

leges and universities, and

(b) the necessity for providing adequate means for recruiting such graduates

and of retaining them in the service by establishing suitable programs

for training and advancement

No report.

2. Stimulate among college and university students a greater interest in the

science of transportation and its importance in the national economic struc-

ture, by cooperating with and contributing to the activities of student or-

ganizations in colleges and universities.

Progress report, presented as information page 561

3. The cooperative system of education, including summer employment in rail-

way service.

Progress report, presented as information page 563

4. Conduct a study looking to the publication of a booklet, or booklets, for

distribution to educational groups, particularly high schools and under-

graduates in colleges, designed to stimulate interest in the opportunities

afforded in a railroad engineering career.

Progress report, presented as information page 564

The Committee on Cooperative Relations With Universities,

C. G. Grove, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 513, January 1954.
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Qo\\>NOV Engineering
4

-AO^ COMMITTEE ON
^^/Tf*'

COOPERATIVE RELATIONS WITH UNIVERSITIES '0/

^^I^IN MEMORIAM-^
JAMES BYJ3N8IDE AKECS

I 884-1953

In his death, the Engineering Profession and the American Railway Engineering
Association have lost a distinguished leader, a loyal supporter, a wise coxinselor, a gentle-
man, a scholar, and a dear friend. This Society, through its Comnr^ittee on Cooperative
Relations with Universities which he served with distinction and dignity, expresses its

great appreciation of these sterling qualities and enters upon the minutes this testimony to

his memory. His kindly and sympathetic personality, his interest in the work of his as-
sociates and especially young engineers, also his engineering wisdom gained through wide
experience and diligence, make his passing a distinct loss to his community, his profes-
sion, and his Country. In professional matters as a counselor and advisor, friends and as-
sociates always found him courteous, considerate, and unselfish in the understanding of

their problems. He stood, in his walk in life, an outstanding example of good christian

citizenship. His cultural influence on his chosen profession stands as mute evidence of an
irreplaceable loss. We acknowledge our sense of affection and bereavennent.

James Byrnside Akers served the Southern Railway System faithfully, well, and
continuously from 1904 until his death in 1953 during which period he developed and enjoy-

ed an enviable reputation as an outstanding, progressive nnaintenance of way officer. On
joining the Southern in 1904 he accepted the position of Assistant Supervisor. His progres-
sive appointnnents included those of Levelnnan, Transitman, Assistant Engineer, Engineer
maintenance of way, Chief Engineer maintenance of way and structures. Assistant to Vice

President Engineering and maintenance of way, and Assistant Chief Engineer of the system.
In 1946 he was appointed Chief Engineer of the Southern Railway System which position he

held at the tinne of his passing. Under Mr. Akers' direction as Chief Engineer he was
directly responsible for the construction of the modern hump retarder yards at Birming-
ham and Chattanooga; the large bridges over the Tombigbee River at Jackson, Alabanna,

the Cumberland River at Burnside, Kentucky, and the Wabash River at the Illinois-Indiana

line.

In 1921 Mr. Akers was elected to membership in the American Railway Engineering

Association and for thirty-two years distinguished himself conspicuously in the activities

of the Society. Serving on many of the Society's most important connmittees, he gave un-

selfishly of his time and effort to the benefit of his chosen profession. He served the So-

ciety as a Director from 1939 to 1942; Junior Vice-President 1944 to 1945; and Senior Vice-

President 1945 to 1946. In 1946 he was elected President and during his administration,

through his sound judgment, keen analytical ability, and sincere appreciation of human val-

ues, the Society flourished and prospered. To many mennbers, however, Mr. Akers dis-

tinguished and identified himself as a most prominent dynamic ijiember of the Society's

Committee on Cooperative Relations with Universities serving as a member of the Com-
mittee since 1929. His understanding of the numerous problems confronting young engi-

neers in their effort to integrate into the Railway Engineering profession took material

form in his stimulating young students and providing them opportunities to advance their

respective frontiers of knowledge. He was the Society's champion of the young engineer.

Mr. Akers was a member of several National Professional Engineering Societies.

He was a member of the Official Board and the Board of Trustees of the Mount Vernon

Place Methodist Church of Washington, D.C. He was a Scottish Rite Thirty-Second Degree

Mason and a member o£ the Ancient Order of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine.

Mr. James B. Akers was born in Danville, Virginia, March 16, 1884, the son of

James B. and Laura Perkinson Akers. He attended the Danville Public Schools, 'Danville

Military Institute, and Washington and Lee University graduating with the degree of Bache-

lor of Science in Civil Engineering in 1904 and Civil Engineering in 1908. He died July 8,

1953, in Washington, D. C. In his passing, this resolution is lovingly tendered by those

members of this Committee who knew him "well and recognized his virtues.

Be it resolved that these resolutions be adopted by the Committee on Cooperative

Relations with Universities; that they be spread upon the minutes of this meeting; and that

copies thereof be sent his wife and his son.

Adopted by the Committee
October 23, 1953
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Report on Assignment 2

Stimulate Among College and University Students a Greater

Interest in the Science of Transportation and Its

Importance in the National Economic
Structure

By Cooperating with and Contributing to the Activities of Student

Organizations in Colleges and Universities

R. P. Davis (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, W. S. Autrey, T. A. Blair, J. R.
Ivey, Jr., E. E. Mayo, C. T. Morris, J. E. Perry, J. A. Rust, R. J. Stone, Barton
Wheelwright.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

During the past year individual members of Committee 24 have been active in

contributing to the activities of student organizations in colleges and universities. This

report summarizes some of these activities.

S. R. Hursh, assistant chief engineer-maintenance, Pennsylvania Railroad, gave a

talk on May 29, 1953, before a group of approximately 2500 students of the Northeast

High School in Philadelphia. In this address he stressed the need for engineers, explained

what engineering is and what engineers do, discussed the several branches of engineering,

showed something of the human relationships in engineering, presented information on

who should study engineering, and described the opportunities in the engineering

profession.

In a letter to your subcommittee chairman Mr. Hursh says, in part:

"It occurs to me that in connection with our work of preparing information for the

benefit of high school students, we should enhst not only members of Committee 24,

but other railroad officers as well, to take the opportunity whenever present in their

respective communities, to give similar talks to the student body."

Professor Robert B. Rice, Head, Department of Diesel and Internal Combustion

Engines, North Carolina State College, reports that he addressed the student body of the

Henderson High School, N. C, in April 1953 on the subject "Opportunities for a Career

in Engineering". He used as the core of his talk subject matter from our committee

report published in Vol. 54, January 1953, in which opportunities for college graduates

are clearly set forth. He also made available to his audience copies of the Pennsylvania

Railroad's, "Railroad Engineering, A Challenge and Opportunity", and the Baltimore

and Ohio's "Technical Graduate Training Course".

C. H. Mottier, vice president and chief engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, delivered

an address before the Mid-west Conference of Student Chapters of the ASCE at the

Xavy Pier branch of the University of Illinois on May 22, 1953, on the subject "A
Sound Philosophy of Life for an Engineer". In this talk he stressed the importance of

developing good habits, of having an optimistic attitude, of being ready to serve others,

and most important of all, of cultivating habits of industry. Following is one paragraph

of Mr. Mottier's address which, if followed, would go a long way in insuring success:

"Form good habits. For example, remember names and try to use an individual's

name when addressing him. Cultivate a friendly and cordial handshake, never a flabby

one, but don't overdo it. Don't try to look a hole through a man or break a bone in

his hand when shaking it. Be courteous, poHte and well groomed. Keep all promises.

Always be punctual. Keep no one waiting. Take pride in your work."
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Clark Hungerford, president, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, participated in a

meeting of the Schools and Scholarship committee of the Princeton Club of St. Louis

last May, at which time he talked informally to a group of young men who were planning

to enter college in the fall. Mr. Hungerford informs us of the establishment by the

Frisco, last spring, of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway-Clark Hungerford Scholar-

ship at Princeton University. This will be awarded annually to a student who is a

resident of one of the states served by the Frisco System.

R. J. Stone, vice president operations, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, reported

that E. F. Tuck, their superintendent of motive power, and F. G. Baker, their diesel

supervisor, delivered talks on diesel power before the Missouri School of Mines branch

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the Institute of Radio Engineers,

at RoUa, Mo., on February 12, 1953.

P. O. Ferris, assistant general manager and chief engineer, Delaware & Hudson

Railroad, reports a speaking engagement before a group of students at Siena College,

Loudenville, N. Y.

D. W. Tilman, special engineer, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, reports that he visited

13 institutions in connection with the Baltimore and Ohio's Technical Graduate Training

Course. In some cases these visits involved group meetings and in other cases individual

interviews only. A total of eight men in the 1953 class were taken into this course.

Reporting on the activities of the Southern Pacific Company, E. E. Mayo, chief

engineer, writes that each of the 10 division engineers on his railroad contacted schools

for the purpose of interesting students in summer employment as Technical Student

Trainees. Another activity was the showing of moving pictures to students. A group of

Business Administration students from the University of Oregon, accompanied by their

professor in transportation, spent three days inspecting the various shop facilities and

yards of the company, accompanied by representatives of the engineering, motive power,

communications and transportation departments.

Referring further to the activities in some of the colleges and universities, B. B.

Lewis, professor of railway engineering at Purdue University, reports that A. L. Sams,

office engineer, IHinois Central, gave a most interesting talk at his school on the problems

of the railroad engineer in connection with the planning and construction of the Pruden-

tial Life building in Chicago.

William A. Oliver, professor of civil engineering, University of IlHnois, reports an

address entitled "Careers in Railroad Operation" given by Downing B. Jenks, executive

operating vice president, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, on January 18,

1953, and an address entitled "Railroad Engineering as a Career", given by C. G. Grove,

chief engineer. Western Region, Pennsylvania Railroad, on October 8, 1952. Both of

these addresses were given before civil engineering seniors.

Walter C. Sadler, professor of civil engineering. University of Michigan, furnishes

considerable interesting information. He states that the College of Engineering of the

University of Michigan has had the pleasure of talks by a number of railroad men.

In addition to these lectures, student trips have been made to freight and passenger

terminals at Toledo, Cleveland, Chicago and Detroit, and to engine terminals at Jack-

son, Mich., and the diesel engine terminal at Owosso, Mich. Quoting Professor Sadler:

"Our students have all been well received in the various offices and were almost embar-

rassed by the minute detail and the kindly interest which these busy railroad officers

took in them."

At Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Prof. H. O. Sharp, head, division of geodesy

and transportation engineering, reports a healthy interest on the part of the students in
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transportation engineering, there being 32 seniors last year who elected to take the

Transportation option in the civil engineering curriculum. Professor Sharp is the faculty

adviser to the Student chapter of ASCE. In arranging for speakers he tries to have at

least one speaker each year who talks on transportation.

In general, your subcommittee feels there is increasing interest on the part of civil

engineering students in the field of railroad transportation. If members of Committee 24

will continue to interest themselves in stimulating among college and university students

a greater interest in the science of transportation, and will seek the active cooperation

of others in the railroad industry, we shall continue to make substantial progress.

Report on Assignment 3

The Cooperative System of Education, Including Summer
Employment in Railway Service

O. W. Eshbach (chairman, subcommittee), R. J. Stone, J. B. Babcock, Armstrong Chinn,
P. O. Ferris, A. V. Johnston, W. S. Kerr, T. R. Klingel, R. C. Nissen, L. M. Ogilvie,

Lem Adams.

The primary concern of this committee was with summer employment and coop-

erative education as related to experience in railway work. It is gratifying to note that

these activities probably suffered the least during the disturbed period of recent years.

Those who participated were probably in the best position to keep in contact with

engineering talent and secure their share of returning veterans. It is also interesting to

note that some new cooperative programs have been started. Most have occurred in

state universities and are organized on an optional basis with a restricted number of

students and cooperating companies.

In so far as the college situation is concerned, education has proceeded in a more

normal manner. Objectives and curricula in engineering are again being virtually

reviewed. Enrolments, while not materially increased over last year, show a trend influ-

enced by an increased birth rate and the after-effect of pubHcity regarding long-term

needs for technical talent. From the experience of recent years it is apparent that there

is need for a thorough study of the technical potential of the nation. An initial attempt

has been made by the Commission on Scientific and Specialized Personnel. The results

of their three-year study will be published by Haper's this spring and is called to the

attention of all those interested in the many phases of education and employment.

Since the report of last March dealing with manpower situations, there have been

considerable adjustments in military requirements. The general situation still exists in so

far as the availabiHty of immediate graduates is concerned. On the other hand, early

release from service obligations and some change in industrial needs have relieved the

tension which existed in the past few years. Assuming that the defense program continues

at adjusted levels, the military training program may be expected to proceed with

modification. Just what the situation may be in June is difficult to forecast. Modification

of the methods of recalling reservists is under discussion, as is universal military training.

The reservist problem may become a critical issue if another armed conflict arises. Your

committee will continue to keep in contact with the situation and report significant

developments.
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Report on Assignment 4

Conduct a Study Looking to the Publication of a Booklet, or

Booklets, For Distribution to Educational Groups, Par-

ticularly High Schools and Undergraduates in

Colleges Designed to Stimulate Interest

in the Opportunities Afforded in a

Railroad Engineering Career

Collaborating with the Mechanical Division, the Electrical Section,

the Signal Section, and the Communications Section, AAR

G. A. Kellow (chairman, subcommittee), W. H. Huffman, S. R. Hursh, Frank Kerekes,
H. E. Kirby, B. B. Lewis, F. J. Lewis, H. S. Loeffier, W. A. OHver, W. C. Sadler,

H. O. Sharp, R. J. Stone, D. W. Tilman.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Your committee has considered its assignment carefully and has agreed on the

following:

1. There is a need for literature suitable for both high school and college under-

graduate level. Because it is not felt practicable to develop a single brochure to stimulate

adequately the interest of both groups, two brochures will be needed.

2. In order to present a more attractive picture of a future in railroading as a career,

all branches of railroad engineering should be covered. Further, all phases of railroad

work, i.e., operating, traffic, executive, as well as engineering, should be mentioned.

3. Immediate needs of the railroads can be served best with a brochure aimed at the

college undergraduate level. Such a booklet can, at the same time, be made available

for high school guidance counsellors and to a degree reach the high school level.

The subcommittee is now, therefore, undertaking the development of a suitable

brochure intended for college undergraduate level, and will subsequently undertake the

preparation of similar literature suitable for use in high schools.
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T. J. Boyle
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J. T. Evans
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Nelson Handsaker
F. J. Hanrahan
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Milton Jarrell
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C. S. Johnson, Jr.

R. P. A. Johnson
J. V. Johnston
W. D. Keeney
J. R. Kelly
H. J. Kerstetter

J. C. Korte
A. L. Leach
C. V. Lund
W. B. Mackenzie
F. W. Madison
L. J. Markwardt
T. K. May
P. L. Montgomery
J. M. Montz
W. C. Wilder
W. H. O'Brien

W. C. Howe,
Vice Chairman,

W. A. Oliver
C. A. Peebles, Jk.

0. C. Rabbitt
H. S. RiMMINGTON
W. C. Schakel
A. H. Schmidt
F. E. Schneider
B. J. Shadrake

J. R. Showalter
Josef Sorkin
R. L. Stevens
F. L. Thompson
L. W. Watson
J. S. Welch, Jr.

A. M. Westenhofp

Commitlee

(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Grading rules and classification of lumber for railway uses; specifications

for structural timber, collaborating with other organizations interested.

No report.

5. Specifications for design of wood bridges and trestles.

Progress report, presented as information page 566

4. Methods of fireproofing wood bridges and trestles, including fire-retardant

paints, collaborating with Committee 17 and with the Fire Protection and

Insurance Section, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 567

5. Specifications for structural glued laminated lumber, collaborating with Com-
mittee 6.

Progress report, presented as information with view to adoption as manual

material a year hence page 568

6. Design of timber—concrete composite decks, collaborating with Committee 8.

No report.

565
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7. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of released

materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A, General

Reclamation, Purchase and Stores Division, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 583

The Committee on Wood Bridges and Trestles,

C. H. Newlin, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 513, January 1954.

Report on Assignment 3

Specifications for Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles

J. P. Dunnagan (chairman, subcommittee), W. L. Anderson, T. P. Burgess, F. H. Cramer,
P. R. Eastes, J. T. Evans, S. L. Goldberg, F. J. Hanrahan, M. W. Jackson, Milton

Jarrell, C. S. Johnson, Jr., R. P. A. Johnson, C. V. Lund, P. L. Montgomery,

J. M. Montz, Josef Sorkin, R. L. Stevens, W. C. Wilder.

An advance report of the committee is printed in Bulletin 510, September-October

1953, covering progress made on two investigations, namely:

1. The fatigue strength of timber bridge stringers, covering the initial phase of an

investigation conducted at Purdue University and correlated tests made at the Forest

Products Laboratory.

2. The comparative strength of bolted timber joints in repeated loading, covering

tests conducted at the AAR Central Research Laboratory.

The report on the fatigue strength of full-size stringers is excerpted from a thesis

written by Prof. J. L. Leggett, under whose immediate direction the Purdue tests were

conducted. The tests must be considered exploratory, and much additional work must be

completed before any sound conclusions can be drawn. Because there is no precedent

for tests of the scope undertaken in this investigation, considerable detail of the technique

is given in the report. Your attention is directed to the summary of observations growing

out of the investigation which appears at the end of the text.

The results thus far direct attention to the relative weakness of timber in horizontal

shear compared to its high strength in fiber stress in bending. It is hoped that the results

will serve to stimulate research and foster practices leading to the development and use

of methods which will overcome or materially reduce the loss of potential strength of

sawn timbers due to checking.

Timber is inspected in the green condition under current commercial grading rules

and prevailing practice. This practice necessitates the assumption that severe checking

may in fact take place; hence the lowest shear values must be placed on the gross section.'

If timber, on the other hand, were seasoned by industry or the consumer by some means

that would reduce the ultimate checking to a dependable minimum, advantage could be

taken of a higher shear value.

The progress report on the comparative performance of various size bolts and of a

commonly used patented fastener in joints simulating those of ordinary sway bracing

attached to piles, should be of considerable interest. A 54-ir> machine bolt has long been

practically the universal connection for trestle bents. Little use has been made or con-

sideration given to the benefits of larger bolts, and until the appearance of the spike-

grid type fasteners for timber pile construction, there has been no other widely used

attachment.
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While the actual stresses to which bracing is subjected still remain to be fully inves-

tigated, the report indicates that bolts larger than }i in definitely merit consideration,

as does also the use of fasteners of the spike-grid type. The wear and elongation of holes

commonly experienced with ^-in bolts can be remedied by either means, and a stronger

joint obtained.

Report on Assignment 4

Methods of Fireproofing Wood Bridges and Trestles,

Including Fire-Retardant Paints

Collaborating with Committee 17 and with the Fire Protection

and Insurance Section, AAR

R. E. Jacobus (chairman, subcommittee), J. C. Boston, W. W. Bover, B. E. Daniels,

J. P. Dunnagan, E. L. Haberle, J. V. Johnston, W. D. Keenev,'j. R. Kelly, H. J.
Kerstetter, A. L. Leach, L. J. Markwardt, T. K. May, W. B. Mackenzie, P. L.
Montgomery, C. A. Peebles, Jr., H. S. Rimmington, W. C. Shackel, F. E. Schneider,
F. L. Thompson.

Under this assignment your committee presented an advance report in Bulletin 510,

September-October 1953, beginning on page 135. The advance report includes a descrip-

tion and the results of a series of tests designed to evaluate the protective features of

fire-retardant coatings applied to treated structural timbers. These tests were conducted

by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway under the general direction of T. A. Blair,

chief engineer system. The .\.4R research staff made the temperature measurements and

prepared the report.

AAR Research on Fire-Retardant Coatings

Your committee is also collaborating with the AAR in connection with certain

research work on fire-retardant coatings now under way at the AAR Central Research

Laboratory.

The purpose of this research is to develop performance test standards, first for

evaluating fire-retardant coatings, and later for impregnation treatments of wood for

exposed structures and service, primarily timber railroad bridges. At the present time

no recognized procedures are available for the appraisal of fire-retardant coatings offered

for protection against timber bridge fires.

The work during 1953 consisted of the development of laboratory testing equipment

and technique which simulate, for the most part, the actual conditions encountered

during a trestle fire, such as temperature and duration of flame. A large number of

commercial fire retardants were then tested, but only a small number of them indicated

promise for use on railroad structures. The results of these prehminary tests were the

basis for a tentative testing specification which will be used for all future laboratory

testing. The results of these preliminary tests have also created considerable interest in

the paint and chemical industry and a number of companies are attacking the problem

with their own research personnel.

The proposed program during 1954 includes the complete fire, weatherometer, freez-

ing and out-door exposure testing of all available fire-retardant products in accordance

with the tentative testing specification which has now been developed. Treated timber

specimens of southern yellow pine and Douglas fir impregnated with a typical solution

of creosote and petroleum oils will be subjected to a flame designed to simulate both fire

spread and maximum heat. Each coating will be tested two weeks after application.
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If found satisfactory the coating will be tested on specimens in the weatherometer and

in an outdoor exposure rack. Coatings that indicate excellent fire-retardant and weather-

ing properties after repeated tests will be tested on full-scale replica timber trestles.

Report on Assignment 5

Specifications for Structural Glued Laminated Lumber
Collaborating with Committee 6

F. E. Schneider (chairman, subcommittee), J. T. Evans, E. L. Haberle, M. W. Jackson,
R. E. Jacobus, C. S. Johnson, J. R. Kelly, J. C. Korte, J. M. Montz, W. A. Oliver,

A. H. Schmidt, R. L. Stevens, F. L. Thompson, L. W. Watson.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Your committee presented a report on service tests of five glued laminated timber

railroad bridges in 1951. This report is published in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, pages

428 to 430, incl.

The results of the test installations of the glued laminated bridges have been grati-

fying, and since more and more glued laminated lumber is being used by the building

industry, it became evident that the AREA is in need of specifications for such lu'mber.

It is important to note that glues are available for exterior as well as interior use, and

that lumber can be pressure treated successfully with present preservatives without

de-lamination or harm to the glue lines.

The material for the draft of the tentative specifications has been taken from several

approved specifications, re-edited to AREA standards.

Comment on and criticism of the tentative specifications and accompanying tables

are invited, with a view to offering them, as may be revised, for inclusion in the Manual

a year hence.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR GLUED LAMINATED LUMBER
1. General

a. Structural glued laminated lumber is any member comprising an assembly of

wood laminations in which the grain of all laminations is approximately parallel longi-

tudinally and in which the laminations are bonded with approved adhesives.

b. Laminations shall be arranged horizontally (wide face of laminations placed nor-

mal to the direction of the load) in members stressed principally in bending, except as

hereinafter provided.

c. Except as otherwise provided, glued laminated members shall be designed in

accordance with the engineering formulas used for solid sawn-wood members and those

presented in Appendix A. (For more detail, see Fabrication and Design of Glued

Laminated Wood Structural Members, by the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, and

National Design Specifications for Stress-Graded Lumber and Its Fastenings, by the

National Lumber Manufacturers Association.)

d. The same allowable loads and methods of design for bolts, connectors and other

fastenings apply to glued laminated members as to solid sawn members. (For more detail,

see the National Design Specifications noted above.)

2. Design Stresses

a. Allowable stress values for dry conditions of use shall be applicable for normal

loading and long duration of loading when the moisture content in service is less than

15 percent, as in most covered structures.
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b. Allowable stress values for wet conditions of use shall be applicable for normal

loading and long duration of loading when the moisture content in service is IS percent

or more, as may occur in exterior and submerged construction.

c. The stresses for wet and dry conditions of use are also applicable to structural

glued laminated lumber that has been pressure impregnated by an approved process and

preservative after gluing.

d. Any purchase specification predicated on a stress level that i.s common to dry

and wet conditions of use without indicating the applicable basis shall be interpreted as

being based on dry conditions of use for soft woods, and based on wet conditions of use

for hardwoods. The use of only one species of lumber in a member is assumed.

3. Sizes for Laminations

a. Individual laminations shall be 2 in net or less in thickness.

b. To the extent that practical considerations will permit, all laminations of each

individual member shall be of the same uniform thickness. When laminations of different

thicknesses are used, divide the depth of the member by the thickness of the thickest

lamination used and then assume the quotient to be the number of laminations in the

member in determining the allowable stress.

c. A lamination for a wide member may consist of 2 or more pieces of lumber placed

side by side, provided that all longitudinal joints in adjacent laminations are staggered

at least 2 in laterally.

d. For exterior use face laminations of a member shall be of one piece in width,

or of pieces pre-glued together edgewise.

4. Grade Provisions

a. All lumber used as laminations in the fabrication of structural glued laminated

lumber shall be graded in accordance with the current Standard Grading Rules and

with additional requirements as herein specified.

b. The lumber used for laminations shall be uniformly manufactured and shall be

as required by Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, except as modified herein.

c. Boards less than 2 in. in nominal thickness shall be graded for slope of grain and

knot sizes on the wide face in accordance with the grade provisions of comparable joist

and plank sizes.

d. The rate of growth and density requirements of inner laminations shall apply to

clear outer laminations.

e. When lumber to be used for laminating is re-sawn, the finished re-sawn size shall

meet the grade requirements.

5. Slope of Grain

a. Slope of grain shall be hmited in the full length of each lamination and shall be

measured over a distance sufficiently great to determine the general slope, disregarding

slight local deviations resulting from permissible defects.

b. The slope of grain requirements for a member stressed principally in bending

apply only to the laminations in the outer 10 percent of the depth of each face, but for

a tension or compression member the requirements apply to all laminations.

c. Slope of grain shall be Hmited in bending stress as indicated in Tables 7 and S,

except for members specified as being stressed principally in compression or tension, in

which case the limitations shall apply as indicated for compression or tension stress,

as the case may be.

d. For tapered members, the required slope of sirain of the laminations shall be

measured with respect to the neutral axis of the member.
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6. End Joints

a. The endwise joining of two or more pieces that are to comprise a single lamina-

tion shall be accomplished by scarf joints, unless butt joints or other means of joining

are specifically authorized.

b. Scarf joints shall be made with plain-sloping scarfs, unless otherwise specified.

c. Scarf joints shall be adequately made, accurately fitted and effectively glued to

avoid the necessity of reducing the moment of inertia or effective cross section.

d. Scarf joints shall be well scattered for all members, subject to the modifications

stated in Appendix A, Art. 4, Par. a.

e. Stepped scarf joints may be used the same as plain scarf joints, except that the

portion of the thickness of the lamination occupied by the step is disregarded in com-

puting the moment of inertia, and/or the net effective area.

f. Butt joints, if specified for the compression or tension portion of a member

stressed principally in bending, or for a member stressed principally in compression,

shall not be spaced closer together in adjacent laminations than 10 times the thickness

of the lamination. (See design provisions. Appendix A, Art. 4, Par. b., c, and e.)

7. Moisture Content

a. The lamination at the time of gluing shall be conditioned to a moisture content

approximating what it will attain in service, but shall not be less than 6 nor more than

16 percent.

b. The range of moisture content of various laminations assembled into a single

member shall not exceed S percent at the time of gluing. For example, the range can be

from 8 percent to 12 percent, inch, or 10 percent to 14 percent, incl., at the time of

gluing.

8. Adhesives

a. Approved adhesives shall be those which have been acceptably certified as per-

forming satisfactorily for the uses hereinafter described and as meeting tests for dur-

ability in conformance with the latest available procedure developed by the Forest Prod-

ucts Laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

b. Mixing, spreading, storage Hfe, pot life, working life and assembly life shall be

in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.

c. Each lot number of adhesives shall be certified as conforming to the applicable

specifications.

d. Water-resistant type adhesives shall be used only when normal moisture

equilibrium of the material will be less than IS percent in use, as in interior and pro-

tected locations. Such adhesives shall comply with the requirements of the following

specification

:

Federal Specification C-G-4S6 for casein glue.

e. Exterior type waterproof adhesives may be used for any construction (exterior,

submerged, or interior), and such adhesive shall comply with one of the following

specifications

:

Military Specification MIL-A-397 for room and intermediate temperature setting

resin glue of the phenol, resorcinol and melamine type, as amended.

Military Specification MIL-A-S534 for high temperature setting resin glue of the

phenol, resorcinol or melamine type, as amended.
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9. Fabrication

a. Surfaces of laminations to be glued shall be dean and free from oil, dust, and

other foreign matter which will be detrimental to satisfactory gluing.

b. Laminations shall be machine finished to a smooth surface and to a uniform

thickness, with a maximum allowable variation of 1/64 in for softwoods, and 1/100 in

for hardwoods. Laminations shall not be sanded.

c. Warp, twist, or other characteristics which will prevent intimate contact of

adjacent glued faces or interfere with uniform bending to the required curvature when
under clamping pressure, shall not be permitted.

d. Fabrication shall be in accordance with the best practices, with adequate plant

and equipment, and under the supervision of properly qualified personnel.

e. The fabricator shall provide adequate facilities and equipment so that laminations

are prepared, selected, spread, laid up, clamped and set within the adhesive manufac-

turer's specified time limits.

f. The clamping time and curing process required for the setting of adhesives shall

be in accordance with the adhesive manufacturer's recommendations.

g. Gluing pressure shall be 100 to 200 psi for softwoods and 150 to 250 psi for

dense hardwoods. The minimum pressure shall assure close contact of the wood surfaces

and provide a uniformly thin glue line. Such conditions must be maintained until the

adhesive has set.

h. Clamping methods shall be such that the pressure is as uniform as practicable

over the whole area.

i. Clamping may start at any point but .shall progress to an end or ends.

j. The nailing of laminations in lieu of clamping for pressure shall not be permitted.

10. Vertical Laminations

a. When vertically laminated beams are specified, the allowable stresses shall be the

stresses specified in the Standard Grading Rules for the grade of lumber used.

b. Allowable stresses for vertically laminated beams made of combination grades

of lumber shall be the weighted average of the lumber grades.

c. All end joints shall be scarfed in vertically laminated beams to a slope not steeper

than 1 in 8.

d. A lamination made up of two or more pieces in a vertically laminated beam shall

be edge glued.

11. Finished Sizes

a. Net (not nominal) dimensions of members shall be specified.

b. All members shall be trimmed to the length and finished to the width and depth

dimensions specified. Net dimensions shall be specified. Standard finished widths of

laminated members shall be as follows:

Nominal Width 3" 4" 5" 6" 8" 10" 12" 14" 16"

Net Finished Width 2^" 3^4" 4^" 5"orSi4" 7" 9" 11" 12i/4" 14^^"

c. Members that are .specified to be pressure impregnated with preservatives shall

be treated after gluing and may be trimmed and finished either at the fabricating plant

or at the treating plant before treatment.
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12. Marking and Wrapping

a. Each completed member shall be identified as to the manufacturer.

b. When specified, each completed member shall be identified as to the principal

stress involved and as to the stress rating for it.

c. Each completed member that is stressed principally in bending, if significant to

its proper use, shall be plainly marked to identify its top or bottom face.

d. Each completed member shall be marked "EXTERIOR" if exterior type of glue

is used.

e. Requirements for end sealing protection from damage during shipment shall be

specified as may be appropriate for the member involved.

f. Each completed member shall be protected from damage such as would noticeably

impair its appearance or lower its strength, durability or utility values. When method of

shipment warrants such protection, a wrapping to enclose each completed member may
be required.

g. Each completed member, if not pressure impregnated with a preservative and if

the weather or other conditions justify, may be required to be enclosed in a moisture-

resistant wrapping or coating.

13. Inspection

a. Inspection shall be a matter of contact between buyer and seller. It is suggested

that samples cut from the members be subjected to the tests of current ASTM Specifica-

tions, designation D 1101, when intended for exterior service, or current ASTM Specifica-

tions, designation D 905, when intended for interior service.

STANDARD REFERENCES

a. U. S. Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin, "Fabrication and Design of

Glued Laminated Wood Structural Members," by A. D. Freas and M. L. Selbo, Forest

Products Laboratory.

b. "Standard Current Specifications for the Design and Fabrication of Structural

Glued Laminated (Douglas Fir) Lumber," West Coast Lumbermen's Association.

c. "Standard Current Specifications for the Design and Fabrication of Structural

Glued Laminated Southern Pine," Southern Pine Inspection Bureau.

d. "Standard Current Specifications for the Design and Fabrication of Hardwood
Glued Laminated Lumber for Structural, Marine and Vehicular Uses," Southern Hard-

wood Producers, Inc., Appalachian Hardwood Manufacturers, Inc., and Northern Hem-
lock & Hardwood Manufacturers Association.

e. "Current National Design Specification for Stress-Grade Lumber and Its Fas-

tenings," Revised 1952, National Lumber Manufacturers Association.

f. "Standards for Timber Construction," American Institute of Timber Construction.

APPENDIX A

1. Supplementary Design Provisions

a. Normal loading conditions is when member is fully stressed by maximum design

loads for only short durations. Long duration of loading is when member is fully stressed

by maximum design loads for many years, either continuously or cumulatively; allowable

stresses 90 percent of allowable stresses for normal loading are tabulated for long duration

of loading.
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b. Increase the tabulated stresses 15 percent of normal loading tabulated stresses for

2 months maximum duration of full design load, 25 percent for 7 days duration, 33 M?

percent for wind and earthquake, and 100 percent for impact, but these increases are

not cumulative.

c. Occasional impact may be disregarded if the stress induced by it does not exceed

the allowable stress for normal loading.

d. Modulus of elasticity is a constant and none of the foregoing adjustments apply.

2. Curvature Factor

a. For the curved portion of a member, the allowable stress in bending shall be

multiplied by the curvature factor:

-200o(-^)1

in which:

/ z= the thickness of lamination in inches and

R = the radius of curvature of a lamination in inches,

and t/R shall not exceed 1/125. No curvature factor shall be applied to stress in the

straight portion of a member regardless of curvature elsewhere.

3. Radial Tension or Compression

a. The maximum radial stress induced in a curved member of rectangular cross

section by a bending moment is:

2M
^^ ~ 2Rbh

in which:

5r = radial stress in pounds per square inch

M= bending moment in inch pounds

R -= radius of curvature at center line of member in inches

h = width of cross section in inches

h := height of cross section in inches

b. When M is in the direction tending to decrease curvature (increase the radius),

the radial stress is in tension and shall be limited to an allowable stress equal to one-

third the allowable stress in horizontal shear.

c. When M is in the direction tending to increase curvature (decrease the radius),

the radial stress is in compression and shall be limited to the allowable stress in com-

pression perpendicular to the grain.

4. End Joints

a. Scarf joints shall be scattered, although occasionally such joints will occur close

together in adjacent laminations. The manufacturing method, however, should avoid

concentration of numerous scarf joints in a single cross section of the completed member,

particularly in the highly stressed portions of the member.

b. Butt joints may be specified in the compression portion of the cross section of a

member stressed principally in bending, provided that all laminations at a single cross

section having such joints are disregarded in computing the moment of inertia, and

provided that butt joints in adjacent laminations shall be spaced at least 10 times the

lamination thickness.

c. Butt joints may be specified in the tension portion of the cross section of a

member stressed principally in bending, in which case the effective moment of inertia

shall be computed by subtracting from the moment of inertia of the full cross section,
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1.2 times the sum of the moments of inertia of those laminations containing butt joints

at a single cross section, and butt joints in adjacent laminations shall be spaced at least

10 times the lamination thickness.

d. Butt joints should not be used in curved members.

e. Butt joints may be used in compression members, in which case the effective

cross sectional area shall be computed by subtracting from the cross sectional area the

area of all laminations containing butt joints at a single cross section. In addition,

laminations adjacent to those containing butt joints and themselves containing butt

joints, shall be considered only partially effective if the spacing in adjacent laminations

is less than SO times the lamination thickness. The effective area of such adjacent lamina-

tions shall be computed by multiplying their gross area by the following percentages:

Butt Joint Spacing Effectiveness Factor
(t = Lamination Thickness) (Percent)

30t 90
20t , 80
lot 60

f. Members stressed principally in bending with plain scarf joints not steeper than

1 in 5 require no modification of moment of inertia.

g. Compression members with plain scarf joints not steeper than 1 in 5 require

no reduction in area.
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TABLE I

SOFTWOODS -NORMAL LOADING CONDITIONS
ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES IN PSI FOR GLUED LAMINATED LUMBER
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SOFTWOODS - LONG DURATION OF LOADING

ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES IN PSI FOR GLUED LAMINATED LUMBER
FOR ADJUSTMENT OF THE TABULATED STRESSES SEE OTHER PROVISIONS OF SPECIFICATIONS

z
o

5
§
o
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HARDWOODS -NORMAL LOADING CONDITIONS AND DRY CONDITIONS OF USE
ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES IN PSI FOR GLUED LAMINATED LUMBER

FOR ADJUSTMENT OF THE TABULATED STRESSES SEE OTHER
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TABLE 4

HARDWOODS -NORMAL LOADING CONDITIONS AND WET CONDITIONS OF USE
ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES IN PSI FOR GLUED LAMINATED LUMBER

FOR ADJUSTMENT OF THE TABULATED STRESSES SEE OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE SPECIFICATIONS
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HARDWOODS- LONG DURATION OF LOADING AND DRY CONDITIONS OF USE
ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES IN PSI FOR GLUED LAMINATED LUMBER

FOR ADJUSTMENT
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HARDWOODS- LONG DURATION OF LOADING AND WET CONDITIONS OF USE
ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES IN PSI FOR GLUED LAMINATED LUMBER

FOR ADJUSTMENT
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Report on Assignment 7

Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including the

Adaptation of Substitute Noncritical Materials, and

Specifications for the Reclamation of Released

Materials, Tools and Equipment

Collaborating with Committee 3-A, General Reclamation, Purchases

and Stores Division, AAR

S. L. Goldberg (chairman, subcommittee), T. P. Burgess, E. M. Cummings, Nelson
Handsaker, C. A. Peebles, Jr., J. R. Showalter, J. S. Welch, Jr., W. C. Wilder.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Among the practices by means of which the material of wood bridges and trestles

may be conserved are salvaging and reclaiming, as shown in this committee's previous

report on Assignment 7, which appears in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, pages 963 to

967, inch

To be successful the program of salvaging and reclaiming must be a planned joint

venture of the engineering and store departments of a railroad. There must be a policy

established as to what is to be salvaged and reclaimed and for what purpose. It is evi-

dent that the salvaging of materials is not in itself conservation, unless the material is

used for some useful purpose.

Included in this report is a sample specification which may be used as a pattern

for establishing a policy for salvaging and reclaiming structural timber and their fas-

tenings, and which may be altered to suit any particular condition. The length of cut-off

timber pile butts to be sent to the store department is entirely dependent upon the

purpose for which they are to be used. The same applies to timber in general. Except

in cases of emergency, the purchase price of new timber as opposed to the cost of

reclaiming salvaged material may be a factor to be considered. The success of a program

of re-sawing salvaged timbers to smaller dimensions will depend very much on the

complete removal of all metal. If there are nails, spikes, portions of bolts, or other

metal imbedded in the timbers, saws may be ruined to a degree which will render

re-sawing unprofitable. However, the use of friction saws may help to alleviate the

problem.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SALVAGING AND RECLAIMING
STRUCTURAL TIMBERS AND THEIR FASTENINGS

A. GENERAL
I. Scope

This specification applies to timber bridges, trestles, and falsework, the component

parts of which are to be salvaged and reclaimed as a conservation measure.

B. TIMBER
1. Criterion

In order to be considered as salvageable, the minimum length of:

a. Cut-oif timber pile butts shall be .... ft,

b. Timber .... in and thicker shall be .... ft and

c. Timber less than .... in. in thickness shall be .... ft.
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2. Dismantling

In planning the removal of a timber structure, consideration shall be given to the

salvaging of the component timbers in lengths as great as is economically practicable.

3. Inspection and Grading

Every piece of timber removed from a structure shall be carefully examined, and

all rotted or disintegrated portions sawed off before loading out in cars.

Cut surfaces of treated timber shall be given standard field treatment as soon as

practicable after salvaging.

Timber of structural grade that can be reused as such shall be so marked on the

shipping statements.

For determining the value of salvaged timber, the current commercial grading rules

for the particular species in question shall govern.

4. Loading Out

Timber removed from structures shall preferably be placed in cars immediately.

In the event that this cannot be done economically, the timbers shall be stacked in a

convenient place at the construction site in such manner as to require the minimum

of labor to rehandle. Wedges shall be separated according to size and stacked in pairs.

C. HARDWARE
1. Removal

All hardware shall be removed from the timber and separated according to items.

The burning off of boatspikes and other hardware in lieu of removing completely shall

not be allowed.

2. Grading of Hardware

All hardware that has been subjected to severe corrosion shall be scrapped.

3. Loading Out

Second-hand wood kegs or metal buckets shall be utihzed as containers for storing

the hardware. Washers, separators, split rings, nuts, etc., may be strung on wire, and

long bolts may be bundled in lieu of using containers.

Used sheet-metal fireproofing shall be shipped out as scrap and not left at the

construction site to deteriorate.

Hardware intended for reuse shall be so marked on the shipping statements.
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L. T. Wyly
Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges—submitted for reapproval with

one revision page 586

2. Fatigue in high-strength steels; its effect on the current Specifications for

Steel Railway Bridges.

No report.

4. Stress distribution in bridge frames:

(a) Floorbeam hangers;

(b) Counterweight trusses of bascule bridges;

(c) Model railway truss bridge

Brief progress statement on Assignment (a) presented as information .... page 586

5. Design of steel bridge details.

No report.

6. Preparation and painting of steel surfaces.

Progress report, presented as information page 587

8. Specifications for design of corrugated metal culverts, including corrugated

metal arches.

Specifications for Corrugated Structural Plate Pipe, submitted for adoption

and publication in the Manual page 588

9. Use of high-strength structural bolts in steel railway bridges.

No report.

10. Substitutes for paint for preservation of steel bridge structures.

No report.
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1 1 . Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of

substitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

J. F. Marsh, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 513, January 19S4.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

E. S. Birkenwald (chairman, subcommittee), J. L. Beckel, R. P. Davis, A. R. Harris,

J. F. Marsh, Cornelius Neufeld, C. H. Sandberg, G. L. Staley.

Page 15-1-1 to 15-1-43, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

Reapprove with the following revision:

Page 15-1-6—Add the following fourth item to the first sentence of the fourth

paragraph of Sec. A, Art. 18:

For more than four tracks, as specified by the engineer.

Report on Assignment 4

Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames

(a) Floorbeam Hangers

;

(b) Counterweight Trusses of Bascule Bridges;

(c) Model Railway Truss Bridge.

C. H. Sandberg (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Bernhardt, E. S. Birkenwald, J. C.

Bridgefarmer, J. F. Marsh, F. M. Masters, N. M. Newmark, G. L. Staley, C. Earl
Webb, L. T. Wyly.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the study and inves-

tigation of the causes and remedies of failures in floorbeam hangers in railway bridges

and counterweight trusses of bascule bridges. This research project is being conducted

at Purdue University Engineering Experiment Station under the direction of L. T. Wyly,

research professor of structural engineering and head of department. Administration is

by Prof. R. B. Wiley, head of the School of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,

and by the director of the Engineering Experiment Station and dean of the College of

Engineering. Dr. A. A. Potter retired as director of the Engineering Experiment Station

and dean of the College of Engineering in June 1953, and has been succeeded by Dr.

G. A. Hawkins.

The project is sponsored financially by the Association of American Railroads. The

program was initiated upon the recommendation of AREA Committee IS—Iron and

Steel Structures, and is supervised by the Subcommittee on Stress Distribution in Bridge

Frames—Floorbeam Hangers. This is a cooperative project and the research office of the
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Association of American Railroads, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of

engineering research, and E. J. Ruble, research engineer structures, assists in and advises

regarding the work.

A static test to destruction of two large structural joints has been completed during

the past year and the report will be pubUshed in 1954. Each joint consists of two wide-

flange floorbeam hanger sections spliced by two full-size gussets. One joint was fully

connected by high-tensile bolts and the second joint was connected by rivets, except

that the holes in the two rows at the edge of the gussets were connected by high-tensile

bolts.

Final reports on the following projects will be published in 1954: Static and Dynamic

Tests of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Bridge at Erie, Kan.; Static Tests on the

MKT Bridge at Dennison, Tex.; and Static Tests on the Texas & New Orleans Railway

Bridge at Wax Lake, La. These reports all cover measurements of live-load stresses in

floorbeam hangers. The field work was done in part by the AAR research office and

in part by Purdue University.

Report on Assignment 6

Preparation and Painting of Steel Surfaces

R. C. Baker (chairman, subcommittee), A. R. Harris, R. N. Brodie, J. C. King, F. M.
Masters, K. L. Miner, N. W. Morgan, R. E. Peck, A. G. Rankin, W. S. Ray, C. A.

Roberts, L. L. Shirey, C. E. Sloan, C. Earl Webb.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

The committee is cooperating with the Steel Structures Painting Council and has,

during the past year, reviewed and approved the chapter on the Painting of Railroad

Structures in Part 1 of the new Painting Manual produced by the council. Part 1 of the

Manual has been distributed to the chief engineers of all AAR Member Roads.

The committee has also reviewed and approved the council's Specifications for

Surface Preparation, Pretreatment and Paint Application, which will be in Part 2 of the

Painting Manual, along with specifications for various paints and about 35 recommended

painting system specifications.

The council is cooperating with the Missouri Pacific Railroad in testing 15 various

painting systems on the sand-blasted surfaces of stringers and floorbeams of a truss

bridge near Chester, 111. Also, 7 paint system tests have been completed on stringers

and floorbeam surfaces of a bridge near Roots, 111., prepared by chipping, scraping, wire-

brushing and steam cleaning. The tests on these open-floor bridges are being conducted

to determine a paint system which will afford the greatest protection to steel bridges

against the corrosive action of brine drippings.

The council is cooperating with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad in a

service paint test on three new beam-span bridges having a ballasted track with a timber

floor. Two different painting systems over hand-cleaned surfaces are being tested on

each span.
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Report on Assignment 8

Specifications for Design of Corrugated Metal Culverts,

Including Corrugated Metal Arches

C. E. Ekberg (chairman, subcommittee), R. Archibald, F. Baron, H. F. Bober, R. N.
Brodie, V. R. Cooledge, N. E. Hueni, D. V. Messman, C. Neufeld, L. L. Shirey, C. E.
Sloan, H. F. Smith and G. L. Staley.

The AREA Board of Direction issued the following statement about the Specifica-

tions for Corrugated Structural Plate Culverts and Arches now appearing in the Manual

on pages 1-4-25 to 1-4-32, incl.

"Committee 15 shall review these specifications for metal culverts and arches

and prepare such revisions thereof or such new specifications therefor as are

deemed necessary. Coincident with the submission of revised Manual material as

here required, the interested committee (which in this case is Committee 15)

shall recommend the withdrawal of any Manual material in conflict therewith."

The above directive appears in the Proceedings, Vol. 50, 1949, page 752.

In partial fulfillment of the above directive the committee last year submitted, as

information. Specifications for Corrugated Structural Plate Pipe (see Vol. 54, 1953, pages

925 to 929, incl.), and it now recommends that Sees. A to D, inch, of the present specifica-

tions, appearing on pages 1-4-25 to 1-4-29, incl., of the Manual, covering General,

Material, Fabrication and Design, respectively, be deleted, and that the material printed

on pages 925 to 929, incl., Vol. 54, be substituted for them, with the following revisions:

Change Sec. B, Art. 2—Base Metal, page 926, to read as follows:

2. Base Metal

The base metal of the corrugated plates shall be made by the open-hearth process

and shall conform in chemical properties to the requirements of Table 1 of the Specifica-

tions for Corrugated Metal Culverts, Part 4, this Chapter, for the particular class of

metal specified.

Change seventh word in Sec. B, Art. 3, line 2, page 926, to read "hot-dip".

Change Tables 2 and 3 on page 928 to read Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Delete Art. 8 of Sec. D on page 929.

Section E and F in the present specification, covering Construction and Payment,

respectively, require no changes.

It is also recommended that the title of the present specifications in the Manual,

pages 1-4-25 to 1-4-32, incl., which now reads "Specifications for Corrugated Structural

Plate Culverts and Arches" be changed to read "Specifications for Corrugated Structural

Plate Pipe".

It may take the committee several years to complete a study and report on arches

and pipe arches. Consequently a separate specification will probably be required for

them in the future.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted as information page 590

2. Bibliography on subjects pertaining to records and accounts.

Progress report, submitted as information page 590

3. Office and drafting practices.

Progress report, submitted as information page 599

4. Use of statistics in railway engineering.

Progress in study, but no report.

5. Construction reports and property records.

Progress report, submitted as information page 600

6. Valuation and depreciation:

(a) Current developments in connection with regulatory bodies and courts.

(b) ICC valuation orders and reports.

(c) Development of depreciation data.

Progress report on (a) , submitted as information page 600

7. Revisions and interpretations of ICC accounting classifications.

Progress report, submitted as information page 604

The Committee on Records and Accounts,

H. N. Halper, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 513, January 1954.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

M. A. Bryant (chairman, subcommittee), F. B. Baldwin, W. C. Bolin, P. D. Coons,
D. E. Field, C. C. Haire, E. M. Killough, W. A. Krauska, W. M. Ludolph, M. F.

Mannion, J. B. Mitchell, J. H. O'Brien, R. L. Samuell, W. F. Sanders, J. H.
Schoonover, J. N. Smeaton.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in further revision of the

AREA Manual of Recommended Practice.

A specific study is now being made of Graphical Symbols, Figs. 1 to 8 incl., appearing

on pages 11-4-11 to 11-4-18, incl., with the view of coordinating any additions, deletions

or revisions with the Signal Section Manual and with the American Standard Graphical

Symbols for Railroad Use, ASA Z32.2S.

To streamline this study two members of this subcommittee, W. M. Ludolph and

W. A. Krauska, and two members of Committee V of the Signal Section AAR, F. Young-

werth and E. B. Piatt, have been formed into a special committee designated as American

Standards Association Committee Y-32, with Mr. Youngwerth, who is the AAR repre-

sentative on ASA, as chairman. Mr. Youngwerth also is chairman of Subcommittee

l-ASA-Y-32-1. This committee reports all activities to the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers; thus any changes in graphical symbols will be identical insofar

as the above named associations are concerned.

This is a progress report only, which is submitted as information.

Report on Assignment 2

Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Records and Accounts

A. H. Meyers (chairman, subcommittee), M. M. Gerber, C. E. Lex, Jr., O. M. Miles,

B. H. Moore, F. H. Neely, E. J. Rockefeller, J. E. Scharper, H. C. Wertenberger,

L. Wolf.

This is a progress report, submitted as information. The inclusion of articles in this

bibliography does not constitute an indorsement of any individual article.

Your committee presents the following bibliography of subjects pertaining to railroad

records and accounts for the period September 1952 to September 1953.

1. Responsibility of Utility Management with Respect to Depreciation, by Clarence

H. Ross, member, Chicago Bar. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. L, No. 9, October 23,

1952, pp. 602-617.

Mr. Ross states in part: "One of the important responsibilities of utility manage-

ment is the maintenance of the integrity of investment. An important problem faced by

utility management in this respect is that of obtaining recognition of adequate deprecia-

tion allowances in rate-making proceedings. By and large it does not seem to me that

utility management is discharging its full obligation in ths regard. I believe this failure

is due partly to a lack of recognition of the problem. Accordingly, I shall attempt to

describe this problem."

2. Depreciation—and Inflation, by George Jackson Eder, assistant general attorney.

International Telephone & Telegraph Company, New York. Public Utilities Fortnightly,

Vol. L, No. 9, October 23, 1952, pp. 617-625.

It is the opinion of Mr. Eder that the problem under discussion—the impact of

inflation on the law governing depreciation accounting—is simple. The fact is that present
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accounting methods, prescribed by the pubHc service commissions, the Bureau of Inter-

nal Revenue, and the courts, misrepresent utility earnings to the extent of perhaps a

half-bilHon dollars a year, and that even if costs go no higher than they are today, the

investment in public utility stocks has already been contiscated to the extent of over

four billion dollars.

He further states that the solutions to the problem are equally simple. In fact, the

only real problem, as in so many business situations, is the human element: how best

to analyze, solve, and present the problem so as to bring conviction to the hearts and

minds of the public utility commissioners, the tax collectors and the judges.

3. Public Utility Depreciation, by Charles W. Smith, chief. Bureau of Accounts,

Finance and Rates, Federal Power Commission. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. L,

No. 9, October 23, 1952, pp. 625-631.

Mr. Smith discusses two methods of accruing depreciation reserves on plant. One

method is the straight-line method of depreciation based on original cost of plant. The

second method is the fair value argument. The fair value method for depreciation 's

based on the premise that the cost of replacement will be different from the original cost,

and sufficient cash to finance the replacement must be derived from the use of the

old item.

It is Mr. Smith's conclusion after studying the question seriously and long that

he is convinced that the fair value method should not be employed.

4. A Proposal for the Adoption of Standards of Disclosure for Changing Price

Levels, by Paul Grady, CPA, partner, Price Waterhouse & Co. The Journal of

.\ccountancy. Vol. 94, No. 5, November 1952, pp. 565-569.

Our inabihty thus far to develop an acceptable way to reveal the effect of inflation

in financial statements—to prevent taxation of capital, running down of productive

plant, and the host of other evils associated with overstatement of earnings—has reached

the critical stage. This article is a proposal to establish criteria which can be used by

accountants and management in disclosing the effect of inflation on the business enterprise.

5. The Federal Valuation of the Railroads in the United States, monograph by

B. H. Moore, assistant to vice president of the Finance, Accounting, Taxation and

Valuation Department of the Association of American Railroads.

This monograph of 87 pages is an outstanding contribution to valuation literature

and is valuable not only to those engaged in valuation work, but also in rate cases,

income and ad valorem taxes, and related activities, both as a reference book and as an

authoritative statement of the procedures of the Interstate Commerce Commission and

its Bureau of Valuation and the carriers in the initial inventory of railroad property and

its perpetuation.

Copies may be obtained from Neal D. Howard, secretary, American Railway

Engineering Association, 59 East Van Buren Street, Chicago 5.

6. Modern Proof of the Present Value Rate Base, by Jay Samuel Hartt, Public

Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LI, No. 5, February 26, 1953, pp. 267-274.

Under pressure of inflation a number of state commissions have been asked to give

special consideration to the factor of present fair value in determining a base for fixing

utility rates. Here is a simple way to trend utiHty costs through price indices. By using

a calculated deduction for obsolescence, the author feels he has met any objections about

property not likely to be reproduced under current operating conditions.

7. Rate Base Must Be Present Value Determined After Consideration of Reproduc-

tion Cost. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LI, No. 5, February 26, 1953, pp. 323-324.

The Ilhnois Supreme Court reversed a commission decision in 92 PURNS 164, deny-

ing the Illinois Bell Telephone Company a rate increase. The court remanded the case to
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the commission with a direction that specific findings be made as to reproduction cost.

Illinois Bell Telephone Company V. Illinois Commerce Commission, Docket Nos. 32519

and 32548, January 22, 1953.

8. Utility Rates Must Recognize Dollar Depreciation, by W. A. Paton and H. C.

Greer. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LI, No. 6, March 12, 1953, pp. 333-356.

Are regulated public utiUty industries in danger of being ruined by a long-range

erosive process caused by strict application of cost standards to rate making? Here is a

warning that the application of accounting formulas in the determination of supposedly

fair rates of return on investment is wholly inappropriate even to its avowed purpose

in periods when the value of the dollar has rapidly and substantially depreciated.

9. Emergency Facilities: Accounting for Depreciation and Taxes Under Certificates

of Necessity. Accounting Research Bulletin No. 42. The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 95,

No. 1, January 1953, pp. 48-50.

The AIA Committee on Accounting Procedure here recommends principles of ac-

counting for depreciation and income taxes with respect to assets covered by certificates

of necessity under Section 124-A of the Internal Revenue Code. Some confusion has

surrounded the subject; a variety of practices has been followed by one or another

business and government agency. The recommendation here follows the line of charging

"actual" depreciation rather than the 60-month permissible rate, if the difference can be

considered substantial.

10. Joint Equipment Committee (Report on), Costs of Railroad Equipment and

Machinery. July 1, 1953. Association of American Railroads, Finance, Accounting,

Taxation and Valuation Department, Transportation Building, Washington 6, D. C.

Brings up to date (through 1952) the report on historical costs of locomotives,

freight cars, and passenger cars, and average relationship costs on various types of

equipment and machinery.

11. Railroad Construction Indices, 1914-1952, compiled by the Engineering Section

of the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C
,

August 1, 1953.

These indices summarize and record the result of studies made by the Engineering

Section of the Bureau of Valuation over a period of years. They have not been examined

or passed on by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

12. Time Studies: A Key to Organization and a Tool for Increased Output for M/W
Machines, by L. W. Howard, valuation engineer, Illinois Central Railroad. Track and

Structures, Vol. 49, No. 3, March 1953, pp. 264-266.

Mr. Howard states in part: "Time studies of work methods have been a major

factor in the development of efiicient organizations in modern industry. Furthermore,

such studies have contributed materially to increased manpower productivity and the

usefulness of machines. Many times in recent years the methods employed by track

maintenance forces equipped with mechanical devices have been likened to those em-

ployed in the assembly hnes of modern heavy industry. The comparison is appropriate

in many ways, but more study should be given the subject in an effort to determine

more precisely the degree of similarity between such widely different types of work."

The study continues with an outline of the methods used in developing time studies as

applied to track maintenance operations.

13. How the D&RGW Uses Cost Controls: Monthly revision of budget estimates

and weekly appraisal of actual results tie in with department controls to guide officers

at source of expense, by R. J. Herring comptroller, Denver & Rio Grande Western.

Railway Age, Vol. 134, No. 14, April 6, 1953, pp. 62-64.
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The first ScCp in the budgetary control method adopted by the D&RGW is the

preparation of the annual budget. This in effect consists of three parts: (1) a financial

budget, (2) a capital improvement budget, and (3) an operating budget. The three

budgets are prepared simultaneously and are submitted to management for approval

prior to the beginning of the year to which they are applicable.

The financial budget shows the available cash at the beginning of the year and

the anticipated cash receipts and disbursements for the ensuing year.

The capital improvement budget, which provides management with a guide in

planning the improvement work during the year, is prepared after completion of a large

amount of preliminary work.

The operating income budget gives management the necessary data to keep con-

trollable expenditures in line with anticipated operating revenues.

14. A Restatement of Fundamentals of Utility Rate Making, by The Honorable

Harold A. Scraggs. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. L, No. 6, September 11. 19S2,

pp. 347-354.

Present concern over the impact of inflation upon utility regulation naturally causes

serious reflection upon the fundamentals of rate making. The public utility commission

is more and more faced with the need to see the problem clearly and to make judgements

which will enable the company to survive and render proper service.

Any business whose capital is shrinking in terms of relative purchasing power is

failing to recover its total economic costs, including adequate return, in fact, is can-

nibalizing its own capital. The attraction of new capital in these circumstances becomes

exceedingly difficult and only under unfavorable terms, which results, in the long run, in

higher prices to consumers or poor service or both.

15. Are Fictions of Law and Accounting Confiscatory, by William M. Wherry.

Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LI, No. 9, April 23, 1953, pp. 539-546.

The question of value of service has long been a controversial and disputed issue

in public utility rate regulation. Here is a forthright view of the actual effect of account-

ing practices on the equities of the public utility investor through the process of rate

regulation.

Utilities are not permitted to establish sufficient reserves to meet the advancing

costs of replacing property at a time when the dollar, so called, does not buy what it

used to. This could destroy the possibility of the utility rendering adequate service. It is a

logical result of not basing rates on the true value of the service but upon some fiction.

16. Relationship Between Depreciation Allowance and Maintenance of Capital during

Inflation, by John E. Kane, Ph.D., CPA. The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 94, No. 6,

December 1952, pp. 697-701.

How can we judge whether a certain depreciation policy will "provide for" replace-

ment of capital assets? This article gives three criteria for evaluating, then analyzes

against each criterion the principal methods which have been suggested for relating

depreciation charge to current price levels. Depreciation on original cost satisfied none

of these criteria, depreciation on replacement cost satisfies one, as does use of the general

purchasing-power index.

17. Method of Accounting for Emergency Facilities May Be a Major Factor in

Income Determinations, by Paul K. Webster, CPA, partner, Haskins & Sells. The Journal

of Accountancy, Vol. 95, No. 5, May 1953, pp. 580-587.

Income reported by many companies for 1952 will be impossible to evaluate cor-

rectly unless you know the method used to charge depreciation under certificates of neces-

sity. AIA's new research bulletin (No. 42) suggests several acceptable methods; the
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regulatory commissions have different ideas. In some companies the income figure assumes

strange proportions as a result of use of one method or another. This article analyzes

the bulletin, discusses the regulated industries' problem, shows the hazards to deter-

mination of a fair figure of net income, outlines possible accounting methods.

18. Fixed Assets and Current Costs, by Albert L. Bell, associate professor, Franklin

and Marshall College. Accounting Review, Vol. 28, No. 1, January 1953, pp. 44-53.

The concept of business income is dependent on the ends served by the use of the

income measurement. There is no one correct method of computing net profit. The

question of which procedure to use can be decided only on the basis of the purposes

for which the figures are to be used, not on an abstract basis. Hence, the result Will

vary according to the purposes for which the calculations are being made.

19. Easing Depreciation Rules, Business Week, March 21, 1953, p. 28.

Treasury officials are moving fast to change the part of the tax laws that brings in

the most complaints from business: The depreciation allowances on production equipment.

The new Treasury team, to a man, feels that the present rules are too rigid. They

are dusting off a half-dozen ideas for liberalizing them.

Revising the rules won't involve waging the legislative fight in Congress. Treasury

can change them the same way they were set up in the first place—by administrative

ruHngs of the department, but any important moves will have to meet with at least

informal Congressional approval because of their bearing on revenue.

20. Rapid Depreciation Charge-Offs: Do They Aid or Hinder Earnings? by J. C.

Clifford. The Magazine of Wall Street, Vol. 91, No. 1, October 4, 1952, pp. 14-15 and

44-45.

For American business as a whole almost one-half of all new plants started since

Korea, based on dollar cost, have been included in the facilities certified for rapid

amortization. Thus the program really dominates the industrial picture and calls for

careful analysis of its impact upon the companies and other investors.

21. Depreciation Allowances, Replacement Requirements and Growth, by Robert

Eisner, assistant professor of economics. Northwestern University. The American Eco-

nomic Review, Vol. XLII, No. 5, December 1952, pp. 820-831.

Mr. Eisner states in part: "A not uncommon defense against charges by labor and

consumer groups that corporate profits have been unconscionably high has been the

argument that depreciation allowances are too low and hence profits are overstated.

This argument, in perhaps unsophisticated fashion, declares that the cost of replacing

expiring equipment in today's inflated market is actually much greater than current

depreciation charges, which are related to original cost of assets."

22. A Method for Speeding the Calculation and Control of Depreciation Reserves,

by A. B. Carson, associate professor, University of California, Los Angeles. The Account-

ing Review, Vol. 28, No. 2, April 1953, pp. 239-243.

It is the opinion of Mr. Carson that what might be termed an "ideal" set of property

accounting records should provide detailed information about every asset in service.

Among other things, the record of each property unit should show the date of its

acquisition, its cost, estimated life, rate and amount of depreciation per period, and the

total depreciation taken to the date of the last regular reporting. It is his belief that

while the group method of depreciation may be expedient on large properties, such

devices are scarcely ideal. Mr. Carson continues by explaining his formula for eliminating

much of the tedious and time consuming labor.

23. Let's Keep to Historical Cost Basis for Depreciation, by Robert M. Chan.

National Association of Cost Accountants, November 1952, pp. 319-326.
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Giving consideration to accounting proposal for revision in accounting theory and

practice which would result in providing through depreciation, directly or indirectly, for

the funds with which related fixed assets might be replaced: finds the case in favor

of these changes inadequate.

24. Depreciation and the Depreciating Dollar, by Fladger F. Tannery. National

.\ssociation of Cost Accountants, Bulletin 34, October 1952, pp. 211-219.

Question of whether to use original cost or replacement value of an asset in deter-

mining depreciation.

25. Original Cost of Depreciation versus Replacement Cost, by E. A. Steinberger,

consulting valuation engineer. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LI, No. 11, May 21, 1953,

pp. 671-678.

A narration of actual construction costs, calculation of proper annual depreciation

and what the author believes to be the fallacy and injury to the stockholder which

result from basing the annual depreciation on original cost, as applicable to natural gas

utilities subject to Federal Power Commission regulation and the U. S. Bureau of

Internal Revenue.

26. Accounting Trends in Utility Regulation, by The Honorable Spencer B. Eddy,

member. New York Public Service Commission. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LI,

No. 11, May 21, 1953, pp. 663-670.

This article is in substance a restatement of the comments expressed by the author

at the recent Chicago convention of the Edison Electric Institute-American Gas Associa-

tion National Conference of Electric and Gas UtiUty Accountants.

Commissioner Eddy's discussion caused such widespread reaction that he agreed

to its presentation in this periodical as a feature article.

Mr. Eddy states in part: "The greatest sins which have occurred throughout the

years in utility accounting have been occasioned by the doctrine of expediency. When
a regulatory commission yields to that doctrine, it is mortgaging the future for the benefit

of the present."

27. Depreciation and Its Crucial Economic Role, the sixth annual McGraw-Hill

survey of Business' Plans for New Plants and Equipment. Engineering News-Record,

Vol. 150, No. 22, May 28, 1953, pp. 43-44.

The sixth annual McGraw-Hill survey of business' plans for new plants and equip-

ment, just completed, reveals some remarkable facts about the role of depreciation in

our economy. To most people, depreciation is a technical term, used by accountants to

discuss a dull subject. But it really is a simple matter: it is the amount of money set

aside each year by a company to replace plant and equipment that is wearing out. This

survey discusses some of the facts which show how depreciation can make the difference

between prosperity and recession in the United States.

A copy of the full report of this survey can be obtained by addressing: Department

of Economics, McGraw-Hill PubUshing Company, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New
York 36.

28. The Federal Tax Problems of the Railroad Industry, address by Theodore K.

Warner, Jr., chief tax counsel, Pennsylvania Railroad at Annual Meeting, A.\R Account-

ing Division, Chicago, June 2-4, 1953, 5 pages. AAR Report, File 5-3-3, June 8, 1953.

This address gives consideration to the efforts being made towards a general revision

of the tax structure for the purpose of eliminating inequities that have been too long

delayed. It is the opinion of Mr. Warner that perhaps our greatest problem is that of

depreciation. He further states: "At this time the railroads are engaged in large expan-

sion and improvement programs, when it is impossible to issue equity securities and
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impractical to incur more debt, these programs must be financed from earnings and so-

called depreciation cash. However, neither our earnings, nor our depreciation computed

under present methods, is adequate to replace property at its present cost or to accom-

phsh modernization and expansion. The materially increased cost of replacing depreciable

facilities is one of the most serious problems in our industry."

29. Subtle Socialization by Accounting, by Robert A. Gilbert, manager of the Public

Utility Division, National Securities and Research Corporation. Public Utilities Fort-

nightly, Vol. LI, No. 13, June 18, 1953, pp. 837-842.

Here is an investment analyst's realistic view of what takes place in a stockholder's

equity under certain modern depreciation accounting practices. Is there danger of indirect

socialization, by reason of the fact that a property, which should be privately owned as

long as it is useful, may have its earning power extinguished or transferred arbitrarily

for the benefit of the ratepayer?

30. Importance of Accounting in Utility Regulation, by Bernard S. Rodney, Jr.,

chairman of the Accounting Section of the American Gas Association. Public Utilities

Fortnightly, Vol. LI, No. 13, June 18, 1953, pp. 811-820.

This article is a very interesting over-all picture of the importance of accounting in

utility regulation. It is interesting because it gives us a simplified and comprehensive

view of why and where utility accounting differs from business accounting generally.

Such a demanding type of article naturally requires a top-flight expert. The author of

this article easily measures up to that status since he is one of the outstanding authorities

on public utility accounting in the United States.

31. The N.A.R.U.C. Report on Depreciation, shown under Financial News and

Comment, Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LI, No. 1, January 1, 1953, pp. 43-48.

During the year 1952 the committee on depreciation of the National Association of

Railroad and Utilities Commissioners submitted a 49-page report on depreciation, con-

taining many tables.

This article contains excerpts and digests from the opinions expressed in the report.

32. The Case Against Lifo as an Inventory-Pricing Formula, by Maurice Moonitz,

CPA, Ph.D., associate professor of accounting. University of CaHfornia. The Journal of

Accountancy, Vol. 95, No. 6, June 1953, pp. 682-690.

The American Accounting Association's Committee on Concepts and Standards

Underlying Corporate Financial Statements has for some time been considering the

effects of price level changes on financial reporting. Its basic conclusions, recommending

experimentation with supplemental financial statements designed to contain adjustments

for fluctuating dollar values, were stated in Supplementary Statement No. 2 (reproduced

in The Journal of Accountancy, October 1951). Continuing its consideration of the sub-

ject, the committee is now examining the last-in first-out method of inventory valuation

with emphasis on its effectiveness as a solution to the price level problem. This article

is written by one of the members of the committee, but should not be interpreted as a

committee pronouncement.

33. The Case for Lifo: It Realistically States Income and is Applicable to any Indus-

try, by H. T. McAnly, CPA, partner, Ernest & Ernst. The Journal of Accountancy,

Vol. 95, No. 6, June 1953, pp. 691-700.

Because of his interest and activity in broadening the general application of Lifo,

H. T. McAnly was asked by the publications committee of the American Institute of

Accountants to review the article by Professor Moonitz, appearing in this issue on page

682. The purpose of Mr. McAnly 's article, therefore, is to set forth his reasons for dis-

agreement with Professor Moonitz' general conclusions that Lifo should be abandoned

for profit reporting purposes and to point out the many advantages of Lifo.
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34. Trending Public Utility Construction Cost Indices, by Ezra B. Whitman and

Ernest C. North, Whitman, Reguard and Associates, Engineers. Public Utilities Fort-

nightly, Vol. LII, No. 5, August 27, 1953, pp. 285-290.

Indices tailored for the public utility industry affords an authoritative source of

cost trends for utility property and greater accuracy than is possible by field estimating.

Here is an instructive article on the historical background and mechanics of operation

of trending cost indices.

35. Proceedings 1952 Convention National Association of Railroad and Utilities

Commissioners.

This important edition contains valuable material on the subject of regulation of

rates and service of public utilities and transportation companies, including the follovi^ing:

The Railroad Passenger Deficit Problem, Current Trends in Local Transit Regulation,

Accounting Treatment of Rapid Tax Amortization Facilities, The Power Preference

Clauses in Federal Statutes, Can the Regulatory Process be Accelerated, The Place and

Functions of the Regulatory Commission, Accounts and Statistics, Depreciation, Engineer-

ing, Legislation, Resolutions adopted by the Association.

This publication may be obtained from The National Association of Railroad and

Utilities Commissioners, P. O. Box 684, Washington 4, D. C. Price $10.00.

36. A Survey of Available Electronic Computers and What They Can Do For

Modern Business, by Grandjean G. Jewitt, CPA, Ford, Bacon & Davis. Journal of

Accountancy, Vol. 96, No. 2, August 1953, pp. 182-189.

Most modern businesses use some kind of machine to help with the processing of

accounting data. Such firms are eager victims of publicity which points to the big all-

purpose electronic computer as a performer of mechanical accounting miracles. This

author claims the needle of truth about computers is being lost in a haystack of promo-

tion releases. Here he gives the results of a survey, naming the machines which are

actually available, who is building them, what they can do and how their installation

can affect the office methods and personnel of the companies that invest in them.

37. Are Court Decisions Changing Pennsylvania Rate Regulation?, by The Honor-

able Charles E. Kenworthey, partner. Reed, Smith, Shaw and McClay, Pittsburg, Pa.

Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LII, No. 5, August 27, 1953, pp. 275-284.

During the past three years the personnel of the Pennsylvania Superior Court has

changed materially, and with this turnover has come an apparent change, if not reversal,

of the earlier position taken by the court with regard to rate regulation in that state.

This article by a former justice of the court, is an analysis of recent Pennsylvania rate

decisions in the light of the question raised in the title.

This article is a long range evaluation of the trend of several regulatory decisions

by courts and commissions as to the proper method in determining present fair value for

public utilities in establishing rates. Should dominant weight be given to reproduction

cost less depreciation, or should original cost be given substantial consideration?

38. Elements of Value of Property Used in Common Carrier Service for Each

Class I Line Haul Railway as of January 1, 1952, prepared by the Bureau of Valuation,

Interstate Commerce Commission and released by the Commission, February 5, 1953.

This report of 24 pages has been distributed by the Association of American Rail-

roads, Finance, Accounting, Taxation and Valuation Department, Valuation Division,

Transportation Building, Washington 6, D. C.

39. Needed Reform for Utility Tax Depreciation, by Warren Brooks, vice president,

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company. Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. LII,

No. 7, September 24, 1953, pp. 407-415.
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In view of the current inflated prices and the deteriorated purchasing power of the

dollar, the original cost dollar allowance does not protect the original investor from the

consumption of his capital. This article shows graphically how such systematic under-

statement of actual depreciation and overstatement of capital investment in terms of

original cost dollars result in a tax levy on capital. A simple and fair method for adjust-

ing the original cost dollar depreciation allowance for tax purposes is described.

40. Engineering Valuation and Depreciation. Book by Anson Marston, Robley Win-

frey, and Jean C. Hempstead. (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 330 West 42nd

Street, New York 36. Second edition, 1953, 508 pages. Price $8.00.)

This text deals with concepts and procedures involved in the appraisal of industrial,

commercial, utility, and natural resource properties, illustrating their application by

specific example. There are complete and detailed discussions on depreciation, service

lives, and limited-life enterprises, and a comparison of depreciation methods when

appUed to property groups as distinguished from single units. Controlling court decisions

for valuation practice are cited. The extensive revision includes a new chapter on fair

rate of return.

41. Statistical Manual Designed to Help Persons Who Use Railroad Figures. Rail-

road Digest, Vol. 8, No. 8, August 1953, pp. 278-279, issued by AAR.

If you use statistics, be sure that you understand them thoroughly and know what

they are and how they are compiled. This advice voiced by one whose life has been spent

largely in statistical work, would probably have the endorsement of every railroader who

keeps tab on railway operations.

For the purpose of helping railroad men to become better acquainted with railway

statistics, the Committee on Statistics of the Association of American Railroads has just

completed and is now planning to print and distribute to railroad men a 275-page "Rail-

way Statistical Manual", containing 13 chapters crowded with information that should

be of interest to every person who uses railroad figures. The manual, the first of its

kind, will bring together in a single handbook the working tools most frequently used

by railway statistical personnel in the preparation and analysis of transportation statistics

and related work.

42. Reform of Tax Depreciation, statement of Machinery and Allied Products Insti-

tute before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, July 22,

1953.

A preliminary statement of the MAPI program for achievement of a reaUstic deprecia-

tion policy was presented to the House Committee on Ways and Means by George

Terborgh, MAPI Research Director. The 16-page MAPI statement is a partial summary

of the comprehensive MAPI study, "Realistic Depreciation Policy". This study, which

is under review by the MAPI Committee on Federal Taxation and the MAPI Executive

Committee, is now nearing completion.

The full-length MAPI book, "Realistic Depreciation Policy", will be completed this

fall and copies will be distributed broadly.

43. Revaluation and Depreciation of Plant Assets, by Jack J. Kempner. Accounting

Review, October 1952, pp. 506-513.

44. Should Accounts be Corrected for Changing Money Values?, by Kenneth F.

Byrd, Canadian chartered accountant. September, 1952, pp. 283-297.

45. Accounting Under Changing Money Values, by G. G. Richardson, Canadian

chartered accountant, November 1952, pp. 185-191.

46. Problems Arising From the Decline in Purchasing Power of the Dollar, by V. W.

ScuUey, Canadian chartered accountant, November 1952, pp. 179-184.
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47. Effect on Taxes and Income of the Diminishing-Balance Method of Depreciation,

by Alvin Brown, New York certified public accountant, March 1953, pp. 214-216.

48. Depreciation on Replacement Cost, by J. L. Davis. Controller, May 1953, pp.

228-230.

49. Tax Shortcomings in the Lifo Provisions, by Raymond A. Hoffman. Taxes, June

1953, pp. 407-412.

Report on Assignment 3

Office and Drafting Practices

W. M. Ludolph (chairman, subcommittee), Benjamin Elkind, D. E. Field, W. A. Krauska,
A. H. Mevers, A. T. Powell, H. B. Sampson, R. L. Samuell, J. H. Schoonover,
H. A. Shinkle, J. R. Traylor.

Your committee has, from time to time, reported on new materials, methods and

processes designed to aid or improve office and drafting practices.

Since its last report, only one material—glass cloth—has come to the attention of

the committee.

This glass cloth is prepared for various purposes and is also given various sensitized

coatings as follows:

1. Tracing cloth for pencil.

2. Tracing cloth for ink or pencil.

3. Cloth for scribing.

4. Cloth coated for \'an Dyke prints.

5. Cloth coated for ammonia developed prints.

6. Cloth coated for photographic reproductions.

This cloth has approximately the same flexibility as tracing linen and can be fur-

nished in transparencies up to 80 percent. However, its outstanding advantage is its

dimensional stability and that it does not expand or contract because of changes in

humidity, and changes of temperature have very httle effect.

Because greater damage is caused by creasing, more care must be exercised to avoid

creasing the glass cloth than is necessary with most other drafting and reproduction

materials.

The greatest single objectionable feature seems to be the cost, which is about four

to five times that of other good materials. It is doubtful whether any superiority claimed

for this material other than dimensional stability could justify such a difference in cost,

except in rare cases.

W. M. Ludolph of this committee is serving as AAR representative on American

Standards Association Committee Y 14 in connection with the preparation of American

Drafting Standards Manual, and is also collaborating with other divisions and sections

of the AAR in connection with the above.

W. A. Krauska and W. M. Ludolph, together with two representatives of the Signal

Section, AAR, are serving as a task group of American Standards Association Committee

Y 32 which has been assigned to revise American Standard Z 32.2.5, "Graphical Symbol*

for Railroad Use".
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Report on Assignment 5

Construction Reports and Property Records

J. N. Smeaton (chairman, subcommittee), R. B. Aldridge, F. B. Baldwin, W. C. Bolin,

V. R. Copp, V. H. Doyle, B. Elkind, B. Firestone, M. Friedman, W. S. Gates, Jr.,

W. A. Krauska, C. E. Lex, Jr., M. F. Mannion, C. B. Martin, O. M. Miles, F. H.
Neely, J. H. O'Brien, W. F. Sanders, R. W. Scott, H. A. Shinkle, J. L. Willcox,

L. Wolf.

POSSIBLE USE OF TABULATING MACHINES IN ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Your committee has been investigating the possibilities in the mechanization of

engineering department records through the use of punched card tabulating machines.

Up to the present the only positive results obtained since the subject was first suggested

in September 1951 have been in connection with preparing certain valuation returns to

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Experimental work in this connection is being carried out by the New York Central

Railroad and the Erie Railroad, and their results are being made available to the com-

mittee. The Big Four District of the NYC has developed a method which it is now using

for the mechanical printing of roadway completion reports from punched cards instead

of having them typed. The pencil completion reports are prepared manually as hereto-

fore, with certain modifications to adapt the data for card punching. The road is also

engaged in perfecting a method for the printing of the B.V. Form S88-R reports to the

Interstate Commerce Commission from the same punched cards that are used in the

printing of completion reports. The machines required to do this work are available in

its accounting department, and it anticipates some savings over manual methods because

of the large volume of such reports. The mechanized procedure is not recommended for

roads which prepare a small number of roadway completion reports. Additional progress

in this field will be described in future reports.

Your committee has had under consideration the use of tabulating machines for the

preparation of other engineering department records but has been unable to reach

definite conclusions with regard to the material examined thus far.

Report on Assignment 6

Valuation and Depreciation

(a) Current Developments in Connection with Regulatory

Bodies and Courts

H. T. Bradley (chairman, subcommittee), R. B. Alcfridge, S. H. Barnhart, M. A. Bryant,

P. D. Coons, Spencer Danby, V. H. Doyle, W. S. Gates, Jr., M. M. Gerber, W. A.

Godfrey, L. W. Howard, C. Jacoby, E. M. Killough, C. B. Martin, J. B. Mitchell,

B. H. Moore, W. C. Pauli, H. L. Restall, J. H. Roach, E. J. Rockefeller, W. F.

Sanders.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Regulatory Bodies

The Interstate Commerce Commission's allocation of its appropriation for the Bureau

of Valuation for the year beginning July 1, 1953, contains approximately the same amount

as was expended last year, which was $456,285. This will not permit the expansion of its
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forces and, as positions are vacated, they will not be filled. Thus, by the process of

attrition, the functions of the Bureau will be further curtailed and any work arrearage

increased due to inability to expand their forces. In its 66th Annual Report to Congress,

the commission stated:

"Due to the limited appropriation for this Bureau, the work is, as we have
stated at numerous times, 'falHng lamentably behind.' Certain phases of the work,
more especially field auditing of carriers' reports under the various valuation or-

ders, and the collection of data reflecting land values, now have accumulated large

backlogs, and it is becoming increasingly difficult for the Bureau to prepare

reliable data for our use. This we pointed out in our sixty-fourth annual report

and said:

'The Commission should not be required to accept reports of carriers without
check and a certain amount of policing. It is this guardianship of the accuracy

of the public record that gives it probative and practical value.'

and in our sixtv-fifth annual report that:
I-

'The Bureau of \'alualion. whose work depends to an exceptional degree on
continuity of records and knowledge of w'hat these records mean, has had prac-

tically no additions or replacements in professional positions in 20 years. Unless

this situation is corrected in some way and soon, this Bureau will be unable to

perform its duties in the not very distant future.'

Without continued scrutiny by the Bureau's forces, it is safe to assume these

records soon would lapse into a chaotic state and could no longer be relied

upon as representing the physical property and its cost."

During the year the forces of the Bureau were engaged principally in railroad and

pipeline work, preparing many tentative and final valuations on an annual basis for all

pipeline companies subject to their jurisdiction.

During 1Q52 Class I carriers charged Account 459, Valuation Expenses, an amount

of $764,539. contrasted with $719,900 for the year ending 1951.

As of October 1, 195J the Class I carriers were practically on a current basis in the

filing of 588 returns with the Bureau, with the following exceptions: 2 carriers not filing

for the year 1949, 5 carriers for 1950, and 15 carriers for 1951. Of the returns due

December 31, 1953, 13 carriers have filed. The Accounting Section of the Bureau is now

90 percent current in its field check of these returns.* The 588 returns enable the Bureau

to carry into their continuous inventories and records the changes in property and their

costs subsequent to the original valuation.

The Engineering Section of the Bureau, having completed revised inventories for

practically all carriers through the year 1932, is engaged in bringing its inventories forward

to later dates and, as of October 1, 1Q53, was approximately 82 percent* current (long

form method). The work of the Accounting Section in bringing summaries of original

cost other than land is 94 percent* current; the summaries of original cost of land is 59

percent* current. The Land Section has completed 75 percent* of its work of adding

additions and betterments to the latest appraisals which, except in a few cases, was as

of 1945 or earlier.

As we have previously reported, in measuring the progress made during the year,

or even for the past five years, on the railroad valuation work, it will be noted that the

Bureau is not able to maintain a status quo in its program, and it will be impossible

for the Bureau to keep abreast of its work load or to make up arrears unless its per-

sonnel is increased. On October 1 the Bureau had a total of 68 employees, of which 24

were in the Engineering Section, 26 in the Accounting Section (14 office and 12 field),

and 14 in the .Land Section (9 office and S field).

* Based on 8,710,000 mile-years from basic valuation dates through 19S2.
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Elements of Value as of January 1, 1952

The Bureau of Valuation prepared its estimates for the Class I carriers covering the

standard elements of value as of January 1, 1952, and released them February 5, 1953.

They were introduced in Ex Parte 175 as Exhibit No. 157.

Report of Committee on Valuation, National Association

of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners

An interesting report of the Committee on Valuation of the N.A.R.U.C. was presented

at its annual convention in New York City, September 21-24, 1953. The report consists

of 17 mimeograph pages, and copies may be secured from the office of the secretary,

N.A.R.U.C, 7413 New Post Office Building, Washington, D. C, at S0(^ per copy.

The report contains a review of the price and economic developments since the 1951

committee report, which the committee thought made it imperative to review the valua-

tion theories and policies. The report points out. as price and utility construction costs

continue to spiral higher and higher, utility companies prosecuted with increasing vigor

their claims for recognition of higher price and cost levels in fixing rates. The attitude

of both federal and state commissions in interpreting the Hope Gas decision was dis-

cussed, and the report points out "It should be borne in mind, however, that the Court

did not lift all constitutional restraint and that to date it has not adopted original cost

as the rate base for the test of confiscation." As a consequence, the report states that

probably now one-third or more of the state commissions, either by tradition or as a

result of court decree, give some recognition to reproduction cost or other variety of

current cost factors in finding the rate base. After reviewing a number of the cases,

the report sums up with this concluding statement:

"The foregoing review of issues bearing on the valuation of rate bases and other

related factors in recent rate proceedings is made for the purpose of bringing into sharper

focus the reasons for the divergence of viewpoints on these matters and to provide some

basis for a more orderly solution to these questions.

"As a result of recent court decisions, an increasing number of state commissions

are now required to adhere more closely to statutes and base their findings on a fair

value rate base, and most of these are specifically barred from considering original cost

as the sole criterion of value. These issues will undoubtedly be the subject of review in

other courts because they have been presented in proceedings before commissions in most

other states.

"This Committee takes no position for the purposes of this report as to the

appropriate treatment of any of these issues in fixing rates. It feels strongly, however,

that in the absence of statutory requirements or established procedure in individual

states there should be no revival on a broad scale of the complex and vexing methods

of finding reproduction cost less depreciation which the use of a present value base

formerly entailed. In these days of rapid change, prompt and effective rate treatment

should not be hamstrung by the necessity of making expensive, detailed and time-

consuming property valuations, if some other more expeditious procedure can be found

and employed which would provide equitable results. One such alternative procedure

might be in the use of trended original cost depreciated, which recognizes the change in

the value of the dollar without the time-consuming and costly task attendant upon

reproduction cost estimates.

"A number of years ago, one of the chief exponents of prudent investment regulation

proposed a method which was intended to overcome the infirmities of both original cost

and reproduction cost regulation in a period of price inflation. He argued strongly for

continuation of the prudent investment standard 'but to make the measure of that
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investment, not the historical money cost but the historical real cost. In other words,

the rate base might be made to vary, not with changes in the cost of railway' construction

but rather with changes in an index of the cost of living.' (17) From the viewpoint of

economy and convenience of administration, in those states in which a fair value rate

base is to be the rule, such a rate base might contribute greatly to more effective and

expeditious rate making."

The report also contains an interesting discussion on the subject valuation of

Depreciation Cost and discusses the current controversy as to whether depreciation cost

for rate-making purposes should be based on the value of the property or the original

cost. The report points out:

"There have been relatively few commission decisions rendered to date involving

this depreciation cost question, but in practically none of those rendered has recognition

been given to utility companies' claims for additional depreciation allowances. In one

case the company's claim was rejected on the ground that it constituted 'a plain demand
that the rate payers be required to contribute to the capital' of the company. (16) Others

have taken the view that the principle is not in accord with established accounting con-

cepts, or that what the company actually was seeking was to provide for the replacement

of existing property when it was retired from service and that determination of this

ultimate requirement was too speculative and conjectural to be given serious consideration.

"This Committee's direct interest in this matter for the purposes of this report con-

cerns the valuation of such depreciation cost in the event that it should be allowed."

The report concludes with this statement:

"The Committee does not favor the method based on the replacement cost of

depreciable assets. It is generally recognized that recovery of investment in depreciable

assets is appropriate whether or not the assets are to be replaced upon retirement."

"The Federal Valuation of the Railroads in the United States"

The valuation monograph reproduced in AREA Bulletin 503, and later separately

reprinted, received a widespread distribution. It was accepted as a paper in the VIII

Pan American Railway Congress held in Washington in June 19S3 and was translated

into Spanish as a permanent record of the Congress. It was accompanied by a synopsis

or relator's report prepared by Acting Director John E. Hansbury, of the ICC Bureau

of Valuation.

B. H. Moore was awarded a Certificate of Merit for presenting a paper of out-

standing merit.

Court Decisions

No oustanding cases involving valuation were decided by the U. S. Supreme Court

during the year. However, there were a number of lower court cases, of which the

following are of interest to engineers:

Pole Driving: In Kansas City Southern Railway Co. V. United States, 112 F, Supp.

164, decided June 2, 1953, the Court of Claims held that expenditures incurred to

eliminate water pockets in the track subgrade were deductible as current maintenance

expense. It has been the practice of the revenue agents to deny such deductions.

Amortization: In Wickes Corporation V. United States 108 F, Supp. 616, decided

December 2, 1952, the Court of Claims held that the percentage limitation of necessity

certificates under the World War II amortization law was illegal and that the full cost

of certified facilities could be amortized.

Delayed Accounting for Retirements and Depreciation Sustained Prior to March 1,

1013: In Boston and Maine Railroad V. Commissioner of Internal Revenue on July 29,
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1953, The United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit unanimously reversed

the decision of the Tax Court, and held:

1. That deductions need not be claimed in the year of physical loss, as in the case

of fire or other casualty, but might properly be claimed in the year abandon-

ment or retirement was authorized by AFE action, with due allowance for

lapover accounting.

2. That the adjustment for depreciation sustained prior to March 1, 1913, is inap-

plicable to the retirement method of depreciation accounting.

No appeal from this decision was taken by the Commissioner within the time

allotted for that purpose.

Report on Assignment 7

Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classifications

M. Friedman (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barnhart, B. Firestone, W. S. Gates, Jr.,

W. A. Godfrey, W. M. Hager, C. B. Martin, B. H. Moore, J. H. O'Brien, M. G.

Pettis, J. H. Roach, H. B. Sampson, J. R. Traylor, J. L. Willcox.

This is a progress report, submitted for information only.

The previous committee report referred to the proposed order of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in connection with units of property and other related matters,

designated as Subject No. 439. Further discussions of this subject between railroad and

commission representatives have been had and progress has been made in reaching an

agreement as to a list of accounting units for depreciable property and incidental changes

in the Classification of Accounts to be included in the proposed order.

The following orders of the ICC affecting the Accounting Classification and Account-

ing Interpretations which may be of interest to engineers have been issued since the

previous report:

1. Case A-192, effective July 1, 1952, prescribes the proper accounting for the cost

of devices installed in freight cars to facilitate the loading of special types of freight.

This interpretation provides that the cost of such devices that will remain in the car for

an indefinite period be charged to investment and the cost of those of a temporary

nature be charged to operating expenses.

2. Effective Jan. 1, 1953—Revision of the "Rules Governing the Separation of

Operating Expenses, Railway Taxes, Equipment Rents, and Joint Facihty Rents between

Freight Service and Passenger Service on Class I Line-Haul Railroads", which supersedes

those dated Jan. 1, 1936.

3. Effective Oct. 1, 1953—Cancelation of the optional accounting which permitted

the creation of reserves for deferred maintenance through charges to operating expenses,

for the reason that only few of the Class I railroads took advantage of the provision.

The following operating expense and balance sheet accounts were canceled:

Operating expenses—special instructions—Par. 25, deferred maintenance and major

repairs to equipment.

Operating expenses. Account No. 268, deferred maintenance—way and structures.

Operating expenses, Account No. 339, deferred maintenance—equipment.

Operating expenses. Account No. 340, major repairs—equipment.

General balance sheet. Account No. 7045/2—maintenance funds.

General balance sheet. Account No. 774—maintenance reserves.

The operating expense accounts, Nos. 1208, 1232 and 1235, applicable to Class II

carriers, and Nos. 2207, 2230 and 2233 appUcable to Class III carriers, which

correspond to the accounts listed above, were also canceled.

i



Report of Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

B. H. Crosl.-vnd, Chairman,
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(c) Methods for installing culverts inside of existing culverts.

Progress report, presented as information page 634

6. Roadway: Formation and protection page 636

(a) Roadbed stabilization.

Part 1—By pole and tie driving.

Final report, submitted for adoption page 63 7

Part 2—Pleistocene soils along the Rock Island relocation in south-

western Iowa, submitted as information page 639

Part 3—Failures induced by weight of fill, submitted as inlormation . . page 645

Part 4—Soil engineering in freight yard construction, submitted as

information page 651

Part 5—Roadbed stabilization through drainage, submitted as infor-

mation page 6.S2

(b) Construction and protection of roadbed across reservoir areas ; specifi-

cations.

No report.

7. Tunnels:

(a) Ventilation: changes necessary for operation of diesel power.

(b) Clearance: methods used to increase, collaborating with Committee 28.

No report.

8. Critical review of all methods of preventing snow drifts.

Progress report, presented as information for the purpose of soliciting com-

ments and criticism prior to submission one year hence for adoption and

publication in the Manual page 655

9. Signs: recommended sizes and shapes.

No report.

10. Ballast:

(a) Tests.

Progress report, submitted as information page 663

(b) Ballasting practices.

No report.

(c) Special types of ballast.

Progress report, submitted as information page 664

11. Chemical control of vegetation:

Progress report, presented as information page 671

12. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of

substitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee

3-A, General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR. -

No report.

The Committee on Roadway and Ballast,

B. H. Crosland, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 514, February 1954.
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MEMOIR

ISiUiam Cornelius ^iuartout

Through the death of William C. Swartout on March 16, 1953, during the March

Convention, Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, has lost one of its most esteemed

members. Mr. Swartout joined the Association in 1919 and became a member of Com-

mittee 1 in 1926, serving as chairman of sub-committee 4 for several years and as com-

mittee chairman from 1944 to 1947. He was also a member of Committee 25, Water-

ways and Harbors, and was committee chairman from 1934 to 1935. He continued to be

active in the work of Committee 1 up to a short time before his death.

Mr. Swartout was born at Huron, Mich., on November 18, 1878, and was graduated

from the University of Michigan with a BS degree in Civil Engineering in 1902.

After graduation Mr. Swartout took employment with the Pennsylvania Railroad

on an engineering corps, and went to the Missouri Pacific Railroad on March 1, 1905,

where he was given various assignments, including that of division engineer. In 1909

he was transferred to the chief engineer's office with a special assignment relating to

drainage and pubhc improvement matters on which he served until his retirement in 1948.

"Bill" Swartout was a man of clear perception and steadfast loyalty to his work

and friends. With a ready wit and a vast, clean vocabulary, he enjoyed the respect and

esteem of everyone who knew him. He was particular in details and a keen parliamen-

tarian, which made him a most valuable aid in committee work.

In addition to the accomplishments enumerated, Mr. Swartout, who was a devoted

husband and father, also found time to take an active part in church work.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

A. P. Crosley (chairman, subcommittee), R. H. Beeder, F. W. Biltz, L. H. Bond, J. P.

Datesman, G. B. Harris, L. H. Jentoft, L. V. Johnson, R. R. Manion, L. D. Shelkey,

C. E. Webb.

Your committee offers the following recommendations with respect to the Manual:

Pages 1-1-23 to 1-1-37, incl.

ROADWAY PROTECTION

Reapprove with the following revisions, additions or deletions:

Page 1-1-24: Change first paragraph of Art. 1. Timber, to read as follows:

Fig. 1 shows a typical open-face timber crib retaining structure. The face may be

closed with additional timber if desired for appearances. Creosoted preframed timber is

recommended, except for temporary installations.

Page 1-1-26: Change the paragraph immediately preceding Art. 2. Concrete, to read

as follows:

It is not customary to provide drainage back of open-face timber crib walls. If the

face is of closed construction, drainage facilities may be provided, if conditions warrant.

Pages 1-1-26 and 1-1-27: Replace the third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh para-

graphs of Art. 2. Concrete, with the following two paragraphs:

Concrete crib walls present a nice appearance and have been used with marked

success to meet a wide range of conditions. In comparing the different designs of con-
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Crete cribbing, consideration should be given to the number, size and weights of units,

as these influence the cost of erection.

The material for backfilling should consist preferably of gravel, crushed stone or

some other granular material. Use of clay, or earth with a large clay content, should be

avoided. The material should contain no ingredient injurious to concrete.

Page 1-1-27: Delete the present eighth, ninth, tenth and eleventh paragraphs of

Art. 2. Concrete.

Page 1-1-27: Replace the fifth and sixth sentences of the first paragraph of Art. 3.

Metal, with the following sentence: The solid transverse sections acting as beams trans-

mit the lateral thrust to the base without danger of shear failure.

Page 1-1-29: Replace Fig. S with new Fig. 5. presented herewith.

Page 1-1-31: Delete all material under Art. 8. Sliding Slopes, and renumber present

Art. 9. Concrete, to Art. 8. Concrete.

Page 1-1-32 to 1-1-34, incl.: Delete Figs. 7, 8 and 9, and renumber Figs. 10, 11

and 12 to Figs. 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

Page 1-1-35: Add the following sentence immediately following the word "con-

structed" in the seventh line under Sec. B. Roadbed Protection (first line at top of page

1-1-35) : 'Precast concrete slabs have been used advantageously, and are particularly

adaptable for protection of fills under operated tracks.

Revise the third sentence of Par. (c). Sec. B. Roadbed Protection, to read as fol-

lows: Early experimental installations show that rapid battering of the rail at the joints

will result unless cushioning material is placed under the rail, or unless the joints are

butt welded.

Page 1-1-3 7: Revise material under Detector Fences, to read as follows:

Slide detector fences are used extensively in signal territory to guard against hazards

caused by land slides, falling rocks, snow and ice, or other material. Several types are

in use. Details of construction are fully covered in Signal Requisites, Manual, Part 20S,

Signal Section, AAR.

Pages 1-4-17 and 1-4-18

INSTALLATION OF PIPE CULVERTS

Reapprove with the following revision:

Page 1-4-17: Revise the fifth paragraph under Art. 3. Installation, to read as

follows

:

Where a trench is required, it shall be excavated only to a width sufficient to permit

thorough tamping of the backfill material under the haunches and around the pipe as

hereinafter specified. For pipe 48 in and under in diameter, the trench shall not exceed

the external diameter by more than 12 in on each side, and for pipe greater than 48-in

diameter, it shall not exceed the external diameter by more than 24 in on each side, except

where unsuitable material is encountered.

Pages 1-6-10 to 1-6-14, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCES

Reapprove with the following revision:

Page 1-6-10: Revise the first paragraph of Art. 2. Class A Fence, to read is

follows:
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Class A fence shall consist of 9 longitudinal smooth galvanized steel wires; the

longitudinal and stay wires shall be No. 9 gage.

Other recommendations affecting Manual material are presented in following sub-

committee reports.

Report on Assignment 2

Physical Properties of Earth Materials

(a) Roadbed. Load Capacity. Relation to Ballast. Allowable Pressures.

(b) Structural Foundation Beds, Collaborating with Committees 6 and 8.

R. R. Manion (chairman, subcommittee), F. N. Beighley, J. G. Gilley, L. H. Jentoft,

J. W. Poulter, J. R. Schofield.

Your committee reports this year on both of its assignments. One report, designated

as Part 1, comes under Assignment (a) only. It is the sixth and final progress report

on the pressure cell installation under the New York Central tracks near Trenton, Mich.

It is submitted as information.

The other report, designated as Part 2, relates to both assignments (a) and (b).

It is a report on the Physical Properties of Earth Materials and includes a section on

Specifications for Test Borings. These specifications are published for the first time.

It also includes present Manual material with corrections and additions. The entire

report is submitted as information with a request for comments prior to proposal as

Manual material in 1955.

Both parts of the report have been prepared with the assistance of the research staff

of the Engineering Division, AAR.

Part 1

Report on Assignment 2 (a)

Sixth Progress Report on Soil Pressure Cells—1954

SYNOPSIS

The pressure cell installation under the New York Central track near Trenton, Mich.,

was placed in July 1950. The test installation consisted of 12 pressure cells placed 4 ft

below the bottoms of the ties over a 16-ft wide section. The cells were placed in a 9-ft

wide trench near the center of a water-carrying ballast pocket approximately 3 rails in

length and covered with a plastic clay to a depth of about 6 in. Five of the cells were

placed to record vertical pressures, four to record transverse horizontal pressures, one

to record longitudinal horizontal pressures, and two to record pressures at an angle

of 45 deg transverse and downward. To determine the actual loads transmitted through

the ties, a system of shims and strain gages under the tie plates was used to determine

the loads on the tie directly over the pressure cell installation and on the two ties on

either side. All data were recorded by oscillographs under normal traffic runs.

After the installation was completed, readings were taken for a number of runs.

The ballast pocket was then grouted, and another group of runs was taken the same

year. Data from additional runs were taken in 1951 and 1952, recording tie load data
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and pressure-cell readings. In June 1Q53 a group of static load readings were taken with

the loads produced by a locomotive standing on the track over the pressure cell installa-

tion. These readings were taken with a static strain indicator. After completion of these

static readings, the pressure cells were dug up and returned to the AAR Central Research

Laboratory for observation and recalibration.

Analysis of data indicates that the impact effects of dynamic runs increase the

recorded static soil pressures by approximately 50 percent for diesel locomotives and

approximately SO percent for steam locomotives.

INTRODUCTION

This is the final report on the measurement of subgrade soil pressures on the soil

pressure cell installation under the New York Central track near Trenton, Mich. The

work on this installation has been conducted with committee sponsorship under the

general direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, Engineering Division,

AAR, and under the direct supervision and guidance of Rockwell Smith, research engineer

roadwaj', by G. L. Hinueber, assistant research engineer Roadway, and M. F. Smucker,

assistant electrical engineer, both members of the Engineering Division research staff.

Records were taken in 1950, 1951 and 1952 under normal traffic. In June 1953

records were taken with a static indicator. Loading was accomplished by moving a diesel

locomotive on to the test section and allowing it to remain stationary while readings

were taken. Slight variations in loading were brought about by moving the locomotive

so as to vary the position of the axles with respect to the tie which is centered over the

pressure cell installation.

PERFORMANCE OF PRESSURE CELLS

Following completion of static readings the pressure cells were dug up and removed

from the ground. A great deal of difficulty was encountered in recovering the cells

because of the grout in the ballast section. There was a layer of very hard grout-

impregnated ballast ranging from 8 to 12 in. in thickness in the bottom of the ballast

pocket over the pressure cell installation. When the cells were uncovered they were found

to be in generally good condition. The petrosene wax protective coating was still pro-

viding an effective waterproof covering. All the cells appeared to have retained their

original position and orientation.

The pressure cells were recalibrated in 1Q53 after removal from the ground. The

dynamic calibration changed somewhat from 1950 to 1953. The changes seem to be

quite uniform for all the cells. A 5 -lb load in 1950 gave a deflection about 95 percent

of that given by the same load in 1953. A 10-lb load in 1950 gave a deflection about 90

percent of the deflection for the same load in 1953. Little or no change has taken place

in the static cahbrations from 1950 to 1953. The original zero readings as indicated on

the static stress indicator are considerably different from those obtained in 1953 after

the cells were removed from the ground. This is probably due in part to "creep" of the

strain gages. With this condition existing it is not likely that the particular pressure cells

used in this installation could be used with accuracy for determining changes in static

loads which might take place over long periods of time.

In 1952, 10 out of the original 12 cells installed were still fully operative. Pressure

cell 7 for measuring pressure on a plane 45 deg from the vertical, located 4 ft to the

right of the center line of the track, and pressure cell 20 for measuring vertical pressure

on a horizontal plane 8 ft to the left of the track center line, were out of order. In 1953
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it was discovered that pressure cell 7 had a corroded connector and a loose wire. When
this condition was corrected the pressure cell was restored to operation. Pressure cell 20

was still inoperative and pressure cell 2 for measuring vertical pressure on a horizontal

plane 4 ft to the right of the track center line, which was working in 1952, was also out.

Pressure cell 20 was damaged shortly after installation. Moisture had condensed

inside the cell, and in an attempt to dry out the gages by passing a high voltage through

them, they were burned out, rendering the cell inoperative. Pressure cell 2 had a faulty

connection between the cable and gages which caused it to short out.

DISCUSSION

Comparisons between static and dynamic recorded pressures for diesels were made
using the average of the results of a number of runs employing the same type and

weight of locomotive and having approximately the same load distribution on five ties.

Data used for the determination of impact effects of locomotives are presented in Table 1.

Static pressure cell readings taken in 1953 were compared with dynamic readings taken

in previous years.

The average total load on 5 ties as indicated by a system of shims and strain gages

under the tie plates, for static runs, is only about 89 percent of that for dynamic runs

with the same diesel locomotive.

Comparing equivalent vertical pressures, it is noted that the static equivalent ver-

tical pressure is only about 75 percent of the dynamic. As explained in previous reports

the recorded vertical pressures are integrated graphically for the 16-ft width covered

by the pressure cell installation, and the average value over this width is taken as the

equivalent vertical pressure.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the vertical pressure over the section in which the

pressure cells are installed. Recorded static pressures are shown by a dotted line, recorded

dynamic pressures for diesel locomotives by a broken line, and recorded dynamic pres-

sures for steam locomotives by a solid line. The static and dynamic pressures agree quite

closely at the 8 ft off track center line positions. However, the static vertical pressures

4 ft from the center line are only about 68 percent of the dynamic, and the static vertical

pressure at the center line is only about 66 percent of the dynamic.

In comparing lateral horizontal pressures, as illustrated in Fig. 2, it is noted that

the static and dynamic lateral horizontal pressures are in fairly close agreement at the

8 ft from center line positions. However, at 4 ft from the center line the static lateral

horizontal pressure is only about 68 percent of the dynamic.

The longitudinal horizontal pressure on the center line is only about 67 percent of

the dynamic.

Comparing the pressures on a plane 45 deg transverse and downward 4 ft off the

track center line, it is noted that the static pressures average about 68 percent of the

dynamic.

Indications are that the vibratory and impact effects account for a fair share of the

total load transmitted to the subgrade by railroad traffic. From the limited data available

it appears that the vertical pressure under the center line of rail due to rail traffic may
be increased by as much as S3 percent by vibratory and impact effects, the vertical

pressures 4 ft off the center line may be increased by as much as 46 percent, the longi-

tudinal center line pressures by 49 percent, the lateral horizontal pressures 4 ft off the

center line by 48 percent, and pressures on the 45 deg plane 4 ft off center line by 47

percent. It appears that these vibratory and impact effects are probably dissipated before

reaching pressure cells located 8 ft off the track center line.
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TABLt 1

TABULATION OF DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF IMPACT EFFECTS OF LOCOMOTIVES

Appiox. Loco.

Axle

Load
(lbs)

5 Ties

(Its. )

RECORDED I'PESSURES

4-o(t 4

1953

1953

1953

f.1,250
I

75.800
I

0.40

61.250 70.100 45

61.250 66.400 0.40

2.00

2. 10

1 40

2 75

2.55

2 20

1.67

1.95

1.50

: Runs (Diesel Locor

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

Avg. Dynamic (Diesel)

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

61.250

84.000

84.600

90.400

90.200

89.200

81.300

83.400

91.700

84,200

74,000

85.300

0.37

0.40

0.51

0.34

0.29

0.37

0.37

0.22

0.51

0.29

2.98

2.87

3.09

3.02

2.76

2.76

3.02

3 02

2.83

2.84

5.82
5. '9

3.54

5. 18

5.04

4.81

7.15

5.60

5.49

5.04

5.35

0.96

0.96

1.01

0.94

0.87

0.87

0.96

2 14

2.22

2.22

1.95

2.14

2.18

1.91

2. 10

2.06

1.91

5. 10

6. 16

3.84

3.66

3.76

3.84

3.62
3.76

3.66

3.52

2.80

2.82

2.93

2.61

2.70

2.70

2.67

2.76

2.80

2 65

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1952

1951

1951

1951

1951

1951

1951

1951

1951

1951

1951

1950

1950
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Driver Axle Lood

Diesel Loco. 61 250

Steam Loco. (Avg) 64 400

Total Load on 5 Ties

Maximum Static 75 800
Avg. Dynamic (Dies.) 85 300
Avg. Dynomic (Steam) 87 400

Static

Dynamic (Diesel)

Dynamic (Steam)

FIGURE I.

VERTICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT SECTION THROUGH PRESSURE CELI

4'

Static

Dynamic (Diesel)

Dynamic (Steam)

FIGURE 2.

LATERAL HORIZONTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT SECTION THRU PRESSURE CEL
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The above statements apply only to diesel locomotives of one type and weight.

Data obtained in 1950, 1951, 1952 and 1953 substantiate the belief that greater

effects of impact and vibration might be noted under steam locomotives. A tabulation

of these data is presented in Table 1. Recorded pressures for steam locomotives have

been reduced to show indicated pressures for steam locomotives carrying static track loads

equivalent to those of the diesels used in the test. This permits direct comparison between

dynamic pressures produced by steam and diesel power. To reduce recorded pressures

for steam locomotives to indicated pressures as shown in Table 1, the effective load per

track foot for each locomotive, both diesel and steam, used in the test has been obtained

by assuming that the total weight on the drivers is spread over a length of track equal

to the distance between the front and rear drivers, plus the distance between two adjacent

drivers. The load per track foot for the diesel locomotives used in the static tests has

been divided by the load per track foot for each steam locomotive used in the dynamic

tests, thus obtaining a factor for each steam locomotive. The recorded pressures for each

steam locomotive have been multiplied by their respective factors to reduce them to the

indicated pressures for dynamic runs on steam locomotives shown in Table 1. These

data indicate that the vertical pressure under the center line of rail due to a steam loco-

motive may be increased by as much as 88 percent by vibratory and impact effects,

the vertical pressure 4 ft off the center line may be increased by as much 71 percent,

the vertical pressures 8 ft off the center line by about 7 percent, the longitudinal center

Hne pressures by 78 percent, the lateral horizontal pressures 4 ft off the center line by

85 percent, the lateral horizontal pressures 8 ft off the center line by IS percent, and

pressures on a 4S-deg plane, 4 ft off the track center line by 77 percent.

SUMM.\RY

Vibratory and impact forces account for a considerable amount of the total pressure

transmitted by rail traffic to the roadbed. However, the effects of impact and vibration

are reduced at quite a rapid rate as the distance from the source becomes greater. In this

installation it appears that their effect is almost completely dissipated before reaching

the pressure cells located 8 ft each side of the track center line.

Results indicate that this type of pressure cell when installed in plastic soils works

well for dynamic loads and can be used satisfactorily for the type of installation where

the pressure cells are balanced before each set of readings. It works equally well for

static loads when a zero reading can be obtained just before the load is applied and

readings taken. Wire strain gages of the type used in these pressure cells are subject to

"creep", which shifts the zero balance point and will throw off results obtained during

long-time loading. This type of cell is not, in its present state of development, applicable

to the problem of measuring changes in dead-load pressures over long periods of time.

With proper care in waterproofing and insulation it is possible for a pressure cell

installation of the type reported on to remain in good operating condition and give

reliable data for long periods of time. The cells retain their original static calibration

quite well, but show a small change in the dynamic calibration over a period of years.

Results of an investigation of this type are limited in scope because the data

obtained are only reliable for the one set of conditions of soil, moisture, track and loading

existing at the particular location of the installation.
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Part 2

Report on Assignment 2 (a) and 2 (b)

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF EARTH MATERIALS

A. GENERAL

The track structure is almost invariably within or founded on natural earth mate-

rials. There are two general classifications of these earth materials, namely, rock and

soil, the latter of which comprises the great majority of the mileage. The properties of

solid rock as a subgrade material are sufficiently well known to need no further elabora-

tion, so it is to the soil that this treatise pertains. Any earth material or shale not readily

classified as rock is assumed to be soil for the purpose of this discussion, with the excep-

tion of ballast, which is excluded entirely from this Part of the Manual, limiting consid-

eration to roadbed and foundation bed soils, their properties, performance and methods

of exploration and test.

The term soil or soils is loosely defined as sediments and other unconsolidated por-

tions of the earth's crust produced through the chemical and physical weathering of the

rocks, including material of organic origin. It is to be understood that complete knowl-

edge of the properties and performance of soils is not yet available. Theoretical consid-

erations are usually based on the assumption that soil masses are elastic or plastic mate-

rials of known properties through which, as for steel, the performance can be predicted.

This is far from the observed behavior in many cases. For instance, the same soil can

perform very differently under different conditions of moisture and density.

There is, however, a general classification of soils by grain size of the individual

particles into three groups, within which the performance of individual soils is generally

similar. These groups are sands and gravels, silts, and clays.

Sands and gravels often occur in nature in pure form, silts occasionally, usually as a

result of wind-blown deposits, but the clays are almost invariably, on a grain-size basis,

a combination of the three materials. Most soils, however, are combinations, and their

classification into any of the performance groups is dependent on physical properties

and mineralogic content.

It is possible to identify generally the three groups by visual and "feel" tests. Sand

and gravel are loose and granular. The individual particles can be seen and felt. Silt is

fine grained with a floury texture. The size of the individual particles is usually not

distinguishable visually or by "feel". When dry it crushes easily and dusts readily under

the fingers. When wet it is often nonplastic. Clay, when moist, is plastic through a con-

siderable range of water content. When dry it is hard and will not powder under the

fingers. Visual and manual inspection will also permit additional descriptive classification,

such as color, consistency or relative moisture content and combinations of apparent

grain sizes, such as sandy clay, silty clay, clayey sand, etc. This field identification of

soils will give considerable information on their properties and probable performance in

service. Additional classification is dependent on tests.

Certain basic physical properties in various combinations are responsible for all the

deformations of soils under stress that affect stability of structures:
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1. Internal Friction is the resistance to motion of particles of soil in contact caused

by the roughness of their surfaces and the shape and size of the individual grains. It varies

with applied pressure. Internal friction is high in sands and relatively low in clays.

2. Cohesion is the resistance to forces tending to separate two or more soil particles

held together by minute moisture films, possibly supplemented by the natural stickiness

of colloids. It is independent of applied pressure. Cohesion is very low in sands and

relatively high in clays.

3. Compressibility represents the change in the volume of soil produced by pressure.

It is slight in sands in which the bulky grains bear almost directly on adjacent grains,

and much higher in clays, where the minute and scale-like grains are separated by

capillary water which is squeezed out, producing volume changes.

4. Elasticity is the property of soil to rebound after removal of load. It is almost

entirely absent in sand with its bulky and rather rigid grains; it is present to varying

degree in undisturbed clay, due principally to the scale-like, flexible particles and to a

flocculated, honeycomb arrangement of the particles. Elasticity, due to a spongy structure,

is present in some soils containing organic matter.

5. Permeability determines the rate of consolidation of soils. The high permeability

of sands permits almost immediate consolidation under load, while the small capillaries

of clay retard the passage of contained water, resulting in a long period of consolidation.

6. Capillarity of soil is produced by the hair-fine spaces between the particles. The

capillary movement of water is independent of gravity. The void spaces of sands are

too large to act as capillaries, except in a slight degree. Higher capillarity, such as clays

possess, contributes to the properties of cohesion, compressibility, elasticity and per-

meability. Capillarity is an important contributor to the frost heaving of soil.

B. ROADBED SOILS

Roadbed soils, as disturbed and remolded in railroad subgrades, should support the

loads imposed on them, without displacement. With adequate ballast the stresses involved

under present-day loading usually will not exceed the strength of the roadbed soils when

dry. The track structure is such that water falling on it goes through the ballast and

reaches the subgrade soils, thus exposing them to moisture. Free water under loads,

impact and vibrations of traffic can be absorbed into the roadbed soils, reducing their

strengths sufficiently to permit displacement under loads. This process is progressive.

The character of the soils comprising the roadbed is a determining factor in the develop-

ment of this condition.

Sands with high frictional qualities when compact are not subject to pocket devel-

opment under present conditions of loading. This applies to a considerable range of

sand, silt, and clay mixtures. Sands and sandy soils are generally free also from frost

heaving qualities and make by far the best subgrades. A measure of the ability of sandy

soils to maintain stability as railroad subgrades is the plasticity factor (see Sec. D,

Fig. 1). Plasticity indices below 8 in sandy soils are generally indicative of good sub-

grade support under present loading characteristics.

Silts, when loosely compacted, can be unstable. Good densification is difficult to

obtain, which, along with high capillarity, make silts generally unsuitable for roadbed

materials, particularly near the top of the subgrade. Pockets will develop in silt soils,

although slowly. Frost heaving is prevalent, and fills of such soils, unless well compacted

under close control, continue to subside for long periods. Silts may be non-plastic in
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the coarser materials and usually show plasticity indices under 10. Low plasticity in a

predominantly silty soil is not a good measure of its stability in the subgrade. In addi-

tion, silts are subject to underground erosion and piping around leaking culverts,

drains, etc.

Clays and clayey soils are most subject to loss of strength with increase in moisture

content. Their permeability is relatively low, and after once started a pocket can develop

rapidly in the presence of water. The plasticity indices of clay soils afford a good

measure of their action in the roadbed. The greater the index the more subject the

material is to loss of strength. The compressibility of clays increases directly with liquid

limit. The mineralogical content of clay also is a factor in the performance of clay. Soils

with clay fractions of illite and kaolinite show less tendency to swell than those with

montmorillonite. Clays with montmorillonite in predominance are usually very unstable

in the presence of water, and should be avoided where possible.

The treatment for clays, where used, varies but should include provisions for drainage

and for a granular cap sufficient to reduce stresses below the strength of the soils under

unfavorable conditions. Most clays in themselves do not show particularly high frost-

heaving characteristics, but water-pocketed track over clay soils, when frozen, results in

sufficient differential heave to require shimming. This heaving may result in some decrease

in the clay density, with a further decrease in strength properties. Clays are usually low

in frictional properties and require cohesion for stability in fills and cut slopes. Because

of this the critical height for any slope in clays is determined by the strength of the soil.

At critical height any decrease in strength results in a slide failure. Clay fills may
become stronger with time because of continuing densification. Cut slopes usually react

oppositely because of swell, absorption of moisture, etc.

Methods of exploration and sampling, tests for determinations of factors affecting

performance, and a discussion on interpretation of results are given in Sec. D.

C. FOUNDATION SOILS

Foundation soils may be considered as undisturbed soils that are required to support

the loads superimposed. As applied to railroads the loads may consist of a combination

of earth jfill, structural foundations or footings, track and ballast weights, and live loads

of traffic. Soils below original ground under fills and in cuts more than about 3 ft below

the ballast may be considered as foundation soils.

It is to be understood that the following discussion is very general and is intended

only as information on the problems to be considered. Soils in nature are soil aggregates

with various percentages of sand, silt and clay appearing with extreme variations in

moisture content, water table and underlying strata. Each foundation presents a separate

problem.

As opportunity to select the character of the foundation soils is very limited, it is of

utmost importance to investigate the character and properties of the foundation and

adapt the design of the structure accordingly. The factor of safety against breaking into

the ground should be adequate and deformation of the base controlled to prevent

damage to the structure.

The foundation soils may likewise be classified into three general groups, namely,

sands and gravels, silts, and clays, each with definite characteristics.

Sand and gravel in foundations, as for roadbeds, generally produce the most stable

base from a settlement and bearing standpoint. The inherent characteristics of very fine

sand foundation soils produce possible piping or underground erosion. Sand in a loose
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state is subject to liquefaction in the presence of vibration and water. Loose sand and

gravel may show appreciable compressibility. Compact sand is relatively incompressible.

Water-bearing sand strata in clay and silt soils are a possible source of seepage pressures

and hydrostatic uplift. The depth of water table is an important factor. Grain size is

usually unimportant.

Silts generally are poorly suited for the support of foundations, especially in a rela-

tively loose condition. They have inherent qualities that lead to piping, high settlement

unless highly compacted, and low bearing ability. Water-table conditions affect action

materially, as do vibratory loads. True loess soil, classed as silt in this discussion, often

shows an apparent strength through cementation when dry that may disappear com-

pletely in the presence of water and vibration.

Clays and clayey soil are cohesive soils, usually compressible, but at a relatively

slow rate. The settlement of structures over compressible clays can continue for long

periods of time. Foundation clays are usually near the water saturation point. Excep-

tions occur near the surface, which is subject to drying cycles. The dry strength of clays

is usually high, but decreases generally with increased moisture content. The bearing

values and stability of clay foundations must be considered for all loads. Stratified

deposits with soft clay layers or sand and silt partings may act appreciably different

from homogeneous clay deposits.

D. EXPLORATION AND TESTS

The purpose of exploration is to determine the nature and extent of the various

soil deposits, ground water conditions, etc., and to obtain the required samples for tests;

the samples to be of such nature as to disclose under test the basic information pertinent

to the appraisal of the resulting roadbed or foundation bed.

The following is a brief resume of the basic considerations for soil investigations.

Experience and accumulated information from adjacent projects serve to reduce the

burden of work of a complete soil survey. Surveys complete in every detail often serve

no practical purpose; they may only complicate a problem. Better results are obtainable

with good basic information, together with close and careful observation during

construction.

Many roadbeds are subject to high maintenance costs because of the lack of adequate

basic soil information prior to construction ; also many foundations are under or over

designed because of lack of complete information or mis-interpretation of prevalent

conditions. Long-term savings can be achieved by a comprehensive investigation into the

soil conditions involved in roadbeds and foundation beds.

Two general steps are required for all soil investigations: first, consideration of the

general geological features of the site, and second, exploratory borings to produce more

specific information as to the extent of soil variations, moisture content, etc. The char-

acter of a roadbed or foundation soil can be determined by means of test pits, wash

borings, auger borings, or core borings of a type and extent consistent with the magnitude

of the project.

Test pits are the best means of exploration where conditions are favorable for

excavation since they permit careful examination of the exact soil profile and make it

possible to obtain larger and usually less disturbed soil samples. Soil exploration by

means of test pits is usually carried to shallow depths of only 10 to 20 ft, and excava-

tion is usually by hand. This type of exploration is generally considerably more expensive

than other methods of sub-surface exploration.
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The cheapest and most adaptable methods of exploration are wash borings and

auger borings.

Wash borings can be used in all common soils which do not contain numerous

stones or boulders, but it is not a suitable method for boring in hard or cemented soils

or rock. Caution should be used in interpreting the results of wash borings unless suitable

samples of the soil are obtained from the hole for each 5 ft of depth and at changes in

strata, as indicated by changes in the appearance of the mixture of wash water and soil.

Shallow borings for railroad work may be performed with a hand-operated screw-

type auger. Most soils above the water table, with the exception of clean, dry cand,

will permit borings to a depth of 20 ft or more without casing to support the walls of

the hole. Because of the difficulty of extracting cohesionless soils in a relatively undis-

turbed state, it is preferable to determine the properties of these soils by a field test

such as the standard penetration test. Sand samples obtained by means of a sampling

spoon are always thoroughly compacted regardless of whether the soil in situ is loose

or dense.

Auger borings generally give a better indication of the character of soil and limits

of strata than do wash borings.

The machine-driven helical auger furnishes a rapid method of exploratory boring,

but this method has several disadvantages. The helical auger brings up soil from the

bottom of the hole and deposits it on the surface, and there is a tendency for the soil

to get mixed with soils of other strata on its way to the surface. Consequently the soil

discharged by the auger is not always truly representative of the strata from which it

came. Then, too, it is difficult to determine the exact depth from which the soil dis-

charged by the auger was excavated. The auger may be withdrawn and a sample taken

at any point during the operation, however.

The need for further investigations will vary with the project and the character

of the soil. Certain basic tests should be performed on samples from all projects, namely,

grain-size analyses on granular samples and Hquid-limit and plastic-limit tests on all

samples; these are indicative of the compressibility of the soil.

The liquid limit may be defined as the lowest moisture content at which the soil

passes from a plastic to a liquid state; the plastic limit as the lowest moisture content

at which the soil passes from a solid to a plastic state. The plasticity index is the differ-

ence between the two and is indicative of the plastic range. Arbitrary test procedures

are used to determine the limit values, but the above definitions give, in effect, the

practical intent or application of the test values.

The classification of soil characteristics can be made from the liquid and plastic

limit test results by use of the plasticity chart. Fig. 1. The ordinates for this chart are

the plasticity indices and the abscissas are the liquid limits. In general, the dry strengths

and compressibility of soils increase with the liquid limits. For soils approaching the

liquid limit in moisture content there is a direct relationship between the liquid limits

and the compressibility. Where this condition holds, the approximate amount of settle-

ment for most normally loaded clays can be predicted on the basis of the liquid limit

alone.

Fitld moisture contents should also be determined. For roadbed soils moisture-density

tests are important for the control of compaction; also unconfined compressive strengths

on remolded specimens. For questionable clays mineralogical analyses of the clay minerals

will identify materials with unfavorable swelling characteristics.

For foundation bed soils considerable valuable information may be obtained from

the standard penetration test. This test alone often can be sufficient to determine the
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required information. In any event it will demonstrate the extent and type of required

explorations. The standard test is performed by dropping a weight of 140 lb through a

height of 30 in on a sampling spoon. (See Fig. 1 in Specifications for Test Borings,

Part 1, this Chapter). The tube attached to drill rods, as required, is usually seated about

6 in into the soil, and the number of blows required to penetrate the next 1 ft of soil is

the penetration number N. The following table gives the relative densities of sand soils

and relative strengths of clay soils corresponding to variable values of N.

Sands Clays
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by means of the unconfined compressive strength test, if information supplementary to

standard penetration data is required. By the use of tube samples a continuous log of

the exploration may be obtained for laboratory analyses. Both penetration tests and

tube samples can usually be obtained from the same exploratory hole. Obtaining undis-

turbed samples of sands requires special methods. These exploratory procedures usually

provide information and samples sufficient for most projects. Settlement computations

can be made from the tube samples through consolidation tests, although undisturbed

specimens of 4 in minimum diameter are often used. The compressibility of sand strata,

except loose sands, generally can be disregarded.

The other tests mentioned above, plus many others that will be of value at times,

are included in an ASTM publication, Procedures for Testing Soils, 1950. A complete

discourse on sampling techniques is given in Subsurface Exploration and Sampling of

Soils for Civil Engineering Purposes, obtainable from The Engineering Foundation,

29 West 39th Street, New York 18, N. Y. For further information on the interpretation

of test results, reference may be made to any book on soils engineering.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TEST BORINGS

A. SCOPE

These specifications cover the procedure for making borings through soil and rock

to determine the nature and extent of the various soil and rock strata and the depth to

ground water, and to obtain samples for identification and tests which will disclose the

necessary information to appraise a roadbed or foundation soil.

B. CLASSIFICATION OF INVESTIGATIONS

1. Foundation Investigations—To determine the supporting power of the soil at a

given location for structures or embankments.

'2. Earthwork Investigations—To examine sites of proposed cuts or to explore mate-

rial on the site of a proposed borrow pit to determine its suitability for use.

3. Failure Investigations—To determine the cause of slides and slips of embank-

ments, soft roadbed conditions, and other failures attributed to soil conditions.

C. GENERAL

1. Number and Location of Test Holes

The number and location of test holes shall be such that the soil profiles obtained

will permit an accurate estimate of the extent and character of the intervening soil or

rock masses and will disclose important irregularities in subgrade conditions.

2. Depth of Borings

Borings shall extend to a depth which will permit a design with adequate bearing

capacity and shall penetrate through all deposits which are unstable for foundation pur-

poses. Soft strata shall be penetrated even when covered with a surface layer of higher

bearing capacity.

When a structure is to be founded on rock, one or more borings shall be extended

at least S ft into solid rock to determine the extent and character of the weathered zone

of the rock and to make certain that bedrock and not boulders have been encountered.
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For earthwork and failure investigations borings shall penetrate to a depth sufficient

to disclose the general stability and drainage conditions and the danger of frost action.

Sites for proposed cuts and for borrow pits shall be investigated to a depth sufficient to

determine the quantity and general characteristics of the materials encountered.

3. Equipment

All equipment and methods to be used shall be approved by the engineer before

the work is begun. Approval of the equipment shall not be construed as including

approval of the performance thereof, or that additional equipment and methods will

not be required to perform the work .satisfactorily according to specifications.

4. Permits

.•Ml permits shall be secured by the owner or contractor before the work is started

as provided by the contract.

D. EXPLORATION METHODS
1. Test Pits

Where required, test pits will be made to bedrock or to such a depth as ordered.

Excavation shall be by hand methods and excavation materials of each class shall be

kept in separate piles as far as practicable. Samples of the formations shall be taken

progressively from the natural formation where requested by the engineer, placed in

suitable sample jars or containers and properly labeled.

2. Dry Sample Borings

a. Dry Sample From Wash Borings

(1) Procedure—^Wash borings shall be advanced partly by a chopping and twist-

ing action of a light bit and partly by the jetting action of water which is

pumped through the hollow drill rod and bit. Cuttings are removed from

the hole by circulating water which passes down the drill rod and returns

to the surface between the drill rod and the casing pipe.

(2) Casings—Casings shall not be less than 2^4 in. inside diameter.

(3) Sampling—Whenever there is a change in the appearance of the mixture of

wash water and soil that comes out of the hole, a sample shall be taken by

one of the methods specified in Sec. E, Art. 1.

b. Auger Borings

( 1 ) Procedure—Auger borings shall be made by turning a screw-type auger into

the soil a short distance, withdrawing the auger and the soil which cHngs to it,

and removing the soil from the auger for examination. The auger shall not

be less than IJ^ in. in diameter.

Most soils above the water table will permit auger borings to a depth

of 20 ft or more without casing to support the walls of the hole.

(2) Casing—If the hole does not stand open because of caving or squeezing from

the sides, the hole shall be lined with a casing the diameter of which is larger

than that of the auger. The casing shall be driven to a depth not to exceed

the top of the next sample.

(3) Sampling

—

The soil auger can be used for both boring the hole and bringing

up disturbed samples of the soil encountered. Other sampling methods shall

be as specified in Sec. E, Art. 1.
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(4) Machine-Driven Helical Auger Borings—The machine-driven auger furnishes

a rapid method of exploratory boring. The auger shall be withdrawn and

samples taken at changes in strata as indicated by a change in appearance

of the soil which is brought up from the bottom of the hole and deposited

on the surface.

c. Determination of Ground Water Level—Where required, the elevation of the ground

water level shall be accurately determined by the following procedure, or equivalent

subject to approval by the engineer. Immediately after taking the last sample from the

boring, the casing shall be pumped dry and then withdrawn a vertical distance of 2 ft

from the maximum penetration, and allowed to stand for 30 min before measuring the

level to which the water has risen. If the water fails to rise in the hole within 30 min,

the casing shall be withdrawn 1 ft higher and allowed to stand for 10 min. If the water

fails to rise the second time, and the casing is in material which may be impervious,

the casing shall be withdrawn until its bottom is 1 ft higher than the elevation at which

such material was first encountered and the casing allowed to stand another 10 min.

If water still does not appear and the boring has penetrated one or more layers of

impervious material above the elevation at which the casing stands, the casing shall be

withdrawn above each succeeding impervious stratum as specified above until the water

rises in the hole or no more impervious strata are above the bottom of the casing. The

hole shall then be allowed to stand open for 24 hr and the ground water level again

checked.

If the boring is located where the ground water level may be influenced by a tidal

body of water, a record of the exact stage and direction of the tide at the time of taking

the elevation of the ground water shall be made.

3. Core Borings

a. Equipment—Drilling into bedrock shall be done with a diamond, shot or other

approved bit which will obtain a core, not less than 1% in. in diameter, from the rock

penetrated.

b. Starting Core Bit—Before starting the core bit in the hole, a chopping bit shall

be used to break up all disintegrated rock, and the casing shall be seated firmly on hard

rock by driving and washing out.

c. Procedure—The core bit shall be started in the hole and the hole drilled to a

depth of 5 ft. The drill shall then be withdrawn, the core removed, labeled as specified

in Sec. F, Art. 2, and stored. After the core is recovered, the drill shall be replaced in the

hole and, other 5 ft of depth drilled, the drill withdrawn and the core removed as noted

above. Drilling shall continue in this manner until the required depth has been reached.

E. SAMPLING
1. Dry Samples

a. Split-Spoon Sampling of Soil

(1) Scope—-This procedure covers the method for making soil borings with a

split-spoon sampler (Fig. 1) to obtain representative samples of soil for iden-

tification purposes and to obtain a record of the resistance of the soil to

penetration of the sampler.

(2) Procedure—The hole shall be cleaned out to the sampling elevation by auger-

ing, washing or other methods insuring that the material to be sampled is

not disturbed by the cleanout operation. Sampling shall either be continuous
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Fig. 1—Dimensions of sampling spoon for standard penetration test.

or at 5 ft intervals of depth and at all changes in strata. Where casing ;s

used the casing shall not be driven into the layer to be sampled in advance

of the sampling operation.

With the split-spoon sampler resting on the bottom of the hole, the

sampler shall be driven into the soil a distance of approximately 18 in by a

series of blows from a 140-lb hammer falHng freely for a drop of 30 in.

After the spoon has penetrated about 6 in into the soil, the number of blows

required to produce the ne.xt foot of penetration is recorded. Where the boring

is below the water table at the time of sampling the water level in the hole

should be at or above the ground water level.

In cohesionless or nearly cohesionless sand located below the water table,

a core catcher attached to the lower end of the sampling spoon or a scraper

bucket or other similar devices shall be used in order to prevent the sample

from falhng out before it can be brought to the surface.

The soil shall be removed from the spoon by the foreman and immediately

placed in air-tight, wide-mouthed, glass jars of sufficient size to hold a section

of the sample intact.

The jars shall be marked to indicate job designation, boring number,

sample number, date, elevation at which sample was taken, penetration record,

and classification of soil, and shall be shipped to a laboratory for determination

of the index properties.

b. Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soil

(1) Scope—This procedure covers the method for obtaining relatively undisturbed

samples of suitable size of most types of soils for laboratory tests.

(2) Procedure—The hole shall be cleaned out to the sampling elevation by auger-

ing, washing, or other methods insuring that the material to be sampled is not

disturbed by the cleanout operation.

With the sampling tube resting on the bottom of the hole and the water

level in the hole approximately at ground water elevation, the tube (Fig. 2)

shall be pushed into the soil by a continuous and rapid motion without im-

pact or twisting by means of a block-and-tackle arrangement using the casing

to provide the reaction, or with the aid of a hydrauhc jack, for a distance

about 6 in less than the length of the tube. The drill rod shall then be rotated

to shear the end of the sample and the sample tube raised to the surface. The

disturbed material in each end of the tube shall be completely removed, metal

disks inserted at both ends, and paraffin poured against the metal disks to
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Fig. 2—Two-inch tube sampler.

seal the tube. Where tubes are to be shipped some distance, the ends shall

be covered with a metal cap and taped to prevent breakage of the paraffin

seals.

Each tube shall be labeled with the job designation, boring number,

sample number, elevation at which the sample was taken, and date.

2. Cores

Core shall be removed from the core barrel and a label placed on each core more

than 6 in. in length, stating the number of the hole, the original length of the piece and

the original elevation of the top of the run. The pieces of core shall be placed in the

order in which they were removed from the core barrel in a S-ft narrow box. The box

shall be securely labeled showing the number of the test hole. The cores shall be carefully

preserved as part of the record.

All items listed in

F. RECORDS
1. Scope

Full and complete records of all pertinent data shall be kept.

Arts. 2 and 3 of this Section shall be included.

2. General

a. Name of railroad and site.

b. Location and identifying number of test boring and reference to survey data.

c. Date of start and completion of boring.

d. Name of contractor, boring foreman, inspectors, and engineer.

e. Ground surface elevation at each boring and datum used.

3. Borings—Dry Sample

a. Depths at which major changes in the character of the soil take place.

b. Diameter and method of advancing bore hole.

c. Type and diameter of sampler.

d. Method used to force sampler into soil.

e. If sampler is driven, weight of drop hammer used to drive sampler and number

of blows required to drive it 1 ft, for each sample.

f. Elevation of bottom of sampler at the start of taking each sample.

g. Elevation to which sampler was forced into the soil,

h. The length of the sample obtained.

i. The stratum represented by the sample.
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N a S RAILROAD CO.
Engineering Dept.

TEST BORING DATA

JOB NO
BORING NO.

LOCATION

Sta.or M.P.

Lt.or Rt. of (^

NAME of CONTRACTOR
BORING FOREMAN
INSPECTOR

GROUND SURFACE ELEV..

DATUM

DATE STARTED
DATE COMPLETED

METHOD of BORING
INSIDE DIAM. of CASING
SAMPLER
METHOD of FORCING
SAMPLER INTO SOIL

WT. of DROP HAMMER
DROP of HAMMER

DEPTHS
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4. Core Borings

a. Elevation of bottom of casing when seated according to Sec. D, Art. 3, Par. (b).

b. Type of core drill, including size of core.

c. Length of core recovered for each S-ft length drilled.

d. Elevation of each change in type of rock.

e. Elevation of bottom of core hole.

f. The rock shall be described in accordance with the following classification:

(1) Shale, slate, limestone, sandstone, granite, etc.

(2) Condition: Broken, fissured, laminated, solid, etc.

(3) Hardness: Soft, medium, hard, very hard, etc.

g. Rate at which each 5-ft section was bored in feet per hour.

G. INSPECTION

No drilling shall be done except in the presence of the engineer or his inspector. No
more than two drilling crews working in the same vicinity at the same time shall be

covered by one inspector. The inspector shall establish bench marks for the determination

of the required elevations, check the log of the boring to determine that the information

designated in Sec. F is being obtained, and see that all soil samples and cores are properly

boxed and stored in a suitable place or shipped to the designated destination.

H. CLEANING SITE

After completion of the work, the casing shall be withdrawn, all equipment and other

material removed, and all holes closed as directed by the engineer.

Report on Assignment 4

Culverts

(a) Conditions Requiring Head Walls, Wing Walls, Inverts and Aprons and

Requisites Therefor.

(b) Specifications for High-Pressure Gas Lines.

(c) Methods for Installing Culverts Inside of Existing Culverts.

G. B. Harris (chairman, subcommittee), W. T. Adams, H. W. Clarke, T. F. deCapiteau,

J. W. Purdy, W. C. Swartout, A. A. Winter, W. L. Young.

Your committee reports this year on Assignments (b) and (c) only.

Report on Assignment (b) Specifications for High-Pressure Gas Lines

Last year a tentative draft of Specifications for Pipe Line Crossings Under Railway

Tracks, for Inflammable Substances (Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, pages 1110 to 1113, incl.)

was presented as information, soliciting comments and criticism thereon. These specifica-

tions with minor revisions are now submitted with the recommendation that they be

adopted, and published in the Manual, replacing the current specifications under Sec. A,

found on pages 1-5-1 to 1-5-3, incl.

It is recommended that Sec. B of these specifications, pages 1-5-3 and 1-5-4, be

retained with the following revision: Change the word "non-inflammable" in the section

heading, and elsewhere in the body of the specifications, to "non-flammable".
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR PIPE LINE CROSSINGS UNDER
RAILWAY TRACKS

A. FOR FLAMMABLE SUBSTANCES
1. Scope

Pipe lines included under these specifications are those installed to carry oil, gas,

gasoline or other flammable or highly volatile substances under pressure.

2. Installation

Pipe lines under raihvaj- tracks and across railway right-of-way shall be encased in a

larger pipe or conduit called the casing pipe, in accordance with these specifications and

as indicated in Fig. 1.

Pipe lines shall be installed under tracks by boring or jacking, if practicable.

Any replacement of a carrier pipe or a casing pipe shall be considered a new installa-

tion, subject to the requirements of these specifications.

3. Carrier Pipe

Carrier line pipe inside of casing under railway tracks and right-of-way shall con-

form to the requirements of the current edition of ASA B31.1, Code for Pressure Piping,

Section 2, Division 1, for gas lines, and Section 3, Division A for crude oil and liquid

petroleum products lines, except that the allowable working stresses for design shall not

be more than 90 percent of those permitted by the ASA Code.

45Ft(Min)

See Note

2

4F+(Min)

v ICoaplina

b ti-'^eeNotef

3F+(Mir7)

Me+al band)
See No+e 5

-Carrier Pipe

.Ver7+ pipe a\ low end
of casing \o be welded
io bo+fom of casing.

See No+e I

.

Vent pipe at high

end oP casino to be welded
to top oF cosing. See Note 1.

NOTE- 1 . Seal and vent pipe not required iF casing ends above ground where droinaqe is

available.

2. Cosing pipe shall extend beyond limit of railway rigbt-of-wa_y if necessary to provide

Q minimum distance of 45ft meosored at right ongles From center line of the out-
side track, and shall extend to the railway right-of-way line if this distance exceeds 45 ft.

3. Signs to indicate location of pipe line a^ rigbt-of-way line ore recjoired for crossings

carrying pressures of 45psi or over.

4. Carrier pipe,per these specifications, shall extend. each side of crossing, o minimum
distance of 100 ft meosured at right angles from center line of the outside track or

40ft beyond end of casing, whicbever is greater
5. Metal bond not required if adjocenf carrier pipe is same wall thickness as corner pipe thru

crossing.

6. Vent or low end of casing shall have removable top, in locations where casing is subjected
to being covered by water, in order to ascertain and remove any water inside of cosing.

Fig. 1.
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The minimum wall thickness for steel or wrought iron carrier pipe shall be 0.2 in,

except for pipe lines IJ/2 in. in diameter and smaller, operating at pressures less than

100 psi, where thickness not less than that specified for e.xtra strong steel pipe by the

U. S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards may be used.

Requisites for carrier line pipe in conformity with the above shall apply for a mini-

mum distance of 100 ft from (measured at right angles to) center line of outside tracks,

or 40 ft beyond the ends of casing, whichever is greater.

Where the wall thickness of the connecting carrier pipe on either side of the crossing

is less than that specified above, a band of the same metal as the thicker pipe, 3 times

its thickness and not less than 12 in wide, shall be closely fitted around the outside of,

and welded to the thicker carrier pipe close to the joint where connection is made to the

thinner wall carrier pipe.

Pipe shall be laid with slack (no tension) in the line, or with expansion joint near

point of railway crossing.

4. Casing Pipe

Casing pipe and joints shall be of metal and shall be of a rigid, leakproof construc-

tion, capable of withstanding railway loading.

Wall Thickness por Steel* Casing Pipe for E 72 Loading (Including Impact)

Minimum
Thickness Diameter of Pipe

Inches Inches

% 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16

^^ 18 and 20

^ 22 and 24

^ 26 and 28

14 30, 32 and 34

fs 36 and 38

5/s 40 and 42

* Thickness is for steel pipe having a minimum yield strength of 35,000 psi. Adjust thickness

as necessary for other grades of pipe, except that thickness of pipe shall not be less than J4 in.

Class ISO cast iron pipe may be used for 12 in and under and Class 250 shall be

used for over 12 in, provided the method of installation is by open trench and prior

approval has been secured from the chief engineer of the railway company.

The inside diameter of the casing pipe shall be at least 2 in greater than the largest

outside diameter of the carrier pipe, joints or couplings, for carrier pipe less than 6 in.

in diameter; and at least 4 in greater for carrier pipe 6 in and over in diameter. It shall,

in all cases, be great enough to allow the carrier pipe to be removed subsequently without

disturbing the casing pipe or roadbed.

Casing pipe shall be so constructed as to prevent leakage of any matter from the

casing or conduit throughout its length under track and railway right of way, except at

ends of casing or conduit where ends are left open, or through vent pipes when ends are

sealed to outside carrier pipe. Casing shall be so installed as to prevent the formation

of a waterway under the railway and with an even bearing throughout its length, and

shall slope to one end.

5. Protection Against Corrosion

Both casing pipe and carrier pipe within the crossing shall receive externally the

same protective coating which is applied to the carrier pipe adjacent to the crossing,

except that in no case shall the protective coating be less than a coal-tar primer coat,
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followed by a single application of hot coal-tar enamel s's in thick ± jh in, plus a

bonded iS-lb asbestos felt wrap, or in lieu of the above, the coating shall be an approved

substitute equal to this combination protective coating.

Before installation, electrical detection methods shall be used to locate flaws or

breaks in the coating. All damaged or broken coatings shall be repaired or replaced.

Installation shall be made in such manner that the protective coating of carrier pipe is

undamaged.

Where installation of casing is by jacking, the wall thickness shown in Art. 4,

above, shall be increased by a minimum thickness of -^s in.

Where adjacent carrier pipe is cathodically protected, this protection shall be

extended to the casing pipe in addition to the protective coatings. Where such protection

is provided, the railway company shall be notified and suitable test made to insure that

other railway structures and faciHties are adequately protected from the cathodic cur-

rent in accordance with the recommendations of Report of Correlating Committee on

Cathodic Protection, published in July 1951 by the National Association of Corrosion

Engineers.

6. Supports

All supports, insulations or centering devices for the carrier pipe shall be so designed

and constructed that no loads from the roadbed, track, traffic, or casing pipe itself are

transmitted to the carrier pipe.

Carrier pipe 3 in and over in diameter shall be held concentric in the casing by

hard rubber blocks, impregnated with fiber and non-conductive lubricant, spaced radially

around the pipe and securely tied together so that they remain firmly in place. The

spacing of such blocks longitudinally in the casing shall not be greater than 10 ft. (See

Fig. 2 for typical installation.) Upon authority of the chief engineer of the railway

company an approved equal may be used in lieu of the above.

7. Seals

Where ends of casing are below ground they shall be suitably sealed to outside of

carrier pipe. For carrier pipe 4 in and larger in diameter the seal shall be made by an L
shape rubber gasket held firmly against the ends of the casing pipe by metal band or

collar attached by stud bolts, welded to the casing. The other leg of the L is to be held

tightly around the carrier pipe by cable with insulated union. (See Fig. 3 for typical

installation.) Upon authority of the chief engineer of the railway company an approved

equal may be used in lieu of the above.

Block

Fig. 2.
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/^Casing Pipe
S+ad Bolls welded

\o Casino

Cable Union
Rubber Gasket

AircrafI Cable
Masfer B0I+ -Remove'
\o open Flange
Pressure Flanqe

Fig. 3.

Where ends of casing are at or above ground surface and above high water level

they may be left open, provided drainage is afforded in such manner that leakage will

be conducted away from railway tracks or structure. Where proper drainage is not

provided, the ends of casing shall be sealed.

8. Vents

Casing pipe, when sealed, shall be properly vented at both ends with vent pipes of

sufficient diameter to permit free evaporation of water or moisture, but in no case shall

they be less than 2 in. in diameter. Vent pipe shall be welded to bottom of casing at

low end, to the top of casing at high end, and shall extend not less than 4 ft above

ground surface with the top to a long radius return bend. The outlets at the top shall

be properly screened. Vents in locations subject to high water shall be extended above

the maximum elevation of high water and shall be supported and protected in a manner

that meets the approval of the chief engineer of the railway company. In such cases,

or where the casing is subjected to being covered by accumulation of ground water,

the vent at low end shall be made with a removable top, in order to ascertain the

amount of water in casing and remove same. That portion of vents below ground level

shall have the same protection as the casing pipe.

9. Depth of Casing

The depth from base of railway rail to top of casing at its closest point shall not be

less than 5% ft. On other portions of railway right-of-way where casing is not directly

beneath any track, the depth from surface of right-of-way and from bottom of ditches

to top of casing, shall not be less than 3 ft.

10. Length of Casing

Casing shall extend to a minimum distance of 45 ft each side from (measured at

right angles to) center line of outside track and shall extend to the railway property

line if this distance exceeds 45 ft. If additional tracks are constructed in the future,

the casing shall be extended correspondingly.

11. Shut-Off Valves

Except as shown below, accessible emergency shut-off valves shall be installed within

effective distances each side of the railway as mutually agreed to by the railway com-
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pany and the pipe line company. Wliere pipe lines are provided with automatic control

stations at locations and within distances approved by the railway company, no additional

valves shall be required.

12. Anchoring Pipe

Pipe line shall have such overburden or be so anchored and secured, if submerged,

as to have a safety factor against floating of at least 2.0.

13. Location

Pipe lines shall be located, where practicable, to cross tracks at approximately right

angles thereto and shall not be placed within a culvert, under railway bridges nor closer

than 45 ft to any portion of any railway bridge, building or other important structure

which might be injured by leakage from or failure of the pipe line.

Crossings, where possible, shall be located where the ground surface slopes downward

away from the railway.

Pipe lines, casing pipe, and vent pipes shall be at least 4 ft (vertically) from aerial

electric wires and shall be suitably insulated from underground conduits carrying electric

wires on railway right-of-way.

All crossings carrying pressures of 45 psi or over shall be prominently marked on

both sides of track, at the railway right-of-way line, by signs substantially worded thus

—

"High Pressure Main ft under."

Longitudinal occupancy of railway right-of-way is highly objectionable and must be

avoided where possible.

14. Approval of Plans

Plans for proposed crossing shall be submitted to and meet the approval of the chief

engineer of the railway company before installation is begun. Plans shall be drawn to

scale, showing the angle of crossing, location of valves, railway survey station, right-of-

way lines and general layout of tracks and railway facilities near the point of crossing.

Plans should also show a cross section along pipe line, from field survey, showing pipes

in relation to actual profile of ground and tracks, and if open cut or tunneling is neces-

sary, shall include details of sheeting and method of supporting tracks or driving tunnel.

The execution of the work on railway right-of-way, including the supporting of

track, shall be subject to the inspection and direction of the chief engineer of the railway

company.

In addition to the above, plans should contain the following data:

Carrier Pipe Casing Pipe

Contents to be handled
Diameter—Inside and outside

Material and type of pipe

Specification and grade

Weight per lin ft

Actual working pressure

Test pressure

Type of joint

Coating
Method of installation

Vents: Number Size Hgt above ground
Seals: Both Ends One End
Bury: Base of rail to top of casing ft in

Bury: (Not beneath tracks) ft in

Bury: (Roadway ditches) ft in

Cathodic protection
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Report on Assignment (c) Methods for Installing Culverts

Inside of Existing Culverts

This is a progress report, presented as information.

When existing drainage structures show signs of weakness or need strengthening

to handle heavier loads, it is sometimes possible to salvage the existing material by
lining it with new material. Both rigid and flexible-type structures are used for relining.

The selection of the shape of the lining and the kind of material to use depends on how
much the existing opening can be reduced, the additional strength needed in the lining,

the existing foundation conditions, and the space available at the site.

Accurate information on run-off conditions will show how much reduction in water-

way opening can be permitted. Some old structures are appreciably oversize; others may
require the installation of an additional opening.

A careful survey should be made of the existing structure to determine its exact

size and shape. It is necessary to know the exact cross section of the existing opening

at all limiting points, the alinement of the structure with respect to its center-line,

whether projecting parts of the existing structure can be removed, the foundation condi-

tions under the existing structure, and the load-carrying capacity of the stream bed.

Any old falsework piling, boulders, or ledge rock in the waterway that might interfere

with the new material should be reported.

The permissible reduction in opening will determine how tightly the lining material

will have to fit the existing structure. Whether the existing structure requires only

strengthening or a full load-carrying replacement will define the strength requirements.

The space available adjacent to the structure or within it will establish whether the

lining material must be designed to be erected in place or whether it can be assembled

outside and pulled into place.

Existing pipes and arches are generally lined with structures of the same shape but

smaller in size. Rectangular openings can be lined with round, elliptical or pipe-arch

structures, depending on the permissible reduction in opening. It may be necessary to

remove projecting portions of the old structure to provide clearance for the lining.

An arch-type lining requires an adequate foundation, particularly if it is to carry

a portion of the load on the structure. The new foundation can be benched into or get

on llie old one, or it may be necessary to provide new footings. Pipe and pipe-arch

shapes are self supporting and may overcome inadequate foundations in the existing

structure if the stream bed is stable. Occasionally, it may be economical to excavate

the existing stream bed below flow line grade so that a pipe can be installed; the stream

bed is then allowed to fill up to its natural grade.

When space is available, the lining structure can be assembled outside the old culvert

and skidded into place. This method requires space to erect at least one unit of the

structure at a time and sufficient clearance between the old structure and the lining to

permit free movement. Erection by this method is fast and simple because of ease of

handling and assembly. A light crane, tractor or jacks will move the lining longitudinally

into place.

Where the c'earance between the old and new material is small and no space is

available at the ends, it is necessary to use a tunnel liner type of material which permits

the entire assembly to be done inside the structure. Tunnel liners should generally be

used when it is necessary to remove an extensive portion of the existing material.

Many relining jobs require not only salvaging of the existing structure but also

lengthening it to provide for grade changes or additional tracks. In these cases the

material will serve as a Hning for the old structure and as a new culvert on the projecting
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ends. One of these conditions may determine the type of material, or it may be possible

to vary the material to meet the requirements of each portion. Continuity of the struc-

ture is essential, and it is not good practice to combine rigid and flexible materials in the

.same structure.

Backfill between the lining and the existing structure is important and must be done

carefully. Sand, weak sand-cement grout, a rich grout or concrete mix can all be used

for backfill; each has its advantages. The kind of backfill to use depends on the type

of structure, the area to be filled, and to a certain extent on the equipment available.

Sand is used to backfill when the area to be filled is relatively large or where the

old structure is weak and a large portion of the load is to be carried by the new material.

A sand backfill will allow a flexible lining to adjust to the loads and work in the way it is

designed. It will distribute the load evenly around a rigid structure. It can be blown

into place or back-packed by hand where there is sufficient crawl space. A sand backfill

requires a closure at the ends of the structure to prevent the loss of the backfill material

during the filling and to protect it from erosion by the stream flow. A masonry wall

between the structures at each end of the lining is generally used to hold the backfill in

place.

A weak sand-cement grout may be used for small openings around flexible or rigid

structure. The cement and water serve to lubricate the mix so that it can be pumped

into small spaces, and the setting of the cement adds to the stability of the backfill.

A rich grout is used for backfill when the areas are small and where it is desired to

strengthen or seal an existing masonry structure. With sufficient pressure the grout can

be made to penetrate the joints and cracks in an old masonry structure and add materially

to its strength.

A concrete mix is rarely used except where the lining is made to serve essentially

as a form and the concrete fill used as the principal load-carrying medium.

Backfilling is placed through pipes in the opening between the structures, through

grout plugs built into the lining material, through pipes extending down through the fill

from the top to the opening between the structures, or by side tamping and back packing

into the opening when there is enough work space. Often a combination of two or more

of the methods is used. The backfill can be forced into place with standard grout pumps

or concrete pumps, or it can be placed with air.

It is particularly important that the backfill material be placed so as to be well

compacted and to completely fill the space between the structures. An opening for the

air to escape is required; it may require provision for several openings, as the air must

be allowed to escape to be sure of a complete backfill. Even with care, the first back-

filling operation generally does not completely fill the space between the structures.

Voids will show due to incomplete filling and from shrinkage in the filling material. The

backfilling operation should be repeated until all voids are completely filled.

When the area to be filled is small and the volume of backfill material relatively

little, the job can be done without the use of intermediate headers. Headers should be

used in long structures and when filling large spaces. They confine the backfilling to

small workable areas and permit backfilling to follow closely the erection of the structure.

In filling large areas, only a portion of the circumference should be filled at a time.

The bottom or invert is filled first, then both of the sides, and finally the top. It may
be necessary to install struts to brace the lining against flotation during the backfill.

Relining requires a careful survey of the existing structure and the surrounding

conditions, selection of the material best adapted to the conditions, and careful place-

ment of the backfill material. Many old structures have been economically rehabilitated

by relining with new culvert material.
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Report on Assignment 6

Roadway : Formation and Protection

(a) Roadbed Stabilization.

(b) Construction and Protection of Roadbed Across Reservoir Areas;

Specifications.

L. D. Shelkey (chairman, subcommittee), R. H. Beeder, W. P. Eshbaugh, R. A. Gravelle,

W. T. Johnston, F. R. Naylor, G. W. Payne, W. L. Young.

Your committee reports on Assignment (a) only, this report being submitted in

five parts, as follows:

Part 1, recommended procedure for Roadbed Stabilization by Pole and Tie Driving,

was published last year as information, looking to its adoption, in 1954, as Manual

material. The present draft has been revised editorially and is hereby presented for inclu-

sion in the Manual as Sec. B of Roadbed Stabilization, Part 1, Chapter 1. Parts 2, 3, 4

and 5 of this report are presented as information.

Part 2 consists of a report on the soils disclosed by the grading of the Rock Island

line revision near Atlantic, la. It was prepared as a joint contribution of the Soil Survey

Division, Soil Conservation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture,

the Iowa Agricultural Experimental Station, and the Iowa Geological Survey.

This report on soil conditions will add greatly to the knowledge of soil deposition

during the glacial age. Its value, however, is increased as a record for future study of the

action of the soils in the roadbed and cut slopes. It will serve as a basis for future reports.

It is seldom that such a complex system of soil deposition is available for continued

observation. This report has been prepared by Dr. Robert B. Ruhe of the Soil Con-

servation Service.

Part 3, prepared by Dr. R. B. Peck of the University of Illinois, concerns field inves-

tigations into fill stability and laboratory studies of repeated loads. A simple method for

determining whether or not the foundation has sufficient strength to support the weight

of the superimposed fill is outlined.

Part 4, prepared by the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, consists

of a follow-up report on soil engineering in freight yard construction. A detailed report

on this subject was made last year.

Part 5, also prepared by the Engineering Division research staff, is a description of

roadbed stabilization through drainage.

The entire report was prepared under committee sponsorship by the research staff

of the Engineering Division, AAR. The work is part of the cooperative investigation

of the Engineering Division and the Engineering Experiment Station of the University

of IlHnois, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, AAR,
and R. B. Peck, research professor of soil mechanics of the university.
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Part 1

Roadbed Stabilization

B. STABILIZATION BY POLE AND TIE DRIVING

1. General

This method of stabilization consists of driving poles or ties vertically along the

track and closely adjacent to the ends of the cross ties. Lengths of 8 to 16 ft are most

common. Where an 8-ft length is indicated, cull or second-hand cross ties can be used

if desired. Fig. 1.

E.xcellent results have been obtained economically in stabilization through this method
on low fills over wet and swampy ground and in wet cuts subject to subgrade displace-

ment. These installations are usually for fills 6 ft or less in height. Each proposed installa-

tion should be subject to separate investigation to disclose the type and zone of instability,

and be analyzed to determine length of pole required. E.xperience indicates that the pole

or tie should penetrate undisturbed and stable material for a minimum of half its length,

with a greater proportional penetration for the longer lengths.

2. Equipment

The driver is the only special equipment required for this work. A regular on-track

pile driver may be used but is cumbersome and expensive for use with short lengths.

Crawler-type tractors equipped with leads and a drop hammer are capable of driving

30 poles or ties per hour and reduce clearance time very appreciably. Similar small

on-track drivers are also economical, and special equipment designed for lengths up to

20 ft has been developed capable of much greater production.

3. Materials

Cull or second-hand ties are acceptable if they retain sufficient strength to stand

driving. Poles should be of sound timber, reasonably straight, with a minimum tip

diameter of 6 in under the bark, cut from live trees with limbs and knots trimmed flush

with the bark. Change in diameter is usually limited to a maximum of 4 in. Poles should

be used as soon as possible after cutting.

4. Procedure

The poles and ties are driven as close as possible to the ends of the cross ties. Most

installations call for one tie or pole at the end of every tie on both sides of the track.

On some branch lines or secondary tracks, and for certain conditions of instability, the

spacing may be doubled. The poles and ties are driven so that the tops are below the

bottom of the cross ties, usually about 6 in. To insure this, the ballast must be shoveled

or bladed out prior to driving. The installation should extend a minimum of 20 ft

beyond the affected area. Surfacing is usually required after installation.
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Driven Ties

Fig. 1—Tie and pole driving; typical treatment for soft track.

Part 2

Pleistocene Soils Along the Rock Island Relocation in

Southwestern lowa^-

'

By Robert V. Ruhe"

INTRODUCTION

On September 14, 1953, the Chicago, Rock Island, & Pacific Railroad opened for

traffic its relocation of the line between Atlantic and Council Bluffs in southwestern

Iowa. Construction, which began in October 1951, necessitated the moving of 7,500,000

cu yd of earth from cuts and the building of earth fills for 25 bridges and 80 culverts

over roads and across streams. The major part of the earth moving was done between

the Nishnabotna River at Atlantic, Iowa, westward to the junction of the new route with

the Chicago and Great Western Railroad a few miles southwest of Bentley, Iowa. Fifty

major cuts, some 60 to 70 ft deep and J^ to ^ mile long, were made along the traverse

(Fig. 1). As a result, excellent exposures of Pleistocene soils are available for study.

^ Joint contribution of the Soil Survey Division, Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, and Iowa Geological Survey.

2 Compilation of this preliminary note is the result of a field conference September 1953 with
Rockwell Smith, research engineer roadway, Association of American Railroads, Dr. T. H. Thornburn
and H. O. Ireland, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, and personnel of the
agencies of this joint contribution. Opinions expressed are those of the writer.

• Research geologist. Soil Survey Division, Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, and Collaborator, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Fig. 1—Location of the new Rock Island route in southwestern Iowa.
Cuts 1 to 31 are located between Atlantic and Hancock; cuts 32 to 50,

between Hancock and Bentley.

COMPOSITE PLEISTOCENE SECTION ALONG THE RELOCATION

Exposed in the railroad cuts are Pleistocene sediments that stratigraphically range

from the Nebraskan through a part of the Wisconsin glacial stages.

Table 1

—

Pleistocene Sediments in Rock Island Cuts

Stage
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Table 1— (Cont'd)

Stage
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SILT

UPPER rAUNA^ \
BURICO SOLA

Fig. 2—Cuts 6 (above) and 11. In cut 6 earth slides have occurred along
the critical surface, the Aftotyan clay-Nebraskan till contact. In cut 11
slopes are relatively stable; note that the railroad grade is based in the clay
in the major part of this cut.

Very little slumping had occurred when cut 31 was first studied during July. On the

north face of the east half of the cut, a pseudo mudflow from the Aftonian clay had

migrated from the face of the cut onto the level of the railroad grade. The Kansan till

had slumped downward on the mudflow resulting in a vertical shear face in the Love-

land loess. The cut slope in the Wisconsin loess remained near the slope ratio of 1.5 to 1.

Undoubtedly the mudflow was a viscous flow of highly saturated clay under stress that

was developed by the super-imposed overburden of the Kansan till, Loveland loess, and

Wisconsin loess, which total in this cut .^5 ft of sediment.

The south face of the east half of the cut was relatively undisturbed during the

period of observation in July. Seepage was noted at the contact of the Aftonian clay

and the underlying Nebraskan till. The cut has been revisited many times since July to

observe the development of a large earthslide. In the latter part of July the clay was

noted to protrude slightly from the cut face. Slabs were observed to spall from the clay

face. Coarse angular blocks taken from the basal contact of the clay are marked by

slickensided surfaces. A psuedo -stratification has developed near the clay-lower till

contact, so that the shear zone appears as interbedded and mixed clay and till.

A massive slump block was observed on the face of the cut during July and August.

(See Fig. 5.) Primary fractures extended from the clay-lower till contact up the face

of the cut to the top of the Wisconsin loess. The distance along the face of the cut

between the primary fractures was 225 ft. Secondary fractures were observed on the

face within the slump mass. Displacement of the slump block along the critical surface
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L0VCL/1N0 LOESS
TRANSLOCATED SEDIMCNT

CUT 30 SEC 17 76-39 POTTAWATTAMIE CO
UPPER -STONE LINE'

LOWER -STONE LINE'I

MERSEO 'STONE LINE'

rAUNA

BURICO SOLA

DISTURBED CLAY-

T/LL CONTACT
LOVELAND LOCSS

Fig. 3—Cuts 29 (above) and 30. In cut 29 the slopes are relatively stable.
The Aftonian clay equivalent is a thin bed o* intermixed till and clay. In cut
30 slides have occurred along the clay-till contacts.

AFTONIAN CLA
UPPER 'STONC LINf; SANOV CLAy

LOWER 'STONE LINE'

MtRSED 'STONE LINE'

BURIED SOILS

Fig. 4—Cut 31. An earth slide has occurred on the north face of the
east half of the cut where a viscous flow of clay has moved out onto the
grade of the cut. A massive earth slide is developing on the south face
of the east half of the cut. (See Fig. 5).

where that surface outcropped at the top of the cut was 4 ft. The critical surface

attained a vertical attitude at this point.

The critical surface in the stability of the slope of the cut is the geological contact

between the Aftonian clay and the underlying Nebraskan till. Localization of the critical

surface to this contact is apparently the result of the difference in the mass permeability

of the two sediments. The Aftonian clay has a coarse angular blocky structure through-
out, with individual blocks approximately 2 to 3 in. in largest dimension. The solum at

the top of the clay generally has a strong fine to medium angular blocky structure with
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blocks 14 to >4 in. in largest dimension. Thus, adequate channels are available for ground

water seepage through the clay, although the clay matrix is relatively impermeable.

The underlying Nebraskan till has a coarse angular blocky structure in the "macro-

sense". Blocks have dimensions of 12 to 16 in. Ground water seeping through the over-

lying clay is temporarily impeded in its downward migration because of the discontinuity

in available channels at the clay-lower till contact. As a result, the effective cohesion,

and probably the effective friction angle in the basal clay, are so altered that the stress

developed by the overburden of the upper part of the clay, Kansan till, and loesses is

dominant. Thus, a shear surface has developed at the clay-lower till contact and an

earthslide is moving out of the face of the cut along the critical surface.

An interesting observation of the mass movement in cut 31 is the fact that displace-

ment has not been arrested by a decrease in the available moisture, although the summer

and early fall were exceedingly dry and seepage along the clay-till contact had ceased.

Movement continues along the critical surface. With the advent of fall rains and the

coming of the spring thaw, major displacement of the slump block can be expected.

As a general rule, the cuts along the relocation that are constructed in one sediment,

e.g., loess or loesses, are rather stable and have been subjected to very little mass move-

ment. Where loess overlies till or clay, with the railroad grade constructed in either of

BURIED SOILS

'5T0NE LINE

AFTONIAN CLAY EQUIVALCNT

SANO GULLY FILLS

LOVELAND LOESS

STONE LINE"

-50"

Fig. 6—Stable face of cut 9. Sequence is essentially loess over till.

The Aftonian clay equivalent is essentially intermixed till and clay.

the latter, the cuts are stable with very few earth slides having developed. For example,

two tills are in contact in cut 9 (Fig. 6) and underlie loess. A thin seam, equivalent to

the Aftonian clay, separates the two tills. The cut slope is stable with no significant mass

movement evidenced. Where a complex sequence of Pleistocene sediment outcrops in a

cut, particularly where the Aftonian clay occurs in the sequence, however, earth slides

have developed and can be expected to develop.

Studies of the stability of slopes of the railroad cuts should be enhanced by the use

of the scale drawings compiled by the writer in his study of the Pleistocene stratigraphy

of the sediments of the cuts of the Rock Island relocation.

CORRELATION OF THE PLEISTOCENE SOILS OF THE CUTS AND MATERIALS
OF THE EARTH FILLS

During the construction of the relocated section of the Rock Island Railroad, a

project progress profile was compiled in the office of the construction engineer.* A record

* Personal communication, office of the construction engineer, W. E. Simpson.
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is thus available of slices removed from each individual cut and their positions where

they were dumped in adjoining earth fills of bridge approaches and over culverts.

The writer suggests that correlation of the project progress profile and the scale

drawings of cuts may have significance in evaluating engineering performance of the

earth fills relative to materials in the fills. Prediction of the occurrence of material in

the fills should be aided by a comparison of the engineering and geological profiles.

Part 3

Failures Induced by Weight of Fill

By Dr. R. B. Peck*

In recent years there has been a trend toward the replacement of trestles or bridge

structures over valleys by means of fills provided with either short bridge spans or

culverts. In several instances the attempt has not been satisfactory or successful because

of the inability of the underlying subsoil to withstand the weight of the new fill.

Furthermore, similar difficulties have been encountered during the placing of backfill

or embankment for the approaches to new bridge construction. Even when the abut-

ments have been of the spill-through type, movements of the main bridge piers have

occurred on account of the weight of the approach fill. Occasionally a complete foundation

failure has occurred even before the bridge structure has been completed.

In view of recent developments and the conclusions derived therefrom, it is believed

that failures of this type can not be considered predictable on the basis of deep borings

and soil tests. Theoretical considerations suggest that the side and end slopes of the

embankment, while important for determining the critical height of fill for slope failures,

may not be highly critical factors in determining the weight of the fill that can be placed

above a given deep, soft, cohesive subgrade. Therefore, a rough computation to determine

the height of the fill at which failure of the subsoil might be expected can be made on

the basis of the formula developed for determining the bearing capacity of a smooth

footing on a clay subsoil. This maximum load is approximately equal to 2.57 times the

unconfined compressive strength. More refined computations can be made on the basis

of stability analyses by the standard procedures, such as the Swedish circle method.

However, these refinements are not often warranted because sufficient indications of

danger can be obtained by means of the simple rule outlined above.

Two examples of subsurface failures of this type have been investigated. The results

serve to indicate the general reliability of the procedure for the computation mentioned

above. The failures also indicate the desirability of a thorough subsurface investigation

prior to the construction of fills of appreciable height across valleys that may be underlain

by soft materials.

Fill for Line Change

The first example is a fill constructed across the valley of an old glacial lake in

which a deep bed of glacial silty clay had been deposited. Construction of the fill was

started with slopes of about 3:1, and had proceeded to a maximum height of 36 ft

when cracks appeared in the fill at several places. The character of the cracks indicated

instability of the underlying materials. Therefore, a further subsurface investigation was

made to determine whether or not it would be possible to complete the fill to the

proposed height.

* Research professor of soil mechanics, University of Illinois.
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Fig. 1—Test results for a typical boring—fill for line change.

Several borings were made beneath the floor of the valley and unconfined com-

pressive strength tests were made on samples at various depths. The results of the deter-

minations for a typical boring are shown in Fig. 1. The average unconfined compressive

strength in the lower part of the deposit is seen to be about 0.7 ton per sq ft. According

to the method of computation suggested above, the load at which the subsoil should fail

would be on the order of 0.7 times 2.57 =z 1.80 tons per sq ft, or 3600 lb per sq ft. The

unit weight of the fill material was about 120 lb per cu ft. Therefore, the height of fill at

which failure would be expected is 3600 divided by 120= 30 ft. This value is in rea-

sonable agreement with the observed height at failure and indicates that the observed

failure was the result of overstressing the deep-seated softer layers.
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More refined analyses indicated that flattening the slopes of the fill would not

appreciably increase the factor of safety with respect to failure of the subsoil.

Fill for Bridge Approach

The second example concerns the foundation for a bridge on a new line. The general

layout proposed for the bridge is shown in Fig. 2. The structure was to consist of two

center piers, and two abutments which were to be buried in the approach fill. The abut-

ments were to be constructed after the fills were completed. Ordinary wash borings had

indicated the presence of soft materials for a considerable depth beneath the structure,

and pile support was to be provided for ail the foundation units. The piles were of cast-

in-place concrete with surrounding steel shells having a thickness of about % in.

The two center piers were constructed first, and the foundations had been completed

when the approach fills were started. The height of the fills was to be 40 ft. When the

fills had reached a height of 25 ft a slip occurred in the subsoil of the west pier. At this

time the state of construction of the bridge was as shown in Fig. 2 by the heavy lines.

The movement involved a lateral displacement of the entire west pier through a

distance of about 7 ft. The movement during 1 day amounted to 49 in. The pier itself

moved without significant rotation, but the piles were found to lean toward the east

and to be almost completely broken from the footing proper. Failure of the piles appeared

to be primarily from bending within the short distance of about 2 ft immediately below

the base of the footing. Although the height of both approach fills was approximately

the same, no movement of the east pier occurred.

The west pier was reconstructed and two concrete struts placed below the channel

between the two piers. During construction the east abutment also moved forward

slightly and it was necessary to recess the back wall to provide sufficient clearance for

the steel girders. Traffic over the new structure began Sept. 12, 1953, and there was no

appreciable movement of any of the masonry during the next three months.

A test boring was made, from which 2-in Shelby tube samples were taken for

determination of the unconfined compressive strength. Typical results are shown in

Fig. 3. It may be seen that the soil below the base of the east pier, at a depth of about

25 ft in the boring, has an average unconfined compressive strength of approximately

0.7 tons per sq ft. A computation similar to that for the preceding example indicates that

the maximum height of fill before failure should also be about 30 ft. This value is again

in reasonable agreement with the actual height at the time of the slide.

In reality the subsurface conditions in the immediate locality of the bridge approach

are extremely complex, and it is probable that the subsoil of the pier and the material

encountered in the borings have somewhat different characteristics. In any event, even

the approximate computation of bearing capacity is adequate to suggest instability, and

to give warning of possible difficulties.

Summary

The examples of stability failures, one involving a bridge, suggest that the unconfined

compressive strength of the subsoil should be determined whenever a fill of appreciable

height is to be constructed upon an old lake bed or an alluvial valley suspected of con-

taining deposits of soft clay. The results of a simple bearing capacity computation will

generally suffice to indicate whether difficulties need be anticipated. If the results indicate

that the proposed fill may have questionable stability, more refined methods of explora-

tion and computation would be warranted.
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Fig. 3—Test results for a typical boring—fill for bridge approach.

BISMARCK BRIDGE APPROACH

The report for 1952 (Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 1125) contains a description

of the large slide at the east end of the Bismarck bridge on the Northern Pacific Railway,

and of the methods used for stabilizing the slope. Upon completion of the stabilization

project and the line change, various observation points were established to determine

the behavior of the slope and the efficacy of the remedial measures. The principal field

observations consist of observations of the water pressure at various locations, and

determination of the horizontal and vertical movement of selected points on the surface

of the stabiHzed slope. Fig. 4 shows the location of typical reference points and their

movements as measured periodically during the last 14 months. The observations indicate
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that the slope has been stable since its rehabilitation. Only one ot the reference points

shows movement that might be considered progressive, and the magnitude of this move-

ment is so small that it may be regarded as indicative of surface creep rather than any

instability of the mass itself.

Some difficulty has been experienced in preventing erosion of the sandy slopes in

both the line change and the slide area because of the difficulty of inducing the growth

of grass in the relatively arid region. This difficulty was anticipated and efforts are being

continued to establish a growth of vegetation with indicated success.

LABORATORY TESTS WITH REPEATED LOADS

In 1950 a series of repeated-load tests was initiated in the AAR research laboratory

in an attempt to determine whether typical unstable roadbeds could be developed under

controlled conditions, and to determine whether or not the beneficial effects of grouting

could be satisfactorily explained. The results of these tests were described in 1Q51 and

1952. (Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, page 497, and Vol. 53, 1952, page 746).

Although the tests indicated that it was possible to create in the laboratory condi-

tions comparable to those in the field, it was not found possible to inject grout by

procedures similar to those used in the field to permit drawing comparisons under com-

pletely analogous conditions. Although the results described in the aforementioned

volumes of Proceedings gave considerable insight into the behavior of roadbeds and of

the action of the grout, further investigation along this line did not appear profitable

and the tests were discontinued.

Part 4

Soil Engineering in Freight Yard Construction

In 1952 reports were made on the soil conditions and the special provision for road-

bed taken on two hump freight yards of recent construction to insure adequate and low

maintenance operation. (See Proceeding, Vol. 54, 1953, page 1129). Of these two yards

the Southern's Ernest Norris yard near Birmingham, Ala., has been in service since

September 1952. Reports indicate that the hump and retarder area has performed very

satisfactorily since operations began. There has been no appreciable subsidence and no

maintenance requirements above normal for long established roadbed. Some maintenanc*

has been required on the thinner slag sub-base area (6 in) toward the north end of the

classification yard, but this also has been less than the normal to be expected on a new
installation.

The Denver and Rio Grande Western's new yard at Grand Junction, Colo., went

into service in January 1953. Reports from this installation also indicate very satisfactory

performance. Winter and spring conditions in this area, however, are often severe, and

further time is required before a good appraisal of the results of the soil studies and

their practical application in the construction can be made.

Results today on these two installations indicate very strongly that the soil inves-

tigations, and the somewhat increased construction costs from designs based on this

information, have been completely justified.
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Part 5

Roadbed Stabilization Through Drainage

Drainage, which connotes the control of water, is basic in establishing stability of

roadbeds. Any method of stabilization may from a certain viewpoint be considered as

drainage or an aid to drainage. Some areas yield directly to drainage, however, and the

following is such an example made pertinent at this time by the increase in^ irrigated

lands and the consequent possibility of increased instability on adjacent tracks.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western at M. P. 692.9, near Springville, Utah, on its

westbound track passes through a long cut with depths up to 16 ft. Near the center

of this cut, in its deepest portion, severe instability developed in September 1952. This

instability was more severe than any encountered in this area in recent years, and it ties

into unusually high spring flood water in the drainage courses to the east and north and
to intense irrigation of the adjacent lands on both sides of the track. In August 1953

another period of severe instability developed and continued into October. This instability

exhibited itself by bubbling springs in the track area, extremely roiled under passing

trains, and some pronounced drops in the track elevation. Speed restrictions to 5 mph
were required. Approxunately 300 ft was affected. This section of the track lies the

greatest depth below the general average of the adjacent land.

Apparently this cut runs through an old beach of historic Lake Bonneville. The soils

are principally sands, gravels and some silty sands. This material is stratified as shown
in Fig. 1, but the definite trend is to coarser material with increased depth. It is all

saturated below the track level. In August 1953 the ground water level, as determined

by a test well, was approximately 18 in above base of rail. Fig. 2 shows a typical cross

section and soil data from several drill holes.

From the development of extreme instability about the same time in two successive

years, its duration for a couple of months, and the soil and moisture conditions revealed

by the borings, it was concluded that drainage was feasible. The first step, in what is

perhaps a stage construction project, was ditching. Vertical drainage was considered,

but since the soils were all saturated down to 70 ft, it was deemed impractical to attempt

relief with this procedure.

At the present writing a ditch approximately 6 ft deep has been installed on the

east side of the track. This ditch has improved the stability of the track sufficiently to

permit removal of speed restrictions. Fig. 1 shows views of the cut after the ditch was
excavated. The culvert under the track in Fig. 1 carried water under the track before

the increase in the depth of the ditch. It was estimated that a flow of water up to

1000 gpm occurred in the deepened ditch.

Full correction of this section will entail the construction of a ditch on both sides

of the track for approximately 600 ft of potential instability and over 1000 ft on one
side to provide outlet along the track to the north. From the results achieved by the

first stage adequate drainage should be of permanent benefit. Because of the nature of the

soils considerable difficulty may be encountered in keeping the ditches open to sufficient

depth. It is probable that additional right-of-way will be required, and the permanent
installation may require underground drainage or an open flume. Methods for permanent
control will be determined after the open ditches have demonstrated requirements.
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Report on Assignment 8

Fences

Critical Review of all Methods of Preventing Snow Drifts

L. V. Johnson (chairman, subcommittee), M. G. Counter, W. G. Dyer, J. W. Purdy,
L. R. Shellenbarger, R. C. Young.

This year your committee is submitting a progress report on the assignment,

Critical Review of All Methods of Preventing Snow Drifts. The report is being offered

as information for the purpose of soliciting comments and criticisms prior to preparation

and submission of final report one year hence to be offered for adoption and publication

in the Manual in the succeeding year.

This report is prepared in three parts. Part 1 deals with Methods of Protecting

Against Drifting Snow and Opening Snow Blockades, and consists of two Sections

—

Sec. A. Protection Against Drifting Snow, and Sec. B. Opening Snow Blockades. Part 2

consists of tentative Specifications for Wood-Slat Portable Snow Fences. Part 3 deals

with Methods of Protection Against Drifting Sand.

Part 1

METHODS OF PROTECTING AGAINST DRIFTING SNOW
AND OPENING SNOW BLOCKADES

A. PROTECTION AGAINST DRIFTING SNOW

Snow is carried by the wind close to the surface of the ground and is deposited in

drifts whenever the velocity of the wind is reduced or eddies are formed by obstructions

or by sudden changes in the configuration of the surface, such as railway cuts.

Brush, trees, buildings and other obstructions which cause snow to be deposited in

drifts on tracks should be removed where economically justifiable.

Drifting of snow in shallow cuts may be prevented or alleviated by reducing slopes

on both sides to a 4 to 1 slope or flatter. Other cuts may be widened to provide a place

for the snow to accumulate. This type of permanent improvement to a particular district

is expensive but results in great savings in maintenance expense where snow is heavy,

and produces greatly improved track due to better drainage conditions. The cost of

removing snow cuts can often be paid for by reduced maintenance in a few years.

Where none of these remedies is practicable or effective, consideration should be

given to placing snow fences in the path of the wind so as to form artificial eddies on

the windward side of the track and far enough away to cause the snow to be deposited

before it reaches the track.

The location of the drift or eddy depends upon the form of the fence. A tight fence

of sufficient height causes the snow to accumulate on the windward side of the fence;

an open fence causes the snow to accumulate principally on the leeward side. The distance

between the drift and the fence depends upon the height of the fence, the width of the

openings between the solid members, the velocity of the wind, and the character of

the snow.

The type of snow fence and its location for the protection of a definite stretch of

track depend largely upon local conditions, which may vary from year to year. These

can be determined only from experience. For this reason portable snow fences are recom-

mended generally for an initial installation.
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Portable snow fences can be of various types, four of which are described and

illustrated. First, a slat-type fence consisting of wood slats 4 ft long, held together by

wire and usually erected on steel fence posts 8 ft apart in accordance with Specifications

for Wood-Slat Portable Snow Fences, Part 6, this Chapter, and illustrated in Fig. 1.

Second, portable fences constructed of wooden braces and wooden boards in units 16 ft

long, as shown in Fig. 2. Third, paper snow fences consisting of heavy Kraft paper rein-

forced with sisal fibers. The paper is 12 in wide and is usually erected by placing 2 or 3

rows of paper with a 12-in space between the rows, attached to steel fence posts placed

on 8-ft centers, as shown in Fig. 3. Fourth, light-gage steel fences consisting of steel

posts and steel runners commercially manufactured by steel fabricators, as shown in

Fig. 4.

Portable fences usually are erected in the fields adjoining the right-of-way. They

should be set on the windward side of the track at right angles to the prevailing winds;

to provide for variations in the direction of the wind, it is sometimes necessary to set

the fence in crescent form. The topography for some distance away from the track has

such a bearing on the action of the wind that sections otherwise similar cannot always

be protected adequately with the same type of fence set the same distance out. For

ordinary conditions one line of fence is sufficient. The quantity of snow sometimes,

however, requires additional lines of portable snow fences set parallel and spaced about

too ft apart.

Where experience indicates that the right-of-way is wide enough and other local

conditions permit, a snow fence of a fixed type may be used, frequently serving also as

right-of-way fence.

The most generally used type of fixed fence is shown in Fig. S. Where the right-

of-way line is SO ft or less from the center of the nearest track, a fence with the boards

laid close should be used. For greater distances, space should be provided between the

boards; at a distance of 100 ft, the opening should be 50 percent of the area of the

fence. The proper height of fixed board fences depends upon the probable amount of

snow.

Trees and shrubs properly selected for adaptability to climate, and properly planted

and cared for, afford an effective protection in some localities against drifting snow,

and at the same time serve to improve the appearance of the right-of-way. Tree-type

snow fences are especially suitable in territories where good growing conditions exist.

It has been found essential that proper care be given the plantings and that cultivation

of the surrounding area must be carried out for several years after the planting in order

that the trees will survive. The trees should not be allowed to grow indiscriminately,

as they tend to become too great in height, allowing the snow to blow under them.

It is essential that some species of small shrub be one of the plantings selected to assure

a barrier at the ground line.

Stone walls may be used for snow barriers where suitable and sufficient stones for

dry masonry walls are available.

Storms differ so much in their intensity and action from year to year that it will

generally be found uneconomical to build a fixed fence to afford protection against the

severest storms. The fixed fence should be built as a first line of defense against the

average storm. Portable fences of a type which can be quickly erected should be depended

on for second and third lines of defense, as experience demonstrates the need.

In emergencies, snow can be thrown up by hand into banks or ridges back of

fixed or portable fences as an added line of defense.

In localities which require protection from mountain snow slides, snow sheds are

necessary to furnish adequate protection. These are expensive to construct and maintain
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and should be constructed of durable materials. The railway should be so located, if

practicable, as to make snow sheds unnecessary.

B. OPENING SNOW BLOCKADES
1. General

Keeping a railway line open in territory subject to heavy snows requires watchful-

ness, orderliness and forethought. In the fall of the year all snow equipment and

accessories should be tested and made ready for emergency use. A general program

should be formulated for stationing snow-fighting equipment at vantage points, outlining

a general supervisory plan, and determining methods by which men are to be secured,

protected from hazards attending snow storms, fed and relieved.

Where such reports are considered helpful, meteorological information should be

made available for general and division officers, and local officers should be kept well

informed of the progress of approaching storms.

It is desirable to keep ahead of storms and not let the hne become blocked. In some

areas best results are obtained when snow plows are started from terminals before the

storm actually breaks and, in severe storms, additional plows dispatched at such intervals

as will preclude the formation of snow banks that cannot be moved with plows. A
follow up locomotive to pull out the plow or its engine, or both, if they get stalled or

derailed, is good practice when conditions warrant. Prompt clearance of cuts before

further snow or wind storms is quite necessary. It is the following storms which generally

cause real trouble.

During severe storms, if there is difficulty in keeping the line open, consideration

should be given to reducing tonnage, double heading or the abandonment of trains and

curtailment or complete stopping of yard switching until the storm abates and the line

is opened. Stalled trains and dead locomotives add much expense, anxiety and hazard to

the work of moving snow and delay the opening of blockades.

No definite rule can be established for the use of flangers or plows. Much depends

on the moisture content of the snow, the formation of drifts, and on the available clear

space for snow disposal. However, the following suggestions are made as recommended

practice:

2. On Line

Flangers should be used for the removal of snow where the depth is less than 6 in

over the top of the rail. Flanging of tracks is greatly expedited if the fianger is equipped

with scoops for each direction, which allow flangeways to be cleared in either direction

without turning the flanger. The scoops must in all cases be equipped with lowering

and raising device operated from inside the car. A flanger may frequently be used to

good advantage by attaching it to the rear of a freight train and thus avoid using an

extra train and crew.

The wedge or push plow placed on the pilot of the locomotive is useful for occa-

sional light drifts of up to 2 or 3 ft over the top of the rail, if state laws permit such

operation.

The larger wedge or push plow should be used for removing snow up to 6 or 8 ft

deep which cannot be removed by flangers or push plows on locomotive pilots. The
effectiveness of these plows is greatly increased if they are equipped with adjustable

side wings, which can be used for widening the opening. These plows should be equipped

with a coupler on front as well as rear to expedite the switching of cars off of siding or

yard tracks which must be cleared of snow. Means of communication by telephone or

signals between crew and plow operator expedite this operation.
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Great care must be exercised in the use of plows placed on the front of loaded

ballast or gondola cars to prevent the cutting edge of the plow from riding on the rail

and catching at frogs, switches and crossing plank due to the weight of the snow. This

can be prevented bj' a narrow casting placed under the plow near the cutting edge so as

to ride on the rail and keep the plow up. Special consideration must be given the design-

ing and placing of this casting if self-guarded frogs are to be encountered. There are

combined flangers and plows so designed that this difficulty does not obtain.

Care must be taken when entering oblique snow drifts which plows will not strike

squarely, as such conditions sometimes result in the plow turning over. If the face

of drift is frozen over the rails, it should be broken down or "faced" so that the plow will

engage the snow and not ride on top of it. If the plow has been stuck and pulled back,

the snow may have been compacted to such an extent that it should be broken down

before making another charge and possibly causing serious damage to the plow from

impact with the solid snow.

Spreaders or spreader ditchers with a plow-shaped front make excellent snow movers.

The spreader wings can be used to good advantage to widen the cut after it is opened up.

Many of these ditchers are equipped with steel teeth set under the front edge of the

plow, which are very effective in cutting up ice which may have formed between and

over the rails.

Ice cutter cars have been used with great effectiveness for loosening hard snow

and ice which form in the tracks, especially in yards, and on occasions in many miles

of tracks. These cars are essentially box cars with end lookout windows, and with

compressed air equipment by means of which a lever may be moved to raise and lower

a plow or V-shaped steel plate, 1 in thick, 6 in wide, and about 4 ft 9 in long, placed

below the center of the car on edge and between the running rails. To this steel plate,

4 in apart and extending 6 in below its lower edge, are bolted tire-steel teeth with points

inclined slightly forward. Extra teeth are carried in the car. The cutter must, of course,

be raised at turnouts and crossings.

Rotary snow plows are necessary for the quick removal of snow where the snow

fall has filled deep cuts, which cannot be removed with push plow. Attempts to use

them in shallow drifts not deep enough for reasonably full contact of the wheel may
cause the wheel to race under the light load and damage the machinery.

When operating flangers and plows over the line, the problem of keeping ice and

snow out of guard rails, frogs and switches is important, particularly in locations to

which it is difficult for section men to get in severe storms. Carbide carried on the plow

and placed on the ice will in a short time get sufficient moisture to form gas, which can

be ignited; the heat generated will melt the ice. Casing head gasoline, or hydrocarbon

might also be sprinkled ovex such places and ignited. Salt can be used also, except in

electrified, automatic signal, or train-control territory.

3. In Yards and Terminals

The method for removal of snow from yards and terminals depends upon the

physical layout, the density of traffic, and the amount of snow.

If snow is not very deep, it is best not to remove it from tracks, except to make
flangeways by hand shoveling, or with flangers if traffic will permit, and clean out

switches by hand or snow melters. The use of the latter requires good drainage to carry

away melted snow as it may freeze and cause more trouble than the snow, or heat must

be great enough to evaporate the water. Frequently switch engines are equipped with
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a perforated pipe laid across the track under the pilot, through which steam is blown to

clean away snow. If traffic is not too dense, this may be successful, but in dense traffic

districts another engine added is often a nuisance. Then, too, if not judiciously used,

it may be simply a case of blowing snow back over places already clean. Casing head

gasoline and hydrocarbon sprinkled over snow and ignited is also used. Salt should not

be used in electrified, automatic signal or train-control districts and should be used in

other districts only during that portion of winter when snow melts during the daytime

and freezes at night.

In clearing yard tracks of heavier falls of snow, it is well to first pull cars off of four

tracks; then run a plow down one track and follow with a spreader, pushing the snow

clear of adjacent tracks ; then run the spreader down the cleared tracks, repeating the

operation until the snow is piled too high for further piling. Then start on the other

side of the pile and repeat. In some instances, where the yard is not too wide and the

snow not too heavy, the entire yard may be cleared with the spreader; thus picking up

the snow is avoided. Where this cannot be done, the piles of snow must be left to melt

or be loaded onto cars either by hand or machinery. A snow melter consisting of a

rotary-type plow which picks up the snow and deposits it in a melting bath of steam

has been used to advantage in some localities.

In cleaning snow off station platforms, where snowfall is light, hand methods are

probably the cheapest. Small steel or wooden hand push plows are effective. Use should

be made of baggage trucks, on which to load and carry away snow. Snow should not

be placed on tracks, as passing trains may throw it over passengers waiting on platforms.

Hand-operated power snow plows or farm tractor-type plows are useful for platform

cleaning. A supply of sand should be on hand at stations to scatter over platforms in

sleeting and freezing weather.

At team yards snow can be pushed to the center or side of driveway with plows

placed on automobile trucks or tractors. The snow may be left to melt or loaded onto

trucks or cars by hand or machinery. Front-end loaders attached to tractors are useful

in this operation.

Snow blowers, revolving brooms attached to small tractors, and flangeway cleaners

attached to motor cars are other devices that have been found useful in cleaning crossings,

yard leads, etc.

Part 2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOOD-SLAT PORTABLE SNOW FENCES

1. Scope

This specification covers woven, wood-slat snow fences.

2. Requirements

Design

Slat-type snow fencing shall consist of Ve-in by l>2-in by 4-ft wooden slats woven

together and held tightly in place with S cables, each cable consisting of 2 galvanized

wires not smaller than 12i/$ gage (Awg). The slats shall be spaced 2 in between slats.

Each wire shall have 2 complete turns in the weave in each space between slats.

Grade of Wood Slats

All slats shall be made from good sound Grade I wood, except that basswood, poplar

or Cottonwood will not be acceptable.
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Grade of Wire

All wire shall be basic open-hearth galvanized steel. The wire shall show no sign of

fracture when bound tightly around a wire of the same size.

Weight of Zinc Coating

The minimum weight of zinc coating for each wire shall be 0.6 oz per sq ft of

surface.

Uniformity of Zinc Coating

The zinc coating shall be capable of withstanding three 1-min and one Yz-min immer-

sions in a standard solution of copper sulphate without showing a trace of metallic

copper on the steel.

Fabrication

Fabrication shall be done in such a manner as to avoid removal of the galvanizing

or impair the tensile strength of the wire. Snow fencing shall be put up in rolls of SO or

100 lin ft, as ordered.

Preservative Treatment for Wood Slats

All slats shall be immersed in a hot solution of red oxide of iron preservative.

Steel Fence Posts

Steel fence posts shall conform to the Specifications for Metal Fence Posts, Part 6,

this Chapter.

Part 3

METHODS OF PROTECTION AGAINST DRIFTING SAND

Protection against drifting sand, as in the case with snow, should begin with the

construction of the roadbed.

Wherever drifting or blowing sand is probable, the roadway should be constructed

above the natural ground level, where possible, and all obstructions which might cause

the deposit of sand should be removed and the embankments faced with clay, oiled sand

or some other substance which will provide a smooth surface, allowing the blowing sand

to keep moving and avoiding drifts. The use of special bitumen sprayed on the surface

at the rate of ^ gal per sq yd has been found effective in preventing blowing sand.

If cuts cannot be avoided, they should be constructed with fiat, smooth slopes and

the drifting of the sand controlled by the construction of open-bottom wind chute fences

as shown in Fig. 6 of Methods of Protecting Against Drifting Snow and Opening Snow
Blockades, Part 1, this Chapter.

On existing lines the same remedies should be used where applicable. Temporary

snow fence may be erected on existing lines to force the deposit of sand before it reaches

the track. Fence can be removed at the proper time and excess material carried away
by bulldozers and carryalls.

Wherever sand drifts occur between the rails of a railroad track, the ballast should

be cleared out to a half skeletonized condition to permit the wind to pass under the rails,

thus clearing the sand away.

Where the source of the blowing sand can be controlled by the planting of vegetation,

such treatment may be the most economical method of protection, and should be

considered.

Where moving sand dunes exist they sometimes may be dissipated by the scattering

of gravel or small stones over the face of the windward slope.
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Where trouble is experienced from sand blowing out of embankments, thus under-

mining the track, or from its blowing out of the sides of cuts causing slides or other

damage, the proper remedy is usually the covering of such surfaces with a layer of clay,

bitumen or other stable material.

Report on Assignment 10

Ballast

(a) Tests

(b) Ballasting Practices

(c) Special Types of Ballast

J. P. Datesman (chairman, subcommittee), E. W. Bauman, J. E. Chubb, A. P. Croslev,

A. T. Goldbeck, R. R. Manion, A. W. Schroeder, C. D. Turley, Stanton Walker.

This year your committee presents, as information, reports under Assignment (a)

and Assignment (c)

.

Report on Assignment (a) Tests

The following is the first progress report on the oscillator ballast tests now in

progress at the Association of American Railroads Research Center. A prehminary report

describing the tests was published last year in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 1140.

This research is sponsored by the committee and is being performed by the research

staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director

of engineering research, and Rockwell Smith, research engineer roadway. G. L. Hinueber,

assistant research engineer roadway, was in direct charge of the work and prepared this

report.

First Progress Report on Research Project on Ballasts

Work is being continued on impact tests on ballast. As yet, however, there is not

enough factual data to report on.

The first test is being run on a crushed hmestone ranging in size from V/2 to ^ in.

At present this material has been subjected to about 50 million tons of repeated loading.

Sixty million tons constitutes a complete test.

It was orginally intended to run the oscillator used in these tests at a constant rate

of 83^2 rps, which would give an applied load of 28,000 lb per revolution. Because of the

extreme strain placed on the oscillator, this rate has been reduced to 71/2 rps, which gives

an applied load of 21,800 lb per revolution. It requires 204 hr of running at 7y2 rps to

complete a test consisting of 60 milhon tons of total loading.

When the test was first started the test track had to be tamped up once for about

every 2 million tons of loading. As the ballast gradually became more compacted the

period between required tampings became greater and gradually leveled off until the

tamping is now required only once for about every 10 million tons of loading. A com-

plete test on the V/2 to M-in limestone ballast used will have required that the track be

tamped up a total of 10 times.

The elevation of the ends of the ties in the test track were determined immediately

after tamping and again after a sufficient number of repeated loads were applied to

cause the necessity for tamping again. A comparison of these elevations shows that the
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ties had gone down a maximum of about 0.40 in, the greatest depression being noted

on the 3 ties immediately under the oscillator and 1 tie on each side of these 3 ties.

Loads distributed to the ties were measured, using a system of shims and strain

gages under the tie plates. When the track is well tamped the 3 center ties which are

immediately under the oscillator take a total load of about 17,500 lb, or about 80 percent

of the total applied load. When the track loosens up to the point where considerable ver-

tical movement develops under load application and release, and tamping is again neces-

sary, an additional "slap" or impact is developed which apparently increases the load

on the ties by as much as 30 percent. Whenever the test track has reached this state, it

has been tamped up before additional loads are applied in order to avoid loading in

excess of that desired and also to prevent excessive stress to the oscillator mechanism.

Report on Assignment (c) Special Types of Ballast

The following report concerns an asphalt ballast installation now 10 years old. The
report covers original construction procedures, maintenance methods and costs, and con-

clusions as to the service of such installations. It has been prepared jointly by the

TlHnois Central Railroad and the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR.

Illinois Central Asphalt Section

The Illinois Central in 1943 installed approximately 3^ mile of asphalt penetrated

ballast with a seal coat in mile 46 near Manteno, 111. Cooperation in the design and

financial participation was furnished by the Engineering Division of the Association of

American Railroads, the Asphalt Institute, The Texas Company, and the Lehigh Stone

Company. This project has now been in service 10 years, and this report covers the

general factors of the research installation during approximately 150 million gross tons

of traffic. Previous reports on this section appear in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944,

page 330, and Vol. 50, 1949, page 690. .

Construction Data

The ballast on the test section was first cleaned, the section raised 6 in on new

ballast as required, and new 131-lb rail installed. The new ballast was local limestone

graded between 23^ and 1 in. From a distributor mounted on a fiat car this ballast was

sprayed with approximately 2 gal per sq yd of asphaltic cement heated to between 275

deg and 350 deg F. The asphalt was a typical heavy paving material with standard

penetration of 85 to 100.

At the start of construction the asphalt appHcation was made through a hand-

controlled spray, but later the distributor spray bar was modified to permit direct spray-

ing. Following the first asphalt application a cover of keystone was hand spread from

a gondola towed through cables by the work train. The gradation of this material

(limestone screenings) was as follows:

Pass 54-in sieve 99 percent
" H " " 61
" No. 4 " 2

This was hand tamped and followed by a second appHcation of hot asphalt at the

rate of 0.4 gal per sq yd over the entire area, including the ties, which in turn was

followed by an application of finer screenings with the following gradation:
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Pass M-in sieve 100 percent
" No. 4 " 35
" No. 10 " 2

Both the keystone and seal coat aggregate were broomed to uniform distribution

and tamped into place. Figs, la and lb are views of the work. The second application

of asphalt and the seal coat aggregate were spread over the full area, which provided

a full seal coat over the tops of the ties also. The net yardage, excluding ties, was

.^010 sq yd.

For this work 7200 gal of asphalt were used; also 40 cu yd of keystone screenings

and 30 cu yd of fine screenings for the seal coat. The depth of penetration of the asphalt

was 3 to 4 in. The following equipment and labor were required for this work. (It

should be understood that this was experimental work to determine best methods and

that with the technique finally developed the entire project could be constructed in one

day at approximately one-half the co.st.

Work train and crew 4 days

Asphalt pressure distributor 5 days
Distributor operators 80 hr

Section foremen 80 hr

Section labor 330 hr

Maintenance Data

Following the initial installation the record indicates no maintenance expenditures

during the first year and only at a rate of 90 man-hours per mile for the second year.

The following table indicates the yearly labor requirements, together with the labor

requirements for the Illinois Division and the system main tracks on a mile basis.

Illinois Central Railroad

Maintenance Requirements—Man Hours per Mile

Y'ear
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Fig. 1 (b)—1943 construction.
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procedure was varied to permit the injection of sand-cement slurry under the ties

through pressure provided by a small mud-jack. This required somewhat less extensive

disturbance at the ends of the ties.

After the lift was completed the asphalt ballast was tamped back, into place, and

the section was resealed with fresh asphalt and screenings. Asphalt emulsion was used

for several years and some asphalt cement; but cut-back asphalt, usually a rapid cure

material, appeared preferable and was used in the latter years. Maintenance operations

usually occurred during September or October under uncertain weather conditions, and

under these conditions the rapid-cure material is more practical. In 1Q51 the entire sec-

tion was resealed. In other years only the disturbed areas and any openings along the

ties were resealed. Fig. 2 shows views of typical maintenance procedures. Fig. 3 shows

the grout under the tie after the 1948 maintenance. Fig. 4 shows the location of main-

tenance for the years 1948 to 19S2.

In 1943 the Illinois Central surfaced out-of-face 20 miles of track, in the vicinity

of Manteno, including the section to be asphalt treated. All necessary tie renewals were

made at this time in connection with the laying of new 131-lb rail. As noted previously

all ties in the ballast test section received a coating of asphalt and the cover aggregate.

During the 9 years ending in 1952, the tie renewals in the asphalt track have been at

the rate of 47 ties per mile per year. For the remainder of the 20 miles the renewals

have been at the rate of 104 ties per mile per year.

After an inspection in the summer of 1953 it was agreed that the section had ful-

filled its life and that conditions were such that an out-of-face surfacing was required

for continued maintenance to standard. It was noted that the ties had penetrated into

the asphalt as much as 2 in. in some locations. There were a number of indications of

swinging ties and a center-bound condition. In addition, approximately 300 ft at the

north end had to be raised to meet grade crossing requirements in 1952. The adjacent

tracks to the east and the west had had 3 ballast raises in the 10 years of the asphalt

ballast, and the center track consequently was considerably below the grade of the

others. As noted in the cost table the required yearly maintenance in the past 4 years

greatly exceeded that for standard track.

These factors all influenced the decision to conclude the test, and in 1953 the track

was raised by tamping the asphalt impregnated ballast under the ties with the addition

of such fresh ballast as was required for the section.

It was noted, however, that the original asphalt material and the cover aggregate

was still adhering to the ties. The later asphalt, emulsion and cutbacks showed more

tendency to peel from new ties.

Summary and Conclusion

This test section of asphalt ballast indicates that such treatment is practical and

beneficial. To be economical the first cost plus the required maintenance for the life

of the installation should be less than the maintenance cost of a similar section of

standard ballast under comparable conditions of traffic and subgrade. The 9-year record

given herein shows an average annual maintenance saving of 207 man-hours of labor.

At present labor rates this saving is more than sufficient to pay for the installation cost,

including materials. Approximately 490 man-hours were required for initial construction.

Some materials were required yearly for maintenance, but this is more than balanced by

ballast requirements for a standard section. For example, both adjacent tracks have had

3 ballast lifts in the 9 years. The costs are still incomplete for the 10 years, but the 1953

cost will run about equal to the 1952 costs. The cost of the out-of-face work to restore

the section to conventional track is included.
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The economic life of this section can be appraised at 7 years, the average for last

3 years of which on this section required labor in excess of that for the Illinois Division,

but less than that of the system. Complete analysis would require a close estimate of

modern construction costs.

The asphalt ballast section drained well; it served as a "roof" for the track and

kept out dust and cinders. Consequently, there was less pumping than on conventional

track. This item naturally is indicated by maintenance costs.

The greatest saving, and one to which no thought was given at the start, is on ties.

That the seal coat of asphalt and screenings has proved extreftiely beneficial in sealing

checks and splits in the ties and prolonging tie life is shown by tie renewal requirements

less than half of those for adjacent track directly comparable in all phases. In this

connection it was apparent that the heavy-grade hot asphalt adhered to the tie surfaces

appreciably better than the lighter grades in emulsions and cut backs. This can not as

yet be concluded generally without additional substantiating data.

The asphalt ballast section was very effective in maintaining line. Only one general

lining was required in the 10 years. In general, the track rode well and was up to

standard at all times.

From inspection of Fig. 4 it is evident that the maintenance was centered at the

rail joints. Many joints required raising in each of the last 5 years. A still greater number

received a lift during 4 of the 5 years. On this evidence it seems probable that if future

asphaltic ballast sections are constructed the economic hfe can be increased materially

bv the use of continuous welded rail.

Report on Assignment 11

Chemical Control of Vegetation

C. E. Webb (chairman, subcommittee), C. R. Bergman, B. S. Converse, M. W. Cox,

H. Leard, L. E. Rundell, W. O. Trieschman.

Last year your committee presented as information results of investigations made

by the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, in connection with this assign-

ment. (Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, page 1148.)

The following report covers the continuation of studies made by the research staff

under the general direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, Rockwell

Smith, research engineer roadway, and J. A. Fellman, assistant engineer roadway.

The report is divided into two parts. Part 1 is the third annual report of the inves-

tigations performed at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Iowa State College,

Ames. Iowa, under a cooperative agreement between that college and the Engineering

Division AAR. Part 2 is a resume of some field investigations on various roads made

by the research staff, AAR.

Both parts are presented as information.
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Part 1

Third Annual Report AAR Weed Control Project

W. E. Loomis and R. E. Frans^

Work on the AAR weed control project was continued and expanded during the

year. Supplementary contracts and budgets were established with Dr. E. G. Rodgers at

Gainsville, Fla., and E. R. L. Warden, Bozeman, Mont. At Ames, R. E. Frans replaced

Dr. Young; on-track research was shifted in considerable part from the Jewell branch

of the Chicago & North Western Railway to the Ames branch of the Fort Dodge.

Des Moines & Southern Railway; and off-track work was greatly expanded. The latter

development has permitted us to measure small differences in responses to chemicals

with grouped replications on uniform vegetation. Some of the off-track research was

with resistant native species on the C&NW right-of-way, but most of it was done on a

uniform brome grass-alfalfa meadow near Ames, Iowa.

Emphasis has been on the more promising chlorate and chlorate-TCA (trichloro-

acetic acid) treatments, as found in previous experiments; on CMU (3-parachlorophenyl-

1-1-dimethyl urea) and the closely related DMU (3,4-chloro- form of the same com-

pound) ; and on six oils of varying specifications which have been tested for control of

annual weeds and temporary control of perennials.

On the basis of previous findings that early sprays of the chlorate-TCA type were

more effective than those applied later, an application of 80 lb of sodium chlorate

equivalent and 40 lb of TCA per acre of track was made in March, about one month

before the beginning of spring growth. This treatment was followed by heavy rains and

was not effective in the control of quack and brome grasses on the area. Similar treat-

ments the first of May, when grasses were about 3 in high, gave fully satisfactory results.

The conclusion must be that early treatments are still affected by unfavorable weather,

and, because of their slower action on dormant plants in cold soil, may be more vulner-

able in this respect than applications made during early growth.

Elaborate tests of the synergistic action of chlorates with TCA, gave partially

negative results because the lowest rate of TCA (40 lb per acre) used alone gave nearly

complete kill of brome grass on a meadow soil in a dry season. Early results showed

a faster and broader action when chlorate was added to the TCA, and kill of alfalfa

was proportional to the chlorate used. Representative data are shown in Table 1.

Forage weights in the first column show the rate of top kill, while the later readings

indicate root kill. Kill-down of the grass was more rapid when chlorate was added, but

.

final results were not affected. On track, with more rain, final kill has followed kill

down.

Chlorate-TCA (80-40) was effective against Bermuda grass and other vegetation in

Florida when used early and repeated twice at 30-day intervals. This is not a cheap

treatment, but the track was very foul, and such intensive treatments should not be

necessary every year.

Chlorate-TCA ranked first in the Montana tests on the basis of weed control per

dollar expended. Split applications were of no advantage in this dry climate.

1 Professor and Associate, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, la.
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Table 1

—

Results with Chlor.ate and TCA on a Brome Grass-Alfalfa Meadow

(All treatments May 22 in 80 gal water per acre. Data are averages of 4 replications)

Chemical, Lb/Acre
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of May and photographed the end of July. There was no significant regrowth during

the season. Conditions of soil, season, and vegetation were undoubtedly favorable here,

but persistant perennial grasses were eradicated by one treatment and the track kept

clean for the season. CMU alone at 20-30 lb has been less successful in other tests,

perhaps because resistant plants such as rase, horsetail, and milkweed were present.

Good results were obtained with both DMU and CMU in Montana when used

alone at rate of 40 lb per acre and more. CMU at 20 lb per acre for 2 years has been

very good also.

Summer applications of CMU on Bermuda grass have been disappointing, but a

winter application of 30 lb per acre at Gainesville this year was the outstanding treat-

ment in Bermuda control. This lead will be followed intensively.

Table 2

—

Results with Unchlorlnated (PMU), Monochloro (CMU) and
DicHLORO (DMU) Phenylureas

(Sprayed May 22, 4 replications)

Chemical, Lh per Acre
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Table 3

—

Specifications of Four Herbicidal Oils, and the General Results
Obtained With Them

Code A'o.
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Fig, 3—Regrowth of annuals after spraying with a heavy oil (LOH-7;
65 gal per acre) foreground, or a light oil (LOH-6), background. Sprayed
June 5, photo August 27.

the superiority of the heavy oils. One solution might be to use an oil like LOH-6 in

yards and a heavier oil on the open track for more persistant effects.

Summary

Chlorate-TCA mixtures continue to give good results under favorable conditions.

They should be used at early growth for best control of perennials, particularly grasses.

Later (May or June) applications may be better against annuals and in preventing

seedling regrowth.

The phenylurea compounds offer promise, but have three drawbacks—cost, difficulty

of handling insoluble powders, and ineffectiveness against certain weeds. Extensive trials

are planned of Chlorate-TCA-DMU mixtures to attempt to combine the good points

of both treatments.

Oils that are high in aromatics and/or boihng points may be used to control annual

weeds at a cost approximately equal to burning. The heavy oils are more effective and

persistant, but the greasy residues may be objectionable, particularly in yards.
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Part 2

Chemical Control of Vegetation—1953 AAR Report

During the past season weed spraying has been observed on some 700 miles of track

and brush spraying along about 200 miles. In addition, many more miles have been

checked after application.

From observations this year it appears that early spring application of the so-called

soil sterilant type of weed killers gave better and more dependable results than later

applications. Chemicals of this type are: CMU, sodium chlorate (called chlorate), sodium

arsenite (called arsenic), borate and TCA. This was especially noticeable where this

procedure has been followed for two or more years. The best time to spray seems to be

during early growth. At this time there is usually enough soil moisture for the chemical

to work into the soil and sufficient root activity near the surface to bring these chemicals

into the plant. Although chlorate and arsenic also work on the leaves and stems, they

do their best work by killing the roots. Chlorate, and especially TCA, may break down

in hot, dry weather, and for this reason many railroads are reluctant to use TCA. CMU,
borate and arsenic may hold over until moisture is available, but arsenic readily leaches

out with abundant rainfall.

In early spraying vegetation may be sparse with many bare areas which may pos-

sibly be skipped in treatment. As a result they may become infested with weeds later in

the season. It is easy to see the growing weeds that have been killed, but it is hard to

visualize the weeds that would have germinated and been present if an area had not been

treated.

Contact killers, such as aromatic oils, PCP, creosote and translocated herbicides such

as 2,4-D, should be applied when the vegetation is in the active growing stage and before

it has a chance to produce seed. Retreatments are often necessary, and a definite program

should be followed for best results.

If a treatment is generally good but contains spots of resistant species, it appears

advisable to treat these areas immediately to prevent spreading. Repeated spot treatments

by section forces throughout the season might eliminate future trouble. Usually such

spots can be easily treated with borascu, chlorate powder or, for broadleaved weeds and

horsetail, with 2,4-D.

Again this year the chemicals used most were sodium chlorate or some type of oil.

Other types observed were: CMU, 2,4-D, arsenic, TCA, and combinations. Also observed

were some test plots of the new chemicals Dalapon (alpha, alpha, dichloropropionic

acid), and Du Pont Weed Killer D [3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-l, 1-dimethylurea]

.

Specific treatments are taken up in Table 4, but the following observations on types

of chemicals will be useful in explaining and supplementing the table. Results obtained

with weed killer chemicals depend so much on climatic conditions and types of vegeta-

tion that this tabulation is not intended as a blanket approval or condemnation of any

particular chemical. It is merely a report on results observed at specific locations. Rates

in gallons and pounds are given on a per-acre basis rather than per mile because it is

a constant area and the rates used give workable figures. A strip 8J4 ft wide and I mile

long is equal to one acre.

Sodium Chlorate

Across the northern United States chlorate applied at the rate of 120 to 150 lb per

acre early in the spring for 3 to 4 years has given good results on northern perennial

grasses. This vegetation has been troublesome on many branch lines. In the Dakotas,
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some parts of which have had extremely heavy rainfall this year, results have been

good, and no retreatment this year has been necessary. Fireweed, an annual, has given

trouble in dry years. Horsetail and smartweed are still troublesome.

In Virginia a treatment of 120 lb per acre of chlorate applied in mid August on spots

of Bermuda grass and Johnson grass that were coming back from a previous arsenic

treatment was ineffective. Apparently these results were influenced by the hot and

very dry weather just prior to application and for 6 weeks afterwards. Near the ocean,

where the humidity is higher and heavy dews occur, the Bermuda grass was still brown

after 6 weeks. Through the years these two treatments, arsenic followed by chlorate,

have, on what was once a very grassy track, practically ehminated grass from the ballast

and confined it to spots along the shoulders.

The rate of application above pertains to the sodium chlorate content only. Additives

such as borates and calcium chloride are in general use to reduce the fire hazard.

Oils

At present many railroads use oils of medium boiling point (600 to 700 deg F)

and fairly high in aromatics (35 to 50 percent) for weed control. Also oil and water

emulsions, with or without other additives, are used. The usual rate of application is

from 60 to 80 gal per acre. These treatments are not designed for permanent control,

but give good results when repeated throughout the season, except on some tough

perennials and grasses. No results are available from the use of the higher boiling point

oils (end point 700 to 750 deg F) on railroad work, but research plots indicate appreciably

greater residual effects from oils of this nature.

Sodium Arsenite

The rate of arsenic is usually expressed as pounds of arsenic trioxide per gallon

used in the formulation with sodium hydoxide.

A limited amount of arsenic was applied this year, but its use is decreasing because

of the possibility of claims and its effect on pubUc relations. It is a good general weed

killer and works well at any season. In Virginia 160 lb per acre applied in July gave

good control for 6 weeks. However, after some rains, Bermuda grass, Johnson grass

and sedge came back strong, and regrowth was starting on broadleaved perennials such

as dogbane, milkweed and bouncing bet. In yards, where approximately 200 lb per acre

were applied, these perennials were not coming back 3 months later.

CMU (3-parachlorophenyl-l-l-dimethyI urea)

In the midwest and north 15 to 20 lb per acre applied early in the spring have given

good results on native grasses and annuals, but deep rooted perennials have shown

marked resistance. Some of these are: smartweed, milkweed, wild rose, wild licorice,

alfalfa and bindweed; others are horsetail, slough grass, sweet clover and wild carrot.

In the south this year 40 to 80 lb per acre applied late in June gave fair to good results,

plants surviving were Bermuda grass, nut-grass, briars and trumpet vine. Apparently

some as yet undetermined factors, such as heat, weather, time of application and char-

acteristics of ballast or soil, affect results obtained from CMU. From limited observations

on track, together with research, better results have been obtained from applications

before or during the early stage of growth.

2,4-D

Many formulations have 2,4-D in them, which gives good results on broad-leaved

weeds present but does not affect grass. The most noticeable thing this year was the

fairly long lasting results on horsetail.
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Brush Control

Last years' report included an account of some brush spraying in Canada using

2 lb of acid per acre of an equal mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,S-T. Inspection this year

bears out the belief that this is too light a treatment and that the rate should be at

least 4 lb per acre. Although species and conditions are quite different from central and

southern United States, they compare with many areas in the northern states. The brush

control work is listed in Table 5.

This year considerable damage was reported on young cotton from drift and

volatility of 2, 4-D and 2, 4, S-T after early brush spraying. Some claims were made
from areas as much as a mile distant from the track. Claims have been less frequent and

damage less severe from applications later in the season.

There were no apparent differences in results on brush between regular and low

volatile esters. The amine formulations, which are less subject than the esters to drift

and volatilty, have shown good two-season results on susceptible northern species, but

as yet have not been observed on hard-to-kill or southern species. A striking thing about

the two-thirds 2, 4-D, one-third 2, 4, S-T mixture in oil and water is its effect on pine,

which has not been noticeable with the regular 50-50 mixture in water. Applying the

esters approximately an hour after rain does not seem to affect the results adversely.

In some railroad tests two new chemicals have shown promise and further study is

advocated. These chemicals are Dalapon, put out by the Dow Chemical Company, and

Du Pont Weed Killer D. Dalapon is a liquid grass killer that enters the plant by way
of the leaves. Its effect on broadleaved weeds apparently is limited. In these tests 20 lb

per acre have given fair results and 40 lb per acre good results on Bermuda grass, John-

son grass, bluegrass, bromegrass and crabgrass. Du Pont D is a wettable powder similar

to CMU. Applied at the same rates as CMU, it seems to be slower acting and longer

lasting. Rates vary from 10 lb per acre in the midwest to 60 lb per acre in the south

where it has given fair to good control on Bermuda grass on sandy shoulders. At present

there are no prices available on these products.

The costs of various track treatments differ, and costs for various types of herbicides

used are given below. These are just chemical costs and do not include work-train

expenses. Chlorate in herbicide formulations runs about 17 cents a pound, and for treat-

ments of 120 to 160 lb per acre the cost would be from .S20 to $27 per acre. The price

of arsenic in a formulation is about 10 cents per pound of arsenic trioxide, and at rates

of 160 to 200 lb per acre the cost would be $16 to $20. Aromatic oils and similar

treatments run around 10 to 12 cents per gallon, and at the rate of 75 gal per acre

would cost from $7.50 to $9.00 per acre. CM.U costs $3 per pound; at 20 lb per acre

the cost is $60. CMU in a formulation that can be spread dry costs about $7.50 per

pound, so at 16 lb per acre this would run about $120. Formulations containing 2, 4-D
combined with other ingredients to control grass and give some residual effect usually

cost about 48 cents per gallon. Applied at 40 gal per acre this would cost about $20.

Work-train expenses usually average about $2 to $5 per mile, or $1 to $2.50 per acre for

a 16-ft width. From these figures it can be seen that work-train expenses are usually

a small part of weed control costs, and in some cases it may be advantageous to run

two or three light treatments rather than one heavy application.
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L. S. Crane T. B. Hutcheson Committee

* Died .August 21, 1953.

To The American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. F"abrication.

Progress report, presented as information, including a report on Tests of

Electric Flash Butt-Welded Rails page 682

2. Laying.

Progress report, presented as information page 694

.V Fastenings.

Progress report, presented as information page 696

4. Maintenance.

Progress report, presented as information page 696

5. Economics.

Progress in study, but no report.

Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail,

H. B. Christianson, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 514, February 1954.

MEMOIR

Jfrank (gri^toolli Campbell

Our committee mourns the loss of Frank Griswold Campbell who succumbed to an

illness of several month's duration at his home city of Joliet, 111., on August 21, 1953.

He was a charter member of the Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail and his

counsel in its deliberations will be sorely missed. Frank Campbell was one of the out-

standing proponents of welded rail and he pioneered in the establishment of continuous

welded rail as a practicable and economical construction. Under his leadership, his rail-

road, the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, has laid more than 500,000 track feet of continuous

welded rail, which is more than any other railroad in the United States.

Frank Campbell was indeed an outstanding person—a man who loved people and

was loved in turn. He was an energetic man and gave unstintingly of his time to fur-

thering advanced engineering, work.

681
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Report on Assignment 1

Fabrication

Encompassing Methods of Welding, Space and Facilities Required,

Organization, Procedure and Costs

F. W. Creedle (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Christianson, L. S. Crane, H. F. Fifield,

L. F. Racine, R. P. Winton, E. Wise, Jr.

This is the third progress report of the committee and is submitted as additional

information.

Continuous welding of rail, as such, first came into being on some of the railroads

in the United States in the 1930's. In September 1937, arrangements were completed

for a cooperative investigation of continuous welded rail under the joint auspices of the

Association of American Railroads and the Engineering Experiment Station, University

of lUinois. The investigation was conducted by Professors Herbert F. Moore, Howard R.

Thomas, and Ralph E. Cramer. Various metallographic and mechanical tests were run

on welds made by several processes, the results of which were published in the Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 40, 1939, page 687. This information was of great value to the railroads.

During 1953 the Matisa Equipment Corporation furnished specimens of 131-lb and

132-lb electric flash butt welded rails, and arrangements were made to have rolling-load

and physical tests of them conducted at the Engineering Experiment Station, University

of Ilhnois. A detailed report covering this investigation, which was carried out by

Research Associate Professor R. E. Cramer and Research Assistant Professor R. S.

Jensen, is appended to this report as information.

In response to a questionnaire five railroads furnished information covering 1952

fabrication costs. It should be noted that the unit cost per weld is influenced by the

number of joints welded. The more welds made on a given project, the less the unit

cost. The same fabricating facilities must be installed and later dismantled. Then, too,

a considerable portion of the gas pressure welding is being done in connection with the

welding together of double and triple lengths of rail for laying out-of-face. The Chicago

& North Western Railroad costs given below are all for the welding of double and

triple lengths. The others reported were nearly all incurred in connection with the

welding of long lengths for continuous welded rail installations.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway reported a total fabrication cost of $12.38

per joint for a total of 1436 welds. The Norfolk & Western Railway reported a cost of

$17.16 per joint for a total of 1395 welds. The N&W is grinding off the upset from the

base of the rail, which is not being done to any great extent as yet by any other road.

,

Following are statements of fabrication costs as submitted in detail:
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C&NW

Total Number of Welds; 5085

Setting up and dismantling machine $ 0.13
Watchman 0.40
Labor—All other, including unloading, handling, and loading rail 6.48
Material and supplies—Total 3.15
Equipment rental 0.88

Total cost per weld $11.04

NP

Total Number of Welds: 4889

Rental of equipment $ 0.89
Supervision 0.74
Supplies 0.64
Labor 5.28

Equip cars 0.56
Oxygen and acetylene 2.05

Total cost per weld $10.16

CRI&P

Total Number of Welds; 1222

Setting up welding station and equipment $ 0.82

Dismantling welding station and equipment 0.49

Equipment cars for loading 0.69

Handling unwelded rail 0.40

Welding rail—Labor 7.85

Welding rail—Material 3.94

Loading welded rail 1.17

Contract, rental and supervision 3.23

Total cost per weld $18.59
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Tests of Electric Flash Butt-Welded Rails

By R. E. Cramer' and R. S. Jensen'

Arrangements were made by G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, Associa-

tion of American Railroads, for rolling-load tests and physical tests of specimens of 131

and 132-lb electric flash butt-welded rails furnished by the Chicago office of the Matisa

Equipment Corporation. These welds are made similar to the Sperry welds tested in

1938, but the equipment and electric power used are different. The Matisa Equipment

Corporation has been successfully welding rails in Europe for a number of years and

no stress relief treatment is given the European welds. It was considered desirable to

determine if the stress relief treatment would be necessary for American rails welded by

this procedure.

Test Specimens

Two shipments of specimens were supplied because the first specimen contained bolt

holes and the spacing of welds was not suitable for certain tests. The first specimen con-

tained four welds: Nos. 52, 55, 72 and 73 in one length of 131-28 RE section from the

Tennessee Rail Mill rolled in 1950. This rail was supplied by the Atlantic Coast Line

Railroad. The second shipment contained welds 1, 2, 3 and 4 in 132-25 RE Gary rails

rolled in 1950, supplied by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System. The

Matisa company also sent four welds in 9020 ARA A rail sections 7, 8, 9 and 10 from

the Sparrows Point Mill, rolled in 1946.

Rolling-Load Tests of 131-Lb Specimens

The 131-lb rail was set up for rolling-load tests of weld 73 in a 33-in stroke rolling-

load machine, as shown in Fig. 1. In this test the rail is supported only by the block

marked A, which is 2 in back of the weld. The wheel rolls 10 in beyond the weld, which,

with the 60,000-lb wheel load used in the tests, produces 600,000 in lb of bending moment
at the weld. A crack started downward from the right side of the bolt hole at 390,000

cycles, and at 429,900 cycles another crack was observed growing upward to the left

of the bolt hole. These had grown as indicated by ink in Fig. 1, taken at 431,000 cycles,

when the rolling test was stopped. The upward crack had progressed to the rail head,

and the downward crack had progressed across the weld into the rail base. There were

no indications of failure of the weld which was being tested, and it was unfortunate that

the bolt hole ruined the test of the weld. This test does, however, emphasize the effect

of a bolt hole in weakening the rail web.

The second rolling-load test was made on weld 52 in the 131-lb rail, which was

supiplied with all the flash metal ground off except under the rail base, as shown in

Fig. 2. This weld was only 7 in from weld 72, which had the flash metal ground off of

the rail head and under the rail head down the web about 1 in. Fig. 2 shows both welds

in the rolling machine after a crack had developed in the web of the rail starting at

weld 72. This crack was developed to the extent indicated by the arrows at 361,300

cycles of a 60,000-lb wheel load. It developed as the result of the stress concentration

at the top of the flash metal on the rail web. There were no signs of failure at weld 52,

which was receiving the 600,000 in lb of bending stress. Fig. 3 shows the fracture of the

rail web opened up, with an arrow pointing to where the fatigue crack started. This test

shows the damaging effect of stress raisers on the rail web.

^ Research associate professor, University of Illinois.
" Research assistant professor, University of Illinois.
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Fig. 1—Weld 73 in rolling machine with web crack starting at bolt hole.

Fig. 2—Welds 52 and 72 in rolling machine with web crack at weld 72.
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asa 255 265 302 300 306 255 266 266
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Fig. 3 (left)—Web of weld 72, showing start of fatigue crack. Fig. 4

(right)—Etched slice of rail head of weld 73, showing Brinell hardness
across weld zone. (Etched with ammonium per sulfate).

Brinell Hardness Tests

Fig. 4 is an etched section from the bottom of the head of weld 73, showing the

length of the zone heated during the flash welding to be about V/s in. Other specimens

which have been etched showed the same length of heated zone. Brinell hardness read'.ngs

have been printed on this picture below each Brinell impression. The average Brinell

hardness of the unwelded rail steel is 266, and of the heat-affected zone 303, an increase

of 37 Brinell numbers at the weld.

Additional Test Specimens

After the previously described tests were completed, new specimens were welded by

the same company using 132-lb rail for more rolling-load tests and bend tests. These

were welds 1 and 4, which were stress relieved, and welds 2 and 3, which were not stress

relieved.

Rolling-Load Tests of 132-Lb Specimens

Specimens 1 and 2 were rolled in the same manner as the previous specimens. The

flash was removed from only the top and sides of the rail heads. Both specimens rolled

over 2,000,000 cycles of 60,000-lb wheel load without developing any signs of failure.

In all previous rolling-load tests of welded rails 2,000,000 cycles were considered a run

out or satisfactory test, and no welded rail specimens have been rolled longer than
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2,000,000 cycles at this laboratory. Photographs of both specimens after the rolling-

load tests were completed are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Bend Tests of 132 Lb Specimens

Previous bend tests of welded rails were described in the Proceedings of AREA,
Vol. 40, page 708, and Fig. 13, page 707. These bend tests were made with the end

supports 64 in apart and loaded at 2 points 6 in on each side of the mid-point of span.

Following these tests Prof. N. J. Alleman ran bend tests on rails using different spans

between end supports and found that a 48-in span between end supports was more

satisfactory for bend tests of rails. The latter length was the only supporting device

available for these tests so it was used, and the results have been calculated to 64-in

spans for comparison purposes. Pictures of the specimens are shown in Figs. S and 6.

Table 1, bend tests of 1.51 -lb welded rails, is copied from the Second Progress Report

on Welded Rail, AREA Proceedings, Vol. 41, page 744, with the Matisa tests added as

the last two lines of the table. As shown in the column of Bend Strength Ratios, the

Matisa welds gave as good bend tests as any previously tested welds, and did not fracture

at the welds. Specimen 3 was about ready to fracture at the same location as No. 4,

both awav from the weld.

Fig. 5—Rolling-load specimen 1 and bend-test specimen 4.

Specimen 1 did not fail at 2,110,000 cycles of 60,000-lb wheel load. Specimen 4 broke
when bent 534 in with 321,000-lb load. Energy ab.'^orbed, 112,000 ft lb.
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Fig. 6—Rolling-load specimen 2 and bend-test specimen 3.

Specimen 2 did not fail at 2,024,000 cycles of 60,000-lb wheel load. Specimen 3 did not

break when bent 5 in with 3l5,000-lb load. Energy absorbed, 110,000 ft lb.

Mechanical Tests of Matisa Welds

Weld 55 of the 131-lb rail was used for mechanical tests as received. Welds 1 and 2

of the 132 -lb rail were first used for rolling-load tests, but since no failures developed

in the rolling-load tests they were cut up for mechanical tests of specimens. Three tensile

tests were made from each rail head, and six Charpy specimens from the rail bases, all

with the weld line at the center of each specimen. The mechanical test results are given

in Table 2. The yield strength, tensile strength, and Charpy tests compare favorably with

unwelded rail steel. The elongation and reduction of area results are low.

Endurance limits were determined from specimens cut from the heads of 3 welds

in the 131-lb rails. The 3 values average 54,750 psi, which is nearly 50 percent of the

tensile strength of the welds. All the mechanical tests seem satisfactory for welded rail

steel.

Rockwell Hardness Survey of Welded Zones

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show Rockwell C hardness readings across the weld lines of three

pieces cut from test rails, all about full size and etched with ammonium per sulfate.

ft>
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Table 2 — Mechanical Tests of >iatisa VJelds

Weld
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Fig. 8—Rockwell C hardness readings on web of weld 73.

About full size. Etched with ammonium per sulfate.

Drop Tests of 90 Lb Rails

It would have been desirable to have had 131 or L32-lb rails for drop tests, but

since the only specimens available were 9020 ARA-A sections, these were used. Two
specimen welds Nos. 7 and 9, which had not been normalized, were used, dropping

the 2000-lb tup 18 ft on a 36-in span of rail. No. 7 was tested head up and withstood

the first blow, taking a permanent deflection of l.lS in at mid-span. It broke on the

second blow through the weld. Weld 9 was tested head down, and it also withstood one

blow, taking a permanent deflection of 1.2S in at mid-span, and broke on the second

blow. These drop tests add further confidence in the Matisa weld as being satisfactory

for use on American railroads.
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Fig. 9—Rockwell C hardness readings on top of rail base of weld 73.

About full size. Etched with ammonium per sulfate.

Metallographic Tests

One specimen for metallographic tests was taken at the weld line from a rail web.

It showed a small amount of ferrite at the grain boundaries along the weld line. There

were no voids or inclusions at the weld line, which is an indication of a sound weld.

Summary and Conclusions

1. The first two-rolHng load tests that failed at a bolt hole and stress raiser on the

rail webs emphasize the damaging effects of such conditions.
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2. The rolling-load tests of specimens 1 and 2, which ran over 2,000,000 cycles with

60,000-lb wheel load without failure, are considered very satisfactory for welded rails.

3. The bend tests of 13 2 -lb rails gave higher tests than unwelded 131 -lb rails, and

as high as any previously tested rail welds.

4. Some of the physical tests indicate that the welds which were not stress relieved

were slightly stronger than the stress relieved welds. However, the difference is negligible

and no conclusions on this subject should be based on tests of only two welds.

5. Rockwell C hardness surveys show the welded zone of rails not normalized to be

7 to 9 Rockwell C numbers higher than the rail steel. There is a narrow soft zone at the

edge of the heat affected zone.

6. Two welds not normalized in 90-lb rails withstood the standard drop test for

rails when tested both head up and head down. Both specimens broke at the welds on

the second drop of the tup.

7. All the tests made on these few specimens of the Matisa flash welds indicate that

they are satisfactory either as welded or when normalized; however, more specimens

should be tested before final conclusions can be drawn.

Report on Assignment 2

Laying

Encompassing Track Preparations, Transportation and Distribution of Long
Rails, Installations in Track, Temperature Considerations, Closure

Welds, Disposition of Rail When Continuous Rail Is Replaced,

Length Limitations, Procedure at Insulated Joints,

Switches, Railroad Crossings, and Drawbridges,

and Cost Data

E. J. Brown (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Christianson, T. A. Blair, T. B. Hutcheson,

L. F. Racine, J. M. Rankin.

This is a progress report, submitted as additional information.

The total mileage of continuous welded rail installed in 1952, as reported in response

to a questionnaire, was 43.8 track miles, as follows:
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The total mileage of continuous welded rail reported installed from 1933 to 1952,

incl., is 291.3 track miles.

The cost data for the 1952 track laying received in repl\' to the 1953 questionnaire

are as follows:

One road, reporting that the total labor costs for laying ll5-lb continuous welded

rail was $5980 per mile and for conventional rail, $5742 per mile, commented that there

seemed no good reason why it should cost more to lay welded than conventional rail.

One road reported that it cost $788 per track mile to transport ll5-lb continuous

welded rail, $343 to distribute fastenings, and $5034 per mile to lay the rail, which was

tn track in urban territory with heavy traffic density.

One road reported a labor cost of $3875 per mile to lay llS-lb continuous welded rail.

As pointed out in the committee's last report, the rail laying organizations and

equipment used are essentially the same for welded track as for jointed track. Following

is a description of one gang of 88 men in laying continuous welded rail in 1952:

Organization
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Report on Assignment 3

Fastenings

Encompassing Rail Expansion, Types and Number of Anti-Creeping Devices

on Welded Track and Adjacent Jointed Track, Type of Joint Bar at

Ends of Welded Sections, Tie Plate and Spike Requirements,

and Cost Data

J. W. Hopkins (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Christiansen, W. E. Cornell, J. C.

Dejarnette, Jr., A. G. Ellefson, Wm. Nuetzel, L. F. Racine.

This is the third progress report of the committee and is submitted as additional

information.

In 1953 your committee made definite recommendations covering the number of

anti-creeping devices to be used on welded track and adjacent jointed track, types of

joint bars at ends of welded sections, and tie plate and spike requirements. Cost data

were also submitted comparing the cost of anchoring continuous welded rail with con-

ventional bolted track.

Out of 23 replies to a questionnaire sent to various railroads concerning anchorage,

18 railroads reported no trouble and S reported a slight amount of trouble, which was

corrected when anchors were adjusted. This committee knows of only one railroad

anchoring welded rail in accordance with the committee's recommendations, but the

report from this railroad is to the effect that the anchorage recommended is satisfactory.

Report on Assignment 4

Maintenance

Encompassing Maintenance of Rail, Track, Fastenings, Ties, and Ballast,

Including Out-of-face Resurfacing and Reballasting, and Cost Data

C. E. Weller (chairman, subcommittee), C. B. Bronson, H. B. Christiansen, S. R. Hursh,

W. C. Perkins, L. F. Racine, E. F. Salisbury, R. E. Dove.

This is a progress report, submitted as additional information, presenting a summary

of data submitted by 23 railroads in response to a questionnaire circulated on July 23,

1953.

Secondary batter on pressure welded joints has not been a problem. Seventeen of

the 23 roads reporting have experienced no such batter and the other 6 report a Hmall

or undetermined amount.

Seventeen roads reported that they have done no grinding of pressure welded joints

after the rail was laid. Four reported grinding them and two roads reported grinding

only a few scattered joints.

Twenty-one roads reported that neither secondary batter nor welds cambered in

the machine had caused additional maintenance expense. Two roads reported they had

made corrections in the track to joints with camber.

Twenty-one roads reported that, disregarding those located in soft track, the welds

have been 100 percent maintenance free. One road reported some maintenance at the

welds due to secondary batter, but this was in track that had carried up to 270,000,000
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tons of traffic. One road reported that, with the exception of a few breaks due to

incomplete welds, the welds had otherwise been maintenance free.

The following question was asked:

"Presumably, if a railroad reaches the point where a considerable portion of its

tracks is laid with continuous welded rail, a change in maintenance procedure

will be necessary along the lines of either (a) performing ail heavy track work in

cool weather, or (b) developing methods of carrying out such heavy track work
as tie and ballast renewals in hot weather without adverse effect. Would appreciate

any comments or recommendations you may have with reference to this problem."

Seven roads submitted no specific recommendation. Twelve were of the opinion

that heavy work on continuous welded rail should be done only when the temperature

is favorable. Two roads thought it would be necessary to develop methods of carrying

out such track work at somewhat higher temperatures than when track was laid. One

replied that when a railroad reaches the point where a considerable portion of the rail

is welded, maintenance will be so reduced that it can easily be done in proper weather.

Two roads during the past year have ballasted tangent track at a time when tem-

peratures were at least 20 deg above the temperatures that prevailed during the laying,

and this was done without any unusual difficulties. In each instance the traffic had been

diverted from the track being worked on. The rail in one case was 131 lb with slag

ballast and was anchored with 6 intermediate anchors per rail length, with all of the

ties anchored on the 8 rails at each end. The other was 140 lb rail with stone ballast of

widened section, anchored in accordance with the 1952 committee recommendations.

The raise in each instance was ly^ in, and precautions were taken to fill the cribs with

ballast behind the raising.

We do not believe any conclusions can be reached from the replies received to the

questionnaire. We will continue to request maintenance experience information from

roads halving continuous welded rail installations.
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Committee
(E) Member Emeritus.

To the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report (See reports on Assignments 2 and 3).

2. Track tools, collaborating with Committees 1 and 22 and with Purchases

and Stores Division, A.AR.

Offers revisions in specifications and plans, as well as progress reports

on aluminum alloy lining bars, a spike lifter, and a rail tongs for use with

a crane page 700

3. Plans for switches, frogs, crossings, spring and slip switches, collaborating

with Signal Section, AAR.
Offers recommendations affecting Portfolio of Trackwork Plans page 702

Appendix .^a—Service tests of designs of manganese castings in crossings

at McCook, 111.

Progress report, submitted as information page 706

Appendix 3-b—Service tests of solid and manganese insert crossings sup-

ported by steel T-beams and longitudinal timbers.

Progress report, submitted as information page 70.S

Appendix 3-c—Crossing frog bolt tension tests.

Progress report, presented as information page 711

4. Prevention of damage resulting from brine drippings on track and struc-

tures, collaborating with Committee IS and Mechanical Division, AAR.
Progress report, presented as information page 712

5. Design of tie plates, collaborating with Committees 3 and 4.

Progress report, presented as information page 715

699
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0. Hold-down fastenings for tie plates, including pads under plates; their effect

on tie wear, collaborating with Committee 3.

Progress report, presented as information page 721

7. Effect of lubrication in preventing frozen rail joints and retarding corrosion

of rail and fastenings.

Progress report, submitted as information page 749

S. Field measurement of forces resulting from rail anchorage.

No report.

9. Critical review of the subject of speed on curves as effected by present-

day equipment, collaborating with the AAR Joint Committee on Relation

Between Track and Equipment.

Progress report, submitted as information page 767

10. Methods of heat treatment, including flame hardening, of bolted rail frogs

and split switches, together with methods of repair by welding.

Progress report, submitted as information page 76cS

11. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of re-

leased materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.
No report.

Special report on "What is the difference in cost of maintaining a rail

joint on pine ties and on oak ties?" By G. M. O'Rourke page 760

The Committee on Track,

L. L. Adams, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 514, February 1954.

Report on Assignment 2

Track Tools

Collaborating with Committees 1 and 22, and with the Purchases and

Stores Division, AAR

C. E. Peterson (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, H. S. Ashley, L. E. Bates, F. J.
Bishop, W. R. Bjorklund, T. F. Burris, E. W. Caruthers, W. E. Cornell, L. E.

Donovan, K. E. Dunn, D. C. Hastings, C. N. King, W. N. Myers, M. P. Oviatt,

R. C. Slocomb, Troy West, J. B. Wilson.

Your committee presents the following recommendations with respect to the Manual:

Pages 5-6-1 to 5-6-5, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TRACK TOOLS

Reapprove with the following revision:

Page S-6-2. Art 11. Lining Bars—Plan No. 5. Revise to read as follows:

One bar to be tested from each lot of 10 dozen or less by applying a load of 350 lb,

9 in from the end of the handle, with the point suitably secured 6 in from the end,

without leaving a permanent set in excess of % in.
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Page 5-6-15

Plan 11-53—AREA Claw Bar

Revise to show a bend type of hand stop, the bend to be located 50 in from the

jaw end and to be made over a distance of 4 in, with an offset of }i in. (See accom-

panying Plan No. 11-54).

2% on length, lift a locotion of heel.

5% on cross section dimensions

Plan 11-54—AREA claw bar.

The committee submits the following as information:

A service test on three aluminum alloy lining bars was made on the Chesapeake &

Ohio Railway from March 1953 to September 1953.

One bar was 1%-in square design comparable in size to the present steel bars, and

the other two were 2-in square bars.

It developed that the 2-in square bar is easy to handle and was liked by the men
for lining, although it was impossible to use this bar (due to its size) as a jacking bar

with the track jacks. Therefore, the only use that can be made of it is as a lining bar.

Due to its size, there were many times when it was hard to get the bar under the rail

where the cribs were quite full of ballast.

The point of the bar became blunt due to repeated stamping in the ballast. Other-

wise the bar appeared in good condition and had not become sprung or damaged in any

other way.
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The IJ^-in square design bar had the point practically worn off due to repeated

stamping in the ballast. The bar is light and has a considerable amount of spring when

a man is pulling on it in lining track. However, on examination the bar did not appear

to be sprung and remained straight.

It was tried out as a jacking bar but was found to be too light, as it did not have

enough weight to assist the men when raising a jack.

It appears that the material from which these bars were made is too soft and they

do not withstand the repeated contact with the ballast. Therefore, they will not have

the life of a steel bar. Also, the cost of the aluminum alloy bar is considerably more.

The only advantage it has over the steel bar is in its weight. However, we will continue

to watch for developments in this field.

A service test of a spike lifter is being conducted on four railroads at the present

time. It will be concluded shortly and a report submitted.

A new plan of rail tongs for use with cranes is being made to take the place of the

former AREA rail tong which was withdrawn in 1953.

Due to experiencing recent breakage at the tip of the jaw end of the present AREA
claw bar as a result of excessive hardness, study is being made to correct this situation.

Report on Assignment 3

Plans for Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Spring and Slip Switches
Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR

M. J. Zeeman (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, D. B. Barge, Jr., T. H. Beebe,

W. R. Bjorklund, H. F. Busch, E. W. Caruthers, H. B. Christianson, W E. Cornell,

E. D. Cowlin, H. W. Cox, Jr., P. H. Croft, L. E. Donovan, J. W. Fulmer, W. E.

Griffiths, V. C. Hanna, A. E. Haywood, C. C. Herrick, A. B. Hillman, A. F. Huber,

W. G. Hulbert, C. H. Johnson, C. N. King, T. R. Klingel, Charles Kuchel, R. E.

Miller, W. N. Myers, H. B. Orr, M. P. Oviatt, G. A. Peabody, C. E. Peterson,

S. H. Poore, J. A. Reed, R. D. Simpson, R. C. Slocomb, R. H. Timmins, J. B.

Wilson.

Definition of "Wye"

Your committee recommends that the definition of "Wye" now given in Appendix

B-S2 of the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans be deleted and that the definition of this

term appearing in the Glossary of the Manual be substituted therefor.

Withdrawal of Plan 503-40

Because the special parts required have not proved to be economical, your com-

mittee recommends the withdrawal of Plan 503-40—Guard Rails—Tee Rail Design with

Planed Flares and Canted Plates.

Plans for Paved Street Trackwork

Your committee has studied the plans for paved street turnouts, frogs and switches

in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans with respect to the various ranges of wheel bases

and flanged wheels now being used on diesel and steam locomotives, and to provide

details for tee rail connections on the switches and mates because girder rails are not
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generally available. As a result of this survey, the committee presents the following plans

for adoption as recommended practice and publication in the Portfolio of Trackwork

Plans:

Plan 980-54—Alinement Details lor Turnouts, Tongue Switch Construction, for Use in

Paved Streets.

Plan 982-54—200' Radius Tongue Switch and Mate, Solid Manganese Steel, for Use in

Paved Streets, 7" and 9" Girder Rails and Tee Rail Connections.

Plan 983-54—Solid Manganese Steel Frogs for 7" and 9" Girder Rails.

Plan 987-54—Straight Double Tongue Switches for Engine Wheel Base Not Over 12' 6"

v\ith Two Pair of Flanged Wheels, Solid Manganese Steel—for Use in Paved

Streets, 7" and 9" Girder Rails and Tee Rail Connections.

Plan 989-54—Straight Double Tongue Switches for Engine Wheel Base Over 13' 0",

but not Exceeding 19' 0", Solid Manganese Steel—for Use in Paved Streets, 7"

and 9" Girder Rails and Tee Rail Connections.

In view of the issuance of the plans listed above, the committee recommends the

withdrawal of the following plans from the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans:

Plan 980-34—Alinement Details for Turnouts, Tongue Switch Construction for Use in

Paved Streets.

Plan 982-34—200' Radius Tongue Switch and Mate, Solid Manganese Steel, for Use in

Paved Streets, 7" and 9" Girder Rails.

Plan 983-35—Solid Manganese Steel Frogs for 7" and 9" Girder Rails.

Plan 987-34—Straight Double Tongue Switches for Engine Wheel Base Not Over 12' 6",

SoHd Mangane.se Steel, for Use in Paved Streets, 7" and 9" Girder Rails.

Plan 988-34—Straight Double Tongue Switches for Engine Wheel Base Over 12' 6"

but not Exceeding 19' 0", Solid Manganese Steel, for Use in Paved Streets, 7"

and 9" Girder Rails.

The committee has under preparation Plan Basic No. 988 which was not completed

in time for this year's report. This plan will be entitled, "Straight Double Tongue

Switches for Engine Wheel Ba.se Not Over 13' 0", with Three Pairs of Flanged Wheels,

for Use in Paved Streets, 7" and 9", Girder Rails and Tee Rail Connections". This plan

will be presented in next year's report.

Errata

The committee conducted a complete review of all the plans and specifications in

the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans and discovered minor errors or inconsistencies in a

number of the plans and specifications. At the request of the committee, the secretary's

office wrote a letter, dated Nov. 13, 1953, to all of the holders of this book, advising

them to make the corrections listed below. Your committee asks endorsement of its

action in this regard on the part of the Association.

Plan No. 113-51

In the Bill of Material aline the last three Detail Numbers in both columns (7026-

6026, 4103-3103 and 3001-3001; with their respective descriptions.

Plan No. 116-51

In the Bill of Materials, just above the heading "For Rails 110 lb to 90 lb, Inc.,"

change "Spec. I16C-Interlocked" to read "Spec. 116D-Interlocked."
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Plan No. 121-51

*In the Bill of Material aline Detail Numbers 3001-3001 with line reading "Insulation

applied to rods No. 1 and No. 2."

Plan No. 122-51

*In the Bill of Material ahne Detail Numbers 3140-2140 with line reading "1 pr.

No. 3 R.H. and L.H."

Plan No. 127-51

*In the Bill of Material aline the last two Detail Numbers in each column (7026-

6026 and 4103-3103) with their respective descriptions.

In the Side Planing Table near the upper left hand corner of the sheet, change

the dimension specified for 3" Width of rail head under Detail 51 00 from 21' 6^4" to

22' 634".

Plan No. 220-52

In the elevation view change the dimension showing the distance between top of

stock rail and top of switch point from ^" to %" to make it agree with the correspond-

ing dimension shown in Section A-A. In the sixth line of the Notes change "ll"-0"

curved split switches" to read "13' 0" curved split switches."

Plan No. 223-47

Delete the Rail Brace Detail 2022 for Rails Lighter than 90 lb, shown in the lower

left hand corner of the sheet. This detail is not shown on any of the Bills of Material.

Plan Nos. 401-51, 405-51

In Section C-C change clearance at bottom of hold-down horns from -i^'" Max. to

%" Max.

Plan 504-40

In the view entitled "Beveled End of Rail," located near the center and bottom

of the sheet, change the dimension of 3" to 3^" to agree with the corresponding dimen-

sion shown on frog plans.

Plan Nos. 611-51, 612-51, 613-51, 614-51, 615-51

Change width of flare opening on each frog plan from 3J^" to 3^"-|-.

Plan Nos. 622-51, 623-51, 624-51, 625-51

Change width of flare opening on each frog plan from 3^'" to 3J^"-|-. In Item 4

of the Notes change the word "Alternate" to "Alternates". Add to Item 4 the following

alternate: "(a) Without wing wheel risers." Add (b) just ahead of the word "Bonding"

in the existing alternate in Item 4.

Plan No. 690-52

Delete the note reading: "For prefered names of details concerning frog point, see

plan Basic No. 600-B."

Plan No. 691-42

*Delete the note reading: "For prefered names of details concerning frog point,

see plan Basic No. 600-B."
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Plan Nos. 701-48, 702-48, 703-48, 704-48

Change width of flare opening shown in Section B-B from 3)4" to 3^"+.

Plan No. 710-50

In the sketch showing "Arrangement of Bolts for Angles 9° 31' 37" to 8° 10' 16",

incl.," located at the upper right hand corner of the sheet, add a bolt ahead of the frog

point on the end frog.

Plan No. 761-47

Change width of flare opening shown in Section M-M from 3J4" to 3^"+.

Plan No. 769-50

In Note 3 (d) add the word "Hook" just ahead of the word "Twin."

Plan No. 771-40

*In the plan view delete the letters E-E, as this section is not shown on this sheet.

Plan No. 782-48

In Section D-D change the thickness of the tread floor from 15/^" to 13^". In the

tenth line of the note located at the right of the plan view, correct spelling of the word

"Designed".

Plan No. 783-48

In the plan view extend the right ends of the dimension lines showing the lengths

of the external connecting rails to the ends of the rails.

Plan 821-42

In the view "Section of Knuckle Rail and Planing of Movable Center Point" change

the drilling height for bolts from ly/' for rails over 110 lb and V^" for rails 110 lb

and lighter to the following: "Distance from base of rail to center line of all holes to be

identical with that defined on Plan Basic No. 221."

Plan No. 836-42

Change drilling height for bolts in section entitled "Cast Steel Clip for Movable

Center Points" from ly^" for rails over 110 lb and 1^" for rails 110 lb and lighter to

those recommended for switch clips in Table "M" on Plan Basic No. 222.

In Sections A-A and A'-.\' add the words "or equiv^alent hardness" immediately

following the note "Brinnell hardness not less than 350". Add a note in both these

sections reading: Machine square bearing for thimble in heel block and joint bar.

At Plan View of Heel Block (drawn for No. 8 double slip switch) add the words

"for Inside Switch Point and Movable Center Point." At Plan View of Heel Block

(drawn for No. 10 double .slip switch) add the word "for Inside Switch Points".

Plan No. 912-52

In Table A change the quantity of switch ties for No. 16 frog from US to 114.

Appendix A-51, page 6

In paragraphs 905 and 006 (a) change the words "paragraphs 902 (a) and 902 (b)"

to read "paragraph 902".
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Appendix B-52, page 1

In the definition of Crossover, Double, or Scissors, delete the words "or Scissors".

Appendix B-52, page 3

In the definition of Point of Switch (Actual), delete the last sentence reading:

'This spread has been standardized at % in."

Note—The errors indicated with an asterisk were corrected when the complete Portfolio of Track-
work Plans was reprinted in 1952. Hence, these errors do not appear on the indicated plans if the
plans were obtained since that time.

The collaboration of the Standardization committee of the Manganese Track Society

in the drafting of the plans and in the review of the specifications in this report is

gratefully acknowledged.

Reports by the Research Staff AAR
Your committee presents, as information, the following progress reports prepared

by the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR:

Appendix 3-a, Service Tests of Designs of Manganese Castings in Crossings at

McCook, 111.; Appendix 3-b, Service Tests of Solid and Manganese Insert Crossings

Supported by Steel T-Beams and Longitudinal Timbers; and Appendix 3-c, Crossing

Frog Bolt Tension Tests.

These subjects were reported on last year in Appendices 3-a, 3-b, and 3-c, respec-

tively, and published in the Proceedings, Vol. Si, pages 774 to 778, incl.

Appendix 3~a

Service Tests of Designs of Manganese Castings in Crossings
at McCook, 111.

This report covers the service performance of the test castings in the crossings

between the double-track lines of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad and

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at McCook, 111., and is presented as

information.

Foreword

The last report on the condition of the test castings was published in Bulletin 509,

page 10, (Proceedings, Vol. 55, 1954, page 10), together with a resume of the results

of the stress measurements made in the two new designs of castings furnished by the

Johnstown Works of the United States Steel Corporation and the Ramapo Ajax Division,

American Brake Shoe Company. Plans and photographic views of the two latest casting

designs were presented on pages 13-16 of the above reference. The new feature of design

of the USS castings was the solid, integrally cast pedestal under the tread corners to

provide a rigid support, and the Ramapo casting had deepened flangeways at and near

the intersection which permitted dropping the flangeway floor to join the solid base of

the casting, thereby introducing more flexibility. The results of the inspection made

September 10, 1953, will be presented in the following, each casting being in the same

location as shown on page 11 of the above reference.
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USS Solid Pedestal Castings

At the time of this inspection both of the USS castings had been in service 11

months. The depth-hardened casting located in the test corner where all the stress

measurements were made, had a 2^-in flangeway crack around the Santa Fe receiving

corner and another one, 1J4 in long, around the B&OCT receiving—Santa Fe leaving

corner, aggregating 4 in. The second USS casting is located in the corner diagonally

opposite to the test corner and was not depth hardened. This frog had developed one

flangeway crack, -l^ in long, around the Santa Fe receiving—B&OCT leaving corner,

and another one. fs in. in length, around the B&OCT receiving corner, aggregating 1^^

in. In these two castings the flangeway cracks were at a level close to the top of the

fillet curve. The tread corners on the depth-hardened casting had little flow of the metal,

and no grinding was required. The other frog, without depth hardening, had a larger

amount of metal flow at the B&OCT receiving corner which was being chipped out by

the wheels. Arrangements were made to have the flowed metal ground out of the Santa

Fe flangeway.

Ramapo Deepened Flangeway Castings

These two depth-hardened castings are in the crossing carrying westward traffic on

both tracks. The A.\R test casting is in the NE corner of the crossing and the other

frog, furnished by the B&OCT, is diagonally opposite to the former. Both castings had

been in service 11 months. The AAR test casting had no flangeway fillet cracks, but

there was a disconnected hair-line crack near the longitudinal center line of the flange-

way of the Santa Fe external arm. The crack consisted of four parts, with a total length

of 2 in, and extending over a distance of 2^ in. Its west end was 35^ in east of the

apex of the B&OCT receiving—Santa Fe leaving corner. It was located along the sloping

portion of the flangeway floor, and its formation may have been influenced by shrinkage

when the casting was poured. The flangeways. including the deepest portion, were

ground to a smooth finish.

The second specimen of the Ramapo depth-hardened deepened flangeway casting

was furnished by the B&OCT and placed in the other end position. The two castings

have different dates in raised numerals and can be readily identified in the field. The

,\AR casting is dated 5-52 and the other one 7-52. The research staff will continue to

observe the condition of the second specimen. Both castings were installed in their

present position October 14, 1052. but the .^.^R frog had been in service in the vest

corner for one week while taking stress measurements. The B&OCT casting had a 4^4 -in

flangeway crack around the B&OCT receiving corner. Only ^ in was in the B&OCT
flangeway, and it was in the fillet. The 4^-in portion in the Santa Fe flangeway

deviated from the fillet and approached the middle portion of the flangeway floor in the

deep portion. The deep portion of the flangeways of this casting had not been ground

and the walls were rough. It is possible that these stress raisers may have influenced

the formation of the crack. Both of the Ramapo castings tread corners were in good

condition and no grinding was required.

Shot-Peened Casting

This casting is the same as the Morden-Ramapo design, e.xcept that the flangeways

were shot peened prior to installation in the test corner, April 25, 1949. This casting was

out of service two weeks in October 1952 when it was removed from the test corner

and placed in the NE corner of the B&OCT EB-Santa Fe WB crossing. After 4.4 years'

service, the frog had developed ^0 in of flangeway cracks and 1)4 in of cracks in the
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running surface, radiating from the reentrant corner at the end of the Santa Fe running

rail. This casting was built up by welding, March 1953, and should be serviceable for

a few more months.

There were no flangeway cracks in any of the five castings at the guard rail junc-

tion. All four of the crossings were placed on new framed timber supports and new

ballast, October 1952, and the condition of line and surface was good.

Acknowledgement

The Association is indebted to the B&OCT for its cooperation and assistance in

conducting the field tests.

Appendix 3-b

Service Tests of Solid and Manganese Insert Crossings Supported
by Steel T-Beams and Longitudinal Timbers

This is an annual progress report, offered as information.

Installations of 1946

This test includes two crossings, each of the solid manganese and insert types, in the

double-track lines of the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad and the Chicago and Western

Indiana Railroad (operated by the Belt Railway of Chicago), near 55th St. and Cicero

Ave., Chicago. One crossing of each type has the original design of an integrally welded

structural steel T-beam support, and the second one of each type has framed timbers,

with the continuous timbers under the north and south-bound tracks. Until April 19S2

the two crossings having steel substructures were maintained on the original asphaltic

concrete ballast. In the process of lining and surfacing the four crossings at that time,

the original ballast in the steel supported crossings was removed and replaced with -^^-in

stone in order to expedite the work and to simplify future maintenance.

On August 10, 1953, all crossings were inspected for determining the extent of flange-

way cracks and general conditions. Fig. 1 is included to show the location and length

of the flangeway cracks, and the length of the cracks has been drawn to the same scale

as that of the flangeway width. During the last service year, the aggregate length of

cracks for the solid manganese type crossing increased from 74 in to 84 in. in the steel

supported castings. The corresponding figures for the same type of crossing on timbers

were 57 in and 64 in, respectively. Crossing A (Fig. 1), insert type on T-beam support,

has continued to have less flangeway cracks than the other castings on timbers. The

former crossing had one 3^-in crack as compared with 3 in a year ago. Crack length

in the latter crossing increased from 8;^ in to 11% in for the last service period.

Another inspection was made Sept. 10, 1953, and at that time all four crossings

had been built up by welding. This was the first general welding performed on the two

insert crossings. All of the clip bolts were in place and had recently been retightened

and oiled. The surface and line of the crossings were reasonably good. The northward

crossings were a little lower than the southward crossings, probably because of the

heavier tonnage on the northward track. The T-beam support was not beneficial to the

solid type of crossing as to reducing the flangeway cracks. The insert crossing on steel

support had fewer cracks than the one on timber. Cracks had occurred in only one

casting of the former and in three of the latter. The steel substructure under the rela-

tively flexible insert type of crossing was beneficial as to reducing the extent of the

flangeway cracks. The solid castings have numerous flangeway cracks, but it is judged

they will remain in service a few more years.
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Crojsings /4 and B have j/rucfura/ stee/ T- section supports.

Crossings C and D have t>o/ted longitudina/ timber supports.
N

- <t Between Trocirs l.tt.B.R.R

V

k - Receiving Corner ^ Not to scale
Inspection made Aia^^E^, I95Z -Crossings installed Octot?er 14-. 1946.

Fig. I.
- Flangeway Craclcs in Four Crossings of the Chicago &
Western Indiana R. R. and Indiana Harbor Belt R. R.

near 35'^-^ Street and Cicero Avenue. Chicago, Illinois.

Installations of 1949

This second installation was made for the purpose of testing an improved design

of T-beam support having stronger welds and a thicker web section. The original design

failed in a weld at the bottom of the web plate where the short external member was

welded to the continuous plate. Two solid manganese crossings (AREA Plan 771-40)

were installed in May 1949 and are located in the intersections between the above men-

tioned north and south tracks and the Elsdon Branch of the C&WI, which is approxi-

mately 40 ft south of the eastward track of the IHB. The crossing in the northward
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track has the T-beam support, and the other crossing is supported by longitudinal timbers

under the southward track.

Observations of the crossings, Aug. 10, 1953, developed that the castings on the

steel substructure had cracked extensively during the last year of service. In one year,

the flangeway cracks had increased in total length from 30 in to 53 in. In addition,

there were two cracks in the top of the casting, aggregating 7 in. One crack, 3 in. in

length, was in the west external arm of the NW corner, 4 in from and parallel with

the N and S gage line. The crack was in the path of the wheels. The other crack, 4 :"n

long, was near the wall of the NE casting and centered about the bisector of the NE
angle. This crack had not reached the area traversed by the wheels. The crossing on

timber performed better in that the flangeway cracks increased from 21^ in to 33 in,

and there were no cracks in the running surfaces. The castings on the T-beam support

were also battered more than the other crossing. It has not been possible to keep the

steel supported crossing in good surface because of the lack of drainage, which caused

the water to pump out and flow back in the center of the diamond, which is confined

by the T-beam webs, 10 in deep. This condition of swinging support prevented keeping

the substructure clamped tightly to the crossing to provide it with more girder strength,

which was the primary purpose of the steel support. A short time prior to Sept. 25,

1953, this crossing was repaired by welding on all four corners and surfaced on fine

black top. At that time, no welding was required for the other crossing.

The cost of maintaining the steel-supported crossing during the fourth year con-

tinued to be greater than that for the timber-supported crossing. During that period

the costs were $250.98 and $80.73, respectively. These figures included the labor expense

of surfacing the former five times and the latter once, the man-hours being, respectively,

114 and 30. For the four-year period since installation, the total maintenance costs were,

respectively, $795.42 and $201.36, or a ratio of almost 4:1. These excess maintenance

costs of the steel-supported crossing consisted largely of the added expense of replacing

ballast, welding and surfacing.

From observations, without digging out the ballast from the steel substructure, it

appears that there has been no failure at the welds, and the revised design has sufficient

strength to carry the traffic.

No record was kept of the cost of maintaining the 1946 installations, but it is under-

stood that, after the first year of service, the yearly cost of surfacing the steel-supported

crossings was not much greater than for the crossings on timber. However, when all four

of the crossings were lined in April 1952, it was quite expensive to remove the asphaltic

concrete ballast and replace it with crushed rock. These crossings had good drainage and

the asphaltic concrete ballast eliminated muddy conditions.

Because of the difficulty of keeping the steel supports clamped tightly to the castings,

the two parts did not act integrally and the substructure did not provide the castings

with the proper support and additional girder strength needed by the castings. Conse-

quently, the anticipated advantages of the steel substructure have not been realized during

the six-year service test.

Summary

The steel substructure was beneficial in reducing the extent of flangeway cracks in

the manganese-insert type of crossing. The solid crossings developed more flangeway

cracks on the T-beam support than on crossing timbers. An appreciable amount of this

damage can be attributed to the difficulty in keeping the steel support clamped tightly
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to the castings, and in keeping the l'^40 installation properly tamped up because of

inadequate drainage.

It is difficult to line the crossings on the T-beams, particularly if asphalt ballast is

used. Good drainage is necessary with this type of support.

After the first year, all of the 1046 crossings were surfaced twice a year. The steel-

supported crossings were tamped up with some of the asphaltic concrete left over from

the construction work. These crossings required two or three lifts for each surfacing as

compared to one for the timber-supported frogs. Since the asphaltic ballast was removed

in April 1952, the steel-supported crossings have not required excessive work for keep-

ing them to surface. Prior to replacing the stone ballast with asphalt ballast by the

penetration method, the 1949 steel-supported crossing was given 1 lift with 10 man-

hours, as compared to IS for the timber-supported crossing. Since placing the asphalt

ballast, the surfacing expense has been greater. It is possible that the asphalt acts to

block seepage of the water from the center of the diamond.

From the results so far, it appears that the revised design of T-beam support is of

adequate strength to carry the traffic without failure.

From six years of experience with the steel substructures, some changes could be

made to facilitate the maintenance work, as follows:

1. Provide for a higher strength clamping arrangement that could be maintained

rigid with the minimum expense.

2. Weld a vertical lip along the edges of the T-beam flanges to retain the ballast

under the steel plates. The stone cannot key into the plates as in the case of

wood ties, and the lip will partially overcome this disadvantage of the steel

support.

3. Support the T-beams with well graded stone and tamp with the vibratory-type

of tamper.

There is a need for a crossing substructure that will provide the castings with equal

support and girder strength for both tracks. T-beam construction is one design that

provides the required equal support for both sides of a crossing.

Acknowledgement

The committee and the Association are indebted to the IHB and the Belt Railway

for their cooperation and assistance in conducting the service tests.

Appendix 3-c

Crossing Frog Bolt Tension Tests

This report is submitted as information.

Service Tests of Bolt Tension

The purpose of this assignment is to determine the reactive properties required of

spring washers for the proper maintenance of adequate tension in crossing and turnout

frog bolts. The first progress report on the field tests was published in the Proceedings.

Vol. 52, 1951, pages 552-553. The report on the measurement of the dynamic variation

in tension of the main bolts of a heat-treated bolted rail crossing under high-speed

traffic was published in Vol. 54, 1953, pages 1002-1034.
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The field test measurements of the loss in bolt tension, pull-in, or crossing assembly

wear, and nut back off have been made with specially designed gages over a period of

S years, and were completed in the summer of 1953. During the past year, additional

information was obtained for the double-coil washers in a 6-month cycle at Warsaw, Ind.

The performance of the double-coil washers, using an initial tension of 40,000 lb in

l)^-in diameter bolts, without hardened parts to bear against the washers, was superior

to the results obtained with single-coil spring washers with heat-treated nuts and

hardened plates next to the corner brace.

Final analysis of the data and appraisal of the performance of the several kinds of

spring washers with respect to crossing design and hardness of the surfaces adjacent to

the washers have not been completed by the AAR research staff. In addition, a laboratory

test of the effect of the washers crushing the nut and corner braces in dissipating the

bolt tension will be made. The final report on this assignment will be published in the

June-July 1954 Bulletin.

Acknowledgement

The committee and the Association acknowledge the splendid cooperation and

assistance rendered by the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad and the Pennsylvania Railroad

during the 5 -year field investigation.

Report on Assignment 4

Prevention of Damage Resulting From Brine Drippings
on Track and Structures

Collaborating with Committee 15, and Mechanical Division, AAR

W. E. Cornell (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, H. S. Ashley, L. E. Bates.

Blair Blowers, H. F. Fifield, D. C. Hastings, A. E. Haywood, E. R. Murphy, J. S.

Parsons, S. H. Poore.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

During the past year progress toward a solution of the corrosion problem created

by brine dripping on track and structures has been made in several directions. Recogni-

tion of the difficulty of investigation in this field has required a continuation of visits

to laboratories giving consideration to brine and related fields of chemical corrosion.

S. K. Coburn, chemical engineer of the Engineering Division research staff, by attendance

at regional and- national scientific meetings, has widened his contacts and added to his

basic knowledge of corrosion and the progress made by other organizations. The trade,

chemical and patent literature are under constant surveillance for possible non-toxic

inhibitor material which might prove beneficial in moderating the severity of brine

corrosion. Attendance at national corrosion meetings and participation in committee work

have resulted in an exchange of knowledge with corrosion engineers of major utility

companies presently engaged in study of the same problem.

Recently it was noted in the scientific literature that the research laboratory of the

General Motors Corporation had developed a laboratory device for obtaining for the

first time reproducible corrosion data under controlled experimental conditions in a

minimum of time. This is no small achievement in view of the great mass of relatively

non-reproducible corrosion data reported in the past. For them it was the climax of a

7-year search for an adequate test tool. Contact was made with this group, and through
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Fig. 1. Blotter card in position to receive brine effluent.

fcxiin'i u' ol corrosion on field side of track.

the courtesy of their research management tests of mutual interest are being conducted.

We have supplied them with metal specimens and specific chemicals. It is planned that

if the data developed in these studies conform to the type and extent of scale formation

developed in track, a testing device similar to that used will be procured for the AAR
laboratory. It is beheved this step will overcome one of our most important obstacles,

namely, that of achieving reproducible experimental results comparable to service condi-

tions in the evaluation of brine corrosion inhibitors.

The laboratory investigations of the AAR have been concerned with methods of

preparing test specimens prior to introduction to the corrosive environment, as well as

means for quantitatively removing corrosion products developed during exposure. This

study is fundamental to all corrosion investigations and constitutes a field by itself. The

complexity of the specimen cleaning operation may be appreciated by examining the
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vast literature on this subject in the field of electroplating. The removal of corrosion

products is now being effected by a form of electrolytic polishing. Corroded samples are

placed in an inhibited pickling solution and a current applied for several minutes. The

technique has proven satisfactory and is now a part of our regular experimental

procedure.

A field study was made at a location on the Chicago & North Western, on the east-

bound main track near Sterling, 111., which showed considerable corrosion as a result

of refrigerator car traffic. This study was designed to learn the type of brine droplet or

spray which contacted the rail after leaving the trough of a refrigerator car. Blotter

cards measuring V/2 in by 16 in were placed against the web and base of rail on the

field side where corrosion was most prevalent. A 61-car train carrying 10 refrigerator

cars. 2 of which were seen to drip brine, passed over the cards at a speed approximately

40 mph. The blotter cards were returned to the laboratory and developed. The procedure

included soaking the cards with silver nitrate solution and exposing them to sunlight for

several seconds. Where brine dropped on the card black spots developed. These were

photographed and examined for droplet size and distribution.

Fig. 1 shows a typical blotter card in position. Fig. 2 indicates typical corrosion in

this area. Fig. 3 demonstrates the nature of the brine spray as it contacts the rail. It is

evident that small droplets are dispersed and effectively cover large areas of rail.

Observation of rail of various ages at different locations in this same track shows

that brine corrosion starts as scab-like scales rather than as a general uniform corrosion

over the entire exposed surface. This is also evident in Fig. 2. An understanding of why

corrosion is concentrated in .specific areas is necessary in order to determine reliable

laboratory testing procedures and effective inhibition.

Report on Assignment 5

Design of Tie Plates

Collaborating with Committees 3 and 4

M. D. Carothers (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, Blair Blowers, E. W. Caruthers,

C. A. Colpitts, W. E. Cornell, F. W. Creedle, J. W. Fulmer, A. E. Haywood, Charles

Kuchel, J. P. Hiltz, J. W. Hopkins, J. A. Reed, R. D. Simpson, R. C. Slocomb,

R. H. Timmins, M. J. Zeeman.

The following progress report, submitted as information, covers the service per-

formance of 7 designs of tie plates for the rail base width of 6 in.

Introduction

This test was installed in a 6-deg curve and tangent track in November 1944 on

mile 326 of the single-track main line of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific

Railway, approximately 12 miles north of Chattanooga, Tenn. Seven designs of tie

plates were placed in 22 panels of track laid with new 131 RE rail for the purpose of

making stress measurements in the tie plates under traffic and of conducting a service

test to develop information on plate cutting and possible bending. The plans for the tie

plates and the results of the stress measurements have been reported in the Proceedings,

Vol. 47, 1946, pages 491-514. The last service test measurements were published in Vol.

53, 1952, pages 780-785, after the passage 01 139 million gross tons of traffic, including

passenger and freight cars and locomotives.
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In the summer of 1945, when the stress measurements in the tie plates and rail

were made, most of the trains were hauled by medium weight locomotives of the types

having 4-8-2, 4-6-2 and 2-8-2 wheel arrangements. A few freight trains were hauled

by 3-unit diesels. A few years later, diesel power hauled about three-fourths of the ton-

nage. On June 18, 1953, the railroad was diesehzed 100 percent. The test panels are

located in a long stretch of level grade, and with the progressive change to diesel power

the freight trains as well as the passenger trains operated close to the authorized speed

of 45 mph for the 6-deg curve with 6-in elevation. Because of the favorable operating

conditions for minimizing the vertical and lateral dynamic forces on the inner rail of

the curve, it was not necessary to relay the inner rail until the outer one had developed

^-in curve wear.

This report will present the results of the biennial measurements made of the depth

of tie abrasion, permanent bending of the tie plates, gage of track, etc., in June 1953.

Tie Plate Penetration

The tie abrasion depth measurements for the period from November 1944 to June

1953, approximately 8.7 years, in which the traffic amounted to 187 million gross tons,

have been summarized in Table 1. The data for the test curve are no longer subdivided

between anchor spikes and no anchor spikes, because of the addition of spikes in all

sections when the outer rail of the test curve was regaged in June 1951. One line spike

was added to the 12-in plates for a total of 4 to the plate, and in all other sections on

the curve, 2 anchor spikes were added where there were no anchor spikes, thereby pro-

viding 3 line and 2 anchors for all other tie plate designs. There had been no acceleration

in the rate of plate cutting except to a slight degree in the outer rail of 4 of the 8 panels

in the test curve. Using the average tie plate penetration for the 4 track panels having

14-in tie plates, the plate cutting on the outer rail was 24 percent larger than that of the

low rail. Average tie abrasion for both rails of the curve was 34 percent greater than

that for the oak ties in tangent track. The corresponding value for the outer rail only

was 49 percent. The creosoted pine ties were plate cut 27 percent more than the oak

ties on tangent track. In the softwood panels there was little difference in the tie abrasion

with or without cut anchor spikes. In the oak tie sections the one-half panels with anchor

spikes showed about 10 percent more tie abrasion than for the sections without anchors.

This was influenced by the variability in softness of the ties and the small number of

measurements taken.

So far the tie abrasion values are too small to develop the effect of the various

design features, such as the length and thickness of the tie plates. There was no evidence

of significant damaging pressures on the ties except on the outer rail of the curve. Because

of the favorable operating conditions on the curve and no high-speed traffic on the

tangent sections, a much larger tonnage will be required to develop information on the

advantage of the larger tie plates. The position of the mean centroid of tie plate loads

on the curve, as computed from the data for the panels having 14-in plates with J^-in

eccentricity, was, respectively, for the outer and inner rails, 0.8 in and 0.3 in outward

of the track from the center line of the rail base.

Tie Plate Bending

These data, taken in June 1953, indicated no permanent bending of the tie plates.

Apparently, there has been insufficient dishing out of the ties under the rail base and

loss in section of the plates by corrosion to cause even the thinnest plate for its length.
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pattern 831-X, to become permanently bent. This design is y^ in thinner than the plate

shown in AREA Plan No. 12.

Gage of Track

In the last progress report a record of the track gage was shown prior to regaging

the outer rail of the test curve in June 1951. At that time the gage was left an average

of % in wide to accommodate a full ball rail in the outer rail later, without further

regaging. In December 1952, full ball relay rail was placed on the outer rail and the

rail released from the high side of the curve was laid in the low side without turning

end-to-end. The original outer rail had an average of ^-in curve wear and the gage was
closed by the same amount. A record of the foregoing gage measurements and those taken

in June 1953 is shown in Fig. 1. During the interval between December 1952 and June
1953 the average gage of the 8 test panels on the curve remained the same, but the

irregularities had increased. At the latter date there was no curve wear on the outer

rail at the gaging level, ^ in below the top of rail.

It will be observed from Fig. 1 that the gage widened appreciably during the 18-

month period prior to relaying the rail. The average track gage increased 0.33 in, while

the rail wear increased 0.13 in. Unequal plate cutting affecting the track gage was a minor

item for the 18-month period. The difference of 0.20 in. in gage widening can be

attributed largely to the outward movement of the tie plates on the ties. This was quite

noticeable along the outer rail. This movement of the plates had evidently stopped by

June 1953, as the average gage was about the same as after the relay in December 19S2,

which required pulling only one row of line spikes for each rail. This experience suggests

that even with good timber when a curve is regaged, the rail should be spiked ^ in

tighter than desired to avoid widening due to the slack in the tie plate punching.

A graphical record of the track gage for the tangent test sections is shown in Fig. 2.

The average gage in each of the 7 track panel portions was about the same as at the

beginning of the test. In a few panels the gage had become more irregular.

Conclusions

Because of the absence of severe operating conditions, either on the test curve or

the tangent, a much longer service period will be required to develop conclusive informa-

tion with respect to the principal features of the seven designs of tie plates. However,

in the last progress report it was shown that the ribbed-bottom tie plate design 40SA

had held gage on the 6-deg curve better than in some of the other sections with flat-

bottom plates and two more cut spikes.

Acknowledgement

The committee and the Association are indebted to the CNO&TP for its splendid

cooperation and assistance in conducting the service tests.
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Report on Assignment 6

Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads
Under Plates; Their Effect on Tie Wear

Collaborating with Committee 3

Blair Blowers (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, H. S. Ashley, L. E. Bates, F. J.
Bishop, M. C. Bitner, J. C. Brennan, E. W. Caruthers. H. B. Christianson, C. A.
Colpitts, W. E. Cornell, E. D. Cowlin, H. F. Fifield, J. W. Fulmer, R. G. Garland,
V. C. Hanna, D. C. Hastings, J. P. Hiltz, J. VV. Hopkins, A. F. Huber, T. R. Klingel,

W. N. Myers, M. P. Oviatt, J. M. Rankin, J. A. Reed, M. K. Ruppert, R. E. Tew,
Troy West, M. J. Zeeman.

This progress report, presented as information, covers the service test installations

of hold-down fastenings, tie pads, etc., on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and the

Illinois Central Railroad.

TEST OX THE LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD
Foreword

These tests were begun in *1947 and are being conducted primarily for the purpose

of determining the effectiveness and economy of several types of hold-down fastenings,

tie pads, etc., for increasing the service life of ties by minimizing plate cutting and

reducing the frequency of regaging and readzing curves. Last year's report was published

in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, pages 1047-1066. This report will describe the new
sections added in the summer of 1953, and the more important results of the general

inspection. The major portion of the test installations was placed in August 1947, and

subsequently additions and/or changes have been' made each year. The test installations

involve 4187 ties in 1.3 miles of track. Fig. 1 and Table 1 give the location and descrip-

tion of all the test sections south of East Bernstadt, Ky., and Fig. 2 and Table 2 show
the same information for the test sections in the 5-deg curve at the East Bernstadt depot.

The foregoing figures and tables have been revised to include the additions made in 1953.

Additions in 1953

Three short test sections with creosoted oak ties, 14-in flat-bottom tie plates, and
5,s-in by 6-in cut spikes were placed in tangent track north of section 45 (Fig. 1) in

July and August 1953.

Section 50

This installation of 24 ties, 1 rail length, was made for the purpose of investigating

the use of a coal tar coating on the adzed surfaces to protect the underplate area from

water and abrasive materials. This coating, or "smear", was developed by the Ruberoid

Company in cooperation with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway over a period

of approximately 5 years of extensive experimental work conducted with many kinds

of coatings by the Santa Fe. The smear is known as Anker Seel. It is a fibered coal tar

product. The coal tar used contains approximately 40 percent creosote. Before insertion

of the ties in track, a heavy coat of Anker Seel was paddled on the entire adzed surface.

The average amount used per tie was 3>4 lb, or almost double the amount used on the

Santa Fe. The coating squeezed into the vacant spike holes and around the spikes when

* See Proceedings, Vol. 50, 1949, pp. 595-623, for description of the original test sections.

(Text continued on page 726)
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the spikes were driven home (Fig. 3). Some of the Anker Seel left over was used as a

sealing compound on the entire top of the north three ties of this section in order to

ascertain if it will be suitable for aiding the ties to resist splitting and checking. An

existing creosoted hardwood tie, dated 1941, being the third tie north of section .'JO.

was also coated on the top. This section was placed, July 14, 1953.

Section 51

In connection with relaying rail and gaging it with the Dun-Rite gaging machine,

manufactured by the Nordberg Manufacturing Company, the field shoulder of the ue

plates are located precisely to the track gage desired. In order to keep the plates in the

correct location and alinement until the rail is laid and the line spikes driven, two

staggered anchor spike holes are drilled in the gaging ties to receive the Nordberg pegs.

It has been said that these pegs hold the plate tight on the ties for several months, and

may be beneficial in reducing plate cuttings. Accordingly, it was decided to install a

small test of 10 creosoted oak ties with 2 cut line spikes and 2 Nordberg pegs as anchors,

to determine if such construction would actually reduce plate cutting. The pegs utilize

the same principle as that of the Racor studs in wedging out the play between the peg

and the tie plate punching. The pegs used were made of creosoted hardwood maple. The

length of the peg is 3% in, and the uniform portion of the shank is 2% in long by

?i2 in diameter. The head of the peg is % in long by SI in diameter. The tapered portion

of the shank which fits into the tie plate punching is a frustrum of a cone 1 in. in length.

Holes ^8 in diameter by 4 in deep were bored into the ties after driving the line spikes.

In the south 5 ties, a Tylife capsule, a wood hardener for increasing the withdrawal

power of spikes, was applied with each peg. All pegs were driven home carefully, but

a few were broomed slightly. This section was installed, July 29, 1953.

Section 52

This section, containing 24 creosoted oak ties, was installed August 18, 1953, for

investigating a relatively new product used as a smear on the adzed surfaces of the ties.

Before inserting the ties, 1 lb of Protek-Tie was paddled on each adzed surface. Protek-

Tie is a cut-back asphalt with asbestos fiber and rust inhibitors. It was made especially

for use on ties. Several railroads have used the material as a sealing compound on hard-

wood ties to reduce checking and splitting, and a few railroads have used it for pro-

tecting the ties in the under-plate area. Protek-Tie is manufactured by the Nox-Rust

Chemical Corporation and is sold to the railroads by the Champion Transportation

Sales, Inc., both located in Chicago, 111. When the spikes were driven, the smear squeezed

into the vacant tie plate holes and around the cut line and anchor spikes. It was less

viscous than the Anker Seel and formed a thinner coat on the top of the tie plates after

being squeezed through the punching. Initial or base readings for tie plate penetration

and track gage were taken for all three of the new sections, August 24, 1953. The two

smears applied in sections 50 and 52 will also be compared as to their weathering

properties.

No alterations in construction were made in any of the test sections in 1953.

Anchor Spikes Retightened

This year only a moderate amount of maintenance work, involving 24 man-hours,

was performed on the special fastenings. Because of the small amount of tie abrasion in

many of these sections, it was not necessary to make a general retightening of all of the

special fastenings. The maintenance work is summarized in Table 3. All of the screw
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spikes in section 17 were retightenecl. Only 32 screw spikes out of 566 were found

stripped in the ties. In connection with the maintenance work performed in sections 7

and 8 with the Racor Drive Tight spikes in tangent track, the sponsor indicated a desire

to discontinue the tests because these spikes are not being manufactured and have been

superseded by the Racor stud which is said to be more economical and effective in

reducing plate cutting than the Sandberg design. Test sections 7 and 8 will be discon-

tinued, but will be retained in the track. Fourteen dowel studs were retightened in the

softwood ties. All of the nuts were frozen. Six studs were tightened satisfactorily and

8 were stripped in the wood. The Elastic spikes were reversed as to stagger in 9 tie plates

because of the loss of holding power in the pine ties.

Gage of Test Curves

A record of the track gage on the two 4J^-deg test curves since the inception of the

service test is shown in Fig. 5. In several of the sections having special anchor spikes,

good gage has been maintained. Some of the cut spike sections, with or without tie pads,

have developed more irregularity in the gage. It is evident that many of the special tie

plate fastenings, in addition to reducing tie wear, were also beneficial in maintaininc;

good gage.

In section 21, with Fabco pads on the short 4;^-deg curve, the gage has widened

a small amount each year from 1948 to 1951. Because the gage resumed widening in

May 1953, an investigation was made in September, at which time the maximum was

yi in wide. This section was regaged as shown in the figure. The cause of the gage

widening was the sharp curvature in combination with two soft spots under the high

rail. Prior to the test installation, the short curve had gage rods. The section foreman

stated that gage gave some trouble then. After regaging and using the same four Hne

spikes, it was decided to add two cut anchor spikes to avoid future gage widening. The

L&N has been requested to string line the curve so that the curvature will follow the

prescribed spiral. The investigation indicated that the tie pads in section 21 did not

cause the gage widening. Both the long and short curves are close to the rail oiler and

there has been practically no measurable rail wear on either curve since the beginning

of the service tests.

Fig. 6 shows a 3-year record of the track gage on the 5-deg curve at East Bernstadl.

Of the 3-year old sections, the gage has been held better in sections 42 and 43, haviim

Dunne rubber pads and Racor studs, respectively.

Fig. 7 shows the gage of the 5-deg, 36-min curve in which a test is being ctmducted

with 2 compounds used in the spike holes for increasing the holding power of cut spikes.

The solid line in the figure represents the gage of track prior to removing the gage rods.

The average gage has widened moderately since the gage rods were removed. The curves

in the figure have a typical pattern of peaks (wider gage) at the joints in the outer rail,

although the measurements were taken at least two ties away from the rail gaps. There

were no significant differences in the gage after about one year of service between sections

02 and 03 having the compounds and control section 01. More traffic will be required to

develop these differences, if any.

Tie Wear Measurements

Measurements of tie plate penetration were made in the summer of 1953. The first

check of tie abrasion was completed in the summer of 1950 and the results were pub-

lished in the Proceedings, Vol. 53, 1952, pages SO and 81. The current tie plate penetra-

tion data have been summarized and condensed in Table 4. The table gives for each sec-

(Text continued on page 733)
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^ 2 1/8'

3/8'

1/4'

1/8'

.1/8'

1/4'

Dunne's

Rubber Pods

y~*-:,

Aug.'SO

4.9"

4.8°

4-1/4
4-1/4"

2 Cut Line Spikes

ZRocor Studs

OS Anchor Spikes

July '51

4.9° 8-50 4-1/4

4.7-8-53 4" El

Racor

Fiber- Rubber
Tie Pods

/^Moy

?^S^'

Nov. '51

4.0° 4 El.

Burkort Coated

Tie Pods

53

June'52

4 5° 4" El

Sections 37 thru 43 hove AREA 14-in Plan 12 flat bottom tie plotes.

Sections 46 ond 47 hove second hondAREAPion 6B tlot bottom tie plotes.

All sections hove two eoch of cut spikes for line ond anchor except
OS noted. -Afler replacing pads in 1951 — After replocing pods in 1952

Fig. 6—Gage, curvature and elevation of each section of test track on the
5-deg curve, Mile L-153, L&N KR, at East Bernstadt, Ky.
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lion and subsection: (1) million gross tons of traffic carried during the periods covered

by the penetration measurements; (2) average tie plate settlement of both rails for each

test stretch, in 0.001 in; and (3) percentage of tie plates loose on the ties at the end

of the test period. These data for tie pads have been separated to permit a more con-

venient appraisal of pad settlement, etc., and of the relative effectiveness of the special

hold-down fastenings. Most of the original test sections were installed in August 1950.

and the initial or base readings for determining tie wear or plate settlement on the pads

were taken in the following November. During the 6-year period since August 1947, the

gross tonnage of traffic, including all locomotives and cars, has averaged 20^ million

per annum. The freight car tonnage consisted largely of loaded coal cars.

Table 5 has been prepared to compare the 1947 installations involving tie plate

fastenings by percentages based on section 2 with only cut line spikes. The composite

percentage values are simple averages of the other three percentages, but will serve the

purpose of indicating the overall performance in the three classifications. The through

bolts were the most effective in reducing tie plate penetration on the oak ties. The relative

performance of these sections with pine ties was upset by virtue of having retightened

the bolts about two months before taking the penetration readings. The second most

effective group of fastenings for oak ties included the dowel studs, tie plate lock spikes,

.\AR spring rail clips, and screw spikes with double-coil spring washers. The third most

effective group of fastenings included round head cut spikes with single-coil spring wash-

ers. Elastic spikes and the Oliver hold-down drive spikes with double-coil spring washers.

The Oliver tie plate drive spike (only in tangent track) was equally as effective in

reducing mechanical wear as the larger Oliver hold-down drive spike. In section 7 with

4 Racor Drive Tight spikes, plate cutting was reduced from 42 to 29 percent in tangent

track. Two of the last mentioned special fastenings per tie plate were less effective. The

performance of the Racor studs can be judged best by comparing sections 43 and 37 in

the S-deg curve, where the studs reduced plate cutting about one-half.

Sections 2 and 9, with cut spike construction, have been used to compare tie wear

on the curves and tangent portions of the test. The tie wear on the long 4^-deg curve

was appro.ximately 20 percent greater on the outer rail than on the inner rail. For the

short 4^-deg curve, this same tendency was very slight. For both rails, the tie Wear

of creosoted oak ties on the long curve was 12 percent greater than that for tangent

track. In tangent track the creosoted pine ties were plate cut 16 percent more than ihe

hardwood ties. It is believed that as the service test becomes older the foregoing per-

centages will be greater. Based on the cut spike construction in section 37 of the 5-deg

curve, the excess tie wear on the inner rail was 30 percent, indicating train speeds below

balanced speed of the curve.

In Table 4, section 24 with the Rails Company Compression clips on alternate ties,

and section 31 with the G&H Controls No-Creep rail anchors on alternate ties, were

subdivided as to the two kinds of construction to show the differences in plate cutting.

The Compression clips in section 24 showed the following percentages of excess wear

over that for the ties without clips: 32 on the curve, 14 on oak ties in tangent track,

and 25 percent on the pine ties. On the anchored ties in section 31 (tangent track wii.h

oak ties), each tie plate had 1 cut line spike and 2 Oliver tie plate drive spikes for

anchors. The other ties had 2 cut line spikes only. The excess tie wear of the anchored

ties over that for the unanchored ties was 11 percent.

A comparison of tie wear of the 14-in vs. the 13-in length tie plates can be made
from the values shown for sections 22> and 9 (Table 4). The ratio of the 13 to the 14-in

(Text continued on page 737

)
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TABLE 5. RELATIVE TIE WEAR OF THE 1947 TEST

INSTALLATIONS WITH HOLD-DOWN FASTENINGS ON THE L«:N RR NEAR LONDON, KY.

(The average tie plate penetration for both rails in Section 2 for each category has been

used as controls, or 100 percent. All tie plates are 13 in long with flat bottom, except as

noted otherwise.

)

Sect.
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efficiency. However, its efficiency is impaired when the studs cease to be wedged tightly

in the tie plate punching.

From Table 4 there is evidence that some of the adzed surface coatings have reduced

plate cutting below that of the corresponding section 2, with the same spiking. The sub-

sections of section 1 are short and involve only 12, or less, ties. However, there was a

significant reduction of tie wear in sections 1.5, tangent track, where the plates Were

cemented to the ties before treatment with creosote. Section 33, tangent oak, similar to

section 1.5, except for laboratory control, had less than one-half as much tie wear as

developed in sections 31 and 32 with the same spiking and approximately the same

tonnage. Final appraisal of the coatings or adhesives as to their efficiency in reducing tie

wear should be withheld, pending future developments.

The tie plate penetration data for tie pads in Table 4 indicate the total settlement

of the plates on the pads subsequent to the time of taking the initial or base readings.

Plate settlement on tie pads consists largely of compression of the pad and squeezing out

of the coating and laminating asphalt or adhesives. Abrasion of the ties by the tie pads

has generally been a minor portion of the total plate settlement, except in section 25

with the hard J-M tie pads. A small amount of springwood compression of the softwood

ties has been observed under tie pads. For the purpose of checking the effect of plate

settlement of pads on the gage of the long 4j4-deg curve, the initial readings for the

Bird 5 and 7-ply duck-burlap tie pads placed in service, August 1948, were taken a few

hours after installation. For section 5 with the 7-ply pads, an analysis of the data Was

made to determine the effect on track gage brought about by unequal settlement at the

plate ends. The gage widening resulting from the unequal settlement of the plate ends

was calculated to be 0.02 in. This amount was less than that developed in some of the

cut spike sections in the same curve.

GENERAL INSPECTION

This inspection was made in the latter part of May 1953, except that the examina-

tion of tie pads and coatings by removal of the tie plates was conducted on July IS

when members of the Track committee and others were present. The inspection group

of 24 persons, in addition to 2 AAR research staff members, included 9 subcommittee

members or their representatives, 3 other AREA members, and 12 representatives of 9

manufacturers.

Tie Pads

Table No. 6 gives a summary of the inspection made for the subcommittee by the

removal of tie plates. This table includes surface moisture measurements on the ties and

references to photographic views of some of the older tie pads removed for inspection.

The moisture readings under the coated pads on the oak ties show no consistent pattern

with respect to the quality of the seal maintained by the coating on control section 2

without pads. The uncoated Burkart pad in section 27 had the highest moisture content

under it. On pine ties in tangent track the moisture content was higher under the pads

than on the oak ties. Free water was found under the uncoated Fabco pad in section 21

(tangent) , while there was 62 percent moisture under the Bird S-ply duck felt pad.

From these and prior inspections, there was evidence that the Fabco and Bird fiber-

rubber type of tie pads did not sustain a good seal as long as the Bird fabric pads. How-
ever, most of the asphalt coverage of the under-plate area has been maintained for

periods varying from two to four years. The value of an asphalt coating under a pad

that is not sealed is believed to be much less than if the pad were sealed, because the
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unsealed pad permits water and sand to get under it. Because of the amount of spring-

wood compression observed under 13-in pads on tiie creosoted pine ties in tangent track,

a longer tie plate and pad are probably needed to reduce the service stresses in the plate

area of the tie.

The more important results of the general inspection of all pads in May 1953

follow:

The S year old Bird 7-ply duck-burlap pads in the long 4^-deg test curve had the

top ply torn on 2 out of 40 pads. The 5 year old Bird S-ply duck-burlap pads in the

same curve included 3 out of 40 damaged, 1 top ply torn, 1 pad dislocated, and 1

delamination. In 2 panels of the above curve the 4 year old 11-in Bird S-ply duck-burlap

pads were in good condition, except 1 was slightly dislocated and another had started

to delaminate.

The 1947 Fabco fiber-rubber pads, uncoated, in tangent track had a weakness for

stretching lengthwise from 3/2 in to 1^ in. In 1950 these pads on oak ties were cut to the

length of the plate, and no further elongation has occurred. The uncoated Fabco pads

placed in the short curve in 1948 gave less trouble from stretching length-wise. A mod-

erate amount of pad elongation has occurred in the Fabco pads placed in the 5-deg curve

in 1950 and 1951. Two cut anchor spikes were used with each pad, and the last inspec-

tion showed only five splits at the anchor spikes. No splitting or elongation of the 1951

Fabco pads, with an oxidized asphalt compound on the bottom side, had occurred after

two years' service. The original Bird fiber-rubber pads, coated on both sides with a

special asphalt, had serrated surfaces. These pads have not elongated, and they had

good retention of the coating on the adzed surfaces after four years of service. In two

to three years, the coating on the bottom side of the Fabco and Bird original fiber-

rubber pads had lost its bond with the pad. Apparently these pads with high elastic

properties will not sustain an effective seal with the ties over a long period of time.

The improved Bird fiber-rubber pads with abraded surfaces were installed in June 1952.

These pads were spiked with two each of cut line and anchor spikes. Their condition

was good after a year of service, and no splits at the anchor spikes had developed.

The 1948 installation of Burkart fiber pads, uncoated, on the long 45^-deg curve

had in 2 panels of track, 11 pads stretched, 2 torn, and 2 dislocated.

The four year old wool felt pads have suffered much damage from stretching,

tearing and mashing out. This type of pad is unsuitable for this use and is prohibitive

in cost.

Johns-Manville has three types of pads in service. The uncoated 1948 pads placed

in the short 4^-deg curve were originally known as the No. 1162 sheet. It was made

of several sheets of thin asbestos and laminating synthetic rubber. Pads of ^-in and %-in

thickness have been in service for 5 years. The pads are in good physical condition but

have abraded the ties because of their hard construction. They set loosely on the ties

and sand accumulated under them. The other 2 types of J-M pads are in section 39

of the 5-deg test curve. The 1950 installation of rubber-vegetable and asbestos fiber pads

split badly at the anchor spikes. One-half of these pads were replaced with rubber

composition pads, coated on the bottom, in 1951. These pads resisted splitting at the

anchor spikes better at the time of construction, but developed splits later. Some of the

pad corners were torn off. The coating on the bottom side was squeezed out in sheets

Both of the latter types of pads appear to lack the physical characteristics required to

withstand the service conditions for a long period.

The Taylor Fibre Company's 2 -ply rubber-vulcanized fiber pads in section 40

of the S-deg curve have had 3 years of service. Practically all of the pads are delaminated
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and the fiber plies next to the tie plates have cracked badly and suffered from the effects

of the elements. The rubber ply next to the ties is being abraded. The pads are still

protecting the ties from abrasion, but it is believed that damage to the wood will occur

as soon as pieces of the hard fiber work out or when the rubber ply is abraded away to

permit the fiber or plate to contact the wood.

The third lot of Achuff fiber (sisal) tie pads, with an adhesive type of impregnant,

was placed in section 38 of the S-deg curve in June 1952. After 4 months of service,

including a hot summer, 22 pads were mashed out of shape, with 8 showing major

damage. In 11 months, before the second summer, the damaged pads increased to 25.

Some of the pads had stretched widthwise as well as lengthwise. It is said that the

summer heat caused the impregnant to become unstable. These pads did not split at the

anchor spikes.

The Bird vinyl pads placed in the long 4^-deg curve in June 1952 also contain

sisal fiber, and were in good condition after about 1 year of service. These pads had 2

each of cut line and anchor spikes and developed no splits at the anchor spikes.

The % in thick Dunne molded rubber pads, uncoated, were in good condition after

3 years of service. Only 2 pads had stretched over ^/2 in lengthwise, 1 was torn, and

there were 4 splits at the anchor spikes. The adequacy of the 5'^ in thickness of this

type of pad will depend on future developments.

The oldest Racor tie pads were placed November 1951 in section 46 of the 5-deg

curve. One pad had a small tear and there were 22 splits at the anchor spikes in 98 pads.

Section 48, containing 2% track panels, was installed, August 1952 in the long 4%-deg

curve. This section had the coated Racor tie pad and 2 each of cut line spikes and Racor

studs as anchors. Through an oversight, the sponsor failed to punch the pads for the

studs. Only four splits were observed at the studs after approximately 9 months' service.

The Dayton Rubber Company's raised rubber insert pads and special cast steel tie

plates carry all of the tie plate load on the small pads. These sections were installed r'n

tangent track in November 1950, and by June 1952 the pads had developed abrasion

and compression of the hardwood ties. This construction only provides a bearing area

on the tie about equal to one-third the area of a 13-in tie plate. This increases the average

pressure on the tie to three times as large as with conventional tie pads.

No detailed report will be given for the 1-ply duck pads and the Bird 5 and 7 -ply

duck-felt pads, because the first mentioned pad works out of place by ripping at the

spikes, and the duck-felt pads are obsolete. The 7-ply duck-felt pads were in better

condition than the S-ply. The paper felt plies were squeezed out by traffic. Some of the

pads have started to delaminate and become dislocated. Previous inspection of a severely

damaged pad indicated there was no abrasion on the hardwood ties unless the plate Was

contacting the wood.

The foregoing information on the condition of the tie pads will give the reader a

review of the inspection notes and further explain the reasons for classifying them as to

their performance in the following paragraph.

Until the service life of a pad has been established and the protection for the tie

has been appraised, the economy of tie pads in the extension of tie life for a given added

cost cannot be determined with any great degree of dependability. Based on the experience

with the tie pad tests since 1947 for the various service periods (as shown in years in

the parenthesis following each pad designation), the following tie pads have shown the

better performance: Bird original fiber-rubber (4) ; Bird improved fiber-rubber (1) ;

Fabco (6, 5, 3 and 2) ; Bird 5 and 7-ply duck-burlap (5 and 4) ; Burkart fiber (5 and

1); Dunne's molded rubber (3); Racor fiber-rubber (1.7 and 1); and Bird vinyl

pads (1).
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Hold-Down Fastenings

During the last 3 years approximately SO man-hours have been used in maintaining

the special hold-down fastenings. This is exclusive of the work involved in driving down
the Racor studs and Drive Tight spikes with an air hammer July 1951. The spring

washers provided with several of the special fastenings have appreciably lengthened the

maintenance cycle of keeping the fastenings effective. The sections having the larger

percentages of fastenings retightened in the last three years are as follows: Section 17,

AAR clips, 127 percent; sections 7 and S, Racor Drive Tight spikes, each ICO percent;

section 22, Oliver tie plate drive spikes, 69 percent; and section 10, round head cut

spikes with single-coil spring washers, 63 percent. The following special anchor spikes

have required no retightening since the year of installation (shown in parentheses): Tie

plate lock spikes in section 13 (1947) and section 34 (1949) ; Oliver tie plate drive spikes

in section 31; and Racor studs in section 6 (1949) and in section 43 (1950), except for

finishing the driving with an air hammer in 1951. Initially the studs were driven with

a spike maul and were left too high. The sponsor determined that the use of an air

hammer was the most practical method for driving the studs to the proper height.

Maintenance work on the fastenings, as well as observations, has developed the

following information: (1) Because of the recess in the head above the washer in the

round head cut spike, required for a special spike puller in section 10, it is not practical

to have the washers go perfectly solid when the spikes are tapped down. Conditions

would be improved if the recess were eliminated. However, this would make it impractical

to pull the spikes. Further, when one anchor spike is tapped down, occasionally the

opposite one is lifted. This greatly reduced the withdrawal power of the cut spike.

(2) The helical double-coil washer designed by the research staff as used in sections 11

and 12, and in the north half of sections 16 and 19, have broken off about J^ in from

each end of the double coil. However, these washers still have as much travel as the

double-coil Thackery washer which has given little trouble from breakage. (3) Frozen

nuts were observed in sections with the dowel studs and through bolts. The nuts can

be unfrozen by nicking them with a track chisel, but the added maintenance cost prob-

ably will reduce the economy expected. (4) The cone neck Oliver hold-down drive spike

without a double-coil washer has not been as effective as the one with double-coil wash-

ers, because most of the plates have been loose on the ties in recent years (Tables 4

and 5). (5) Some of the Elastic spikes in the softwood ties had lost their holding power

and were reversed as to stagger. Some minor trouble with spike breakage was encoun-

tered. (6) A few screw spikes are now stripped in both softwood and hardwood ties.

(7) The Compression clips and the G&H Controls No-Creep anchors have accelerated

tie abrasion and caused the ties to pump in the ballast. These track appliances are rail

anchors and were not designed to reduce tie abrasion. The AAR clips also caused the ties

to pump in the ballast, but were effective in reducing tie wear.

Several of the special fastenings (Table 5) have demonstrated their efficiency for

reducing tie wear to amounts well under that of cut-spike construction. Another important

advantage of special anchor spikes is that they are superior to the cut spike in holding

good gage on curves.

So far, regardless of the practicability and economy of the hold-down fastenings,

the following anchor spikes have been more effective in reducing tie abrasion for the

service periods shown in the parenthesis next to each: Through bolts (6) ; dowel studs

(6) ; AAR clips (6) ; screw spikes with double-coil spring washers and flat-bottom tie

plates (6); tie plate lock spikes (6 and 4); and Racor studs on the 5-deg curve (3).
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The second most effective group of anchor spikes consists of the following fastenings:

Round head cut spikes with single-coil spring washers (6) ; Elastic spikes (6) ; and the

Oliver hold-down drive spikes with double-coil spring washers.

Tie Coating

Koppers No. 16 sealing compound was applied in July 1950 to both new and exist-

ing creosoted oak ties to determine its efficiency for retarding the splitting and checking

of hardwood ties. In section 35 with 120 new ties, only the odd numbered ties Were

coated with the compound and the other ties were left uncoated for controls. In addition

to coating the adzed surfaces of all the new ties, the compound was used to coat the

entire top of the odd numbered ties in the north half of the section and on the tops and

ends of the odd numbered ties on the south half. Section 36, consisting of 118 existing

hardwood ties, had the coating applied to the tops of all ties and also on the ends of the

south 58 ties. A protective covering of yi-in washed gravel was sprinkled over the tie

surfaces. T. G. Gill, senior technologist, Timber Engineering Company, with the assistance

of a member of the AAR research staff, made the third annual inspection in July 1953.

From the count made of the splits % in wide or greater on the top end faces of the

ties, an efficiency factor was determined for the coating with respect to its ability to

keep the checks and splits covered. This factor for the new ties in section 35 was deter-

mined from the following formula:

„r^ . ^ .„„ /Number of checks in coated ties \vx,^^
Efficiency, percent= 100—1 r^; r T-^

—
^
—

=

T-TT- I X 100
, \ Number of checks m uncoated ties /

Because all ties were coated in section 36, the original number of checks in the ties

before being coated was used as the base for the efficiency factors.

Values of the efficiency of the coating for the last three years are as follows:

Section 35 Section 36
New Ties Existing Ties

Percent Percent

1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953

Efficiency, all coated ties 75 74 76 82 82 70

Efficiency, ties coated on top only '70 63 73 64 75 61

Efficiency, ties coated on top and ends 79 85 80 97 89 79

The first line of values for all coated ties indicates there was little change in the

coverage of the checks and splits for section 35, but that there was a drop in the effective -

ness of the coating in section 36. The advantage of the end coating of the existing ties

in section 36 was somewhat less after three years' service than after one year. Generally,

ties are not coated on the ends because they are covered by the ballast shoulder. It is not

possible to apply as heavy a coating on the ends of the ties as on the top, and it is

doubtful that the thinner coating will give a satisfactory service life. In section 36 with

existing ties, the coating showed signs of weathering off along the edges of the tops

of the ties outside of the critical zone for the formation of splits. On some of the old ties

the coating had broken its cover over the original checks. Prior to the last inspection,

the entire test tangent and the short 4J/^-deg test curve had been surfaced out-of-face

with Jackson vibratory tampers. New ballast was unloaded and dressed. In plowing

the ballast down to below the top of rail, some of the coating might have been scraped

off. This operation had very little effect on the coating of the new ties in section 35.

In order to protect the sealing compound from damage during reballasting operations,

care should be exercised to avoid plowing off the coating.
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This year, as in the previous ones, the surface moisture content of the ties was

measured with a Delmhorst moisture detector. The electrodes were driven in the ties

to a depth of }i in, and the readings indicated the maximum moisture content of the

upper 3/g in of the ties.

Averages of these readings in percent for the 3-year period are given in the table

below:

Section 35—New Ties Section 36—Existing Ties

Date Coated Uncoated Difference Coated *Uncoated Difference

7-'Sl 16.5 10.2 6.3

6-'52 20.6 10.9 9.7 29.8 12.3 17.5

7-'S3 18.5 11.8 6.7 24.7 11.5 13.2

* These readings were taken in existing ties south of section 36.

The weather was dry and warm when the readings were taken on July 14, 1953.

A light rain was reported to have fallen one week prior to the inspection. This year the

corresponding differences in the moisture content of the coated and uncoated new and

existing ties were lower than in 1952. During the last two years the differences of the

older ties were almost twice as great as those for the new ties. The coating has continued

to be effective in retaining a higher moisture content in the top of the ties, which in

turn maintains a more uniform distribution of the moisture content throughout the

depth of the tie. Appraisal of the benefits from the use of sealing compounds on hard-

wood ties by controlling splitting and checking will require a longer service period.

Conclusions

No final conclusions can be made from a 6-year service test of track appliances, etc.,

that are expected to be serviceable for several more years. However, for various service

periods of 6 years or less, attention has been directed to those tie plate fastenings and

tie pads that have shown the better performance.

TESTS ON THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Foreword

In 1943 the Illinois Central started extensive service tests of hold-down fastenings

in 3 miles of the middle main track in connection with the laying of 20 track miles of

131 RE rail. The test is located north of Manteno, 111., where the traffic consists of

passenger trains and high-speed freight trains operating in both directions. The test

stretch includes 1 mile each of creosoted pine, gum and oak ties, size 7 in by 9 in by

8 ft 6 in, all being placed in 1943. Each mile has 2 lengths of tie plates and 7 arrange-

ments of hold-down fastenings for each plate length. Since 1944 the research staff has

been periodically checking and reporting the service performance of the test installations,

the last report being in the Proceedings, Vol. 53, 1952, page 798.

Tie Abrasion

The last measurements made of the depth of tie abrasion cover the service period

from October 1944 to April 1953, in which the traffic amounted to 124 million gross tons.

These data, as well as other information pertaining to relative plate cutting, loose plates

and washers, have been summarized in Table 7. For almost 4 years the average tie plate

penetration of the 4 sections with screw spikes, 13-in tie plates, and softwood ties, has

been about the same as the average for the 3 cut-spike sections. The screw-spike sections

with double-coil spring washers have lost most of their advantage over similar sections

without the washers. In the other portions of the tests, the screw spikes have been more
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TABLE 7. -SERVICE TEST OF MECHANICAL WEAR OF TIES WITH TWO DESIGNS OF TIE PLATES AND
THREE KINDS OF TIES IN THE WEST RAIL OF THE MIDDLE TRACK OF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
SYSTEM, BETWEEN M. P. C-42 AND M. P. C-45, NORTH OF MANTENO, ILLINOIS.

Tangent Track - Traffic in both directions. New 131-lb RE rail with 6-hole joints laid in 1943.

All ties 7 in by 9 in by 8 ft 6 in renewed in 1943.

Kind of

Cross Ties

Number and Kind

of Anchor Spikes

per

Tie Plate

Tie Plate Penetration in 0. 001

in. October 1944 to April 1953

( 124 Million Gross Tons)

End of Tie Plates

Gage

Avg.

^>

7 3/4 in by 13 in by 27/32 in double shoulder tie plates, rolled circular crown, 1:40 i cant,

flat bottom, level shoulder extensions, eccentricity 1/4 in, AREA Plan No. 5B.

C-43

C-43

C-43

C-43

C-43

C-43

C-43

C-44

C-44

C-45
C-45
C-45

Creo. Pine

Creo. Pine

Creo. Pine

Creo. Pine

Creo. Pine

Creo. Pine

Creo. Pine

Creo. Gum
Creo. Gum

Creo. Oak
Creo. Oak
Creo. Oak

None

4 S.S.*

2 S.S.

4 S.S. with double coil washers

2 S.S. with double coil washers

4 Cut Spikes

2 Cut Spikes

None

2 S.S. with double coil washers

None
2 S.S. with double coil washers

2 Cut Spikes

163
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Report on Assignment 7

Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints
and Retarding Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings

J. W. Hopkins (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, Blair Blowers, W. E. Cornell,

E. D. Cowlin, H. W. Cox, K. E. Dunn, R. G. Garland, W. E. Griffiths, C. C. Her-
rick, E. R. Murphy, W. N. Myers, M. P. Oviatt, J. S. Parsons, J. M. Rankin,
M. K. Ruppert, G. R. Sproles, R. E. Tew.

TESTS OX THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL

This is the third annual progress report of the rail joint lubrication service tests on

the Illinois Central Railroad, and is submitted as information.

Foreword

The original test sections were placed in the northward main of the IC in June 1950,

when the track was relaid with 132 RE rail and 6-hole headfree joint bars. Two stretches

of track were involved: one south of Chebanse, 111., and the other south of Ashkum, 111.

During the third service period of 11 months, ended August 12, 1953, the test track

carried 30 million gross tons of traffic, and since the initial test measurements were made

in August 1950, the cumulative tonnage was 99.9 milHon.

Revisions Made in 1953

Fig. 1 is included to show the location and description of the test sections, with the

changes made in sections 3 and 10, July 29, 1953. Section 3 originally had a brush coat

of Dixon's 1924 Quick-Drying Lubricant, while section 10 had a brush coat of Farbertite.

In the last progress report. Vol. 54, 1953, pages 1066 to 1080, incl., it was stated

that both of the above mentioned lubricants or preservatives had failed because of

forming a hard coating which flaked off with the mill scale or from vibration.

Because, during the past decade, many of the member roads have adopted the ;;pray

method for maintaining rail joints, your committee decided to replace the two preserva-

tives, which had failed, with two spray materials used by several railroads, and another

one in the development stage (section 10). Accordingly, after a brief investigation was

made of the spraying equipment and operation, the joints were sprayed both inside and

outside without removal of the joint bars. In order to secure complete covera:Te ;ns'd"

of the joint, a radial spray nozzle was made with six t'g-in diameter holes equally spaced

around the periphery of a ^-in steel tube, with its end plugged. This nozzle had sufficient

length to reach half-way inside of the 36-in joints. It was observed on one road that a

65-deg flat or fan-shaped spray effectively directed the oil on the fishings, but little oil

reached the rail and joint bar webs. Obviously, lubrication of the fishing surfaces is of

first importance in eliminating or preventing frozen joints and arresting corrosion. How-
ever, because of the increasing number of rail web failures within the joint, it seems

that the rail web should be given the same protection. The 65-deg flat spray nozzle was

used to oil the outside of the bars quite satisfactorily. For this work, the IC furnished a

new Fairmont Oil Sprayer, class W61, series B, group 1. Experimental work with the
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nozzles indicated a pressure of 100 psi was needed for the flat spray nozzle. This pressure

was greater than that required for the radial spray nozzle, and thus resulted in using

more lubricant than was anticipated. During the application of the three rail joint

lubricants, the spraying pressure was held to 100 psi, but the temperature of the oil

varied from 100 to 175 deg F. The maximum air temperature was 100 deg F.

Texaco No. 941 rail joint lubricant, a selected mineral oil with a wetting agent, was

sprayed on 67 joints in the west rail of section 3. In the east rail of the same section,

Leadolene Barcote No. 600 was sprayed on 66 joints. Barcote No. 600 is manufactured

by the Brooks Oil Company, and is said to be an improvement over Leadolene No. 325,

which has been used for spraying joints.

The experimental product used on the joints in section 10 is known as Texaco No.

TA-2420. This lubricant is similar to Texaco 941, but is not so highly refined. The experi-

mental rail joint lubricant is said to cost about one-half as much as Texaco 941. The

latter oil had a green color before spreading and the former was black. Only 5 ga! of

Texaco TA-2420 were available, which was enough to spray. 28 joints.

The following amounts of lubricants were used per joint: Texaco 941, 1.6 lb, Texaco

TA-2420, 1.4 lb, and Barcote No. 600, 1.4 lb. It is believed that by using a different

design of nozzle inside the joints that 1 lb of the lubricants will give the same total

coverage as that obtained with the radial spray nozzle.

Fig. 2 is presented to show a view of the Fairmont Oil Sprayer in operation. In

Fig. 3 a view of a dismantled joint, sprayed with Texaco TA-2420, shows the extent and

quality of the coverage obtained with the radial spray nozzle. A joint of each of the

other two lubricants was inspected 15 to 20 min after spraying and before the passing

of a train. Texaco 941 appeared to have the most rapid flowing and penetration quahties,

with about 90 percent of the fishings covered. The corresponding percentage for Barcote

600 was approximately 66. This lubricant was more viscous than Texaco 941. Texaco

TA-2420 coated the fishing areas about the same amount as obtained with Barcote 600.

Texaco 941 flowed over the entire area of the outside of the joint bars in less than

15 min. The other two lubricants generally covered the outside of the field bars after

a longer interval, but left many of the gage bars streaked. The gage bars do not receive

droppings from the journal boxes and are subjected to a sand blasting effect under Jiigh-

speed trains. Generally, the bolt shanks were covered well with each spray material.

Both TA-2420 and Barcote 600 may be more difficult to apply in cool weather. On the

day of the spraying, the maximum air temperature was 100 deg F. Rapid penetration

of the spray materials is needed for unfreezing badly frozen joints, but it seems that

there must be a compromise between this characteristic and obtaining a coating having

a good service life.

Discussion of Test Data
Rail Joint Gap

Measurements of the rail gap width were taken during the past winter and summer
and are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The bar diagrams show the percentages of the joints

by increments of 0.05 in rail gap for each of the test sections. In comparing the bar

diagrams for the last two winters, it was noted that there had been no general increase

(Fig. 4) of the number of joints in the first increment (0.00 to 0.04 in) since- the measure-

ments of Feb. 1952. This indicates that there has been no further increase in the slippage

resistance of the joints since the previous winter. The uniformity of the rail gap width

was not superior in any of the test sections. In July 1953 (Fig. 5), all sections had a

(Text continued on page 756}
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West Roil— 6-H. Heodfree Joint Bors

Section I S ^2 Mile 65

R IVI C Ploslic (New Formula)

Roil Temp 17° Avg Jomt Gap 018"

n n n n n n n

Section 2 N ^z Mile 66

Conoco Anti-Rust Compound, Brusti Cool

Roil Temp l7° Avg Joint Gap 0.22"

M

n r-1

Section 3. S>2 M.le 66

Dixon's 1924 Lubncont, Brush Cool

Roil Temp 17° A,/g Jomt Gap 020"

Section 4, N ^2 Mile 67

No-Ox- Id "A" Speciol, Brush Cool

No-Ox-Id Plugs, Both Ends

Roil Temp 22° Avg. Jomt Gap 018"

n

Seel.on 5 S. 4 ;/..e 67
No L.uDrication , Plastic H End Plugs

Rail Temp 22° Avg Jomt Gap 019"

Section 6 N. /2 Mile 68
No Lubrication, No End Plugs

Rail Temp 22° Avg Joint Gap 0.20"

n n n n n Mj H
Section 7 S •'2 Mile 75

Joints r-ocked with Texoco 905 Greose

Ploslic H End Pluo'.

RqiI Temp. 23° A^g Joir.l C-^r 024"

Section a N '''2 Mile 76

Joints Pocked with Petrolatum (Dork)

Piasiic H End Plugs

Roil Temp 23° Avg. Joint Gop 23"

JL _LL Mil
Section 9 S ^z Mile 76

Petrolatum (Dark), Brush Cool

Plastic H Plugs, Receiving End
Roil Temp 23° Avg. Jomt Gap 022"

Section 10 N 'z? Mile 77
Farberlite, Brush Coot

Roil Temp 24° Avg, Joint Gop O.I8"

n n n n n „ n nn nn nO

0LnO>"OinOir)0vr>oOinoir)Oir)O iiSS--f\J(MfO.O<3-«Iinvr)iDOO--CJCvjrOrO<T<
Joint Gap m Hundredths of an inch

Fig 4, Joint Gop Measurements for Roil Joint Lubrication Test January 6,1953

I C RR Chebonse to Danforth,Ill
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greater percentage of joints in the first bracket than in the previous summer, and the

average rail temperatures for the two summers were practically the same. Section 10

had the best uniformity of rail gap. However, this is not significant as it is a short

section of 40 joints as compared with ^ mile of track in the other sections. The average

rail gap for the 10 test sections reduced from 0.10 in. in September 1952, to 0.07 in. in

July 1953. It can be concluded from the last winter and summer measurements that there

was no further general increase in the tendency for the joints to become frozen. There

is no explanation for this, except that the greater daily changes in rail temperature

brought about by two successive hot summers and one mild and open winter may have

resulted in a greater aggregate rail movement within the joints.

In connection with spraying the joints in sections 3 and 10, the rail gaps were

measured in the west rail before and after the change in lubrication. The measurements

of August 11, 1953 (13 days after the spraying was done), are presented in Fig. 6. By
comparing the two upper diagrams in the figure with the corresponding sections in

Fig. 5, it will be observed that there was no change in the bar diagram for section 3

having a spray coat of Texaco 941, and only a moderate change in section 10 with Texaco

TA-2420. The lower left diagram in Fig. 6, east rail of section 3, will serve as the initial

summer rail gap measurements for the section with the Barcote 600 spray application.

From the standpoint of the type of rail joint lubricant used, there is no significance to

the fact that the west and east rails of section 3 had, respectively, 0.06 and 0.01 fn

average joint gap. It is probable that the east rail was originally laid lighter than the

west one, which was laid first.

During a period of 10 years, it has been found that the rail gap measurements for

both joint lubrication and rail anchorage service tests have never served as a satisfactory

yardstick for judging widely different test conditions. Future rail gap data will develop

information on the efficiency of the spray materials for effecting a better uniformity

of rail gap.

Joint Bar Pull-in

Graphs of joint bar pull-in, or total joint wear, are shown in Fig. 7 for each of the

10 test sections. In some of the sections, the pull-in values did not increase during the

third service period. An analysis of the pull-in for the top and bottom of the bars

indicated a cocking of the bars, which tended to result in the top of the bars offsetting

the pull-in at the bottom of the bars. Using the highest value shown for each section,

the average pull-in for the 10 sections varied from 0.041 in to 0.054 in, giving a mean

of 0.049 in. This range of values is rather small when consideration is given to the varia-

tions in joint lubrication, grade of track, etc. No significance can be given to the differ-

ences in the pull-in values with respect to the conditions in the 10 test sections until after

the bars have attained a final position and developed more pull-in. So far, the pull-in

measurements have shown no advantage in sections 2, 3, 4 and 9 for brushing the

greases on the rail and joint bars instead of brushing only the rail ends.

Maintenance of Way Report

During the third service period, the IC reported one broken bolt in the north half

of section 4 with a brush coat of No-Ox-Id "A" Special and No-Ox-Id end plugs. No
loose or broken bolts have previously been reported in any of the test sections. Each fall

the track bolts are retightened with a power track wrench. One broken bolt during 3

years of traffic in 4.58 miles of track carrying almost 100 million gross tons was excel-

lent performance. It is believed that the bolt maintenance has been aided by the use

of adequate rail anchorage, consisting of 10 forward and 4 back-up anchors. The north-

ward main has traffic in both directions.
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Inspection of Dismantled Joints

This year the inspection party was larger than any previous one of the committee.

In addition to the photographer of the BurHngton Railroad, supervisor of track of the

IC, and the AAR research engineer track, there were 17 persons in the group. The

party included three subcommittee members and five other AREA members, representing

seven railroads. There were nine representatives of four manufacturers. Fourteen joints

were dismantled and inspected by making observations and taking two close-up views

of each. A composite view is shown for each joint to include the bottom as well as the

top fishings of the bars. The original sections placed in 1950 are covered by Figs. 8 to

18, incl., and the sections sprayed on July 29, 1953, are shown on Figs. 19 to 21, incl.

In these figures, northbound is to the right, except in Fig. 19. The Association expresses

its appreciation to the Burlington for the excellent service rendered by its photographer.

In judging the condition of the joints, except in sections 7 and 8, it should be remem-

bered that the greases or grease cakes were applied 15 to 20 min after the rail ends were

hardened, and the heat left in the joint caused much of the greases to flow off the middle

third of the joint and may have influenced the slumping of the middle grease cakes.

Two variations in the use of the RMC Plastic Joint Packing are shown in Figs. 8

and 9. The joint packed solid (Fig. 9) had more lubrication on the lower half, but both

were deficient on the upper half. In both joints the bolts were well preserved, except

where the middle cakes were omitted. The brush coat of petrolatum (Fig. 8) was very

thin between the middle bolt holes, because of the heat from the end hardening. Slump-

ing of the middle cakes in the joint packed solid may have been influenced by that heat.

This year more of the middle cakes had lost bond with the rail and adhered to the joint

bars. There was some corrosion in the upper rail fillets of both joints. Examination

of the joint packed solid indicated the presence of a small amount of free water and

moisture between the rail web and grease cakes. The solid packed joint has had better

protection than the other one.

Fig. 10 shows one of the joints in section 2 with a brush coat of Conoco Anti-Rust

Compound and plastic H end plugs. The end plugs were effective in keeping the joint

free of debris and affording protection of the compound from the elements. Some cor-

rosion was observed on the rail and bars. Compare the clean and fresh appearance of

the compound on the rail web in Fig. 10 with the joints in Figs. 17 and 18, having and

plugs in only one end of the bars.

Figs. 11 and 12 give a comparison of the two methods of brushing on No-Ox-Id

"A" special. The No-Ox-Id end plugs in this section melted and slumped during the

first summer. In comparing these two joints, there was more lubrication on the rail

where both the bars and rail ends had a brush coat of grease. Both fishings appeared

to be drier in the joint having grease applied only to the rail.

The joints in Figs. 13 and 14 give a comparison of no lubrication, with and without,

end plugs. In the joint without the end plugs (Fig. 14), rust slabs in the lower rail

fillets had started to form and had hardened some. The oil shown in Fig. 14 was last

applied by the self-propelled spray car of the railroad about a year prior to this inspec-

tion. It was judged that the rust slabs would have been much harder if the metal

preservative had not been present. The other joint (Fig. 13) with end plugs had loose

rust and mill scale which had not formed a hard cake. No moisture was observed in the

joint with the end plugs.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the condition of two joints packed solid with a grease and

Texaco Plastic H end plugs. In the joint packed with Texaco 905 grease (Fig. 15) the

upper fishings were lubricated well—much better than the lower ones. There was no rust
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in the upper rail fillets and they were covered well with the grease. Very little corrosion

was observed on the bars. A slight amount of free water was observed in this joint. The

lower fishings had more coverage at the rail gap. In Fig. 16 the Petrolatum (dark) had

settled to the bottom of the bars. It was a cool day and the grease had stiffened. This

joint had more free water than the other one, but had less lubrication on both fishings.

There was no corrosion in the upper rail fillets. For this application, Texaco 905 graphite

grease is superior to Petrolatum as to (1) pumping or whipping the lubricant on the

upper fishings, and (2) having a higher melting point which minimizes the waste of vhc

grease on the ballast or ties at the rail gap. In hot weather the Petrolatum becomes a

liquid and flows out at the rail gap. There was some waste of Texaco 90S at the rail

gap, but this was much less than with Petralatum.

The views in Figs. 17 and 18 of joints brushed with Petrolatum (dark) with

receiving end plugs give another comparison of the two methods of brush application.

There was better coverage of both the bars and the rail in the joint (Fig. 17) where

the lubricant was brushed on the rail and bars. By comparing these two joints with the

one in Fig. 10, with both ends plugged, it can be observed readily that the closed joint

is kept cleaner inside and less debris gathered on the lubricant.

A photograph of a typical joint in each of the sections sprayed with the Fairmont

Oil Sprayer is included in Figs. 19, 20 and 21. Because of the variation in the spraying'

technique, and in the joint assembly as to fit, tightness and amount of corrosion and

fishing wear, a precise appraisal of the flowing and penetrating qualities of the three

spray materials can not be equitably made from the observations of one joint in each

category after one week of service. However, from the figures of the three joints, the

one sprayed with Barcote 600 (Fig. 20) appears to have the poorest coverage on the

bottom fishings. In all three sections complete coverage of the rail web and inside joint

bar web was obtained throughout the entire length of the joints. As previously stated.

it is of equal importance to secure good coverage on the rail web as on the fishings.

This test includes 1740 Texaco Plastic H end plugs, placed by hand. Sections 7 and 8

have 980 square end plugs and sections 2, 5 and 9 have 760 beveled end plugs. A check

of the condition of the end plugs indicated 40, or 2.3 percent, had worked out of place.

Of the 40 plug failures, 14 were of square end shape and 26 beveled.

General Remarks

The best protection against corrosion on the greatest area within a joint was provided

in section 7, packed with Texaco 905 graphite grease and Plastic H end plugs.

In all sections having a brush coat application of a rust preventive, the coating

was very thin between the middle bolts where the heat left from the rail end hardening

had melted the grease. However, the rail web still had a protective film of grease.

The bolt shank and threads were in good condition, except one bolt shank was

corroded in the RMC section where the middle cakes were omitted.

Comparison of the two methods of brush application of the compounds indicated

that there was more covering of the grease on the rail and fishings when both the bars

and rails were coated than in the case of brushing only the rails. In some of the joints

protected with a brush coat of grease, some corrosion in the upper rail fillets was observed.

The results of this inspection gave further confirmation that lubrication on the fish-

ings by the brush-on method cannot be maintained. The joints packed with grease were

effectively protected from corrosion, particularly in the upper half. Texaco 905 grease

was superior to Petrolatum (dark) in this respect.

(Text continued on page 767)
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10. Kmi^u Puiuon Section 2, Cm,<A-u Anti-Ki;

(Bi-ush coat on rajl, only).

ag=, bolh t-ncii

F>g. 11, NortiJ Portt«aSectic«4, Ko-Ox-Id "A" %>ecial {Brush eoat on rail ao<S bars aiid

No-Ox-Id end plugs).
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The spray applications made inside the joints in sections 3 and 10 with the radial

spray nozzle were effective in covering most of the area. It is judged that this is a

practical method for replenishing lubrication.

No adverse effect of plugging a joint at both ends has been observed. In previous

years some water was found in plugged joints without lubrication. The water was lying

on the rail base outside of the critical stress areas of the rail web and upper fillets. After

removing the bars from grease-packed joints, water was found lying on the lower fillet

and the rail base. Before removing the bars it is very probable that the water was lying

on the grease and not contacting the metal. No water was found in these joints in the

critical stress areas of the rail web at the middle bolts or in the upper rail fillets near

the rail gap, where rail failures generally occur within a joint. Contrariwise, the moisture

found in a joint packed with RMC plastic joint packing was generally on the critical

stress areas of the rail, particularly the rail web.

All of the brush-on lubricants or metal preservatives remaining in this test contain

Petrolatum, which has a relatively low melting point. Petrolatum (dark) and No-Ox-Id

"A" Special, without end plugs, were in the service test on the Burlington near Earlville,

in. A review of the third annual progress report pictures (Vol. SO, 1949, pages 626 to

641, incl.) shows that the two last mentioned rust preventives were in much better con-

dition than in this test. Compare Figs. 12 and 18 of .this report with Figs. 8 and 9,

respectively, on page 636 of the foregoing reference. The compounds in the IC test

were seriously affected by the heat left from the end hardening operation.

Conclusions

A few more years of service will be necessary to determine the relative effectiveness

of the several methods of lubricating rail joints.

Acknowledgement

The Association is indebted to the Illinois Central for its cooperation and assistance

in connection with conducting and revising the service tests, and extends its appreciation

to the sponsors for their valuable aid in endeavoring to reach a practical solution for

lubricating rail joints.

Report on Assignment 9

Critical Review of the Subject of Speed on Curves as Affected
by Present-Day Equipment

Collaborating with the AAR Joint Committee on Relation

Between Track and Equipment

J. W. Fulmer (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, D. B. Barge, L. E. Bates, F. J.
Bishop. M. C. Bitner, W. R. Bjorklund, T. Fred Burris, H. F. Busch, E. W.
Caruthers, W. E. CorneU, H. W. Cox, H. F. Fifield, D. C. Hastings, A. E. Haywood,
E. R. Murphy, W. N. Myers, M. P. Oviatt, J. S. Parsons, C. E. Peterson, Trov
West.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

The test program for this assignment has been completed with the exception of one

static lean test. The plotting of the reduced data and analysis of the results have been

carried forward to such an extent that substantial progress has been made on a report
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covering all phases of the program. One railroad has requested another static lean test,

so data will also be presented for a car of the design that is standard practice on

that road.

It has not been found possible to make a complete report at this time, but it is

planned to complete the report in the spring of 1954.

The analysis has gone forward to a sufficient extent that it seems safe to state that

no general change will be recommended in the present Manual table of comfortable

speeds for general usage. The limitation of 3-in unbalanced elevation has been found

generally to give a reasonable degree of comfort. However, the tests on the eight railroads

(some roads had two cars or conditions) have shown that there is an appreciable differ-

ence in the ability of cars to go around curves and maintain passenger comfort. A formula

has been devised that will enable any railroad desiring to do so to determine in a simple

manner the speed its cars can move around curves with a suitable degree of comfort.

The cars with superior ability in this respect can maintain faster schedules or the speed

can be adjusted for less favorable conditions to obtain better comfort.

The basis of this equation will be the tolerable acceleration previously determined

from the observer tests on two railroads and the car body roll as found from an easily

made static lean test. The car body roll has been found to be a major factor in deter-

mining the amount of the acceleration given the passenger, and the test data have shown

that the roll indicated by a static lean test is similar to that obtained dynamically with

a like amount of unbalanced elevation.

Consideration is also being given to arranging facilities for making static lean tests

at the AAR Research Center on both passenger and freight equipment. If this is done,

cars can be sent there by railroads desiring such information and the tests made by the

research staff.

This program coincides with a similar assignment of the Joint Committee on Rela-

tion Between Track and Equipment and is being conducted by the Engineering and

Mechanical Divisions under that committee. Some of the data are also being applied to

give information on an assignment of Committee 28—Clearances. The tests are under

the general direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, and W. M. Keller,

director of mechanical research. Randon Ferguson, electrical engineer, research staff, is

in active charge of the program.

Report on Assignment 10

Methods of Heat Treatment, Including Flame Hardening, of Bolted

Rail Frogs and Split Switches, Together with Methods
of Repair By Welding

S. H. Poore (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, W. E. Cornell, F. J. Bishop;

M. C. Bitner, H. F. Busch, W. R. Bjorklund, J. C. Brennan, T. Fred Burris, P. H.

Croft, K. E. Dunn, H. F. Fifield, W. E. Griffiths, V. C. Hanna, A. E. Haywood,
A. B. HiUman, J. W. Hopkins, C. H. Johnson, T. R. Klingel, E. R. Murphy, H. B.

Orr, J. S. Parsons, C. E. Peterson, R. D. Simpson, R. E. Tew, A. F. Huber, W. G.

Hulbert, Charles Kuchel, R. E. Miller, G. A. Peabody, J. A. Reed.

This is a progress report presented as information.

Following the program outlined to the Association at the March 1953 annual con-

vention (page 1083, Vol. 54 Proceedings), contract has been made with the Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. ^^aul and Pacific Railroad Company for the installation of three test

panels of crossing intersections at Mannheim, 111., each of the three test panels to consist
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of eight simulated crossing intersections—three of carbon-steel rail, heat treated by

various methods; three of flame-hardened carbon-steel rail; one carbon-steel panel of

control-cooled rail ("as rolled") ; and one panel of chrome-vanadium rail.

The different items of the rail panels have been assembled and fabrication is under

way at the Chicago plant of the Pettibone-Mulliken Corporation. It is expected this

fabrication will be complete and installation made as of January 15, 1954, after which

observations as to wear and methods of repair by welding can be undertaken.

In addition to the above, your committee is assembling data as to techniques of

repairing heat-treated trackwork by both gas and electric welding and has certain data

at hand concerning recent installations of heat-treated and flame-hardened frogs and

switches.

Special Report on

What Is the Difference in the Cost of Maintaining a Rail Joint

on Pine Ties and on Oak Ties?

By G. M. O'Rourke*

On May 21, 1953, AREA Committee 5—Track, inspected our test track between

Monee and Kankakee, 111. Many questions were asked, some of which we were able to

answer in the field, while for others we had to promise to get the answers later. The one

unanswered question to this time is: What is the difference in the cost of maintaining

a rail joint on pine ties and on oak ties?

A quick review of our cost data disclosed nothing on this question, nor could we

find where any tests had been made at any time in the past on the Illinois Central to get

an answer to this question.

Over the years that I have been a member of Committee 22—Economics of Railway

Labor, it was found on several occasions that the answer to such a moot question could

be secured by questioning a number of practical men; that when the pros and cons of

such men—roadmasters, supervisors of track, and section foremen—were added up and

balanced, a very reasonable and logical answer was found. That is what I did in this

instance. Such men were asked to consider the following questions:

1. Comparative life of ties, cost of renewal, etc.?

2. Cost of labor retightening bolts in joints due to difference in flexure of the two

kinds of wood?

3. Comparative wear of joint bars?

4. Comparative rail end batter?

5. Any churning resulting from difference in stiffness?

Following are practical answers from practical men:

1. Comparative life of cross ties, cost of renewal^

"If the joint bars are kept tight and batter is eliminated, pine ties should last nearly

as long as oak ties as they appear to do under continuous welded rail."

"Pine ties last about half as long as oak ties. When ties are dug in in rock ballast

labor is about 1 hr per tie. When ties are renewed during surfacing program the cost

reduced considerably.

Assistant engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad.
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"I cannot see that there is any difference in cost of maintenance. I do think, how-

ever, that oak ties will hold gage better."

"There is little doubt that a pine tie under a joint will last only about two-thirds

as long as an oak tie. Cost of renewal will be about the same for both."

"The oak tie will last longer and cost less to maintain the joint than the pine tie.

The tie plate will cut down into a pine tie and this will cause the tie to swing and the

bolts will work loose in the joint."

"Cost figures of one joint would have little meaning when compared with another

joint, perhaps only a mile apart where ballast, drainage, subgrade and the foremen are

entirely different. If any given joint were neglected the pine tie would last half as long

as an oak tie."

"There are many variables, such as location, traffic, bent rail and roadbed. It is the

general opinion that oak ties are better than pine at joints, especially so if the rail is bent

and battered, causing pounding. The pine tie, being softer, will not last as long. The

pine tie starts to fail, allowing the joint to swing and conditions become progressively

worse."

"Pine ties under joints have about 40 percent of the life of oak ties."

"It will cost about one-third more to maintain a joint on pine ties."

"The average life of a pine tie with 11 -in tie plate on heavy tonnage track is about

10 years, whereas the average oak tie will last 16 years or longer."

"Soft wood ties plate-cut more rapidly than hardwood ties."

"Oak ties last from 8 to 10 years longer under joints than pine ties."

"Spikes lose holding power in pine ties and then the rail joint moves, causing the

bolts to loosen."

"Pine ties installed in 1940 to 1944 were removed from under joints while oak ties

put in during 1934 to 1936 were left in."

"With small tie plates the oak tie will outlast the pine tie 2 to 1. The pine tie "would

be cut into, causing the joint to start pumping and churning, the bolts to loosen and

joint bars wearing on receiving end, thereby doubling the cost of maintenance, turning

bars, tightening bolts, tamping up joints, and building up rail ends."

"The Hfe of the oak tie is at least 5 years longer under a joint. The plate will cut

sooner on the pine tie and will require more frequent raising; also cause churning, which

in turn will cause the joint bolts to become loose. The loose bolts cause the ends to

batter more, resulting also in worn bars."

"I believe the cost is one-third more to maintain joints on pine compared with oak."

"We get better life out of an oak tie. The action of water and abrasives found m
foul ballast, blocked by mud dams at tie ends, wear the bottoms of pine ties."

"I estimate the life of oak ties under rail joints from 25 to SO percent greater than

the life of pine ties. The variation would depend on whether the ties were in tangent

track, track where there is excessive curvature, and to some extent on speed of trains."

"If we take into consideration the comparative life of joint ties, cost of renewing

them, and increased cost of maintaining rail joints, I would estimate savings of 50 percent

can be effected by using oak ties rather than pine ties."

"Our experience is all in favor of oak ties. The life of an oak tie is at least one-third

greater than the life of a pine tie."
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2. Cost of labor retightening bolts in joints due to difference in flexure

of the two kinds of wood?

"Tightening of bolts with pine ties is increased about one time."

"In the last few years of the hfe of the pine tie the crushing action on the fibers is

more pronounced than on oak ties, this resulting in extra wear in the joint proper, bolts

and fishing surfaces; rail end batter, churning, and extra wear on adjoining ties."

"As the bolts are tightened out-of-face periodically with bolting machines, I think

the number of broken and loose bolts found in joints from day to day average about

the same. In checking where battered rail ends are built up, 60 percent are at joints

with pine ties under them."

"We tighten our bolts out-of-face, so I do not see how we can set up comparative

cost."

"There is no appreciable difference in the wear of the joint bars due to the difference

in the flexure of the two kinds of wood. I think the same is true of rail end batter."

"Pine ties are, of course, more subject to plate cutting than oak ties, and this would
undoubtedly result in some additional expense for tightening bolts and increased wear
of joint bars, as well as increased batter of rail ends."

3. Comparative wear on joint bars?

"The greater cost of maintaining a joint on pine ties, as well as the wear of joint

bars, and rail end batter, are one-third greater than for a joint on oak ties."

4. Comparative rail end batter?

"Rail end batter is increased 40 to 50 percent."

"Crushing of pine increases rail end batter."

"Loose bolts cause ends to batter."

"One-third more rail end batter on pine."

S. Any churning resulting from difference in stiffness?

"There is a definite difference in the amount of churning of joints on pine and oak,

but I do not believe it is due to the difference in stiffness or flexure of the two types of

timber. There is more churning of joints on oak than on pine, caused by the oak ties

floating with the rail due to spikes holding better, while pine ties lie in the bed, spikes

lifting."

From the foregoing it would appear there can be little doubt about the advantages

and economies to be derived through using oak ties under rail joints. Estimates of tie

life range from one-third to one-half more for the oak tie under a joint, with correspond-

ing savings in labor. After getting these opinions we felt that the estimates were high

and approached it from another angle. C. D. Turley, our engineer of tests, ties and

treatment, studied the question and came up with this answer. You will recall that he

was in the party that accompanied your committee.

Our maintenance of way expense statistics indicate that we use more man-hours in

maintaining track on our Southern Lines, where pine ties have normally been used and

where tonnage is consistently less than in the north where oak ties are used. The com-

putations which follow are based on the following general information:

1. Average life of oak cross ties, 20 to 25 years.

2. Average hfe of pine cross ties, 15 to 20 years.

3. One mile of track (39-ft rails) contains 270 rail joints.
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4. Use two ties per joint (suspended joint).

5. Labor to renew, one man-hour per tie.

6. Labor to maintain one mile of track, Northern Lines, Illinois Central 1952

—

1154 man-hours.

7. Labor to maintain one mile of track, Southern Lines, Illinois Central 1952

—

1218 man-hours.

8. Labor to maintain rail joints, 45 percent of total track maintenance (AREA
Proceedings (Vol. 37, 1036, page 477).

COMPUTATIONS

Labor to Maintain Rail Joints

On Oak Ties

Labor to install joint ties (1 mile) 270X2X1 = 540 man-hr.

Labor to maintain joint ties (per yr.) 0.45XllS4=z 519.3 man-hr.

540 „ ,

Total labor per mile ^77+ S19.3 = 543.3 man-hr.

On Pine Ties

Labor to install joint ties (1 mile) 270X2X1 = 540 man-hr.

Labor to maintain joint ties (per yr.) 0.45X1218 = 548.1 man-hr.

540
Total labor per mile -jy^ + 548.1 = 578.9 man-hr.

Difference 578.9— 543.3 = 35.6 man-hr.

It therefore costs -^5.6
^ qj- approximately 6.1 percent, more to maintain rail joints

578.9

on pine ties than on oak ties.

Our men in the field believe this is too low. Perhaps, for all practical purposes,

a conservative figure to use falls somewhere between 10 and 25 percent.
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*Died July 8, 1953.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including minor revision of rail specification, and recom-

mendation for adoption of 140-lb rail and joint bar page 775

2. Conditions affecting service life of rail, causes of rail failures and defects,

in collaboration with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars.

Progress report, including as Appendix 2-a, 1953 Report on Investigation

of Transverse Fissure Failures in Control-Cooled Rail page 779

3. Rail failure statistics covering (a) all failures; (b) transverse fissures;

(c) performance of control-cooled rail.

Progress report, including statistics on rail failures reported up to December

31, 1952 page 783

4. Rail end batter; causes and remedies.

Brief progress report, presented as information page 801

5. Economic value of various sizes of rail.

Progress report, presented as information page 802

6. Service tests of various types of joint bars.

Progress report, presented as information page 803

7. Joint bar wear and failures; revision of design and specification for new
bars, including insulated joints, and bars for maintenance repairs.

Progress report, presented as information page 811

Appendix 7-a—Twelfth progress report on the Rolling-Load Tests of Joint

Bars page 814

773
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8. Causes of shelly spots and head checks in rail ; methods for their prevention.

Progress report, including report on service tests of heat-treated and alloy

steel rail page 828

Appendix 8-a—Twelfth progress report on Shelly Rail Studies at the Uni-

versity of Illinois page 832

Appendix 8-b-—Report of Study of Simulated Rails Under Repeated Roiling

Load at Battelle Memorial Institute page 840

Appendix 8-c—Final report on Three-Dimensional Photoelastic Investiga-

tion of the Principal Stresses and Maximum Shears in the Head of a Model

of a Railroad Rail, by Professor M. M. Frocht page 854

Appendix 8-d—Supplementary report on photoelastic investigation referred

to in Appendix 8-c page 887

9. Recent developments affecting rail section.

Progress report, presented as information page 898

10. Service performance and economics of 78-ft rail, collaborating with Com-

mittee S ; specification for 78-ft rail.

Progress report, presented as information page 899

11. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report. Subject discontinued at the end of the current year.

The Committee on Rail,

C. J. Code, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin S14, February 1954.

' Shames! MpvnsiiJt ^ker«

James Byrnside Akers, chief engineer. Southern Railway System, past president of

the American Railway Engineering Association, and a member of Committee 4, died at

Washington, D. C, on July 8, 1953. Mr. Akers served as a member of the Rail com-

mittee from 1938 to the time of his death, and as a subcommittee chairman from 1942

until 1952. Mr. Akers' good humor and sincere and friendly manner endeared him to all

those with whom he came in contact. His intense interest in the problems currently

confronting all railroad men, and his determination to obtain the right solution, served

as an inspiration to his fellow committee members.

A more complete Memoir on Mr. Akers appears in Bulletin 510, September-October,

1953, page 347, and likewise in the Memoir section of these Proceedings.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

B. R. Meyers (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, W. J. Burton, C. J. Code,
C. J. Geyer, E. L. Gosnell, J. L. Gressitt, R. L. Groover, W. H. Hobbs, C. C. Lathey,
H. S. Loeffler, Ray McBrian, L. T. Nuckols, E. E. Oviatt, R. E. Patterson, G. L. P.

Plow, R. B. Rhode, J. C. Ryan, E. F. Salisbury, S. H. Shepley, A. A. Shillander,

G. L. Smith, J. S. Wearn, H. F. Whitmore, Edward Wise, Jr.

The following revisions are submitted with the recommendation that they be adopted

and published in the Manual:

Pages 4-2-1 to 4-2-6, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPEN-HEARTH STEEL RAILS

Reapprove with the following revisions:

Page 4-2-2 Art. 5 (b), delete and substitute new paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) as

follows:

(b) If all these specimens withstand the above drop test without breaking between

the supports, all of the rails of the heat will be accepted subject to final inspection for

surface, section and finish.

(c) If any specimen breaks in a location other than between the supports, the test

shall be disregarded and a retest shall be taken from the top of the rail involved.

(d) If one of the three specimens fails, subject to the requirements of Art. 5 (c),

all of the "A" rails of the heat shall be rejected.

Specimens shall then be cut from the bottom end of the same "A" rails or the top

end of the "B" rails of the same ingots and tested subject to Art. 5 (c). If any of these

specimens fail, the "B" rails of the heat .shall be rejected.

Three additional specimens shall then be taken from the bottom end of the "B"

rails or the top end of the "C" rails of the same ingots and tested subject to Art. 5 (c).

If none of these specimens fails, the balance of the heat shall be accepted subject to final

inspection for surface, section and finish. If any of these specimens fail, the entire heat

shall be rejected.

Page 4-2-2. Delete entire Art. 6. Elongation and Permanent Set.

Pages 4-2-9 to 4-2-11, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGH-CARBON-STEEL JOINT BARS

Reapprove with the following revision:

Page 4-2-11. To correct a typographical error and show the correct permissible

camber in 36-in bars as ^ in instead of % in, change last sentence of Art. 12. Work-

manship, to read: The camber in either plane shall not exceed g's in. in 24-in bars and

iV in. in 36-in bars.

Pages 4-1-1 to 4-1-5, incl.

RECOMMENDED RAIL SECTIONS

Adopt as an AREA recommended section the 140-lb rail section shown in Fig. 6,

to be designated 140 RE (center line of bolt hole drilling to be 3 in above base of rail,

diameter of bolt holes ly^ in, and bolt hole spacing to be 35/2-6-6). Include in Manual

as a part of Recommended Rail Sections.
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Area
Sq In

Head S.O

Web 3.9

Base 4.9

Total
'.

13.8

Percejit Moment of inertia 96.8

36.7 Section modulus, head 24.6

28.0 Section modulus, base 28.7

3S.3 Ratio m.i. to area 7.0

Ratio s.m. head to area 1.78

100.0 Ratio height to base 1.22

Calculated weight, lb per yd 140.6

Fig. 6—140 RE rail section.
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Pages 4-1-6 to 4-1-13, incl.

JOINT BARS AND ASSEMBLIES

Adopt as an AREA recommended section the 140-lb head-contact joint bar shown
in Fig. 7a. Bolt hole punching is to conform to rail drilling 3 in above base of rail, as

described above for the 140 RE rail. Include in Manual as part of Joint Bars and

Assemblies.

Pages 4-1-14 to 4-1-15, incl.

RAIL DRILLINGS, BAR PUNCHINGS, AND TRACK BOLTS

Page 4-1-14. Reapprove Table 1 with the following revision. Add column of dimen-

sions for 140 RE rail, so table will appear as reproduced herewith.

Page 4-1-15. Reapprove Fig. 1 with the following change: Revise title to include

reference to 140 RE rails and joint bars.

Table 1

—

Recommended Rail Drillings, Bar Punchings and Track Bolts
FOR 90 RA-A, 100 RE, US RE, 132 RE, 133 RE and 140 RE Rails

AND Joint Barsj

Rail Drillings
a
b ;

c

d*

Bar Punchings
24-in 4-Hole Bar

e
f

g

36-in 6-Hole Bar
h
i

j

k

Track Bolt
D
L
I

Dimensions in Inches

2 37/64
2 11/16
.5 1/2
5 1/2

5 1/2
5 1/2
3 3/4

5 1/2
5 1/2
5 1/2
4 1/4

1

5 1/4
2

100 RE

2 45/64
2 11/16
5 1/2
5 1/2

5 1/2
5 1/2
3 3/4

5 1/2
5 1/2
5 1/2
4 1/4

1/2

115 RE

2 7/8
3 1/2

7 1/8
6
2 7/lf.

7 1/8
6
6
2 7/16

1

5 1/2
2 1/4

132 RE

3 3/32
3 1/2
6
6

7 1/8
6
2 7/16

7 1/8
6
6
2 7/16

1

5 3/4
2 1/4

133 RE

3
3 1/2
6
6

7 1/8
6
2 7/16

7 1/8
6
6
2 7/16

1

5 3/4
2 1/4

140 RE

3
3 1/2
6
6

7 1/8
6
2 7/16

7 1/8
6
6
2 7/16

1

5 3/4
2 1/4

tSee Fig. 1 for bar punching and rail drillings, and Jigs. 1, 2 and 3 and Tables 1, 2 and 3 under "Design
for Track Bolts and Xuts," for dimensions of track bolts and nuts.

*This drilling to be omitted for 4-hole bars.
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Report on Assignment 2

Conditions Affecting Service Life of Rail, Causes of

Rail Failures and Defects

In Collaboration with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars

C. J. Code (chairman, subcommittee), C. B. Bronson, E. E. Chapman, L. S. Crane,

W. J. Cruse, R. A. Emerson, J. L. Gressitt, K. K. Kessler, Ray McBrian, B. R.
Meyers, L. T. Xuckols, W. C. Perkins, G. L. Smith, R. P. Winton.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Subcommittee 2, meeting with representatives of the American Iron and Steel Insti-

tute technical committees, functions as the Joint Contact Committee. This committee

supervises the jointly sponsored research work which has been carried on at the Uni-

versity of Illinois, Battelle Memorial Institute, and the Illinois Institute of Technology.

Professor R. E. Cramer's report on Investigation of Transverse Fissure Failures in

Control-Cooled Railroad Rails follows as Appendi-x 2-a. Professor Cramer's report on

shelly rail studies, and the work done at Battelle Memorial Institute on shelly rails will

be found in connection with the report of Subcommittee 8, as will also the report of

Professor M. M. Frocht's investigation of stresses in the rail by the photo-elastic method.

Certain revisions in the rail specifications have been agreed upon with the manu-

facturers' representatives, and are presented for approval of the Association in the report

of Subcommittee 1 . Certain other revisions of the rail specifications, having to do

specifically with the matter of handling the nick and break test and the method of

loading rails, are still under discussion.

Through the efforts of the Joint Contact Committee the manufacturers have pre-

sented a proposed Specification for Preparation of Rails for Butt Welding, which has

been reviewed by the Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail and is being

handled further with the manufacturers.

Appendix 2-a

Investigation of Failures in Control-Cooled Railroad Rails

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Organization and Acknowledgment

This investigation is financed equally by the Association of American Railroads and

the American Iron and Steel Institute.

Student assistants Don Yeager and C. F. Chen have worked for this investigation

on a part-time basis during the past year.

Control-Cooled Rails Which Failed in Service

Since October 1, 1952, reports have been prepared on 41 failures in control-cooled

rails for the railroad engineers supplying the rails, and copies of the reports have been

furnished the rail mills and the AAR research department for their rail failure statistics.

Table 1 gives a summary of these failures. Table 2 lists each rail separately.
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Table 1

—

Summary of Rail Failures

Transverse fissure from shatter crack 2

Transverse fissures from hot torn steel 9

Transverse fissure from inclusion 1

Detail fractures from shelling 17

Fractures from welded engine burns 3

Bolt hole cracks 3

Head and web separation 1

Engine burn fracture 1

Head checks 2

Shelling only 2

Total 41

Transverse Fissures from Shatter Cracks

The two transverse fissures from shatter cracks were both in 100-lb control-cooled

rails rolled at the Algoma Mill in 1948 and 1949. Four previous transverse fissures from

shatter cracks have been reported in Algoma control-cooled rails rolled in 1939 (2),

1942, and 1946. These failures were discussed with the management of the Algoma Mill

in 1950, and it was recommended that changes be made in the lids of the control-cooling

containers and that the AREA recommended practice for control-cooling rails be followed

more closely.

Transverse Fissures from Hot Torn Steel

There are nine transverse fissures from hot torn steel in rails from three mills which

reheat their rail steel blooms, the rails having been rolled in the following years:

Lackawanna—1948
Inland—1944
Steelton—1936, 1937, 1939, 3 in 1940, 1946

Two of these failures are shown in Fig. 1. These nine rails represent the few blooms

which were accidentally heated too hot for rolling into sound rails. Only one was rolled

Fig. 1—Transverse fissures from hot torn steel.

Top row shows failures in rails 799 and 800.

Bottom row shows etched slices from same rails.
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Fig. 2—Both sides of head and web separation rail.

The wavy condition of the head was caused by corrosion in a tunnel.
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since 1946 when the cause of this porosity was established as over heating of the rail

blooms.

Miscellaneous Rail Failures

The detail fractures from shelHng, fractures from welded engine burns, the engine

burn fracture, and the transverse fissure from inclusion were classified after laboratory

investigations were made to determine the origins of the fractures. In some cases,

especially fractures from welded engine burns and fissures from inclusion, it is impossible

to determine the cause of the failure without a laboratory examination of the specimen.

The head and web separation failure, head checks, shelling and bolt hole failures are

considered to be the result of service condition and not due to the quality of the rail steel.

The head and web separation rail was from continuous welded rail in a tunnel.

Fig. 2 shows both sides of this rail. It will be noted that beside the head and web separa-

tion cracks, the rail head shows an unusual wavy or wrinkled surface condition. Metal-

lographic examination of this steel indicated that these grooves and ridges were the result

of corrosion and were not a condition of the rail as rolled.

In general, there have been very few failures of control-cooled rails.

Report on Assignment 3

Rail Failure Statistics, Covering (a) All Failures; (b) Transverse

Fissures; (c) Performance of Control-Cooled Rail

C. J. Code (chairman, subcommittee), B. Bristow, C. B. Bronson, E. L. Gosnell, C. B.

Harveson, W. H. Hobbs, N. W. Kopp, B. R. Meyers, L. T. Nuckols, Embert Osland,

G. L. P. Plow, J. G. Roney, I. H. Schram, S. H. Shepley, A. A. Shillander, H. F.

Whitmore.

These statistics present the rail failures reported to December 31, 1952, and are

submitted as information. They include the failures reported by 66 railroads on all of

their main-line railway mileage, which constitutes practically all of the main line track

in the United States and Canada. This report was prepared by Kurt Kannowski, metal-

lurgical engineer of the AAR Engineering Division research staff, under the direction

of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research.

The accompanying tables and diagrams have been prepared to indicate the extent

of control of the transverse fissure problem that has been obtained by the use of control-

cooled rail and detector car testing, to give data on the quality of each year's rollings

for the various mills, and to show the types of failures that are occurring on the various

railroads as related to the mill producing the rail.

Transverse Fissure Failures

It is gratifying to note that the number of service transverse fissure failures showed

a substantial decline during the year 1952, in keeping with the general trend started in

1943. As stated in the report presented last year, the decrease in these failures in 1951

was not as much as was anticipated and hoped for, which was due primarily to an

increase in the number of failures on several large reporting roads. However, the decrease

for 1952 was substantial, amounting to 352 compared to the 1951 failures as shown in

Table 1, or a decrease of 21 percent. Almost all roads showed a reduction in the number
of service transverse fissure failures in 1952 compared with 1951. This decrease is, of
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course, due to the replacement of rail rolled prior to 1937 with control-cooled rail, to

the removal from track of heats of old rail which have shown themselves to be susceptible

to transverse fissure development, and to the operation of detector cars with detection

of transverse defects and removal before service failures occur. A further reduction in

the present low rate of service transverse fissure failures will depend to a large extent

upon a continued program of adequate detector car inspection and removal of detected

transverse defects from track.

It is interesting to note from Fig. 1 that the total number of detected transverse

defects continues at a high level without evidencing any decided trend for a substantial

decline. It is apparent from curve D in Fig. 1, showing the detected transverse fissures

for those roads that break and verify their transverse defects (Table 2), that the detected

transverse fissures since 1Q43 have been following a similar decline to the service trans-

verse fissures. It is evident, therefore, that a major part of the total detected transverse

defects are not transverse fissures from shatter cracks, but are other types of transverse

defects, presumably mostly detailed fractures from shelly spots. The failures represented

by curves C and D of Fig. 1 represent approximately 50 percent of the track mileage of

that for curves A and B. Curve D is, therefore, a reliable indication of the reduction

in detected transverse fissure failures.

Mill Performance

The quality of steel and the excellence of rolling mill practice are reflected by Figs. 2

and 3. Fig. 2, which gives the number of service and detected failures occurring during

the first five years of service, shows that the 1947 rollings have the same low failure

rate as the 1945 and 1946 rollings. In Fig. 3, which gives the failure rates by individual

mills, the performance is in general good, although it will be noted that the rollings

for certain mills for certain years show unusually high failure rates. It was pointed out

in the report last year that the rates of failure in the 1949 and 1950 Algoma rollings

were quite high due principally to base failures in the 100 RE head-free section on the

Canadian Pacific. The 1951 rollings show similar results for the same reason. The failure

rates in the 1943 and 1944 Carnegie ET rollings continue to be high because of an

abnormally high number of web failures within joint bar limits on a few railways. The

1945 Colorado rollings show a high failure rate, these failures being mostly CF's and

DF's on the Union Pacific, as stated last year. The high rate of failure in the 1946 Gary

rolling is the result of web failures within joint bar limits on the New York Central

System. The 1942, 1943 and 1944 Lackawanna rollings were also high for the same reason.

As stated in the report last year, the 1950 Lackawanna rollings showed an unusually

high rate for the first year of service because of 20 other head failures on the Great

Northern and several vertical split heads on the Grand Trunk Western. The 1951 failure

rate is also high for this mill due to 11 vertical split heads that developed on the Grand

Trunk Western in this year's rolling.

Generally the mill performance, as indicated by the failure statistics, appears to be

good. The high rate for certain rolHngs appears to be influenced by local conditions on a

few railways rather than by the quality of the steel. Except for the 1949, 1950 and 1951

Algoma rollings, and the 1950 and 1951 Lackawanna rollings, the failure rates for the

years 1948, 1949, 1950 and 1951, following adoption of the new rail sections, are reduced

one-half or more as compared with the years 1944, 1945, 1946 and 1947 preceding their

adoption. As stated last year the service period for the new sections has not been long

enough to evaluate definitely their merits in preventing web failures within joint bar

limits, but the above comparison is very encouraging.

(Text continued on page 801)
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TONS OF RAILS AND TRACK MILES OF EACH YEAR'S ROLLINGS 1942

REPORTED BY 64 RAILROADS.
1951 mcL.

Year
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TRACK MILES AND lui? FAILURES, ALL TvpES, IN ROLLINGS 1942 TO 1951. INCL.
,

OPEN-HEARTH CONTROL-COOLED RAIL ONLY

ROAD
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TABLE 7 - ACCUMULATED FAILURES OF ALL TYPES OF OH CONTROL-COOLED RAIL ONLY, IN

ROLLINGS 1942-1951, INCL. , ACCUMULATED TO DECEMBER 31, 1952, SEGREGATED BY ROADS
AND MILLS, FROM TABLE 6, EXCLUSIVE OF ENGINE BURN FRACTURES SHOWN SEPARATELY
FOR 1951 ONLY AND TOTAL ACCUMULATED 1943-1952, INCL.

ROADS
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TABLE 7 - CONTINUED

ROADS
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TABLE 7 - CONTINUED
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Types of Failures

Web failures within the joint bar limits and compound fissures and detail fractures

continue to be the most prevalent types of failure occurring in control-cooled rail

(Table 6). These two classifications comprised 63 percent of all failures reported to

December 31, 1950, 65 percent to December 31, 1951, and 68 percent to December 31,

1952. As stated last year the fact that the CF's and DF's are relatively high on roads

experiencing difficulty with shelly rail indicates that most of this classification are detail

fractures from shelling. The totals of the CF's and DF's have increased from 7872 in

1950, to 9526 in 1951, and 9712 in 1952. The prevalence of this type of failure and its

increase present a serious problem which it is hoped may be alleviated by the research

in progress on alloy and heat-treated rail steel.

The large number of web failures within the joint bar limits seems to be due to

local conditions on various railroads and the increased use of supersonic devices for detect-

ing bolt hole and fillet cracks. It is believed that the redesigned rail sections and new

bolt hole spacings, in conjunction with improved methods of corrosion protection of the

rail web, will bring this type of failure under satisfactory control. In the meantime

the use of supersonic detectors offers a means of protection against service failures from

this cause.

In Table 6, the column headed TF Verified University of IlHnois contains transverse

fissures from shatter cracks, from inclusions, and from hot torn steel. The control-cooling

process could only be expected to be effective in the elimination of shatter cracks and

transverse fissures from this cause. It is evident from the notation at the bottom of

Table 8 that the number of transverse fissures from shatter cracks is remarkably small

considering the considerable tonnage of control-cooled rail in service. Most of the

transverse fissures have developed from hot torn steel, and measures have been taken

by the mills to correct this difficulty.

Report on Assignment 4

Rail End Batter ; Causes and Remedies

K. K. Kessler (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, B. Bristow, B. Chappell, C. J.

Code, W. J. Cruse, J. K. Gloster, R. L. Groover, J. C. Jacobs, L. R. Lamport.
C. C. Lathey, H. S. Loeffler, E. E. Mavo, B. R. Meyers, E. E. Oviatt, G. L. P. Plow,

W. G. Powrie, R. B. Rhode, J. G. Roney, G. L. Smith, A. P. Talbot, J. E. Yewell.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

A program for 1954 has been approved whereby matched pairs of battered rail ends

will be repaired at the AAR laboratory using various welding methods and different

types of rods. The repaired rail ends will then be tested on the rolling-load machines in

the laboratory.
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Report on Assignment 5

Economic Value of Various Sizes of Rail

A. A. Shillander (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, W. J. Burton, B. Chappell,

C. J. Code, R. A. Emerson, P. O. Ferris, W. H. Hobbs, J. C. Jacobs, N. W. Kopp,
W. B. Leaf, E. E. Mayo, B. R. Meyers, Embert Osland, R. E. Patterson, G. A.

Phillips, R. B. Rhode, J. G. Roney, J: C. Ryan, J. F. Shaffer, W. D. Simpson,

A. P. Talbot, J. S. Wearn.

Your committee submits the following report of progress as information. It is a

continuation of maintenance charges in Study A for last year, computed to show average

of nine years.

Study A
Result of Study of Illinois Central Railroad Northward Track, Mattoon to

Savoy, III. Test Section of 112-Lb and 131-Lb Rail

112-lb Rail

M.P. 163.68 to M.P. 172.73 (Laid in 1942)

M.P. 152.24 to M.P. 163.68 (Laid in 1943)

(Station 10142+58 to Station 11224+95)
Total track miles maintained

(108,173 track feet) 20.48

No. turnouts maintained 18

No. railroad crossings maintained ... 1

No. public grade crossings maintained 22

No. private grade crossing maintained 2

Removed 8.05 track miles M. P.

155.75 to M. P. 163.80, 7/1/53
Remaining 12.43 track miles.

131 -lb Rail

M.P. 132.00 to M.P. 152.24 (Laid in 1944)

(Station 11224+95 to Station 11293+98)
Total track miles maintained

(106,747 track feet) 20.21

No. turnouts maintained 21

No. railroad crossings maintained ... 3

No. public grade crossings maintained 22

No. private grade crossings maintained 6

Both Test Sections Computed at 1944 Prices

Average Annual Traffic Density—28,000,000 Gross Tons

Rail and Other Track Material
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Description of 1948 Service Installations

The report of the committee in 1949 described the two service installations of

various types of joint bars for the new llS and 132 RE rail sections. Subsequently, at

the request of the Rail Joint Company, an additional joint bar design of the long-toe

or angle-type was added to each of the two installations. The service test sections of

132 RE joint bars are located on the eastbound main track of the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe Railway, 100 miles west of Chicago. Each test section is ^ mile in length, all

located on tangent track. The test installation includes the following different test sections:

Location V-132 headfree, 36 in, 6-6-7i/^-6-6 in, new AREA punching, 6-hole

bars, placed in August 1948.

Location W-132 RE headfree, 36 in, 9-9^-9 in punching, 4-hole bars, placed in

August 1948.

Location X-132 RE, 36 in, 6^-6^-S>^-6>4-6^ in, old AREA punching, 6-hole

bars, placed in August 1948.

Location Y-132 Rail Joint Co., K-42, headfree, 36 in, 63/^-6^-Si/^-6>^-6>^ in,

old AREA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in March 1949.

Location Z-132 Rail Joint Co., K-44, headfree, long-toe design, 39 in, 6J^-6i/^-

5ys-6y2-6% in, old AREA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in March 1949.

It will be observed from the above that this test installation for 132 RE rail includes

a comparison of three different designs of joint bars, and in the case of the new AREA
headfree joint bar includes three different bolt hole spacings. Fig. 1, page 572 of AREA
Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, shows the exact location of each test section, tied into mile

posts and highways, and includes the designation letter and description of each.

In October 1948 measurements were made of rail surface profile, joint camber and

out-to-out distances of bars on locations V, W, and X to provide base measurements

for determining the rate of rail-end batter, joint droop, and fishing surface wear. Cor-

responding measurements were made at locations Y and X in May 1949 and October

1949, respectively. Complete measurements were made in July 1950, June 1951, and

May 1953. The results of all of these tests are shown on Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

The test sections of the new 115 RE rail were installed on the westbound main

track of the Chicago & North Western Railway near Sterling, 111., 106 miles west of

Chicago on the Omaha line. Each test section includes 100 joints and is approximately

2000 ft long. Location EE, the long-toe or angle-bar design, was added in May 1949, the

other sections having been placed in November 1948. This test installation now includes

the following sections, all on tangent track.

Location AA—115 RE headfree, 36 in, 9-9J^-9 in punching, 4-hole bars.

Location BB—115 RE headfree, 36 in, 6-6-7^^-6-6 in, new AREA punching,

6-hole bars.

Location CC—115 R. J. Co., K-22, headfree, 36 in, 6-6-7^-6-6 in, new AREA
punching, 6-hole bars.

Location DD—115 R. J. Co., K-4, headfree, 36-in, 6-6-7^-6-6 in, new AREA
punching, 6-hole bars.

Location EE—115 R. J. Co., K-24, headfree, long-toe design, 39 in, 6-6-7^-6-6

in, new AREA punching, 6-hole bars.

The designation letters for locations AA to DD are the reverse of the order given

in the report of 1949. This change was made after location EE was added to have the

sections in alphabetical order in track.

(Text continued on page 811)
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It will also be noted that the above includes four different designs of joint bars

and also includes for the new 115 AREA headfree design a test section with the new
AREA punching and a test section with a 4-hole punching for a 36-in length bar. Fig. 2

on page 573 of AREA Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, shows mile posts, highways, designation

letters, and joint bar description relative to each test section. Measurements of rail

surface profile, joint camber, and out-to-out distances of bars were made in May 1949,

May 1950, May 1951, and June 1Q5.^. The results of these measurements are shown on

Figs. 4, 5 and 6.

Conclusion

In the early phase of the life of the joint bars no great difference in the per-

formance may be expected, which is shown on Figs. 1-6. It may be noted again this

year, though, that the change in out-to-out distances at the middle of the 36-in, 4-hole

RE joint bars on location W on the AT&SF is greater than that of the other types of

joint bars. With this exception the performance of the joint bars at both test installations

has been normal to date.

Report on Assignment 7

Joint Bar Wear and Failures; Revision of Design and Specification

For New Bars, Including Insulated Joints, and Bars

For Maintenance Repairs

E. E. Chapman (chairman, subcommittee), J. B. Akers, T. A. Blair, W. J. Burton,
C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, J. C. Dejarnette, J. L. Gressitt, R. L. Groover, W. H. Hobbs,
S. R. Hursh, L. R. Lamport, E. E. Mayo, E. H. McGovern, B. R. Meyers, Embert
Osland, G. A. Phillips, G. L. P. Plow, J. C. Rvan, I. H. Schram, J. F. Shaffer,

S. H. Shepley, A. P. Talbot, H. F. Whitmore.

This is a condensed report on the various tests of joint bars conducted during the

past several years at the University of Illinois.

While many observations might be made and conclusions drawn from the large

amount of tabulated data, only a few general observations will be mentioned here. Sev-

eral factors, some not always apparent, contribute to the rather wide variation in test

results, making precise conclusions difficult. Some of these factors are: (a) Inherent

variation in the material quality; (b) Variation in bar hardness; (c) Decarburized

fishing surfaces; (d) Stress raisers, such as gouging of rail ends, local area of high bearing

pressure, spike slots; and (e) Bars with mechanical properties below specification

requirements.

Mechanical properties of service- failed bars indicate the material in a high per-

centage of the bars is lower than specification requirements, primarily showing yield

point below 70,000 psi. The material quality and proper heat treatment apparently are

of prime importance for the reduction of joint bar failures.

The majority of service failures submitted for laboratory examination had failure

originating in the top surface at or near the rail end as a result of stress concentration

in gouged areas at rail end locations. The joint bar relief or head easement as now pro-

vided for in AREA design joint bars was found to be very effective for reducing gouging

by the rail ends, and it should result in a reduction of service failures originating in the

critical top center surface. Laboratory-tested joint bars with hardness less than 200
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Brinell showed a definite decrease in fatigue life, and shot-peened fishing surfaces increased

fatigue life approximately 300 percent. Cold sawed or milled rail ends with most of the

normal rail end distortion eliminated lessened the stress concentration leading to failure.

The practice of beveling rail ends is considered beneficial for the reduction of gouging

of joint bars. Laboratory tests indicated that increased fatigue life resulted from: Wider

spacing of central bolt holes and the use of toeless bars, eliminating the need of spike

slots that serve as stress raisers to cause failure.

A brief summary of joint bar tests in a 33-in stroke rolling-load machine, from

which some of the observations were made, is shown in the accompanying table. In all

tests the wheel load for 112-lb and llS-lb bars was 44,400 lb, and the wheel load for

131-lb, 132-lb and 133-lb bars was 55,500 lb. Bolt tension was maintained at 15,000 lb.

Unfortunately, complete and reliable data on joint bar service failures are difficult

to secure outside of special assigned test sections, but failures do occur and in epidemic

proportions at times, depending on the temperature at which the bars were quenched.

When joint bars are quenched at 1350 deg F, which is only slightly below the critical

temperature, the fatigue life is reduced to that of an unquenched bar.

Laboratory and service tests have been planned on two groups of 132 RE bars that

were rolled in 1948 and removed in 1951 from Santa Fe track and salvaged by special

heat treatment. Also included with these bars are two groups of new bars rolled in 1952.

The four groups of test bars, from which samples have been sent to the University of

Illinois for investigation, are as follows:

1. Twenty-four joint bars with pressed easement and mill quenched.

2. Twenty-four joint bars with ground easement, requenched 1525 deg F.

3. Twenty-four joint bars with ground easement, requenched 1525 deg F, and

tempered 800 deg F.

4. Twenty-four joint bars, mill quenched and easement ground 1^ in to l^ in

long and 3^5 in deep.

There are approximately 1100 bars from each of the two groups of reheat-treated

joint bars for service test, and 800 bars mill quenched with ground easement. The

remainder of the 43^-mile test section between Ridgeton and Lebo, Kans., on the Eastern

Division of the Santa Fe, will be installed with the pressed easement, mill-quenched

joint bar. ^
Future test work should include:

1. A study of the maximum easement length and depth permissible that will not

materially shorten the fatigue life of the bar: this information to serve as a guide when
grinding out cracks on the top fishing surface at bar mid-length.

2. Some joint bars with pressed easement should have the easement area shot peened,

and a similar number of bars should be tested in the rolling-load machine with top and

bottom fishing surfaces shot peened, for comparative fatigue life data.
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Table 1

—

Average Rolling-Load Test Results

Joint Bar—Conditions
Number

of
Tests

Cycles
for

Failure
Remarks

Bars: 112-BS4, 24-in HC
Mill run
Milled easement -

Fishing surfaces shot peened, rail ends cold sawed.

112-K2, 24- in HF
Lateral center overfill and easement.
Lateral center overfill and easement.
Lateral center overfill and easement-

112-TR-KM8, 24-in HF
Mill run—rail ends cold sawed.

112-K-16, 36-in HF
Mill run

112-BSS, 36-in HF
Keformed and reheat treated after grinflins out

cracks

115-K-22, S6-in HF
Mill run—pressed easement

115-X4, 36-in HF
5 3^-in spacing between central holes and (jj2->'i

spacing between remaining holes
T yg-in spacing between central holes and 6-in

spacing between remaining holes
9 J^in spacing between central holes and 5 J/^in

spacing between remaining holes
Mill run—pressed easement .

115 RE, 36-in HF
Hole spacing 7}g in, 6 in, 6-in-

ISl K14, 36-in HF
Mill run

131 RE, 36-in HC
Mill run

131 K4, S9-in HF, long toe with spike slots

Mill run
132 K42, 36-in HF

Mill run—pressed easement

132 RE, 36-in HF
Mill run

132 K44, 36-in HF long toe

Mill run—pressed easement

1S2 RE, 36-in HF
Oil quenched 1350° F
Not quenched
Not quenched—Cold rolled top fishing surface
Not quenched—Ground easement
Water quenched 1550° F, drawn 1000° F
Oil quenched 1550° F, drawn 800° F
Oil quenched 1550° F

133 RE, 36-in HC
Mill run

304 , 800
471,500

1 , 295 , 500

354,500
657 , 000
680,800

684 , 500

714,900

852 , (i60

648 . 950

533 , 600

677.000

AREA Specification 1936
AREA Specification 193(i
AREA Specification 1936

Shell steel

High Manganese (0 98%)
AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

748,500

1,462,450

574 , 200

580,600

1,038,800

523,060

794 , 090

832,290

71,400
78,750
90.770

249,700
365 , 300
.573,100
934 , 290

509 , 200

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1951

AREA Specification 1936
AREA Specification 1936
AREA Specification 1936
AREA Specification 1936
AREA Specification 1936
AREA Specification 1936
AREA Specification 1936

AREA Specification 1936
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Appendix 7-a

Twelfth Progress Report of the Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars

By R. S. Jensen

Research Assistant Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Introduction and Acknowledgment

This report covers tests of joint bars conducted during the past year in the Talbot

Laboratory, University of Illinois, as a part of the work of the Engineering Experiment

Station in cooperation with the American Railway Engineering Association Committee

on Rail, under Assignment 7—Joint bar wear and failures ; revision of design and specifi-

cations for new bars, and bars for maintenance repairs. E. E. Chapman, mechanical

assistant to general manager, Mechanical Department, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway, is chairman of the subcommittee handling this assignment. The work is spon-

sored and financed by the Association of American Railroads.

Acknowledgment is made of the services of James Bryant and Elmer Hunt,

mechanicians in the Talbot Laboratory shops.

Testing Machines and Test Specimens

Joint bar tests were mdde in three 33-in stroke rolling machines similar to the one

described in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 40, 1939, page 649. The dimensions of the test

joint and method of loading are described in the Proceedings, Vol. 44, 1943, page 587.

In all tests, the maximum bar bending stresses were obtained with the wheel load at the

joint gap, and are SO percent in value and reversed in sign with the wheel load at the

cantilever end of the stroke. The criterion for bar failure is taken to be the number

of cycles of loading to propagate a fatigue crack to one-half of the bar height.

Results of Rolling-Load Tests

Twenty-four tests on joint bars have been completed since the last annual report

was published, including 12 tests on 132 K44, headfree, long-toe, 36-in, 6-hole bars,

and 12 tests on 132 RE, headfree, 36-in, 6-hole bars. Both types of bars were punched

for the older bolt hole spacing of Sys in between central holes and 63^ in between

remaining holes. The 132 K44 bars had mill pressed easements g's in to tt in. in depth

over the central 1^4 in, and the 132 RE bars had mill pressed easements 3/64 in. in depth

over the central 1 in.

The chemical composition of the heats from which these bars were rolled is given

in Table 1.

Table 1

—

Chemical Analyses of Joint Bars

Bar Type
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Table 3

—

Physical Properties of Laboratory Joint Bars

Bar Type

132K44HF_

132REHF_

Joint
Number

268S
269N
270S
271S
272N
273N
273S
274S
275N
276S
277N
277S
278S
279N

280N
281

N

282N
283N
284S
285N
286S
287S
288S
289N
290S
290N
291S

Surface
Hardness
BHN

229
269
228
208
205
218
215
239
273
221
213
196
222
256

207
204
166
196
188
219
217
203
170
189
212
192
231

Hardness
on Tensile
Specimen
BHN

227
227
225
229
225
226
225
225
228
220
215
230
220
230

257
256
179
258
258
240
257
253
214
250
259
260
272

Yield
Point
Psi

75 , 600
72,400
75,400
73,300
71,900
74 , 200
75 , 200
73 , 200
73,000
73,300
72,000
75,300
75,100
74 , 500

80,700
76,700
45,700
80,400
80,400
77,500
76 , 200
75 , 500
57,400
77,500
79,500
80,000
82,000

Tensile
Strength

Psi

117,000
116,400
118,200
117,800
113,000
116,600
117,000
115,000
116,000
114,800
112,200
114,000
115,800
117,200

129,400
124,300
92,800
127,200
126,200
120,200
122,800
122,600
110,000
125,000
126,800
126,000
130,600

Reduction
of

Area
Percent

45.0
42.2
4l!8
40.0
44.8
43.0
44.5
44.6
40.8
44.3
45.0
45.2
45.4
43.3

42.0
40.7
42.8
43,5
44.6
47.8
43.4
40.6
40.7
41.8
43.4
45.4
42.7

The following 3 specimens were machined from the base of the bars

AREA specifications: Tensile strength, min
Yield point, min
Elongation in 2 in, min
Reduction of area, min

100,000 psi

70,000 psi

12 percent
25 percent

Elongation
2-In Gage
Length
Percent

19.5
18.0
18.0
18.0
20.0
19.0
20.5
19.0
18.0
19.5
20.0
19.0
19.5
19.0

16.0
16.5
23.0
17.0
17.0
19.0
17.5
16.5
19.5
16.5
17.0
17.0
17.0

"
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surfaces, converted to equivalent Brinell, averaged 35 points lower, indicating some

decarburization. Brinell readings on the lower bar surfaces ranged from 168 to 259, with

an over-all average of 212. Rockwell B readings on the lower bar surfaces averaged 33

points lower than Brinells.

Except for one specimen with a Brinell of 179, the hardness on the tensile specimens

ranged from 214 to 272, with 10 of the 13 specimens above 250 Brinell.

Rolling-Load Tests of 132 K44 Headfree Bars

Results of 12 tests of 132 K44, headfree, 36-in, long-toe bars are given in Table 2.

The average cycles for failure for these 12 joints is 832,290 cycles. Two of the fractures

are shown in Fig. 1.

Fourteen bars of the 12 joints failed, both bars failing in joints 273 and 277. Eleven

of the failures were from the top and three were from the base. The mill-pressed case-

ments greatly reduced gouging by the rail ends on the top surface of the bars, and the

gouging that did occur was located above the easement on the top bar surface. Of the 11

bars which failed from the top, cracks on 2 bars started in gouges on bars 272N and

274S; cracks on 2 bars started in heavy bearing areas within 2 in of the rail end, on bars

268S and 277N, the crack on bar 277N progressing to an oval bolt hole; cracks on 5

bars started on the under side of the head at the junction or run-out of the thick

section of the web with the head, (see bar 27 IS in Fig. 1.) ; cracks apparently started on

two bars both in the heavy bearing area near the rail end and at the junction or run-out

of the thick section of the web with the head.

The three base failures progressed to bolt holes, the cracks in bars 269N and 279N

starting at the junction of the thick section of the web with the heel of the bar and

progressing to oval holes. The crack in bar 275N started in a heavy bearing area and

Fig. 1—Fatigue failures of 132K44HF bars.
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progressed to a round bolt hole. A small fatigue area extending approximately lo in

downward and % in inward from the edge of the round hole was observed. No fatigue

areas were detected at the oval holes.

Magnaflux examination revealed additional cracks on the top fishing surfaces of six

of the failed bars, either in hght gouge marks or in areas of heavy bearing near the rail

ends. The cracks ranged in length transversely from % to 1^ in. Four companion bars

were found to contain cracks from t\ to ^ in. in length transversely in gouge marks

or in heavy bearing areas near the rail ends.

Micrographs taken on specimens cut from each failed bar revealed a fine grain

structure for all bars. Two micrographs, which are typical, are shown in Fig. 2. Depths of

decarburization ranged from 0.010 in to 0.028 in for the failed bars.

Since tightening of the bolts was noted to bend the bars laterally at mid-length,

lateral deflection readings were taken on upper and lower bar flanges before bolting,

Fig. 2—Micrographs from failed bars.

75 magnification; 2 percent nital etch,

a. Bar 271S; b. Bar 279N.
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after bolting, and at regular intervals during the progress of each test. The amount of

lateral bending varied with individual bars, and since unbroken bars recovered to their

original shape upon release of bolt tension, it was apparent the bending was elastic.

Lateral deflection readings on the bars indicated that at 100,000 cycles the centers

of the bars were bowed inward from O.OOS in to 0.031 in, with an average of 0.016 in

for the upper flanges. Bending on the lower flanges ranged from 0.01 S in to 0.046 in

inward, with an average of 0.028 in.

Out-to-out measurements, that is, the distance between outer bar flanges, indicated

that at 100,000 cycles the lower flanges had moved inward 0.053-in average at the center

of bar length and 0.028-in average at the ends of the bars. The upper flanges averaged

only 0.001-in movement at the center and 0.002-in at the ends.

The physical properties of the failed bars, as indicated in Table 3, were all above

the AREA specification, both in tensile strength and yield point.

Rolling-Load Tests of 132 RE Headfree Bars

Results of 12 tests of 132 RE headfree, 36-in bars with mill pressed easements

3/64 in. in depth over the central 1 in are given in Table 2. The average cycles for

failure for these 12 joints is 406,590. Since this is only about one-half as great as

previous tests for this type of bar and since tests with the head easement have indicated

that it is beneficial in prolonging the life cycle, it is evident that factors other than the

head easement have influenced the test results. If the cycles for failure of all the joint

bars tested, as shown in Table 2, are plotted with respect to the surface hardness on the

failed bar, it will be found that the results correspond quite well to a straight line extend-

ing from 100,000 cycles at 170 surface Brinell to 1,000,000 cycles at 250 surface Brinell.

It appears, therefore, that the surface hardness is the principal factor influencing the life

cycle of the bars tested in Table 2 and explains the low number of cycles of failure for

the 132 RE headfree bars having a surface Brinell below 200.

It is also of interest to note in Table 2 that for the 132 K-44 headfree long-toe bars,

in general the surface hardness was reasonably close to the hardness on the tensile

specimen taken at the center of the bar head. On the other hand, for the 132 RE head-

free bars the surface hardness throughout is considerably less than the hardness on the

tensile specimen. This would indicate that at the time the bars were quenched the surface

of the bars was at too low a temperature to get much benefit from the quenching, and

that the center of the bars was at a high enough temperature to receive this benefit.

This would indicate that during the process of manufacture the bars cooled too much
before going into the quenching bath, and that the surface of the bars which, of course,

cooled most rapidly, are quenched at too low a temperature for maximum benefits. Three

of the fractures are shown in Fig. 3.

Thirteen bars of the 12 joints failed, both bars failing in joint 290. Ten of the

failures were from the top and three were from the base. Four of the top failures and

two of the base failures progressed to bolt holes, four to oval holes, and two to round

holes. No fatigue areas were detected at the holes.

The mill-pressed easements eliminated gouging on the top bar surfaces, and none

of the cracks which started on the top surfaces of the bars broke through easements.

The appearance of the easements and top bearing surfaces of two bars which did not

fail are shown in Fig. 4.

One bar, 288S, cracked from the base from a gouge mark caused by a rail end

;

all other failures started in areas of heavy bearing, usually either 1 to 2 in from the

rail end or directly over a bolt hole. Magnaflux examination revealed additional cracks
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Fig. 3—Fatigue failures of 132 RE HF bars with pressed easements.

Bars 280N and 281N cracked to bolt holes; Bar 282N failed outside easement.

on the top surfaces of 8 of the failed bars, the cracks ranging in length from J^ to % in.

Eight companion bars also showed cracks ^ to 1 J4 in long on the top surfaces in heavy

bearing areas.

Lateral deflection readings on the bars indicated that at 100,000 cycles the centers

of the bars were bowed inward an average of 0.006 in for both upper and lower flanges.

Out-to-out measurements, that is, the distance between outer bar flanges, indicated

that at 100,000 cycles the lower flanges had moved inward 0.03S in average at the center

of bar length, and 0.011 -in average at the ends of the bars. The upper flanges averaged

0.011 -in inward movement at the center and only 0.001 -in at the ends.

Although surface Brinells were low on several of the bars, micrographs did not reveal

excessive amounts of decarburization at the surface, and only two specimens, bar 282N

and bar 288S, shown in Fig. 5, revealed a coarse grain structure. The Brinell hardnesses

on tensile specimens from these two bars were lower than hardnesses on specimens from

other bars. The fine grain structure shown in Fig. 6 for bars 286S and 290S is typical

of the grain structure for the remaining failed bars.

The physical properties of all except two bars were well above the AREA specifica-

tions. Specimens were also machined from the base of the three bars which failed from

the base, and the physical properties were somewhat lower for two of these specimens.

Failed Bars from Service

Two groups of failed joint bars have been received for examination and testing,

which include S bars of the 115 RE HF section and a group of SO bars for 100-lb rail
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Fig. 4

—

Top bearing surfaces of 132 RE HF bars showing easements.

containing both 100B41 HF bars and 100KE8 HF bars which replaced the 100B41 bars.

Brinell hardness measurements were taken on all failed bars after removing iV in of

surface metal. Tensile specimens were cut from several bars and the data on hardness

and physical properties for these bars are tabulated in Table 4.

The lis RE bars, which had cracked from the top surface at a gouge from a rail

end, were all from 1950 rollings and represented two heats from one mill. Both Brinell

hardness and physical properties were low for all five bars, the yield points and tensile

strengths being considerably below AREA specifications. Micrographs on specimens from

these bars revealed rather large amounts of ferrite in the grain structure.

The 100KE8 and 100B41 bars had failed from cracks originating on the top fishing

surfaces in gouge marks caused by the rail ends, with the exception of 3 bars in which

the cracks started Yz in from the rail end in areas of heavy bearing pressure. Three of

the fractures are shown in Fig. 7. All of the bars were rolled by one mill; 24 of the bars

designated 100B41 were rolled from 1940 to 1947, and 26 of the bars designated 100KE8

were rolled in 1948 and 1949. Brinell hardness measurements taken near the top bar

surface ranged from 155 to 278, with the number of bars in each Brinell range indicated

in Table 5.

Twenty bars were selected for tensile tests and micrographs, and the physical proper-

ties as determined from these tests are tabulated in Table 4. As seen from the data,
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Fig. 5—Micrographs of failed 132 RE HF bars.

90 magnification; 2 percent nital etch.

a. Bar 282N; b. Bar 288S.
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Fig. 6—Micrographs of failed 132 RE HF bars.

90 magnification; 2 percent nital etch,

a. Bar 286S; b. Bar 290S.
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Table 4

—

Brinells and Physical Properties of Failed Bars From Service
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Fig. 7

—

Fractures of failed bars from service.

R20 and R37 are 100KE8 section; R28 is 100B41 section.

1 1 of the 20 bars passed the tensile strength requirement of 100,000 psi and 8 passed the

yield point requirement of 70,000 psi. Brinell measurements taken on the ends of the

tensile specimens were lower than Brinells near the surface for the majority of bars.

Micrographs from the 20 failed bars revealed, in general, a coarser grain structure

for bars below 200 Brinell than for bars above this hardness. Fig. 8 shows micrographs

from two bars, part (a) for bar Rl5 with a Brinell hardness near the surface of 188

showing a fairly coarse grain structure, and part (b) for bar R8 with a Brinell hardness

near the surface of 254 showing a fine grain structure. Some decarburization was observed

in varying depths up to 0.020 in on the majority of bars.

The yield point and tensile strength values of the failed bars from service are plotted

against the Brinell hardness on the tensile specimen in Fig. 9. A few of the laboratory

tested bars are included for comparison. In general, the plot of Fig. 9 indicates that for

a specimen to meet the yield point specification of 70,000 psi it should have a Brinell

hardness of 223, and to meet the tensile strength specification of 100,000 psi it should

have a Brinell hardness of 194 ; these are the intersections of the lines through the plotted

points with the 70,000 psi and 100,000 psi stress lines.

Future Work

Tests are planned on 132 RE bars with ground easements, using both new and

reformed bars, and including oil-quenched bars, and oil-quenched and tempered bars.

These bars are on hand and tests are in progress.
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Fig. 8—Micrographs of failed bars from service.

75 magnification ; 2 percent nital etch,

a. Bar RlS; b. Bar R8.

Summary

1. Twelve tests of 132K44 headfree, long-toe bars with pressed easements averaged

832,290 cycles in the rolling-load tests. Physical properties of these bars were well above

AREA specifications.

2. Twelve tests of 132 RE headfree, 36-in bars with pressed easements averaged

406,590 cycles, an average only about half as great as previous tests on this type of bar.

Although surface hardnesses were low on several bars, physical properties were well

above AREA specifications, and Brinell hardnesses on the tensile specimens were high.

3. The pressed easements, 3*2 to iV in. in depth over the central 1% in of the top

bar surface of the 132K44 bars, and 3/64 in. in depth over the central 1 in of the top

bar surface of the 132 RE bars, were very effective in reducing gouging by the hot

sawed rail ends. Some gouging, however, occurred on a few of the 132K44 bars above

he easements; no failures of the 132 RE bars occurred as a result of gouging on the

op bar surfaces.
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4. Tests on five llS RE bars which failed in service indicated low hardness and low

physical properties.

5. Tensile tests on 20 specimens from 50 failed bars from service for 100-lb rail

indicated that 11 of the 20 passed the AREA specification of 100,000 psi tensile strength,

and 8 of the 20 passed the AREA specification of 70,000 psi yield point.

6. Micrographs on both laboratory tested bars and failed bars from service indicated

depths of decarburization from less than 0.001 in to 0.028 in. In general, bars below 200

Brinell revealed a coarser grain structure than bars above that hardness.

Report on Assignment 8

Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail:

Methods for Their Prevention

L. S. Crane (chairman, subcommittee), T. A. Blair, B. Bristow, E. E. Chapman, C. J.

Code, W. J. Cruse, J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., R. A. Emerson, E. L. Gosnell, J. L.

Gressitt, C. B. Harveson, S. R. Hursh, K. K. Kessler, C. C. Lathey, W. B. Leaf,

E. E. Mayo, Ray McBrian, B. R. Meyers, L. T. Nuckols, R. E. Patterson, G. A.

Phillips, J. G. Roney, I. H. Schram, W. D. Simpson, J. S. Wearn, Edward Wise, Jr.,

J. E. Yewell.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

This investigation is conducted by five task groups. The work of Group 1 is handled

directly by the subcommittee ; that of Group 2 by the research staff of the Engineering

Division AAR ; that of Group 3 by the University of Illinois ; that of Group 4 by Battelle

Memorial Institute; and that of Group 5 by Prof. M. M. Frocht of the Illinois Institute

of Technology.

The AAR provides funds to support the work conducted by Group 2 and the AAR
and AISI jointly provide funds to support the work conducted by Groups 3, 4 and 5.

A small administrative committee comprising members selected by the subcommittee

and by the rail manufacturers has met regularly during the past year with the research

investigators at the University of Illinois, Battelle Memorial Institute, and Prof. Frocht

for the purpose of reviewing and guiding the conduct of the research work.

The research work conducted to date has failed to reveal any positive solution for

this problem. Gage corner contour design improvements made on the 115, 132 and

133 RE sections have assisted in retarding the onset of shelling but have not prevented

its eventual occurrence. The use of heat-treated and chrome-vanadium alloy rail is

effective in extending the period of time until gage corner shelling will occur where the

expense of this type of rail may be economically justified.

Group 1

The committee has continued to follow the performance of various installations of

heat-treated rail. A summary of the performance of these test installations follows:

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILWAY

Service Test of 132 RE Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed near Martha, W. Va., on the Logan Subdivision of the

Huntington Division, on a 3-deg 6-min curve, both low and high side. Twelve heat-

treated (oil quenched) and 12 end-hardened rails from the same heat, all control cooled.
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were laid on May 2, 1949. The heat-treated rails were laid on the receiving end of the

curve, followed by the end-hardened rails. Six rails of each type were laid on the high

and low sides.

This curve was inspected on May 11, 1953, after the test rails had accumulated

approximately 130,000,000 gross tons of traffic. Visual examination of the rails revealed

the following surface condition:

On the low side of the curve both the heat-treated and the non-heat-treated rails

are in excellent condition. A very slight fin on the field side corner of the head indicates

the plastic flow of the head metal to be shghtly more in the non-heat-treated rail than

in the heat-treated rail.

The absence of shelling and black spots in both the high and low rails in the curve

is outstanding.

Ten-inch batter gage measurements indicate considerably more end batter in the

heat-treated rail than in the non-heat-treated rail which is end-hardened.

Comparison of the head contours of both types of rail indicate the loss of vertical

height due to wear and plastic flow is greater in the non-heat-treated rail in both the

high and low sides of the curve. For both the heat-treated and non-heat-treated rail

it is observed that there is a greater loss of vertical height for rails laid in the low side

of the curve than those laid in the high side of the curve.

The rolHng-load test results at the University of Illinois on companion samples of

these rails showed the following results:

Control Cooled Heat Treated

Cycles Cycles

900,000 3,232,000

1,206,000 5,022,000*

1,667,000 5,032,000*

* .Specimen did not fail. Test stopped.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

Service Test of 155-Lb Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed in the No. 1 eastbound track, Middle Division, near Forge,

Pa., No. 11 curve, 6 deg, in the high side only. Twelve oil-quenched, heat-treated rails

and 12 end-hardened rails, all control cooled, from the same heat, were laid on January

19, 1949.

The test rails were laid in the following sequence, beginning at the receiving end

of the curve, high side only: 2 end-hardened rails, 2 heat-treated rails, 2 end-hardened

rails, 2 heat-treated rails, etc.

The last inspection of this test curve was made on May 8, 1953, after the test rails

had accumulated approximately 215,000,000 gross tons of traffic. These rails are the

oldest test installation of heat-treated rails and have now been in service for more than

4 years.

Compared to the previous years' inspection an increase was noted in the amount of

flaking, black spots and shelling which had occurred on both the heat-treated and end-

hardened, control-cooled rails. The flaking and shelling are more advanced in both the

heat-treated and end-hardened, control-cooled rails toward the receiving end of the curve.

A definite increase in the severity of the gage corner distress is indicated in each

of the 12 non-heat-treated rails, while only 3 heat-treated rails have exhibited this aspect.

The rolling-load test results at the University of Illinois on companion samples of

these rails showed the following results:
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Control Cooled Heat Treated

Cycles Cycles

350,000 4,764,000

782,000 5,000,000*

831,000

* Specimen did not fail. Test stopped.

NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY

Service Test of 132-Lb RE Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed in the main line, westbound track, M.P. Na 6, west of the

station at Kermit, W. Va., west of the tunnel exit in a 6-deg curve on both the high and

low side. Twenty-three heat-treated, oil-quenched rails and 24 end-hardened rails from

the same heat, all control cooled, were laid on May 3, 1949.

Ordinary rails were laid through the tunnel and at the exit end; 6 end-hardened test

rails on both high and low sides, followed by 12 and 11 heat-treated rails on the high

and low sides, respectively, followed by 6 end-hardened rails on both the high and low

sides.

This curve was inspected on May 12, 1953, after the test rails had accumulated

187,000,000 gross tons of traffic.

Three additional non-heat-treated rails laid in the entering end of the curve on the

high side were removed this year because of a detected transverse defect, in addition to

the one reported removed in last year's report. These defects have been identified as

detailed fractures resulting from a shell spot.

Therefore, there remain only 8 of the original 12 of the non-heat-treated rails in the

high side of the curve. One of these 8 is badly shelled, 6 more exhibited medium shelling,

and 1 exhibits flaking. Six of the 12 heat-treated rails in the high side of the curve are

clear, 4 exhibited flaking and black spots, and the remaining 2 exhibit shell spots.

Only 2 of the original 12 control-cooled, end-hardened rails laid in the low side

of the curve remain in service. The remaining 10 have been removed because of crushing

and heavy flow of the head metal.

The 1 1 heat-treated rails laid in the low side of the curve are in good condition and

exhibit only a moderate flow of head metal. Rolling-load test results at the University

of Illinois on companion samples of these rails show the following results:

Control Cooled Heat Treated

Cycles Cycles

900,000 3,232,000

1,206,000 5,022,000*

1,667,000 5,032,000*

* Specimen did not fail. Test stopped.

Service Test of 132 RE Alloy Rail

This test was installed on the Scioto Division, Kenova District, M.P. 481.4, west-

bound track, and M.P. NA 17.1. The test rails were installed in both the low and high

sides of the curves in both locations. Thirty-two alloy rails were installed on the curve

at M.P. 481.4, and 92 rails were installed in the curve at M.P. NA 17.1. No control-

cooled rails were installed for comparison since it is believed that the control-cooled

rails installed at M.P. Na 6 will serve as a satisfactory control for these test rails.
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The analysis of the steel from which these rails were made is as follows:

Carbon 0.74% Chromium 0.90%
Manganese 1.30% Vanadium 0.12%
Silicon 0.25%

For the purpose of identification this chrome-vanadium alloy steel rail has been

termed C-V rail.

This rail was visually examined on October 27, 1953, after it had accumulated

approximately 119,000,000 gross tons of. traffic.

All of the rails on the high side of the curve near M.P. 481.4 exhibited the presence

of flaking and black spots.

All of the rails on the low side of the curve were in good condition.

The same comments apply to the rails laid in the curve near M.P. NA 17.1.

Rolling-load test results at the University of Illinois on companion samples of these

rails were as follows:

Sample Cycles

1136A 8,117,000

1137A 5,152,000

1 136B 9,635,000

1137B 6,152,000

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY

Service Test of 115 RE Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed on the eastbound track near M.P. 33, east of Carlton, Minn.

Two identical curves, each of 4-deg curvature, are located immediately adjacent to each

other. Eighty-eight heat-treated rails were installed on both the low and high sides of the

first curve, and 88 control-cooled, end-hardened rails were installed on the low and high

sides of the adjacent curve.

Inspection of these rails was made on August 26, 1953, after the test rails had

accumulated approximately 121,000,000 gross tons of traffic.

Visual examination of the first curve, which contains the heat-treated rails, revealed

that all rails have developed a general condition of light to medium flaking.

The second curve, laid with end-hardened, control-cooled rails, is now exhibiting

severe gage corner shelling and it is anticipated that these rails will be removed from

service before the end of this year.

RolHng-load test results at the University of Illinois on companion samples of these

rails were as follows:

Control Cooled Heat Treated

Cycles Cycles

1,565,000 9,625,000

Group 2

The Engineering Division research staff has continued to assist the committee in the

direction of the research work and the field studies.

Group 3

The third portion of the assignment is covered by a report prepared by Prof. R. E.

Cramer, which follows as Appendix 8-a.
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Group 4

The fourth portion of the assignment is covered by a report prepared by the Battelle

Memorial Institute, which follows as Appendix 8-b.

Group 5

The fifth portion of the assignment is covered by a report prepared by Prof. M. M.

Frocht of the Illinois Institute of Technology, which follows as Appendices 8-c and 8-d.

Appendix 8-a

Twelfth Progress Report on Shelly Rail Studies

at the University of Illinois

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

Organization and Acknowledgment

The shelly rail studies at this laboratory are financed equally by the Association of

American Railroads and the American Iron and Steel Institute. Previous reports have

appeared annually in the Proceedings of The American Railway Engineering Association.

The program is supervised by a committee composed of engineers from both the AREA
Rail committee and the AISI Technical Committee on Rails and Joint Bars.

The following student test assistants have worked on this investigation on a part-

time basis during the past year: D. L. Hare and W. B. Crum. Marion Moore, mechanic,

has operated the rolling-load machines during the past year.

Stress Relief of Specimen During Rolling-Load Tests

In our "Eleventh Progress Report on Shelly Rail Studies" printed in the AREA
Proceedings, Vol. 54, 19S3, page 1245, data were presented on stress relief of specimens

during rolling-load tests. These specimens were heated to 1000 deg F for IJ^ hr to

relieve the stress and the results indicated that the more the stress was relieved, the

sooner the shelling cracks developed. One other specimen has since been tested using

800 deg F as the stress relief temperature. The results of all tests are given in Table 1.

Table 1—Rolling-Load Tests of Stress-Relieved Specimens

Specimen Number
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Rolling-Load Tests of Flame-Hardened Rails

Two specimens of commercially flame-hardened llS-lb rails were supplied by the

Bethlehem Steel Company for rolling-load tests. The rolling-load tests of specimens from

each rail are given in Table 2 and photographs in Fig. 1. The specimens are numbers Bl

and B2.

The average of the four specimens is 1,584,000 cycles. This does not indicate much

improvement over previously tested flame-hardened rails. Some flame-hardened rails run

about SO percent longer than standard carbon steel rails in the rolling-load tests. It

should be emphasized that these tests are made with a SO,000-lb wheel load, which is

about double the average wheel load in service. For this reason, these results may not

represent the life that flame-hardened rails will give in track service.

Rolling-Load Tests of High Silicon Rails

Two rolling-load tests of high silicon rails were reported in our tenth report of the

Shelly Rail investigation. These are specimens 1141A and 1142A in Table 2. Two more

specimens of each rail were tested in the rolling-load machines and the results are shown

in Table 2. Pictures of the shelling cracks are shown in Fig. 2. The average cycles for

the 6 tests of the high silicon rails is 1,876,000, which is almost double the average test

of 1,000,000 cycles for standard carbon steel rails. These tests indicate that the high

silicon steel rails should resist shelling in service better than standard carbon steel rails.

Rolling-Load Test of Electric Furnace Steel Rails

For a number of years consideration was given to making a few rails for experimental

purposes from electric furnace steel. Recently some 60-lb rails were made from electric

furnace steel for an African railroad and a 6-ft piece was obtained for laboratory tests.

This steel was made to European chemical analysis. L. S. Crane of the Southern Railway

System has furnished the following analysis of this rail:

C Mn P S Si

O.Sl 0.79 0.038 0.0S4 0.11

In order to make rolling-load tests on 60-lb rail, it is necessary to cut off the rail

head and support it on a larger size rail in the laboratory rolling-load machines. One

specimen 830 in Table 2 was tested and failed at 94,400 cycles with the standard S0,000-lb

wheel load. Fig. 3a shows how the specimen flowed and cracked in the short test. A
shelling crack also developed on the gage side of the specimen.

It had been considered that electric furnace steel rails might not contain as many or

as large non-metalHc inclusions as open-hearth steel rails. Metallographic examination

of one specimen from the head of this rail showed two inclusions as large as the one

shown in Fig. 3b and 3c. The inclusion shown in Fig. 3b and 3c is 3 in long at lOOX

magnification, while the average open-hearth rail steel does not contain inclusions over

J/2 in long at lOOX magnification. This particular electric furnace steel rail was not as free

of inclusions as the average open-hearth steel rail.

Examination of Shelly Rails from Service

The writer attended an examination of failed control-cooled rails on the Chesapeake

& Ohio Railway in February 1953. There were 170 rails, all with detected transverse

defects. All but six or eight of these failures proved to be detail fractures from shelling.

Some rails had broken in two or more places from detail fractures. Seventeen detail

fractures from shelling were examined in the laboratory. The steel of each rail was
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BIB <^^v ^^^H'B2B
Fig. 1

—

Bethlehem flame-hardened rails

Top row—Before testing. Etched with ammonium persulfate which darkens
flame-hardened area.

Average Cycles of
Specimen Brinell 50,000-Lb
Number Type of Specimen Hardness Wheel Load
BIA 115-lb rail flame hardened 310 1,760,000
BIB US-lb rail flame hardened 311 1,633,000
B2A llS-lb rail flame hardened 315 1,416,000
B2B llS-lb rail flame hardened 315 1,527,000
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d
Fig. 2—Shelling produced in high silicon rails

Average Cycles of

Specimen Brinell 50,000-Lb
Number Type of Specimen Hardness Wheel Load

a. 1141 B High silicon rail 295 1,541,000

b. 1141 C High silicon rail 295 2,640,000

c. 1142 B High silicon rail 286 3,620,000

d. 1142 C High silicon rail 286 1,372,000

examined with the microscope for inclusions, but only one of these rails contained large

inclusions which could explain why they had developed shelling in service. It appears

that the present wheel loads are too heavy for the small area of contact between wheel

and rail, so that as a result of the flow of the steel, internal stresses are produced that

exceed the capacity of the steel to withstand them.

Rolling-Load Tests to Produce Detail Fractures

Eight more specimens were tested in the rolling-load machine to produce detail

fractures from shelling, using a new standard rail No. 829 for seven tests and an inter-

mediate manganese chrome-vanadium alloy rail for the eighth test. Data on these tests

are shown in Table 3 and the photographs in Figs. 4 and 5. The first two specimens,

Nos. 829 A and 829 B, shown in Fig. 4, developed IS and 20 percent detail fractures

from the gage corners at 848,000 and 912,000 cycles, respectively, before shelling cracks

were produced in the specimens. It was then decided that it would be advisable to keep

the gage corner of the specimen ground to the original radius of the rail during the test

so that a sharp edge did not develop on the gage corner. This procedure allowed the

remaining five specimens to roll longer, so a shelling crack developed in each specimen

before the detail fractures developed. It will be noted in Fig. 4 that specimens 829 C,

D, E, and F are very similar to service detail fractures from shelling.
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Fig. 3—Electric furnace rail No. 830

Longitudinal crack on under side of inserted head produced

by 94,400 cycles of 50,000-lb load in rolling machine.

Photomicrograph showing long inclusion in electric furnace.

Mag. 70X ; etched in 2 percent nital.

c. Same area as b. Mag. 420X ; etched in 2 percent nital.

The one intermediate manganese chrome-vanadium specimen 1137 A, in Table 3

and Fig. 5b, developed a 7 percent detail fracture from a small shelling crack at 3,225,000

cycles. This is approximately double the average of 1,652,000 cycles required to produce

the 5 detail fractures from shelling in the standard rail No. 829. Additional tests will be

made on both the alloy rail and heat-treated rails before conclusions can be drawn from

this type of testing.
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Fig. 4—Specimens tested to produce detail fractures

Specimen Cycles for

Number Description of Fracture Failure

829A IS percent detail fracture from gage corner 848,000

829B 20 percent detail fracture from gage corner 912,000

829C 10 percent detail fracture from small shelling crack 1,190,000

829D 20 percent detail fracture from medium shelling crack 1,503,700

829E 15 percent detail fracture from medium shelling crack 1,780,000

829F 25 percent detail fracture from small shelling crack 1,811,000

Summary of Shelly Rail Tests

1. Stress relieving of specimens during laboratory rolling-load tests at either 1000 or

800 deg F have not appreciably increased the life of the rails.

2. Rolling-load tests of commercially flame-hardened rails gave tests about SO percent

above the average for standard carbon steel rails.

3. Rolhng-load tests of high silicon steel rails gave tests almost double the average

for standard carbon steel rails.

4. An electric furnace 60-lb steel rail with European chemistry gave very low tests

in the rolling-load machine—94,400 cycles. This particular electric furnace steel rail

contained larger non-metallic inclusions than the average open-hearth steel rail.
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Fig. 5—Specimens tested to produce detail fractures

Average Cycles of

Specimen Brinell 50,000-Lb

Number Type of Specimen Hardness Wheel Load

a. 829 G Standard rail 258 1,975,000

Produced 20 percent detail fracture from small shelling crack.

b. 1137 A Int. Mn, chrome, Va rail 361 3,265,000

Produced 7 percent detail fracture from small shelling crack.

5. Metallographic examination of 17 shelly rails from service found only 1 rail which

contained extra large non-metallic inclusions, which could explain why it had developed

shelling in service.

6. Using a special rolling-load machine, detail fractures from shelling were produced

in five standard steel rails and one alloy rail.

7. The cause of shelling in service appears to be that present wheel loads are too

heavy for the small area of contact between wheel and rail, so that as a result of the

flow of the steel internal stresses are produced that exceed the capacity of the steel to

withstand such stresses.

8. Laboratory rolling-load tests indicate that stronger rail steel, such as high silicon

steel rails, intermediate manganese chrome-vanadium alloy rails, or heat-treated rails

should give longer life before shelling develops in service.

Appendix 8-b

Final Report on The Study of Simulated Rails Under

Repeated Rolling Load*

By W. S. Hyler and H. J. Grover
Battelle Memorial Institute

Summary

This investigation was undertaken to explore some of the factors which might influ-

ence the formation of shelly failures. Mild steel and silver chloride were used to simulate

rail steel. These materials were chosen because they possessed properties which facilitated

some types of study which were not so feasible for rail steel.

* Submitted to Association of American Railroads and American Iron and Steel Institute from

Battelle Memorial Institute.

Note—See previous progress reports in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 53, 1952, pp. 916-920, and Vol. 54,

1953, pp. 1249-1253.
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Evidence from these tests suggests that plastic deformation is the major culprit in

shelly failures. Apparently, rail life could be improved by design changes and by metal-

lurgical changes which would limit plastic deformation. Use of lower wheel loads, larger

wheels, and higher strength material should be effective in this direction.

Introduction

The development of shelly-type failures is probably not peculiar to railroad rails.

The failure of ball-bearing races has been shown to be subsurface in origin (Reference

1).* Similarly, Buckingham (Reference 2) concluded that pitting failure of gears was
the result of subsurface breakdown. In each case, the phenomenon was identified with

the maximum shearing stress, which occurs some distance below the point of contact.

In the case of rails, it appears that failures might be associated with subsurface

shearing stresses and strains. However, since the repeated wheel loads are high enough

to cause severe plastic deformation, the failures may not be predictable by elastic equa-

tions. It might be expected, however, that such equations could provide useful informa-

tion on the effects of variables, such as wheel load and wheel radius on rail life.

This investigation was undertaken to study those factors which might influence rail

shelling. From such a study, some insight into the mechanisms responsible for these

failures might be obtained.

Theoretical Background

Stress equations for elastic bodies in contact were developed a number of years ago

by Herz (Reference 3). Thomas and Hoersch (Reference 4) extended this work to include

bodies of more general configuration. Recently, Smith and Liu (Reference 5) have inves-

tigated more general conditions of loading. The equations developed show that shearing

stresses result from contact loads. These stresses increase in magnitude to some maximum
value, 5s, as the depth increases. Beyond this critical depth, Z, the shearing stresses

decrease.

For normal loading situations (for example, wheel on a plane), equations for 5»

and for Z are of the following form:

Ss^K^ a/-^, (1)
R

Z — Ki ^Tr, (2)

where Ki and K^. are functions of the wheel thickness and elastic constants of the material,

P is the wheel load, and R is the wheel radius.

If the above equations are considered only as a guide, the following summary
indicates the behavior which might be expected of railroad rails:

(l; For a constant wheel radius, large loads would probably cause greater damage

than would occur with small loads. The damage would occur at a greater

depth, the larger the wheel.

(2) For a constant wheel load, a small wheel would probably cause more damage

than would a large wheel. The damage in this case would occur at a more

shallow depth, the smaller the wheel.

(3) For a constant ratio of wheel load to wheel radius, the damaging effects of

large and small wheels should be similar. The depth of the occurrence should

be directly proportional to the wheel radius.

* All references at end of report.
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Deviations from the above summary might be expected, since rail damage is cycle

dependent and also involves severe plastic deformation.

Experimental Work

This investigation was undertaken to study progressive damage of simulated rails

under a variety of conditions of loading. Since shelly failure apparently is related to

progressive plastic deformation, loading conditions were chosen so that plastic deformation

would occur. To follow the course of this deformation, two simulating materials were

selected—mild steel and silver chloride. Each of these materials has properties or behavior

patterns which are useful for studying plastic deformation and which will be discussed

in the following sections.

Mild Steel

Plastically deformed and strain-aged mild steel, etched with Fry's reagent, exhibits

characteristic deformation bands. It was thought that, with the use of such material,

the progress of progressive plastic deformation could be followed. Five steels (donated

for this research by the Bethlehem Steel Company) were screened for their response to

the Fry strain-etch test. The optimum strain-aging treatment was also determined. The

screening tests involved (1) making Brinell impressions in small square sections of each

material; (2) strain aging each specimen at various temperatures and for various times;

and (3) determining the Rockwell hardness at the bottom of the impression. The harder

the strain-aged material, the better response it exhibited in the Fry test. As a result of

these screening tests, one steel was chosen and a strain-aging treatment of 1 hr at 700

deg F was selected as optimum. The chemical composition and mechanical properties

of the steel found most suitable were:

Chemical Composition, Percent

c
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Fig. 1

—

Rolling load machine.

reagent. Accordingly, it was decided to use hardness measurements to determine the

extent of plastic deformation. A Tukon tester with a diamond point indentor and 500-g

load was used.

Sliver Chloride

Silver chloride, although an ionic crystal, exhibits mechanical behavior much like

that of common metals. Since it is a low-strength material and has a relatively low

modulus of elasticity, it was believed that the material would show effects of roHing load

for extremely light loads and at depths easily observable by eye or with a low-power

microscope. In addition, the optical properties of silver chloride suggested that it might

be a particularly interesting material to use in exploring some of the factors relating to

rail shelling.

Accordingly, a low-capacity rolling-load machine was constructed to handle small

"rails" of silver chloride. Rails were of rectangular cross section. Variables studied were,

again, wheel load and wheel radius. Table 2 lists the extent of these tests. Values of

maximum shearing stress and of depth of this stress listed in this table were computed

from elastic equations. However, test conditions were such that plastic deformation

occurred ; hence, these values are considered only nominal values.

One side of each specimen was polished carefully prior to testing. During the course

of each test, this surface was examined for slip-line formation. In addition, polarized

light was transmitted through the specimen during a test for observation of photoelastic

effects.

Hardness Tests of Rail-Steel Specimens

Transverse sections of two rails rolled at the University of Illinois were sent to

Battelle Institute for hardness measurements. These rails were: (1) non-heat-treated
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Table 2

—

Schedule of Rolling-Load Tests on Silver Chloride

Item No.
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Fig. 5—Shelly failure in mild steel rail rolled with 4-in radius wheel
at 2145-lb load for 180,000 cycles.

Other shelly failures were developed (see Fig. 5) which indicated that excessive

loads on small-diameter wheels contributed to early breakdown of the rail. The following

tabulation illustrates this observation:

Wheel
Radius,
Inches
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as load repetitions increased. In excess of about 150,000 cycles, the maximum depth of

slip-line formation remained essentially constant. Actually, the surface was eroding;

however, the shp lines moved progressively deeper with the surface erosion. No hori-

zontal shelly-type failures were developed in the silver chloride rails. Apparently, the

ductiUty of silver chloride (reduction of area almost 100 percent in a tensile test) is so

great as to preclude the formation of such failures.

Fig. 6 is a photomicrograph of one of the silver chloride rails tested. This specimen

was rolled with a 4.38-in radius wheel with a 5.45-lb load for a total of 1,300,000 cycles.

The area in the picture is located about tW in below the rail surface. In the light-etching

grains, slip lines (approximately parallel) may be seen. Closer examination shows similar

slip in the darker etching material.

The following tabulation summarizes some of the observations on silver chloride

raDs:

Wheel
Radius,
Inches
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Fig. 6—Slip-line formation in silver chloride specimen rolled with
5.45-lb load for 1,300,000 cycles. Rail surface is about 1/16 in above top of
photographed area. Mag., lOOX-

Experimental evidence suggests that plastic deformation occurs in a rail with each

successive load repetition. Further, the tests show that, although deformation is inelastic,

many of the effects of the variables studied would be qualitatively predictable by elastic

equations such as the Herz equations. This is quite interesting, since it simplifies to a

great extent the theoretical justification of practical changes which may be necessary to

prolong rail life.

On the basis of this work, it appears that plastic deformation may be the important

culprit. It would appear that factors which would limit plastic deformation would also

extend rail life. The Herz equations and this work on mild steel and silver chloride

suggest, in agreement with previous work, that smaller wheel loads or larger diameter

wheels would be quite helpful. It is conceivable that other design changes (in rail or

wheel) might be achieved which would lessen operating stresses. Such changes would

also benefit rail life. It is also interesting to note that the Herz equations would suggest

the use of higher strength rails for longer rail Ufe. This is also in agreement with general

observations from actual service and from laboratory tests of rail.

(This report covers work from July 1, 1952, to June 30, 1953. Pertinent data are

recorded in Laboratory Record Book No. 6522, pages 9-100, and in Laboratory Book
No. 7198, pages 1-92.)

(Text continued on page 854)
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Appendix 8-c

Final Report on a Three-Dimensional Photoelastic Investigation

of the Principal Stresses and Maximum Shears in the

Head of a Model of a Railroad Rail*

By M. M. Frochtt

June 26, 1953

^ Introduction

This report deals with a photoelastic study of the stresses in a model of the head

of a railroad rail, utilizing for this purpose the most recent developments in three-

dimensional photoelasticity. The study was undertaken in the expectation that the results

would lead to a better understanding of the phenomenon of shelling in rails.

The photoelastic procedure which makes the solution of a problem such as the rail

possible is rather complicated and a full description of this procedure is beyond the scope

of this report. Briefly it consists of: freezing, or fixing, stresses into plastic models of the

prototype; removing thin suitably oriented slices from these models; obtaining precision

data from these slices placed in the field of polarized light of a polariscope; and processing

the photoelastic data by the shear difference method. (See Studies in Three-Dimensional

Photoelasticity, by Max M. Frocht and Roscoe Guernsey, Jr., Proceedings of the First

National Congress of Applied Mechanics—1952.)

In order to freeze, or fix, elastic stresses into a photoelastic model the model is placed

in a furnace, the loads are applied, and the temperature is slowly raised to a certain

value, called the critical value, which depends on the model material. For Fosterite,

which is the material used in this investigation, the critical temperature is 188 deg F.

The loaded model is soaked at this temperature for several hours and then, still under

load, it is gradually cooled to room temperature.

* Submitted to the Joint Contact Committee of the AISI Technical Committee on Rails and
Joint Bars and the AREA Committee on Rail.

t Research professor of mechanics, director of experimental stress analysis, Illinois Institute of

Technology, Chicago 16, 111.
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Upon removal of the load the model exhibits a photoelastic pattern which is

geometrically similar to the patterns which are developed in that model at room tem-

perature in the elastic state. The difference between frozen patterns and those at room

temperature is the same as between room temperature patterns at different loads. Frozen

patterns can be reproduced at room temperature by a suitable increase of the load. The

stress distributions obtained from the frozen patterns are identical with those obtained

at room temperature.

A body with frozen stresses differs from a body with ordinary stresses in two rather

remarkable ways. First, the frozen stresses remain in the body after the loads are removed.

Second, the frozen stresses are not affected by changes in the geometry of the body made

after freezing. Thus, if a slice be carefully cut out from a body containing frozen stresses,

the slice retains the frozen stresses after the cutting. Moreover, if a hole or groove be

carefully machined in the slice that hole or groove will not affect the stress pattern of

the slice. The slice may be cut in two or more parts without disturbing the locked-in

stresses.

The process of freezing and slicing is the only practical approach to three-dimensional

photoelasticity available today. Until 1951 only the principal stresses on the surface could

be determined. No practical method was available to determine the principal stresses in

the interior. In 1951 a new method was developed in our laboratory, at the Illinois

Institute of Technology, by Dr. Guernsey and the writer, which makes it possible to

determine the actual principal stresses at any interior point of an arbitrarily loaded body.

From these it is relatively simple to find the principal shears.

Several problems have already been solved by this method which showed results

of a high degree of accuracy. Among these is the sphere under diametral loads and struts

compressed by flat dies.

This method has now been applied to a study of the principal stresses and of the

maximum shears in a rail head. The present investigation is the first application of this

new technique to a major practical problem. To the best of our knowledge no method

exists, either mathematical or experimental, of equal power and scope.

Statement of Problem

Upon consultation with G. M. Magee and K. H. Kannowski of the AAR it was

decided to use as prototypes a 132-lb RE rail and the average contour of 33-in diameter

worn wheel treads. Stresses were to be determined for a vertical load and for a com-

bination of vertical and horizontal loads transverse to the rail. The rails were to be set

at a 40:1 cant and the loads were to be applied in such a manner as to pass through the

gage corner.

Principal stresses and maximum shears were to be found in the transverse section

of the rail under the center of the wheel, i.e., in the plane of symmetry of the rail.

The study was confined to the elastic state.

Models

The models were machined from one block of Fosterite 6 in wide by 2J^ in thick.

The cross section of the rail head and the thickness of the web were made to two-thirds

scale. However, the height of the web and the base of the rail were reduced in order to

accommodate the available material (Fig. 1). It was felt that the modified web and

base would have little, if any, effect on the stresses in the head, which were our primary

point of interest. The length of the rail models was 6 in and the ends were left solid.
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i.e., the webs were not continued to the end (Fig. 2). The scale used for the head and

web could not be applied to the length for that would have required a model about

20 ft long. The best that could be done with the available material was to make the

model 6 in long. The solid ends tend in a measure to compensate for the loss of bending

resistance about the axis of the web which a longer rail would have provided. The differ-

ences in the resistance between the short model and the longer one are not likely to

affect seriously the stresses in the head in the region of interest.

As already stated the cross section of the wheel (Fig. 2) had the average contour

of 33-in diameter worn wheel treads. Due to size limitations of available material only

a small segment of the wheel, 3J^ in long, was used. It was felt that the stresses in the

head of the rail would not be appreciably affected by a longer or thicker wheel model.

The rail models were machined in two stages. First, an approximate stepped profile

was formed by milling lengthwise with an end mill following a carefully calculated

coordinate system so that the roots of the steps were on the true contour. Next, the steps

were removed and a smooth surface formed by using a specially prepared profile cutter

as a planing tool.

The wheel models were machined from blocks of Fosterite. These were mounted

on an arm which was fixed to the compound of a lathe so that it could be swung in an

arc of the proper radius. The contour was formed by end milling and finished by a form

cutter as in the rail.

Loading Jigs

Fig. 3 shows a photograph of a pair of Fosterite models symmetrically mounted

in the loading jig and subjected to a total central vertical load of 100.8 lb, which is

equally distributed between the models making the net load on each model 50.4 lb.

A sketch of the jig is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows a pair of Fosterite models and the loading jig used for combined loads.

A sketch of the jig is shown in Fig. 6. Mr. Magee advised that, based on actual stress

measurements in track, the ratio of the vertical to the horizontal component should be

3:1. Also, the horizontal component was made to pass through the gage corner (Fig. 6).

The vertical load on each model was Sl.O lb. This load was applied in such a manner

as to leave the axle essentially straight, which is equivalent to treating the axle as a

rigid body. The wheels were carefully alined to rest on the gage corners.

The horizontal load was applied first and the vertical component later. In order to

eliminate friction between the plates, rows of ball bearings were interposed as shown in

Fig. 6.

Determination of Proper Load. Preliminary Test

After the models were made and the loading jigs built it became necessary to deter-

mine the magnitude of the loads to be applied. The load had to be large enough to

produce measurable photoelastic effects, but not so large as to produce excessive deforma-

tions. This load could be determined only by experiment. In order not to run the risk

of wasting the rather expensive Fosterite specimens a pair of rail models was made
of Bakelite. The scale and the machining procedure were the same as for the Fosterite

models.

Each Bakelite model was subjected to a load of 34.1 lb and the resulting stresses

were frozen into it. Observations of the critical slice removed from this model showed

that the applied load was approximately right for Bakelite.
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Stress Patterns and Isoclinics

The load determined from the preliminary test with Bakelite was then increased to

50.4 lb to suit the Fosterite models and the resulting stresses were frozen into them.

Transverse slices of symmetry were then removed and stress patterns obtained. Figs. 7

and 8 show a typical stress pattern and isoclinic from vertical loads. Figs. 9 and 10

show a typical stress pattern and isoclinic from combined loading.*

Photometric Methods for Isoclinics and Bi-refringence

In two-dimensional photoelastic work the standard procedure is to determine the

fringe order and the isoclinic parameters from patterns such as shown in Figs. 7 and 9.

However, the extension of the shear difference method to three dimensions involves more

complicated equations than in two dimensions and depends more sensitively on the

accuracy of the isoclinics and the bi-refringence. Of these the isoclinics are more difficult

to determine accurately.

In the present investigation the isoclinic parameters and the corresponding bi-

refringence were determined not from overall stress patterns but by point-by-point

explorations using photometric devices which yield a much higher accuracy. The basic

element in this method is a sensitive photometric cell. This procedure is more time con-

suming than the method which rests on the overall stress patterns, but, as stated above,

it is also much more accurate. For example, with normal procedures, isoclinics are often

ill defined and the error in the parameters may at times be as much as 2 deg. With the

photometric technique, the error is seldom greater than 0.5 deg, and usually smaller.

Similarly, the error in the bi-refringence, even when determined from a Babinet-Soleil

compensator, is of the order of =t 0.02 fringes. With photometric methods this error

can be reduced to 0.005 fringes.

Lines Studied

After careful consideration it was decided to determine the stresses in the rail head

along the 5 lines O'A, O'B, O'C, O'D, and O'E, shown in Fig. 11. It should be noted

that O'Y'-O'Z' is a moving set of coordinate axes parallel to the fixed axes OY-OZ, with

origin O at the top of the rail. The three vertical lines O'A, O'B, and O'C cover the

most highly stressed region, the line O'B being chosen to pass through the highest fringe

order.

It should also be noted that in integrating the differential equations of equilibrium

the starting points were chosen on the free boundary. Thus, on the vertical lines the

starting points were A, B, and C. On the horizontal lines they were at the origins O'.

This was done in order to take advantage of the stress at the free boundary which can

be determined directly from the local fringe order and isocHnics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vertical Loads

Principal Stresses Along O'A, O'B, and O'C

The three curves in Fig. 12 show the principal stresses in fringes along line O'A. (In

order to transform fringes into psi multiply by 17.65.) In this, as in all subsequent figures, <^i

denotes the principal stress perpendicular to the plane of the paper, i.e., Ci = <t^. The

circles on o'l denote points where isoclinics and bi-refringence were measured.

* In the stress patterns, Figs. 7-10, the gage corner is on the left. In the subsequent figures the
gage corner is on the right.
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The other two principal stresses o'2 and <^^ lie in the plane of the paper, i.e., in the trans-

verse section of symmetry of the rail. The directions of these stresses vary from point to point,

as shown on the left side of the drawing. The full segments represent the directions of o-z

and the dashed segments of <^i. At the starting point A, <^o is tangent to the boundary

and 0-3 is normal to it. Also, at point A, o^a= since this point lies on a free boundary.

We also note that along the line O'A, ^2 is nearly horizontal and <^3 is nearly vertical.

Inspection of the curve giving ^i shows that the upper fibers in the head are in

compression and the lower fibers are in tension, indicating that the head of the model

suffers bending. The stress <^i vanishes at a point for which y'/O'A = 0.43 approximately.

Also, the maximum tension equals approximately the maximum compression.

On the line O'A there was a slight irregularity on the boundary at point O' and

the isoclinics in that region could not be determined accurately. The dashed portions

of the curves were obtained by extrapolation. This did not happen on O'B or O'C.

Turning now to 0-2 we note that this is the smallest of the three principal stresses

and that it is compressive everywhere except in the immediate vicinity of A where it is

tensile. The stress 0-3 is compressive all along the line O'A and varies from zero at A
to 1.6 at O'.

The curves in Fig. 13 show the principal stresses along the line O'B. As already

mentioned this line was chosen to pass through the zone of maximum fringe order in the

region of contact. In this case the boundary was clear and undisturbed so that isoclinics

and bi-refringence could be measured well nigh to O' and no extrapolation was needed.

The curve of ^i again shows the presence of bending with the maximum compression

at the top of the rail. Here, however, the maximum compression is considerably greater

than the maximum tension, the ratio being about 22:13 approximately.

We also note that the directions of <^2 and <^3 vary considerably along O'B. The

principal stress o'2, which is compressive at the top, rapidly drops to zero and becomes

tensile all the way to B, where both ^2 and <^3 vanish. The stress <^3 is compressive all

along O'B and has considerably higher values than along O'A.

Fig. 14 shows the principal stresses along O'C.

Fig. IS is a composite of the curves of the principal stresses along O'A, O'B, and O'C.

Maximum Shears Along O'A, O'B, and O'C

Since in the region of contact the principal stresses are all compressive, the maximum

shearing stresses assume particular significance in the phenomenon of failure and may

be connected with the cause of shelling.

Inspection of the curves in Fig. IS shows that in the region of contact o'2 is the

algebraic maximum and <^3 the minimum in all cases. Consequently, the maximum shear,

Tmax, in the region of contact is given by

2

Moreover, 0-2 and <r3 are the stresses in the YZ plane, i.e., in the transverse plane

of symmetry. Therefore, vectors of the maximum shears lie in that plane and the stresses

act on planes perpendicular to the plane YZ.

The maximum shear on O'A is 0.54 fringes and this stress is located at a point

below O' for which y'/O'A= 0.19 approximately. It makes an angle of 45 deg with

o'2 and 0-3 and acts as shown in Fig. 12.

On O'B the maximum shear is 0.9 fringes. Its position below the surface of contact

is approximately the same as on O'A. On O'C the shear progressively increases downward.

In the vicinity of contact its values are between those on O'A and O'B.
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Principal Stresses Along O'D and O'E

Figs. 16, 17 and 18 show the principal stresses along the horizontal lines O'D and

O'E. These are seen to be tensile for approximately 0.4 of O'D and O'E, and numerically

much smaller than in the region of contact.

Combined or Inclined Load

Principal Stresses and Maximum Shears on Lines O'A, O'B, and O'C

The principal stresses produced by the combined load are shown by the full curves

in Figs. 19, 20, and 21. The dashed curves represent the principal stresses for the vertical

load.

Again, the principal stresses are all compressive in the region of contact.

As in the case of the vertical load the ma.ximum shear in the region of contact is due

to 0^2 and C3 in the transverse section of symmetry, i.e.,

max—
2

On the line O'A, Fig. 19, the effect of the horizontal load is a measurable increase

in <^i, 0-3, and 7"max. Also, there is a slight shift in the position of the maximum shear

toward the surface of contact. The shear adjacent to the surface of contact is slightly

increased.

On line O'B, Fig. 20, the significant change seems to be in the shear adjacent to the

surface of contact, which changes from 0.5 fringes to 0.65 fringes, approximately. The

maximum shear remains essentially the same as for the vertical load.

The effects of the combined loading on the shears are more clearly shown in Fig. 21.

It is seen that on line O'B the maximum shear is less localized for the combined loading

than it is for the vertical load.

Fig. 22 shows the principal stresses for the line O'C. It is seen that numerically all

stresses have been substantially increased.

Fig. 23 is a composite of all the curves of the principal stresses on lines O'A, O'B,

and O'C for the inclined load.

The stresses along lines O'D and O'E are shown in Figs. 24 and 25. As in the case

of the vertical load these stresses are predominantly tensile. The stresses produced by the

combined load are also considerably greater than those produced by the vertical load.

Fig. 26 shows a composite for the principal stresses along O'D and O'E due to the

combined load alone.

Checks

The most precise equipment and technique were employed in this investigation and

every precaution was taken to assure accurate results. The similarity between the curves

giving the stresses on the vertical lines O'A and O'B for vertical and combined loading

reflects the precision methods employed.

A more direct index of the reliability of the results can be obtained from a static

check. This is shown by the curves in Fig. 27 which give the values of the o'y components

along the horizontal sections O'D and O'E extended to the loaded side. The full portions

of these curves represent the stresses along the lines O'D and O'E, respectively. The

dashed portions are based on the stresses at the points of intersection of O'D and O'E

with vertical lines O'A, O'B, and O'C. The areas under these curves represent the resultant

normal forces Ri and R2, acting on the horizontal sections of the sHce through O'D and

O'E, respectively.
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Taking as. a free body the portion of the transverse slice lying between these hori-

zontal planes, equilibrium must exist between Ri, R2, and the vertical shears on the side

faces. Since the slice is thin and the central plane of the slice is a plane of symmetry,

these shears are negligible so that for equilibrium Ri must equal R2, approximately.

Measurement of the areas under the curves shows that Ri is greater than R2 by less

than 5 percent. Actual measurements of the shears show that they are very small and go

in the right direction, i.e., upward. We thus have a satisfactory static check.

The curves for the stresses on the line containing O'E indicate that the results are

independent of the path of integration. This follows from the smooth continuous

merging of the dashed and the full curves.

Conclusions

1. Near the region of contact the principal stresses in the model are all compressive,

both for the vertical load and for the combined loads used.

2. Below the region of contact the longitudinal stresses become tensile for both

types of loading.

3. The maximum shear lies in the transverse section of syVnmetry for both types

of loading.

4. For the vertical loads used the maximum shear is located on the line O'B, 0.2-in,

approximately, below the contact area.

5. The effect of the horizontal thrust is primarily to increase the shear on O'B in the

immediate vicinity of the area of contact by 30 percent, approximately. It also tends to

move the position of the maximum shear closer to the surface of contact but does not

alter its magnitude.

We note that wheel traction would produce longitudinal tensions in the rail which

would sharply increase the maximum shear and bring it closer to the surface.

6. On the side of the rail away from the load the stresses are predominantly tensile

and are much smaller than on the loaded side for both types of loading.

Note: All the figures referred to in this report are presented on the immediately

following pages.
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Profile of Fosterite Roil Model
Dotted lines show profile of web and base

of prototype drawn to same scale as model.

Fig.
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Fig. 3—Rail and wheel models in jig for vertical load.
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Fig. 7—Stress pattern of transverse
section of rail under vertical load. Thick-
ness, 0.234 in.

Fig. 8- -Zero isoclinic of transverse section
of rail under vertical load.
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Fig. 9—Stress pattern of transverse section of
rail under combined load. Thickness, 0.234 in.

Fig. 10—Zero isoclinic of transverse section
of rail under combined load.
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Introduction

Our report of June 1953 contains photoelastically determined stresses for

a sub-scale Fosterite model of a steel rail subjected to vertical and oblique wheel

loads. The present report is a supplement to the above and deals with problems

of transition from a model to a prototype for contact stresses.

First we give the two essential formulas which are necessary for the trans-

ition from a model to a prototype for the ideal Hertzian contact stresses. These

formulas - one for the stresses and the other for their positions - take into account

all three significant factors: (1) the effect of size, (2) effect of the magnitude of the

loads, and (3) the influence of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.

The derivation of these formulas is rather lengthy and somewhat involved

mathematically and has therefore been placed in the Appendix. Both the equations

and the derivation are believed to be new and appear here for the first time.

Using the above two equations and the stress data obtained in our recent photo-

elastic investigation of the stresses in a Fosterite model of a rail, we calculate the

maximum shear and its position in a steel rail subjected to a wheel load of 30, 000 lb.

In these calculations we neglect the known differences between the ideal Hertzian case

and the actual wheel and rail problem. We also discuss these differences and their

possible significance.

Transition Formulas

Notation:

P = load between wheel and rail

E = modulus of elasticity

yU,= Poisson's ratio

L = characteristic length

Subscripts m and^ will refer to the model and prototype, respectively.

Scale factors:

^max " maximum shear

2, g = position of maximum shear below area of contact
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nsition Formulas:

where (7,)p and (Z)^ are distances from the contact area to points at which the

stresses are related by Eq. (I).

2. Essential Data for the Transition from the Fosterite Model Used in the Photo-

elastic Investigation to a Steel Prototype Rail Subjected to a Vertical Load Only

(See Report of June 1953)

Fosterite Model Steel Prototype

Lm = 2/3
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3. Maximum Shear and its Position in the Steel Rail

Substituting the data from section 2 into Eg. (I) we have

= 15.9'< 3470 = 55 200p5i
Also, from Eq. (II)

(Z3)p^(o.is2)V,, ;--^
-i7 6.70

iv
= 0.13Z =< 0,414 = 0.079 in.

4. Differences Between the Ideal Hertzian Case and the Wheel and Rail Problem

Equations (I) and (11) used above for the computation of stresses in the rail

are valid for the ideal Hertzian case. This theory assumes that the dimensions of

the area of contact are small in comparison with the radii of curvature. Under such

conditions the area of contact is bounded by an ellipse.

In the ideal Hertzian case there are four radii of curvature associated with

the bodies in contact. The four centers of curvature lie on one line which also con-

tains the point of contact which the two bodies have before loading. The resultant

pressures which the bodies exert on each other are collinear with the line of the

four centers.

Under these conditions there exists a well defined angle oc which enters into

the calculation of two quantities A and B, which are in turn needed for the calcula-

tion of the stresses. See Appendix, Eqs. (7) and (8).

In the wheel and rail problem the conditions are different. The dimensions

of the area of contact are not small as assumed in the theory, but rather large when
compared to the radius of the gage corner. The area of contact is not bounded by an

ellipse, but by a curve which does not lie in one plane and is more nearly triangular

than elliptical. Also, instead of four radii of curvature we have six. Lastly the

angle (X needed to determine the quantities A and B becomes ambiguous. For the

crown of the rail (X would seem to be 90° and for the gage corner it would seem to

be zero. An ambiguity is thus developed which makes the transition to the rail by

means of the Hertzian formulas impossible. It is therefore difficult to evaluate the

significance of the results obtained by means of Eqs. (I) and (II) in the earlier part

of this report. It is of course possible that the results obtained form a good approxi-

mation to the true maximum shear. The point, however, is that at the present time

there is no way of estimating the quality of this approximation.
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Appendix

Derivation of Equations of Transition from a Model to a Prototype for the

Ideal Hertzian Case.

5. Literature.

When two elastic bodies, such as shown in Fig. 1, initially having one point

of contact are pressed together, the stresses which are developed on the contact

area and in its immediate vicinity are termed "contact stresses". H. Hertz^ was
the first to solve this problem, but he obtained only the principal stresses on the

contact surface. The stresses in the interior have been calculated Ijy Belajef

and Thomas and ffoersch. Timoshenko and Goodier^ present the theory of con-

tact stresses and give references to other work on this subject. Our derivation

for the transition from model to prototype will follow the notation. and stress formu-

las given by Seely and Smith.

Hertz showed that for conditions such as shown in Fig. 1, the area of contact

is bounded by an ellipse and the e;q)ressions for the contact stresses are based upon

this fact.

n. Notation, See Fig. 1

A rectangular coordinate system, X, Y, Z , is taken with its origin at the

point of contact, the X and Y axes in the directions of the major and the minor

axes of the ellipse of contact, respectively, and the Z-axis as shown.

P = Total normal force acting between the two bodies along the Z-axis

L = Characteristic length

Rl, Ri = Minimum and maximum values of the radii of curvature of the

surface of body 1 at the point of contact, (iiadius of curvature

is positive if the center of curvature is inside the body.)

R2. ^2 ~ Same as R^, h'i, but for body 2

1. H. Hertz, J. Math. (Crelle's J. ), Vol. 92, 1881. See also "Gesammelte
Werke." Vol. 1, p. 155, Leipzig, 1895. English translation in "Miscellaneous
Paper," H. Hertz, Macmillan & Co., 1896.

2. N. M. Belajef, Bull. Inst. Engineers of Ways of Communication, St.

Petersburg, 1917, and "Memoirs on Theory of Structures, " St. Petersburg, 1924.

3. H. R. Thomas and V. A. Hoersch, Univ. of Illinois Eng. Expt. Sta. , Bull.

212, 1930.

4. S. Timoshenko and J. N. Goodier, "Theory of Elasticity, " McGraw-Hill
Book Co.

,
Inc., 2nd Ed. , New York, 1951, pp. 372-382.

5. F. B. Seely and J. O. Smith, "Advanced Mechanics of Materials, " Jolin

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2nd Ed. , New York, 1952, Chap. 11, pp. 342-378.
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CX = Angle between planes of minimum (or maximum) curvature at

point of contact (see Fig. 1.)

E and tv = Modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio respectively - assumed
to be the same for bodies 1 and 2.

a = Semi-major axis of ellipse of contact.

b = Semi-minor axis of ellipse of contact.

k = b/a = cos 9 ; k ^ 1

k' ="\/l-K^ = sin 9

k|-rr = -^ = % = Dimensionless distance below the surface of contact
^ to points on the Z-axis at which stresses are to bepoints

calculated.

Cot * = ^ii)
t_cp

2 =—rj^ = Depth in either body from the surface of contact to points on

the Z-axis at which the maximum shearing stress occurs.

In the formulas for stresses, certain elliptic integrals will be needed and

these are given below.

K(k') =F(f.k') = C\7=i4=

E(k') =H(f ,k']=.'vi)yi-k'^sin^G d©

Finally, in deriving the equations of transition from a model (m) to a proto-

type (p) the following additional symbols will be used for the scale factors.

-V - Ljn -v _ Pm V - Em n = M-xr\

^ Lp *^ Pp Ep / yttp
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7. Formulas for Stresses:

Under the conditions shown in Fig. 1, theX,Y,Z axes are principal axes
and the principal stresses 0^, 0"y, (Tz at points on the Z-axis are given by the

fcJllowing expressions:

where

M = 2k
V^ Efk')

A-f-B (-^)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(^)

Ri R'l''^"'^R2rR-2
Alk-k,k^kky^^'^ ^'^

-^i[kkkk)

^W[(i4^(i-y--<krfeJ[i-fe>-^ w
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^x=-^-k|

^k--^+^^^l[i^H(4.,k'J-F(4>.k'j] (10)

% = In ^ I -
k^

" ^ I [F " t^'^'3
- ^(*-^')] (^^)

ny =.-l + n + k-|[F(4.,k'j-H(cl),k'j] (12)

In addition we ha ve the following two equations

B_ fe)£(k')-K(k';
A K(k')-E('k')

(43)

The maximum shear is given by

^max = Y^^^'^~ ^in) (15)

where 0^^^ and O^j,, are, respectively, the algebraically greatest and smallest

of the principal stresses ff"^, (J^y, ff-^ given by Eqs. (1), (2), (3).

8. Ebcananation of Formulas for Stresses.

It will now be shown that the terms within the brackets of Eqs. (1), (2), (3)

for 0"^, 0-y, O' 2,
are independent of the scale factors relating the model and

prototype.

From Eqs. (7) and (8)

Am- 1

Ap \l
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Thus the ratio of the sum depends on the dimensions of the model and prototjrpe.

Assuming the ratio B/A known, Eq. (13) determines the value of k, since

k'
='\l

1 - k'^ Using the result of Eq. (17), it is clear from Eq. (13) that

km = kp (19)

and hence

km = K (20)

i. e. the ellipses bounding the areas of contact are similar.

From Eq. (4) and using Eqs. (19) and (20)

Mm = Mp (21j

It also follows from Eq. (19) and (20), that for points on the Z-axis at the same
dimensionless distance, 't>=k{.2.V below the surface of contact

1. (19) and (2(

and

Hence the terms within the brackets of Eqs. (1), (2), (3) are indepencbnt of the linear

scale.

Direct inspection of the terms within the brackets of Eqs. (1), (2), (3]i shows

that they are independent of load and modulus of elasticity. However, Poisson's

ratio does enter. Fortunately the value of ^ in these bracket terms has only a

small influence on the final stresses. * Consequently, the terms containing ^u,
'

will be neglected, although the influence of ju, on AinEq.ffc] will be retained.

Therefore the terms within the brackets of Eqs. (1), (2), (3) are independent

of all scale factors. Using Eq. (15) it follows that

T:na.-fC^)-t (2.4) -

where f is determined by the appropriate two bracket terms from Eqs. (1), (2), or

(3) and is a function only of %— -g-

* Op. cit. footnote 5, p. 354.
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9. Transition Formulas.

Using Eq. (24) from the previous section

iwk=_!iM^ ^
~4

(25,

since "{^phas been chosen as equal to 't.Tu^and therefore fC^pj^ iCCm).

Inserting the values of b and a from Eqs. (14) and (6) gives

^l^pS(K]o)

(rTn^)p _ V 2-.T l^PJ LAm+Bml Em /

V 27r ^^'"MAp+Bp i
Ep yj.

(2G}

Using the results of Eqs. (18), (19), (20) and introducing the scale factors X , this

reduces to

(^max)p _^ // 1 U Xl \^ (i->^%Mp]

^

2-^ (27;

It can be readily shown that

and that the same holds true for Q- and (T'g- Eq. (27) is therefore a general

relationship for all the stresses. This is indicated symbolically by the following:

Eq. (I) is the equation of transition from model to prototype for the contact stresses

for points on the Z -axis having the same values of '€, , i e .

Hence

But k~ = k„ so that

tm = t,p (29)

l^m(z)m _ kp(z)p

b. (30)

(31)

Using Eqs. (14), (6), (18), (19), (20) and introducing the scale factors, Eq. (31)

can be put into the form

Equation (11) gives the relation between the values of Z in the model and prototjrpe

at which the stresses are related by Eq. (I).
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Report on Assignment 9

Recent Developments Affecting Rail Section

W. J. Cruse (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, T. A. Blair, C. B. Bronson,

W. J. Burton, E. E. Chapman, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, P. O. Ferris, C. J. Geyer,

E. L. Gosnell, S. R. Hursh, K. K. Kessler, L. R. Lamport, C. C. Lathey, B. R.

Meyers, Ray McBrian, W. G. Powrie, R. B. Rhode, J. C. Ryan, G. L. Smith.

H. F. Whitmore, R. P. Winton, Edward Wise Jr.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The topics being pursued under this assignment are:

a. Redesign of 100 RE rail and joint bars.

b. Study of rail web bolt hole finish in regard to fatigue failure.

c. Study of the proposal for the adoption of the 140 PS rail section as an ARE.\

standard.

d. Study of the proposal for the adoption as an AREA standard of a joint bar

for the 140 PS rail section.

e. The standardization of bolt hole location on 115, 132 and 133 RE rails, as

brought up by the Joint Contact Committer

a. The redesign of the 100 RE rail was carried out along the Hnes of the 115 and

132 RE sections which have proven successful. The overall height of the present 100 RE
section and the width of the base were' retained. The drawings for the study section and

the J^-in thick metal cross section have been completed. A S-ft length of the study

section has been machined from a 17S-lb crane runway section. The stresses in this

section will be studied in comparison with the present 100 RE section by means of

resistance wire strain gages in the fillet, web and base areas with loadings in the Baldwin

testing machine at the Central Research Laboratory this winter.

b. The study of rail web bolt hole finish in regard to fatigue failure is being carried

out at the Central Research Laboratory by Kurt Kannowski, metallurgical engineer, and

other members of the Engineering Division research staff of the Association of American

Railroads, under the direction of G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. A Sonn-

tag fatigue testing machine is being used to make a comparison between rail web sections

having defective bolt holes and rail web sections having properly drilled bolt holes.

Interesting information is being developed relative to the effect of rough edges and badly

drilled holes on bolt hole failures. Additional specimens are being tested and the results

will be published in 1954, after further data have been obtained.

c. A survey of the proposal for the adoption of the 140 PS rail section as an AREA
standard has been completed and the subcommittee recommended approval of the 140 PS
rail as an AREA recommended section, with the following drilling: the center line of

bolt hole drilling to be 3 in above the base of rail, diameter of bolt holes 1% in, and

bolt hole spacing 3J^ by 6 by 6 in. The subcommittee also recommended that the 133 RE
rail be retained as a recommended section.

d. A survey of the proposal for the adoption of a joint bar for the 140 PS rail

section as an AREA standard has been completed and the subcommittee recommended

approval of the Pennsylvania's 140 PS head-contact joint bar as an AREA recommended

bar, with the following drilhngs: 3% by 6 by 6 in. The subcommittee also recommended

that Mr. Magee design a headfree bar for use as an alternate for railroads desiring a

headfree bar in preference to the head-contact bar.
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e. A study of bolt hole locations on 115, 132 and 133 RE rails used by various

railroads was completed and data reveal that the majority of roads are using the AREA
recommended practice as to bolt hole size, location and spacing. Beyond adopting a

recommended practice, printed in the Manual, for bolt driUings for various sections, there

is nothing further that the AREA can do to promote adoption of these drillings by the

individual railroads. The Joint Contact Committee was so advi.sed.

Report on Assignment 10

Service Performance and Economics of 78-Ft Rail;

Specification for 78-Ft Rail

Collaborating with Committee 5

L. R. Lamport (chairman, subcommittee). E. L. Anderson, T. A. Blair, B. Bristow,

C. B. Bronson, B. Chappell, C. J. Code, J. C. Dejarnette, R. A. Emerson, C. T-

Geyer, J. K. Gloster, J. L. Gressitt, C. B. Harveson, S. R. Hursh, J. C. Jacobs,

N. W. Kopp, Rav McBrian, B. R, Mevers, E. E. Oviatt, R. E. Patterson, G. A.

Phillips, R. B. Rhode, E. F. Salisbury, I. H. Schram, A. A. Shillander. W. D.

Simpson, A. P. Talbot, Edward Wise. Jr., R. P. Winton, J. E. Yewell.

This is a progress report presented as information.

Service Tests

The initial measurements were made during June of 1*^52 and the results of the

herein reported data combine the above and measurements taken during June of 1953.

Measurements were made of rail surface profile, joint camber, and out-to-out distances

on bars for determining the rate of rail-end batter, joint droop and fishing surface wear.

Similar measurements were taken on adjoining 39-ft sections to serve as a comparison

for the 78-ft rail.

The field work, analysis of data and report of measurements were carried out by

the Engineering Division research staff of the Association of American Railroads, under

the direction of G. M. Magee. director of engineering research, and K. H. Kannowski,

metallurgical engineer.

The test section for the 115 RE rail i.< on the eastbound main track of the Chicago &

North Western Railway near Calamus. la. The 78-ft rail test section is located between

M.P. 32 and 33; the 39-ft rail test section between M.P. 28 and 29.

The test section for the 133 RE rail is on the eastbound main track of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad between Hamlet and Hanna, Ind. The 78-ft rail test section is between

M.P. 400 and 401 ; the 39-ft rail test section between M.P. 399 and 400.

Both test locations are on tangent track. The 115 RE section has headfree-type

joint bars, and the 133 RE section has head-contact-type bars. The 78-ft rail sections are

two 39-ft rails pressure butt-welded by the Oxweld process.

Conclusions

Since these measurements are taken at a relatively early age in the life of the joint

bars, no outstanding difference can be noted on Fig. 1 and 4 showing the out-to-out

distances and on Figs. 2 and 5 showing the camber readings. A trend to lower out-to-out

readings may be noted. It is of interest to note a very definite trend towards a more

uniform profile and less profile elevation in the 7S-ft rail than in the 39-ft rail, as shown

on Figs. 3 and 6.

(Text continued on page 906)
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Economics

In 1952, record was kept of labor expended in surfacing and lining track and main-

taining joints in 1 mile each of track containing 39-ft rail and 78-ft rail in the test area

near Calamus, la., where the track carried 14,500,000 gross tons annually. The 39-ft

rail required an expenditure of $249 and the 78-ft rail $58, or a saving of $191 per mile

on the 78-ft rail. It is estimated that renewing of the joints with reformed bars and

building up rail ends by welding will be required after the rail has been in track 10 years,

during which time a savings of $89 per mile will be realized through the use of 78-ft

rail. The elimination of 50 percent of the joints through installation of 78-ft rail will

increase tie life with an estimated savings of $32 per mile per year. The total estimated

savings per mile of track in the 11525 rail section at the indicated tonnage is $312

annually.

Installations of 78-Ft Rail

Presented herewith as a part of this report is a table listing known installations of

78-ft rail on American railroads, exclusive of short stretches through highway crossings,

along station platforms, over ballast-deck bridges, etc. This table corrects and brings up

to date a similar table presented by the committee last year (see Proceedings, Vol. S4.

1953, page 943.) The table is shown on page 907.
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PROGRAM

Fifty-Third Annual Meeting

Palmer House, Chicago

•

Morning Session—Grand Ballroom—9:45 to 12:00

Addiess of President C. G. Grove, Chief Engineer, Western Region,

Pennsylvania Railroad

Report of the Secretary—Neal D. Hov^ard

Report of the Treasurer—A. B. Hillman, Chief Engineer, Belt Railv^ray;

Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad

Greetings from the Signal Section, AAR, W. N. Hartman, Superin-

tendent Telegraph & Signals, Chesapeake & Ohio, Chairman

Greetings from the Electrical Section, AAR, R. I. Fort, Electrical En-

gineer of Equipment, Illinois Central, Chairman

Address—Railroad Progress Through Engineering, by R. G. May, Vice

President, Operations and Maintenance Department, AAR
Address—Nuclear Power and the Railroads, by lohn R. Menke, Presi-

dent Nuclear Development Associates, Inc.

Address—Research Review, by G. M. Magee, Director of Engineering
Research, Engineering Division, AAR

Motion Picture—225,000-Mile Proving Ground

Afternoon Session—Grand Ballroom—2:00 to 4:45

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

14—Yards and Terminals 511

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 511

Address—Economics of Railway Operation in a Com-
petitive Era, by Fred N. Nye, Director of Trans-

portation Research, New York Central System

25—Waterways and Harbors 511

9—Highways 511

Address—The Effectiveness of Highway-Railway
Grade Crossing Protection, by W. I. Hedley, As-

sistant Chief Engineer, Wabash Railroad

24—Cooperative Relations with Universities 513

20—Contract Forms 511

11—Records and Accounts 513

911
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PROGRAM
(Continued)

•

Morning Session—Red Lacquer Room—9:00 to 12:00

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

13—Water, Oil and Sanitation Services 511

7—Wood Bridges and Trestles 513

Motion Picture—Fire Protection of Timber Bridges on
the Santa Fe—with commentary by C. H. Sand-
berg, Assistant Bridge Engineer, Atchison, Topeka
(S Santa Fe System

28—Clearances 512

30—Impact and Bridge Stresses 512

Motion Picture—Laboratory Investigation of Full-Size

Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridge Slabs

8—Masonry 512

Address—Alkali Aggregate Reaction in Concrete, by
P. D. Miesenhelder, Research Engineer Concrete,

Engineering Division, AAR
15—Iron and Steel Structures 513

Address—^Painting Railroad Bridges, by loseph Bigos,

Senior Fellov\r, Mellon Institute, Director of Re-

search, Steel Structures Painting Council

*
Association Luncheon—Grand Ballroom—12 Noon

Announcement of Results of Election of Officers

Address by I. M. Symes, Executive Vice President, Pennsylvania

Railroad
*

Afternoon Session—Red Lacquer Room—2:30 to 5:15

Reports of Committees

29—Waterproofing -r
512

17—Wood Preservation 512

6—Buildings 511
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PROGRAM
(Continued) Bulletin

Numbers
1—Roadway and Ballast 514

Address—Lateral Forces Beneath Fills, by R. B. Peck,
Research Professor of Soil Mechanics, University

of Illinois

22—Economics of Railway Labor 512

Address—Labor Economics in Retrospect, by J. S. Mc-
Bride, Chief Engineer, Retired, Chicago & Eastern
Illinois Railroad Company

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 512

*

Morning Session—Grand Ballroom—9:00 to 12:30

Reports of Committees

3—Ties 512

5—Track

Address—Progress in Brine Corrosion Investigation,

by S. K. Coburn, Chemical Engineer, Engineering
Division, AAR

Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail 514

4—Rail 514

Featuring a series of addresses and comments on
Shelly Rail, by R. E. Cramer, Research Associate
Professor, University of Illinois; H. J. Grover, Bat-

telle Memorial Institute; M. M. Frocht, Professor of

Mechanics, Director of Experimental Stress Analy-
sis, Illinois Institute of Technology; and L, S. Crane,
Engineer of Tests, Southern Railway System

Closing Business

Installation of Officers

Adjournment
•

2:00 to 4:30

Open House at the A.AR Central Research Laboratory to see facilities

and equipment and witness tests under way.



014 Report of the Tellers

Report of the Tellers

Presented Wednesday Noon, March 17, 1954

We, the Committee of Tellers, appointed to canvass the ballots for officers and for

members of the nominating committee, find the count of ballots as follows:

For President

G. W. Miller ! 1SS3

For Vice-President^^

Wm. J. Hedley 1542

For Directors (first four elected)

C. B. Porter 1002

C. H. Sandberg 876

W. H. Giles 840

H. R. Peterson 830

P. O. Ferris 73.5

W. E. Cornell 706

J. W. Barriger 658

W. T. Rice 488

For Members Nominating Committee (first five elected)

T. M. von Sprecken 918

F. A. Hess 900

R. H. Beeder 811

C. J. Code 778

G. L. P. Plow 754

J. M. Trissal 748

J. C. Dejarnette, Jr 747

C. G. Davis 684

H. E. Kirby 680

W. D. Kirkpatrick 507

Eight other miscellaneous votes were cast for the various offices listed above.

The Committee of Tellers

R. A. Bardwell, W. M. Hager E. J. Rockefeller

Chairman, H. M. Harlow R. L. Samuell

C. M. Bardwell E. C. Harris E. R. Schlaf

D. E. Bray E. M. Hastings, Jr. F. E. Short

N. D. Bryant T. L. Hendrix R. M. Stimmel

J. R. Dereeux W. C. King L. E. Talbot

J. J. DwYER J. DE N. Macomb T. A. Tennyson

C. E. Dysart H. L. McMullin J. N. Todd

J. B. Farris D. V. Messman S. E. Tracy

J. W. Fulmer J. K. Morrissey Troy West

E. A. Gill A. W. Munt J. E. Wiggins

H. F. GiLzow B. J. Richards A. R. Wilson

* Under the provisions of the constitution, G. M. O'Rourke advances automatically from junior

vice president to senior vice president.
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Running Report of the Annual Meeting of the American Railway

Engineering Association, March 16-18, 1954, Palmer House,

Chicago, Including Abstracts of All Discussion, All Formal

Action on Committee Presentations, Specific Papers and

Addresses Presented in Connection with Committee

Reports, and Other Official Business of the

Association

Opening Session—March 16, 1954

The opening session of the fifty-third annual meeting convened at

9:45 am, President C. G. Grove* presiding.

President Grove: May I ask that the current vice presidents, directors and treasurer

of the Association come to the platform, as well as our past presidents? (After those

invited to the platform had been seated, President Grove continued:)

The fifty-third annual meeting of the American Railway Engineering Association

and the concurrent annual meeting of the Construction and Maintenance Section of the

Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads, will please come to order.

Before proceeding with the business of our opening session, I should like to present

to you those sitting at the speaker's table. As I call their names, I shall appreciate

their standing and remaining standing until all have been introduced. I will introduce

them beginning on my right:

C. J. Geyer, vice president—construction and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway, Huntington, W. Va., and president of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation, 1952-1953 ; T. A. Blair, chief engineer system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway, Chicago, and president of the AREA, 1951-1952; H. S. Loeffler, assistant chief

engineer. Great Northern Railway, St. Paul, Minn., and president of the AREA, 1950-

1951; F. S. Schwinn, assistant chief engineer, Missouri Pacitic Railroad, Houston, Tex.,

and president of the AREA, 1949-1950; C. H. Mottier, vice president and chief engineer,

Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, and president of the AREA, 1948-1949; Armstrong

Chinn, president, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo., and presi-

dent of the AREA, 1947-1948; F. R. Layng, retired chief engineer, Bessemer & Lake

Erie Railroad, Greenville, Pa., and president of the AREA, 1944-1945; A. R. Wilson,

retired engineer of bridges and buildings, Pennsylvania Railroad, Lansdowne, Pa., and

president of the AREA, 1936-19.^7; N. D. Howard, secretary of our Association.

I am going to skip the two gentlemen on my left, and will introduce them later.

G. W. Miller, engineer maintenance of way, Canadian Pacific Railway, Toronto,

Ont., Can., and first vice president of the AREA; G. M. O'Rourke, assistant engineer

maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, and second vice president of

the AREA; W. C. Perkins, chief engineer. Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb., and

* Chief engineer, Western Region, Pennsylvania Railroad.

915
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a director of the AREA (Mr. Perkins was not in his chair) ; R. J. Gammie, chief

engineer, Texas & Pacific Railway, Dallas, Tex., and a director of the AREA; L. L.

Adams, chief engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Louisville, Ky., and a director

of the AREA; A. N. Laird, chief engineer, Grand Trunk Western Railroad, Detroit,

Mich., and a director of the AREA; M. H. Dick, editor. Railway Track and Structures,

Chicago, and a director of the AREA (Mr. Dick was not in his chair) ; E. E. Mayo,

chief engineer, Southern Pacific Company, San Francisco, Calif., and a director of the

AREA (Mr. Mayo was also not in his chair)
; S. R. Hursh, chief engineer, Pennsylvania

Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa., and a director of the AREA (Mr. Hursh was unable to be

present at the convention) ; Ray McBrian, engineer of standards and research, Denver &

Rio Grande Western Railroad, Denver, Colo., and a director of the AREA; E. S.

Birkenwald, engineer of bridges. Southern Railway System, Cincinnati, Ohio, and a

director of the AREA; B. R. Meyers, chief engineer system, Chicago & North Western

Railway, Chicago, and a director of the AREA; G. E. Robinson, engineer of structures,

New York Central System, Chicago, and a director of the AREA; H. B. Christianson,

special engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, Chicago, and a director

of the AREA; A. B. Hillman, chief engineer. Belt Railway of Chicago—Chicago &

Western Indiana Railroad, Chicago, and treasurer of the AREA. (Applause)

I should now like to introduce to you two special guests at our speaker's table,

whom I skipped over purposely in making the introduction thus far. I refer to the two

gentlemen immediately to my left, who are the chairmen of sister sections in the

Engineering Division, AAR.

I present first, Mr. W. N. Hartman, superintendent of telegraph and signals, Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railway, who is chairman of the Signal Section, Engineering Division.

We shall be glad if Mr. Hartman will rise to be recognized. (Applause)

I should now like to introduce the second of these gentlemen, Mr. R. I. Fort,

electrical engineer, equipment, Illinois Central, who is chairman of the Electrical Section

of the Engineering and Mechanical Divisions, AAR. (Applause)

I will recognize both of these gentlemen further later in the program.

I would Hke to have the chairmen of our working committees take their places at

the table on my extreme left.

These gentlemen are among the most diligent workers of our Association, upon whom
much of the success of its efforts depend. I ask that these gentlemen rise and take a bow.

(Applause)

I would feel remiss if I did not give recognition to the unusually large number of

ladies in the balcony who have come in to join with us in our opening session. We are

delighted to have them here, and feel it highly desirable that they at least get the feel

of this great Association to which their husbands give so much of their time and talents.

We hope that they will enjoy meeting here with us, and the social activities which

have been planned for them, and that they will feel free to sit in as special guests at

any of the technical sessions in which they may be especially interested for one reason

or another. We particularly invite them to sit in on our closing session, beginning about

noon on Thursday, when we will introduce and induct into office the new officers of the

Association for the coming year.

The first order of business of our annual meeting is consideration of the minutes

of our last annual meeting. These minutes have been printed in Vol. 54 of the AREA
Proceedings, a copy of which has been furnished to each member. Accordingly, unless

I hear some objection, we will dispense with the reading of the minutes. Hearing no

objection, I declare the minutes approved as printed in the Proceedings.
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Address by President C. G. Grove

Fellow members of the American Railway Engineering Association, and Guests:

Another year of earnest effort has been added to the record of our Association.

We should pause to express our deep debt of gratitude to our founders and predecessors

for their sound judgment and careful planning. They have builded wisely and well. Their

past accomplishment is a constant challenge to all of us to carry on and improve the

Vi'ork they have thus far so well advanced.

Through the medium of our Bulletins and the AREA News 30U have been advised

currently of the activities of the Association, and in a few minutes you will be given

the report of the secretary. I shall endeavor merely to highlight some of the basic and,

on the other hand, some of the unusual, accomplishments during the past year.

Outstanding among these, possibly, is the pubhshing and distribution of the revised

and refined Manual. It was the final step in a mighty effort in which all of the com-

mittees had an important part, directed by Secretary Howard and every member of his

staff. He is to be congratulated for his able and complete planning, his close contact with

the printer, and the smooth and on-time production of each part of this large

undertaking.

The new Manual speaks for itself. It is a valuable contribution to Railroad Engineer-

ing literature and a handbook for those desiring, or requiring, up-to-date and correct

information on recommended practices in railroad engineering. Producing it in its new

form has been no mean task. We express our sincere appreciation to Mr. Howard and

his loyal organization.

For a long time there has been felt a real need for a consolidated index to the works

of our Association as published in our Annual Proceedings. Accordingly, the Board of

Direction authorized the publication of such an index extending back to 1940, including

references to monographs and other special reports during this same period. The cost

of the preparation of this work has been nominal, but the detailed work performed

by Mr. Howard and his staff has been great—again a word of appreciation is in order.

The membership of our Association continues to grow. We lost 46 members through

death during 1953. Two of them were past presidents of our Association—Mr. H. R.

Clarke, on February 18th, and Mr. J. B. Akers, on July 8th. These two men had out-

standing records of service to our Association; they were stalwart oaks and their

guidance and counsel will be greatly missed.

We must continue to urge young engineers in our industry to become Junior Mem-
bers and later transfer to full membership, for it is only in this way that new young

blood is brought into our ranks, and that we can best serve these men and our industry.

Our Associate Members continue to be an important part of our Association. They

contribute greatly to the all-inclusive picture by their sound advice and knowledge of

our problems. We welcome and appreciate this help.

The finances of the Association, as will be indicated by our Treasurer's report, are

in sound condition. The financing of the publication of the Manual has been carried

out well within, and I might say at a considerable saving over, the amount estimated.

This was made possible by careful planning and close attention to every detail of the

printing. Our investments are sound and are being closely .-supervised by our Finance

committee.

Before reviewing the committee work of the Association I wish to refer, as some

of my predecessors have referred, to a branch of our organization which has contributed

much to the Association and to its members. Its constituents have no standing in our

Constitution nor can they be classified as Members. They pay no dues. Some of them,
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however, are here this morning, and we hope that more of them may be present at our

other sessions. I refer to our wives who have always stood by us every day of our lives.

Their steadfast devotion and encouragement have been real and tangible factors in

whatever of success we may have achieved. Their help has not always been a "bed of

roses"—many times it has involved real hardships. We owe them a deep debt of gratitude

for their contribution to our work individually, and as an Association.

We all know that the heart of our Association is our 23 standing and special com-

mittees. After several years of diligent and continuous work on the Manual they are

free now to concentrate on current problems coming within the field of their assignments.

One thousand and thirty-five of our members are active in committee work. Our 23

committees held 76 meetings during 1953, and will present reports on 120 assignments at

this convention. These reports will cover a wide range of subjects.

A continuing endeavor is being made to honor committee chairmen and outstanding

committee members. The issuance of gavels to chairmen, the development of a "Hand-

book for Committee Chairmen," and the creation of the honorary degree of Member
Emeritus for members who have rendered outstanding service are among the steps

taken to show the appreciation of the Association to these members for their interest

and hard work.

You are well aware that this Association is known as a working group. Our com-

mittee meetings, our annual meeting, and all our plans as laid down by the Board of

Direction embrace continued hard work as the main factor to make our efforts properly

felt in the world of railroad engineering. It is a reputation of which we are proud, and

one which we will jealously guard. I salute the committee chairmen for their unselfish

and sterling contribution to our past year's activity.

A seminar was recently held at the University of Michigan, with some 75 or more

men in attendance, about evenly divided between active railroad men and academic

members from the teaching staffs of a number of universities. The subject was "Railroad

Management—The Next Generation." It was my pleasure to be present as a representative

of the AREA. Since engineers have played such an important role in the building, opera-

tion and management of railroads in the past, their future participation in these fields

was discussed and question was raised as to just what the railroads and the colleges and

universities could do to be of mutual help in this direction. It was generally agreed that

the colleges and universities were providing the proper courses, but that the railroads

were not getting their fair proportion of graduates compared with other industries.

Mention was made that the salaries offered technical graduates by the railroads were

less than the salaries offered by other industries. This is true in some cases, and is a

matter that the various railroads should analyze carefully and correct if possible.

The effect of unions and seniority existing on the railroads, on the careers of college

graduates was touched upon. It was noted that some complications exist, but, in general,

few difficulties are experienced.

I might mention here that a report on this seminar was published in a recent issue

of one of our national weeklies, not in the railway field. This article concentrates on

some minor and negative points and in no way indicates the constructive atmosphere

of the seminar. In fact, it is entirely misleading.

Question was raised at the seminar as to whether the railroads might not use to

greater advantage more graduates from the School of Business Administration. It was

conceded that they need some Business Administration graduates, but relatively few

compared with their requirements of graduates in Engineering.
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It was pointed out that while the man starting in the ranks on the railroad will

continue to be advanced to the higher positions in management on the basis of demon-
strated ability, the value of the graduate engineer in the railroad industry would be

greater and more fully developed by a training course—a period between graduation

and active service covering from two to three years.

It is a well known fact that industry generally, such as the automobile, steel and
oil industries, are providing the colleges and universities with literature showing the

opportunities for engineers in their organizations, while little such information has been

made available from the railroads. It is hoped that this lack of proper information on
opportunities in the railroad industry will soon be corrected by the issuance of a brochure

that is being developed by Committee 24. This committee is working closely with the

Public Relations Department—Schools and College Service—of the Association of

American Railroads.

During the year, G. M. Magee, director of engineering research, Engineering Division.

AAR, and his staff, have been active in progressing our work in many fields. Mr. Magee
will make a report later this morning. It is a source of great satisfaction to your

Association to have such an organization solving many long-standing problems and
advancing satisfactorily on many others. It is encouraging to note also that to the

original building housing the AAR research organization on the campus of Illinois Insti-

tute of Technology in Chicago has been added a second building to care for the activities

of the Mechanical Division. It will be well worth your while to visit these laboratories

on the campus of Illinois Tech on Thursday afternoon.

The Board of Direction has given me support, encouragement and cooperation in

the administration and direction of the Association's affairs during the past year, which

I gratefully acknowledge ; it has been a blessed experience to work with these earnest

men. The secretary's office, too, by its always prompt, willing and efficient handling of

all matters has been a constant inspiration to me.

There are two parts in the realm of railroading so far as this organization is con-

cerned. One is the actual operation and maintenance of a railroad. The other has to do

with the production of what we need to actually run the railroads—the Supply Industry.

We are grateful to them for their help and for their participation in this convention.

The hearty and full cooperation of the Association of American Railroads through

the office of the vice president, operations and maintenance, under the direction of Mr.

Aydelott, and later under Mr. May, has been a great factor in our steady growth and

advancement. We have received similar cooperation from the other divisions and sections

of the AAR in matters requiring collaboration. To all of these I wish to express my
gratitude.

I know that you may forget much that I have said thus far, but even if you forget

all of it, I hope you may remember what I say in conclusion.

There is no group having higher qualifications for real citizenship than the group

I address this morning. There is urgent need for constructive citizenship today. The

Code of the Engineering profession which calls for honest enterprise and the giving

of our skill and knowledge, without reservation, for the public good, our pledge of fair

dealing, integrity, tolerance, respect and sincerity, all naturally place us in the group

of good citizens. But beyond that attainment there is a higher and a greater one. It lies

in the realm of the spirit.

We owe our country and generation something more—to make the world a little

better for having lived in it ; to give more than we receive ; to elevate so that the coming

generations may find a better world, higher standards, more kindliness, less strife and

hatred, and increased good-will and love. Let us think this way as we go along.
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I have often said, and I repeat it here, that material gains are merely chattels and

excess baggage that you cannot take with you when you go beyond. We can and will

take with us the lasting things of life, the things we do for others, making lives a little

easier—a little brighter; these are our jewels—the realization that we have helped the

other fellow.

The Golden Rule lives now, and we must make it live in the future.

President Grove: The next order of business is the report of our secretary, to be

followed by the report of our treasurer.

Mr. Howard, will you plea.se present the report of the secretary?

Secretary's Comment

Mr. President, Officers and Past Officers of the Association, members and guests

—

and I am not overlooking you ladies in the balcony. As President Grove has said,

we are delighted to have you ladies meet with us in this our opening session.

Mr. Grove, the secretary and his staff are deeply appreciative of your more than

generous words of appreciation of our efforts. We hope they are merited. In return,

I would be less than fair if I did not say here that it has been an inspiration, and a

source of great satisfaction for each of us in the secretary's office to work with you,

and with Mrs. Grove, as you have planned long and diligently to make this Association

year, and this Annual Meeting, a great success. Indeed, this past year has been a pleasant

continuation of the happy relationship which the secretary's office has always had with

our previous presidents and their wives as they have each endeavored to advance the

interests of the Association and make its conventions most pleasant and successful.

And I would be remiss if I did not tell you chairmen seated at my left how much

the secretary's office has enjoyed working with you, and appreciates the cooperation it has

received from each of you in our many verbal and written contacts.

The time may come when your secretary will not be able to make a favorable

report to you, but that time has not arrived—and I refuse to believe it is on the

horizon.

The detailed report of the secretary, which I should remind you is also his report

in behalf of the Construction and Maintenance Section of the Engineering Division,

Association of American Railroads, in which capacity the AREA acts, appears in the

March "Yearbook" Bulletin of the Association. This Bulletin has been mailed to all

members, so I shall certainly not take your time to read the report in detail. However,

for those of you who have the time, I am sure you will find much of interest and real

satisfaction in the report. Satisfaction, if only because it will impress upon you anew,

I am sure, that you are a part of a great engineering organization—an organization

which, through your efforts and those of your officers, is making a valuable contribution

to the railways, and to each of its members who participates in its work or who takes

advantage of the results of its work.

Briefly, for the Association, 19S3 was another year of accomplishment, a year of

further growth in membership, and a year, the close of which found the Association

financially sound, in spite of the large expenditure made for the complete reprinting and

distribution of its Manual of Recommended Practice.

Constantly alert to their responsibilities lor the progressive management of the Asso-

ciation and the results accomplished by it—and they were indeed alert—the members

of your Board of Direction again carried forward those measures and procedures which
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had proved desirable in the past; adopted a number of means to strengthen the work

of the Association and make it of greater value; initiated new procedures to honor com-

mittee chairmen and to recognize appropriately outstanding committee service by mem-

bers; and, as the year ended February 28 came to a close, your Board of Direction Was

analysing all of the Association's activities from the standpoint of efficiency and possible

economy to keep in tune with the predicted lower level of railway earnings throughout

1954.

In his address, President Grove mentioned some of the achievements of the Asso-

ciation during the past year. These are detailed in the Secretary's written report, and

I shall not attempt to elaborate here, with but one exception. I refer to the fulfillment

of the long-felt need for a consolidated, alphabetical index to the valuable works of

this Association as published in its past Proceedings. Sucn an index is now available,

housed in a serviceable loose-leaf binder, to which subsequent Proceedings indexes,

which will be made available to members without cost, can be added. You will find

these indexes available at the AREA desk in the foyer at a cost of 50 cents each.

I would point out also that extra copies of the index binder, identified for the purpose

only by the letters "AREA", are also available to those who wish them to house individ-

ual chapters of the Manual as a matter of convenience in the office or in taking specific

Manual chapters to committee meetings. The cost of these binders is 35 cents.

I emphasize the availability of the new Proceedings index because we feel that

it will be of great value to you, will save you a lot of time, and will encourage more

extensive reference to the many valuable works of the Association in the past.

To continue, I feel that I would be encroaching on the time of others, but I cannot

close without sharing with you the deep satisfaction which the secretary gets from the

many letters which he receives from members, especially old-timers, telling how much

the AREA has meant to them over the years. I would like to read, in part, from only

one of these letters, received early this month, from a bridge engineer, to whom had

been sent a certificate of Life Membership,

quote

—

Dear Mr. Howard:

"This courtesy is typical of the efficiency and interest in individual members which

has always been shown by the officers of the Association. I do not know of any engineer-

ing organization whose members receive so much for so little."

Indeed, the Association has had another good year, and as the letter just quoted

from says—it has always been the policy of the Association to render maximum service

to each individual member. May it ever be so. Thank you.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Howard.

The treasurer's report will now be presented by our treasurer, A. B. Hillman, chief

engineer of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railway and the Belt Railway of Chicago.

Treasurer's Report

Mr. President and members of the American Railway Engineering Association:

The treasurer's report appears in the March Bulletin—No. 515—page 20. I will not,

therefore, repeat the details at this time.

Examination of the report and the Financial Statement for the calendar year 1953

indicates that the Association is in a favorable financial condition, in spite of the fact

that they show for the year as a whole an excess of disbursements over receipts of
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$Q034.79, and a corresponding loss in cash assets. That this deficit was not greater is

significant in view of the extra non-recurring expenditure in 1953 of $20,572.58 for the

work involved in the complete reprinting of the Manual.

Disbursements for the years 1952 and 1953 do not represent a fair comparison due

to Manual reprinting, the bulk of the cost of which was paid in 1953. Yet it is noteworthy

that the total disbursements in that year were only $6900 greater than in 1952, despite

the fact that Manual expenditures were $15,664.47 higher in 1953. This comparatively

small increase in Disbursements was due to the smaller miscellaneous Disbursements in

1953 and a decrease in the cost of pubUshing the Bulletins and Proceedings.

Your Finance committee and Secretary Howard and his staff have done an excel-

lent job.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Hillman.

You have heard the reports of the secretary and the treasurer. What is your pleasure

with respect to these reports?

(Motion was regularly made and seconded that the reports of the secretary and

the treasurer be approved; the motion was put to a vote, and carried.)

President Grove: Our secretary has referred to the recent complete revision,

rearrangement and reprinting of our Manual of Recommended Practice. With the thought

that you may wish to hear a little more about this, and in order to give recognition to

the Board Committee on Manual, under whose general direction this important work

has been carried out, I would like at this time to call upon the present chairman of the

Board Committee on Manual, R. J. Gammie, chief engineer, Texas & Pacific Railway,

for any comments which he might wish to make.

R. J. Gammie (Texas & Pacific) : Mr. Grove, members of the Association, Ladies:

It has been my privilege during the past year to have served the Association as chairman

of the Board Committee on Manual. I have also been privileged to serve on that

committee for the past three years.

The other committee members for this past year are A. N. Laird, chief engineer,

Grand Trunk Western Railroad; M. H. Dick, editor, Railway Track and Structures;

and E. S. Birkenwald, engineer of bridges, Southern Railway System.

Several years ago the practice of having the chairman of this committee tell you

about the program of reprinting the Manual was adopted. I hoped that last year's

would be the last such talk, but your president has asked me to say a few words on

this subject.

Two years ago Past President Schwinn told you of plans for reprinting the Manual,

and last year Past President Loeffler told you of those plans in more detail. Now I can

report to you that the printing has been completed, and, I am glad to say, at much less

cost than estimated. The actual cost was $26,460.67, while the estimated cost Was

$33,810—a saving of a Httle over $7000. This has been due principally to the planning

of my predecessors and the cooperative help received from the secretary and his staff.

I might add that the secretary's office still has some one thousand copies of the

new Manual for sale, and I would urge all members who do not have a copy to provide

themselves with one.

President Grove: I am sure that all of us here have been interested to know more

of the successful completion of this large Association project. I would point out that if

there are those who have not seen the reprinted Manual, and who care to do so, they

may at the Association desk in the foyer immediately at the end of the registration desks.
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Meeting here today not only as the American Railway Engineering Association,

but also as the Construction and Maintenance Section of the Engineering Division, Asso-

ciation of American Railroads, it is highly appropriate, and an honor, that we should

have invited to the platform representatives of our two closely allied sections of the

Engineering Division, namely, the Signal Section and the Electrical Section. Our rela-

tionship with these two sections has been happy and profitable over many years, and ;t

is our hope that this relationship will continue for many years in the future.

The chairmen of these two sections have already been introduced to you, but I

should now like to call on each of them for such words of greeting as they might like

to bring to us. Mr. Hartman, chairman of the Signal Section.

Mr. Hartman: Mr. President, Members of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation, and Guests:

It was kind of Neal Howard, on behalf of your officers, to invite me, as chairman

of the Signal Section, to attend your President's Dinner last evening and to appear at

your opening session this morning to bring >ou greetings from the Signal Section. I'm

happy to be here, and I bring with me from the Signal Section sincere wishes for one

of the best conventions you've ever had.

I'm deeply grateful for the warm welcome you've given me and for the kind remarks

of your president. All this, together with the fact that your immediate past president,

Mr. C. J. Geyer, is my boss, and your president, Mr. Grove, comes from the railroad

where I worked IS years before joining the Chesapeake & Ohio, makes me feel at home

.imong you.

Your Association is to be complimented on the outstanding work you are doing.

I particularly congratulate you on the preparation of your new and up-to-date Manual.

Now, if you'll turn your thoughts a moment from this convention, I'd like to tell

you briefly what the signal departments of the American railroads, with the influence

of the Signal Section, are doing. In 1953 about 1700 miles of Centralized Traffic Control

was installed in the United States and Canada. Because of the reduction in train time,

with resultant savings in cost of train operation, we are more concerned with the installa-

tion of C.T.C. than with any other in the field of railway signaling today. It averages

a reduction of about 1 min per freight train mile.

Other major activities are: Modernization and consolidation of interlockings; replace-

ment of mechanically interlocked switches with those of the power type ; replacement

of obsolete and worn-out semaphore signals with signals of the color-light, position-

light, and color-position-light type; as well as the installation of automatic highway

crossing protection facilities to replace manually operated gates and crossing watchmen

and to increase safety at new and unprotected crossings.

The work of the Signal Section in connection with these and related activities, as well

a-^ discussions of the many other problems encountered by the railroads in successfully

installing and maintaining the intricate railway signaling systems in service today, was

to have been presented by the standing committees at our Annual Meeting originally

scheduled to be held in Cincinnati, Ohio, in October. An interesting program had been

planned, and I had hoped to avail myself of this opportunity to invite all of you to this

meeting. Now, that our meeting has been cancelled, all I can say is that the Signal

Section will welcome you to its next Annual Meeting, whenever that may be.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Hartman. We know that the Signal Section has

kept pace with our work, not only here, but in the field. The signal organizations of our

railroads have certainly done much in the years gone by to make operations more

economical.
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We shall be glad to hear from Mr. Fort at this time, as chairman of the Electrical

Section.

Mr. Fort: Mr. President, Members of the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion and guests:

It is an honor and a privilege to appear before you at the opening of your 1954

Annual Meeting, to bring you greetings from the Electrical Section. The Electrical Section

is proud of its connection with the AREA and stands ready to assist you in any way

wherein our special training and knowledge may help.

As you recall, the Electrical Section, Engineering and Mechanical Divisions, was

formed about three years ago by a merger of the separate Electrical Sections of these

divisions. This was done in the interest of efficiency and to enhance the work of each

section. It is interesting to take a look after nearly three years of combined operation

to see how the new section is getting along. At the present time, the section has 18 tech-

nical committees, the second largest group of committees in the Operations and Main-

tenance Department of the Association of American Railroads.

Of these 18 committees, 1 is completely inactive at this time and is expected to

remain so. I refer to the Committee on Locomotive Electrical Equipment, which covers

steam engines. For some reason that committee has not had much to do lately. The 17

active committees are divided in their spheres of interest as follows: Six are mechanical,

six cover matters of general interest, and five are purely fixed property. This is a Well

balanced relationship and bears out the ideas of those who proposed the combining of

efforts. Much of the credit for the smooth operation of the section should go to our

efficient and hard working secretary, Mr. S. W. Marras.

Use of electricity is steadily growing in all departments on the railroad, but in none

has the increase been so spectacular as the tremendous jump in electric traction with

the change to diesel motive power. The Electrical Section has been faced with many
major problems because of this, but these problems are being taken in stride without

affecting other interests of the organization.

Railroads as a whole are up against some tough competition. The trucks and air

lines have drawn off some of our traffic, and that mostly in the more remunerative brack-

ets. To regain as much of this traffic as possible, we must take advantage of every

conceivable technological advance that can be bent to our use. By so doing we can

improve efficiency of operations, and he who does the job cheaper and better gets the

business. The Electrical Section is ready to do anything within its power to further the

progress of the railroads as the nation's chief mode of transportation.

I appreciate the opportunity to come before you at this opening session and wish

you well in your forthcoming deliberations.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Fort. We appreciate both your and Mr. Hart-

man's being with us this morning.

Aware of the fact that there are in our audience a considerable number of members

of both the Signal and Electrical sections, as well as members of the Mechanical, Pur-

chases and Stores and other divisions of the AAR, I want to tell you how happy we are

that you are with us, and to extend to each of you a cordial invitation to participate in

all of the sessions of our annual meeting in which you may be particularly interested.

Since the Construction and Maintenance Section of the Engineering Division, AAR,
forms one of the units of the Operations and Maintenance Department of the Associa-

tion of American Railroads, we have been delighted to invite each year the vice president

of the Operations and Maintenance Department to bring us a timely message, and you
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will recall that for several years past, Mr. J. H. Aydelott has been with us on this occa-

sion. Since Mr. Aydelott retired from service last August, we are delighted to welcome

here this morning, his successor, Mr. R. G. May.

While many of you know Mr. May through his aggressive activities already on

behalf of the A.^R, I would point out for the benefit of those of you who may not know
him and his background, that he is a civil engineer and a graduate of the Chicago Tech-

nical School, and a graduate of the Advanced Management Program at Harvard Univer-

sity. All of his railroad experience has been with the New York Central System, he having

entered its service as a rodman in 1928 at Syracuse, N. Y. Later he became assistant

supervisor of track at Cleveland, Ohio, and in 1930 he was transferred to the operating

department as trainmaster at VVatertown, N. Y. After subsequently holding this position

at Weehawken, N. J., he was appointed assistant superintendent at New York City in

1946, and superintendent at Albany, N. Y., in 1948. He was named general manager at

Boston in 1949, was promoted to manager of freight transportation of the system the

following year, and became vice president in charge of operations and maintenance in

1952. He assumed his new duties as vice president, Operations and Maintenance Depart-

ment, Association of American Railroads, on September 1, 1953. We are honored and

pleased to have Mr. May with us this morning, who will address us on "Railroad

Progress Through Engineering."

Railroad Progress Through Engineering

By Richard G. May
Vice President, Operations and Maintenance Department, Association of American Railroads

Being asked to address this meeting of the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion amounts to crowning one honor with another. Certainly, I have always considered

it honor enough to be a member of an organization with such a background of tradition

and accomplishment. So, I thank you wholeheartedly for the invitation you have extended

me to appear before you here today.

Words of praise should neither be given lightly nor taken lightly. I would have

mine placed in that category, too. When you look at the record that has been made by

the .\RE.\ since its organization at the turn of the century, you feel that almost anything

good that might be said about your work would be an understatement.

At the time your association was founded, the railroads of the nation had rounded

a turning point in their development. They were changing over from an expansion of new

lines into new regions of America to an intensive improvement of existing facilities. The

goal, of course, was to fit them to handle more concentrated traffic, and to handle it

with greater efficiency and economy.

In this period of railroad history, the AREA was able to provide a meeting ground

where engineering officers could come together and pool their talents in coping with

industry problems.

The consequences arising from lack of such cooperative action were still fresh in

men's minds. They had been demonstrated but a few years before when dozens of gages

of railroad track had made the free interchange of equipment among railroads impossible,

and had thus made the abundant and free flow of goods throughout the nation equally

impossible. It was generally recognized that if a higher degree of standardization were

to be obtained in railroad designs, materials and practices, group action would be required

on a broader scale. It was also evident that greater use of the scientific approach would
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be required to solve the aggravated technological problems that accompanied more

intensive development of plant and facilities. Within its field, the AREA fulfilled both of

these needs.

I will not dwell on the technological advances made during the past half century,

except to acknowledge that greater scientific development has occurred during these years

in railroading and other industries than in any other like period. Within the United

States, this period has brought an astonishing growth in productive power—so much so

that, today, just 6 percent of the world's people turns out more than 40 percent of the

world's goods. This unparalleled progress could never have taken place had the nation

not been blessed with a railroad system second to none. But the advances that put our

railroads in that position, and kept them there, are well known to you engineers. Indeed,

in many cases, you either participated in them or carried them out yourselves.

We might, rather, turn increased attention to the transportation developments which

went on concurrently around the railroads, and which came to have a profound effect

on our own own industry as well as on the nation, and the way we work and live.

Specifically, I refer to the growth to maturity in this twentieth century, and especially

since World War I, of other forms of transportation—of carriers that move goods and

people over inland waterways, through the air and over the pubhc roads. This rapid

growth brought intense competition and sweeping changes in the field of transportation.

Let's look briefly at a few of these changes.

Trucks, which originally supplemented railroad service with local hauling, became

long-distance common carriers in their own right. And, in addition to common and con-

tract carriers by motor, many industries came to operate their own private fleets of

trucks, as well as their own barges and ships on our rivers and lakes. The traffic which

these private and common carriers handle today was originally the railroads'.

The privately owned family automobile, originally a luxury, is now considered a

necessity, and is used for 8S percent of all intercity travel. Airplanes and buses, of course,

have also prospered in this field. This passenger business, again, was originally the

railroads'.

It is thus clear that, as other carriers grew in stature, serious inroads were made

on the traffic position of the nation's basic carrier—the railroads. This growth was

brought about, in the first place, by scientific progress and by a certain amount of

economic demand. In what directions, or how far that demand may have extended

without artificial stimulation can never be known. For government continuously affected

developments in the transportation field through lop-sided regulations, and through

multi-billion-dollar subsidies and promotional activities on behalf of other carriers.

Economic law has not been given a chance to determine which of the many carriers

could best perform transportation service.

In the face of the problems that growth of competition implies, the railroads must

look in two directions for solution: Within the industry and without. First, let's take

a look outside, at those problems associated with government's relationship to trans-

portation. And let's first consider those problems in terms closest to you, the railroad

engineering officer.

There is something almost unique about the railway engineer—something alien to

practically every other form of transportation. You might sum that up like this: If we

except the pipeline industry, you alone of all the builders of the roads or ways used by

the many different kinds of carriers work solely for private companies.

If that fact seems minor at the moment, consider these implications. If you built

and maintained airports, beacons, radio beams and other aids to air transport, the money
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for your work, would come from the public treasury—and far fewer dollars would be

returned to it by the air carriers who use such publicly provided facilities. If you built

and maintained locks and dams and navigation aids on inland or coastal waterways, the

money for your operations would also come out of the public till—and not from the

water carriers who use these facilities. Finally, if you built and maintained hi;jhways,

the same situation would again prevail—you would find that the big trucks and other

commercial motor carriers pay back to the public treasury in ta.xes and fees sums that

bear little relationship to the intensive use they make of our public roads.

Now, the real significance behind this certainly has not escaped you. Of all people,

you know full well the huge sums it takes to blast out tunnels and hillsides, to fill in

ravines and to bridge valleys and streams to make a straight, level roadway. You know,

too, the high costs of ballast, of cross ties and rail, and of all the equipment and work

that goes into building a strong and stable highway of steel.

All these costs the railroads pay out of their own pockets—not out of public tax

funds. In fact, the public treasury comes in for positive gain through the millions of

dollars in property taxes which the railroads pay on their rights-of-way and structures,

and which other carriers largely escape.

Summed up, all this means simply that, in competing for passenger and freight traffic,

the railroads must constantly struggle to surmount the high barriers of government sub-

sidy to competition. In effect, the railroads must stand helplessly by and watch govern-

ment placing large sums of money in the pockets of competitors, or doing the equivalent

by bearing a substantial portion of their operating costs.

Beyond subsidy of competition in the upside-down scheme of government treatment

of transportation is restrictive regulation, especially in the matter of adjusting rates to

meet changing conditions and challenges. Again, we find the railroads—the carrier to be

first brought under regulation—still the most rigidly restricted in spite of the vast changes

that have come about since enactment of the Interstate Commerce Act in 1887.

We would all admit, I think, that regulation is in the interest not only of the public

but also of the different carriers. The 1887 Act to Regulate Commerce was, in fact, con-

ceived and passed both to protect the public against the real and potential malpractices

of a supposedly monopolistic industry, and also to protect that industry from destructive

competition among its many segments. Given complete freedom from regulation today,

rate wars and other types of destructive competition could undoubtedly be expected.

At the same time, there would seem to be little logic in adopting another extreme, and

regulating one segment of the transportation industry into a straightjacket while allowing

other segments freedom to run off with choice business. In short, while it would be

difficult to live without government regulation, it is frequently difficult, indeed, to live

with it.

The railroads have never been afraid of competition, and are not today. But if

there is to be regulation, then that regulation, by all rights, should bear equally on each

and every carrier in the field so as to give no one an unfair advantage. As for subsidies,

any policy based on fair play demands that they either be eliminated, or, if not, that

user charges be levied on those carriers who use and benefit from facilities built with

public funds.

I mention these things of apparently remote interest to you engineers because of their

overwhelming importance to the railroad industry and its future. The railroads are

facing competitors who not only receive plentiful government assistance, but who are

alert and aggressive as well. If the railroads are to maintain their position as the carrier

of more freight more miles than all other carriers combined, we cannot rest on our oars.
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The challenge we now face—and it is a real one—is to maintain our business—indeed,

to increase it, if at all possible, in keeping with the general long-term expansion of the

economy.

Are we doing that? If we examine trends in post-war traffic volume and think

in terms of maintaining traffic, the answer is "yes". But that answer, unfortunately, does

not apply to passenger travel, only to freight traffic. If we think in terms of increasing

traffic volume, or even of maintaining our share of the additional business produced by

post-war industrial expansion, the answer is "no".

These figures tell that story fully: In 1946, the first full non-war year, the railroads

handled a total of almost 65 billion miles of passenger travel. Each year thereafter saw

a decrease in this traffic until, in 1950, the railroads handled less than half the 1946

volume. Korea brought a mild upsurge, but 1952 still registered only 34 billion passenger

miles. Last year, that total dropped by 7 percent. Stated in terms of total business

available, the post-war period witnessed the railroads' share of intercity travel, as

measured by passenger miles, decline from 64 percent in 1946 to 49 percent in 1952.

A somewhat different record is chalked up by freight traffic figures, for in this

sphere the railroads succeeded in maintaining volume. During the seven post-war years,

1946 to 1953, the railroads handled a freight traffic volume which, including mail and

express, averaged 617 billion ton miles a year. While this freight traffic fluctuated from

year to year, no distinct trend revealed itself. When it comes to dividing up shares of

total intercity freight traffic, however, we find that the railroads' 68.5 percent in 1946

had, by 1953, declined to 55 percent of intercity traffic.

These facts have not escaped the attention of railroad management. In spite of all

the outside barriers thrown up in its way, the industry is diligently working within

itself, seeking solutions to its problems by making widespread improvements to its plant

and services. The railroads are committed to the provision of dependable transportation

service. Like other businesses, they know they can prosper and progress only so long as

their services meet the demands of their customers—the nation's shippers and travelers.

With this thought foremost in mind, the railroads are pouring all available funds

into plant and equipment improvements that will produce transportation service more

efficiently, with greater economy, and at the lowest possible price to customers. I don't

think many realize just how vast this program is. One good indication, though, is the

fact that sometime along toward the end of this year the railroads will have passed a

milestone in this program—for the total spent for improvements during the post-war

period will soon go over the ten-billion-dollar mark.

Besides this multi-billion-dollar investment program, the railroads are pursuing the

search for new things and for new ways of doing things with unrelenting effort. Our

research program carries with it the industry's hope for the future. And whether it is

aimed at producing better motive power and cars, stronger track components, more

efficient traffic control devices, or any of the thousands of other parts of the railroad

plant, it takes on top priority.

How railroad investment and research have teamed up to produce tools that do a

more efficient job is exemplified by the diesel locomotives. This form of motive power

came into prominence by demonstrating its ability to move more tons farther, at greater

speed and at less cost than the power it displaced. Coaling plants, water stations and

enginehouse facilities became no longer necessary. The cost of storing, handling and

converting fuel was greatly reduced. And there is considerable research now in progress

to develop still other economies.
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Besides seeking to move more units of transportation at less over-all cost per unit,

we are continuing studies to maintain a proper relationship between the size of plant

and the job to be done. With centralized traffic control, for instance, it has been possible

to eliminate multiple tracks in some territories, with a single main track absorbing all

traffic. There undoubtedly are places today where similar programs would effect similarly

great economies in maintenance.

In some respects, research is confronted today with problems not unlike those of

SO years and more ago. At that time, expansion of plant and the development of heavy

power and large-capacity cars had outrun engineering achievements to such an extent

that track and bridges were inadequate for the trains of that time.

We have progressed from the day of the iron strap-and-stringer and the inverted U
rail to today's open-hearth steel T rail. Standardization of gage heralded other like feats

to come. We found means of developing a track structure with greater strength and

longer life. Ballast, ties, tie plates, rails and joint bars have all been targets for our

research and investment programs. Considerable progress has been made, and consid-

erable progress is yet to come, through railroad research.

One of the most promising fields that might be explored further in bidding for

greater economy in operations is that of pooled service. Where competing railroads are

able to work out methods of coordinating their facilities and services while retaining

individual identities and prerogatives, large-scale economies could result. I refer, for

example, to the possibility of combining the operations of little-patronized passenger

trains over essentially parallel routes and eliminating the large losses now sustained by

each. The same idea might be extended to pooling freight cars into single trains for

high-speed merchandise service between key terminals; or to the common operation of

switching services. There are many such possibilities, but putting any one into effect

would be no easy task. It would call for intensive study and work. Above all, it would

call for the wilHngness to give up identity with a service that may have long tradition

and pride behind it. Potential results, however, warrant serious exploration of this area.

There is one other area of cost-cutting and efficiency-raising that I would like

to call to your attention, as well, for it is an area in which you engineers can be of

particular service. But, first, let's go back in time a little way to put this subject into

l)erspective.

In the early history of railroads, when emphasis was on building and expansion,

the engineer paid most attention to railway location and construction. Construction was

about as crude as can be imagined; excavation was by pick and shovel and dirt was

moved by wheelbarrow; ties were hand-hewn and spikes driven by f!at-headed sledge

hammers.

Today, the railroad engineer must be familiar with the records and accounts per-

taining to the operating and maintenance costs of his department, with accounting and

budgeting procedures, with cost control methods and many other items generally thought

of as being out of the engineering field and in that of business administration. You

might say that today's engineer has become a cost engineer in addition to being a

construction and maintenance engineer.

These days, it is of paramount importance that we apply to this business of rail-

roading the same principles that the management of a mill, mine, factory or market

would apply to his business. The engineer must thus know not only the over-all picture

of company spending, but also the unit cost of maintenance and construction items so

that he can develop means of controlling expenses. He must know such individual costs

before he can assemble data to support recommendations for new methods and equip-
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nicnt. In other words, given an operation requiring correction, he must be able to

break down each step, question each step, develop a new method or facility, and install

the machinery needed to insure satisfactory performance.

This IS the outstanding difference between an engineer and a craftsman. The

engineer plans not only for the present but envisions the future as well, while the

craftsman is interested only in the finished product. The engineer must justify projects

economically, basing his studies on immediate requirements as well as long-range

operating and maintenance costs. While he cannot fathom each fluctuating curve of the

economic picture, he must present a reliable estimate of project cost and usefulness.

Many railroads today program all work, including capital expenditures, on fore-

casts of revenues, and make regular checks at specified intervals so that proper control

can be exercised. When there is a rapid decline in traffic, an individual road may be

required to make extensive reductions in its cost factors. At such times there seems to

be a general feeling of alarm. Many are inclined to believe that conditions are very bad

and will be slow improving—or may not improve at all.

But facing the issue in its real light brings out the fact that railroading, as a business,

must operate within an income derived from the transportation of freight, passengers,

mail and express. When general business conditions cause a decHne in shipping and

necessitate reduced spending, railroads make their initial reductions in departments where

service will be the least affected. When conditions improve, employment also improves

and deferred work is once again undertaken.

In other words, it is necessary to "roll with the punch" if management is to keep

the industry in a healthy state, both physically and financially.

I receatly heard of a restaurant owner who was complaining about his loss of

trade, when a patron said, "I don't see any difference from a year ago. You've got your

tables all iilled and people waiting."

"Thafs true," he replied, "but last year I was turning them away."

I'm afraid we are not so fortunate in the railroad business that we can make com-

parisons on an overflow basis. Rather, we must work in a very sensitive, limited area

ot just breaking even or perhaps making a little extra, depending on traffic volume.

Before us now is the need to develop the means of obtaining a greater transporta-

tion capacity from fewer facilities, and longer hfe from more economical construction.

It is the economic demand of the times. With all the factors involved, we dare not over-

look any item which pays off or carries promise of substantial return.

The public is conscious that railroads are a changing and progressive industry. And

it is our obligation as members of the engineering profession to contribute to the future

so that our industry, so essential for peace-time commerce and irreplaceable for emer-

gency transportation, will always be in a position to serve.

Based on the record of the last 55 years, there is no doubt the AREA will fully

meet its obligations and commitments to contribute to that future.

President Grove: Thank you Mr. May. It is plainly evident that you have full

appreciation of the responsibility of engineers in the future progress of the railroads.

We are sure that railroad engineers, working both independently and through our Asso-

ciation and the other divisions and sections of the AAR, will live up to those responsi-

bilities. It has been very good to have your complete review of the situation from your

favorable vantage point.

As you have no doubt noticed from the program printed on your registration cards,

there are several other important items yet to come before our opening session. I refer
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particularly to an address to be made by John R. Menke, president, Nuclear Develop-

ment Associates, Inc., and comments by our own Mr. G. M. Magee, director of engineer-

ing research, Engineering Division, AAR, highlighting the Engineering Division's research

projects under way, and introducing the AAR's recently completed sound motion picture

dealing with the Association's research activities, entitled "22S,000-Mile Proving Ground."

I know that you will be highly interested in these features of our morning's session, but

before they are presented, I should like to interrupt our proceedings briefly to permit

Railway Age to take its usual convention photograph.

[The convention photograph was takenj

President Grove: As we continue our morning session, I would like to excuse at this

time those sitting at the speaker's table, with the thought that they will find it more

comfortable and enjoyable to be seated in the audience during the remainder of our

session.

[Those at the speaker's table retire]

Since the next feature of our program deals with a matter of great interest to the

mechanical departments of the railroads, we have invited three representatives of the

Mechanical Division, AAR, to the speaker's table, whom I should like to present to you.

I refer to Mr. V. R. Hawthorne, executive vice chairman, Mechanical Division,

whom I would be pleased to have stand and be recognized. (Applause)

Mr. Fred Peronto, secretary of the Mechanical Division. (Applause)

The other representative is Mr. W. M. Keller, director of mechanical research, AAR.
(Applause)

Not to be outdone by the Mechanical Division, we have also invited to the speaker's

table our own Mr. G. M. Magee, director of engineering research. (Applause)

The next feature of our program is an address dealing with the timely and all-

important subject of atomic power. Admittedly, I am not too well versed on this subject,

and not too well informed as to the work and accomplishments of our speaker, so I have

asked one of our members who is well informed on the subject, and who has been

associated with our speaker, to introduce him. Mr. Ray McBrian, engineer of standards

and research, the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad. (Applause)

Ray McBrian (Denver & Rio Grande Western): Mr. President, members of the

.\REA, Ladies and Guests: We are on the threshold of a new technological era, that of

the development of atomic energy in its various phases. In a sense, we can say that

atomic energy is bursting out all around us, especially if you read the magazine and

newspaper publicity about it.

Seriously, it is all around us, in the fields of chemistry, metallurgy, medicine and

engineering inspection methods and materials. To us engineers in the railroad field,

the developments in the next few years hold much promise in the solving of many of our

problems.

For example, a couple of weeks ago the Ford Motor Company announced that

while they never expected an atomic automobile to be possible within the next 10, IS

or 20 years, nevertheless, they had assigned their scientists to start studying in the

field of metallurgy just what it would mean insofar as the development for metals to

handle a nuclear-powered automobile.

Now comes to us in the railroad field the most prominently thought of subject of

power. It is my own personal opinion that the next age of evolution or development

of locomotive power in the United States will be that of atomic power—the atomic-

powered locomotive.
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That means that we should begin immediately—both as individuals and as members

ol this Association and its committees—to study and investigate all phases of atomic

power.

To introduce this subject to you, we have asked Mr. John R. Menke, President of

Nuclear Development Associates, Inc., of White Plains, N. Y., to address us.

Mr. Menke said he would rather be known to us just as a mechanical engineer. How-

ever, Mr. Menke is a mechanical engineer and physicist. Prior to the founding of the

group which he now heads, our speaker served as principal physicist at Clinton Labora-

tories, Oak Ridge, Tenn., and from 1942 to 1946 he was a member of the Senior Scientific

Staff of the Substitute Alloy Materials Laboratory at Columbia University, working for

the Office of Scientific Research and Development, and the Manhattan Project.

It is a pleasure to present to you Mr. John R. Menke, who will address us on

"Nuclear Power and the Railroads." (Applause)

Nuclear Power and the Railroads

By John R. Menke
President, Nuclear Development Associates, Inc., White Plains, N. Y.

Thank you all for the invitation to speak to you today. I didn't know that I would

have mechanical engineers at my left.* It is particularly happy for me to have them

there because, as has already been said, I am a mechanical engineer. I repeat that because

this is a business for engineers; it is not a business for physicists, mathematicians or

nuclear scientists. It is a business that engineers will very shortly take over completely;

in fact, they have largely taken it over now.

I accepted this invitation even though I am not a railroad engineer; there is very

little about which I could be more ignorant than railroad engineering. I wondered what

I might dare talk about to you, and I thought the safest thing I could do would be to

stick to my knitting and tell you something about atomic energy. That will be the first

part of my talk. I will take you on a tour through the various nuclear reactors that

have been built in the United States.

The second part of my talk will find me on less safe ground. I will stick my neck out

and try to see, with you, what effect this atomic energy world—which is rather young

and immature yet—will have on your railroads.

First, I think it would be very useful to give you some perspective regarding the

world's energy resources. The numbers that I am going to use are not as well known

as they would seem by my using them. They are very poorly known, indeed, but they

will at least give you some feeling for the amount of energy which we have in the world

in its different forms.

I am going to use a new unit. It is called the Q, for no reason at all, except that

the Atomic Energy Commission started out using that, and everybody now uses it. It is

simply 10^ Btu.

If you take for the world all of its coal, oil, and gas, (and again, I say these numbers

aren't really very well known) there are about 80Q. If you were to burn all the uranium

and thorium in the world, there are something like 1700Q, about 20 times as much as

the first amount I mentioned. It is a very important energy reserve, indeed. The ratio

* Special guests representing the Mechanical Division, AAR—^V. R. Hawthorne, executive vice

chairman; Fred Peronto, secretary; and W. M. Keller, director of mechanical research.
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of 20 isn't very well known. It isn't honestly known whether it is 10 or 20, and it isn't

perfectly certain that it lies in that range, but at least there is that order of magnitude

which you should know—there is approximately 20 times as much total energy in the

world in the form of uranium and thorium as there is in coal, oil and gas.

Just to keep the perspective right, to show that in the nuclear energy world on this

earth we have a competitor, I should tell you that solar energy—the energy reaching

the earth from the sun each year—is 1700Q. This is as much energy each year as all

the uranium and thorium! Of course, it isn't in a very useful form for some purposes.

I have given you some perspective as to energy reserves, and the notion that there

is potentially a very large amount of energy present in uranium and thorium.

We must also consider the breeder reactor—the nuclear process through which jion-

fissionable uranium 238 and thorium are transmuted to fissionable material, enabling us

to burn them. This is a feasible process that has been demonstrated at Arco, Idaho, at

the experimental breeder reactor there, which we will see later. There is no reason to

expect that this will not be applied on a larger scale in the future.

The question of where this nuclear fuel is located is very important. I would like

to give you a brief picture of where it is in the world.

The richest and the largest uranium reserves lie in the Belgian Congo in Africa

(see Fig. 1). They are indicated by the numeral 1, at the Chinklobwe mine of the Union

Miniere du Haut Katanga. An important new source is developing in South Africa, too.

The second largest uranium production at the present time is in our own United

States, on the Colorado plateau. It is a happy reserve to have, indeed. It is sometimes
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Fig. 2—University of Chicago pile.

rated lower than the Canadian, with which it usually competes, and, as a matter of fact,

they flop back and forth between second and third position. However, the latest alloca-

tion of positions does gives the Colorado plateau second position and the Canadian

uranium mines the third position, though I think that situation may change in the near

future.

There are other uranium reserves in Portugal, in Britain, in Czechoslovakia, and hi

Australia. There is a very large uranium reserve in south central Soviet Russia, In a

region very similar to our Colorado plateau—a high, arid plain.

Another one of our very important atomic fuels is thorium, and the most important

site for thorium is India; the second most important site is in Brazil, on the coast;

the third most important site is in Idaho, on the site of an ancient ocean beach.

I think it is useful for you to see how uranium and thorium are distributed around

the world. As usual, in the United States we are fortunate to have important deposits

of each, although we do not have the most important and richest deposits.

I should now like to take you on a quick tour of some of the nuclear reactors that

have already been built to use this fuel. These reactors range from very small to very

large, from simple to complex, and from relatively cheap (in our atomic energy

language) to very expensive.

Only a few of them are useful for producing power. None of them produces

economical power yet, but they do demonstrate that reactor design technology is fairly

well established and that we do know how to build reactors today that will run.
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Fig. 2 shows the original reactor when it was under construction at the University

of Chicago. This reactor was the first to demonstrate that a neutron chain reaction

could be created. It was not cooled at all, and was run at very low power only. It is

essentially a huge pile of graphite bricks with minor occasional holes in it containing

uranium metal. This is the first pile that ran. It was built here in Chicago under the

stands at Stagg Field.

We call them nuclear reactors today. They are also called piles, largely because they

were very large piles of graphite, and after you stacked them for a while, you looked

as though you had been stacking coal, or worse.

Fig. 3 shows part of one side of the reactor at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

This reactor is similar in its basic operation to the Chicago reactor. However, it is air-

cooled to allow operation at higher power. You can get the scale very readily, because you

see a man standing there. It is approximately a 30-ft cube, enclosed. The holes indicate

the spacing of the fuel in the graphite. It is a very large structure, indeed.

The Hanford reactors in Washington State are very similar, but are cooled by Water

for even higher energy removal. These are all still very low-temperature reactors.

Fig. 4 shows the core of the Norwegian heavy water research reactor. Again, you get

the scale from the men shown. This is a much smaller reactor, something like a 6 or

7-ft tank containing heavy water, with a lattice of uranium fuel indicated by the holes

in this grid plate. The uranium fuel is actually hung from this grid plate in long rods.

Fig. 3—Graphite reactor, Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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Fig. 4—Core of Norwegian heavy-water reactor (cover removed).

underneath. This reactor removes a large amount of energy, too, but still operates at

very low temperature.

Fig. 5 shows the core of the Los Alamos water boiler reactor. This core contains

a water solution of an uranium salt—actually, uranium sulfate. It is not any secret.

It is cooled by water flowing through the coil. The diameter of the core is a little over

1 ft. A simple stainless steel coil, with water circulating in it, removes the heat. The

entire instrumentation is contained in the rod penetrating to the center of the sphere

at the left.

I think you should pause a moment now to compare the simplicity, the mechanical

simplicity, of this device and the complication and size and expense of the Brookhaven

reactor shown in Fig. 3—a 30-ft concrete cube. There, is some indication for you of the

very large spectrum of design encompassed by nuclear reactors.

This is an exceedingly simple reactor, and, as a matter of fact, is the one chosen,

for example, in the recently publicized nuclear-powered locomotive. It is only one of the

possible ways of doing it, and I, personally, rather doubt that it is the proper Way.

It represents very low cost construction, however.

Fig. 6 shows all the paraphernaUa we have to put around the water boiler to make

it work. The window and stool give you the best scale. This is perhaps a 12-ft concrete

cube. The largest amount of the weight and volume is simply thick concrete, approxi-

mately 6 to 7 ft of concrete to shield personnel working around the reactor from the
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Fig. 5—Core of Los Alamos water boiler.

Fig. 6—Outside of Los Alamos water boiler.
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very dangerous radiation that emanates from it. When you get into reactor design for

your locomotives, it is this shield that will be one of the items to which you will pay

the most attention.

This water boiler reactor still works at very low temperature.

Fig. 7 is a schematic drawing of the breeder reactor at Arco, Idaho. The core of this

reactor is about the size of a football. There is a football, because the actual core is

classified; the plant around it is not classified. This octagon of concrete about the reactor

is the concrete shield. In this case it is about 8 ft thick. This reactor is cooled by liquid

metal, by sodium potassium alloy which flows down through the reactor, out the side,

and around. It starts in the upper tank, called a surge tank, goes down through the

reactor, out through a liquid metal pump which works electromagnetically, exchanging

its heat with another liquid metal circuit which is not radioactive. The only reason for

the two circuits is to avoid the radioactivity. Then it flows back up to the supply tank.

The non-radioactive sodium receives its heat in the heat exchanger; it is pumped by a

mechanical pump similar to a garbage sump pump in construction, into a boiler, where

it makes steam, and then goes back to the heat exchanger. The steam runs a small tur-

bine. The first nuclear power was generated with this reactor in December 1951, in

Idaho.

For the first time the temperatures are reasonably high. I don't remember that

they are unclassified, but they are normal power temperatures, and except for size, this is

a good analogue of a future power plant. It is a very small plant; it is roughly 1000 kw

CONTROL
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Fig. 7—Schematic of experimental breeder reactor.
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Fig. 8—Outside of experimental breeder reactor.

of heat. You see the very large, complex shielding you need to get a 1000 kw—this is

by no means yet reducible to locomotive size. I emphasize that you look at the shield

again. There is the football, and all around it there is over 10 ft of concrete in order

to contain the radiation.

Fig. 8 is another view of the outside of the e.xperimental breeder reactor at Arco.

This gives you a somewhat better picture, for scale. There is a stairway, with a handrail

reaching just above one's waist, going around the top of the reactor.

Fig. 9 is a view looking down on the top of the water-cooled submarine the.mal

reactor at Arco. The large circle is simply a water tank. This was the first reactor designed

to go into a confined space. I can't tell you exactly what the diameter is, but it'Ts a

special submarine size. This, in the water tank, is a mockup of the submarine shell itself.

This manhole is the hole into which the reactor is fitted.

Water flows through the reactor under high pressure, receives a large amount of

heat from the reactor, and flows out of the reactor through a boiler, which makes steam

to drive the turbine. Again, there is a separation between the reactor's radioactive Water,

and the power fluid—the water that goes through the turbine, which is non-radioactive.

That is one of the unfortunate secrets of our business—we always deal with radio-

activity, and that is always expensive.

I think I should give you a brief outline of the industry. It has very many com-

panies in it. I don't think I should name them all, but there are five or six companies
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Fig. 9—Prototype of first nuclear submarine, Arco, Ida.

designing nuclear reactors. There is an association of industrial people interested in

nuclear work called the Atomic Industrial Forum. There is a technical school for reactor

education—education in nuclear engineering—called the Oak Ridge School of Reactor

Technology. Any of you who are very much interested in becoming technically aware

of this business would do well to send an engineer to this Oak Ridge school. There is

no charge; it takes a year. It is the best school in the United States, I think, for spe-

cialized education in this iield.

There are journals also. There is a classified journal issued irregularly by the Atomic

Energy Commission, which is only available to those of you who become cleared to

receive Atomic Energy Commission information. There are unclassified journals; includ-
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ing "Nuclear Science Abstracts", issued by the Atomic Energy Commission; there is an

excellent one called '"Nucleonics", which is worth your reading if you are technically

interested in this business.

Well, now you've had a very fast and very brief walk through our industry, and

I have been speaking on firm ground about things I know. I will leave that firm ground

now and, in my ignorance, try to see what effect this atomic energy will have on your

railroads.

I shall try to give you some perspective here, too. I will not deal only with the

first item that leaps to your attention—the nuclear-powered heat engine for railroads.

I see four effects, of which that is only one: First, the effect that nuclear power will

eventually have on your freight revenues; second, the effect that it will have on railroad

motive power generation, which is the one that has all the publicity attached to it,

and which immediately leaps to your attention ; third, the effect that nuclear power will

have on the price of your railroad fuels; and fourth, the effect of new and useful

research tools. I think you will be interested in all of these effects, and just a discussion

of a nuclear-powered locomotive would be an unbalanced presentation.

The first effect—the effect on freight revenues—is one which I think should receive

your attention.

Uranium and thorium, the fissionable materials, represent a tremendously concen-

trated source of energy. Four pounds of U-235, less than a piece that would easily lit

in the palm of my hand—contains as much heat energy as a 100-car freight train of coal.

Transportation costs of this new fuel are surely negligible.

Should our entire power complex some day operate on uranium, the railroads would

face the loss of perhaps three-quarters of their bituminous coal freight revenue. Mr. G. E.

Getty, of the Association of American Railroads, tells me that in the years 1948 through

1952 the bituminous coal carried by the Class I American railroads totaled 300 to 400

million tons, or about 27 percent of the total freight tonnage carried during that period.

The corresponding portion of the gross freight revenue for the same period comes to

about 15 percent.

I do not mean to imply that this substitution of uranium for coal will occur com-

pletely, or that it will occur overnight. Far from it. It will occur slowly, but some of

it will occur.

In the first place, the nuclear power plant with the capability of competing eco-

nomically with a coal-burning steam plant still appears 5 to 10 years away. Secondly,

even after the first such plant is in existence, it seems unlikely to me—and this is con-

troversial—that all new additional power plant construction would be of this type.

In addition, all the presently installed capacity will continue in use until it becomes

truly economically obsolete, a process of at least 30 years' duration.

Then what will happen? Well, I can only guess, because I don't know. It seems

to me that a reasonably optimistic assumption—optimistic for the nuclear power people

—might be that there will be only experimental or scattered trial units before 1965, and

that for the next 10 years, from 1965 to 1975, perhaps 10 to 20 percent of the new

construction will be nuclear; the following 10-year perjod, from 1975 to 1985, might

have 50 percent of the new construction nuclear; and following 1985 (and I am opti-

mistic, indeed) about 85 percent of the new construction could be nuclear.

What would happen to coal if this optimistic estimate were true? Assuming that

the electric utility industry will continue its growth at the same rate as its average over

the last 30 years—that is, doubling every 10 years—this would mean that the electrical

generating capacity of the United States would be about 50 percent "nuclearized" by
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the year 2000. If the industry doubles every 20 years, the 50 percent level would not be

reached until the year 2015. Seems funny to say these numbers, and yet when you speak

to a utility executive and forecast with him his demand for plant, believe it or not,

here in 1954 we are writing down the number 2000 in almost every estimate of the

situation that we make.

At that time—that is, approximately the year 2000—even the SO percent remaining

as coal-burning utilities, would still generate substantial railroad revenue.

So I wish to draw your attention to a phenomenon that will take place in the com-
petition of uranium with coal, but I do not wish to be a preacher of doom. I don't think

that it will have a black-and-white effect on your coal-carrying revenue. As a matter

of fact, I expect to see you carrying a lot of coal in the year 2000.

Increases in electrical generating capacity such as I have assumed here also assume

that there will be very large, increased tonnages of other goods, as well. The important

thing to know is that the relative proportion of coal tonnage may very well decrease.

Another corollary of the development of economical nuclear power will be some

changes in the geography of manufacturing industries. It may no longer be necessary

for certain industries—in addition to the power companies—to locate near particular

sources of cheap fuel. Nuclear fuel—atomic energy fuel—may be almost equally cheap

everywhere. Some changes, then, in the general pattern of rail freight transportation

ought to be expected. It is my feeling that it is most important that the railroads keep

in close touch with developments in the nuclear field for this reason, even if this were

the only reason. It is also my feeling that such effects will not actually begin to be

felt for very many years—30 to 50 years before they are seriously felt.

Well, the second effect which I mentioned was the effect that nuclear power may
have on the railroads in the generation of power for their own use. This is the one

that leaps to the headlines.

For this application, nuclear power may take the form either of large stationary

plants providing power for electrified lines or of small units powering locomotives.

There is no doubt in my mind that either of these possibilities is technically feasible.

However, there is doubt about the economic justification of either of them for many
years to come.

The stationary plant, operating an electrified line, seems more nearly at hand, tech-

nically. However, there is little chance of producing electricity at costs appreciably below

those already reached in most conventional stations with access to low-priced coal or

hydro. However, if special advantages over diesels could be had by electrification in

regions remote from coal or hydro, then these regions may now be considered for elec-

trification with nuclear fuels. I don't know of any such example. Judging by the small

amount of electrification that has taken place recently, such costs are not generally low

enough to induce large interest in central station nuclear power for railroad electrification.

The small locomotive unit is a difficult power plant to discuss. I would like to dis-

cuss it with you, first, as a mechanical engineer. There is a primary difference between

nuclear power and the power obtained from burning fuel, as we ordinarily know it.

In our boilers we generate temperatures of 2000 and 3000 deg F with great ease. With

these temperatures we generate steam, 1000, 1100, and even 1200 deg F, with a very

advanced technology, by heat transfer from the hot gas through a pipe wall to steam.

In our gas turbines we reach temperatures of 1400, 1500 and 1600 deg F through direct

combustion of fuel in air, and only a very small part of our mechanical system needs

to reach this temperature—essentially, only the combustion portion and the turbine

buckets, with very unusual materials in their construction.
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In your internal combustion engines, both the auto cycle and the diesel cycle, you

reach very high temperatures. Indeed, in the diesel cycle I think, you exceed 3000 deg F

readily, with an engine in which no part need ever approach these temperatures even

closely. I expect if you look into it philosophically, this is the fundamental genius of

the diesel engine—that it can operate with such large temperature extremes without the

machine itself ever nearly reaching such temperatures. Not so for nuclear power.

In nuclear power, the energy is generated in a fuel element, whether it be a fluid

one, such as in the water boiler (to which I don't think we need pay much attention)

or in a solid fuel uranium element (to which I think you should pay attention) . Therein

lies one of our great difficulties. We generate the heat, in part, in a substantial and

important part of our machine ; then we have to take it out. We don't first generate it

in air, which is what every present power technology does. We have to transfer it out

of that important part of our machine to our power fluid. We have a fundamental tem-

perature limitation with which we have to live, and with which we are just learning

to live.

Therefore, at the beginning, our temperatures will be much more like the present

steam temperature— 1000, 1100 or 1200 deg F—which are very high temperatures for

us today, because we have to deal with pieces of our equipment which have to operate

cyclically or steadily at those temperatures.

I hope I have given you an appreciation of the difference between achieving a tem-

perature by burning a fuel in air and achieving it by transferring energy from a solid

piece of machinery to the motive fluid, whether it be air or steam.

The railroad locomotive, nuclear-powered, will either use a power fluid which is

steam or air. I believe that it will first use steam, for the reason that I have just given

—

temperature limitations—because a steam power fluid can operate with lower tempera-

tures. Before we can operate a gas-turbine with nuclear power, we must achieve nuclear

power at temperatures higher than we have yet, namely, ISOO or 1600 or more deg F.

So there are strong technical reasons for moving from low temperature to high

temperature.

We have other difficulties besides these I have just mentioned ; we have other tech-

nical difficulties with nuclear power in locomotives. I'm not going to give you all of

them because it would be physically impossible in a courteous amount of time.

One of the important ones is that, in our business, 100,000 kw of heat power is a

small plant, and we don't know yet how to build that "small plant" economically. You

would wish something between 5000 and 15,000, or something of the order of a 10,000-kw

of heat plant. We certainly don't know how to build that small a plant economically

today. It would be a very expensive plant, costing many millions of dollars. We do

know how to build that plant ; we could build one. I am perfectly confident that We

could build such a plant today, but I want to make the distinction for you between the

technical achievement of building something that will run and work, and the economic

achievement. The engineer is a guy who knows how to do something for a certain cost;

a physicist is a guy who knows how to do something. We are yet in the realm of the

physicist. We can do it. We cannot do it at the proper cost, and it will take many years

of development to bring that cost down.

That is the present function of the public utilities and power companies in this

business. They know how to make the power plant. We have designed a great many

of them. Each design is discarded because, as soon as we cost it, we know it costs too

much. We take that cost and we look at it, and we redesign the plant in order to bring

the cost down.
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We are near to achieving economical central station nuclear power; we are not Vet

near to achieving economical mobile nuclear power. That is my honest impression. I

know it's controversial, and others will have different views.

There is a third effect that the nuclear power business will have on your railroad

business, and this is a very simple one. We bring in a competitive fuel. The present cost

of our fuel might be stated at approximately 25 cents a million Btu. You're probably

spending something like SO cents per million Btu. Therefore, there is the effect that a

competitive fuel will bring, which is, of course, always to keep the other fuels from

mounting too high before the competitive fuel becomes economical.

Paradoxically enough then, one of the effects of nuclear power will be to make your

diesels more valuable and more useful with a longer life. I am sure we will eventually

compete with oil as a fuel. Therefore, we will give longer life and more value to your

diesels. This was a very strange result for me to get when writing this talk, but I think

it is a true one.

Those are three major effects which I think nuclear power will have on the rail-

roads. They are all effects for the future, near-term or long-term, depending on your

personal involvement in the future. If you are in the planning department, they are

your "present future".

There is another important effect that nuclear power will have on your railroads,

and that is the present-day effect. This technology has brought very useful and extremely

powerful new tools to the engineering research business—tools involving analysis to

very low concentrations of elements, tools of too many types for me to be able to

describe usefully to you.

I have a strong recollection of the spectroscopic analysis of wear which the Denver &

Rio Grande does, and which can be done with tracers as well as with the spectroscope,

perhaps more cheaply through radioactive tracers. The wear of cylinders and the wear

of bearings have been studied already at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the

University of Michigan, the Standard Oil Company of California, and at other places

in the country. These are techniques of research and engineering study which are very

much more powerful when used to get the wear rate. (Formerly, to get the wear rate

on a bearing or piston, it used to take months of running, to weigh and get the weigh-

able difference. It now takes hours of running to get the weighable—the radioactively

weighable—change or wear.) There is work going on with improved ignition through

the effects of radioactivity on an ignitable gas mixture. This is going on at the Univer-

sity of Michigan. Whether there will be an improvement is not yet obvious. But these

are the kinds of things that the new tools will do for you.

I have named for you four effects which nuclear technology will have on your

industry, and I think you should remember them. They are becoming increasingly

important to you.

The first of these—and the largest effect, to my way of thinking—will be the effect

on your coal revenues, because this new fuel has essentially no transportation charge

;

second, the effect of a new possibility of nuclear-powered or electrified locomotives

;

third, the effect on the price of your present fuels through competition among fuels;

and fourth, the effect of powerful new research tools which you have today.

Thank you very, much.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Menke. You have brought to us a highly inter-

esting address on a subject of great interest to the railroads.

As everyone knows, the railroads have made marked progress in motive power in

recent years, saving them millions of dollars in operating costs while expediting service.
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I agree with you that we must keep fully alerted to the possibilities of still further

developments in the future, and keep a sharp eye on the unfolding possibilities of

nuclear power.

Thank you again for being with us this morning, and for bringing us up to date

on this new development.

During the past year, working through its committees, the .Association has had 32

research projects under way, the detailed work having been handled through the En-

gineering Division research staff of the A.'^R, both at the Research Center of the AAR
on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology, here in Chicago, and in the labora-

tories of several colleges and universities and other institutions. All of this research is

headed up through Mr. Magee, director of engineering research, Engineering Division,

whom we have asked to present a highlight summary of the status of these projects, and,

more particularly, any results which have been accomplished during the pa.st year and

which are in immediate prospect.

We have also asked Mr. Magee to introduce the presentation to you of the AAR
sound motion picture entitled "22S,000-Mile Proving Ground". I shall appreciate it

if Mr. Magee will take over at this time.

Research Review—1953

By G. M. Magee
Director of Engineering Research, Engineering Division, AAR

It has been my purpose in bringing you these annual research reviews to highlight

the research activities during the past year. I have not tried to give you the details or

results of any of the research since .such are presented in the respective committee reports.

I am going to make my review briefer this year than in past years for two reasons.

One of these is that we have available for distribution the IQS,^ annual report of the

Research Center, which gives a comprehensive review of our activities. You will find

copies of this report in the lobby and you are quite welcome to take one of these for

your information if you are interested. The other reason is that we want to have time

to show you the picture entitled "22S,000-Mile Proving Ground", which was produced

by the AAR Public Relations Department to depict the improvements that have been

effected in all phases of railway transportation in recent years as a result of research

developments not only by the Association and the railways, l)ut also by the railway

supply industry.

First, I would like to report briefly on changes made at the Central Research Labora-

tory. I advised you last year that a second building was being constructed which would

be utilized entirely as a Mechanical Research Laboratory. This building was completed

and occupancy started October 1, 1953, and at the present time it is getting well along

towards being equipped and in full swing of operation. With this addition of a second

building it was decided to change the name from Central Research Laboratory to the

Association of American Railroads Research Center, renaming the first building the

Administration Building and the second building the Mechanical Research Laboratory.

During the year a proposal was made to the Coordinating Committee on Physical

Research, AAR, which acts as the over-all research director of Association research

activities, for the construction of a third building to be known as the Engineering

Research Laboratory. It was the aim to equip this building with all types of accelerated
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testing machines simulating service conditions for the purpose of evaluating all parts

ot track and bridge structures that could be so evaluated by short-term tests. The pur-

pose of this is to permit an evaluation of designs and materials in a relatively few

weeks rather than wait for the 15 or 20 years required for comprehensive service tests.

Another advantage would be considerably reduced cost for testing in the laboratory as

compared with the more expensive and time-consuming service tests in track. It is my
opinion that such a building would offer the Engineering Division wonderful potentialities

for improving our research accomplishments. The Coordinating Committee was quite

enthusiastic for this building and recommended its acquisition to AAR officers. The
proposal was also looked upon with favor by the Association officers, but due to the

dropoff in traffic that started last fall, it was considered desirable to hold this proposal

in abeyance for the time being, until business conditions generally are more favorable.

Because of an occurrence early this year, I would like to preface my research review

with a review going back many years into the very beginning of one of the most
important reesarch projects that has ever been undertaken by the Engineering Division.

That occurrence was the death of Mr. W. C. Barnes, engineer of tests. Rail committee,

on February 21. The research project referred to is the development of the detector

car means of detecting internal defects in the rail head in track and removing the

defective rails before service failure occurs.

The report of the Rail committee as published in the Proceedings for 1927 contains

the following: "The Engineer of Tests of the Rail committee was instructed to inves-

tigate such transverse fissure detecting devices as might be available." Mr. Barnes Was

engineer of tests of the Rail committee at that time, and the same volume of the Pro-

ceedings contains his report on "Transverse Fissure Detecting Devices." At that time

three ideas for different types of apparatus had been proposed for the detection of

transverse fissures in rail, namely: (1) X-ray, (2) magnetic, (3) electric. After a thorough

study of this subject and of several different devices which were being experimented

with at that time, Mr. Barnes made the following recommendation: "The Sperry electric

flaw detector appears to offer a reasonable promise of success in this direction, and it is

therefore recommended that its development be undertaken." The Rail committee

approved Mr. Barnes' recommendation and entered into a contract with the Sperry

Company for the development of a workable detector car. Sperry was successful in the

development of the car and, as you know, the Sperry Company is operating detector

cars for rail detection on many railways. In addition, a few railways own and operate

their own detector cars with detection equipment of the Sperry type.

Mr. Barnes, however, continued his interest in rail detection means unabated through

all the years since that time. As a result of his interest and efforts, in combination with

those of H. W. Keevil, detector car engineer, AAR, detection equipment involving a

different principle of detection was developed, known as the residual magnetic type car.

This equipment has been continuously improved and perfected through the years and

today the Association is operating two cars of this type in leasing service to Member
Roads of the AAR. In addition, 12 cars of this type are owned and operated by Member
Roads.

The foresight of the Rail committee and the results of the efforts of Mr. Barnes

and the Sperry Company are well exemplified by the tremendous benefits which today

are being realized from rail detector cars. In 19S2, as reported by the Rail committee

this year, more than 30,000 transverse defects were located in track by detector cars,

permitting rail removal before service failure occurred. Detection and removal of these

transverse defects have saved many lives and injuries and millions of dollars in expense
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due to property damage that would have occurred if these defects had remained in track

and the rails had broken in service. I think we may well pay tribute to Mr. Barnes for

the wonderful work he did on this subject of so much importance to the railways and

to safe transportation of the public.

Because of the shortness of time I will touch but very briefly on a few of the more

important of our research activities during 105.^. These include completion by Dr. Max
Frocht of the first photoelastic investigation of its kind to determine in a plastic model

of a rail and wheel the internal principal stresses and shearing stresses resulting from

wheel pressure with vertical loading at the gage corner, and also with a combination

of vertical and lateral loading. It is hoped that the results of this three-dimensional

photoelastic investigation will be helpful tc^ us in finding a remedy for the shelly rail

problem.

You may also be interested in the results of tests completed on the Bessemer & Lake

Erie Railroad to determine the effects of diesel electric locomotives on curve wear on

high rail. The statement is often heard that diesel locomotives are very damaging from

the standpoint of curve wear. These tests showed that the amount of curve wear from

a diesel unit is only three to four times as much as from a heavily loaded ore car, and

that the amount of wear can be very successfully controlled with adequate lubrication

either by means of track oilers or by flange oilers on the diesel units.

Tests were also completed during the year on 6 prestressed concrete bridge slabs

which were tested to failure in the S,000,000-lb testing machine of the U. S. Bureau

of Reclamation at Denver, Colo. These tests included the first tests made in this country

of prestressed-pretensioned concrete bridge slabs.

Another very interesting test completed last year, and which will be analyzed and

reported on this year, was conducted on the Chicago & North Western Railway to deter-

mine the impact effects on ties from regular type joints and insulated joints, and the

extent to which these impact effects could be minimized by the use of tie pads.

In all, progress was made during the year on 33 different research projects, on most

of which you will find progress or final reports included in the report of the committees

which sponsored the particular projects.

In conclusion, I wish to thank the committees for the opportunity they have given

our staff to work with them on their assignments where research work is of assistance

in progressing them to a satisfactory conclusion. I wish also to express my appreciation

and that of the staff for the very fine assistance and cooperation we have had from

committee members in progressing our work. We have very capable and earnest workers

on our staff, and we are anxious to do what we can in continuing to improve the

economy, efficiency, and safety on the American railways—which are the finest railways

in the world.

Gentlemen, I thank \ou, and hope you will be interested in seeing the picture

"225,000-Mile Proving Ground" which will now be shown.

President Grove: While we are waiting for the picture, I would like to read a tele-

gram to you from the General Director of the National Railways of Mexico: "Please

extend to all conventioneers of AREA my best wishes for success in their work. Through

our representative, Mr. Manuel Sevilla, I am sending all of them my sincerest personal

regards. Senor Roberto Amoros, General Director of the National Railways of Mexico."

Mr. Sevilla, we welcome you here, and these kind words from our neighbor country

on the south—Mexico.

[The motion picture was then shown]
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President Grove: I am sorry that we are a little late in our program. We will

reconvene at 2:15 pm instead of 2 o'clock. Thank, you very much for your patience.

(The meeting recessed at 12:40 o'clock.)

Afternoon Session—March 16, 1954

(The meeting reconvened at 2:15 o'clock, President Grove presiding.)

President Grove: The meeting will please come to order. The first report on our

program is that of Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, of which J. N. Todd, superin-

tendent of scales and work equipment. Southern Railway System, is chairman. I Would

appreciate it if the members of Committee 14 would come to the platform and present

their report.

While the committee is assembling here, I would like to point out that, with an

important and lengthy program before us, it is essential that we be prompt in our

attendance at the different sessions, and that we confine our remarks to the subjects

under discussion. The privilege of the floor will be extended to all members and to

interested visitors. I hope that you will feel free to discuss the various committee reports

as they are presented, especially if you have supplemental information which would be

of interest to our membership.

It is requested that each speaker from the floor, when arising, clearly and distinctly

announce his name and his railroad company or other organization with which he is

connected, in order that our reporter's record may be correct.

Discussion on Yards and Terminals

(For report, see pp. 427-458.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman J. N. Todd (Southern) : Mr. President, Committee 14—Yards and Ter-

minals, is beginning the Association year with a full roster of 60 members. Not only

that, we have a waiting list of members already qualified and accepted, and others have

indicated their desire to join with us.

We have nine assigned subjects, on six of which we have reports. Our report also

includes a memoir on a valued Associate Member—Mr. William B. Rudd—who died

during the past year. The first of our reports has to do with Manual revision, and

was to have been presented by F. E. Austerraan, assistant chief engineer, Chicago Union

Station Company. He has not arrived, I presume because of an investigation in which

he is engaged. Since he is not here, we have asked a member of the subcommittee,

W. H. Giles, to substitute for him, and Mr. Giles will now present that report.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by W. H. Giles (Missouri

Pacific) in the absence of subcommittee chairman F. E. Austerman (Chicago Union

Station Company)

.

Mr. Giles: On behalf of this subcommittee, I wish to report that more than two-

thirds of the entire membership of Committee 14 has reapproved by letter ballot the

specification for the manufacture and installation of hand-operated grain hopper scales,

pages 14-5-79 to 92, incl. This committee was originally requested to prepare this

specification in 1942, and it was approved for the Manual in 1944. There has been no

request for changes, and after thorough review, your committee recommends its

reapproval.
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I move that this specification, without change, be reapproved to comply with the

rule of reviewing all Manual material at least every 10 years.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Mr. Giles: From 1949 to 1951, Committee 14 prepared a completely revised report

on locomotive terminals. The section on Stores FaciHties for Locomotive Terminals Was
omitted at that time, for further study. A special subcommittee studied and approved

a new section on these facilities, which was published last year in the Bulletin and

Proceedings, pages 520-522.

The section covers general stores buildings, material yards, scrap yards, reclamation

plants, oil storage, lumber yards, district and local stores, with particular reference to

the Standard Reclamation Manual of the Purchases and Stores Division, AAR. Two-
thirds of Committee 14 have approved this material by letter ballot for inclusion in

your Manual.

I move that this convention accept this material for our Manual, to be published

at the end of present Part 4—Locomotive Terminals, of Chapter 14.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Mr. Giles: That concludes the report of Subcommittee 1 of Committee 14, Mr.

Chairman.

Chairman Todd: Our next subject is Classification Yards. This is perhaps the heart

of our committee work, and the subcommittee has labored diligently for two years to

prepare the report which fills 16 pages of the Bulletin. A majority of the members of

the general committee have served on this subcommittee and, therefore, it may be said

to represent the efforts of all of us.

The report will be presented by the chairman of the subcommittee, who is also

vice chairman of Committee 14, F. A. Hess, assistant chief engineer. New York Central,

at Chicago.

Assignment 2—Classification Yards, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man F. A. Hess (New York Central).

Mr. Hess: Huge sums of money are being spent each year for modernizing the

freight terminal facilities of the railroads. One aspect involves the consolidating and

improving of yard operations by means of well-planned hump classification yards,

properly arranged with respect to the receiving and departure yards.

Subcommittee 2 presents, on behalf of Committee 14, a final report, as information,

on the Arrangement of Receiving and Departure Yards in Relation to Hump Classifica-

tion Yards.

There is no one ideal arrangement of the three types of yards with respect to one

another. However, there are a number of arrangements in use and we have described

nine of them. One or more of the described arrangements, with some modification, might

fii a railroad's particular need at the location in question. A detailed examination of the

operating and physical problems will determine the final selection. Careful attention to

the operating moves and good planning of the details of the track layout will pay off in

efficient operation.

Most of the yards are arranged along the lines of Figs. 1 and 2. However, a number

of the newer yards are illustrated in the other figures.

In designing a yard we are faced with many questions, such as:

Should separate yards be provided for movement in each direction, or should

all trains enter the same receiving yard and depart from the same departure

yard, with one common classification yard ?
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If all trains enter the same receiving yard and depart from the same departure

yard, should it be by means of loop tracks or by entering and leaving from either

end of the yard?

Should the receiving and departure yards be in line with or adjacent to the

classification yard, using a pull-back move in humping, and shoving back into

the departure yard?

Should trains depart direct from the classification yard or be pulled into a

departure yard?

A preliminary layout and study of the operations will give the answer.

Perhaps Committee 16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation, will some

time make a report on the economics of the various layouts described. A review and

comment by the Superintendents' Association would be most helpful also.

Further studies of detailed track arrangements between receiving, classification and

departure yards are to be made by Committee 14.

Mr. President, it is recommended that the report on this subject be received as a

final report, and as information.

President Grove: Your report will be so received.

Chairman Todd: We now come to the subject of Scales Used in Railway Service,

but before presenting our report, I wish to announce an item of news that should be

of some interest. The chairman of Committee 14 has been requested by the National

Bureau of Standards within the last few days to supply a specification for four-section

motor truck scales of sufficient length and capacity to meet present-day needs. We now
have a specification which is about IS years old, but which is limited to scales under

40 ft long. It is based on the two-section design.

A few years ago our committee began a specification for larger truck scales, but

laid it aside when opposition developed from the scale manufacturers. Our best judg-

ment was to refrain from antagonizing our friends, the manufacturers, when there was

not much demand from the users for a specification. Now we have a request from an

agency of the Federal Government which tells us that it has been called on for such a

specification from several quarters. Not only that, we have been approached by state

authorities as well. We will ask for approval from the Board of Direction, and if it does

not object, we will proceed this year with the idea of presenting a specification for

approval next year.

The significance of this is that our Association is the recognized source of specifica-

tions for large-capacity scales. The American Railway Association assumed that leader-

ship about 35 years ago, and the AREA wrote—and has since kept up to date—the

specifications now in the AAR Handbook of Scales. We should not now avoid the

responsibility of continuing that leadership.

There has been little to report on the subject of Scales Used in Railway Service

for several years, but not because of lack of new ideas in the scale business. For some

time we have had requests for reports on one or two particular subjects which are

disturbing some Association members, but, in spite of our efforts, we have been unable

to obtain sufficient facts on which to base a report until now.

One of the particular subjects our scale subcommittee has been questioned about

is that of electronic scales. While our data are still incomplete, and we may not answer

all the questions that have occurred to you, we are ready today with a brief report and

an up-to-the-minute statement of the number of such scales in railroad service and to be

placed in service shortly.
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The chairman of the subcommittee, E. K. Lawrence, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, is

absent, and C. L. Richard, a member of the subcommittee, will present the report.

Assignment 3—Scales Used in Railway Service, was presented by C. L.

Richard (U. S. Department of Agriculture) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman
E. K. Lawrence (Baltimore & Ohio).

Mr. Richard: The subject for this year's report is Electronic Scales for Weighing
Freight Cars. This subject is a new one, and this report is submitted as information,

with the recommendation that the subject be continued.

While electronic weighing has proven satisfactory in other fields, its application for

weighing freight cars is comparatively recent. As a result, information upon the subject

is limited. Experience to date has demonstrated that static weighing, stationary weigh-

ing, on electronic scales, produces results well within prescribed tolerances. As regards

motion weighing, continued progress is being made to overcome the inherent variables

which affect all weighing operations of this character.

As a result of progress made, there are, at this state, 5 motion-weighing electronic

scales contracted for in new yards being built by several railroads. These are in addition

to the 13 scales mentioned in the Bulletin. These scales vary in length from 90 to 105 ft,

and are on 3 percent grades.

In addition to the above mentioned scales, industries are now installing a number
of electronic scales for special weighing operations.

This subject opens a wide field for further study and report on electronic scales for

weighing freight cars, and for this reason your committee recommends that the subject

be continued.

President Grove: The report will be so received.

Chairman Todd: We have a brief progress report on Waterfront Terminals. It will

be presented by B. G. Packard of the Chicago & North Western Railway.

Assignment 4—Waterfront Terminals, was presented by subcommittee chair-

man B. G. Packard (Chicago & North Western).

Mr. Packard: This is a progress report, submitted as information, with the recom-

mendation that the subject be continued.

Since this subject was reinstated after a considerable lapse in time, it was deemed
advisable to make this report general in nature. The report deals with the various com-
ponent parts of a waterfront terminal, together with statements as to the terms most

commonly used. A partial list is given of the commodities handled and the different

types of machinery for handling. Some of the items to be taken into particular considera-

tion in the designing of a waterfront terminal are also mentioned.

Mr. President, I recommend that the subject be continued so that particular types

and individual layouts or arrangements for waterfront terminals can be investigated

and reported on.

President Grove: Mr. Packard, your report will be so received.

Chairman Todd: Our next report is on Diesel Locomotive Servicing Facilities. This

is a subject which has been carried over from the previous year. We did not present a

report last year because we felt we should do a more thorough job, and we think we
have done that this year.

The report will be presented by A. E. Biermann, of the Terminal Railroad Associa-

tion of St. Louis.
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Assignment 6—Diesel Locomotive Servicing Facilities, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman A. E. Biermann (Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis).

Mr. Biermann: The report on Assignment 6 is a final report, presented as

information.

Diesel locomotive servicing facilities, since the initial use of these locomotives, have

been constantly improved by the adoption of new ideas gained through studies made of

the many problems involved. This report describes briefly some of the servicing facilities

now in use, into which have been incorporated the ideas and procedures which resulted

from the solution of the many problems studied.

President Grove: Your report will be received as information.

Assignment 7—Recent Trends in Layout and Location of Freight

Houses.
Chairman Todd: We presented a report on this subject last year, and have nothing

further to report this year.

Assignment 8—Store Facilities, Including Reclamation, Scrap and

Material Yards.

Chairman Todd: We have already reported on Assignment 8—Store Facilities. We
made a rather complete report on this assignment last year, as information, and it has

already been presented today as Manual material. That will constitute the only report

we have on Assignment 8.

Our last report is on The Effect of Dieselization on the Design of Yards and Ter-

minals. This is another subject carried over from last year. In this case, also, we feel

that a better job is being done by working on it a little longer than would have been

the case had we made a report last year.

It will be presented by A. S. Krefting, assistant chief engineer, Minneapolis, St. Paul

& Sault Ste. Marie Railroad.

Assignment 9—The Effect of Dieselization on the Design of Yards and

Terminals, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman A. S. Krefting (Soo Line).

Mr. Krefting: This subject is one which is being given consideration on most rail-

roads and has been a very interesting one to study. From the information we secured

from representative railroads, it is evident that changes in the design of yards and ter-

minals resulting from dieselization will continue for some time, and that the full effect

has not yet been determined, even on those roads which are now completely dieselized.

The ultimate effect probably will not be the same on all railroads, as local conditions

may make it impractical to modify very extensively some existing yards and terminals.

To revise present-day yards and terminals, which were developed for steam power

operation, to meet the needs of ideal diesel operation, is often quite difficult, and the

problem becomes one of remodeling or replacing existing facilities to the extent that

the improved diesel operation will yield a worthwhile return on the investment.

The most outstanding effect noted to date has been the centralization of locomotive

repair work at a few key points on each railroad system, and the elimination of repair

shop facilities at outlying points. The number of locomotive repair shops has been

considerably reduced; on some roads over SO percent having been eliminated. Other

notable effects are the elimination of turntables at many terminals, the reduction in stall

space needed for housing locomotives, the elimination of high-pressure steam power

plants which were expensive to operate, the provision of better stores facilities for

handling diesel repair parts, and the tendency to provide facilities for furnishing fuel,

water and sand to diesel locomotives working at outlying points in the more extensive
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terminals, either by placing small servicing plants at strategic points around the terminal

or by portable servicing units, and thereby increase the productive working time of the

diesels.

The possibility of eliminating terminals by extending operating districts should be

given careful consideration. In many cases operating districts are so established that it

may be difficult to extend them, but the economy which will result in combining districts

suggests that, where practical, every effort be made to do so.

This is a final report, presented as information.

President Grove: Mr. Krefting, your report will be so received.

Chairman Todd: Mr. President, that concludes the report of Committee 14 for

this year.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Todd, for the splendid reports presented by your

committee. All of them are timely and interesting, and add knowledge on the different

subjects involved.

Your committee is excused, with the thanks of the Association.

The next report will be that of Committee 16-—Economics of Railway Location

and Operation, of which J. W. Barriger, vice president, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

Railway, Chicago, is chairman.

Mr. Barriger, will you and the members of your committee please come to the

platform?

Discussion on Economics of Railway Location and Operation

(For report, see pp. 347-354.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman J. W. Barriger (Rock Island) : During the past year Committee 16 has

been busier than its annual report might indicate.

Four of our assignments seem to be perpetual riddles. They are the cost of curvature,

the fluctuation of maintenance of way expense in relation to changes in traffic density,

the life of rail, and matters of reducing the time which is required in the movement of

loaded cars from point of origin to destination.

I believe we have moved much closer to acceptable answers to all of these questions

than we were a year ago. We accept the responsibility which you have given us to find

conclusive answers to all of them.

At no time in this century has it been more important for the railroad industry to

analyze the cost and service standards of its operations than now. Railroad executives

and administrative officers must know the score of the game continuously.

The analysis of these complex assignments has been in the hands of subcommittee

members who focus the searching light of exceptional experience upon them. One of

these groups will report to you this afternoon as to its findings and judgment on the

complex subject of measurement of the increased costs of maintenance of roadway and

track which follow with higher train speeds.

J. M. Fox, assistant to the chief engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, is chairman of

the subcommittee which has been studying this subject for several years. It is my
privilege to turn this platform over to Mr. Fox, and I commend his remarks to your

attention.

Assignment 4—Effect of Higher Speed on Railway Revenues, Operating

Expenses and Charges to Capital Account, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman J. M. Fox (Pennsylvania).
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Mr. Fox: The assignment on Effect of Higher Speed on Railway Revenues, Oper-

ating Expenses and Charges to Capital Account was divided into two parts. Part 1,

"Passenger", was published in the Procedings, Vol. 48, 1947.

It was brought out in that report that due to the many variables to be considered,

it is impossible to establish a formula that would be generally applicable for all situa-

tions, but the report did find that high-speed passenger trains could be very profitable

if the potential travelers were available. It also drew attention to the improvements in

track, particularly curve reductions, which must be made for speeds of 100 mph or

more, and recommended increased expenditures for the reduction in weight of cars and

locomotive^, but questioned the economy of streamlining, even for these higher speeds.

Part 2, "Merchandise Freight", was published in Vol. 52, 1951, of the Proceedings

as a progress report, submitted as information.

That report went into considerable detail in regard to the effect on operating

expenses of higher speed. The factors considered were engine crew expense, cost of fuel,

motive power maintenance, car maintenance, track maintenance, and fixed charges.

It brought out the fact that additional revenue tons per train would be required

to offset the extra expense of operating at the higher speeds.

The final report now being submitted as information emphasizes the fact that when

considering capital expenditures for diesel locomotives the diesel engine horsepower, and

not the draw bar horsepower, should be considered.

At higher speeds a greater percentage of the diesel engine horsepower is required

to propel the locomotive, which leaves less horsepower available at the drawbar. This

fact is illustrated in Table 1 of this report, which shows a comparison of the diesel engine

horsepower and the drawbar horsepower for 1, 2, 3, and 4 units at various speeds.

Table 2 illustrates the diesel engine horsepower required to haul a trailing load of

1000 tons consisting of cars with four-wheel trucks and weight of 32.5 tons each (about

the average gross weight of a loaded merchandise freight car), by 1, 2, 3, or 4 units on

level tangent track and on various grades at speeds between 25 and 65 mph.

The speed which it was desired to maintain on the ruling gradient over which the

train would operate would largely determine the number of units to be used.

With a minimum speed of 25 mph on an 0.4 grade, 1 unit could handle a 1000-ton

train trailing. If it was felt that 35 mph should be the minimum speed on this grade,

then 2 units would be required and these same 2 units could haul a similar train at

between 55 and 65 mph on level tangent track.

The capital expenditures involved in increasing the speed were discussed in the

Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1953, but it has here been clearly demonstrated that improvement

in actual running time requires large capital outlays, and it is apparent, therefore, that

for economy the maximum speed should be kept as low as possible so long as it does not

reduce net income.

Elimination of delays enroute, rather than increases in top speed operated, would

produce the result desired with greater economy of operation.

To determine the economies in diesel engine horsepower per 1000 tons trailing

which can be obtained by increasing the loading of cars, Table 3 has been prepared,

which shows the drawbar pull obtained per 1000 diesel engine horsepower for 1, 2, 3,

or 4 units operating at various speeds on different grades.

Assuming for the rest of this development that the values of 4 units apply, for

example—4 units at 45 mph, on a 0.4 ascending grade produce 5801 lb of drawbar pull

per 1000 diesel engine horsepower. Four units at 65 mph on the same grade produce

3502 lb of drawbar pull per 1000 diesel engine horsepower.
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These figures are designated in Table 3 by an asterisk for the grade on which

operating at the speed shown, and are used in each case in the development of Table 4.

From the Davis formula previously given in this report, the resistance of 1000 tons

trailing of various weight cars, and, consequently, the drawbar pull required to haul

this tonnage, can be determined, and from these values and the values of drawbar pull

per 1000 horsepower, the diesel engine horsepower required can be derived.

Table 4 clearly indicates the value of increasing the loading of cars to effect

economies, and these economies are most pronounced at the higher speeds on the lightest

grades.

It is recommended that this report be received as information.

President Grove: Mr. Fox, your report will be so received.

Chairman Barriger: Committee 16 has been honored at each of our recent annual

meetings by having one of its members address us on some problem of our great indus-

try which lies peculiarly within the scope of the studies of this group. As our representa-

tive and spokesman today we are privileged to have one of our members who is well

known to you, who has long been in the service of the New York Central Railroad—

•

in its engineering, operating and executive departments. He has been a member of this

organization since 1938, and was chairman of Committee 16 from 1945 to 1948. It is my
privilege to introduce to you Mr. F. N. Nye, director of transportation research of the

New York Central, who will speak to us on The Economics of Railway Operation in a

Competitive Era. I can think of no more timely subject, nor of anyone so well qualified

as Mr. Nye to speak on it.

Economics of Railway Operation in a Competitive Era

By Fred N. Nye
Director of Transportation Research, New York Central System

When the American Railway Engineering Association was founded just before the

turn of the century the American railroads, then about 70 years old, were still in an era

of fine location and new construction. In each of the four preceding decades, beginning

with the Civil War period, about 40,000 miles of new line were built. By 1900 there

were 193,000 miles of rail line—the railway map in the East had pretty much attained

the pattern we recognize today, but in the South, and particularly in the West, expansion

still proceeded at a rapid pace. In the first decade of the present century—and of this

Association—47,000 more miles of line were added. Then the rate of new construction

tapered off, and by 1916 the rail network reached its all time length—254,251 miles.

A great contribution had been made to the building of our nation—politically, socially

and economically. Railroad stocks and bonds dominated the securities markets.

In that year—just before our entrance into World War I—the railroads originated

1.20 billion tons of revenue freight and performed 362.44 billion ton miles of service

—

an average haul of 302 miles. The railroads then carried 1.01 billion passengers, repre-

senting 34.59 billion passenger miles—an average haul of 34 miles. In 1916 the railroads

had little competition; there were only 3.36 million passenger automobiles in the country

and about 250,000 trucks. The latter were local vehicles just coming into service to

challenge horse-drawn drayage. In 1916 the hard-surfaced highway mileage—about 10

percent of the total—only slightly exceeded railroad mileage. Air transportation was

only a dream for the future. The United States then had a population of about 100

mOlion persons and for each of them the railroads produced about 3625 ton miles of
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freight service and 345 passenger miles in passenger service. The Federal Reserve Board

index of production—projected backwards—stood at about 75 in 1Q16 (1935-1939 =
100).

In World War I the government felt impelled to take over the railroads, and they

were operated by the Railroad Administration until 1920, making a substantial con-

tribution to the war effort at the_ expense of being—to a considerable degree—worn out.

Experiences during that emergency and prospective changes in transportation demon-

strated to Congress the need for a new approach to the problem of interstate commerce.

The Transportation Act of 1920 gave the Interstate Commerce Commission the responsi-

bility of considering the adequacy of railroad earnings as well as protecting the public

through reasonable rates and efficient services. This assignment collided with the rise

of competing forms of transport ; many crucial problems developed. The Act was supple-

mented in 1935 to include motor carriers. It has since been further amended and supple-

mented, but not all of the problems are yet fully solved. The expressed policy of the

Transportation Act of 1940 should be implemented and made effective.

It is only since their return to private operations that the railroads have been

seriously confronted by the impact of competing forms of transportation—particularly

the motor carriers. Automobile registrations since 1920 have increased over five times and

now approximate 45 million passenger cars. Truck registrations have increased about

eight times and now stand at about 9 million. The phenomenal expansion of motor

vehicles and transportation capacity was, during the same period, stimulated by vast

public expenditures exceeding 50 billions of dollars on streets and highways. Nearly 60

percent of our extensive highway system is now hard surfaced and available for all-

weather operation. The investment in motor vehicles and highways is several times the

present value of the railways; it represents a vast addition to our transportation plant.

While new highways were being built and old highways improved, railway mileage on

non-productive branch lines was being abandoned. Today railroad line mileage has been

reduced 12 percent from its 1916 peak.

But vast highway programs are still being contemplated and placed under construc-

tion. The New York State Thruway, extending over 500 miles at a cost approximately

$1% million per mile, is an outstanding example. The American Association of State

Highway Officials now reports that 64 percent of our Federal Aid Highway System mile-

age is in "need of improvement" at an estimated cost of $35 billion. Proposed legislation

is now before Congress to step up Federal aid from $575 million to $850 million per

year in 1956 and 1957, and this sum must, in addition, be matched by the states.

Of the 9 million trucks, the great majority are small vehicles operating on city

streets in local commercial services. Only about one-half million are large vehicles or

combinations hauling inter-city or over-the-road in direct competition with the railroads.

These vehicles—mostly heavy tractor-trailers and frequently overloaded—are pre-

dominately in for-hire motor carrier operations. Only about 4 percent of their revenue

dollar is paid out as license fees or gasoline taxes. Independent studies by competent

engineers and economists familiar with the highway problem clearly indicate that their

payments generally fall short of a fair and equitable user charge; this is particularly

true as to heavy trucks. The private motorist and general taxpayer must absorb any

deficit.

By contrast, about 14 percent of the railway revenue dollar is paid out for main-

tenance of way and structures, and after adding capital charges and taxes the railroads'

total cost for right-of-way, tracks and structures is 23 percent of their revenue dollar.

This disparity poses a serious problem in the economics of transportation. It is the prin-
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cipal advantage—but an artificial rather than an inherent advantage—of the motor car-

riers in competing for traffic. This subsidy—and I use this word advisedly—is getting

more and more public and legislative recognition, and in the long run we may reasonably

expect that the motor carriers will be called upon to assume a more equitable share of

highway costs—at least those added costs made necessary by their wider, longer and

heavier vehicles.

We in the railroad business, of course, have no quarrel with the automotive industry

;

it too has contributed importantly to America's development and particularly to its

unrivaled industrial capacity. Nor can we have any objection to the motor carrier

industry to the extent that it can attract traffic based on its inherent advantages, after

assuming its fair and just share of the cost of publicly provided highways. But until

their present subsidy advantages are removed our competitive position is difficult. How-
ever, with proper development of our inherent advantages and with a more enlightened

national transportation policy in prospect, we have a long and bright future ahead.

The railroads are and will continue to be the backbone of transportation—essential in

peace, indispensable in war.

Here is where commercial transportation stands today:

Freight Passenger

Percent ton miles Percent passenger miles

Railroads 55 50

Highways 16 (for-hire and private) 30 (Busses only) #
Waterways (incl. Gr. Lakes) 15 2

Pipelines (oil) * 14

Airlines 18

100 100

* There is also competition from natural gas pipelines, which carry a fuel competitive with rail-

hauled coal. The use of natural gas has expanded greatly in recent years and will probably continue
to dn so during the next few years. It now supplies about 22 percent of energy requirements.

# The great bulk of all intercity travel—about 85 percent of the grand total—is by private

automobile.

The railroads today handle only 55 percent of intercity freight traffic and SO percent

of commercial intercity passenger traffic. Prior to World War I they had a near

"monopoly". In 1943 at the peak of the World War H effort—due in part to gasoline,

rubber and man-power shortages—the railroads handled 73 percent of the freight traffic

and 74 percent of the commercial passenger traffic, reflecting their "essentiality" in time

of national emergency.

Although the railroads' percentage share of intercity freight traffic is now at an

all-time low, because of our expanding economy its absolute volume of about 1.40

billion originated tons, representing about 600 billion ton miles in 1953, is higher than

in any year prior to World War H. Although ton mileage is 18 percent below the war-

time peak of 1943-44, it is 77 percent about the prewar 1936-1940 level. It represents

about 3750 ton miles per capita—but this unfortunately is little better than in 1916, and

well below World War II levels. Rail freight traffic has barely kept pace with population.

It has fallen far behind with respect to industrial production, because the Federal Reserve

Board index of production in 1953 (1935-1939— 100) had risen to about 235. In 1939

the railroads had revenues of 5.6 cents for each dollar of national income; by 1952 this

fell to 3.7 cents. The implications of these relationships are serious and merit our most

careful attention and diligent efforts for correction.

The inherent advantage of the railroads—which it is our National Transportation

Policy to recognize and preserve—is that by reason of their tracks it is possible to
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operate long trains of high capacity cars propelled by a single locomotive and operated

by a crew of five or six men. Our principal competitor, the motor carrier, lacks this

fundamental advantage of mass transportation. It does however, have its inherent advan-

tage of single-unit flexibihty in direct door-to-door movement, and in addition the

artificial advantage of subsidy, i.e., use of publicly provided highways at less than a

compensatory user charge. The inland water carrier—predominately private carriage

—

has its inherent advantage of low cost bulk transportation in barge-load lots, but it, too,

is dependent on the artificial advantage of federally (or state) provided toll-free water-

ways. The airlines have their inherent advantage of -speed and direct flight, but have thus

far required the artificial advantage of publicly provided airports and the federal airways

and communications systems. The pipelines have their inherent advantage of continuous

and economical mass movement of a fluid. Their "track" and their "equipment" are one

and the same. They, like the railroads, stand on their own feet.

The effectiveness of the inherent advantages of each mode of transportation may
be enhanced or diminished by political, social and economic trends. For instance, attitudes

toward subsidy and its relation to national defense; changes in living patterns, such as

the movement from city to suburbs, and industrial changes which arise from decen-

tralization of industry or the development of new products. Powerful forces are at work
—generally beyond our control. We can not resist them—we must adjust our competitive

relationships to meet them.

Underlying all railroad operation, and the basis of its inherent economic advantage,

is the track structure—which is a principal responsibility of the members of this Asso-

ciation. Maintenance of way and structures expenses take about 14 percent of the rail-

roads' revenue dollar, and in this competitive era the operating ratio must be carefully

controlled—by budgetary procedures—to permit competitive rate making. Over the years,

aided by research, experience and technological advances, you have improved all com-

ponents of the track structure. We now have better subgrade drainage and stabihzation,

heavier stone ballast, bigger and better treated ties, protected by tie plates to carry

heavier rail rolled under precise specifications to optimum cross sections and with

improved metallurgical properties. And you have developed maintenance methods relying

more and more on mechanized procedures to turn out better work in less time and at

lower cost. Several of your committees are working toward the most favorable com-

bination of capital investment and maintenance costs to provide long lasting and good

riding track compatible with high-speed passenger traffic and heavy-tonnage freight

traffic moving over the main lines, and consistent with the slower and lighter traffic on

branch lines.

Other committees are doing a similar job for the structures which support the

track. Roadway, track and structures represent the industry's largest investment. Your

contribution to and responsibility for a successful operation are basic.

The track exists not for itself, but to accommodate trains. The next group of

operating expense—maintenance of equipment—takes nearly 19 percent of the railway

revenue dollar. Nearly one-third of the railroads' total investment is in equipment. Post-

war improvement expenditures, which have averaged about one billion dollars per year,

have been principally for new power and rolling stock. With the railroads now about

75 percent dieselized, it is expected that maintenance expenses on power will be better

controlled and further capital expenditures in this category reduced.

Since the recent war we have been confronted with new problems in freight car

maintenance that result from radical changes in operating practices. This has occurred

because operating conditions have changed more rapidly than has car design—the latter
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following a slower evolutionar)' pattern. To counter ever-risinp transportation costs,

operating officers have striven for longer trains. To meet competition better, traffic officers

have insisted on faster schedules. These requirements must be reconciled. It requires

shorter time enroute, faster classification and switching, quicker loading and unloading

—

all without increase in maintenance costs. Mechanical weaknesses and failures must be

minimized or eliminated. Better design and improved materials contribute to these

objectives; they have increased the cycle between general repairs from 6 or 7 years to 12

or 15 years and hold promise of longer ultimate life.

Increased train lengths and faster line haul and switching speeds impose greater

stresses on the car's structure. Certain parts of a freight car are being given intensive

study by railroad designers, car builders and specialty manufacturers: they include

underframes, trucks, draft gears, couplers, etc. These components of previous design

were adequate under moderate switching speeds, but if a car is switched into a track at 6

or 8 or even 10 miles an hour, the impacts approach the shock of a collision. While

every effort must be made through better supervision and improved yard design to

control impacts, we should not cease striving for stronger and more dependable cars.

With modern materials-handhng methods—heavy palletized loads handled by fork

lift trucks—the maintenance of car floors has become more costly. It is to the railroads'

advantage to encourage heavy loading based on efficient and economical methods. Our

ability to handle it is another inherent railroad advantage. But, to do so successfully, it is

essential to develop a more adequate floor structure—reasonable in first cost and

economical to maintain.

Equipment engineers have made considerable progress in designing stabilizing devices

for use in box cars to permit heavy, damage-free lading under the normal shocks and

stresses of line haul and yard handling. The high cost of loading and unloading, the

expense of crating and packaging, the cost of strapping, bracing and dunnage, not to

mention their shortcomings as evidenced by the high freight claims due to breakage,

emphasize the need for a better solution to this major damage-prevention and loading

problem. What the railroads need is an effective, easy to manipulate and economically

practicable mode of securement and support, built into the car and adaptable to vir-

tually all types of commodities in two-way movement. This would go a long way to

eliminating the costly specially-equipped cars now required by certain industries—par-

ticularly the automotive manufacturers—which, because of their .specific interior fittings,

are doomed to captive service and empty return movement.

So much for plant and equipment—the principal concern of the civil and mechanical

engineers. It was principally their problems which harrassed the industry in its early

formative and expanding years. As the railroads reached maturity, and were confronted

with increasing competition, the problem of better utilizing the plant and equipment,

and of providing a saleable service at an economical cost, became paramount. And this

brings us to the principal group of operating expenses—transportation—which takes

about 37 percent of the railroads' revenue dollar.

Great progress has been made in railroad transportation, i.e., in direct operations,

to develop the industry's inherent advantage of train-load movement. In 1952, for

instance, the railroads originated 8 percent more tonnage than the average for the

5-year period 1926-1930. Their average haul was longer, so that net ton mileage Was

up 44 percent. Yet they did this bigger job with 25 percent fewer carloadings, by using

larger cars and increasing the mileage per car per day. Train speeds were stepped up

30 percent, net tonnage per train was increased 65 percent. In 1952 the average freight

train turned out 22,567 net ton miles per train hour—over twice the accomplishment
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of the years 1926-1930. This single index—often considered most indicative of railroad

performance—is now at an all-time high. Railroad management will strive to improve it,

but must always seek a proper balance in each of the factors; to increase tonnage by

sacrificing speed and scheduled performance is self defeating in a competitive world.

Both tonnage—for economy—and speed for sales appeal, must be increased together

and in a properly balanced degree.

The accomplishment of the last 25 years, including the industry's outstanding per-

formance during World War II when it handled an all-time high of 732 billion ton miles

in each of the -peak years 1943-44, and its improving efficiency since the war, is the best

evidence of its ability to meet and solve successfully the difficult problems of the future.

Nor have we yet reached full stature. In an expanding economy, the railroads too, have

definite possibilities for growth. Railroad improvement and development—relocation and

modernization—still continues. In spite of large post-war expenditures, railroads today

are in a much better financial condition than they were in 1930. Then railroad debt

stood at about $11.5 billion; today it is $3.0 billion less, and a much larger portion is hi

short term "self liquidating" equipment certificates. Fixed charges as a result have been

reduced from $693 million to about $475 million, and take a much smaller "bite" out

of the larger revenue dollar. Although line mileage has declined 12 percent from its 1916

peak, railroad investment is now about two-thirds greater. And this improvement in

plant and facilities was made during a period when capitalization was actually reduced.

In 1952, railroad capitalization was only 62 percent of investment in road and equipment.

Prior to 1920 this ratio was 100 percent or more. We have better properties than ever

before with which to work. Our experience under competition has sharpened our "know-

how" and strengthened our resolve.

And with this background, I come to the subject of this paper. What must the rail-

roads do to improve their presently sub-normal participation in the nation's ever expand-

ing traffic pool? How can they better serve the public and how can they make their

securities more attractive from an earning standpoint? In short, how can we enhance

the return on our increased investment from its present 4% percent to a rightful 6

percent or more—which is a prerequisite to obtaining an adequate supply of investment

capital ?

The fact that we have modernized our plant and improved our overall operations

means very little unless it produces a desire on the part of individual shippers and

travelers to use our services rather than those of our competitors.

To increase our participation in the nation's traffic pool, we must provide an attrac-

tive, dependable service at a competitive price—regardless of any handicap we may

presently suffer by reason of the subsidies our competitors enjoy. Attractive, dependable

service requires smart operation. The job is not easy, and it must be accomplished with

strict budgetary control of maintenance and operating costs. Most of all, we must strive,

for maximum utilization of our present power and equipment. By better utilization,

the percentage of diesel operation can probably be increased and approach the goal of

100 percent without buying much additional power. The diesel locomotive—though costly

in the first instance—is a versatile and flexible machine. We must squeeze out of it

maximum mileage per month and so realize its inherent economies.

Today we have about 1,775,000 freight cars, excluding private line cars. There are

some who believe we should have 1,850,000 cars to meet a national emergency. In 1953,

a good traffic year, we had car surpluses, rather than shortages. If we improved the

turn-around time by one day on each revenue trip made by our present cars—and with

the cooperation of shippers and receivers this is a reasonable objective—our present fleet
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of cars would amply accommodate all foreseeable traffic. At present the average freight

car travels only 45 miles per day, producing 075 ton miles; freight cars move in trains

only about 15 percent of the time. In this respect the motor carriers—with the inherent

advantage of unit movement—surpass us. We should strive to overtake them. Too much
time is lost—investment wasted and service impaired—moving .slowly through yards or

by cars delayed at terminals.

Idle investment, and idle time—for time is money—must be held to the minimum.
Excess facilities—those no longer necessary due to changes in traffic patterns or improved

methods of operation—should be retired and their components salvaged and the pro-

ceeds wisely re-invested or used to reduce fixed charges. Secondary yards may fall into

this category and merit careful study and analysis, because a substantial part of operating

expenses is attributable to them. Those retained should, to the extent practicable, be

modernized and used intensively. Major yards, located at points through which traffic

can be channeled in sufficient volume, should be retarder equipped and "push-button"

operated. They should be designed not to hold cars but to expedite them—to provide for

prompt classification, careful inspection and servicing, and systematic reporting of move-
ment, both for tracing and accounting purposes.

The same principles apply to terminals and freight stations, the latter being

mechanized to the extent tonnage justifies.

The railroads have a substantial inventory of materials and supplies. In June of last

year it represented an investment of $814 million. In a buyer's market and with modern

controls there is little justification for excess stock. Surplus stocks represent idle invest-

ment; the ordering cycle should be shortened and monies freed for productive purposes.

Modern signaling facilities increase track and yard capacity at reasonable cost.

Improved communication facihties permit centralized operating supervision and better

scheduling. Mechanized accounting sytems—with modern punch-card business machines

—lead to substantial economies. The combination of high-capacity communications and

modern electronic tabulators and computers opens up new vistas of centralized car

accounting and tracing, production of up-to-the-minute traffic and operating statistics,

more efficient payroll accounting, freight accounting, etc. It provides an integrated basis

for managerial decision and prompt executive action.

There are still—and doubtless always will be—opportunities for improved service

and, through greater efficiency, further economies. It is management's responsibility,

employing research and industrial engineering techniques, to combine the various pos-

sibilities into an overall workable operating system. In the language of operations research,

we must "maximize" our potentialities. That is a prerequisite to competitive pricing.

With assured service standards and expenses under close control the traffic depart-

ment, acting in the light of realistic cost studies, can, I am confident, publish rates which

will recover lost traffic and attract new business.

These cost studies must include not only specific rail costs, but also corresponding

costs of our competitors, on both an out-of-pocket and fully distributed basis. And they

must reflect the total costs to the shipper based on relative packaging and handling

charges, and recognize that he always has the option to engage in private carriage. The

commission should allow rates so determined to be made effective quickly, and should

not presume to evaluate the effect of such adjustments on the competitive movement

of traffic. If the rates are sound in relationship to costs, if they reflect inherent advan-

tages, they are in the public interest, and their effect on traffic is the responsibility of

management.
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Such incentive rates, based in part on volume, will no doubt be distasteful to our

competitors and cause them to protest. But if they are well founded on costs, and are

reasonably compensatory, the law department can successfully defend them after

suspension and investigation.

These facts help:

(1) Out-of-pocket operating costs on added traffic are far below fully distributed

costs,

(2) Unit costs on all traffic diminish as volume expands, and

(3) Overhead costs and fixed charges can then be spread over more traffic units.

The railroads now have the plant and facilities—they have made the heavy capital

investment—to handle at least SO percent more traffic than was moved in the boom year

1953. Further improvements can and will be made. We should not rest content until

our properties are fully utilized. It is only then that maximum economies are fully

obtainable.

The time is now opportune to make these rate adjustments—some have already been

made, others are in prospect. I believe a sounder competitive relationship is developing.

Motor carriers costs, particularly wages, are rising; fair weight-distance taxes or user

charges are being legislated ; size and weight laws are better enforced. The motor carriers

have by now skimmed the cream by their selective solicitation and smart tailored-to-order

rate-making predicated primarily on direct costs. They are being increasingly confronted

with the very problems the railroads have been contending with for many years. Their

operating ratios have risen to so near the 100 percent figure that it is clearly evident

that they cannot make further competitive rate reductions—nor, in fact, remain in

business without artificial aid from subsidy.

The railroads produce three times the ton mileage per man-hour and ten times

the ton mileage per dollar of fuel expense as do the trucks. That advantage—which is

an inherent advantage—will prove itself more and more as time goes on and costs

increase. It is in the public interest to foster efficient, high-capacity transportation as an

essential element of national defense. The railroads war-time abilities are proven—just

as motor carrier weaknesses were revealed.

The railroad industry must also continue—and indeed intensify—its efforts to reduce

and ultimately eliminate the burdensome passenger deficit. In 1952 the deficit under ICC
accounting separations amounted to $640 million and took a 37 percent "bite" out of net

railway operating income from freight services. While the actual out-of-pocket loss is

much smaller than $640 million, it is none the less substantial and an unwarranted drain

on freight revenues. It has the unfortunate indirect effect of forcing the railroads to raise

freight rates to "subsidize" their passenger operations—and so weakens their competitive

ability vis a vis, the motor carriers.

A promising approach to the long-term passenger problem is to develop high-speed,

light-weight, lower-cost equipment, economical to maintain and operate, which will

permit lower and more attractive fares. Such studies to improve the load factor are now
under way. But the railroads already have a vast investment in passenger equipment

which merits greater utihzation. Certain roads are now experimenting with reduced rate

round-trip fares in various areas, family fares and group fares. Passenger service—with a

good load factor—can be quite profitable as the railroads' war-time experience clearly

showed. The unit revenue per occupied seat or berth is far less important than the

aggregate revenue per car. The railroads should not be forced to continue hopelessly

unprofitable local or branch line services. The ICC should be empowered by law to over-

ride Public Utility orders requiring maintenance of such deficit operations.
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Railroad management should, of course, be open minded with respect to new trans-

portation methods and coordination with other modes of transportation. For many years

the railroads have employed or cooperated with motor carriers for terminal services—
pick-up and delivery of less-than-carload—and in some cases carload freight, intra-

terminal transfers, etc. Substituted truck services to local way stations in lieu of peddler

cars in way freight trains is now fairly widespread. A few roads have set up limited

trailer-on-flat car operations. This is an interesting form of rail-truck coordination. The
relative unit costs make it appear potentially beneficial to both parties and to the public.

The time appears ripe to give it further consideration. It utilizes the inherent advantage

the railroads have for all-weather line haul, and the inherent advantage the motor carriers

have for terminal distributions. It would provide train load utilization of specialized

equipment in over-night turn-around. It requires a minimum of classification and ter-

minal switching. There are of course, important traffic considerations, and certain legal

aspects are now before the ICC for their reaction.

In my judgment, it will be along the lines briefly suggested above that the railroads

will sieze the initiative in transportation competition. Through the teamwork of our

maintenance and operating people—and that means each and every one of us—will come
the means whereby our traffic officers can aggressively—and profitably—price our service

back into a competitive market on a volume basis, and so permit the better exercise of

our inherent advantage of mass transportation by trains of high-capacity, easy-riding

cars, rolling swiftly, smoothly and economically along a nation-wide interline net-work

of track. We can shape the future of our industry—we dare not sit back and let others

do it for us to our disadvantage. Although there may be "ups and downs", business will

continue to expand in this country, and with it the need for more and better transporta-

tion. Successful competition requires the best in the way of plant, facilities and equip-

ment, all skillfully managed and with the wholehearted cooperation of each and every

employee. If we provide a sound design for operation—which makes for maximum pro-

duction of net ton miles and passenger miles for each dollar of operation expenditures

—

we can, I am confident, improve our share of an ever growing traffic pool and enhance

our net income. With this accomplished, we will have no trouble in attracting equity

capital to keep our plant and facilities up to date.

President Grove: Mr. Barriger, we congratulate you upon your progrcs.sive and

aggressive leadership of Committee 16 during the past three years. Under your guidance

the committee has been constantly alert to the problems coming under its jurisdiction.

We are glad to welcome as the new chairman of Committee 16, Mr. Christianson,

and the new vice chairman, Mr. Milner. Under their leadership we are sure that the

work of the committee will go forward aggressively. If Mr. Christianson will please

step to the rostrum, I should like to have a word with him.

By action of the Board of Direction, all of the chairmen of the standing and special

committees of the Association—at a meeting of the chairmen here in Chicago, April 27,

last—were presented with attractive and serviceable chairmen's gavels. These were pre-

sented not only to give the chairman a symbol of his authority, but to enable him fo

conduct his meetings in an orderly and efficient manner.

Mr. Christianson, your predecessor was presented with such a gavel, and now it is

my privilege and pleasure, on behalf of the Association, to present you with one of these

gavels. The band on the gavel reads, "H. B. Christianson, Jr., Chairman, Committee 16,

1954-1957."
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We are sure that you will use this gavel with distinction throughout your term as

chairman.

H. B. Chtristianson, Jr. (Santa Fe) : Thank you, Mr. President.

President Grove: There is one other member of Committee 16 I want to recognize.

This recognition might well be because of his outstanding contribution over the years

to the science and art of railroading, through his capacity with an important railway

supply company, and it might well be alone for the contribution which he has made to

the work of this Association through Committee No. 16, but I recognize him at this

time in his capacity as the recently elected president of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. I refer to Dr. L. K. Sillcox, honorary vice chairman of the board,

New York Air Brake Company.

Dr. Sillcox, on behalf of the American Railway Engineering Association, I con-

gratulate you as president of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. We know
that the ASME will have an outstanding year under your leadership. (Applause)

Mr. Barriger, I now excuse your committee with the thanks of the Association.

f

Discussion on Waterways and Harbors

(For report, see pp. 459-460.)

(First Vice President G. W. Miller presiding.)

Chairman Arthur Anderson (New York Central) : The report of the committee

on Assignment 4 will be given by A. L. Sams.

Assignment 4—Prepare Bibliography Relating to Benefits and Costs of

Inland Waterway Projects Involving Navigation and Keep It Up to Date,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman A. L. Sams (Illinois Central)

.

Mr. Sams: The report on Assignment 4 is a progress report, submitted as infor-

mation. This bibliography has been prepared in order to furnish the members of the

Association with reference materials for evaluating inland waterway projects involving

navigation. The bibliography contains 14 items which have been published by private

or public bodies dealing with the federal policy on waterway transportation and with

the economic analysis of specific projects.

It is the recommendation of the subcommittee that this report be received as

information, and that the assignment be continued.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Mr. Sams. It will be so received.

Chairman Anderson: That concludes the report of the committee for this year.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Chairman Anderson. Your report will be

accepted, and your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Highways

(For report, cee pp. 387-391.)

(First Vice President G. W. Miller presiding.)

Chairman W. C. Pinschmidt (Chesapeake & Ohio) : Committee 9 has studied seven

assignments during the past year. On three of the assignments the committee has made

progress, but is not presenting reports. The chairmen of the subcommittees actively

working on these assignments are Messrs. C. I. Hartsell, J. M. Trissal and J. A. Jorlett.
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Assignment 2—Design and Specifications of Open-Grating Type
Crossings.

Chairman Pinschmidt: Our subcommittee handling this assignment, of which R. E.

Nottingham, division engineer, Louisville & Nashville, is chairman, presents a brief

progress statement in the Bulletin. However, Chairman Nottingham has no additional

comments to offer.

The report is submitted as information.

Vice President Miller: It will be so received.

Chairman Pinschmidt: The report on Assignment 3 will be presented by Sub-

committee Chairman Mr. M. H. Corbyn, engineer of grade crossings, Rock Island

Railroad.

Assignment 3—Merits of Various Types of Highway-Railway Grade
Crossing Protection, Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR, and Highway
Research Board, was presented b>' Subcommittee Chairman M. H. CorbN n (Rock

Island).

Mr. Corbyn: This report, which is submitted as information, in brief, emphasizes

the need for cooperation between public bodies and the railroads in determining the

economic justification of grade crossings, and then the economic justification of the

various types of crossing protection.

The need for additional protection has been brought about by increased highway

traffic and is, therefore, a definite benefit to the pubUc. Hence, the public should assume

responsibility for providing funds for crossing protection.

As to the protection that should be used at specific crossings, there have been

various studies and reports made to substantiate certain types of installation from the

standpoint of public benefit. These studies and reports are referred to and are recom-

mended for your consideration.

The committee recommends that this assignment be continued.

Vice President Miller: Your report will be received as information.

Chairman Pinschmidt: Our ne.xt subject is Location of Highways, Parallel with

Railways. With more than two-thirds of its voting membership in favor, Committee Q

recommends, for adoption and publication in the Manual, certain additional material.

The report of the subcommittee has been referred to the Grade Crossing Protection

Unit, Train Operations Control and Signals, AAR. That unit offers no objections to

approval of this material for Manual use.

The report will be presented by E. R. Englert, assistant engineer, L. & N. Railroad.

Assignment 4—Location of Highways Parallel with Railways, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman E. R. Englert (Louisville & Nashville).

Mr. Englert: In 1952 certain principles were adopted and published in the Manual

as a guide for highway and railway engineers when considering the location of a highway

parallel to a railway. These principles were designed primarily to outline desirable dis-

tances between highway and railway that will allow orderly development of an area

with the minimum of highway-railway crossings.

The principles are included in the Manual on page 9-M-15, under the heading

—

Location of Highways Parallel With Railways. They specify desired medium distances

between highway and railway in three general areas:

Art. 1 covers: Industrial or Manufacturing Areas in or Near Cities.

Art. 2 covers: Urban Residential or Retail Commercial Areas.

Art. 3 covers: Rural Areas.
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A highway department recently wanted to put a high-speed U. S. highway too close

to some fast main tracks for comfort, so one of our members went to the Manual for

help. He didn't find any. Surely here is a case that should be covered under Location

of Highways Parallel With Railways, so the Board of Direction asked us to look into

the matter.

After considerable study this committee developed a list of items that should be

provided for in the design of a highway that must be located parallel and adjacent to a

railway because of physical restrictions. In other words, when a highway cannot be

located in accordance with the principles already in the Manual, but has to be located

parallel and adjacent to a railway because of some physical restriction, then the rules

we have worked up should apply.

This committee feels this material should be adopted and published in the Manual.

All possibilities may not be covered, but the proposed addition, among other things,

calls for highways to be constructed so as not to interfere with the standard roadbed

section and requires that provision be made for such items as drainage, signals, track

equipment set-offs, snow removals, etc. We think it will give the highway engineer a good

understanding of our problems as well as guide the railway engineer when considering

highways that are to be located parallel and adjacent to our roadway.

Mr. Vice President, I move that the principles covering the location of highways

parallel with railways in physically restricted areas, as published on pages 389 and 390

of Bulletin 511, be adopted and published in the Manual as Art. 4 under the heading

Location of Highways Parallel With Railways, and I also move that the existing material

under that heading be reapproved with the present Art. 4 becoming Art. S.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Pinschmidt: The report on Assignment 6 will be presented by the chair-

man of the subcommittee, Mr. J. E. K. Krylow, engineer, telegraph and signals, Penn-

sylvania Railroad.

Assignment 6—Economics of Highway-Railway Grade Separations,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman J. E. K. Krylow (Pennsylvania).

Mr. Krylow: A progress report on this assignment, presented and received as

information, was included in the 1953 Proceedings. Since these Proceedings were issued,

requests have been made to identify more fully certain portions of the report, in which

connection your committee now offers additional information.

Your committee presents this additional information as a supplemental report, and

it was the intention initially to recommend that the subject be discontinued. However,

the November 9, 1953, opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States—in the alloca-

tion of costs involving two highway-railway grade separations in the State of California

—places this matter of the economics of highway-railway grade separations in a position

which will require further study. Therefore, your committee now recommends that the

report be received as information, and that this subject be continued.

Vice President Miller: Your report will be so received.

Chairman Pinschmidt: Mr. Chairman, this concludes the presentation of subcom-

mittee reports by Committee 9. However, there remains a very important item on our

part of today's program.

One of the members of this committee has devoted much time to the study

of highway-railway grade crossing protection. He has appeared before the annual con-

ventions of this Association on two previous occasions, reporting in March 1949, and

again in March 1952, on the Achievement of Grade Crossing Protection. A recent thesis
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forms the basis of his third report. At the request of the committee he has consented to

bring us today the highlights of this paper.

It gives me great pleasure at this time to introduce Mr. Wm. J. Hedley, assistant

chief engineer, Wabash Railroad, who will give us the benefit of his ideas on The Effec-

tiveness of Highway-Railway Grade Crossing Protection.

The Effectiveness of Highway-Railway Grade Crossing

Protection

By Wm. J. Hedley
Assistant Chief Engineer, Wabash Railroad

The Problem

The effectiveness of highway-railway grade crossing protection devices has long

been of interest and concern to many people, particularly to those whose duties and

responsibilities lie in the fields of safety and highway and railway transportation. In

many states certain public agencies, such as the Public Service Commission in the State

of Missouri, are charged by law with the ultimate responsibility of determining the

proper form of protection for any grade crossing. Highway authorities, particularly at

national and state levels, are engaged continually in making recommendations on the

form of protection to be installed at crossings where highways under their jurisdiction

are crossed by railways at grade and where highway funds are ordinarily utilized to pay

substantial portions of the cost of the protection. Railway organizations normally have

the responsibility of actually installing, maintaining and operating grade crossing protec-

tive devices.

A grade crossing problem is created by the establishment of any new crossing,

either by the construction of a new line of railroad or by the opening of a new highway

or street. The proper solution may be by grade separation, if the anticipated traffic

volumes on the highway and on the railway are heavy enough to warrant the relatively

large expenditure necessary for that solution, or if topographic features so dictate.

Otherwise, some form of grade crossing protection will be necessary. However, the

installation of protection for new grade crossings represents a small part of the total

program of grade crossing protection; most new installations are made at existing

crossings and constitute a change in the form of protection.

Changes in the form of grade crossing protection are made for two purposes: (1) to

increase safety, and (2) to reduce the cost of maintenance and operation. Frequently

both purposes are accomplished in one change.

For many years the engineering and signal departments of American railroads and

the manufacturers of railway signal equipment have collaborated in the development,

production and installation of forms of protection designed to promote these objectives

of safety and economy. In November 1931 the Joint Committee on Grade Crossing

Protection of the American Railway Association (now Association of American Rail-

roads) issued a bulletin of Recommended Standards for Railroad-Highway Grade Cross-

ing Protection. Subsequent issues followed, the latest, Bulletin No. 4, bearing a 1949

date. These recommended standards have been approved by the Federal Bureau of

Editor's note: In June 1953 the author presented this report as a thesis to the School of

Engineering of Washington University in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the professional

degree of Civil Engineer. A condensed version was presented to the AREA convention on Marrh 16,

1954, in conjunction with the report of Committee 9—Highways.
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Public Roads and have been quite generally adopted as standards by highway authorities

and regulatory agencies of the several states.

The Joint Committee bulletins include as the basic form of highway-railway grade

crossing protection—the minimum recommended for any public crossing—a painted

crossbuck sign consisting of a St. Andrew's cross with the words RAILROAD and

CROSSING on the two blades of the sign. Some variations of size and finish are per-

mitted. For use at crossings where something more than a fixed sign is required, the

Joint Committee's recommended standards include two types of automatic signals, the

flashing-light type and the wig-wag type, and automatic gates. These recommended

standards have been so widely accepted that almost all of the grade crossing protection

installed on railroads in the United States during recent years has conformed to them.

When changing from older forms of protection to automatic signals or automatic

gates, most railway, highway and safety authorities have done so in the belief that they

were attaining either one or both of the objectives of increasing safety and reducing the

cost of maintenance and operation. When some form of manually operated protection

was replaced, the objective of economy was easy to confirm by direct analysis of expen-

ditures before and after the change. And, based on general observation and experience,

most authorities have considered that such changes also accomplished to some degree

the objective of increased safety. Nevertheless, there were some skeptics whose doubts

were not inconsiderable.

Prior Investigations

About four years ago, while searching for some substantive method of determining

the relative merits of the several types of highway-railway grade crossing protection

in common use, I turned to the records we have been keeping in the engineering depart-

ment of the Wabash Railroad for many years. Kept in card files and posted currently,

these records contain for each crossing on Wabash lines certain pertinent data which

include all changes made in crossings and crossing protection and all accidents which

have occurred since January 1, 1929. Using the data on these records covering the 20-year

period, January 1, 1929, to December 31, 1948, I made an analysis of the relative fre-

quency of occurrence of accidents, using the type of grade crossing protection as the

variable function. This analysis was presented before the 48th annual convention of the

AREA on March 17, 1949, in a report entitled "The Achievement of Grade Crossing

Protection" (AREA Proceedings, Vol. 50, p. 849) . A second report covering the 23-year

period ending on December 31, 1951, was presented before the AREA convention on

March 11, 1952 (AREA Proceedings, Vol. 52, p. 985). (It is suggested that these two

reports be read next)

.

Among the communications I received subsequent to publication of those two

reports were several requests for information concerning the relative severity of the

accidents which occurred at crossings with the several forms of protection. Inquiries from

European countries displayed particular interest in the matter of severity and in the

number of accidents involving pedestrians. In many of those countries the proportionate

use of special grade crossing protection is greater than in the United States and also

the problem of protecting pedestrians is relatively much greater.

In my previous studies no account was taken of the relative severity of accidents

on the theory that any accident between a highway vehicle and a train is potentially

one in which life and limb are endangered, even though no casualties resulted in some

cases, often in what seemed a miraculous outcome. Further reflection has brought to

mind some particular categories of accidents that are not so highly productive of casual-

ties. Such is the case in accidents involving slow-speed vehicles and slow-speed trains,
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and those involving a vehicle stalled on the crossing with sufficient time elapsing for

occupants to get out before the collision. Although realizing that the occurrence of

casualties either might or might not have any consistent relationship to the type of

protection used at a grade crossing, I thought it worth while to try to develop such

relationship if any existed. That is the purpose of this study.

Relationship of Accidents to Accident Potential

After December 31, 1952, there were available grade crossing accident statistics

covering 24 years of experience on Wabash lines. An analysis of them, differentiating

between casualty accidents and those from which no personal injuries or deaths resulted,

appeared to offer good prospects. However, a study of the assembled data indicated that

use of the statistics for the full 24 years would make the study unduly complicated.

The primary objects were a comparison of the effectiveness of the newer forms

of protection with the effectiveness of old forms and a comparison of the several newer

forms with each other. The results of changes from one older form to another of the

older forms are not now of much interest. Inasmuch as standardization of the modern

forms was getting under way with the issuance of Bulletin No. 1 by the Joint Com-

mittee of the ARA in November 1931, and for several years after that date some of the

new installations were lacking in certain features now considered to be necessary parts

of a truly modern form, there appears to be no good purpose served by determining the

results from changes made in protection prior to January 1, 1933. Starting with that

date, and covering a 20-year period, this analysis not only eliminates many of the

changes from one old form of protection to another old form, but further simpHfies the

calculations by eliminating the subdivision of flashing-light signal installations into

"old" and "modern" types. Also of significance is the fact that the accidents which

occurred at crossings where changes in protection were made between January 1, 1929,

and December 31, 1932, but with no changes made thereafter, are available for inclusion

'n the tabulation of accidents at crossings where no changes in protection were made

during the study period, thereby providing a broader base for adjustment to "equated

years" to take into account traffic fluctuations and other variables.

For the purpose of measuring the severity of accidents, they were divided into three

:lassifications: (1) Vehicular casualty accidents, which include each accident which

nvolved a highway vehicle and a train, engine or cars, or a vehicle and the protective

devices at a grade crossing, providing such accident resulted in the death or injury

of one or more persons; (2) pedestrian accidents, which include each accident in which

a pedestrian was injured by a train, engine or cars, and (3) non-casualty accidents,

which involved a highway vehicle and a train, engine or cars, but with no resultant death

or personal injury. In the tabulations a bicvclist was counted as a pedestrian. In the

record of vehicular casualty accidents, each accident is counted only once, regardless

of the number of deaths or injuries resulting therefrom, inasmuch as the number of

casualties in any one accident is greatly dependent upon the number of occupants of

the vehicle and is not a good measure of the severity of the collision. Likewise, no

differentiation is made between deaths and injuries, because any accident resulting in an

injury would probably have produced a fatality had there been only a slight variation

in timing or other circumstances.

Table 1 is a record of the number of accidents which occurred at all highway-

railway crossings on Wabash lines during the 20-year period, January 1, 1933, through

December 31, 1952. There are some sHght differences between total figures in this table

and the similar figures for the years 1933 to 1951, incl., in Table 1 of the 1951 report.

These differences arise out of the fact that there have occurred a few accidents in a
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Table 1

—

Number of Accidents at Grade Crossings
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doubtful category which, upon reappraisal, were not classified the same as in the

previous reports. This doubtful category of accidents includes those in which a vehicle

was involved under such circumstances that there was no collision with a train, engine

or cars, but wherein it becomes a matter of judgment to decide from the circumstances

of timing and ultimate result whether the accident was caused primarily by the approach

of a train or by the condition of the crossing or the actions of the driver without any

involvement of a train. The net difference for the 19-year period was only two accidents

in the total of 3148. The total accident figures for each year are shown graphically in

Fig. 1.

In the previous reports. Vols. SO and 52, it has been interesting to observe the rela-

tionship between the occurrence of accidents and the fluctuations of traffic measured by

the available statistics most closely related to the traffic movements over the crossings

under study. These statistics for the 20-year period now under consideration are the

train miles operated by the Wabash Railroad, shown in Table 2, and the highway use

of motor fuel in the six states of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Iowa,

in which Wabash lines are located, shown in Table 3.

These traffic fluctuations are pictured in the chart. Fig. 2.

The fluctuations in accident potential measured by traffic alone—train miles X
highway motor fuel used—are indicated by the zig-zag line in Fig. 3, superimposed on

the chart of total accidents.

In order to show the relationship between the traffic accident potential factor and

the number of accidents which occurred at crossings where no change was made during

the 20-year period, these accidents were segregated from the total accident figures

(Table 1), recorded in Table 4, and the figures in the last column of the table platted

in Fig. 4 as the heavy black portion of the columns on the chart.

Table 2

—

Tr.ain Miles Operated by Wabash Railroad

Year
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Table 4

—

Accidents at Crossings Where Protection was not Changed
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As in the previous reports there is indicated in Fig. 4 a definite relationship

between the number of accidents which occurred at crossings where no changes were

made and the accident potential factor obtained from train miles and highway motor

fuel used. There are, however, certain variations in this relationship. First, there appears

to be some general trend toward fewer accidents in proportion to the annual accident

potential factors. This trend may possibly be the result of a general improvement in the

safety features of motor vehicles and the effect of educational campaigns conducted by

safety organizations. Secondly, there are certain specific unusual variations, as illustrated

by the low accident figures for the years 1942, 1949 and 1952. Cogitation on these low

figures has led me to conclude that they are primarily a reflection of good weather

conditions, with little snow and sleet during those years in the areas traversed by

Wabash lines. I have observed over a period of years that grade crossing accidents

increase materially during periods of snow and icy conditions. I recently noted a cor-

relation between the low figures in our statistics for 1952 and similar low figures con-

tained in a report prepared by H. A. Franklin of the staff of the Iowa State Commerce
Commission, covering highway-railway grade crossing accidents during 1952 in the

State of Iowa. Continued study and analysis have more and more confirmed my judg-

ment that use of the accident record of crossings on the same line of railroad where no

changes have been made is the best possible way to make an adjustment to reflect all

of the variables in accident potential at crossings where the form of protection has been

changed.

Assembly of Basic Data

Looking to the major objective of this study, a tabulation was made of the changes

in the form of protection during the 20-year period and of the accidents which occurred

both before and after the change at each individual crossing. The actual years of pro-

tection—before and after the change in type—were determined by the date of the

change. Equated years were determined from a table prepared to show for each elapsed

period, in tenths of a year, the corresponding "equated years" figure determined as

indicated in the last preceding paragraph from the accident experience at crossings

where no changes in protection were made.

During the 20-year period, January 1, 1933, to December 31, 1952, changes rn

protection were made at 366 individual crossings, at 25 of which the protection was

changed twice. The types of protection used at these crossings are listed in Table 5.

Table S—Types of Crossing Protection

Painted crossbuck signs
Reflector-type crossbuck signs—AREA design
Reflector-type crossbuck signs—State of Michigan

design
Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Flashing-light signals—At single-track orassings

Flashing-light signals—At multiple-track crossings
Watchman—Part-time operation
Watchman—Full-time operation (24 hr)
Manual gates—Part-time operation
Manual gates—Full-time operation (24 hr)
Automatic gates

There are 12 listings, with flashing-light signals, watchmen and manually operated

gates each being listed twice. The several types of protection are described in the report

in Vol. 52. The "old style" flashing-light signal listings in that report have been elimi-

nated from this study for the reasons set out earlier in this document.
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Table 6 shows the number of crossings at which protection of one specific type was

changed to another specific type during the 20-year period.

Table 6

—

Changes Made in Protection

Type of Protect ion
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Table 7

—

Crossing Years of Experience

Type of Protection

Before

Painted crossbuck signs--
Painted crossbuck signs--.
Painted crossbuck signs-.
Painted crossbuck signs-.
Painted crossbuck signs-

.

Painted crossbuck signs-.
Painted crossbuck signs..
Painted crossbuck signs..
Reflector signs—AREA. .

Reflector signs—AREA. .

Reflector signs—Mich
Reflector signs—Mich
Reflector signs—Mich
Automatic bell

Automatic bell

Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Wig-wag
Flash. Its.—mult, tr

Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Watchman—24 hr
Manual gates—part time-
Manual gates—part time-
Manual gates—part time-
Manual gates—24 hr
Manual gates—24 hr

After

AREA-
Mich...

Reflector signs
Reflector signs
Wig-wag
Flash. Its.—single tr...

Flash. Its.—mult. tr...

Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Fash. Its.—single tr

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—single tr...

Flash. Its.—mult. tr...

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—single tr...

Flash. Its.—mult, tr...

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—mult. tr...

Automatic gates
Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—single tr...

Flash. Its.—mult. tr...

Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—mult, tr

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—mult. tr...

Manual gates—24 hr..
Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—mult, tr...

Automatic gates

Totals 3158.

Crossing Years

Before

Actual Equated

235.
262.
33.

444.
430.
12.
20.

195.
21.
2,

19.

5.

22,
57.

162.
107.
48,
43,
180.

136!
5,

298,
33
76
35,
50,
72
18

126,

197.2
200.1
29.6

402.4
385.2
11.8
17.4

180.7
23.1
2.0

19.3
4.9
19.5
52.5
146.5
99.3
45.4
40.7
1C5.1

, 2
126!7
4.6

280.9
27.5
67.8
33.8
40.2
69.2
14.9

117.4

2825.9

After

Actual Equated

506.8
1419.9
26.8

417.2
499.6

2.0
19.8
96.0
28.5
5.7
3.4
13.3
24.5
42.1
137.1
52.1
31.5
16.8

112.1
.4

91.3
4.3

94.6
50.0
77.6
5.0

156.4
13.3
61.3
40.9

4050.3

540.8
1467.5
30.4

459.8
543.7

2.3
22.6
114.3
31.9
6.3
4.1
14.4
27.9
47.5
153.5
60.7
34.6
19.3

129.4
.5

101.5
5.0

111.8
55.4
87.0
6.2

165.7
16.3
65.1
51.2

4376.7

In the previous reports the dual listing of years of experience resulted in according

more significance to the records of such crossings than to the records of crossings having

only one change in protection during the study period. In this current analysis those

duplications have been eliminated by dividing by 2 each listing of the years of experience,

and likewise by dividing by 2 each listing of the number of accidents which occurred

before and after the change.

Recorded in Table 8 are the number of accidents which occurred before and after

the changes in protection from one particular type to another particular type. The

halving of each listing of the number of accidents which occurred at crossings where

protection was changed twice has resulted in having in this table numerous numbers

ending in J4.

Determination of Total Accident Quotients

For the purpose of determining the relative severity of accidents as a function of the

type of protection, it seems logical to determine two accident quotients for each form

of protection, one quotient to be determined from the record of all accidents which

occurred before and after -changes in protection, and the other quotient to be determined

from the record of only the casualty accidents which occurred during the same period.

It is recognized that it would be interesting to determine separate accident quotients

for pedestrian accidents for the purpose of rating the effectiveness of the several forms

of protection in preventing pedestrian accidents at grade crossings. However, a perusal

of the records indicates quite clearly that the comparatively small number of pedestrian
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Table 8—Number of AcriDEXTs

Type of Prolertion

Before

Painted crossbuck signs.

,

Painted crossbuck signs.

.

Painted crossbuck signs. .

Painted crossbuck signs.

.

Painted crossbuck signs.

.

Painted crossbuck signs..
Painted crossbuck signs. .

Painted crossbuck signs. .

HcHcctor signs—AREA.

.

Kcflcctor signs—AREA. .

Reflector signs—Mich
Reflector signs—Mich
Reflector signs—Mich
Automatic bell

A utoniatic bell

Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Wig-wag
I'lash. Its.^inult. tr

Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Watchman—24 hr
Manual gates—part time-
Manual gates— part time.
Manual gates—part time.
Maimal gates—24 hr
Manual gates—24 hr

After

Reflector signs—AREA

.

Reflector signs—Mich..
Wig-wag
Flash. Its.—single tr

Flash. Its.—mult, tr

Watchman—part time.
Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—single tr

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—single tr

Flash. Its —mult, tr

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—single tr

Flash. Its.—mult, tr

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—mult, tr

Automatic gates
Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—single tr

Flash. Its.—nuilt. tr

Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—mult, tr

Automatic gates
Flash. Its.—mult, tr

Manual gates—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flash. Its.— limit, tr

Automatic gates

Totals 301

Xumbcr of Accidentx

Before

Casually

Veil.

19
11

1

34
301/2

6
18
10 1-2

OH
1

IV2
3H
7
14
18
3
13
22 H

9H
1

39 H
OH
loH
1

IH
2H
1

7H

Fed.

1

IH
OH
1

1

OH

1

7

Non-
Can.

15
11

1

28
48 H

1

22 H
3H
OH
2H

3H
o
I)

~i
1()

30 H
9
OH

0.5 H
IH

17 H
fi

3H
4H
9

12H

19 H 338

After

Casualty

Veil.

45

9
21 H

1

1

1

OH

1

1

3

2

T

IH

4H
OH
6
OH

138

Fed.

1

3

7

1

IH

OH

oH

A'o/i-

Cas.

37
04

1

lOH
27 ]i

11

4H
OH

1

1

1

3

7
I

(i

2
10 H
14
2
4
4
4

14 H
OH
16
OH

248

accidents occurring during the 20-year period renders that phase of the study impractical.

About the only conclusions that can be drawn from the separate pedestrian accident

figures is that the total of 191/2 accidents before protection was changed, representing

0.0069 accidents per crossing per equated year, and the total of 26^ accidents after the

protection changes, representing 0.0061 accidents per crossing per equated year, indicate

that, taken as a whole, the changes in protection reduced the pedestrian accident rate

by about 12 percent. With pedestrian accidents occurring so infrequently, it will take

many more years of experience or the experience records from a much larger number

of crossings to permit the establishment of pedestrian accident quotients for the indi-

vidual forms of crossing protection. In the further development of this study, both types

of casualty accidents, vehicular and pedestrian, have been consolidated.

Working first to a determination of "total accident quotients", there have been

recorded in Table 9 the average number of total accidents (both casualty and non-

casualty) per equated crossing year for each of the types of protection both before and

after the changes from one particular type to another particular type. The gross figures

at the bottom of the table—0.2330 before changes and 0.0942 after—indicate an overall

improvement of approximately 60 percent as a result of the changes in protection.

In order to proceed with an analysis as in the other reports, the number of acci-

dents per equated crossing year was determined for all 87 installations of automatic

gate protection by dividing the total number of accidents—48—which occurred in

crossings protected with automatic gates, by the total equated years of experience

—
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Table 9

—

Average Number of Accidents per Equated Crossing Year

Type of Protection Accidents per Year

Before

Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—Michigan
Reflector signs—Michigan
Reflector signs—Michigan
Automatic bell

Automatic bell

Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Wig-wag
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time _-
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Watchman—24 hr
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—24 hr
Manual gates—24 hr

After

Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—Mich
Wig-wag
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Automatic gates
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Manual gates—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track

.

Automatic gates

Before

All Types.

0.1775
0.1099
0.067f)
0.1541
0.2246
0.2542

. 6897
0.2241
0.6061
0..5000
0.1813
0.3061
0.3590
0.2286

. 1433
0.4028
0.1542
0.7125
0.3240
0.0
0.1.539
0.3261
0.3631
0.0727
0.5162
0.2071
0.1741
0.1.301
0.2013

. 1704

. 2330

After

0.1165
0.0763
0.0329
0.0424
0.1030
0.0
0.5310
0.0481
0.0470
0.0794

. 2439
0.0694
0.0358
0.0842
0.0782
0.0494
0.2601
0.1036
0.1082
0.0
0.2020
0.4000
0.1029
0.1264
0.0862
0.0
0.1267
0.0613
0.3379
0.0391

0.0942

624.2—with that type of protection. The resultant figure of 0.0769 accidents per equated

crossing year was then employed, together with other figures from Table 9, in a series

of calculations illustrated by Example 1 to obtain a measure of the comparative cffective-

EXAMPLE 1

Average
Accidents

per Equated
Crossing Year

At all 87 crossings with automatic gates 0.0769

At 20 crossings changed from painted crossbuck signs to automatic gates:

Before change 0.2241

After change 0.0481

Accident factor for painted crossbuck signs related to overall average of

experience with automatic gates

0.2241 X 0.0769
T-f^, = 0.3583
0.0481

ness of the installations of other forms of protection which had been used at those

same crossings before the automatic gates were installed. The results of these calculations

are set out in Table 10.

The experience factors in the table indicate somewhat the degree of importance

which may be attached to the accident factors to which they relate. Each experience

factor consists of the smallest number of equated years of experience from which any

of the corresponding component accident rates was determined.
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Tabix 10

—

Comparative Effectiveness of \arious Types of Crossinc. Protection

Determined from Total Accident Experience at 87 Crossincs

Where Automatic Gates are in Use

7'.v/>( "/ I'nilirii

Automatif gates
Painted crassbupk signs
Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—Michigan
Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Flashing lights—multiple tracks-
Watchman—part time
\Vat<'hman— 24 hr
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—24 hr,

ExiMriciirc
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Table 11- -ToTAL Accident Quotient for Painted Crossbuck Signs Determined
FROM Accident Factors for Other Forms of Protection

0/licr Tiipr of Prolcriioit
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time, manual gates—24 hr. As soon as any accident quotient was determined for any

form of protection, it, together with its corresponding experience factor, w-as then used

in succeeding calculations in lieu of accident factor or accident quotient previoush'

determined in the preceding series of calculations.

Except for two figures the final total accident quotients in Table 13 seem to be

what might have been expected in the light of the two previous reports. One of the

exceptions is the figure for reflector crossbuck signs of the Michigan type. Whereas in

the first 20-year report this t\pe of protection had an apparently abnormally high acci-

dent quotient, and in the second (23-year) report it carried a figure somewhat higher

than that for reflector signs—AREA, in this report the Michigan sign figure is materialh

under the figure for the AREA type. It may be significant that these signs are required

by statute in the State of Michigan, and many installations have been made without

any regard for need for a change and many made at crossings where there have never

been any accidents either before or after the change. Nevertheless, the years of experience

at these crossings entered into the calculations, and in this study, as compared with the

first 20-year study, 4 additional years of experience (1949-1952, incl.) have been added

on the "after" side, and 4 years of experience (1929-1932, incl.) removed from the

"before" side.

The other exception to the expected in Table 13 is the figure for watchman—part

time. This rates part-time watchman protection considerably better than watchman

protection on a 24-hr basis, and rates it somewhat better than manual gate protection,

both part time and on a 24-hr basis. Such rating is not normal. Careful scrutiny of the

date accumulated for part-time watchman protected crossings disclosed that there are

contained in the list of crossings where protection was recently changed from watchman

—

part time to flashing lights—multiple tracks, five crossings on a switching line in St.

Louis where the changes were made for reasons of economy rather than to improve

safety, as there had been very few accidents at these crossings. These five crossings

added appro.ximately two-thirds of the time on the "before" side of this group but

added only IS percent of the accidents on the same side. A few more years of experience

at these crossings would level out the distorting effect of these recent installations.

Determination of Casualty Accident Quotients

"Total accident quotients" having been determined, attention is directed to similar

determination of "casualty accident quotients" for the several forms of protection. In

Table 14 are recorded the average number of casualty accidents per equated crossing

year for each of the types of protection both before and after the changes from one

particular type to another particular type. The gross figures—0.1134 and 0.0376—at the

bottom of the table indicate an overall improvement of 67 percent in casualty accidents,

which is a somewhat greater improvement than that of 60 percent heretofore determined

from the figures in Table 9 for total accidents.

Utilizing the figures in Table 14, a series of calculations, similar to those employed

with the "total accident" figures, produced accident factors, experience factors, and

accident quotients for "casualty accidents" which are set out in Tables 14 to 18, incl.

In Table 19 the "total accident" and "casualty accident" quotients are shown

together for ease of comparison. In Table 20 these quotients have been converted into

a percentage relationship, using the basic form of protection, painted crossbuck signs,

as 100 percent in each column.

One figure in Table 20 deserves some comment; the 116 percent casualty accident

figure for automatic bell protection highlights the fact that the audible signal is rea-

sonably effective at close range but not very effective at a distance, particularly for
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Table 14

—

Average Number of Casualty Accidents per Equated Crossing Year

Type of Protection

Before

Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Painted crossbuck signs
Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—Michigan
Reflector signs—Michigan
Reflector signs—Michigan
Automatic bell

Automatic bell

Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Wig-wag
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Watchman— 2-1 hr
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—24 hr
Manual gates—24 hr

All Types.

After

Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—Michigan
Wig-wag
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track-
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track-
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track-
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track-
Automatic gates
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple track.
Watchman—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track-
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track-
Manual gates—24 hr
Automatic gates
Flashing lights—multiple track-
Automatic gates

Casualty Accidents
per Year

Before

1014
0550
0338
0845
0987
1695
4023
0990
4545
2500
0518
3061
1795
1333
1024
1813
0661
3194
1393

0829
2174
1655
0182
2581
0296
0871
0650
0671
0639

After

0.0481
0.0327
0.0
0.0196
0.0524
0.0
0.0442
0.0087
0.0313
0.0794
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0211
0.0326
0.0329
0.0867
0.0
0.0270
0.0
0.0640
0.0
0.0671
0.0542
0.0402
0.0
0.0392
0.0307
0.0922
0.0293

0.0376

Table IS

—

Comparative Effectiveness of Various Types of Crossing Protection
Determined from Casualty Accident Experience at 87 Crossings

Where Automatic Gates Are in Use

Type of Protection

Automatic gates
Painted crossbuck signs
Reflector signs—AREA
Automatic bell

Flashing lights—multiple tracks
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—24 hr

Experience
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Table 16

—

Casualty Accident Quotient for Painted Crossbuck Signs Determined
FROM Accident Factors for Other Forms of Protection

Other Tupr of Prntrrtion

Aiitoiiiatif gates -

UcHcrtdr signs—AREA
I'lashiiig lights—multiple tracks
Watchman—24 hr

Accident quotient =
Weighted average of ahovc factors =

ExiHTiiiin
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Table 1Q—Accident Quotients

(Number of Accidents Per Crossing Per Year)

Type of Prolertion

Automatic gates
Painted crossbuck signs
Reflector signs—AREA
Reflector signs—Michigan
Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Flashing lights—single track
Flashing lights—multiple tracks
Watchman—part time
Watchman—24 hr
Manual gates—part time
Manual gates—24 hr

Total
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this subject which he has made to the Association—reports which received wide dis-

tribution in a number of countries of the world.

Mr. Pinschmidt, Committee 9 is excu.sed with the thanks of the As.sociation.

(President Grove resumed the chair.)

President Grove: The ne.\t committee to report to the Association is Committee 24,

of which committee I have had the honor and pleasure of being chairman the past three

years. May I ask that the members of this committee please come to the platform?

Discussion on Cooperative Relations with Universities

(for report, see pp. 559 564.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding^.)

President-Ch.airman Grove: Your Committee 24 will make a report on three of its

four current assignments that have to do with our relations with colleges and

universities.

Assignment 1—Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part of Railway
Managements in Hiring and Training Selected Graduates.

President-Chairman Grove: There will be no report on Assignment 1, inasmuch as

this subject was completely and carefully covered in our report last year by the chair-

man of the committee at that time, Mr. J. B. Akers, who died on July 18, 1953.

This committee has lost a valued and distinguished member, and a good friend.

The influence of this kindly gentleman's thinking will be felt on this committee for

many years. A suitable memorial has been prepared and was sent to his wife and son,

and a copy of it appears in our report.

Assignment 2—Stimulate Among College and University Students a

Greater Interest in the Science of Transportation, was presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman R. P. Davis (Dean, College of Engineering, West Virginia University).

Dean Davis: The report of our subcommittee outlines briefly some of the activities

of our members in carrying out the objectives of our assignment.

Our .Association is greatly interested in engineering education. Committee 24 is the

only committee of the Association having to do directly with this subject. For this

reason we desire to call your attention to the recently issued preliminary report of the

Committee on Evaluation of Engineering Education of the American Society for

Engineering Education. In many respects this document may have a pronounced effect

on our future philosophy of engineering education.

Quoting from this report: "Since the organization of the Society in 1893, there have

been many studies of engineering curricula which reviewed the content of the several

programs and gave a distribution of time to the major divisions of the work. Out of the

study, begun as the Mann report, published as Carnegie Bulletin 11, came the Wickenden

report of 1923-29, the monumental effort of the Society. It was followed by 'Aims and

Scopes of Engineering Curricula' in 1940, and 'Engineering Education After the War'

in 1944. Dr. D. C. Jackson's 'Present Status and Trends of Engineering Education in the

United States' was published in 1939, and its study of curricula may be considered as a

supplement to the Wickenden report."

The Wickenden report, now about a quarter of a century old, was particularly

critical of the then engineering curricula on two counts. Quoting: "The multiplication

of trunk anfl branch curricula based on technical specialization has gone fully as far as
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can be justified. Further differentiation in courses for undergraduates is much more

hkely to proceed on functional lines."

Again quoting from the Wickenden report: "The most serious deficiency in engineer-

ing education is not so much in matter taught or matter omitted in college, as in allowing

the orderly process of education to stop, where it often does, at graduation."

Commenting on the first criticism, the ASEE report states: "the colleges did not

heed the suggestion that multiplication of curricula had gone far enough, but have con-

tinued trunk and branch divisions throughout the last 25 years.

Commenting on the second criticism, the report states: "it is difficult to over-

emphasize the necessity of learning how to study and of continuing study throughout

a whole professional career."

Approximately 4J^ pages of the report are devoted to the selection and development

of a faculty, 9 pages to curricular content, and 10 pages to general factors related to

accreditation.

The following subjects are discussed under the title of "Selection and Development

of a Faculty": Introduction, University and College Environment, Qualification of

Teachers, Recruitment of a Faculty, Development of a Faculty, and Evaluation of a

Faculty. The most significant statement made in this section is the following: "The

existance of outstanding faculties is more important to the advancement of engineering

education than details of curricula or the magnificence of facilities."

Much valuable material appears in this section, but apparently some of the writers

of the report have not experienced the hard realities of life as seen through the eyes

of a dean. For example, the report states that: "The effective recruitment and retention

of a qualified faculty can be ensured by the establishment of a salary scale in colleges

of engineering comparable with that earned by outstanding practicing professional

engineers, as indicated by the published surveys of national societies." However, nothing

is said as to how the funds to pay these salaries are to be secured.

Again quoting: "Definite policies on termination of employment for those who

do not live up to their expected performance are also necessary for the proper develop-

ment of a good faculty." Pohcies may be set up without too much difficulty for young

instructors who do not have tenure, but for the staff member with tenure who "wilts

on the vine" at about 45 years of age—and there are many of them—the problem of

termination is a difficult one.

For many years there has been much discussion on the subject of the humanities

in engineering education. Quoting from the report: "The 1940 and 1944 reports, referred

to above, emphasized the division of each curriculum into two major areas, titled the

scientific-technological and the humanistic-social stem. These two studies renewed inter-

est in the 'general academic subjects' listed by Wickenden. The wording describing the

humanistic-social stem used is practically identical in both reports, and the time sug-

gested for this area was 20 percent of the total. The program was to be an integrated

sequence running through the 4 years. During the last decade much thought and much

study have been given to this phase of engineering education."

In that part of the report relating to accreditation, the committee has gone on record

as favoring a substantial raising of the minimum standards of accreditation of under-

graduate curricula by ECPD.

Two conclusions reached by the committee which have received a very cold recep-

tion by most of the engineering colleges are as follows:

"4. The functional divergence so evident in engineering activities, which range from

research to management, has led to the committee's recommendation that accreditation
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be based upon either of two defined functions in engineering education; i.e., professional

general education and professional-scientific education.

"5. In order that the decision to develop advanced standards of accreditation may
not unduly restrict the number of possible accredited curricula, the committee recom-

mends that a special designation be given to any curriculum taught by a faculty of

unusual distinction, where the program conducted by the faculty is of such a nature as

to develop in a considerable proportion of the graduates a capacity for creative technical

activity or creative leadership in engineering."

This is a very sketchy review of a most significant report on the subject of engineer-

ing education. We believe that many members of the Association will want to study the

whole report, which we are sure will be printed in the publications of the American

Society for Engineering Education.

This report is presented as information.

President-Chairman Grove; Your report will be so received.

The report on Assignment 3 will be presented by O. W. Eshbach, professor of

engineering science, Northwestern Technological Institute, Evanston, 111.

Assignment 3—The Cooperative System of Education, Including Sum-
mer Employment in Railway Service, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

O. W. Eshbach (Northwestern Technological Institute.)

Professor Eshbach; The primary responsibility of your committee is to continue the

study of cooperative education in summer employment. There are simple reasons why
this should receive continued consideration, and they are related to the main problem

—

that of bringing into your organizations those young men with the talent and education

which you in your business feel will be needed in the years to come, to take your position

in engineering and management. The numbers are for you to determine.

One of the most effective ways of doing this involves the getting of information

not only to staff people in the universities, but to the young men whose lives are going

to be influenced and affected in their choice of what they do. No better way can be had

of doing this than to take a young man in the formative period of his college hfe and

to place him in your organization, if only for a temporary time, so he may see, first-

hand, the kind of things and the kind of future that lies ahead in your great enterprise.

The difference between the employment as conducted on a cooperative basis and

that conducted through summer employment is purely one of formalization of the pro-

gram. It is interesting to note that a number of our larger state universities, in recent

years, have adopted programs on a limited basis in which a few chosen students are

admitted and cooperation had with a limited number of companies. To my knowledge,

in none of these cases has a railroad been involved, although there are a number of you

who are involved in the more extensive cooperative programs, and many of you have

participated for years in the summer employment of our college graduates.

Your committee's work has been diverted a little by an emergency situation which

I am confident today is rapidly disappearing, although not entirely, affecting your view-

point of the methods that you usually employ or want to employ in the effective

procurement of the talent you want.

This occurred largely as a result of an opportune situation in which the chairman

of your assignment was involved—a manpower study in cooperation with laymen, a

rather extensive study of the factors which are affecting our higher education and, in

general, the education of our young people in this profession. It was a study of the

type and distribution of talent, both from the standpoint of its origin and the factors
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which influenced the choice of occupation, and also the standpoint of a statistical

distribution of native intelligence.

To discuss the first one, we are in a situation which has resulted from a change in

world politics, in which I think you can anticipate that the drain on talented young

men for a time in their life to serve their country will be lessened in years to come.

However, for some years to come it will be necessary for our country to have a ready

reserve military organization. The exact form which this will take has not yet been deter-

mined by the Congress, but it looks as though Universal Mihtary Training for a short

period would be had, in which the time can probably be taken out of college at an

early age, or immediately after graduation, as distinguished from the present two years

of service. This would insure a more democratic way of distributing the service among
young people, for there are today many people who have not performed military service

at growing ages.

There is also the reservist problem in the hands of the Congress, in case an emer-

gency should arise as serious as we anticipated a few years ago, which would affect the

lives of the young men or relatively young men who are growing in responsibility in

your organizations. It is necessary to maintain continuous reserves of officer material,

and many of these men who have had service are tied up by law with an obligation

in the matter of possible recall. The manner of this recall is a controversial qdestion,

but it does raise the problem of whether the citizens of this country—in case of emer-

gency, when talented and experienced people are needed—should not have a say in who
and how these people should be recalled—and it should not rest solely in the hands

of the military forces. This is a very controversial issue, and is not yet settled, and

probably won't be settled for some time.

I have one other thing to report, and that has to do with the general outlook. As a

result of the rather large "bulge" which we had in engineering schools, with up to a

quarter of a million students at a time, when our capacity in engineering schools was

probably a little over 150,000, information about a surplus of engineers spread through-

out the country, leading to a decrease in the number of enrollments to such an ex'tent

that four years after that time it was anticipated that the graduations would be way
under normal requirements for the conservative estimates of what were needed by you

and others of your associates. This has happened, of course. This year is the low year.

Fortunately, as a result of the activities of a number of people in bringing the

facts of the situation, and knowledge of business and knowledge of population growth,

the poor advice given to students to stay away from engineering has been changed, and

more have enrolled. Whereas the percentage of students enrolled in engineering had been

around 10 percent (at one time it dropped to under 4 percent), it is now back to some-

thing like over 8 percent.

The freshman class last fall was the second largest in engineering that we have ever

had in the history of engineering, with an enrollment of about 170,000, as compared

to the pre-war average of 140,000.

Nobody knows what the capacity of the American engineering colleges is, but I think

it would be safe to say that it is somewhere close to under 200,000 students.

There was another factor in this enrollment that could not be forecast, and that

was the emphasis which was given in general by the tremendous competition for men
with an engineering background. This has led to the transfer into engineering colleges

of many young men from junior colleges, who, after one or two years—and sometimes

after graduating from the colleges—have transferred into engineering. This has raised

the number of seniors, which was anticipated to be 17,000 for graduating classes, to

probably as high as 20,000 this year.
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From here on we will feel the effect of the marriages during the early part of the

war, when the birth rate went up. That will show an increase in the number of graduates.

For example, there will be over 20,000 following this year, which will go for the present

freshman class as high as 30,000, whereas conservative estimates place the growing need

to be in the neighborhood of 25,000 to 30,000, on a conservative basis.

This is a brief report of fact. Thank you very much.

President-Ch.^irman Grove: Thank you. Prof. Eshbach.

Report on Assignment 4 will be presented by G. A. Kellow, special representative

of the vice president, Milwaukee Road, at Chicago.

Assignment 4—Conduct a Study Looking to the Publication of a Book-
let, or Booklets, For Distribution to Educational Groups, Particularly High
Schools and Undergraduates in Colleges, Designed to Stimulate Interest in

the Opportunities Afforded in a Railroad Engineering Career, Collaborating

with the Mechanical Division, the Electrical Section, the Signal Section

and the Communications Section, AAR, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man G. A. Kellow (Milwaukee Road).

Mr. Kellow: We think it would be informative to acquaint you briefly with the

background for the assignment of this study. Through the secretary of this Association

it was learned that frequent requests are made to his office to furnish information relative

to careers in railroading and railroad engineering from many types of educational institu-

tions. Similar requests are received by the Public Relations Department of the Associa-

tion of American Railroads. No suitable literature has been available to meet these

requests adequately.

After Subcommittee 4 was organized, one of the first steps taken was to find out

what types of literature are available from other industries for distribution to both high

school students and college graduates. We have received many different brochures and.

as a result, two things stand out:

1. Many major industries, such as the electrical, steel, automotive, chemical, petro-

leum and others have good literature available for students at all levels. The literature

directly encourages careers in the fields so covered. The American Trucking Association

has prepared an excellent brochure pointing out the possibilities for the future in all

phases of the trucking industry. It might interest you to know that the General Motors

Corporation considers the recruiting of top-level personnel important enough to have

established its General Motors Institute back in 1919 to serve as a source for technical

and management personnel. Entrance is by appointment, and the appointee, if successful,

receives a degree and is assured of a place in their organization. General Motors has

a brochure, entitled: Appointment to Opportunity, outlining the functions of the institute

and the merits of associating with their organization.

2. There is no literature available specifically designed to encourage young people

to make a career in railroading, and particularly nothing to encourage present or pros-

pective engineering students.

With this background your subcommittee reached the conclusions outlined in the

report.

(Mr. Kellow read these conclusions and then continued:)

We are now in the process of developing a complete brochure aimed at the college

undergraduate level. The Mechanical Division, and the Electrical, Signal and Communica-

tions Sections of the A.^R, have each appointed a representative to sit in on all sub-

committee meetings and assist in carrying out our assignment.
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Dr. T. J. Sinclair, manager, School and College Service of the Public Relations

Department, AAR, has participated in our meetings, and has contributed generously

and wisely to our plans. We consider him an active member of the subcommittee and

are grateful to him for the time and thought he has given our assignment.

We hope that in the near future we will have the format of a brochure developed.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

President-Chairman Grove: Your report will be so received.

Thank you, Professor Davis, Professor Eshbach, and Mr. Kellow, for these timely

reports, representing earnest effort on the part of you and your subcommittees.

Since this presentation of Committee 24 marks the completion of my three-year

term as chairman of the committee, I want to take this opportunity to thank all the

members of the committee, and especially the representatives of the different colleges

and universities, for the splendid cooperation v/hich they have given to me as chairman.

The new vice chairman of the committee is Mr. W. H. Huffman, ass'stant engineer

of maintenance, Chicago and North Western Railway System. Will Mr. Huffman please

stand and be recognized?

The new chairman of Committee 24 is Mr. R. J. Stone, vice president, operations,

St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, who has been advanced from vice chairman of the

committee. If Mr. Stone will please rise, I should like to present him with his gavel

of authority to carry on the work of Committee 24 for the next three years.

The gavel band reads, "R. J. Stone, Chairman, Committee 24, 1954-1957." Mr.

Stone, the gavel is your token of authority to continue the work of this committee.

Committee 24 is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Contract Forms
(For report, see pp. 405^26.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman G. W. Patterson (Pennsylvania) : Perhaps the outstanding incident of

the past year in the life of Committee 20 was the award of the honorary degree of

"Member Emeritus" to two of its retired members, Mr. W. G. Nusz, former office

engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad, and Mr. J. S. Lillie, former property and tax

commissioner of the Grand Trunk Western Railroad. Both of these men have given

long and valuable service, and each was at one time chairman of this committee. To the

best of my knowledge and belief, they were the first members of the Association to be so

honored, and Committee 20 is quite proud of this fact.

Both men are now with us on the rostrum, and I would be pleased to have them

stand, in turn, and be recognized. First, Mr. Nusz. (Applause) Now, Mr. Lillie.

(Applause)

Following the extremely busy year of 1952-'53, during which the entire contract

section of the Manual was reviewed incident to the reprinting of the Manual, your com-

mittee has, during the past year, endeavored to get back into stride by resuming the

study of its regularly assigned subjects.

W. R. Swatosh of the Erie Railroad, chairman of the subcommittee, will present the

report on Assignment 1, Revision of the Manual.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man W. R. Swatosh (Erie), who read freely from the report of the subcommittee, and

then moved the adoption of the proposed revised Form of Agreement For Wire or
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Cable Line CrossinRs for publication in the Manual, to replace the exisliuK I'orni of

agreement appearing on pages 20-3-25 to 20-3-30, incl., of the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Chairman Patterson: Assignments 2 and 3 apply, respectively, to the dcvelopmenl

of a form of agreement covering subsurface rights to mine under railway carrier propert.w

and a form of agreement covering the same with respect to noncarrier property.

Mr. Wiley, of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, subcommittee

chairman, will present the report.

Assignment 2—Form of Agreement Covering Subsurface Rights to

Mine Under Railway Carrier Property, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man I. V. Wiley (Milwaukee Road).

Mr. Wiley: Due to the close relationship of the two studies in Assignments 2 and 3,

they are both being handled by one subcommittee.

The agreement as drafted under Assignment 2 provides for crossing under the

railway right-of-way and tracks for the purpose of extending mining operations to

adjoining land. This form of agreement is submitted as information, and your committee

requests your comments and criticisms.

There is no report on Assignment 3.

President Grove: Your report will be so received.

Chairman Patterson: Assignment 4 covers preparation of a form of lease for devel-

opment of oil and gas on railway lands. Mr. Kirkpatrick, of the Missouri Pacific Lines,

chairman of the subcommittee, will present the report.

Assignment 4—Form of Lease for Development of Oil and Gas on

Railway Lands, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman W. D. Kirkpatrick (Mis-

souri Pacific)

.

Mr. Kirkpatrick: The form proposed by the committee is a revision of the tenta-

tive form previously submitted for your information in 1952 and printed in \'ol. .^3 of

the Proceedings for 1Q52, pages 293 to 298 incl.

Originally the assignment was entitled Form of Agreement for Development of Oil,

Gas and Sulfur Deposits on Railway Lands. That title for the agreement was changed

by authority of the Board Committee on Outline of Work to Form of Lease for Devel-

opment of Oil and Gas on Railway Lands, eliminating reference to sulfur deposits and

changing "Agreement" to "Lease." Other minor changes have been made in the body

of the lease for the sake of clarity and uniformity.

This contract form is submitted as information, and your committee requests your

comments and criticism.

President Grove: Mr. Kirkpatrick, your report will be so received.

Chairman Patterson: Assignment 5 deals with a study of insurance provisions

recommended for various forms of agreements.

Committee 20 has found this to be a subject in which there has been almost universal

interest within the committee, and it is expected that interest will be great among the

membership of the Association. We are approaching this study cautiously, and with

some trepidation. Primarily, and in conjunction with Assignment 1, we hope to bring

our own forms up to date in the matter of insurance, and thereafter we shall proceed

if and as your interest may direct.

In the absence of Chairman Young of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company,

Mr. Hastings, of the Che.sapeake & Ohio Railway, a member of the subcommittee, will

present the report.
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Assignment 5—Insurance Provisions Recommended for Various Forms

of Agreements, was presented by E. M. Hastings, Jr. (Chesapeake & Ohio) in the

absence of Subcommittee Chairman Clarence Young (Baltimore & Ohio).

Mr. Hastings: Insurance is a very broad subject, and there are types of policies

designed to cover a wide variety of risks. Only a few types are applicable to the agree-

ments with which this Association is concerned. Your committee, therefore, found it

advisable to survey the field of insurance and to limit its study to those types of policies

of immediate interest to the Association. This report of progress is the result of our

study, and provides the basis for our future recommendations. Your committee will

appreciate your comments, questions and criticisms.

President Grove: Mr. Hastings, your report will be received as such.

Chairman Patterson: I would like to conclude by thanking the Association's secre-

tary, the subcommittee chairmen, and all members of Committee 20 for their efforts and

cooperation during the past year, and to express the hope for another year of fruitful

endeavor during 19S4-'SS.

Mr. President, this concludes our report.

President Grove: Mr. Patterson, our Association looks to your committee to keep

us up-to-date on this important matter of agreements and contract forms. We know

that the two agreements, and the Form of Lease for Development of Oil and Gas on

Railway Lands, which you have prepared this year, represent a large amount of work

on the part of your committee, and the report on insurance provisions for various forms

of agreements is most informative and enlightening. I congratulate you on your able

direction of the work of Committee 20.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks ol the Association.

Discussion on Records and Accounts

(For report, see pp. 589-604.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman H. N. Halper (Erie) : Before proceeding to the presentation of our

report, Committee 11 wishes to express its deep sorrow at the passing of our esteemed

member, Mr. W. C. Bolin, retired accounting engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago

Terminal Railroad. A suitable memoir has been prepared and will be printed in the

Proceedings.

MEMOIR

mnuvh C. miin

Wilferd C. Bolin, retired accounting engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Ter-

minal Railroad, and a member of Committee 11—Records and Accounts, died at his home

at Elmhurst, III., on December 10, 1953.

Mr. Bolin was born at Newark, Ohio, November 1, 188S. He received a Bachelor of

Science in 1909 from Denison University, where he majored in railroad engineering,

geology, and constitutional law.

He entered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad as a rodman June 10, 1909,

being promoted to assistant division engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal

Railroad, a subsidiary, in May 1912.

From May 1916 to July 1925 Mr. Bohn was actively engaged in valuation, being

at first .stationed at Chicago and later at Baltimore, Md. During this time, as pilot-
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engineer, he was in charge of all valuation west of Willard, Ohio. In addition to his

regular valuation work, Mr. Bolin also served as B&O representative on Presidents' Con-

ference Committee; member. Chicago Zone Cost Committee; chairman, Committee on

Work Train Costs ; chairman, Chicago General Land Committee ; observer at ICC hear-

ings, various railroads; in charge of revaluation, Washington Terminal Company; and

B&O representative of Engineering Committee of Mayor's Economy and Efficiency

Commission, City of Baltimore.

In July 1025 Mr. Bolin returned to Chicago, serving as office engineer, B&OCT.

until February 10.^,^ when he became accounting engineer, in charge of valuation .md

capital expenditures, retiring December ,^1, 1951.

Mr. Bolin became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in

1924, and a Life Member in 1^51. He w-as a member of Committee 3—^Ties, from 1,'^27

to 1949, and of Committee 11—Records and Accounts, from 1933 until the time of

his death.

He is survived by his widow, Rae C. Bolin, a daughter, Shirley Canfield, and a

grand-daughter, Alyce Rae.

Mr. Bolin was active in Masonic circles, being affiliated as follows: Elmhurst Lodge

No. 941, Elmhurst Chapter No. 254, Oak Park Council No. 93, Du Page Commandry

No. 88, and Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Illinois.

He was loyal to his work and to his ideals, and was esteemed and respected by his

many friends who mourn his passing.

F. B. Baldwin, Chairman,

M. M. Gerber

L. W. Howard
Comniittce on Memoir.

Chairman H.alper: The committee has done a great deal of work during the year.

It met four times and had a large attendance at each of the meetings. It reports on 6

of 7 assignments.

In addition to its regular assignments, the committee, after full di.scussion, under-

took to prepare an index of the Proceedings covering Committee 11 's reports. This

index, in effect, supplements—insofar as this committee is concerned—the consolidated

index prepared by the Association's secretary. It covers the entire S4-year period of the

committee's work, starting with its organization in 1899. It will be arranged in alpha-

betical order by subject matter, properly cross referenced.

The decision to prepare such an index was reached by the committee because of the

valuable material we found in occasional reference to its proceedings, and we thought

that, by the very nature of the work of this Committee—Records and Accounts—there

was little therein which is obsolete. For instance, in looking over the Proceedings for

1904, I found a paper prepared by the then chief engineer of the Lehigh Valley Railroad

on the subject of Separation of Work Between Capital Expenditures and Maintenance

Expenses, and this subject, prepared some fifty years ago, is as timely today as it was

then, and a great deal more important in view of its effect on the present taxable income

of railroads. It is, of course, the engineer who is called upon to make a factual deter-

mination of what constitutes a capital expenditure.

The index is now in preparation, and, when completed, a copy will be tiled in the

secretary's office so that it may be available to those who wish to consult it.

I will now call on Mr. M. A. Bryant, assistant valuation engineer, Missouri Pacific

Lines, chairman of Subcommittee 1, to report on Revision of Manual.
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Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcomm-ttee Chair-

man M. A. Bryant (Missouri Pacific).

Mr. Bryant: A specific study is now being made of Graphical Symbols, Figs. 1 to 8,

incl., appearing on pages 11^-11 to 11-4-18, incl., in the Manual, with a view to

coordinating any additions, deletions or revisions with the Signal Section Manual and

with American Standard Graphical Symbols for Railroad Use, ASA Z32.25.

This is a progress report only, which is submitted as information.

President Grove: Mr. Bryant, your report will be so received.

Chairman Halper: Subcommittee Chairman A. H. Meyers, assistant engineer,

valuation, Texas & Pacific Railroad, will report on Assignment 2.

Assignment 2—Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Records and

Accounts, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman A. H. Meyers (Texas & Pacific).

Mr. Meyers: Your committee presents a bibliography of subjects pertaining to

railroad records and accounts for the period September 1952, to September 1953, both

inclusive, consisting of 49 articles considered worthy of note by your committee. The

inclusion of articles in this bibliography does not constitute an endorsement of the

individual articles.

This report is submitted as information.

President Grove: Mr. Meyers, your report will be so received.

Chairman Halper: Subcommittee Chairman W. M. Ludolph, assistant engineer, Mil-

waukee Road, will report on Assignment 3—Office and Drafting Practices.

Assignment 3—Office and Drafting Practices, was presented by Subcommit-

tee Chairman W. M. Ludolph (Milwaukee Road)

.

Mr. Ludolph: This report is a continuation of the subject for past years, and for

this year is concerned with glass cloth as used for various drafting processes.

Activities in connection with Association of American Railroads representation on

American Standards Association Committee Y-14, which is concerned with the prepara-

tion of an American Drafting Standards Manual, and American Standards Association

Committee Y-32, which is revising 'Graphical Symbols for Railroad Use', are also covered

in this report.

This report is submitted as information.

President Grove: Mr. Ludolph, your report will be so received.

Chairman Halper: While Subcommittee 4 did some work and gathered consid-

erable information during the year on the subject of Use of Statistics in Railroad En-

gineering, it did not prepare a report at this time.

I will call on Subcommittee Chairman J. N. Smeaton, valuation engineer, system,

Canadian National Railways, to report on Assignment 5.

Assignment 5—Construction Reports and Property Records, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman J. N. Smeaton (Canadian National).

Mr. Smeaton: Subcommittee 5 has been investigating the possibilities in the

mechanization of engineering department records through the use of punched card

tabulating machines. Up to the present, the only positive results obtained since the sub-

ject was first suggested in September 1951 have been in the matter of preparing certain

valuation returns to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Experimental work in this connection is being carried out by the New York Central

Railroad and by the Erie Railroad, and their results are being made available to sub-

committee 5. The Big Four District of the New York Central has developed a method
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which they are now using for the mechanical printing of roadway completion reports

from punched cards instead of having them typed. The pencil completion reports are

prepared manually as heretofore, with certain modifications to adapt the data for card

punching. They are also engaged in perfecting a method for the printing of the B.V.

P'orm 588-R reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission from the same punched

cards that are used in the printing of completion reports. The machines required to do

this work are available in their accounting department, and they explain that they

anticipate some savings over the manual methods because of the large volume of such

reports. The mechanized procedure was not recommended for roads which prepare a

small number of roadway completion reports. Additional progress in this field will be

described in future reports.

Your subcommittee has had under consideration the use of tabulating machines for

the preparation of other engineering department records but has been unable to reach

definite conclusions with regard to the material examined thus far.

This report is submitted as information.

President Grove: Mr. Smeaton, your report will be so received.

Chairman Halper: Report on Assignment 6, Valuation and Depreciation, will be

made by Subcommittee Chairman H. T. Bradley, valuation engineer, Missouri Pacific

Lines.

Assignment 6—Valuation and Depreciation, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman H. T. Bradley (Missouri Pacific).

Mr. Bradley: On January 1, 1054, subsequent to the filing of this report, the Bureau

of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, was consolidated with the Bureau of

Accounts and Cost Finding, into a new bureau known as the Bureau of Accounts, Cost

Finding, and Valuation. Cecil W. Emkin was appointed director and John E. Hansbury,

formerly acting director. Bureau of Valuation, was made assistant director of the new

bureau. To date there have been no appreciable changes in the functions of these bureaus,

except that all correspondence is now directed to Mr. Emken.

On March 1, 19S4, the Bureau of Accounts, Cost Finding and Valuation released

a statement of 24 pages showing the standard elements of value for Class I Line-Haul

Railways as of January 1, 1953. Data are shown for each individual road and by regions

and districts. An explanation of methods employed is given on pages 22 to 24, incl. A
comparison of this report with the one issued as of January 1, 1952, and introduced

in Ex Parte 175 as Exhibit 157, indicates net increases of about 1 percent for the repro-

duction estimates compared to .5 percent for original cost. Values assigned to land are

virtually unchanged and working capital decreased ,S93,000,000.

The report of this committee is submitted as information only.

President Grove: Mr. Bradley, your report will be so received.

Chairman Halper: In the absence of Subcommittee Chairman M. Friedman, Mr.

C. B. Martin, valuation engineer of the New York Central System will report on

Assignment 7.

Assignment 7—Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classi-

hcations, was presented by C. B. Martin (New York Central) in the absence of Sub-

committee Chairman M. Friedman (New York Central).

[Mr. Martin read the report of the subcommittee, which he .said was presented as

information]

.

President Grove: Mr. Martin, the report will be so received.

Chairm.an Halper: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 11.
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President Grove: Mr. Halper, your committee continues to develop and to bring

to our attention some highly valuable reports.

As Mr. May said in his address this morning, a railroad engineer today must be

familiar with the records and accounts pertaining to the operation and maintenance

costs of his department, with accounting and budgeting procedures, with cost control

methods, and with many other items generally thought of as being out of the engineering

field and in that of business administration.

Mr. Halper, the Association is deeply appreciative of the work which your com-

mittee is doing, and for the reports which it has presented at this meeting.

Before excusing the committee, the Chair would like to announce that it has desig-

nated R. A. Bardwell, engineer of tests, Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railway, Danville,

111., as chairman of the Tellers' Committee to canvass the ballots cast for the officers

of the Association for the ensuing year. The secretary has been instructed to turn over

the ballots to the tellers, and the names of the successful candidates will be announced

at the Annual Luncheon tomorrow noon.

I should also like to call your attention to the "Open House" to be held at the

Central Research Laboratory on Thursday afternoon, immediately following the close

of the convention. Those of you who have not seen this laboratory will profit greatly

by doing so, and even those of you who may have seen the laboratory two years ago

will find of much interest the large amount of testing equipment which has been installed

during the past two years, and the various tests which will be seen under way.

As has been pointed out in the AREA News, the laboratory can be reached either

by taxicab or by any streamlined street car going south on State Street.

I wish to announce that the registration as of 4 pm today was 1548.

Mr. Halper, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association,

and the meeting will stand recessed, to convene tomorrow morning at 9 am in the Red
Lacquer Room. Thank you.

(The meeting recessed at 5:05 o'clock.)

Morning Session—March 17, 1954

(The meeting was reconvened at 9:00 o'clock. President Grove presiding).

President Grove: The meeting will come to order.

We have a long and interesting program today, with a number of special addresses

and motion pictures, interrupted only by our Annual Luncheon in the Grand Ballroom

at 12 o'clock noon.

The first committee to report this morning is Committee 13—Water, Oil and Sani-

tation Services, the chairman of v/hich is G. E. Martin, superintendent water service,

Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

Discussion on Water, Oil and Sanitation Services

(For report, see pp. 3SS-386.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman G. E. Martin (Illinois Central) : Before presenting our reports, I would
like to say that two of our retired members, R. C. Bardwell of the Chesapeake & Ohio,

and A. B. Pierce of the Southern Railway, have been elected Member Emeritus this

past year, and that our committee members have been most happy to extend this honor
to these two gentlemen, who have been faithful and valuable members for a long time.

I regret that they could not be with us today, but I want to express our appreciation

publicly for the work they have done for the committee.
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The committee had nine sul)jects assigned during the past year. We have no report

on Assignment 1, Revision of Manual, as the result of the complete revision made
last year.

Progress was made in the study of Assignments 2 and 0, but \vc do not have formal

reports on them.

I now present to you the chairman of Subcommittee 3, which is the first committee
with a formal report—Mr. H. W. \'an Hovenberg.

Assignment 3—Federal and State Regulations Pertaining to Railway
Sanitation, Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR,
was presented by Subcommittee Chairman H. W. \"an Hovenberg (St. Louis-

Southwestern) .

[Mr. Van Hovenberg read the request of the committee, offering it as information.!

President Grove: Your report will be so received.

Assignment 4—Mechanics of Foaming and Carry-over in Locomotive
Boilers, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman R. M. Stimmel (New York, Chicago

& St. Louis).

Mr. Stimmel: This report is a progress report, submitted as information. It sum-
marizes the latest developments in the prevention of foaming and carry-over in locomotive

boilers.

Three types of carry-over in boilers have been identified, namely, priming, foaming

and by droplets. Foaming is usually the most serious and prevalent of the three. Until

about fifteen years ago, castor oil was practically the only chemical used to prevent

foaming of locomotive boiler water. However, castor oil was not entirely satisfactor_\'

as a foam inhibitor for several reasons, and there was a constant search for a chemical

to replace castor oil.

Certain polyamids and polyethylene glycols were found to prevent foaming, and

;ire an improvement over castor oil, especially because they do not decompose so rapidly

under boiler conditions. These chemicals have also been used to prevent foaming in

some types of steam generators used on diesel locomotives.

There are some conditions and substances, however, that interfere with the action

of these new antifoams. These include magnesium and certain other ions, algae, soap,

sludge and low pH. Tannins and lignins may offset the interfering action of magnesium.

If possible, algae should be removed—along with other soap-forming substances—before

the water is delivered for boiler use, if it is possible to do so. Sludge and low pH can

be prevented by proper boiler blowdown and water treatment.

A few references on steam contamination of recent date are shown at the end of

the report. An exhaustive bibliography on steam contamination has been prepared by

the Joint Research Committee on Boiler Feedwater Studies. The AREA is one of the

sponsors of this committee. Copies of the bibliography are now available, and may be

obtained from the order department of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

at $2.50 a copy.

President Grove: Mr. Stimmel, your report will be received as information.

Assignment 5—New Developments in Water Conditioning for Diesel

Locomotive Cooling Systems, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman M. A.

Hanson (Gulf, Mobile & Ohio).

Mr. Hanson: In general, the railroads u.sing alkaline chromates to prevent diesel

cooling system corrosion are securing e.\cellent results. However, there is widespread
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interest in alternate types of inhibitors because of the possible skin irritations which

may develop on the workmen coming in contact with chromates.

Extensive experience in handling alkaline chromates indicates that the potential

hazards can be minimized, if not eliminated, by insisting that the workmen use common-
sense precautions, such as wearing protective creams, or creams and gloves when handling

water treatment compounds, and washing their hands after handling parts which may
be contaminated. A number of railroads have conducted rather extensive educational

campaigns as to the precautions to be observed when handling alkaline chromates. This

approach to the problem undoubtedly has merit.

A number of other railroads have standardized on diesel cooling compounds not

containing chromates. Additional railroads are conducting field service tests. The com-
pounds being used are essentially nitrite-borax mixtures, but containing other chemicals

in appreciable quantities.

The customary dosages being used for these alternate inhibitors are approximately

double those used for the alkaline chromates.

One locomotive builder has approved two alternate proprietary inhibitors for use

with their locomotives. Another builder is conducting tests but has not yet approved

any alternate inhibitors.

Some tests with these alternate inhibitors have shown reasonably favorable results.

Other tests have shown less favorable results. No instances have been noted of as com-
plete inhibition, on engines known to be difficult to inhibit, as those secured with alkaline

chromate compounds.

Although the preliminary data which have been secured do not indicate the alternate

inhibitors tested to be quite as effective as the alkahne chromates, a final evaluation

cannot be made until additional field experience is available. It is expected that during

the coming year sufficient additional data can be secured to make a reasonably sound

evaluation.

This is a progress report, offered as information.

President Grove: Your report will be so received.

Assignment 6—Railway Waste Disposal, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman T. A. Tennyson, Jr. (St. Louis-Southwestern).

Mr. Tennyson: Indications are that the abatement of stream pollution is now in

the phase of practical correction, and, therefore, one important future function of this

assignment will be the continued contact through available literature with the develop-

ment of regulations for waste disposal.

A survey of the membership of Committee 13 indicates that the separation of oil

and grease from liquid wastes is a general problem in the operation of shops and ter-

minals. Attempts to solve this problem are at present through the use of oil traps,

lagoons, and combinations of lagoons and traps, and one installation makes use of a

flotation principle to bring about the desired separation of oil, grease and silt from the

waste water.

A prominent part for diesel fuel in the shop waste water problem is indicated by the

survey. This is not only because of waste associated with the use of diesel fuel in the

engines, but also because it is used in the wiping and cleaning of engines and parts and

in combination with various chemical compounds used for cleaning. Waste water from

cleaning operations will contain diesel fuel, emulsions, cleaning compounds, and solid

matter removed from the surfaces being cleaned. These complicate the removal of the

oil from the waste water through the use of the conventional gravity-type trap and

indicate the desirability of settling basins, classification of wastes, and some treatment

prior to the use of any final separation method.
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In the liquid waste disposal problem the separation of the oil from the waste water

is a necessary step, but the problem of disposing of this oil is often as perplexing as its

separation. Waste- oil can be burned in pits if smoke ordinances permit. Uses for the oil

reported in this study are as follows:

1. As fuel in stationary boilers and steam locomotives

2. As fuel for incinerators

.?. For laying dust on roads and parking lots.

Where oil cannot be used or burned at the location it is hauled away or given to

salvage agencies.

Assignment 7—Developments in Treatment oi Water by the Ion-

Exchange Method, was presented by the Subcommittee Chairman C. L. Waterbury

(Milwaukee Road).

Mk. W.ATERBiRv: Even after the railroads are completeh' dieselized, they will con-

tinue to use millions of gallons of water each month for diesel locomotive cooling sys-

tems, for steam generators to heat and air-condition passenger equipment, and for

stationary boilers at shop points. This water must be softened and conditioned to permit

trouble-free operation. Untreated water would either cause the formation of scale or

corrosion in cooling and heating systems, which, in turn, would result in failures and

increased maintenance expense.

Household water softening, with the u.se of zeolite, is accomplished by the principle

of ion exchange. This principle has been extended by the development of synthetic zeolite

materials, so that it is now possible to remove many selected compounds from untreated

water, and even to produce the practical equivalent of distilled water, usually at less

cost than by distillation.

A table is included in this report which .'^hows recommended operating ranges of

typical ion-exchange materials.

This report is limited to a consideration of the exchange or removal of ions in water

intended for boiler or cooling water supplies. This is a final report, and is submitted as

information.

President Grove: Mr. Waterbury, your report will be so received.

Ch.airm.ax Martin: Our next report will be on Assignment 8, presented by the

chairman of the subcommittee, D. C. Teal of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. This

report is offered for publication in the Manual, and has received the required two-thirds

vote of the committee.

Assignment 8—Railway Sewage Disposal Facilities, v,as presented by Sub-

committee Chairman D. C. Teal (Chesapeake & Ohio).

Mr. Te.al: The report of your committee on .Assignment 8 represents a review and

condensation of previous committee reports on Railway Sewage Disposal Facilities and

the incorporation of new material into a statement of recommended practice which is

submitted to the Association at this time for inclusion in the Manual, under Part 8

—

Sanitation. It consists of 9 pages of printed matter and 11 illustrations.

(In accordance wth the Outline of Work instructions for presenting material for

adoption and publication in the Manual, Mr. Teal then read the main headings and

subtitles of the material presented, with pauses to entertain any questions or objections

that might be offered from the floor. During this presentation be called attention to a

typographical error in the heading of Section K, Sub-surface Sand Filter, as follows:)

Mr. Teal: Due to a typographical error that was not noted at the time, this par-

ticular subtitle appears as "K. Sub-surface Sand Fillers."' Correction will be made to

make this read: ''K. Sub-surface Sand Filters."
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I move that the report on Railway Sewage Disposal Facilities just reviewed for you

be adopted as a whole and published in the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Martin: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 13 to

the Association, and also concludes my term as chairman. I want to express my sincere

appreciation to every member of the committee, and particularly to those who have

been subcommittee chairmen, all of whom have done a splendid job in connection with

their various assignments. I am very grateful to each of them for the contributions

he has made to the work of the committee during the past three years.

Harold M. Schudlich, engineer water service. Northern Pacific, has been selected

as the new vice chairman. He has been a hard worker, and is keenly interested in all

types of water, oil and sanitation problems. He is energetic, and will be very valuable

to the committee as its vice chairman.

I regret to announce that he had a severe heart attack in January, and is now

recuperating, but we hope he will soon be able to be back with us.

The vice chairman for the past three years has certainly given all the assistance

and support that any chairman could expect or wish. He did a magnificent job on

revising the Manual last year, which involved an enormous amount of work. It is with

a great deal of satisfaction that I turn over the chairmanship of the committee to one

I know will carry on the work with credit to himself and to the railroad he serves, and

make a very valuable contribution to the committee.

I am pleased to introduce to you, as your new chairman, H. L. McMullin, engineer

of tests and water supply, Texas & Pacific Railroad.

President Grove: Mr. Martin, as usual, your committee has presented another

highly interesting and informative series of reports. We appreciate the work which has

been done by your committee year after year, and especially the leadership which you

have given the committee during the past three years.

I think your last report will enable us to add very valuable information to the

Manual for the guidance of those who seek information on that particular subject.

We welcome Mr. Schudlich as the new vice chairman of Committee 13, and we hope

that he will soon be back to normal. We have missed him.

Your new chairman, Mr. McMullin, has given yeoman service, and I'm sure that

the work of the committee will be carried on effectively under his administration. On
behalf of the Board of Direction, I should like to present to Mr. McMullin the symbol

of his authority in directing the work of the committee for the next three years.

Mr. McMullin, the head band on this gavel reads, "H. L. McMullin, Chairman,

Committee 13, 19S4-19S7." I know that you will use this gavel wisely and effectively

in the interests of the work of Committee 13, and I am very happy to have the oppor-

tunity of presenting it to you.

Mr. McMullin (Texas & Pacific) : Thank you. President Grove.

President Grove: They tell me that the registration last night, up until 5:30, was

1548, which is the highest registration we have had since 1949, our Jubilee Year, when

the registration for the first day was 1567. It is very encouraging to note that the mem-
bers and friends of this Association demonstrate they have its interest at heart by

coming here and joining in the work of this convention.

Mr. Martin, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

We now begin a series of reports by our structural committees. The first committee

of this group to make report is Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles, of which

C. H. Newlin, bridge & building supervisor. Southern Railway, Bristol, Va., is chairman.
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Discussion on Wood Bridges and Trestles

(For report, see pp. 565-584.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairm-An C. H. Newlin (Southern): Under Assignments 3, 4 and 7 \vc are pre-

senting progress reports as information.

Under Assignment S, Specifications for Structural Glued Laminated Lumber, col-

laborating with Committee 6, we are presenting a progress report with a view to sub-

mitting this material a year hence for inclusion in the Manual.

Assignment 3—Specifications for Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman J. P. Dunnagan (Southern Pacific).

Mr. Dunnagan: The report of the committee covers progress made on two inves-

tigations, namely:

1. The fatigue strength of timber bridge stringers, covering the initial phase of an

investigation conducted at Purdue LTniversity and correlated tests made at the Forest

Products Laboratory.

2. The comparative strength of bolted timber joints in repeated loading, covering

tests conducted at the AAR Central Research Laboratory.

The report on the fatigue strength of full-size stringers is excerpted from a thesis

written by Prof. J. L. Leggett, under whose immediate direction the Purdue tests were

conducted. The tests must be considered exploratory, and much additional work must

be completed before any sound conclusions can be drawn.

Your attention is directed to the summary of observations growing out of the inves-

tigation, which appears at the end of the text.

The report on Static and Fatigue Strength of Timber Joints embraces a description

of progress to date of the tests of timber joints being conducted for Committee 7 at

the Central Research Laboratory of the AAR.
In studying this report it should be kept in mind that only a relatively few tests

have been completed and that no definite conclusion can be drawn at this time. This

report is submitted as information.

President Grove: Mr. Dunnagan, your report will be so received.

Assignment 4—Methods of Fireproofing Wood Bridges and Trestles,

Including Fire-Retardant Paints, Collaborating with Committee 17 and with

the Fire Protection and Insurance Section, AAR, was presented by Subcommit-

tee Chairman R. E. Jacobus (Illinois Central).

Mr. Jacobus: Under this assignment your committee presented an advance report

in Bulletin 510, September-October 1QS.5, beginning on page 1.^5, describing the tests

of fire-retardant coatings conducted by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Your committee is also collaborating with the AAR in connection v/ith certain

research work on fire-retardant coatings now under way at the AAR Research Center.

Performance test standards, a testing specification, laboratory and testing equipment

and technique have been developed this past year.

The 1954 program at the laboratory includes fire, weatherometer, freezing and

outdoor exposure testing of available fire-retardant products.

This report is presented as information.

President Grove: Mr. Jacobus, your report will be so received.

Chairm.an Newlin: Mr. Jacobus mentioned a report of tests of fire-retardant mate-

rials applied to treated structural timbers by the Santa Fe Railway. We are very for-
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tunate to have with us this morning the gentleman who has been in direct charge of

that work. In addition to his comments on the subject, he is going to show some

colored moving pictures taken of these tests made by the Santa Fe in the past 2J^ years.

Our committee takes pleasure in presenting at this time Mr. C. H. Sandberg, assistant

bridge engineer, system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company.

Fire Protection of Timber Bridges on the Santa Fe

(With commentary by C. H. Sandberg, assistant bridge engineer, system, Santa Fe)

For the last 2 J/^ years the Santa Fe has had a program of tests and research in an

effort to find satisfactory means of fireproofing timber bridges. Like most railroads, our

fire loss on bridges is not great. However, our management has been concerned about

the hazard of a timber bridge becoming structurally weakened or burned out, and what

might then result if a train ran over it. That might seem far-fetched, but such an unhappy

accident happened on the Santa Fe in 1942, on one of our important branch lines. At

10:30 at night a bridge had completely burned out, and a train ran into it.

We divided this problem into three parts—first, trying to find some means of fire-

proofing open-deck ties; second, find some method of fireproofing piles and stringers

against the hazard of grass and weed fires; and third, trying to find some additive that

could be added to our treating oils to make the timber fire resistant.

Now, for a coating to be satisfactory, we felt that it should not only be fire resistant

but weather-resistant as well, so it would last at least 10 to IS years.

In our tests we have found that when the coating is exposed to fire it cannot remain

soft. It has to develop some strength so it will stay on.

In my remarks I am referring to treated timber such as the Santa Fe uses, which

has been treated with 45 percent creosote and SS percent petroleum. When timber thus

treated is exposed to fire the oils come to the surface, and you get a very greasy surface.

If you use a soft coating, the coating runs off; if you use a rigid coating, the gases

coming out have a tendency to blow the coating off. Therefore, early in our tests we

tried various mechanical means of holding the coating on, and we have now come to the

place where we think that we have a coating that will be satisfactory. It may need

a little mechanical support to hold it on.

We have used a glass fabric in 3 -in strips, spiralling this stripping around the piles

at 12-in intervals, so it is not a continuous coating or covering of glass fabric.

This committee is concerned with the design of timber trestles, and I might give

them a tip about the most vulnerable place on a timber trestle bridge, fire-wise, which

is at the dump bent, right underneath the cap, between the piles. The reason for this is

that the fire will continue to burn as long as the temperature remains at the fire point.

That's all there is to the theory of fire. If you lower your temperature below the fire

point, the fire goes out.

You can lower that temperature by cold air or by water, but if you have some

boxed-in places like at the dump bent, where the area is protected on five sides, a very

small fire will maintain the temperature at fire point and the fire will continue.

With treated timbers such as we have, the timber burns at between 300 and 400 deg,

which isn't very high, but as long as that temperature is maintained, the fire continues.

In the movies to be shown you will first see some tests trying to find a coating to

protect open-deck ties. We have found the best test for this is to use a fusee. We have

also found that the most severe exposure comes from laying a fusee alongside the tie

at the bottom of the tie.
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Then you will see some movies where we are trying to find a coaling for piles and

stringers, and finally, some tests on freshly treated creosote timber which has had a

chemical added during the treating process.

We will now have the movies.

(The film, Fire Protection of Timber Bridges on the Santa Fc, was then shown.

Each paragraph of Mr. Sandberg's following comments represents a new scene.)

Mr. S.-\ndbf.rg: Here are a couple of panels of open-deck trestle. The first test is a

control in that the two ties concerned have no coating on them.

The two ties next tested have a bituminous type of coating, and you will notice

there is considerable surface burning, which, of course, is not satisfactory. The next is

also a bituminous type of coating.

The two ties now being tested have a non-bituminous type of coating, which was

satisfactory as far as fireproofing was concerned, but it had other disadvantages.

This next test is another non-bituminous coating.

The next is a bituminous coating applied on top of glass fabric, which proved satis-

factory. Of course, there is a disadvantage in using glass fabric, and we have since

found a coating that we think is satisfactory without the use of glass fabric.

Here is a coating that doesn't use glass fabric. It is a bituminous coating. It has

some sodium silicate in it. Fire-wise, it is fine, but it is not weatherproof.

Here you see the application of fireproofmg on the ties of an open-deck structure.

Glass fabric is being placed on the sides of the ties and over the stringers. The coating

is an asphalt emulsion with various admixtures. After spraying on a wet coating about

3/16 in thickness, the coating shrinks to about 3/32 in.

These piles are coated with a bituminous type of coating. Pile 3 has glass fabric,

and Pile 4 does not. This illustrates what happens when using a soft type of coating.

You can see here where the glass fabric stops on that brace.

This is another type of bituminous coating over glass fabric. In this case all of the

surfaces were covered with glass fabric, and then coated.

In this test there were two types of bituminous coatings used. You will notice that

we are using tumbleweed for our source of fire. This type of weed gives a very hot fire.

The temperature from the weed fire alone is between 1300 and 1400 deg.

All the fire was out here within 10 min, except at the dump bent, between the piles,

where it continued to burn for 3^^ hr, until it was put out. The test on these piles used

a non-bituminous type of coating. No glass fabric was used in this case, and the coating

blew off.

Here you see the same coating. However, here glass fabric was used, and you can't

set it on fire.

This test is on a full-scale replica of an end panel of trestle and is coated with non-

bituminous material over glass fabric. In this test the AAR as.sisted us by recording the

temperatures. As I have already stated, our weeds generated a temperature of about

1300 or 1400 deg. When the oil starts burning, you have a temperature around IQOO.

The reason why it is difficult to fight a fire on a trestle, of course, is because of the high

temperature attained when the timber starts burning.

The fire at the interior bent was out in 5 min. The fire on the underside of the

deck was out in 10 min, and the back wall at the dump bent was out in 50 min. There

was very little damage to the timber.

Here we were trying two or three tests. The underside of the deck is 10 ft from

the ground. We were wondering how high a deck must be before the fire might jump

to it. Another thing, we were trying two different types of coating; the closest one is a

bituminous coating; the other is the nonbituminous. We coated up 7 ft.
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I mentioned before that the coating that has surface burning is not satisfactory.

You will see that on the piles nearest to you (they are coated with a bituminous coat-

ing) the fire runs up the pile. Now, watch the fire jump and set the deck afire. Now you

can see the oil is just raining out. You can appreciate the amount of fuel that exists

in a treated timber trestle.

The AAR also assisted us on this test in recording temperatures, and again we

found temperatures around 1900 deg.

Here we are trying a different type of coating. In this case we placed the underside

of the deck 12 ft from the ground. We have found that a ground fire doesn't jump

that high.

In placing our tumbleweeds, we place them 2 ft thick, and we have found that

such a fire will not jump to the underside of the deck when it's 12 ft from the ground.

On the bent to the right we were trying a non-bituminous coating placed over a very

thin glass mat, and it was entirely satisfactory against fire. However, there are certain

disadvantages.

Here you see a test of what we call an overhead test panel. We found that the

thing to do was to have some replaceable test panels that could be easily coated, and

then placed in a regular panel and tested. The coating used here was another bituminous

coating, incorporating sodium silicate. Fire-wise, this coating is satisfactory without the

use of glass fabric; however, it is not weatherproof. You will notice how this coating

bubbles up when exposed to high temperatures.

This end panel replica has the same type of coating as the previous test. We worked

on the basis of trying to find some weather coat that we could place on top of it, and

these are still progressing. You will notice here the absence of black smoke, which

indicates, of course, that very little of the oils are burning. This coating was very satis-

factory, fire-wise. The fire here was all out in 5 min.

This interior bent has the same type of coating, and again, we were making the test

to see whether the deck 12 ft from the ground would catch fire, and it didn't.

Here you see some tests starting on specially treated timber to which a chemical

had been added during the treating process. In this case it was 20 percent triphenyl

phosphate. We have recently been conducting some tests on two chemicals in cooperation

with a large chemical company and have found what we think is a satisfactory chemical

;

the additive was in the amount of 10 percent. The worst char in spots was ^ in.

This end panel replica is composed of freshly treated timber. The timber was wet

on the surface with oil. This treatment also contained 20 percent triphenyl phosphate.

That looks like a lot of burning, which, of course, it is. However, at the interior bent

the fire was out in 5 min, and all the fire was out in 7 min, except at the dump bent.

The maximum amount of char in the worst spots was J4 in-

This concludes our movie. I want to say that this program has been under the

general direction of Chief Engineer T. A. Blair and Bridge Engineer R. A. Van Ness,

and I have been assisted by two young engineers from our office—Walter Flyma and

Victor Hall.

If there are any questions, I'll be glad to answer them.

H. F. BuscH (St. Louis-Southwestern) : Has a test ever been made on timber in

service, say, for 15 years?

Mr. Sandberg: Yes.

Mr. Busch: You have made a test on bridge timber in service as long as 15 years?

Mr. Sandberg: Putting coatings on, you mean?
Mr. Busch: Yes. Did that work just as well?
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Mr. Sandberg: As timber becomes dry, of course, the coating stays on better, but

when it is exposed to a general heated condition, the surface becomes the same; the oils

come out.

We took some timber that was between 20 and .^0 years old, and those timbers

were really dry on the surface. However, when exposed to a fire, the oils came out just

the same as on the recenth- treated ties, ?o you still have a greasy surface to contend

with.

President Grove: Thank you very much, Mr. Sandberg, for this valuable infor-

mation.

Chairman Newlin: The report on .Assignment 5 will be presented by Subcommittee

Chairman F. E. Schneider.

Assignment 5—Specifications for Structural Glued Laminated Lumber,
Collaborating with Committee 6, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman F. E.

Schneider (Santa Fe).

Mr. Schneider: The report on this assignment consists of a complete specification

for the manufacture of structural glued laminated lumber.

Your committee presented a report on service tests of five glued laminated timber

railroad bridges in 1051. The results of these test installations have been very gratifying.

Since more and more glued laminated lumber is being used by the building industry,

it became evident that the AREA was in need of a specification for such lumber.

It is important to note that glues are available for exterior as well as interior use,

and that this lumber can be pressure treated successfully with present preservatives

without de-lamination or harm to glue lines.

The material for the draft of the tentative specifications has been taken from

several approved specifications and re-edited to .AREA standards.

This is a progress report, submitted as information. Comment on and criticism

of the tentative specification and accompanying tables are invited, with the view to

offering them for inclusion in the Manual a year hence.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Schneider. Your report will be so received.

Assignment 7—Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including

the Adaptation of Substitute Noncritical Materials, and Specifications for the

Reclamation of Released Materials, Tools and Equipment, Collaborating

with Committee 3-A, General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division,

AAR, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman S. L. Goldberg (Northern Pacific).

Mr. Goldberg: In drawing up this report, the subcommittee encountered many
controversial issues. As you can probably realize, everyone has his own ideas on the

subject of what is worth saving, how much reclaimed material should be used in a new

structure, and where it should be used. Consequently, when studying this report, or

when attempting to use it as a guide in a conservation program, this fact should be kept

in mind.

This report is submitted as informaticm.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Goldberg. Your report will be so received.

Chairman Newlin: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 7, and

ends my period of service as chairman. I wish to thank the members of this committee

and other members of the Association who collaborated with us, and Mr. Howard and

his staff, for their cooperation and assistance, which has made my job a pleasure.

I would now like to introduce the new chairman of Committee 7, Mr. \V. C. Howe,

engineer of bridges and buildings, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad.
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I would also like to introduce to you the new vice chairman of committee, Mr. S. L.

Goldberg, structural engineer, Northern Pacific Railway.

President Grove: Mr. Newlin, your committee has presented several very valuable

reports. While I would hesitate to evaluate one over the other, I have been particularly

interested in the work which is being done under the direction of the committee with

respect to the fireproofing of wood bridges and trestles, and the specification which

you have developed for structural glued laminated lumber.

I trust that members of the Association will accept your suggestions with respect

to the specification, so it may be submitted in the best possible form for adoption at

our meeting one year hence.

We are glad to welcome Mr. Goldberg as the vice chairman, and Mr. Howe as the

new chairman of Committee 7. We are assured that under Mr. Howe's direction the work

of the committee will go forward aggressively.

Will Mr. Howe please come to the podium? I would like to present him with a

chairman's gavel as a symbol of his authority.

Mr. Howe, I am pleased to present you with this gavel. The head band reads,

"W. C. Howe, Chairman, Committee 7, 1954-1957."

Mr. Howe: Thank you, Mr. Grove.

President Grove: Committee 7 is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Clearances

(For report, see pp. S21-S22.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman A. M. Weston (Baltimore & Ohio) : Before presenting the report of

Committee 28—Clearances, this committee records with sorrow the death on April 5,

1953, of Mr. T. W. Meushaw, office engineer. Western Maryland Railway, Baltimore. Md.,

a member of Committee 28 and a member of the AREA since 1918.

Committee 28 is reporting on two of its assigned subjects. A progress report on

Assignment 2, Clearance as Affected by Girders Projecting Above Top of Track Rails,

Structures, Third Rail, Signal and Train Control Equipment, will be presented by E. S

Birkenwald of the Southern Railway in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman C. O.

Bird of the New York Central.

Assignment 2—Clearances as Affected by Girders Projecting Above Ton

of Track Rails, Structures, Third Rail, Signal and Control Equipment, Col-

laborating with the Signal and Electrical Sections, and with the Mechanical

and Operating—Transportation Divisions, AAR, was presented by E. S. Birken-

wald, (Southern) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman C. 0. Bird (New York

Central)

.

Mr. Birkenwald: In essence, until the AAR research staff analyses the field tests

of equipment displacement which it has conducted, the work of the committee must

remain in obeyance. By equipment displacement is meant the lean at rest, or static

displacement, and the throw of moving equipment, or dynamic displacement'. This is

presented as information.

President Grove: Mr. Birkenwald, your report will be so received.

Chairman Weston: Thank you, Mr. Birkenwald.

A progress report on Assignment 5 will be presented by E. R. Word of the Illinois

Central in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman S. M. Dahl of the Milwaukee Road.
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Assignment 5—Clearance Allowances to Provide for Vertical and Hori-

zontal Movements of Equipment Due to Lateral Play, Wear and Spring

Deflection, Collaborating with the Mechanical Division, AAR, was presented

by E. R. Word (Illinois Central) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman S. M.
Dahl (Milwaukee Road).

Mr. Word: The report of this subcommittee refers to the analysis by the AAR
research staff of data secured in field tests on several railroads. It states that the analysis

has not yet been completed.

Your committee is pleased to report at this time that, as of this date, the analysis

has been substantially completed and will soon be in such form that the committee

will be able to study the results. A full report on the tests should be ready for the 1QS5

convention. Preliminary indications are that the tests were quite successful.

While it is stated that the field tests and analysis have been completed, it should

bt pointed out that this applies only to one phase of the subject assigned to this sub-

committee. The 1954 research budget contains an item for more test;;, and several rail-

roads have shown considerable interest in the matter of clearance allowances as it

applies to their own situation. For instance, in January and February of this year one

railroad called upon the research staff to make static lean tests on several cars in con-

nection with a project to provide adequate track centers throughout the territories over

which the cars are operated. It can be expected, therefor, that additional tests will be

made from time to time which will add to the data already on hand.

President Grove: Thank you for your report. It will be received as information.

Chairman Weston: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 28.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Weston. The work of your committee is most

important. We all know that when we have big loads to haul, we must be aware of

these things, and we appreciate your keeping us currently informed.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Impact and Bridge Stresses

(For report, see pp. 461-^67.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman E. S. Birkenwald (Southern) : You will note that .=i of 10 assignments

have been reported on.

During this past year a report of an investigation of dead load and live load direct

and secondary stresses in three 350-ft truss spans on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway was presented in AREA Bulletin 509, and a report on laboratory tests of full-

size reinforced concrete culvert pipes was presented in ARE.\ Bulletin 510. A preliminary

report on tests of full-size reinforced concrete bridge slabs is included with the annual

report.

The committee was organized this year into three subcommittees—one on steel

structures, another on concrete structures, and a third on timber structures. As a con-

sequence, the Subcommittee on Steel Structures is responsible for the reports on the

majority of Association assignments. From past experience it was found impractical to

have a subcommittee for each association assignment because of the overlapping nature

of the research reports.

Mr. M. J. Plumb, chairman of the Subcommittee on Steel Structures, will give

the report on Assignments 2, 6, 8 and 9.
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Assignment 2—Steel Girder Spans with Open Decks and Ballasted

Decks; Assignment 6—Determination of Braking and Traction Forces in

Bridge Structures, Collaborating with Committees 7, 8 and 15; Assignment

8—Steel Truss Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks; and

Assignment 9—Distribution of Live Load in Bridge Floor, (a) Floors Con-

sisting of Transverse Beams, (b) Floors Consisting of Longitudinal Beams;

were presented by Subcommittee Chairman M. J. Plumb (New York Central).

Mr. Plumb: Under Assignment 2, Steel Girder Spans with Open Decks and with

Ballasted Decks, we are concentrating this year on verifying the tentative conclusions

about the behavior of girder spans that have been drawn from the study of just a few

bridges.

Under Assignment 6, Determination of Traction and Braking Forces in Bridge

Structures, a report of tests on a Nickel Plate bridge at Fillmore, 111., was promised for

publication this year. That report was reviewed and approved by the committee last

month and will be published soon. Watch for that report because it describes tests on a

relatively new and economical type of railroad structure and indicates that almost all

of the longitudinal forces on the structure were being carried by the rails to the

abutments.

Under Assignment 8, Steel Truss Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks,

you will find our report on tests on a Santa Fe bridge at Topock, Ariz. Dead load and

live load direct and secondary stresses were measured in each of three 350-ft double-

track deck truss spans. This bridge is the first one on which the AAR research staff has

measured dead load stresses and, to the best of my knowledge, it represents the most

complete and careful analysis ever made of actual stresses in a large truss bridge. One

of the many worthwhile things learned about this bridge is that the dead load secondary

stresses are quite large. The stresses caused by small inaccuracies of fabrication and erec-

t'on, and by inherent crookedness of the members, are so large as to mask the secondary

stresses caused by truss deformation that we ordinarily think of.

Under Assignment 9, Distribution of Live Load in Bridge Floors, we promised

a report of tests made on eight spans with transverse floor beams and two spans with

longitudinal beams. That report has been reviewed and approved by the committee and

will be published soon. The results of those tests confirm the present AREA design

requirements and indicate that under certain conditions those requirements might be

made less strict. However, insufficient data have been accumulated to warrant any

change now.

These are progress reports, presented as information.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Plumb. Your reports will be so received.

Assignment 5—Concrete Structures, Collaborating with Committee 8,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman J. H. Shieber (Missouri Pacific).

Mr. Shieber: Inasmuch as the time allotted to this committee has been closely

scheduled, I shall take only a few minutes to review the highlights of this report.

This committee submits its report on two projects, namely

—

1. Tests of full size reinforced concrete bridge slabs.

2. Laboratory tests of full size reinforced concrete culvert pipe.

Full size tests on five reinforced concrete railroad bridge slabs were made by the

research staff of the AAR in the laboratory of the Bureau of Reclamation at Denver,

Colo., last September. These slabs consisted of the following:
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1. Two slabs over 40 years old, which had been removed from a railroad bridge

on account of severe concrete deterioration. These slabs were 15 ft long, 7 ft

wide, and 2 ft thick.

2. One new slab designed for E 72 loading with full impact in accordance with

present AREA design specifications. This slab was 19 ft long, (i ft 6 in wide,

and 2 ft thick.

3. One new slab designed for E 72 loading with full impact in accordance with

the ultimite-ioad theory. This slab was IQ ft long, 6 ft 6 in wide, and 1 ft 7 in

thick.

4. One new prestressed, pretentioned slab designed for E 72 loading with full

impact. This slab was 10 ft lonsi, 6 ft 6 in wide, and 1 ft 6 in thick.

A full analysis of the data on the tests of these full size reinforced concrete bridge

slabs has not yet been completed, but a very brief general summary of the test results

is shown in Table 1 on page 465.

It is interesting to note that all of the slabs, though designed by different theories,

carried approximately the same ultimate load, which amounted to about three times

the design load.

Of particular interest was the behavior of the new prestressed, pretensioned slab,

which carried an ultimate load of 576 kips, or 3.2 times the design load. As a re.sult of

the successful behavior of this prestressed slab under static load, the two additional

prestressed slabs which were manufactured at the same time, will be placed in a Bur-

lington Railroad bridge this month and will be tested under actual operating conditions

by the research staff of the .Association of American Railroads.

A final report will be issued after all the data taken, both at the Bureau of Reclama-

tion in Denver and in the field, have been analyzed.

The second portion of this report presents a description and analysis of full size

laboratory tests conducted on .S6 reinforced concrete culvert pipes varying in size from

24 in to 84 in. in diameter, manufactured and tested in accordance with AREA pro-

posed specifications for reinforced concrete culvert pipe prepared by Committee 8

—

Masonry. The complete description and analysis of these tests are found in this volume,

beginning on page 245.

The purpose of these tests was to determine the acceptability of pipe manufactured

and tested in accordance with the new proposed AREA specifications, and to determine

the strains in the concrete and reinforcement of this pipe.

This report is too voluminous to be taken up in detail at this convention, but I

earnestly commend it to you for thorough reading and study at your leisure. The com-

mittee would appreciate receiving any comments or criticisms regarding this report.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Shieber.

Chairman- Birkenwald: Because of the widespread interest in the testing of full-

size reinforced concrete slabs, it was felt that motion pictures of the recent Denver tests

would give the members of the Association some idea of the work involved, the kind of

slabs tested, and especially the condition of those slabs which were released from rail-

way service and then tested. The Association and the AAR are deeply indebted to the

Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad for the pictures taken, which will now be

presented.

As I understand it, the pictures were originally scheduled for a sound track, but

unfortunately, in the process of making the track, the color in the pictures was rather

damaged, so, as a result, Mr. Magee decided it would be better to show the original

pictures and to give the sound track himself.
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Laboratory Investigation of Full Size Reinforced Concrete

Railroad Bridge Slabs

(With commentary by G. M. Magee, director of engineering research,

Engineering Division, AAR)

The American railroads operate .over about 800 miles of reinforced concrete bridges,

and to insure the safe passage of trains, bridge engineers are ever watchful of indications

that might lead to weakening of a structure by the ravages of time and weather. Deteri-

oration of concrete is a signal that repair or replacement must be made.

(Showing of film, Laboratory Investigation of Full Size Reinforced Concrete Rail-

road Bridge Slabs.)

Here you see two slabs that were removed from a Burlington bridge near Chilli-

cothe. Mo., after being in service for over 40 years.

Tests have been made in the field of concrete slabs under actual operating condi-

tions, but very low stresses have been recorded. The low recorded stresses indicated

that more information is needed to determine the relation between actual stresses in

the slabs under various loads up to the ultimate carrying capacity. Such information

could only be obtained in the laboratory, so a program of tests was started in the

summer of 1953 to determine the relative behavior of full-size slabs under static loads

to failure.

One phase of this program was the testing of bridge slabs that had been removed

from service on account of severe deterioration and were no longer considered safe for

railroad loading.

The slab shown here, being lifted out of the car, is IS ft long, 7 ft wide and about

2 ft deep, weighing 32,000 lb. The deteriorated under surface of the slab, can be seen

where the concrete has spalled off, exposing many of the reinforcing bars. The condition

of the end of the slab, and also the side of the slab that was under the center-line

crack can also be seen. The parapet or side on the left is not the original concrete ; this

had been replaced as part of the railroad's concrete repair program. Two such slabs are

required to form a span, placed side by side, abutting each other at the center line of

track. A ballast trough is thereby formed, with a curb on each side as a ballast retainer.

In addition to testing the two old slabs shown here, the total program included the

testing of a new slab designed in accordance with current AREA design specifications;

a new slab designed by the ultimate-load theory; and a new slab prestressed with

pretensioned wire strands.

There are several reasons why these tests were initiated. One was to determine the

strength of old slabs that had shown considerable deterioration. Another was to study

the effect of eccentric loading on bridge slabs, and then to compare the behavior of full

size slabs designed according to various theories, with small-scale laboratory specimens.

The data obtained from these tests will provide additional information on shear

and diagonal tension in full-size specimens. Testing the prestressed, pretensioned slab

demonstrated that the design of such a slab was practical in railroad casting yards, and

that the slab will carry the same loads as slabs designed along more conventional lines.

The slabs are now moving out on their way to the Bureau of Reclamation testing

laboratory, located at the Denver Federal Center, 10 miles west of Denver. It was neces-

sary to select a testing machine that not only had the required capacity, but the neces-

sary distance between screws, and here at the Bureau their S,000,000-lb machine was

very adequate. Rising SO ft above the floor, this huge machine has controls so precise

as to exert only a feather touch as well as its tremendous total force of S,000,000 lb.
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The slabs were mounted in the machine on specially built concrete piers, which

made it possible to have the slabs .^ ft off the floor for inspection during testing.

Three l2-channel oscillographs were used to record the response from SR4 strain

gages placed on the reinforcing steel and the tension and compression surface of the

concrete. Records were made on photograi)hic iiai)er to form a permanent story of the

action of the component parts.

.\ machine load of 120,000 lb approximate!)- duplicates the design load of an E-.SO

locomotive with full impact.

Deflection was measured with a taut wire across a graduated scale, and since the

center portion of this first old slab was so badly spalled the scale could not be put on the

concrete surface, but had to be on a cantilever bracket.

Even though many bars were exposed and some of the compression concrete was

gone, the slab sustained the design load without evidence of cracks or other distress.

It was not until the load had been substantially increased that noticeable distress was

apparent. Notice that no distinct pattern of shear and tension cracks developed as the

load was increased.

Inspection of the slab before the test showed innumerable longitudinal cracks at the

top surface, some of which began opening up as the load increased. Longitudinal cracks

appeared on the side of the slab, but vertical or diagonal cracks that are usually asso-

ciated with slabs and beams carrying loads in excess of their design were not in evidence.

Portions of the side and the bottom of the slab that arc falling off indicate that

the remaining concrete is full of smaller fractures, and that only the layer of bars below

is holding the mass in position. The load at failure was more than .l^ times the design

load, and there was ample evidence of impending failure from the large tension cracks

across the bottom and along the sides.

The enlargement of the longitudinal crack that had been in evidence from the start

extended downward through the slab, and with the loss of the curb side of the slab,

the part remaining under the loading pads could no longer sustain load, and the rein-

forcing bars literally pulled through the ends of the slab.

The testing of these old slabs gives assurance to bridge engineers that slabs in such

condition as this one still have useful life left, with ample reserve strength.

As mentioned earlier, the program included testing of new slabs designed by the

ultimate-load theory and by the regular AREA design specifications. Here you see forms

and reinforcing bars in place for casting the first ultimate-load slab. The regular design

slab that had been cast five weeks earlier is shown in the background.

In this slab the main reinforcement consists of twenty-one l)^-in-round bars, with

the new style deformations. Half of the bars had hooks on the ends and the others were

left straight. SR4 gages were applied to the m.ain reinforcement, and to the stirrups, and

were thoroughly waterproofed.

The instrument shown here is a Monfore stress or pressure gage that records through

the oscillograph concrete compressive stresses directly, thus eliminating conversion of

strain 4nto stress. The instrument also has the advantage of recording stresses in the

plastic range to the ultimate. In ultimate-load design, more of the concrete is assumed

to resist flexural movements. A thinner slab is thereby possible, and this ultimate-load

slab was made only 19 in thick as compared with 24 in for the regular design slab.

The lYz cu yd of air-entrained concrete used for these slabs was supplied by a local

ready-mixed plant, and although a 3000-psi mix was specified, this strength was not

attained, and a second ultimate-load slab was subsequently poured. A vibrator was used

to consolidate the concrete in the forms and around the steel. The concrete arrived at

the laboratorv in two batches.
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The first batch, now being placed, had a slump of 43^2 in, and the second batch had

a slump of 8 in, but the concrete strength of cylinders from both batches, at 28 days,

indicated 2000-lb concrete—far short of the 3000 psi required.

The concrete for the second ultimate-load slab also was supplied by a ready-mixed

plant, but the strengths were higher, and very closely agreed with the strength of the

regular design slab, which was important for comparative purposes of the test. This «lab

is 6>^ ft wide and 19 ft long, and weighs 29,000 lb. It was not tested until after it had

cured under wet burlap for 28 days.

After the concrete was in the forms and thoroughly consolidated, it was screeded

off. Then the 23^-in round Monfore stress gages were inserted in two small holes in

the fresh concrete. They were placed lYi. in and 6 in, respectively, below the top surface,

to be well within the compression area of the slab. They were securely hung in place

from cross timbers, and a slight application of the vibrator insured that the concrete

would be in contact with the entire surface of the gage.

The regular design slab had attained a concrete strength of 4350 psi at 28 days, and

was next placed in the test machine. This slab is 24 in thick, but otherwise has the same

d mensions as the ultimate-load slab. It weighs 37,000 lb, as compared with 29,000 lb

for the ultimate-load slab.

A machine load of 180,000 lb approximately duplicates the design load of an E-72

locomotive with full impact. The mass of wire and equipment hanging below the slab

is part of the instrumentation used in measuring the strains.

Load was applied to this slab—and to all slabs tested—at about the t'.:>d point

of the span, and centered 2^4 ft from the edge to correspond to the center line of the

rail. Six-inch SR4 strain gages were used to record concrete strains on the top, sides

and bottom of the slabs, and ^-in SR4 gages were used to record the steel strains.

The center portion of the slab has been painted white to better follow the cracks,

and tension and shear cracks were carefully traced as they developed, and marked with

the corresponding machine loads.

Cracks developed symmetrically, and it was soon apparent by the development of

large diagonal tension cracks that this would contribute to ultimate failure. This crack

that started near the supports progressed upward at about 45 deg, and then arched

toward the low points until it was about 2 in from the top of the slab. This same type

of failure has been observed on small-scale laboratory specimens.

This 2-in strip of concrete resisted the total compressive force until a further

increase in load produced failure. The load at failure produced an audible, resounding

snap at 556,000 lb, which was 3itj times design load.

Here can be seen the pattern of cracks, with the cracks toward the supports inclined,

and those near the center of the span mostly perpendicular to the bottom of the slab.

The arching action of the top portion is noticeable here, and shows how the entire

compressive stress is confined to less and less depth until the ultimate strength of the

concrete is reached. This failure crack extended completely across the slab, and "the crack

pattern on the opposite side is very similar.

The ultimate-load slab that you saw being cast was the next to be tested, and

although the concrete strength did not measure up to that required, much valuable

information was recorded and compared to a second ultimate-load slab cast with

concrete of greater strength. Except for the depth, this slab has the same dimensions as

the regular design slab.

Here, also, tension and shear cracks develop symmetrically, but as the load increased

there was not the large crack from diagonal tension present.
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The higher percentage of reinforcing steel and the lower concrete strength could lead

to but one result—a compression failure of the concrete. This failure occurred at 360,500

lb. or twice the design load, when a wedge-shaped section between load points lifted up.

The second ultimate-load slab, with a concrete strength of 4250 psi, failed in the

same manner, and sustained a load of 546,000 lb at failure, or 3 times the design load.

This type of failure is very typical of beams and slabs failing by compression. The

cross-sect. onal area of concrete that is available to resist compressive stresses has been

gradually reduced as the tension cracks become longer and longer. Finally the ultimate

strength of the concrete is reached. Since the concrete strength was relatively low, there

was no abrupt failure.

In order to better visualize this wedge-shaped section, load application was con-

tinued to force this section up out of the slab. The wedge extended completely across

the slab, as can be seen in this view with the loading blocks removed.

The last slab to be tested—and one new to the American railroads—was a pre-

stressed, pretensioned slab. Here is shown the casting yard of the Prestressed Concrete

of Colorado, and the sixty-one Yz-in strands furnished by the American Steel & Wire

Company, strung out in the casting bed.

"Pretensioning" means stretching the strands to the desired tension before the con-

crete is poured, and holding them at that tension until the concrete has attained suffi-

cient strength. They are then cut. and their tension is transferred to the concrete by bond.

The strands were stretched 4^ in. in a total length of 65 ft, in 3 groups, by means

of hydraulic rams, to a unit stress of 144,000 psi, or six-tenths of their ultimate strength.

This meant that a total load of 1,300,000 lb was e.xerted on the casting bed.

Gage pressure on the hydraulic cylinders determined the loads to be applied to

each of the three groups of strands. The load was applied slowly to permit the strands

to become seated in the colletts at both ends of each strand. This is a very important

operation in pretensioning, and each and every collett must be inspected during the

stretching operation to insure that the total preload will be maintained.

Three slabs were cast at the same time, with the cables stretched through bulkheads

in the casting bed. This is an advantage in pretensioning, since a large number of slabs

can be cast with one stretching operation.

Concrete for these slabs was mixed at the company's own batching plant, served

by the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad. The concrete attained a high early

strength, but it was agreed to make no tests before 28 days, and at that time its strength

was 8700 psi.

Strain gages had been applied to certain of the strands before casting, and it was

found that the load was completely transferred to the concrete in a length of 6 in.

This slab was the thinnest of all tested; only 18 in, compared with 24 in for the

regular design slab. Otherwise, its dimensions were the same.

Unlike the others—the regular design slab and the ultimate-load slab—this pre-

stressed, pretension slab carried full design load without any evidence whatsoever of

tension or shear cracking. The location of the slabs and rollers is the same as for the

other slabs tested.

The deflection under design load was about to in, as shown here on the deflection

gage. This was approximately the amount by which the slab arched upward when the

strands were cut. The design load was again 180,000 lb, and here you see the release

of load on the deflection gage.

No significant cracks developed until a load of 270,000 lb was reached. The pattern

of cracks was entirely different from that of the previously tested slabs. Tensile cracks

were confined largely to the section between load points. There were no shear cracks,
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even at the ultimate load. The tensile cracks were perpendicular to the bottom of the

slab, and inspection of the cracks under a microscope showed that the cracks closed up

entirely when the load was released.

The ends of some of the strands were cut square, and close observation was kept

of these to determine if any individual wires were slipping relative to the others. There

was no individual slippage ; neither was there any slippage of the strands as a whole

in the concrete.

Six-inch strain gages were placed on the concrete surfaces, and 1-in gages were

used on the strands.

Usually I'V-in or J^-in strands are used for pretensioned slabs, but the use of ^-in

strands reduced the number required in the prestressing operation.

The slab was very elastic, which permitted large defiections, and did not fail until

it had deflected lYz in under a load of 576,000 lb. As you can see, the cracks now have

extended well above the center of the slab, and are approaching the top surface, pro-

viding less and less concrete to resist the compressive stresses.

Now observe closely the top and center of the slab, and you will see the typical

wedge-shaped form, and then near the bottom of the slab, near the right, a large longi-

tudinal crack.

Here, again, is a compression failure of the concrete at the top of the slab, and

this one occurred with a resounding report. The concrete literally smoked with the

release of this energy.

The wedge-shaped compressive failure is clearly shown. The large longitudinal crack

extending toward the right support is about in the plane of the lower strands, and was

secondary to the principal compression failure.

The opposite side of the slab, seen here, is very similar to that just shown.

As a result of the large carrying capacity of this test slab, the Burlington Railroad

has installed the two other slabs in a bridge just west of Hunnewell, Mo. This is the

first prestressed concrete railroad bridge in this country, and the AAR research staff

will secure data on these slabs under operating conditions. Here is evidence that the

American railroads are moving forward with engineering progress for greater safety

and economv.

Chairman Birkenwald; Thank you, Mr. Magee.

Mr. President, before concluding the report of the committee, I feel that the Asso-

ciation should go on record as expressing its appreciation to the Denver & Rio Grande

Western Railroad for the excellent film record which it voluntarily made of the Denver

.'\AR tests on reinforced concrete slabs, and accordingly, I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Birkenwald: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 30.

President Grove: Mr. Birkenwald, your committee continues to carry on many
important investigations which are having a significant effect on bridge design and eco-

nomical construction and maintenance. We appreciate the work of your committee, and

the valuable reports which you bring to us from year to year.

You are now excused with the thanks of the Association.

We will now hear the report of Committee 8—Masonry, of which W. R. Wilson,

assistant engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, is chairman.
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Discussion on Masonry
(For report, see pp. 475 491.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairm.an W. R. Wilson (Santa Fe) : Your committee reports |)rofiress on all 10

assignments, and renders a report on 2 assignments at this time.

(\'ice President G. M. O'Rourke assumed the chair.)

Assignment 2—Principles of Design of Masonry Structures, Including

Design of Masonry Culverts, Collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 13,

15, 28, 29 and 30, was presented 1)>- Subcommittee Chairman R. L. Mays (New York,

Chicago & St. Louis).

Mr. Mays: Under Assignment 2 your committee has made an extensive study of the

requirements for reinforced concrete culvert pipe.

Railroad engineers for many years have felt that some standard specifications for

reinforced concrete culvert pipe should be available for railroad use that would meet

higher test loads and reinforcement requirements than are provided for by the current

ASTM specifications. With this in mind your committee began its work of preparing

the Specifications for Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe, providing for heavier reinforced

sections to meet the heavier load conditions in the railroad industry. These specifications

are now printed in Bulletin 512, December 1Q53, beginning on page 476.

Before presenting these specifications for adoption Committee 8 desired to have the

strength of the pipe proved and verified when subjected to the test load requirements

for standard and extra-strength pipe—Tables 1 and 2 of the specifications. Accordingly,

Committee 8 arranged with Committee iO—Impact and Bridge Stresses, to make tests

to determine the acceptability of pipe manufactured and tested in accordance with the

proposed AREA specifications. This work was carried on with research funds requested

by Committee 30, and under the direction of the AAR research staff.

Thirty-six pieces of pipe, varying in size from 24 in to 36 in were manufactured

by the Massey Concrete Products Company in accordance with the requirements of the

new specifications.

Full-size strength tests were made on all 36 pieces of pipe, using the Chesapeake &

Ohio Railway's 1,000,000-lb testing machine in its Huntington, W. Va., laboratory. In

these tests it was found that the pipe met the strength requirements of the proposed

specifications.

A very excellent and comprehensive report of these tests can be found in Bulletin

510 for September-October, 1953, beginning on page 245. These are, I believe, the most

extensive tests reported on to date of full size reinforced concrete pipe.

Committee 8 desires to express it's appreciation to the AAR staff. Committee 30,

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, and the Massey Concrete Products Company for the

valuable assistance rendered in the development of the Specifications for Reinforced

Concrete Culvert Pipe.

Mr. Chairman, these specifications are submitted for information, inviting comments

and criticism preparatory to a later recommendation for their adoption and publication

in the Manual.

Vice President O'Rourke: Thank you. Mr. Mays.

.Are there any comments If not, the report will be so received.

Assignment 7—Methods for Improving the Quality of Concrete and

Mortars, Collaborating with Committee ff, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man M. S. Norris (Baltimore & Ohio).
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Mr. Norris: The chemical reaction between certain mineral constituents of aggre-

gate and the alkali in portland cement is commonly denoted as the "alkali-aggregate

reaction". This report summarizes much of the present knowledge of this very important

subject, and also includes a bibliography for studies beyond the scope of the report.

Information in the report includes identification of reactive aggregates and means

of avoiding deterioration caused by alkali-aggregate reaction. This reaction is known

to be a cause of expansion and pattern cracking in some concrete structures. The result

of this reaction is premature deterioration of concrete. This is a problem we all have and

about which we are most concerned—particularly with regard to our railroad structures.

AlkaU-aggregate reaction in concrete necessitates costly repairs to or replacement of con-

crete dams, bridges, buildings, and highways. This reaction, which was first identified in

the West, has now been found in eastern and southern states.

Your committee hopes that the information in this report will assist members in

recognizing this type of distress in the concrete structures on railroads. It hopes further

that the report will stimulate an interest in preventing this form of deterioration in con-

crete. You are gong to hear a lot more about alkali-aggregate reaction in concrete, later

in the program.

Vice President O'Rourke: Thank you, Mr. Norris.

Chairman Wilson: There are many different agencies engaged in research work

with concrete, and the aggregate of the published matter reaches great proportions during

a year's time. Committee 8 feels that it should review this information and bring any

pertinent facts to the attention of the Association. In line with this, we have asked

P. D. Miesenhelder, research engineer concrete, Engineering Division, AAR, to address us

on Alkali-Aggregate Reaction in Concrete.

Alkali-Aggregate Reaction in Concrete

By P. D. Miesenhelder

Research Engineer Concrete, Engineering Division, AAR

At the time when most of us in this room were studying civil engineering there was

but little instruction given for making concrete. Generally it was required that we learn

the then accepted definition of portland cement, and we were taught that the sand and

stone or gravel aggregate was an inert filler used for reasons of economy. The word,

inert, conveyed the idea that the aggregate had no part in any chemical action that

occurred during or after hardening of the concrete. Today we wish that was always true.

In recent years it has been learned that for some aggregates there are chemical reactions

when they are used in concrete. One such chemical reaction that has been identified

occurs between the alkalies in the concrete and rock or minerals containing certain forms

of silica. Such rocks or minerals have been termed alkali-reactive aggregates.

To avoid confusion, distinction should be made between two terms that are some-

times used in referring to concrete, both of which include the word alkali, but which have

different meanings. In one instance deterioration in concrete may be said to be due to

alkali-reactive aggregate, and in another to alkali water. The two are entirely different

both as concerns what has occurred and as to preventative measures. Confusion can be

avoided if the generally accepted expression "sulfate-water" is used instead of "alkah-

water."

There are numerous items to be presented on your program this morning so the

time available for any one subject is necessarily limited. Therefore, instead of trying to

present a summation on a rather complex subject, I shall try to answer in a few words
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questions that have been asked about alkali-reactive aggregates, believing they might

also be questions which have occurred to you. Besides, as you know, there was recently

published in the Bulletin a report on Alkali-Aggregate Reaction in Concrete, which was

prepared by Committee 8. That report furnishes you a more detailed discussion and

a list of papers published on the subject from which additional information can be

obtained. I wish to compliment the subcommittee which prepared that report.

What is this chemical reaction between alkali and aggregate? Briefly, certain rela-

tively unstable siliceous minerals are acted upon by the alkalies to produce a product

called alkali-silica gel. It may be surprising to you that silica is attacked in that manner

because we are accustomed to thinking of glass as being a very resistant material, and

it is composed mainly of silica. However, the term used—certain relatively unstable

siliceous minerals—is not all inclusive. Also, it has long been known that highly caustic

solutions will attack glass.

How long has the alkali-aggregate reaction been recognized? It is one of the most

recent important discoveries concerning concrete. It was first described by Thomas E.

Stanton, when materials and research engineer of the California Highway Department,

in 1040. Since that date many investigators have continued the study of this action so

that much has been learned of it in a few years.

What dees it do to concrete ? The effect may be good or bad, but we arc mostly

concerned with the bad. The alkali-silica gel that is produced by this reaction has been

found in minute quantities in .';ound concrete, and when it exists in such very limited

amounts probably acts as a cementing material. But, if the quantity of gel is increased

it will cause expansion and cracking of the concrete, which may continue until the

concrete is no longer serviceable.

How does this occur? The alkali-silica gels have an affinity for water and when they

absorb moisture they increase in volume. This swelling develops pressures sufficient to

rupture the concrete. When forces from this pressure become greater than the tensile

strength of the concrete they will be relieved in the direction of least resistance. Thus,

cracks are formed in different directions and patterns depending upon the shape or mass

of the structure, external forces that may oppose the expansion, and perhaps, in some

instances, local concentrations of the gel. The cracks may form roughly geometrical

shapes or they may occur in one general direction approaching a parallel to a portion

of the structure. To a casual observer it may appear that shrinkage has occurred, whereas

the condition exists because of unequal volume change, expansion in the interior having

been greater than at the surface.

How fast are cracking forces developed from the expansion of the gel ? The time

will vary, depending upon a number of factors. In some instances cracks appear within

a few months; in others perhaps a few years.

How long will expansion of the concrete continue? This question cannot be definitely

answered. Measurements have been made of expansion occurring in dams, and I under-

stand that in one instance the expansion was continuing after 14 years. This, of course,

is mass concrete and may or may not indicate what happens in concrete structures of

smaller mass.

Can the occurrence of alkali-aggregate reaction in concrete be easily identillied? No,

positive identification is difficult. An examination and study of a structure may furnish

ample reason to believe such reaction has occurred, but only the presence of the silica

gel, which is the product of the reaction, furnishes proof. This is best determined by

examination with a polarizing microscope of a piece of concrete cut from an interior

portion. While the presence of gel indicates a reaction has occurred, it still remains to be
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determined whether that or some other thing is the major cause contributing to the

condition of the concrete.

Can the damaging consequences of alkali-aggregate reaction be prevented? Yes.

Obviously, if two materials are necessary to produce a reaction, and one is removed, there

will be no reaction. So, if aggregates free of reactive minerals are selected for use the

problem is avoided. Since alkali must be present to cause the reaction, another approach

to the problem is to reduce the alkali content. Generally, most of the alkali in the

concrete is released during hydration of the cement. So, if a cement is used which fur-

nishes less alkali the reaction may likewise be avoided or reduced to where it is not

harmful.

Experience with this approach to the problem has resulted in specifications for

cement in terms of alkali content, low alkali cements being those with less than 0.60

alkali equivalent. This figure is computed from the percentages of sodium oxide and

potassium oxide found in the cement. Many tests made with low alkali cement and

aggregate known to be reactive have produced satisfactory results. Also, it has been said

that no instance is known where disruptive reaction occurred in a structure where a low

alkali cement had been used. This may have to be modified in the future because there

are indications that the controlling feature is the ratio between the amounts of alkali

and reactive material present, rather than the quantity of either singly.

A third method has also been used to prevent the reaction. That is the addition to

the concrete, at the time of mixing, of a pozzolanic material. The pozzolanic material

reacts with the alkali in the concrete and effectively prevents attack of the aggregates.

How are reactive aggregates recognized? The best method is a study of the service

behavior of a number of structures made with the aggregate in question, and of different

cements having a considerable range in alkali content. Often this method cannot be

employed either because the aggregate source has not previously been used or there is

insufficient record of materials used in the concrete. One test method developed to detect

reactive aggregates is commonly referred to as the "mortar bar test." It is considered

a reliable test, but six months to a year are required to obtain an answer.

Another approach to the problem is to have a petrographic analysis made of the

aggregate. If in this analysis rocks or minerals known from experience to be reactive are

found, use of the material should be avoided or preventative measures employed. Another

method used is referred to as the "quick chemical test". This appears to be a fairly

rehable indicator of reactive materials of the west, but has not proven suitable for all

sections of the country.

Why isn't all cement made with a low alkali content? For one reason it would be an

unnecessary requirement because most aggregates used are probably not reactive, and

except for the so-called bad aggregate there is no recognized advantage. Another reason

is the impossibility of all cements meeting such a requirement. Cement is made from

raw materials as they occur in nature, and while the manufacturer can sometimes reduce

the alkali in the product, chemists have not yet been able to gain complete control. Also,

the production of low alkali cement may involve considerable cost.

After alkali-aggregate reaction has been detected in concrete, can anything be done

to counteract it? No; if the combination of materials and conditions permit its develop-

ment, no means has been found to stop it. There is an exception to that statement.

If all moisture could be removed from the concrete and it was maintained in that dry

condition, the action would be stopped, but from a practical standpoint that cannot

be done. Preventative measures should be used when the concrete is made, because we
have no cure.
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If we can do nothing for concrete in which such reaction is occurring, is there any

reason to be interested in identifying the cause of the trouble? Yes. First, because we
should avoid repeating a mistake. Too, it may sometimes be possible to somewhat retard

the action by providing protection against the entrance of water. In any such attempt

care must be exercised that in trying to exclude water, water which is already present is

not actually sealed in. Also, it is important to know what is occurring in the concrete if

repair or maintenance work is to be attempted. I know of no instance where such con-

crete has been successfully incased. This is true whether the incasement is made with

formed concrete or shoctrete, and with or without steel reinforcement.

These questions do not by any means completely cover the subject of alkali-reactive

aggregates, but I hope that the answers may have furnished some additional information

on the subject.

There are some general comments that might be added. During the earlier years

after the identification of alkali-aggregate reaction there was a feeling in the Middle-West

and the East that it was a problem of the Far West, and hence of no concern generally.

Perhaps some still hold that view. But now it is known that the problem is not confined

to the Far West. The wide distribution where this reaction has been identified is indi-

cated by the list of states in the report of Committee 8. It is suspected there may be

other places where reactive aggregate accounts for the deterioration in concrete and

which have not been identified either because a .';tudy has not been made or because

cf the difficulty of accurate identification. At the same time, it is probable that this

reaction is assumed to be the cause of trouble in instances where it is not, for it seems

to be the nature of us humans to "jump on a band wagon" of whatever is the latest idea.

Sometimes the question is asked, what causes deterioration of concrete?, as if that

could be answered in one word. There is no single brief answer to that question. Today,

we know of a number of things which can, and do, with time, result in deterioration.

Often, perhaps usually, two or more things may have contributed to a condition. Alkali-

ageregate reaction is but one of the known causes of deterioration. The important thing

to remember is that for every cause of deterioration that has been identified, preventative

measures are known. To use an old saying, "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure," but the odds should be even higher than that. Preventative measures are not

something to be grabbed by the foreman on the job during construction, but must be

considered and planned in advance. Often they will be determined by policy for a region.

A knowledge of concrete is necessary to identify correctly the causes of deterioration

and to select preventative methods which are both effective and economical. Therefore,

I am firmly of the opinion that a qualified man on the staff of the chief engineer, to

study and make recommendations concerning the problems for that railroad, would

result in substantial savings in repair and maintenance costs in the future.

Vice President O'Rourke: Thank you, Mr. Meisenhelder, for a most interesting

paper.

Are there any comments on Mr. Meiscnhelder's paper? If not, will you proceed

Mr. Wilson ?

Ch.airm.\n Wilson': Mr. Vice President, this concludes the report of Committee 8

—

Masonry.

Vice President O'Rourke: Thank you, Mr. Wilson.

The work of your committee is most important to the railways, and we appreciate

the amount of time and interest devoted by your members to that work. I congratulate
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you upon the further work which you have accomplished this year. Your committee is

now excused with the thanks of the Association.

(President Grove resumed the chair.)

President Grove: The last committee to make report this morning is Committee IS

—Iron and Steel Structures, of which J. F. Marsh, engineer of bridges, Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific Railroad, Chicago, is chairman.

Discussion on Iron and Steel Structures

(For report, see pp. 585-588.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman J. F. Marsh (Rock Island): Committee IS will first report briefly on

Assignment 1, Revision of Manual.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man E. S. Birkenwald (Southern)

.

Mr. Birkenwald: On page 586, Bulletin 513 (also this volume), you will find a

revision to Art. 18, Sec. A of the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges.

The revision resulted from a controversy between a railroad and an outside agency

regarding the loading to be applied to a structural member when it carried more than

four tracks. The present specifications cover the application of loads to a structural

member when there may be as many as four tracks. Obviously, when a structural mem-
ber carries more than four tracks, the circumstances are special and the railroad bridge

engineer is the most competent man to say what the loading shall be. The structural

member in question was to carry load from six tracks, located at the throat of terminal

station.

Consequently, the committee, by favorable letter ballot, recommends revision to

this article, and I move that the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges, pages lS-1-1

to lS-1-43, incl., be reapproved with this revision.

[The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.]

Assignment 4—Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman C. H. Sandberg (Santa Fe)

.

Mr. Sandberg: The subcommittee on Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames submits

a report of progress in the study and investigation of the causes and remedies of floor-

beam hanger failures in railway bridges.

The research work on this project is being conducted at Purdue University under

the able direction of Prof. L. T. Wyly. This project is sponsored financially by the .AAR,

and the research staff of the AAR assists and advises regarding the work.

A static test to destruction of two large structural joints has been completed during

the past year and the report will be published shortly. Each joint consists of two wide-

flange floorbeam hanger sections spliced by two full size gussets. One joint was fully

connected by high-tensile bolts and the second joint was connected by rivets, except

that the holes in the two rows at the edge of the gussets were connected by high-tensile

bolts.

Final reports on the following projects will also be published this year: Static and

Dynamic Tests of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Bridge at Erie, Kan.; Static

Tests on the MKT Bridge at Dennison, Tex.; and Static Tests on the Texas & New
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Orleans Railway Bridge at Wax Lake, La. These reports all cover measurements of live-

load stresses in fioorbeam hangers. The field work was done in part by the AAR research

office and in part by Purdue University.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Sandberg.

Assignment 6—Preparation and Painting of Steel Surfaces, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman R. C. Baker (Chicago & Eastern Illinois)

Mr. Baker: From this report, which is submitted as information, it is noted that

your committee is cooperating with the Steel Structures Painting Council for the necessary

research work to carry out this assignment.

The council was founded May 1950. In January 1951 Dr. Joseph Bigos was appointed

secretary and director of research for the Council.

Dr. Bigos is present today to tell us about some of the phases of the work of the

Council. It is indeed an honor and privilege to present to you at this time Dr. Joseph

Bigos.

Painting Railroad Bridges

By Joseph Bigos

Senior Fellow, Mellon Institute, Director of Research, Steel Structures Painting Council

The painting of railroad bridges has always been a serious problem, but the rapidl\'

increasing costs of maintenance painting necessitate a careful analysis of the methods of

protection to reduce annual painting costs to the minimum. Recent work by the Steel

Structures Painting Council is believed to be significant in showing the way to more

efficient painting and to the utilization of more resistant coating materials of longer life

expectancy. Detailed available specifications for the surface preparation, pretreatment,

and application of paint have pinpointed specific details of methods proved practical

for structures in the field. The recently issued Steel Structures Painting Manual includes

a comprehensive summary of current good practice in the painting of railroad bridges.

It goes far beyond basic requirements and includes a presentation of the theory of cor-

rosion, detailed information on surface preparation methods, discusses paints, and recom-

mends outstanding paints for varied applications. A series of paint tests undertaken by

the council in cooperation with the Association of American Railroads and various

railroads is bringing accurate, factual data on the performance of competitive materials,

as well as on very high and very low-cost coatings. This paper will strive to present a

summary of some of the techniques used in painting bridges and some developments

in the paint testing program.

1. TYPICAL GOOD PAINTING PRACTICE

Good painting practice realizes that proper surface preparation is the most important

and fundamental requisite to obtaining satisfactory paint Hfe. This is particularly true

in very corrosive environments, such as the floor systems of railroad bridges exposed

to brine drippings. Because of the seriousness of the problem created by drippings from

refrigerator cars, this paper will be devoted largely towards a presentation of practice

aimed at the satisfactor>' painting of such difiicult-to-paint structures. Knowledge of

what is required or what constitutes proper surface preparation is basic to the attain-

ment of proper surface cleanliness. For this reason, those interested in the preparation

of surfaces prior to painting would do well to study thoroughly the chapters of the
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Painting Manual devoted to mechanical and chemical surface preparation, as well as

portions of the chapters on the painting of railway bridges and highway bridges that are

devoted to that subject. The next logical step is to acquaint thoroughly the actual rail-

road personnel that will be charged with the cleaning with a realization of what is

expected of them and of the value of their efforts in prolonging paint life and reducing

future repainting to the minimum.

During the past year the Steel Structures Painting Council undertook a paint test

on two bridges whose floor systems are attacked by brine drippings. This test is being

run in cooperation v/ith the Missouri Pacific Railroad, which suppHed the labor and

materials for the test. To illustrate typical painting techniques, the procedures used on

this test will be discussed. The type of structures is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing Bridge

No. 69 across the Okaw River near Roots, 111., at the junction of the Okaw River with

the Mississippi River. The bridges are both through truss spans; the other bridge was
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Fig. 1. Bridge 69—across Okaw River, used in Missouri Pacific
brine drippings paint test.

across the Marys River at Chester, 111., about 12 miles distant, and consisted of one

span only.

Examination of the floor systems of the bridges prior to painting showed that the

most severe attack occurred on the floorbeams principally between the truss and the

stringers; the stringers were attacked principally on the top flanges and the outer sur-

faces. Only minor localized attack occurred on the surfaces of the stringers and floor-

beams between the rails. The typical condition of the bridges prior to cleaning is shown

in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. These show that a considerable portion of the steel surface is covered

with thick rust scale, but localized electrochemical action resulted in blisters of rust scale

being formed. The paint that is remaining is dried out and very weakly adhered to the

metal; much of it is undercut by rust. A futile attempt to retard corrosion was made

by paint which was applied to the rusted webs of the floorbeams, but which failed to

stop corrosion underneath the paint. These figures clearly illustrate the drastic increase

in surface preparation costs which ensues from deferring painting for such a long period.

Two methods of surface preparation were selected for these structures. The bridge

across the Marys River was in a bad condition, as already stated, and due to the brine

which had soaked into the rust, cracks, crevices, and old paint, it was deemed inadvisable

to resort only to mechanical methods of surface preparation which would not remove

all the residues of brine. Steam cleaning is a,v\ ejccellent method of surface preparation
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Fig. 2. Typical condition of floorbeam prior to cleaning.

for such surfaces because the water and detergents that are employed will remove soluble

salts, in addition to oil, grease, mud, brine, etc. Steam cleaning is carried out before

the actual hand and/or power too! cleaning, as illustrated by Figs. 5 and 6.

The advantages of a preliminary steam cleaning are to make the work more visible

(thus showing up rust scale and pits better), removing oil, grease, and mud (which tend

to cake cleaning brushes and work soil into the surface or transfer it over the entire

surface), and softening the old paint so that it can be easily removed. In this case the

condition of the old paint was so bad that it was considered necessary to remove it,

otherwise, the fresh paint would not have a secure anchor to the metal. Steam cleaning,

in this case, greatly helped the removal of the old paint by softening it and by decreasing

its adhesion to the metal. It must not be interpreted from this result that steam cleaning

is necessarily detrimental to sound paint. Detergents are employed in a preliminary

soaking in steam cleaning (as shown in Fig. 5), and the selection of the detergent used
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Fig. 3. Typical condition of stringer prior to cleaning.

Fig. 4. Localized attack by brine on top flange and lateral connecting plate.
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Fig. 5. Preliminary rinse with detergent in steam-cleaning operation.
(Note suds showing adequate detergent concentration).

Fig. 6. Final hot water rinse in steam-cleaning operation.
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should be based upon the aim of the particular steam cleaning. A high concentration of

detergent was added to the steam cleaner mixing tank where it was pumped into the

stream of hot water which was supplied at about 350 deg F, and about 200 psi pressure.

If the aim of the steam cleaning is to remove only surface contaminants and leave

sound paint firmly adhered to the metal, then weaker solutions are used and the deter-

gents that are selected are of a mild nature. In any event, the recommendations of a

competent supplier of cleaning materials should be followed.

Following the preliminary washing and soaking of strong detergent solution into

the old paint and over the surface, a final rinse with clear hot v/ater or steam is neces-

sary. Fig. 6 shows a final rinse which is used to wash away the detergent and loosened

matter—no alkali must be permitted to remain on surfaces to be painted. In this case

the detergent is removed so that it does not cake or dry on the surface and be difficult

to remove later, and also so that it does not irritate the workmen. The surface of the

steel dries quickly after steam cleaning due to the heat stored in the metal; however,

cracks and crevices will tend to trap water and these must be blown out by a jet of air

prior to painting. Normally, 24 hr lapse in time between final steam cleaning and

painting are recommended to permit the steel to dry thoroughly. In the cleaning of

bridges under brine traffic, the slight detriment which may ensue from water trapped

in crevices, and which is not blown out, must be balanced against the definite harm of

allowing brine to be deposited on the freshly cleaned surfaces and to be coated over with

paint. For that reason painting followed steam cleaning as soon as the surfaces were

dry, without prolonged waiting.

It is very easy to add powerful cleaning compounds to the steam cleaning equipment

and to strip completely all paint from steel surfaces. The economics of this operation

must be examined closely, since it is believed that the cost of such operations, when

added to the surface preparation which must follow, are in the range of blast cleaning

costs. For cases where blast cleaning is an impossibility, such as around lift mechanisms,

electrical equipment, etc., steam cleaning and paint stripping may be used to great

advantage.

Following the steam cleaning operation, the surface is very clean as far as oil,

grease, dirt, grime, and salt are concerned, but this operation removes none of the rust

scale or tightly adhered rust. The next operation, therefore, is a chipping, scraping, and

wirebrushing operation to remove rust scale, adhered paint, and rust. Fig. 7 illustrates

the hand chipping operation. Chipping is mandatory for the removal of heavy deposits

of scale, regardless of the method to be used in removing the rust and old paint. Blast

cleaning to remove rust scale is considered impractical due to the waste in abrasives and

the excessive expense involved. Shot blasting is an effective method of removing rust

scale, but it is impractical for field use because the shot is extremely expensive and gen-

erally not recoverable in the field. Drawings for making typical hand-chipping tools

and scrapers are shown in Chapter 2 of the Painting Manual.

Scrapers are generally made from old car springs, or a high carbon or tool steel.

The chipping hammers must be made from high carbon or tool steel, and all tools

which are based upon impact or scraping principles must be kept sharp to be effective.

A good idea is to have available immediately at the site of the work a large, portable

grinder. Scraping is an effective method for the removal of loose rust and it is an

efficient one. Wire brushing, however, is not very effective for removing thick deposits

of rust or scale. The final operation after chipping and scraping is wire brushing. It

removes tightly adherent rust from the surface and, depending upon the amount of work

put into the surface, the amount of rust that remains may vary significantly.
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Fig. 7. Hand chipping to remove rust scale.

Power wire brushinf; is illustrated in Fig. S. Both hand and power wire brushing

were used on this bridge. Power wire brushing is considered more economical for the

reason that the amount of work that can be done by one man is increased many times.

The horsepower developed by a man working in the hot sun on a tiresome, uninteresting

job is only a fraction of that which can be developed by a modern pneumatic or electric

power wire brush. Increased cleaning, however, must balance the greatly increased

overhead costs.

Various styles of brushes arc available for the different types of work to be done.

The illustration shows a 6-inch diameter cup wire brush of knotted wire construction,

which is very effective for this type of work. There is no serious hazard associated with

power wire brushing, but the eyes of the workmen must be protected by safety goggles

due to the flying debris from the surface and to the wire bristles which break off. It is

generally advisable also to protect the arms by sleeves. Safety gloves are not mandatory

and many workmen prefer to work without them.

In this particular operation, a final steam clean was considered advisable due to the

long exposure of the rust scale and the saturated condition of the scale by brine. A final

steam clean was also considered advisable to remove the fre.shly exposed brine, as well

as the brine and oil which was deposited on the steel during the cleaning operation.

There is no doubt about blast cleaning of the surface being the best cleaning method

for obtaining maximum paint life on such structures. The second method of surface

preparation was sand blasting. Blast cleaning is an expensive operation and the indi-

vidual railroad must decide for itself whether it is an economical one. Many methods

Oi blast cleaning are in use and the .subject is covered in detail in Chapter 2 of the
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Fig. 8. Power wire brushing.

Painting Manual. For field use on bridges, the only practical method developed to date

is direct pressure sandblasting.

Careful selection of the abrasive used for sandblasting is necessary. Excessively large

abrasive will roughen the surface of the metal so excessively that peaks of metal will be

formed that will be impossible to cover with paint; rusting will then begin at the

peaks and will undercut the paint. Too fine an abrasive is undesirable for several rea-

sons; it is inefficient in its operation due to the cushioning effect of the fine particles,

and secondly, the fine particles break down to such a small size that visability is impaired

seriously or may degenerate to the point where it is impossible to see the work during

blasting. For these reasons, the size of the sand used as abrasive, as well as the type

of sand, must be carefully considered.

This subject is covered in the previous reference and will not be gone into in detail,

here, except to state that two types of sand were used on this experimental job. The

first was a dry, bagged, screened Ottawa silica sand. This material is particularly useful

because of its low break down rate, its high cleaning ability, and the good visabiUty

attendant to its use. The major portion of the work was done with a Meramec River

sand which was procured locally and dumped at the site of the bridge. Bins were made

on each side of the embankment approaching the bridge by erecting wooden fences on

each side of the embankment. Such sand, exposed to the weather, is wet despite the fact

that the sand might be dry on the surface. Screening of such sand is essential to remove

oversize particles; it is desirable to remove the fines also. Drying is necessary to prevent

caking of the sand in the sandblast tank or in the nozzle.

In this operation, sand was dried in an oil-fired rotary kiln, shown in Fig. 9. The

machine is powered by a small gasoline engine and has a very high drying capacity.
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Fig. 9. Oil-fired rotary-kiln type of sand drier with screen
for removing over-size.

It will easily keep two 54-in nozzles supplied. In operation, sand is shoveled from the

pile into the inlet end of the rotating kiln. The exit end is heated by means of the flame

from an oil-fired unit. A screen is attached to the exit end (the screen used here was

a 16-mesh screen) and all of the material which passed through this screen was caught

in a large box; the oversize material, which amounted to about one-fourth of the sand,

was discarded. Sand was loaded into either sacks or buckets and carried by hand

across the bridge and loaded into the sandblast tanks.

One of the sandblast tanks is shown in Fig. 10. Two tanks were used ; both were

of the intermittent operation type. A screen is used on the inlet to the tanks to prevent

oversize material, such as splinters, pieces of sack, etc., from entering the blast tank

and clogging the exit valve or the blast nozzle. A critical item in the satisfactory blast

cleaning operation is the installation of water separators at the air lines before entrance

to the sandblast tanks. Compressed air will generally carry sufficient condensed water

to cause caking of the sand in the sandblast tanks unless water separators are used.

One man is sufficient to act as look-out on the bridge and to operate the controls on the

blast tanks. Upon signal from the blast operator, he starts or stops the flow of the air

and sand to the blast nozzle. Equipment is available for remote control of the air and

sand at the tank by means of a solenoid or a pneumatic valve controlled by the blasting

operator. The sand hose should be of a sufficiently large size and should be preferably

of one piece. Excessively long blast hoses cut down pressure at the nozzle and decrease

the efficiency ; the same is true of any constriction in the line
;
joints and fittings should

be kept to an absolute minimum. It is essential to obtain maximum pressure at the

nozzle, and this can be obtained only by a proper blast cleaning setup. Maximum
efficiency requires maximum pressure drop to occur across the blast nozzle.
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Fig. 10. Sandblasting tank. (Note oil and water separator).

An adequate supply of air is essential for efficient blast cleaning, and the air must

be supplied at a pressure high enough to produce effective blast cleaning. A J^-i"

diameter blasting nozzle, operated at 80-psi pressure at the nozzle, will consume about

85 cu ft of free air per minute. To compensate for compressor inefficiency and clear-

ance, the minimum size air compressor for supplying a single yi-in nozzle at suitable

blast cleaning pressure is 100 cu ft per min.

Wear of the blast cleaning nozzle increases the size of the orifice and, in turn, the

amount of air that must be supplied. This increase in size of the blast cleaning nozzle

is not detrimental, provided that the compressor has sufficient reserve capacity to keep

the pressure at the nozzle up to the necessary level. Once the pressure begins to drop,

efficiency drops because of the reduced velocity of the abrasive. Blast cleaning nozzles

are subjected to terrific wear, and synthetic types of material, such as boron carbide,

is preferred because of the long life that results, despite the high initial cost. Such nozzles

are brittle and must be handled with care to prevent breakage by impact. The air
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Fig. 11. Sandblasting floor system of bridge under traffic.

compressor used was particularly desirable for railroad field use. Its mounting was

designed for track towing ; small wheels and jacks were provided for* jacking the com-

pressor off the tracks and running it sideways off the line by means of auxiliary track

or timbers. Another valuable type of compressor was used on this job; a 105-cu ft per

min capacity compressor mounted on pneumatic wheels which could be towed by truck

to the desired location. Such air compressors, in addition to operating blast equipment

and power tools, are e.xtremely valuable in providing a source of air for blowing off dirty

surfaces and for spraying paint. Obviously, the large capacity is not required for paint-

ing alone, and for this type of application a compressor of about 20-cu ft per min capacity

is ample.

Blast cleaning is an e.xpensive operation and much time is consumed in starting up,

shutting down, and in interruptions. It is, therefore, only common sense to arrange a

setup which will require the minimum of down time. Everything should be aimed

towards getting the blasting under way as soon as possible in the morning and con-

tinuing it without interruption the entire day. Two operators should be available to

relieve one another and to blast during the lunch hour without interruption. Shutting

down is mandatory to reload when using interrmittently operating tanks. At such times,

the sand blast operator has a chance to take a break or smoke. In order to keep the

down time to the minimum, as soon as the blast cleaning tank is charged and back in

operation, sufficient sand should be brought to the site of the tank and held in readiness

for loading. The men that are necessary to screen and handle sand are u.sed in placing

staging, hand chipping and scraping preparatory to the blast cleaning, servicing equip-

ment, and cleaning up. Blast- cleaning may continue under traffic, as shown in Fig. 11.

by installing set-offs for locating equipment and by placing staging so it will not interfere

with the clearance of trains. Blast cleaning hose, obviously, is run under the track so

that it will not be engaged by trains. A safety man is required due to the inability of

the blast cleaning operator to notice approaching trains, but he can operate the controls

on the blast tank.

The type of air mask used in blasting is illustrated in Fig. 12. It is absolutely manda-

tory that the blast cleaning operator be provided with a fresh air supply and a protective
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Fig. 12 (left). Sandblast operation, showing protective equipment
for operator. Fig. 13 (right). Spray pot used for spray painting.

mask to prevent silicosis and to protect his eyes and respiratory organs. Gloves and an

apron are also recommended, as well as tight fitting clothing. The mask shown is equipped

with a filter type of cartridge which filters out traces of oil decomposition products

generated in the air compressor, oil, dust, and water. A quick-coupling and uncoupling

device is advantageous to permit the sand blast operator to move in a hurry in case

of necessity. The air supply for the operator's mask may be obtained from the air

supplied to the blast cleaning tanks, but the air should be taken off past the oil and

water separator, and before it enters the blast tank.

Wash primer pretreatment is of considerable value in prolonging the life of the paint

system on cleaned steel in very corrosive environments. This pretreatment is only a very

thin protective coating and is not a coat of paint. It provides excellent adhesion as well

as rust inhibition of the surface. It was included on portions of the bridge to determine

its effectiveness in reducing corrosion and in prolonging paint life. The wash primer was

applied by spray in the same manner as the paints.

Second only to surface preparation in importance is the correct application of paint.

Paint may be applied by brush or by spray ; both methods have advantages and both
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have disadvantages. The application of paint, as well as its composition and its effect

upon performance, is discussed in Chapter 4 of the Painting Manual, and will not be

gone into in detail here. One of the advantages of brush application is very careful

coverage of critical points, such as rivets, crevices, cracks, edges, and corners. The dis-

advantages of brush application of paint are the possibility of non-uniform thickness

(particularly brush marks), and slowness. Brush application has the advantage of work-

ing paint into a rough surface and preventing bridging over pits and crevices. However,

many of the quick-drying synthetic or lacquer type of paints, such as the vinyls, are

almost mandatorally applied by spray. These primers may be applied by brush and

worked into the surface, but they cannot be brushed out as ordinary paints, because they

dry too fast. Good practice is to use a very wet brush and to lay the material on with

several quick strokes and leave it alone. If following coats are applied by brush, the

underlying coats are softened and lifted by the brushing. Therefore, spraying of the final

coat is almost always done for lacquer-type paints.

Pamt spray equipment is shown in Fig. 13. Again here, it is important to arrange

the setup so that the minimum of interruptions occur. Spraying should be done accord-

ing to a very definite and specific technique which, once mastered, is easy, fast, and

efficient. The first application by spray is over the rivet heads, along the edges, and in

the corners in a striping manner. Stripe painting is recommended where time is available

due to the extra protection afforded the critical spots. When stripe painting is done,

it is advisable to permit the paint to dry before applying the prime coat.

Where contamination may occur during the drying of the striping, then the overall

prime coat may be applied and the striping applied later after the prime coat has dried.

This procedure extends the period during which paints are being applied and increases

the intercoat contamination. For that reason, fast-drying paints—applied by spray first

to the edges and critical points—may be built up to an extra thickness by the applica-

tion of a complete overall prime coat over the striped as well as the unstriped area.

Application of paint should take place as soon as possible after cleaning.

Mastic coatings have proved valuable in protecting steel in very corrosive conditions.

They may be applied by brush or by spray. If applied by brush, another technique is

used rather than the conventional brush-painting technique. Old brushes or daubers

are used, and the material is scooped out of the container and applied over the surface

in a trowel like manner. It is essential to obtain very thick films for the mastic; there-

fore, it is not advantageous to brush the material out. There is a great tendency for

painters to attempt to apply mastics in a manner similar to that of paints. It is quite

possible to produce holidays or very thin spots in brush application. The spraying of

mastic is, therefore, recommended ; it is a fast, economical operation. Special spray equip-

ment is required. This equipment is illustrated in Fig. 14; a high pressure, compound-

action type of pump is used to force the material under high pressure through a large

diameter pressure hose to the spray gun. There, high-pressure air atomizes the mastic

through an internal break-up type of spray gun with a ^-in diameter nozzle. Because

of the size of the nozzle, the operation proceeds relatively fast despite the very thick

coatings which are applied. The manner of spraying mastics is illustrated in Fig. IS.

Here it is advantageous to increase the distance from the spray gun to the surface to

approximately 18 in. The material is put on in a manner similar to watering with a

garden hose. A Httle practice soon shows the proper rate of traverse and good coverage

is obtained.

When the coating fails to perform its expected function, a paint failure is said to

develop. It must be understood that all paints fail eventually and a failure should only
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Fig. 14 (left). High-pressure equipment for spraying heavy coatings
such as mastics. Fig. 15 (right). Spray application of mastic.

be called a "paint failure" when it is a premature termination of the expected life of

the paint. The previously mentioned specifications of the council should be followed

as a guide to good painting. Local spotty failure must be touched up by spot cleaning

and spot priming.

2. SELECTION OF PAINTING MATERIALS

The last phase of the painting of railroad bridges to be considered concerns the

materials to be used. In the final analysis, a painting job is no better than the materials

that are used, but the best materials are worthless if improperly applied or applied over

incorrect surfaces. A great many materials have been studied by the council in an attempt

to obtain paint which will be more resistant to the conditions encountered on railroad

bridges than those previously used. In the past the majority of paints used for railroad

bridges were based upon linseed oil ; linseed oil has good durability when exposed to rural

atmospheres, but when exposed to conditions involving brine or immersion, saponification

occurs and rapid deterioration of the paint generally results. Cases are on record where

linseed oil paints which have lasted for periods of 8 and 10 years on the superstructures
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of some bridges have failed in 6 months when applied to floor systems subjected to

brine. The natural tendency is to shift to materials which have better resistance.

Unfortunately, the problem cannot be solved that simply, due to the limitations

established by the methods of surface preparation and application that have been in use.

.Almost without exception, the highly resistant paints have poor wetting for dirty, rusty,

oily, or greasy surfaces. When these highly resistant materials have been used over such

surfaces, no better results have been obtained and costs have been higher. With the

increasing awareness of railroad personnel to the necessity of thorough surface prepara-

tion, it is natural to look again for protective coating materials among the synthetic

materials, but these must be field tested to determine whether they are workable. It is

hoped that their increased chemical resistance, when used over properly prepared surfaces,

will result in sufficiently increased paint life to offset the higher cost of necessary surface

preparation. This use of synthetic materials remains to be proved in practice despite all

indications that it will suffice. There is also a strong possibility that low-cost coatings

applied over poorly cleaned, or uncleaned surfaces at very frequent intervals might

possibly provide more economical protection. Again, this procedure remains to be proved.

Missouri Pacific Brine Drippings Test

After considerable preliminary evaluation, a number of paints and coating materials

were selected by the Painting Council as having sufficient chemical resistance and prac-

ticality to be considered for service testing in actual railroad use. Of these, the materials

which seem to have the greatest potentiality for immediate application to the needs

of the railroads are the vinyl paints. Vinyl resins are synthetic materials which are

formulated into quick-drying lacquer-type paints of outstanding chemical resistance

and durability. Various vinyl systems are possible, but two were selected for field

testing.

The first of these consisted of a system based upon a basic zinc chromate vinyl

butyral wash coat (or wash primer) pretreatment, two coats of a red lead vinyl paint,

and a top coat of black vinyl paint. Due to the low solids content of these paints, a

double spray pass is necessary to get sufficient film thickness to obtain 1 mil of dry paint

per sprayed coat. These materials are expensive, but the results are believed to be worth

the slight increase in the total cost due to the extra expense of the materials.

The second type of vinyl system used is based upon the same wash primer pre-

treatment and three coats of an aluminum vinyl paint. These materials were applied so

they would build to a total of about 4 mils dry paint thickness. Spray application was

used throughout. The vinyl paints used are formulated to public specifications; most

of them are given in Vol. 1 of the Painting Manual. Specifications are being issued by

the Steel Structures Painting Council for many of the paints on test.

The advantage of the vinyl paint system is that the wash primer pretreatment dries

in about .^0 min; the primer may then be applied, and successive coats may be applied

in about 1 hr each. As a result, staging and scaffolding costs are kept to the minimum

and intercoat contamination by brine—a very prolific source of paint failure—is kept

to the minimum.

The second most potential source of satisfactory paint systems at present are those

based upon phenolic resins. The phenolic resins are incorporated into paints by cooking

wath oil to form varnish vehicles. Due to the inertness of the phenolic resin, the low

permeability and good chemical and water resistance of the phenolic varnish, paints

formulated with these varnishes as vehicles are believed to have extremely good resistance

to brine drippings.
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Four basic phenolic paint systems are included in the test, each system with differ-

ent types of phenolic varnish or pigmentation ; modifications of these basic systems were

devised for use over the wire-brushed and steam-cleaned surfaces because of the limited

wett ng ability of phenolic varnish for rust. Over blast-cleaned surfaces, phenolic paints

are outstanding in their durability and protective qualities.

Briefly, the first phenolic system used in this test consists of two coats of red lead

phenolic primer and a top coat of black phenolic paint ; all of the phenolic paint systems

were given the same black phenolic top coat, but portions of the test area were coated

with aluminum phenolic paint in place of the black phenolic. In this manner the rela-

tive performance of aluminum phenolic versus black phenolic as finish coats will be deter-

mined. A fourth coat of aluminum phenolic paint was applied over some tests areas.

The second type of phenolic paint system used was based upon a red lead, zinc

chromate, z'nc oxide, alkyd and phenolic varnish primer. The third type of phenolic

varnish used as a basis for a paint system consisted of a zinc chromate, red lead, iron

oxide, mixed pigment phenolic varnish primer. Another paint system was based upon

a red lead, iron oxide, phenolic varnish paint. All of the preceding phenolic systems

were tested on blast-cleaned surfaces, portions of which were pretreated with wash

primer to determine whether there would be any benefit from such pretreatment.

Considerable interest has been aroused in dehydrated castor oil as a paint com-

ponent. This material has improved chemical resistance over linseed oil. An outstanding

primer based on such material was included in the test. This material consisted of a red

lead, zinc chromate, mica, and extender pigmented primer utilizing a dehydrated castor

oil alkyd varnish as a vehicle. Two coats of this primer were applied, and a black

phenolic top coat was applied as a finish coat. This material was tested on Wast-cleaned

steel; a portion of this area was also pretreated with wash primer.

Chlorinated rubber paints have excellent resistance to brine and chemical environ-

ments; they should, therefore, do well on railroad bridges subjected to brine. A
proprietary chlorinated rubber paint system was included in the test and consisted of

two coats of red lead chlorinated rubber paint (applied over wash primer pretreatment)

with a gray chlorinated rubber intermediate coat, and a black chlorinated rubber top

coat. Due to the difficulties encountered with the deterioration of chlorinated rubber

paints when exposed to ultra-violet light, extreme care in formulation is necessary and,

so far, only proprietary products have performed satisfactorily in rigorous tests.

Chlorinated rubber paints may be applied by brush or by spray. If applied by spray,

they must be thinned with very large quantities of thinner; considerably more than the

vinyl paints which require about 25 percent thinning by volume.

Paints based upon styrene-butadiene copolymer resins have good alkaline resistance

and should show up well in brine exposures. Unfortunately, the resin has poor adhesion

and must be modified to obtain good adhesion of the primer. Such a system is included

in the test and is based upon zinc chromate and iron oxide pigment with styrene-

butadiene copolymer resin mixed with a phenolic varnish as the vehicle. The same

material is used as a second coat, but a straight sytrene-butadiene copolymer lacquer-

type of paint pigmented with aluminum is used as a finish coat in this system. The
effectiveness of the wash primer pretreatment under this paint is also under test. Inci-

dentally, the wash primer pretreatment is included in the council's pretreatment

specifications.

Very thick coatings are known to be of value in protecting steel exposed in very

corrosive surroundings. Unfortunately, many of the thick coatings or mastics are under-

cut by rust and fail by losing adhesion to the metal. In this test, several systems based
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upon coal tar mastic coatings (applied cold) are included. One coat of coal tar mastic

was applied in one system; and in a second system, two coats of coal tar mastic were

applied; application was over blast-cleaned steel and over wash primer pretreated steel.

Both systems have a final coat of a coal tar emulsion coating to prevent checking and

alligatoring of the coal tar mastic by ultra-violet light, and to increase the protection

since coal tar emulsion is a good protective material by itself.

Asphalt mastics are also believed to be valuable for protecting steel in very cor-

rosive surroundings. The addition of gilsonite to the asphalt promotes chemical resistance

and decreases permeability. Therefore, an asphalt-gilsonite mastic was included, but it

was applied over a zinc chromate, red lead, iron oxide, phenolic varnish primer to

decrease undercutting by rust. The effectiveness of an additional wash primer pretreat-

ment under a portion of the area is also on test. The mastics were applied to blast

cleaned surfaces.

One of the latest of the promising developments in chemically-resistant paints is

the introduction of epoxy resins. Epoxy resins are chemically resistant, but have formula-

tion difficulties. In order to make the straight epoxy resin air dry, it is necessary either

to bake the coating, or to add a catalyst prior to application. A straight epoxy system

utilizing catalyst to cause air drying is included in the test. This test is on bare steel

and on wash primer pretreated steel. The first two coats of the system consisted of a

red lead catalytically cured epoxy primer; a top coat of a gray catalytically cured epoxy

paint completes the system.

By chemical modification of the epoxy resin with a drying oil (castor oil, in this

case) , it is possible to obtain air drying paints without the addition of any catalyst.

A paint system based upon the zinc chromate epoxy ester varnish and two coats of

gray epo.xy ester finish paint is included. This system was applied to blast-cleaned steel

with and without wash primer pretreatment.

Neoprene base coatings have recently been introduced and have merit for very cor-

rosive locations. The type of neoprene coating of most interest for painting structures

in the field is known as a maintenance coating. It requires no accelerator or vulcanizing

agent to be added prior to application. This material is used over a chlorinated rubber

primer to obtain satisfactory adhesion to steel. Several such systems are on test, on a

small scale, in this test.

All of the preceding materials were successfully applied to sandblasted surfaces,

portions of which were pretreated with wash primer. Since it is impossible to blast clean

all surfaces, or in many cases it is not economical to do so, the test included a number

of systems for wire brushed and steam-cleaned surfaces. In this portion of the test,

systems were devised which would have sufficient wetting ability in the primer to obtain

satisfactory adhesion to the rusted steel. The first of these systems consisted of a

phenolic system apphed over a red lead, linseed oil primer to which litharge was added,

prior to application. The second coat of the system consisted of a red lead phenolic

paint, and the final coat was the black phenolic finish paint.

Another system consisted of a primer based upon zinc chromate, iron oxide and

equal parts of alkyd resin and raw linseed oil. The second coat of the system consisted

of a zinc chromate, iron oxide, phenolic varnish paint, and the final paint was the usual

black phenolic. Still another system consisted of a proprietary rust inhibitive primer

suitable for use under vinyl paints. It is extremely difficult to get a paint that is satis-

factory for use under vinyl systems because of the lifting which occurs when the power-

ful solvents of the vinyl paints hit the undercoat. Lifting generally follows and rapid

failure develops. The system included in the test consisted of a proprietary rust inhibitive
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primer (especially designed to wet rusted metal) , followed by one coat of red lead vinyl

and a finish coat of black vinyl. Another vinyl system included in the test on the wire-

brushed surfaces is the same as the red lead vinyl system used on the blast-cleaned

surface. The entire test area was first pretreated with a wash coat primer; then two

coats of red lead vinyl and one coat of black vinyl paint were applied.

Some low-cost materials were included in this portion of the test to evaluate the

economics of their use versus the more expensive materials which must be used on more

expensive types of surface preparation. A system included in this portion of the test

consisted of the application of one coat of asphalt oil and application of a coat of

asphalt cement 30 days later. Two proprietary materials of a rust-proofing-compound

nature were used. These are the conventional greases which railway personnel are familiar

with. Another low-cost material included in the test was an asphalt automobile underbody

coating.

As a control to test the effectiveness of the change in paints, a standard paint

system of the Missouri Pacific Railroad was included on each bridge. This standard

paint system consisted of proprietary paint containing red lead, lead chromate, iron

oxide, and extender in a linseed oil vehicle in the primer, (two coats of which were

applied), and a graphite and linseed oil finish coat. Again, a portion of the area was

pretreated with wash primer.

Several types of film—a thin vinyl film, and a thicker rubber film—are being tested

to determine their effectiveness in suppressing corrosion of the top flanges. The track

was raised, the top flanges sandblasted, an adhesive primer applied, and the films applied

with the aid of rollers; tears and wrinkles developed in three days due to the movement

of the ties. These materials are also being tested on the web of a floorbeam.
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Santa Fe Railroad Bridge Paint Test

The council is coopcratinp: with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway and

the Association of American Railroads in a service paint test which includes three small

bridges. The bridges are rolled beam spans covered with a timber and ballast deck;

two are SO ft long and one is 32 ft long. Each bridge contains four beams; each bridge

is divided into two test areas. Several of the test areas are further divided into halves.

.•\11 three bridges are located in Kansas near Kansas City. Work was done by railroad

forces entirely.

The rolled beams were cleaned by hand in a nominal manner several days prior to

painting. No attempt was made to perform extensive surface preparation. All paints

were applied by hand. The following paint systems are on test; most are proprietary

products. The west half of each bridge is listed first in Table 3.

Table 3

—

Outline of Paint Systems on Santa Fe Bridge P.aint Test

Bridge
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Type I). A proprietary rust eliminating treatment containing selenium was applied over

a portion of the hand-cleaned steel to determine whether it would have any beneficial

effect. Several low-cost grease and asphalt oil coatings wer-e included along with an

asphalt cement top coat over a portion of the oil coating.

This test is not yet completed and complete details will be reported at a later date.

The following general conclusions, at present, seem to be in order for this test:

The cold-phosphate pretreatment has detracted from the performance of the paints,

both primer and primer w/finish.

The proprietary pretreatment containing selenium has not improved paint per-

formance and, if anything, is slightly detrimental.

Nothing was found satisfactory for coating over rust scale ; all of the lower por-

tions of the webs which were coated over rust scale have showed loosening

of the rust scale and no protection.

Chemical paint removal is satisfactory, but requires further removal of rust and

scale by other methods to be effective.

A proprietary rust-proofing grease has so far completely protected the steel.

The preceding statement is true for a coating of asphalt oil with a top coat of

asphalt cement, but asphalt oil by itself is no longer prptecting the steel and

has given no protection for a considerable period of time.

Significant variation in performance of the paints has already occurred. Red lead-

iron oxide paint with linseed oil and alkyd varnish vehicle is outperforming the remainder

of the paints, but it is closely followed by the red lead and linseed oil paints conforming

to Federal Specification TT-P-86a.

Assignment 8—Specifications for Design of Corrugated Metal Culverts,

Including Corrugated Metal Arches, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

C. E. Ekberg (Northern Pacific).

Mr. Ekberg: As noted in the report, tentative Specifications for Structural Plate

Pipe were submitted last year and published in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953,

pages 925 to 929, incl.

Corrections have been made and Committee IS now recommends that Sec. A to D,

incl., of present specifications be deleted from Manual pages 1^-25 to 1-4-29, incl.,

and that the printed matter appearing on pages 925 to 929, incl. of Vol. 54, with minor

revisions mentioned on page 588 of our report, be substituted therefor.

The committee also recommends that the title of the present specifications in Manual

beginning on page 1-4-25, which now reads Specifications For Corrugated Structural

Plate Culverts and Arches, be changed to read Specifications For Corrugated Structural

Plate Pipe.

I move that these two changes be adopted for printing in Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Ekberg.

Chairman Marsh: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 15.

President Grove: Mr. Marsh, I wish to thank you and your committee for another

year of effective work and a most interesting presentation. We greatly appreciate the

interest of your committee in keeping your important Manual documents up to date,

and adding to them as conditions require. You are now excused with the thanks of the

Association.
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This completes the morning session. The meeting now stands recessed, and I would

remind you that you should all go directly to the Annual Luncheon, which is about to be

held in the Grand Ballroom. Our meeting will reconvene in this room at 2:.^0 pm.

(The meeting recessed at 12: LS p m.)

Annual Luncheon

Grand Ballroom— 12:30 pm

Wednesday, March 17, 1954

The Annual Luncheon was held in the Grand Ballroom with a background of music

and community singing. At the main speaker's table were a total of 20 railway executives

and past and present officers of the Association, and immediately in front thereof was

a second speaker's table seating the chairmen of the Association's 23 standing and spe-

cial committees. At right angles to these head tables, in the center of the room, was the

president's wife's table. The total attendance at the luncheon, which flowed over onto

three sides of the balcony, was 1120.

Beginning the after-luncheon functions, those asembled sang the National Anthem,

following which President Grove introduced those at the speaker's table, and then those

at the chairmen's table, after which he graciously recognized those at the president's

wife's table. He then announced the results of the annual election of officers (see Teller's

report appearing on page 914), and then that the Board of Direction, at its meeting on

March IS, had bestowed on former secretary W. S. Lacher the honorary title of

Secretary Emeritus.

President Grove then introduced the speaker at the luncheon—Mr. J. M. Symes.

e.xecutive vice president, Pennsylvania Railroad—with the following remarks:

President Grove: The man who will speak to us today is well known among the

railroad men of America. He started to work for the Pennsylvania in Pittsburgh in 1916.

He has spent his entire railroad career in the operating department, e.xcept from 1935

to 1939 when he was with the A.ssociation of .American Railroads as vice president of its

Operations and IMaintenance Department.

Among his many assignments on our railroad are those of general manager, and

later, vice president of our Western Region here in Chicago. Still later he became vice

president-operation of the system in Philadelphia.

Because of his nationwide service with the Association of American Railroads;

because he has been a member of the American Railway Engineering Association for

almost twenty years; because he has previously addressed our convention in 1937, 1938

and 1944 ; because he has been a staunch supporter of the AREA and truly appreciative

of the engineering profession in railroading; because he has attained his present position

through sheer ability, hard work, and the capacity to master quickly every detail of

railroading, he is eminently qualified to again address this audience. His subject is ''The

Future of Railroading—.A Challenge to Engineers".

I am proud to introduce to you Mr. James M. Symes, executive vice president of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Future of Railroading—A Challenge to Engineers

By J. M. Symes
Executive Vice President, Pennsylvania Railroad

I am glad to be here today for two reasons: First, I always like the opportunity

to discuss railroading with engineers. They are an observing group of people. Your

predecessors built these vast railway systems of our country—and they did a mighty

fine job of it. I often liken our rail network to the greatest natural resource in the

country today—and it truly is. It is natural because of age—and it is a resource because

it is in a position to provide mass transportation, at a lower true cost, than any other

transport agency, with the possible exception of pipe lines. But unfortunately it is being

destroyed through lack of use—because of failure to carry out the agreed upon National

Transportation Policy of our country.

The second reason I am glad to be here is because Charlie Grove, president of our

-Association, has been a very close friend and business associate over a period of many

years. He is highly regarded on the railroad for which we both work—and likewise

throughout the railroad fraternity of engineers. We are very proud of him.

The railroad I work for thinks very highly of engineers in general. We have had

12 presidents during our 107 years of existence, and 10 of them were engineers. We have

12 vice presidents today-—9 of them are engineers. All of our general managers are

engineers—as are most of their assistants. We have over a thousand graduate engineers

on our railroad team, and each year we search colleges and technical schools looking

for more.

We train these young fellows as they come out of school, taking two or three years

to teach each of them the fundamentals of railroading. It is practical training—he works

while he learns, and learns while he works. He starts right out on the front firing line,

learning the fundamentals of track work, the paper work that is involved, and the func-

tions of the mechanical equipment being used. He then goes the division engineer's office

and becomes familiar with the work there: roadway plans; how to estimate expenditures;

how to write agreements ; and things of that sort. He will then go to the regional chief

engineer and learn the fundamentals of accounting; then to the test department to learn

the functions of that department. We do the same thing in our motive power depart-

ment ; the training there, of course, being somewhat along different lines, but for the

same purpose—^immediately to place a practical knowledge on top of the technical

knowledge these fellows have gained in college.

Yes, we go to a lot of trouble to bring these people along—but don't fool yourself

that we are thinking entirely of them. We have a selfish interest in these fellows. If we

are able to convert their technical knowledge into a practical understanding of our

railroad problems, we have something that money cannot buy. So, insofar as the Penn-

sylvania Railroad is concerned, the engineer stands in pretty high esteem on our line.

With that preliminary, I would now like to discuss the subject I have selected^

—

The Future of Railroading—A Challenge to Engineers.

If I were a young engineer coming out of college, I am sure I would give very

careful consideration to associating myself with the railroad industry. I say this because

I think there is a real challenge to engineers in our industry. This vast network of rail-

roads, scattered throughout the length and breadth of our nation, involved the best

engineering talent the country possessed in their development. There is more than a

hundred years of engineering progress in their make-up. There will be many more years
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of engineering progress ahead to keep these railroads healthy—so they can survive the

economic pressures that aie presently confronting them.

The matter of building new lines of railroad through valleys and mountainous

territories, over streams, and tunnelling hills and mountains is just about over; and

it took, as I have stated, the best engineering talent of the country to bring that con-

struction about. The railroads are now constructed; they serve practically the entire

country ; and there remains little to be done in pioneering construction into new areas.

That is beind us.

But we have probably a more serious challenge confronting us in the future. It is

the problem of taking what has already been built and changing its pattern to meet

present-day conditions. In other words, as the Santa Fe has been pointing to in their

advertising—and property so
—"A New Santa Fe". All of us are going to have to take

on a new "look"—and I will be specific in giving you my ideas as to the kind of

approach that must be made to our problem.

Most railroads were built over a period of years, and many of them—at least parts

of them—were built under an entirely different traffic and operating pattern than exists

today. Competition has changed the traffic pattern. Technological improvement has

changed the operating pattern. Generally speaking, I think you will find greater use

being made of the main lines of railroads, and lesser use of side and branch lines. Perhaps,

superior main-line service has been partially responsible for this change in traffic pattern.

But, in any event, it propounds a problem—how to handle with better facilities and

provide better service in those areas where there once was or can be developed traffic

growth, and how to handle traffic with lesser facilities, without sacrificing service, in

those areas where there has been or will be traffic declines.

For example, there is one very long branch on our railroad that was built many
years ago to take care of a substantial passenger train business and considerable freight

business. The passenger business was largely resort travel, and the freight business was

the result of serving a heavy lumber territory and some agriculture. The branch was an

independent railroad when constructed. It is nearly 300 miles in length—most of it single

track. What has happened to this line over the period of years? The lumber has been

worked out, the agricultural products are moving to nearby metropolitan areas by truck

;

and the automobile and airplane have practically wiped out the passenger business.

There has been insufficient industrial development to offset these losses.

In the old days, with a rather heavy density of short passenger and freight trains,

it required many facilities to operate this line, but certainly they are not required with

today's lower volume of business when we are operating longer passenger and freight

trains. Stations were close to one another. Passing sidings were at numerous locations

—

so were terminals.

What do we now need on this 300-mile branch or side line to meet present-day

requirements? A few diesel locomotives on this branch have done away with engine

terminals, coal docks and water stations. Stations have been spread out so they are now
much farther apart. Passing sidings are fast being abandoned, to suit present volume

of business. Intermediate terminals have been dried up. Mechanization is taking the

place of manual labor. Without the passenger service and higher train speeds, maintenance

of the track need not be as costly as it used to be. Even with the lighter volume of

traffic, by shrinking facilities to meet present-day conditions, this branch can be operated

at a slight profit on its own feet; and when you take into account the traffic feeder

value to the main line, it is extremely helpful to our system. That is the kind of treat-

ment that must be given these branch and side lines where there have been such huge
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losses in traffic volume. Of course, if that sort of treatment can't make the rail line

profitable, or of sufficient feeder value to justify its continuance, the quicker we abandon

it the better off we will be.

So, we have an entirely different situation today. The road was built to develop

traffic, and the potential was originally there or you engineers would not have built the

line of road. Now, again as engineers, and also as practical businessmen, how are you

going to shrink that plant and reduce costs of operating and maintaining it so that it can

continue as a useful and profitable transportation route?

Let's go to the other extreme—the line of railroad that has an increasing volume

of traffic, beyond the economic capacity for which it was built. The simple thing to do

under those conditions is to construct additional facilities, and that is the engineer's

paradise—to build, not to tear down or destroy. To built costs money, and that is

something we don't have too much of in our industry.

There are many ways to avoid building by changes in methods. We know that

today, better motive power, capable of hauling longer trains faster than ever before,

relieves track occupancy, so that where a given amount of traffic congested main lines

a short while back, that same volume of traffic today is being handled with excess track

capacity. We know from experience that where terminal congestion existed a short while

ago it has been eliminated by prior classifications of traffic—so the traffic will be "main

tracked" instead of "yarded".

So, we find ourselves confronted with the necessity of shrinking excess capacity

brought about by loss of traffic to competition, and with making improvements in the

art of producing transportation. There is nothing more harmful to any industry than

un-used plant capacity. Each stretch of rail line should be carefully analyzed to deter-

mine its present and future requirements. Against these requirements should be placed

vision to determine the kind of a railroad you v/ould build today to take care of these

anticipated requirements, in the light of technological improvements that are now avail-

able to you. Such changes cannot be made overnight, but they can be realized over a

period of years if you have an ultimate objective and see to it that every dollar spent

for improvements absolutely fits in with that objective. We will then eventually have

better railroads capable of providing better service and operating at lower costs than

ever before.

As I have stated, changes in methods prevent costly construction of projects involv-

ing engineering as such, but the engineer who can show the operating man how to avoid

the necessity of spending money for additional facilities through changes in methods of

operation, will be meeting one of the real challenges of your profession. That is not

civil, mechanical, or electrical engineering as we know it—it is executive engineering.

Unfortunately, the colleges and universities are not in position to pass out that kind

of diploma. But that is the kind of diploma the railroad industry must pass out in the

way of appropriate rewards for jobs well done—and the engineer is better equipped to

receive those rewards than any one I know of.

Afternoon Session—March 17, 1954

(The meeting reconvened at 2:30 pm.. President Grove presiding).

President Grove: The meeting will please come to order. Our first report this

afternoon will be that of Committee 29, Waterproofing, the chairman of which is T. M.
von Sprecken, assistant to chief engineer. Southern Railway System, Washington, D. C.
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[Referring to the bright green string tie which was being worn by Mr. von Sprecken,

and which was causing laughter, President Grove said, "Mr. von Sprecken should be

the chairman of our Committee on Ties."]

Discussion on Waterproofing

(For report, see pp. 517-519.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairm.^^n T. M. von Sprecken (Southern) : Our committee was given four assign-

ments, and on three of them we are making no report.

As to Assignment 1, Revision of the Manual, we completely revised our chapter

last year. Research work now under way at Purdue University will undoubtedly provide

data for further revisions and improvement. It is expected that some of this data will

be available during the coming year.

Assignment 2—Waterproofing Materials and Their Application to Rail-

way Structures, Collaborating with Committees 6, 8 and 15, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman Nelson Handsaker (Northern Pacific).

Mr. Handsaker: Out of the wide field of our subcommittee's assignment we have

been impelled to concentrate on a study of available bituminous materials and their

qualities, because the current AREA specincations covering such materials for water-

proofing and dampproofing have become obsolete, inasmuch as bitumens complying with

them are no longer commercially available.

We are testing, at Purdue University, materials complying with ASTM and ARE.\
specifications for asphalts and tars, and certain emulsions. From these tests we hope to

prepare specifications for materials which are effective and obtainable, and intend to

emphasize acceptance tests based on performance rather than the identifying tests which

characterize most specifications now in use in this field.

Before reaching this conclusion we anticipate two more years of laboratory and field

testing, and longer study if the results seem to warrant it.

Mr. President, the report on Assignment 2 is presented as information.

President Grove: Thank you. It will be so received.

Chairman von Sprecken: No report is being made on our Assignment .S, Water-

proofing Coatings to Prevent Concrete Deterioration, Collaborating with Committees 6

and 8. A new specification for this class of material was adopted at the last meeting

of the Association. This specification was based on extensive research and tests. The

committee will be pleased to learn how it is working out in practice.

The work of this committee is largely dependent on data developed by research

and tests. These, necessarily, take much time. In addition to the research program at

Purdue, the committee is sponsoring research on the fabrics and materials used in mem-
brane waterproofing. These will include some of the newer fabrics, such as woven glass.

These tests will be made under the direction of P. D. Miesenhelder of the AAR research

staff. It was necessary to develop special apparatus for these tests, and this preliminary

work has been done. We expect to get interesting and informative results from this

research.

I am pleased to report that the committee has received inquiries regarding its work

from Europe and our own Bureau of Standards in Washington. This indicates that

others are interested in our findings and recommendations.

Mr. President, this concludes the work of Committee 29.
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President Grove: Thank you, Mr. von Sprecken. We appreciate your giving us

a report on the status of the research work of your committee, and are confident that

much good will eventually come from this work.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

The attendance up until noon today totaled 1948. For our Golden Jubilee conven-

tion we had an attendance at this same time of 2052, so we have about a hundred less.

Discussion on Wood Preservation

(For report, see pp. 543-558.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman A. J. Loom (Northern Pacific) : As you may know, last October, Com-

mittee 17 lost its very able chairman, Mr. W. F. Dunn, Sr., whose memoir appears on

page 544 of the December 1953 Bulletin 512. It is with deep regret that we shall attempt

to carry on without his timely counsel and good judgment.

This year we have 12 asignments, of which No. 1 is Revision of Manual. I will

ask Subcommittee Chairman C. S. Burt to present his report and recommendations.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man C. S. Burt (Illinois Central).

Mr. Burt: A year ago this committee presented before this Association a completely

revised, or fully "over-hauled", if I may use that expression, Manual chapter on Wood
Preservation.

During the past year, this subcommittee has carefully studied the material as it

appears in t.'.e new Manual, and we now bring to you proposals for some further

changes, deletions and additions, all of which, though they are of a rather minor nature,

are intended toward further refinement—and will result in bringing this material into

more practical and realistic form. The suggestions are referred to as being of a minor

nature because they have little effect on the basic fundamentals pertaining to good treat-

ment, and involve only slight changes in the amount of pressure, temperature, duration

of steaming, length of pressure period, and items of like nature, together with editorial

changes.

I think you would want to know, too, that the changes we now propose have the

unanimous approval of the entire personnel of Committee 17.

The report of this subcommittee is found in Bulletin 512, beginning at the middle of

page 545. I think, with your approval, Mr. Chairman, we can simplify the recommenda-

tions which I am about to offer by covering the entire matter with two recommendations.

Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of the recommendations of this committee with

respect to changes in present Manual material as referred to in this report. Bulletin 512,

pages 545 and 546 under the titles Wood Preserving Fundamentals and Specifications for

Treatment, pages 17-1-1 through 17-1-6, and 17-4-3 through 17-4-7 of the new Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Before you put the next question, Mr. Chairman, I think it should be stated that

the most important items covered by our next recommendation have to do with the

addition of water-borne preservatives and oil-borne preservatives for the treatment of

lumber, timbers, and bridge ties, with recommended net retentions in each case, and

the elimination of these same preservatives for the treatment of piles, poles, posts, cross

ties and switch ties.
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Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of the recommendations of this committee with

respect to changes in present Manual material, as given in Bulletin 512, pages 546 and

547, affecting Table 1 on pages 17-4-8 through 17^1-18 of the new Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Chairman, that completes report of Subcommittee 1.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Burt.

Assignment 2—Service Test Records of Treated Wood, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman R. P. Hughes (Santa Fe)

.

Mr. Hughes: The report of this subcommittee consists of reports by the Baltimore

& Ohio on 1952 inspections of creosoted crossties in a 3-deg curve at Backus, Pa., and

at Hills-Loveland, Ohio, and also a report by the Delaware & Hudson on cumulative

records of life of treated cross ties as of January 1, 1952, on all tracks.

If there are any of you who have any records on performance of treated wood or

who will have any such records, be assured that this subcommittee will appreciate your

getting in touch with us so that we can have the use of them.

Mr. President, this is a progress report, and is presented as information.

President Grove: Mr. Hughes, your report will be so received.

Assignment 3—Destruction by Marine Organisms: Methods of Preven-

tion, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman A. P. Richards (president, W. F.

Clapp Laboratories, Duxbury, Mass.)

.

Mr. Richards: Your subcommittee's report consists primarily of the latest inspec-

tion reports concerning a number of investigations now under way to evaluate the

number of various preservatives. The details are all included in your report, and we

are presenting this merely as information.

President Grove: Thank you. Your report will be so received.

Assignment 4—Creosote-Petroleum Solutions, was presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman B. J. Richards (Southern).

(Mr. Richards read, in substance, the report of the subcommittee.)

Assignment 5—Destruction by Termites; Methods of Prevention; Col-

laborating with Committees 6 and 7, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

B. D. Howe (Louisville & Nashville).

(Mr. Howe read in full the short report of the subcommittee.)

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Howe.

Assignment 6—New Impregnants and Procedures for Increasing the

Life and Serviceability of Forest Products, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman A. P. Richards (president, W. F. Clapp Laboratories, Duxbury, Mass.).

(Mr. Richards read the committee's report in full.)

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Richards.

Assignment 7—Incising Forest Products; VV. P. .\rnold (Koppers Co.) sub-

committee chairman.

In the absence of Mr. Arnold, Chairman Loom said: There have been no significant

changes in the existing tests. No new tests have been started and no new practices have

come to the committee's attention. Tests on which reports have been made in previous

years are under continued observation.

Presid?'.nt (iRove: Thank vou.
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Assignment 8—Review the Specifications for Creosote, Particularly

with Respect to Limitation of Residue Above 355 Deg C and Other Revi-

sions Resulting from Changes in Processes of Manufacture, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman W. W. Barger (Santa Fe).

Mr. Barger read verbatim the short report of the committee and then added:

Mr. Barger: This assignment may mean lots of work, and again, it may not mean

so much. But it will be our duty to follow up these specifications and make any changes

necessary.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Barger.

Assignment 9—Treatment of Wood to Make It Fire Resistant, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman W. H. Fulweiler (Consulting chemist).

Mr. Fulweiler read the report of the committee and then commented further, as

follows

:

Mr. Fulweiler: Apparently, further consideration indicates that the only way we
will be able to handle this subject will be to develop it into a research project, and we
are making inquiries to see what support we will receive from industry, and also where

the committee may be able to secure the necessary funds to cover the tests by the

Underwriters' Laboratories.

This is presented as a progress report.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Fulweiler. Your report will be so received.

Assignment 10—Artificial Seasoning of Forest Products Prior to Treat-

ment; W. P. Arnold (Koppers Co.) subcommittee chairman.

In the absence of Mr. Arnold, Chairman Loom said: No new developments have

come to the committee's attention during the year, and the experimentation methods

under test will continue to be observed.

Assignment 12—Treatment of Laminated Timber, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman L. C. Collister (Santa Fe).

(In presenting the report, Mr. Collister read the first paragraph as printed, and

then referred members to the remainder, pointing out that the report was presented as

information.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Collister. Your report will be so received.

(Chairman Loom then introduced the new vice chairman of Committee 17—Mr.

W. C. Reichow, of the Great Northern.)

Chairman Loom: That, Mr. Chairman, completes the report of Committee 17.

President Grove: Mr. Loom, the Association greatly appreciates the important

continuing work of your committee, and especially the way you have picked up and

carried forward the work of Committee 17 following the untimely death of Chairman

W. F. Dunn, Sr., Tie and Timber Agent, Southern Railway System, on October 7, 1953.

We also welcome, as the new vice chairman of Committee 17, Mr. Reichow, engineer

wood preservation. Great Northern Railway.

Mr. Loom, along with the other new committee chairmen taking over, I want to

present to you, on behalf of the Board of Direction, d gavel as a symbol of your authority

in carrying on the work of committee 17 for the next two years. The gavel band reads,

"A. J. Loom, Chairman, Committee 17, 1953-1956." I am very happy to have the

opportunity to give this to you.

Chairman Loom: Thank you very kindly.

President Grove: Your committee is now excused.
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Discussion on Buildings

(For report, see pp. 393—103.)

(Vice President G. W. Miller presiding.)

Chairman J. B. Schaxjb (Illinois Central) : Committee 6—Buildings, regrets to have

to advise that we lost two members during the past year by death.

Mr. Frank Hart Alcott was called away suddenly as a result of a heart attack on

March 16, 1953. Mr. Alcott joined the ARE.A. as an Associate Member in 1943, and had

been a member of Committee 6 since that date.

Mr. William Tully Dorrance was called away on April 7, 1953. He was one of our

most beloved members. He became a member of the ARE.'V in 1908, and a Life Member
in 1943. He was a member of Committee 6 from 1909 to 1913, and from 1915 to 1950,

serving as chairman from 1921 to 1927. He also served on other committees.

Our first report, Assignment 1, is on Revision of Manual. Committee 6 recognizes

that although w'e have reviewed and reworked considerable of the material in the

specifications of Committee 6, there are some points that need additional attention.

Therefore, our specifications are being further reviewed and worked on. However, there

will be no definite report at this meeting.

Some thought has been given to consolidating our Manual reports, so we would

present revisions only every two or three years.

Assignment 2—Specifications for Railway Buildings, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman S. E. Kvenberg (Milwaukee Road)

.

Mr. Kvenberg: Subcommittee 2 has prepared and submits for consideration, as

Manual material, a specification for the application of asbestos-cement siding, shingles

and clapboards. This specification covers types of shingles and clapboards available, their

handling and storage before application, and general instructions for their application.

This information is considered of sufficient general interest to be Manual material.

Mr. Chairman, I move that the Specifications for Application of .Asbestos-Cement

Siding, Shingles and Clapboards, as they appear in Bulletin 511, be included in the

Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 3—Shop Facilities for Diesel Locomotives.

Ch.airmax Schaub: This assignment is being given considerable thought by our

committee members, and is being handled in committee meetings, but we have no report

on it this year.

Assignment 4—Wind Loading for Railway Building Structures.

Chairm.an Schavb: We feel that this is a very vital and timely subject and have

already given considerable thought to it. However, our report on it is not ready for

presentation. It will probably be ready at the time of our next annual meeting.

Assignment 5—Pile Foundations for Railway Buildings, collaborating

with Committees 7 and 8.

Ch.airm.an Schaub: In the absence of Subcommittee Chairman L. B. Curtis, North-

ern Pacific Railway, I have asked J. S. Cooper, Ontario Northern, to present this report.

(Mr. Cooper read the recommendation of the committee for adoption and inclusion

in the Manual, as Part 3 of Chapter 6, the Specifications for Pile Foundations for Rail-

way Buildings, as presented in Vol. 54, 1953, of the Proceedings, pages 603 to 605, incl.)

(A motion incorporating the recommendation was regularly seconded, was put to a

vote and carried.)
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Assignment 6—Docks and Wharves, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man D. E. Perrine (Chicago & Western Indiana).

Mr. Perrine: The report on Assignment 6—Docks and Wharves, is presented as

information, supplementing the report in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, page 290.

Vice President Miller: Your report will be so received.

Assignment 7—Modernization of Freight Houses, was presented by Mr.

J. T. Schoener (Missouri Pacific) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman G. A.

Morison (Canadian Pacific).

(Mr. Schroener confined his presentation to the reading of Art. 1. General, of the

report, with brief reference to the remainder, and pointed out that this is a final report

of the Committee.)

Assignment 8—New Materials for Buildings, was presented by Subcommit-

tee Chairman C. S. Graves (Santa Fe).

Mr. Graves: This report covers several new building materials and is a final report,

submitted as information.

Vice President Miller: It will be so received.

Assignment 9—Air Conditioning.

Chairman Schaub: This is a very vital subject with us and has been discussed at

practically all of our meetings. We do not have a report on it at the present time, but

will, no doubt, present a report at the 1955 annual meeting.

I now come to the end of six years of service to Committee 6 as vice chairman and

chairman. Those if you who have served as a committee chairman know that it involves

some work, but that a great deal of pleasure is connected with the job. It was a pleasure

to have worked with Secretary Lacher before Mr. Howard came into office, and during

my three years as chairman, it has certainly been a pleasure to work with Mr. Howard
and his organization. I don't know how anyone could have been nicer to work with.

The members of my committee—both those who have been members all these years,

and those who have come in more recently—have been most cooperative, and I have

never had any word of dissatisfaction or disagreement except in a constructive manner.

I certainly express my thanks to them, and my appreciation for what they have done.

At this time I would like to introduce D. E. Perrine, assistant chief engineer of the

Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad, who is to be our new vice chairman.

I would now like to introduce O. W. Stephens, assistant to the chief engineer-^

Maintenance, Delaware & Hudson, who is being advanced from vice chairman to

chairman.

That, Mr. Vice President, concludes the report of Committee 6.

Vice President Miller: Mr. Schaub, the Association appreciates the splendid work
which you have done in its behalf as chairman of Committee 6 for the past three years.

You have directed the work of the committee with skill and enthusiasm, and we par-

ticularly appreciate the extensive and effective overhauling of Chapter 6 of the Manual
carried out under your direction.

We welcome Mr. Perrine as the new vice chairman of Committee 6, and Mr. Stephens

as the new chairman. If Mr. Stephens will come to the podium, I would like to present

to him a chairman's gavel to assist him in the conduct of the meetings of Committee 6

for the next three years.

The gavel band reads, "O. W. Stephens, Chairman, Committee 6, 1954-1957."
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Mr. Stephens, I congratulate you upon your appointment, and wish for you great

success as you pilot the work of Committee 6 for the next three years.

Mr. Stephens: Thank you.

Vice President Miller: Mr. Schaub, your committee is now excused with the

thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Roadway and Ballast

(For report, see pp. 605-697.)

(Vice President G. W. Miller presiding.)

Chairman B. H. Crosl.and (St. Louis-San Francisco): Before beginning the report

of the Roadway and Ballast Committee, I should like to take about a minute of your

time to read the memoir of our grand old friend, Bill Swartout. I would appreciate it

if you would try to be as still as possible during this minute that I am reading the

memoir, out of respect to Bill.

(Chairman Crosland read the memoir as contained in the Committee's report.)

Chairman Crosland: Now, proceeding with the report of the Committee on Road-

way and Ballast, I want to tell you first of all, that I will present a part of the report,

and that our vice chairman, J. A. Noble, will present the other part.

We will proceed with the reporting committees in numerical sequence, with the

exception of the report on Assignment 6, which, for special reasons, will be postponed

until last.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man A. P. Crosley (Reading).

Mr. Crosley: The subcommittee report on Revision of Manual appears in Bulletin

514, pages 607 to 610, incl.

It is moved that these recommendations for reapproval, deletion, revision, and

additions be approved.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Crosley: Other recommendations affecting Manual material are presented by

the respective subcommittees.

This completes the report of Subcommittee 1.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Mr. Crosley.

Assignment 2—Physical Properties of Earth Materials, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman R. R. Manion (Great Northern).

Mr. Manion: The report on Part 1 of our assignment is the sixth and final progress

report on the pressure cell installation near Trenton, Mich., under New York Central

tracks. The results of tests under moving steam and diescl locomotives have been reported

previously. Results of static load readings are now reported. It was found in these tests

that vibratory and impact forces account for a considerable amount of the total pressure

transmitted by rail traffic to the roadbed. The impact effects of the dynamic runs

increased the static soil pressures by approximately SO percent for diesel locomotives,

and 80 percent for steam locomotives. These effects reduce rapidly as the distance from

their source increases, and in this installation are almost completely dissipated at a

distance of 8 ft each side of the center line.

Part 2 restates the present Manual material covering Physical Properties of Earth

Materials, with corrections and additions, and presents for the first time a section on

Specifications for Test Borings which have been prepared in collaboration with Com-
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mittees 6 and 8. This part of the report is presented as information this year, with a

request for your comments. It is intended that the revised information will be proposed

as Manual material in 19SS.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Mr. Manion. Your report will be received as

information.

Vice Chairman J. A. Noble (Santa Fe) : The report of Subcommittee 4 will be

presented by G. B. Harris, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

Assignment 4—Culverts, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman G. B.

Harris (Chesapeake & Ohio)

.

Mr. Harris: Subcommittee 4 reports this year on two of its three assignments. The

first, Assignment 4(b), is Specifications for Pipe Line Crossings Under Railway Tracks,

Sec. A. For Flammable Substances. Last year your committee presented a tentative draft

of these specifications soliciting comments and criticism thereon. The response to this

request has been most gratifying, the committee having received innumerable suggestions

from various members of the Association. Your committee, with the collaboration of

Committee IS, has carefully studied all of these suggestions and now submits a revised

draft of the specifications with the recommendation that they be adopted as Manual

material.

Mr. Vice President, I therefore move that the Specifications for Pipe Line Crossings

Under Railway Tracks, Sec. A. For Flammable Substances, appearing on pages 628 to

633, incl., of Bulletin 514, be adopted for publication in the Manual and that the present

specifications under Sec. A, found on pages 1-5-1 through 1-5-3 of the Manual be

withdrawn.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

It will be noted that in the specifications which you have just approved the term

"inflammable" has been deliberately changed to "flammable". This was done in order

to conform to recent action taken by most of the national technical associations, includ-

ing the American Standards Association and the National Fire Prevention Association.

The Congress of the United States and the latest edition of Webster's New Collegiate

Dictionary have also, finally, accepted the use of the term "flammable" as opposed to

"inflammable".

In order that the material retained in the Manual conform with that just adopted,

it is recommended that Sec. B of these specifications, appearing on pages 1-5-3 and

1-5-4, be reapproved with the following revisions. Change the word "non-inflammable"

in the section heading, and elsewhere in the body of the specifications, to "non-

flammable".

Mr. Vice President, I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

The second report, Assignment 4(c), Methods for Installing Culverts Inside of

Existing Culverts, is a new assignment and is a progress report, presented as information.

That concludes the report.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Mr. Harris. The report will be received as

information.

Assignment 7—Tunnels.

Vice Chairman Noble; Subcommittee 7, F. W. Biltz, chairman, has been studying

ventilation of tunnels with particular reference to the use of diesel locomotives, and
also possible means of increasing clearances, but this committee is not in a position to

make a report at this time.
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Assignment 8—Fences; Critical Review of ' All Methods of Preventing

Snow Drifts, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman L. V. Johnson (Soo Line)

.

Mr. Johnson: The report of Subcommittee 8 is a critical review of existing material

shown in the Manual previous to the 1953 general revision. The committee has attempted

to revise and supplement the original material to include the latest types of snow fence

protection and include specifications for the commonly used wood slat portable snow

fences, which were not included in the old material. In addition, there has been included

a paragraph on alleviating snow conditions by flattening slopes which has proved effective

in highway work and on a great many railroads.

The report on opening snow blockades has likewise been revised to include modern

methods of doing this work, including the use of recently manufactured machinery.

The report on Methods of Protection Against Drifting Sand has been ampUfied to

include especially the use of bituminous material sprayed on the surface of the surround-

ing cut slopes. This report includes drawings of the various types of snow fence commonly

used.

This report is submitted for information to sohcit comments and criticism, with the

thought that it will be presented for adoption in the Manual in 1955.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Mr. Johnson. Your report will be so received.

Perhaps some of you men in the dry South can assist these men on this subject of

methods of protection against drifting sand, after your experience this spring.

Vice Chairman Noble: I wish we knew what to do. We have had a lot of trouble

of that kind.

Assignment 10—Ballast, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman J. P. Dates-

man (Chicago & North Western).

Mr. Datesman: This year your subcommittee presents as information reports under

Assignment (a) and Assignment (c).

Under Assignment (a) Tests, is presented the first progress report on the oscillator

ballast tests now in progress at the Association of American Railroads Research Center.

A preliminary report describing the tests was published last year in the Proceedings,

Vol, 54, 1953, page 1140,

Under Assignment (c) Special Types of Ballast, your subcommittee presents a final

report covering the installation of approximately ^ mile of asphalt-penetrated ballast

with a seal coat, placed on the Illinois Central in 1943 near Manteno, 111. This project

has now been in service 10 years and the report covers the general factors of the research

installation during approximately 150,000,000 gross tons of traffic. Previous reports on

this test section appear in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, page 330, and Vol. 50, 1949,

page 690.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Mr. Datesman. Your report will be received

as information.

Assignment 11—Chemical Control of Vegetation, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman C. E. Webb (Southern).

Mr. Webb: Part 1 of our report is the third annual report of investigation performed

at Iowa State College and includes data on supplementary investigations conducted at

the University of Florida and the University of Montana.

Part 2 is the second report of the research staff of the .A.^R, and is a resume of

field investigations on various railroads.

The selection of any weed killer must necessarily be a compromise between its

effectiveness on vegetation, hazard involved in its use, and cost. The general objective
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of this work is to provide information to aid in the selection and application of available

chemicals.

At Ames, la., Bozeman, Mont., and Gainesville, Fla., the results to date on over

1000 test plots indicate that chlorate-TCA applied early in the growing season at the

rate of 80 lb chlorate—40 lb TCA per acre is the most promising from the standpoint

of reasonable cost and effectiveness against predominant vegetation at these locations.

It must be emphasized, however, that these results may or may not be valid for other

sections of the country where vegetation and climatic conditions differ.

This work will continue during this year, with particular emphasis on oils which

appear to show promise as a treatment in conjunction with the more expensive chemicals.

As far as funds permit, the work will be extended to other sections of the country and

will include investigative work on brush control.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Vice President Miller: Thank you, Mr. Webb. It will be so received.

Assignment 12—Means of Conserving Labor and Materials.

Chairman Crosland: We have no report on this subject and it is recommended

that the subject be discontinued.

Assignment 6—Roadway: Formation and Protection.

Chairman Crosland: We now come to the delayed report of Subcommittee 6,

Roadway: Formation and Protection, which will be presented to you by its chairman,

L. D. Shelkey, Bessemer & Lake Erie. At the close of Mr. Shelkey's report he will

present to you Prof. R. B. Peck, who has graciously agreed to address us.

Mr. Shelkey: Assignment 6(a) of your committee covers roadbed stabilization

under the general heading, Roadway Formation and Protection, with the material being

divided int6 five parts.

The first of these parts gives recommended procedure for stabilization by pole and

tie driving. This part was first published in Bulletin 507, February 1953, and subsequently

in the Proceedings, Vol. 54, 1953, starting on page 1114, with the intention that it would

be presented for adoption as Manual material in 1954. A number of minor editorial

revisions have been made, and this revised material appears in Bulletin 514, starting on

page 637 and ending on page 638.

Mr. Chairman, I move that the material appearing on pages 637-638, on Sec. B.

Stabilization by Pole and Tie Driving, be approved for publication in the Manual, and

that the material now appearing in the Manual, pages 1-1-17 to 1-1-22, incl., be

reapproved without change.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Shelkey: Part 2 of Assignment 6(a) is presented as information. It consists

of a report on the Pleistocene soils disclosed by the grading of the Rock Island Lines

revision near Atlantic, la. It was prepared as a joint contribution of the Soil Survey

Division, Soil Conservation Service of the U, S. Department of Agriculture, the Iowa

Agricultural Experimental Station, and the Iowa Geological Survey.

This report on soil conditions will add greatly to the knowledge of soil deposition

during the glacial age. Its chief value, however, will be as a record for future identifica-

tion of the soils in the roadbed. It will serve as a basis for future reports.

This report was prepared by Dr. Robert V. Ruhe of the Soil Conservation Service.

Part 3 is also a report for information only. This report, prepared by Dr. R. B.

Peck of the University of Illinois, concerns field investigations into fill stability and
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laboratory studies of repeated loads. Here there is outlined a simple method on deter-

mining whether or not the foundation has s ifficient strength to support the weight

of the superimposed load.

Part 4 of Assignment 6(a) was prepared by the research staff of the Engineering

Division. It is a follow-up report on soil engineering and freight yard construction. A
detailed report on this subject was made last year, and this additional material is sub-

mitted as information only.

Part 5 was also prepared !)>• the re.^earch staff, and is presented as information,

as a description of roadbed stabilization through drainage.

This completes this portion of the report of Subcommittee 6(a).

Vice President Miller: Thank you. Reports on Parts 2, ,?. 4 and .> will be received

as information.

Mr. Shelkev: Subcommittee 6 of your committee is plea.scd and honored to have

the privilege of presenting to this Association one who is considered to be an authority

on one of the subjects of vital interest to this committee and to the Association.

Because he is well known to most of us, because he has given us the benefit of his

very capable experience previously, and because of the high esteem in which he is held

by most of this audience, I can present without further preliminary Dr. R. B. Peck,

research professor of soil mechanics at the University of Illinois, who will address us

on the subject, "Lateral Forces Beneath Fills." Dr. Peck.

Lateral Forces Beneath Fills

By R. B. Peck
Research Professor of Soil Mechanics, University of Illinois

During the early years of railroad construction, the failure of tills by breaking into

the subsoil was not uncommon and there are on the American railways probably jnan\'

millions of yards of fill material that have disappeared beneath the surface of the ground.

Although some of these fills are still sources of high maintenance costs, most of them

have become stabilized with passing years. The days of great railroad e.xpansion may
be over, but even today new fills in considerable number are being constructed cither

on line changes or at locations where bridges are being replaced by culv-erts. Hence, the

base failure of fills is not unusual today, nor is the lateral movement or failure of

abutments that may happen to be located adjacent to the fills.

In the early days of railroad construction there were no practicable means of know-

ing when such a failure might occur. Today there is sufficient technical information to

permit forecasting such failures at very little cost.

The tendency of a fill to spread laterally under its own weight is well known. This

is illustrated by Fig. 1, which shows the unit strain at the base of a rock-fill dam which

was built on a very dense sand deposit containing a considerable amount of cemented

material. The dam was 160 ft high. Even upon this exceptionally good foundation

material the lateral spreading was enough to break the cut-off wall shown at the right

side of the figure. It is interesting to notice the important effect that the slope of the fill

had upon the tendency to spread. The rate of strain is much greater beneath the steeper

slope of about 45 deg than it is beneath the flatter slope of about 37 deg.

The forces that produce spreading are the ones that cause base failure of fills.

They are the same kind of forces that cause the soil below a footing to move laterally

from beneath the footing and undergo a bearing-capacity failure. Therefore, we can
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If an abutment happens to be located at the edge of a fill located above clay soil,

as shown in Fig. 3, the lateral pressure of the fill acts against the abutment. In addition,

there may be appreciable pressure acting against the foundation of the abutment within

the deposit of clay. The amount of this pressure depends upon the strength of the clay.

Theoretical computations can be made only for two extreme conditions ; one if the

fill is on the verge of failure, and the other if the fill is very safe against failure. For the

first condition we may use theories of plasticity, and for the second, theories of elasticity.

The two theories give us limiting values for the forces that may be acting.

For example, if the clay beneath the fill shown in Fig. ,3 is relatively .soft, the lateral

pressure against the foundation of the abutment may be quite large. If the unconfined

compressive strength of the clay is only 0.25 ton per sq ft, the intensity of lateral pressure

is 1000 lb per sq ft (Fig. 3a) . If the clay is of medium strength, as indicated by an

unconfined compressive strength of O.SO ton per sq ft, there would be no unbalanced

pressure acting against the foundation of the abutment (Fig. 3b) . On the other hand,

if the clay were moderately stiff, as indicated by an unconfined compressive strength of

0.7S ton per sq ft, there would be no net active pressure against the foundation of the

abutment, but, on the contrary, a passive resistance of 1000 lb per sq ft would be avail-

able (Fig. 3c) . These three simple computations show the very great influence of the

strength of the clay upon the forces e.xerted against the foundation of an abutment.

If forces such as those shown in Fig. 3a ari.se but are not provided for, the abutment is

sure to fail or at least to displace excessively in a horizontal direction.

If the stress computation is based upon the other limiting condition, to which the

theory of elasticity is applicable, additional conclusions may be drawn. Since soils

actually fail in shear, it is appropriate to determine the maximum shearing stresses in

the soil beneath the edge of the fill. If the abutment has a vertical face. Fig. 4 indicates

that the shearing stress has its maximum value of about 32 percent of the weight of the

fill throughout the depth of the deposit. If the edge of the fill is sloped, the maximum

shearing stresses near the base of the abutment are much smaller, as indicated by the

curved line, which corresponds to the maximum shearing stresses beneath a slope of
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three horizontal to one vertical. At great depth the maximum shear for the sloping fill

approaches that for a fill with a vertical face, but at shallow depths the stresses in the

soil beneath the sloping fill are extremely moderate. This indicates that the spill-through

type of abutment may be very advantageous where the upper part of the subsoil is rela-

tively soft. It also indicates that spill-through abutments may not have any appreciable

advantage so far as foundation conditions are concerned if the soft part of the deposit

is at considerable depth.

If the maximum shearing stresses, as indicated in Fig. 4, reach the shearing strength

of the clay in all parts of the subsoil beneath a fill, excessive lateral movements may be

anticipated. A structure that illustrates this fact is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of a three-

span bridge over a small stream flowing on a rather deep alluvial fiU of silty clay. The

central piers had been constructed to the extent indicated by the solid outline and the fills

were being raised at each end of the structure when the west pier experienced a move-

ment toward the east of about 7 ft, and the west fill subsided and experienced lateral

movement. The soil conditions at the structure were investigated and the maximum
shearing strength of the soil was determined as a function of the depth. The results of

the soil tests are shown in Fig. 6. It may be noted that there is a relatively stiff crust

which is underlain by soil having a maximum shearing strength on the order of 0.2 ton

per sq ft. The heavy dash line in this figure shows the maximum shearing stresses

beneath the fill computed in accordance with the theory of elasticity. It is seen that

throughout most of the clay deposit the shearing stresses were roughly equal to the

shearing strength. Therefore, the observed movements of the structure are not surprising.

The studies necessary for determining the likelihood of the lateral movement of an

abutment adjacent to a fill, or the base failure of a fill itself, can usually be made at a

given site for about $500, even when the borings are made by contract. In view of the

demonstrated reliability of the procedures, this is a small investment compared to the

exependitures that are incurred when the subsoil unexpectedly proves to be inadequate

to support the weight of the fill.

Chairman Crosland: Mr. Vice President, that concludes the report of Committee 1.

Vice President Miller: Mr. Crosland, your committee has again presented a most

comprehensive report, with information and Manual material which will be of great

value to the railways. I congratulate you upon the work which you have done, and

I am sure that your committee will continue its work aggressively in the future.

You are now excused with the thanks of the Association.

(President Grove resumed the chair.)

Discussion on Economics of Railway Labor

(For report, see pp. S23-S42.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman R. J. Gammie (Texas & Pacific) : The committee presents first a memoir

on our long esteemed friend and co-worker Frank Griswold Campbell, who died on

August 21, 1953.
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MEMOIR

jFranfe (©ristoolb Campbell

With the passing of Frank Griswold Campbell on August 21, 1953, in his home city

of Joliet, 111., the American Railway Engineering Association lost a valuable and loyal

member who was serving at the time of his death as a director of the Association and

as a member of Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor, and of the Special Com-
mittee on Continuous Welded Rail. He had previously served for many years as a mem-
ber of Committee 3—Ties. At the same time the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern lost an out-

standing chief engineer who was widely known for his wise and aggressive leadership

in adopting advanced engineering practices designed to reduce costs and promote

efficiency.

A native of Meade, Kan., Mr. Campbell was born on May 9, 1891. His higher

engineering education was obtained at Kansas State Agricultural College. His career in

railroading began in 1911 when he became a rodman with the JopHn Union Depot

Company. In the following year he entered the service of the Kansas City Southern as a

rodman-transitman. Shortly thereafter he joined the engineering department of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific, where he served as an instrumentman, resident

engineer, and assistant engineer. Following service in the U. S. Corps of Engineers in

1918 as a second lieutenant, Mr. Campbell returned to the Milwaukee Road and served

as assistant engineer and cost engineer until 192S. During the following year he was

engaged on a special mission to the Consolidated Railroads of Cuba as an appraiser.

On returning from Cuba in 1927, he joined the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, which he served

successively as assistant valuation engineer, valuation engineer, special engineer, assistant

chief engineer, and chief engineer.

Mr. Campbell joined the AREA in 1936 and served as a member of the Committee

on Ties from 1939 to 1946. He had been a member of the Committee on Economics of

Railway Labor since 1944, and of the Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail

since its inception in 1951. He was elected a director of the Association in 1953.

Mr. Campbell was also active in other railroad groups. He was a past president

of the American Railway Bridge and Building Association and of the Maintenance of

Way Club of Chicago. At the time of his death he was serving as first vice president

of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association of America.

In serving the many organizations of which he was a member Mr. Campbell gave

unstintingly of his time and energy. As a result of his death all of them have suffered

a grievous loss.

Chairman Gammie: The separate reports of the subcommittees of Committee 22

will be presented by our various subcommittee chairmen.

Assignment 2—Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substan-

tially Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance of Way Work,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman G. A. Kellow (Milwaukee Road).

Mr. Kellow: This year's report concerns the analysis of a tie renewal gang organ-

ized by the Santa Fe Railway.

When the Santa Fe started developing the tie renewal gang it was looking for a more

economical method of making routine maintenance tie renewals ordinarily handled by

section forces. How successful it has been is shown in the comparison of costs, which

indicates a saving of $1 per tie as compared with regular section forces.
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It might be well to pause here and review briefly this subcommittee's reports for

the past three years. In 1952 this subcommittee reported on a system of district gangs

organized by the Frisco Railroad. By grouping section forces into larger units, equipping

them with adequate power tools, and providing transportation, this railroad accomplished

the same amount of work with a smaller over-all force.

In 1QS3 a report was submitted covering a comprehensive system of programming

roadway maintenance work developed by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road. The Lackawanna demonstrated how section forces could be made a unit of an

extra gang whenever work was programmed on that section crew's territory.

Thus, with this year's report on the Santa Fe's special tie gang developed for the

express purpose of finding more economical ways of making maintenance tie renewals,

Subcommittee 2 has presented three different methods of reducing or better utilizing

maintenance-of'way labor, all involving section forces. This would indicate that one of

the most fertile fields to study is the ordinary section force maintenance work.

Committee 22 is grateful to the officers of the Santa Fe for making this report

possible.

This report is submitted as information.

President Grove: Mr. Kellow, your report will be so received.

Assignment 4—Economies in Maintenance of Way and Structures Labor
to be Derived from the Use of Diesel Locomotives as Compared with Steam
Locomotives.

Chairman Gammie: In the absence of Subcommittee Chairman K. H. Hanger, chief

engineer, M-K-T Railway, I will just refer you to the report itself and not attempt to

comment on it. That report is submitted as information, with the recommendation that

it be discontinued until such time as more information is available.

President Grove: Mr. Gammie, the report will be so received.

Assignment 5—Labor Economy of Renewing Ties by Use of Proper
Equipment, Methods and Organization, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man L. A. Loggins (Texas & New Orleans).

Mr. Loggins: The report on Assignment 5 is a progress report, presented as

information.

Thirty-two railroads furnished information outlining the equipment, methods and

organization used to replace ties. All of these roads use section gangs to replace ties.

Twenty-seven use extra gangs when making renewals incident to out-of-face resurfacing

work. Five also use special gangs organized for the purpose of renewing some of

their ties.

On practically all of these roads ties are inspected and marked for replacement by

the section foremen and either the roadmasters or track supervisors and, in most cases,

they are also checked by other officers. On the Illinois Central an experienced main-

tenance of way employee having specialized tie knowledge, and accompanied by a sec-

tion foreman or supervisor of track, makes the inspections. On the Santa Fe a tie

department inspector inspects and marks those ties which are to be renewed by tie

gangs and resurfacing gangs, but the section foremen and roadmasters inspect and mark
those to be renewed by others.

On most of the railroads reporting, ties are handled to the job site by work train,

or local freight train when available. Otherwise they are unloaded at stations or sidings

and later distributed by track car. Ties are loaded loose and are unloaded by hand,

except on four railroads where some ties are banded and handled with cranes. All report
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the use of gondola cars for handling ties, but some also use flat cars and box and stock

cars to some extent. Special tie cars are used by the Santa Fe, New York Central and

Western Pacific.

The reports indicate substantial savings to be made by unloading ties from work

train or local freight train at the site of installation instead of unloading at stations or

sidings and later distributing by track car.

The use of specially organized and equipped tie gangs on four railroads indicates the

following reductions in cost from the conventional method with hand tools:

Santa Fe 40 percent

Boston & Maine 47 percent

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis 42 percent

Southern Pacific Lines 22 percent

The New York Central is now using a special tie gang but figures on this operation

are not yet available.
'

The Santa Fe and B&M gangs are more fully mechanized and produce greater savings

than the partially mechanized gangs on other railroads. The NC&StL tie gangs use only

hand tools, but show substantial savings over the use of section gangs with hand tools

because it has been found that gangs which perform tie renewals every day become

more skilled and adept at it than those used only periodically for that purpose.

The Lackawanna handles tie renewals on a cycle basis and uses a highly mechanized

70-man gang for heavy main-track tie replacements in connection with raising and

resurfacing track. During the 1953 summer operation this gang resurfaced, on the

average, 120 rails per day with tie replacements running 700 per day. Their practice is

to remove all ties which will not last seven years, and many of the recovered ties are

reused in sidings and other inside tracks.

This study is incomplete, but it indicates that substantial economies are to be gained

by the use of properly equipped and organized gangs to renew ties. It is submitted as

information, with the recommendation that the study be continued.

President Gro\'e: Mr. Loggins, your report will be so received. Thank you.

Assignment 6—Economies in Railway Labor to Be Derived from the

Use of Tie Pads, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman M. H. Dick (Railwa>

Track and Structures)

.

Mr. Dick: This committee has been accused of using up a lot of words to present

its material, and to convey very little information. We are forced to admit th^re is

some occasion for that accusation.

The objective of the copimittee was to obtain information on the extent to which

the use of tie pads is producing economies, not only in the cost of labor of making

tie renewals by lengthening tie life, but also by reducing the amount of track main-

tenance required in the form of surfacing, lining and gaging. The investigation was

made largely among those roads represented on the committee which were known to be

using tie pads. The general tenor of the replies, even from those railroads using tie pads

as a regular practice, was that they have not been in service long enough to permit

conclusions to be drawn regarding how long they will last, how much they will extend

the life of ties, and the extent of the labor economies resulting from their use.

However, the committee did receive considerable information regarding the practices

of different railroads in connection with the use of tie pads at various types of locations,

such as at insulated joints, on open-deck bridges, on curves, at railroad crossings, and
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on tangent track. This information, along with the small amount of specific data received

on the savings being realized, is given in the report.

The conclusion reached by the committee on this subject is as follows:

Although this committee has not been able to obtain more than a small amount

of information on the specific savings to be derived through the use of tie pads, it is

evident from the number and character of the installations being made that many rail-

roads regard them as offering possibilities for such savings. Although a few railroads

have had experience with tie pads extending over a period of IS or more years, their

use, experimentally and otherwise, on most railroads has been confined to the last few

years. The committee is in agreement with those railroads which take the position that,

generally speaking, additional years of experience with tie pads will be necessary before

definite conclusions can be drawn regarding the benefits to be expected from their use.

The report is presented as information.

President Grov"e: Mr. Dick, your report will be so received. Thank you very much.

Assignment 7—Track Patrol—Methods, Necessity *and Frequency, was
presented by Subcommittee Chairman H. J. Weccheider (Erie).

Mr. Weccheider: This is a final report, presented as information.

The report was prepared from replies made by 33 railroads, .comprising 165,608

miles of line, to a questionnaire sent out by this committee. It does not include patrols

or inspections covering emergencies brought about by adverse weather or other unusual

conditions.

The questionnaire was designed to ascertain the current practices in effect on the

principal railroads in the various geographical territories, with due regard to mileages

operated, density of train operation, types of track gang organizations, the necessity for

such patrols or inspections, and the frequency with which they are made.

The replies to the questionnaire indicate vast differences in the standards by which

track is patrolled or inspected. The general study developed that there are three distinct

methods used by the reporting railroads, namely:

1. Regularly asigned track patrols or inspectors who have this work as their sole

duty. Nine railroads, comprising 20 percent of the total mileage of those

reporting, come under this category.

2. Regular inspections at stated intervals by roadmasters, supervisors, their as-

sistants, or section foremen. Ten railroads, comprising 47 percent of the total

mileage, are included under this heading.

3. Inspections by various maintenance of way personnel on motor cars in the

performance of their regular duties, no regularly assigned track patrols or

inspectors being used. Fourteen railroads, comprising 33 percent of the total

mileage of those reporting, use this method. '

The tabulation on pages S38 and 539 of Bulletin 512 indicates in considerable detail

the methods used, mileage covered, days per week patrolled, and the dates the methods

were adopted. On pages 540, 541 and 542 the reasons are shown for the method, and the

necessity and frequency of inspections, as well as the manner of making reports and
correcting defects found.

In conclusion, the report reflects that:

1. Daily track patrols are necessary in hazardous mountainous territory and in

congested areas where train movements are extremely heavy and where section

gangs have been replaced by district gangs having extended territories.
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2. The elimination of regularly assigned track patrols in certain places has been

made possible by present-day higher standards of track maintenance, improved

methods, and signal protection.

President Grove: Mr. Weccheider, your report will be received as indicated.

Chairman Gammie: We will ne.xt have an address by Mr. J. S. McBride, entitled,

"Labor Economics in Retrospect." Mr. McBride is retired chief engineer of the Chicago

& Eastern Illinois Railroad, who had a long, u.seful career on his railroad, and who

knows something about how work was done j'ears ago.

Labor Economics in Retroc;pect

By J. S. McBride

Retired Chief Engineer, Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad

Many changes in methods of performing various railroad engineering and main-

tenance operations have occurred since the start of my railroad engineering experience

some 49 years ago. Keeping in mind how work is done today, a recital of some of the

early methods will readily indicate where labor economies have been accomplished. Some

of the old procedures may not have been in effect on all roads but were in use on

many of them.

The grading equipment consisted of slips, wheel scrapers, or elevating graders which

deposited the excavated material into dump wagons. This equipment was horse or mule

drawn. Such an outfit required a camp not only for the personnel but also for the

animals. Where the grading was too heavy for this equipment and an existing railroad

track was available, a steam shovel might be cut in and operated on a temporary track.

Much ditching was done with hand shovels or with some of the animal-drawn

grading equipment. There were a number of crude ditching machines which operated

mostly by the movement of a work train; a few were operated by steam. Some loaded

into cars while others carried the material through cuts in the scoops that excavated it,

and dumped it on the embankment. Later these methods were superseded by the American

Ditcher working on a flat car and loading into air-dump cars.

Bank widening was done largely by unloading the strippings of overburden of gravel

pits and locomotive cinders.

Bank-widening niaterial was usually loaded into top-hinged side-door cars with open

ends; a steel apron hinged on the floor of one car reached to the floor of the adjoining

car. These cars were unloaded with a side or center plow pulled through the cars by a

cable operated from a lidgerwood car at the head end of the train. The unloaded material

was then spread with a spreader car.

Ballast was unloaded in the same manner, but later convertible ballast cars, which

permitted unloading either in the center or side of track, were used. Ballast was all

shovel tamped. The first mechanical tamper, an air tamper, was not available until 1913.

The right-of-way was mowed with hand scythes from fence to fence. Vegetation

in the ballast section was dug out with shuffle hoes or track shovels.

Ties, 8 ft long and mostly hewn, were loaded in gondola cars and occasionally in

box cars; they were unloaded manually. All tie renewals and adzing was hand work.

Rail was handled on flat cars, when available, otherwise in gondola cars. It was

unloaded by man power. When rail was loaded in gondolas, there was used for unloading

three brackets with hooks of graduated lengths that hung over the side of the car. The

brackets carried rollers and when in position formed an incline from front to rear, so

that a rail on the rollers dropped to the ground with the movement of the train. Later
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the railroad built a derrick car with an air hoist, operated from the train line, to unload

and load rail. The heaviest rail used on many roads was 85 lb, with a good deal of 80,

65 and 60 lb, and some even lighter. Most rails were 30 ft in length. A small amount

was 33 ft long. All renewal rail was handled into place with hand tongs.

All section crews, extra gangs, and bridge and building forces were transported over

the railroad by hand cars. One or two-man outfits used hand-operated velocipede cars,

although there were a few motor velocipede cars. Track patrolling was done in the

same manner, except where necessary to use a track walker.

While the changes in methods of doing the work has resulted in considerable labor

economies, there has also been a reduction in labor requirements by the use of new and

improved material.

In the Midwest the ballast was pit-run gravel and cinders. Now the gravel is washed

and screened, and boulders are crushed and sized. Crushed stone and slag are also used.

Cinders were considered a good ballast for light branches, yards and sidings, but have

almost disappeared with the dieselization of motive power.

When I started railroading, our road was using a small percentage of ties treated

with zinc-tannin. Several years later treatment with creosote and coal tar came into use.

The latter method of treating ties, together with preadzing and preboring, has probably

resulted in as much economy of labor as any other item, when it is considered that an

untreated tie had a life of 7 to 9 years while the creosoted tie lasts 25 years or more.

Open-hearth rail had been in use only about three years, so most rail in track was

Bessemer. Much heavier rail, control cooled, and with heat-treated ends, is now used.

There was no way of building up battered rail ends. If the rail was not battered too

much, patented Weber joints were applied when it was relaid, with the thought that

the batter would be cold rolled out by traffic. If it was battered too badly it was

removed from track and, in some cases, was rerolled into smaller sections, such as 80-lb

rerolled into a 72 -lb section.

There were no heat-treated angle bars or track bolts.

The comparatively few tie plates in use were thin and small in size and were placed

principally on cedar ties.

The few anchors used consisted of two pieces bolted together on the base of the

rail. Generally, an attempt was made to anchor the rail by spike slotting the angle bars,

then spiking the joint ties together with a strap iron opposite the joint to reduce skewing.

In some cases, where long grades occurred, there was used a flat steel bar with one end

bolted to the web of the rail and the other end spiked to several ties. Improved rail

anchors came into use a few years later.

There is no comparison between the old frogs and switches and those of today.

The introduction of the self-guarded frogs for yards and other inside turnouts, together

with a wider use of manganese, has saved many hours of labor.

The increase in the wages of track laborers from 12J/2 to IS cents an hour to the

present rates has made all railroads more conscious of the necessity for a reduction in

labor requirements. These changes in methods are due primarily to the many efficient

machines of today developed by our friends in industry and railroad maintenance en-

gineers. That the railroads have been taking advantage of them is shown by the fact

that millions of dollars are being spent each year for new and additional machines. At

the end of 19S1 the railroads of the United States had a total investment of over $129

million in roadway machines and highway equipment.

Much credit for the improvement of materials is due to the work of the committees

of this Association and the AAR research organization.
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Unfortunately, figures are not available to show the labor economies realized through-

out this period, but in the years 1923, 1926 and 1929 there was expended in maintenance

of way and structures on the railroads of the United States more than a billion man-

hours in each of these years, while in 19S1, the last year for which figures are available,

there was used slightly more than one-half billion man-hours, or 51.6 percent of the

earlier figures. This reduction in man-hours was made in spite of the fact that the gross

ton miles moved in 1951 was 60 percent greater than the average of the three earlier years.

Chairm.'^n Gammie: Mr. President, that completes the report of this committee.

President Grove: Mr. Gammie, your committee has again presented an interesting

and valuable series of reports in the interests of effecting economies in railway labor.

We particularly appreciate the interesting remarks by Mr. McBride, who I know per-

sonally has been a valuable member of your committee since 1938. The way in which

the railroads were maintained, as indicated by Mr. McBride, in the past, is interesting

to everyone, and shows that we have made decisive steps in realizing that we must now
—with the present high rates of labor—use something other than just hand labor.

It is particularly appropriate that the next committee, on machinery, has had much

to do—working with the supply mdustry—in producing the machines that make the

savings possible.

Your committee is dismissed with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment

(For report, see pp. 493-515.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman N. W. Hutchison (Chesapeake & Ohio): Your committee is reporting on

seven assignments and, while the presentation of our reports at this convention is to be

confined to brief summaries, we feel that the reports include much valuable information

and recommend that they be read in their entirety by all those who are interested in

work equipment.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual

Chairman Hutchison: Your committee has nothing to report under Assignment 1.

However, we should like to call to the attention of the Association a printer's error

which has been detected in our section of the new Manual. I will ask A. W. Munt,

supervisor of work equipment of the Canadian Pacific Railway- to present this matter,

along with a recommendation for correction of the error. While Mr. Munt is coming

to the rostrum, I should like to state that he is vice chairman of this committee.

Mr. Munt: In 1943 your committee adopted a standard color for painting motor

cars, roadway machines and work equipment which was approved for inclusion in the

Manual. This was known as "Standard Yellow for Highway Signs" of the U. S. Public

Roads Administration. In 1953 when the Manual was revised, the designation for this

recommended color was changed from "Standard Yellow for Highway Signs" to "AREA
Yellow."

Unfortunately, the AREA Yellow as shown on page 27-1-1 of the new Manual is

not a true reproduction of AREA Yellow, which is the same as the Standard Yellow

For Highway Signs of the U. S. Public Roads Administration. Accordingly, the secretary

has agreed to re-issue page 27-1-1 in the 1954 Supplement to the Manual, showing the

correct shade of yellow.

President Grove: Thank vou Mr. Munt.
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Assignment 2—Motor Cars, Trailer and Push Cars.

Chairman Hutchison: No report is being submitted under Assignment 2, but

M. E. Kerns, superintendent of maintenance of way shop, New York Central System,

at Jackson, Mich., as subcommittee chairman, will outline briefly what is being accom-

plished under the subject.

Mr. Kerns: While there is no report to be presented this year under this assign-

ment, your committee should like to acquaint the Association with the fact that we are

making progress in the preparation of standard drawings for various motor car, trailer,

and push car axles and their mating hubs and wheels.

A considerable number of experiments have been conducted on numerous axle, hub

and wheel assemblies on various railroads to assure that the standards recommended

will be not only correct but also practical. In these experiments it was found that the

lack of standardization in insulated bushings made it virtually impossible to set up a

standard for axle-wheel assemblies that would be satisfactory to all users. The insulated

bushings furnished by various motor car manufacturers have been variable as to type,

density of material, dimensions and, because the hub and axle dimensions are more or less

identical, what appeared practical where one type and thickness of bushing was used,

was impractical where a bushing of another type and size was used.

Your committee is happy to report that it has estabUshed a standard for the insu-

lated bushing in that it will be of a specific type and material, and will be of a specific

thickness within reasonable limits. With the bushing type and thickness established, it

will not be too difficult to establish definite axle and hub dimensions which will be

practical for all users.

President Grove: Thank you Mr. Kerns for this information.

Chairman Hutchison: I should like to call your attention to the report under

Assignment 3—New Developments in Work Equipment. It is a continuous one, and

each year gives a brief description of all of the newly developed machines about which

we are able to learn. A summary of this report will be presented by the subcommittee

chairman, T. H. Taylor, assistant engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Assignment 3—New Developments in Work Equipment, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman T. H. Taylor (Pennsylvania).

Mr. Taylor identified by type the 22 newly developed machines described in the

report, as well as the two machines in which major improvements had been made, and

then said:

Mr. Taylor: Your committee recommends to those members of the Association

who are interested in finding machines to complete work that formerly had to be done

by other methods, that close attention to this report may be of great benefit.

If the rumors now in circulation relative to machines now urider development have

.

any basis, our report for the coming year will be an extensive one and should be very

interesting.

Assignment 4—Improvements to Be Made to Existing Work Equip-
ment, was presented by J. W. Risk (Canadian National) in the absence of Subcom-

mittee Chairman L. E. Conner (Seaboard Air Line).

Mr. Risk: The report under this assignment is a continuous one and outlines cer-

tain improvements which, in the opinion of your committee, should be made to certain

units of work equipment to improve their operation and iacilitate their maintenance.

Briefly, the important suggestions covered in this report are:
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1. Installation of a more satisfactory and easily serviced brake on one of the

types of multiple tamper.

2. Addition of a small, wing-type plow or brush on each side of a ballast drainage

car to clean ballast off the ends of ties.

i. Installation of a small tank to a rail drill, so that a coolant may be applied

to the drill bit during drilling.

4. Placement of accessible engine timing marks and pointers either on the flywheel

and clutch housing, or on the timing gear cover and crankshaft pulley, of

standard industrial engines which are reconverted for use on certain railway

machinery.

5. Equipping the boom point on a ballast cribbing machine with heavy-duty or

plain bronze bushings, so that it will better withstand the shocks to which

it is subjected, and also installing on this machine a positive type of boom
locking device to prevent the boom from dropping when the machine is

traveling.

Your committee likes to feel that at least some of the improvements which are

constantly being made to roadway machines are a result of its suggestions. It has been

found, with few exceptions, that the work equipment manufacturers are grateful for

these suggestions and cooperate in effecting the desired improvements.

President Grove: Mr. Risk, your report will be received as information.

Chairman Hutchison: It is generally agreed that those men who must maintain

and repair our work equipment should be highly skilled if the machines are to function

effectively. Such skill, or lack of it, is a result of their training. The report on this next

subject proposes methods that may be adopted in establishing a training program for

repairmen, and a brief of it will be presented by S. H. Knight, supervisor of work equip-

ment of the Northern Pacific Railway.

Assignment 5—Training of Work Equipment Mechanics, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman S. H. Knight (Northern Pacific).

Mr. Knight: Your committee has, from time to time during the past 20 years,

carried out surveys and reported on the manning of work equipment, as well as its

servicing, maintenance and repairs. During that period, but more especially within the

past few years, the design and development of maintenance-of-way work equipment has

been greatly accelerated. More new machines have been built to perform work formerly

done by hand or by older, slower methods, and the design of the new equipment is often

quite involved, or at least it appears to be so to the mechanic on the ground who must

take care of and repair it.

The report under ^this assignment is an effort to point out the increasing importance

and 'the necessity today for properly trained and instructed lield and shop work equip-

ment mechanics to take care of that equipment.

This report makes specific recommendations as to methods that might be adopted

for the training of mechanics, such as shop training, schooling by trained manufacturers'

servicemen, attendance at training schools, and a program of advancement which permits

the mechanic to gain a much wider knowledge of the machine he is called upon to

repair.

In passing I should like to call attention to a typographical error in the fourth line

under item 3 on page 505 of Bulletin 512. The third word in this line is "machines",

whereas it should have been "mechanics."

This is a final report, submitted as information.
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President Grove: Mr. Knight, your report will be so received.

Chairman Hutchison: The report this year under Assignment 6 deals primarily

with the maintenance of automotive vehicles in general, and can be considered as Part 1

of a report which is to be in two parts. Part 2, which is to cover preventive maintenance,

will be presented at next' year's convention. A brief of this year's report will be presented

by F. E. Short, division engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway.

Assignment 6—Maintenance of Automotive Vehicles, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman F. E. Short (St. Louis-San Francisco).

Mr. Short: In recent years the use of automotive vehicles by the railroads for the

transportation of men and the hauling of tools and materials has increased considerably.

Some of the larger railroads, particularly those in densely populated areas where streets,

highways and roads are plentiful, have large fleets of trucks and passenger cars. Other

railroads, having less mileage or located in sparsely settled areas where the number of

accessible roads is limited, have relatively few highway vehicles. The fact of their pur-

chase is an indication that automotive vehicles are now considered definite necessities,

and it is important that they be available for service at all times.

The automotive industry has had considerable time to perfect the mechanism in an

automobile; however, like any machine, the automobile is subject to wear and tear and

to an occasional breakdown. Keeping large or small fleets of automotive vehicles in good

operating condition presents a problem which must be solved if the railroads are to

realize the expected return on the money invested in the vehicles. The report of this

committee is designed to help solve the problem of maintenance of automotive vehicles

by describing the responsibility of the driver, the supervisor of work equipment, the

shop supervisor, and others interested in the satisfactory operation and maintenance

of these vehicles. It also points out the necessity of periodic inspection, programming

of repairs, and the choice of place that repairs should be made, depending upon local

conditions, work equipment organization and facilities available.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

President Grove: Mr. Short, your report will be so received.

Chairman Hutchison: Highway-railway vehicles, which are of a type which may

be used on railroad track or on a public highway, are found to be very useful. The

report on this subject will be presented by R. J. Smith, supervisor of motor cars of the

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad.

Assignment 7—Highway-Railway Vehicles, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman R. J. Smith (Milwaukee Road).

Mr. Smith: Highway-railway vehicles offer a partial solution to the problem of

reducing unproductive man-hours of travel time.

Prior to about 1950 one manufacturer built and sold a guide-wheel mechanisifi for

application to passenger automobiles and trucks with conventional I-beam front axles.

That design carried a portion of the vehicle's vertical weight on the flanged, steel guide

wheels, thus reducing maximum traction and braking effort.

The development and general use of knee-action and other forms of independent

front wheel suspensions may have been a factor in this apparatus being withdrawn

from the market.

At the present time only one manufacturer sells automobiles or hght trucks that

operate on both highway and rails. These vehicles use the flanged rail wheels as guide

wheels only. All of the weight of the vehicle is carried on the pneumatic tires, permitting

maximum traction and braking effort.
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Both load-bearing and non-load-bearing apparatus is under constant study, and it

seems reasonable to expect new ideas and improvements as a result of fijjld experience.

President Grove: Mr. Smith, your report will be received as information.

Chairman Hi'tchison: Assignment 8 is Pneumatic-type Multiple Tamper. In

previous years your committee has prepared reports covering the impact-type and

vibratory-type multiple tampers. This current study covers the pneumatic-type machine,

and a brief of the report will be presented by Harry Mayer, engineer of scales and

work equipment of the Chicago & North Western System.

Assignment 8—Pneumatic Type Multiple Tamper, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman Harry Mayer (Chicago & North Western).

Mr. Mayer: Previous reports on the subject of multiple tampers may be found in

\'ols. 45, 49, and SO of the Proceedings. These" reports confined themselves to the impact

and the vibratory types. The report this year deals specifically Vi'ith the pneumatic type.

The pneumatic-type multiple tamper consists essentially of a track-mounted, 600-

cu-ft air compressor, operating 16 pneumatic tamping tools. The tamping unit consists

of two carriages, each supporting a group of 8 tools centered over each rail, capable of

simultaneous or independent tamping action. The operation of the machine is controlled

by one man and all operations are air powered, which includes propelling, raising and

lowering of the carriages, tamping tools, and brakes. The machine is so arranged that

all of its weight is on tamped track while working, and it may be adjusted to various

heights of rail.

It is reported that this type of machine is capable of tamping up to 600 ft per hr,

depending upon the number of insertions made, which will vary from 2 to 4, with the

amount of raise, type of ballast, and how fine a surface is required.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Mayer. Your report will be received as

information.

Chairman Hutchison: Assignment 10 is on spark plugs used in work equipment.

One of the most essential parts of any gasoline engine is the spark plug. A..H.

Whisler, assistant engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who is chairman of the sub-

committee, handling this subject, will present brief remarks to indicate how important

the subject of spark plugs really is.

In addition to being a hard-working subcommittee chairman, Mr. Whisler is also

secretary of this committee.

Assignment 10—Spark Plugs Used in Work Equipment, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman A. H. Whisler (Penns> Ivania)

.

Mr. Whisler: The report under this assignment is final, and is submitted as infor-

mation. It deals with the construction, function, and maintenance of spark plugs as used

in internal combustion engines.

Nearly everyone who owns and operates an automobile knows what a spark plug is.

A lesser number know that the spark plug is one of the very essential parts of any

gasoline engine, in that it provides a medium for creating an electric arc which ignites

the gasoline-air mixture. Only a comparatively few persons are wholly familiar with the

construction of spark plugs, how they should be selected for most efficient engine opera-

tion, and how they should be maintained.

The primary object of this report is to provide, in simple language, information that

may be useful to a layman, as well as to those persons who are charged with the

responsibility of ordering, installing, or maintaining spark plugs. The report also includes

a table to be used a^ a guide by any railroad which wishes to furnish to- its personnel
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the information necessary to insure that the correct type of spark plug be specified, for

use in its gasoline-operated units of work equipment. It is the recommendation of your

committee that each railroad furnish its work-equipment operators and repairmen with

a table of the various brands of spark plugs approved for purchase and use in main-

tenance-of-way machines. This table should also indicate the manufacturer's given num-

ber for each class and size of spark plug to provide a means by which the operator or

repairman can check to determine that the spark plug issued to him comJDlies with his.

order or request.

President Grove: Mr. Whisler, your report will be received as information.

Chairman Hutchison: Mr. Grove, this completes the report of Committee 27 for

this year.

President Grove: Mr. Hutchison, during the past year you have picked up and

carried forward in splendid manner the chairmanship of Committee 27. This is reflected

in another splendid series of reports which have just been presented to the convention.

I am sure that all of these reports will be read and studied with interest by railway

officers everywhere.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association, and with best

wishes for success in its work in the year ahead.

This completes our convention program for today. We will now recess, reconvening

tomorrow morning promptly at 9 am in the Grand Ballroom. Please make every effort

to assemble on time, because we still have to receive the reports of our Committees on

Ties, Track, Rail, and Continuous Welded Rail, as well as conduct our closing business

session.

I wish to thank you for your cooperation this afternoon, because you will notice

we are closing ahead of time. That is a good situation.

The meeting stands adjourned.

(The meeting recessed at 5:05 pm.)

Morning Session—March 18, 1954

(The meeting reconvened at 9 o'clock, President Grove presiding.)

President Grove: The meeting will come to order.

We will begin our program this morning with the report of Committee 3—Ties. The

chairman of this committee is P. D. Brentlinger, forester, Pennsylvania Railroad,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Discussion on Ties
(For report, see pp. 469-474.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman P. D. Brentlinger (Pennsylvania); The reports of Committee 3 have

been reported in two Bulletins. In Bulletin 509 we reported on tie renewals, and Bulletin

512 contains the rest of our reports. The subcommittee chairmen will now report on

their assignments.

The first report is Assignment 1—Revision of Manual. Mr. Burt will present this

report in place of Subcommittee Chairman C. D. Turley.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by C. S. Burt (Illinois

Central) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman C. D. Turley (Illinois Central).

Mr. Burt read in detail the recommendations of the committee with respect to the

Specifications for Cross Ties, pointing out in connection with the recommendation that

tie sizes and 6 be eliminated, that these sizes are not used.
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As to the recommendation to delete Art. 2—Identification, of Sec. F, he said that

identification was not considered necessary under present production methods.

After stating that the recommendations with respect to cross ties applied equally to

the Specifications for Switch Ties, Mr. Burt moved their adoption.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Burt then read the committee's recommendation with respect to the correction

.of an error in formula 2 of Economic Comparison of Ties, page 3-4-2 of the Manual,

and then called attention to an additional editorial change desired, as follows:

Mr. Burt: An editorial change should also be made in formula (3), on page 3-4-2.

C occurs in both formula '(1) and formula (3), but designates different things and

different values.

Correction should be made under ''Given'" for formula (3) by substituting C" r=

Cost of tie of n^ years life, for C\

Formula (3) would then be

^e ^ C(l + R)" {1 + R)"'-1

(l + R)"-l ^ {l + R)"'

Mr. President, that completes the report on Assignment I.

I move that the Manual statement with respect to Economic Comparison of Ties,

be reapproved with the revisions proposed.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Burt.

Assignment 2—Extent of Adherence to Specifications, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman P. D. Brentlinger (Penns\lvania)

.

Mr. Brentlinger: While this is a subcommittee report, it actually involved the

work of the entire committee, because the committee as a whole makes two field trips

each year to various parts of the country, observing ties in storage.

Our report this year shows that the adherence to specifications is very close, which

indicates that ties can be purchased according to AREA specifications for ties. The more

standardized the specifications for cross ties, the better the production of ties, because

the tie producer would much rather have a standard specification, so that no matter

which railroad comes to get ties, his ties are the right size. Where ties are permitted up

and down, and oversize and undersize, it is very difficult to stabilize production. If ties

are made in one size for a certain user, and another user comes in with a different

sizing, the production is thrown off, and the chances are that the producer might lose

some money.

This committee continues to recommend lo the members that those responsible for

the purchase or inspection and use of ties standardize on the inspection, and revise their

specifications in accordance with .\RE.\ tie specifications.

Assignment 3—Substitutes for Wood Ties, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman L. P. Drew (Union Pacific).

Mr. Drew: This is a progress report, submitted for information.

In studying this subject for the past few years, your committee has arrived at the

conclusion that the necessity for a substitute for wood ties is less urgent now than at

any time for many years.

It is, therefore, the opinion of your Committee that the subject be carried in a

dormant state, and no further reports made until something of interest to the Associa-

tion develops, or the necessity for a sub.stitutc becomes more urgent.
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We will continue to carry open iiles and keep in touch with any progress made.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Drew. .Your report will be received as

information.

Assignment 4—Tie Renewals and Costs per Mile of Maintained Track,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman L. W. Kistler (Frisco).

Mr. Kistler: In order to make available as early as possible the statistics compiled

annually by the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, in regard to the number and costs

of cross ties laid in maintenance in 1952, they were published prior to the regular

annual report of Committee 3, in the June-July, 1053, Bulletin 509.

Some highlights of these statistics are as follows:

All regions except the Central-Eastern and Pocahontas had slightly increased renewals

in 1952 over 1951, the total inci'ease for the United States being 1,540,664.

The average unit cost of all ties laid on track in 1952 was $3.25, an increase of 30

cents over 1951. For the various regions this increase ranged from 8 cents in the South-

western to 67 cents in New England.

The unit cost increase of 30 cents per tie, plus the 5 per cent increase in renewals,

caused the average renewal cost per mile of maintained track of the U. S. railroads to

increase from $257 in 1951 to $296 in 1952, or IS per cent.

The effect of increasing unit costs is well reflected in the fact that while 1952 cross

tie insertions were 30 per cent less than in 1940, the cross tie renewal costs per mile

of maintained track were over 85 per cent more than in 1940.

The year 1952 was the second consecutive year that the S-year average for the

number of cross ties renewed per mile of maintained track was less than 100. This aver-

age, which was 94, indicates an average service life of approximately 32 years.

While one must be cautious as to conclusions, it is interesting to note that the S-year

averages for the two regions in the southern areas of the United States—namely, the

Southern Region and the Southwestern Region—are 135 and 123 ties per mile, respec-

tively. The computed average tie service hfe for these regions is approximately 22 and

25 years, respectively.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

President Grove: Mr. Kistler, your report will be so received. Thank you.

Chairman Brentlinger: We will skip the Assignment 5. We have a special feature

for that. We will go to Assignment 6—Bituminous Coatings of Ties for Protection from

the Elements. This is a progress report, and no further report will be made on it.

Assignment 7—Causes Leading to the Removal of Ties, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman L. C. Collister (Santa Fe).

Mr. Collister: This report is presented as information.

You will note from the tabulation on page 474 that decay is still a primary cause

of removal. It warrants considerable attention.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Collister.

Assignment 5—Methods of Retarding the Splitting and the Mechanical
Wear of Ties, Including Stabilization of Wood, Collaborating with Commit-
tee 5, and the National Lumber Manufacturers Association.

,
Chairman Brentlinger: Under Assignment 5 G. M. Magee of the AAR will present

a report for the information of members.
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• Progress in the NLMA-AAR Cross Tie Research Project

By G. M. Magee
Director of Engineering Research, Engineering Division, AAR

In my report to the Association last year I summarized the results that had been

obtained in the S-year perjod of the joint cooperative research betweefi the National

Lumber Manufacturers Association and the Association of American Railroads, for the

purpose of iinding means of prolonfiins; tie life. I advised at that time that the work
would be continued during 1053, but on a budget reduced about SO percent over that in

the previous S-year period.

Combined Seasoning and Treating Process

I should like at this time to give you a brief resume of the results accomplished in

this research during the past year. This work has channeled itself into four principal

phases. The first phase, and we believe the most important in its future potentialities,

is the development of the combined seasoning and treating process to season and treat

green ties in one operation. The benefit of this is to reduce the checking and splitting

that develop in ties during the ordinary seasoning process. In the laboratory tests last

year encouraging results were indicated with the use of a relatively inexpensive ethylene

glycol residue called Glycol R, which is a much less expensive glycol than the more

refined product used in the previous test work. The cost of the glycol required for treat-

ment is one of the important factors in determining whether or not this process of

treatment will be an economical one for general use.

In another laboratory test 8 charges were made consecutively, adding each time

the same amount of Glycol R to the charge. From this test it was concluded that it

would require about 3 to 3^ lb of Glycol R per tie for treatment. Based on present

prices for Glycol R, the cost of this additive for treatment would be in the neighborhood

of 30 to 35 cents a tie.

Field inspection of ties seasoned and treated by this process in the Santa Fe experi-

mental treating cylinder at Albuquerque, N. M., and placed in service in the Santa Fe

track near Emporia, Kan., showed no visible deterioration after 11 months of service.

During the year the rolling-load machine was operated continuously to compare the

resistance of wood treated by the one-step seasoning and treating process with those

treated by conventional methods to resist the repeated pressure from the tie plates due

to repeated loading in track. Generally, each tie specimen was subjected to 1,000,000

repetitions of loading of 30,000 lb. Only a limited number of tests have been completed,

but it" appears that the stability of the wood to resist repeated loading in track is not

being seriously reduced by the one-step seasoning and treating process. There was some

expectation that this might result because of the higher temperatures required in treat-

ment by this process.

Tie Coatings

The second phase of the research is on coatings which can be applied to the tops

of new ties or existing ties in track for the purpose of seahng over checks and splits and

preventing their further development. During the year 10 additional coatings were placed

in the exposure tests in the laboratory grounds of the Teco laboratory at Washington,

D, C. These coatings represent several different types of coal tar, asphalt and wax prod-

ucts. The first coatings placed in this exposure test have now been under observation

for a period of 50 months. It has become apparent that the life of tie coatings will be
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a definite period of years, and this should be taken into account when considering the

economies of the use of a tie coating. Just what the service period for the various

coatings will be is yet to be determined. It would appear that for some of the better

ones a life of perhaps 5 or 6 years may easily be attained, but it is quite evident that

there is some definite life for the coating, and that we may not be able to expect a tie

coating applied to last the full tie life. The specifications for a tie coating developed

from this research have now been referred to the Tie Committee for its further

consideration.

Laminated Cross Ties

In the work on laminated cross ties 100 laminated ties made with hardwood faces

and softwood cores, and 20 laminated ties made of red oak throughout, have been manu-

factured and creosote treated fer installation in track. The 20 red oak ties have been

installed in the Pennsylvania Railroad on a heavy traffic density curve. The 100 laminated

ties with softwood cores will be placed in track by the Pennsylvania early in 1954.

Laminated ties are not economical for use at the present time; however, the purpose

of this installation is to accumulate information on the service performance of laminated

ties so this information will be available should the economic picture change in the

future.

Other Phases of the Program

Because of the reduction in funds available for the work last year, it was thought

desirable to concentrate on the other three phases of the program and discontinue for the

time being the work on chemical deterioration of wood by corrosion products from the

tie plates and spikes. It is believed, however, that this is an important phase of the work

and it is hoped to resume it in the near future.

Another interesting development during the year was a report from the Northern

Pacific on 12 hickory inserts which were prepared at the Teco Laboratory in March

1049. In April 1949 the Northern Pacific installed these inserts, together with some addi-

tional hardwood inserts of maple of the same type, on 15 treated empire Douglas fir ties.

After 43/2 years in service these inserts have performed very satisfactorily indeed. The

inserts were 9 in by 16 in by 1^ in thick, and for 9 of them the tie was only dapped

i^ in to receive the insert, and for the remaining 6 the tie was dapped Ifi in. It appears

the use of hardwood inserts on softwood ties may have some attractive possibilities.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Magee, for your very informative report. .

Chairman Brentlinger: Mr. Grove, this concludes the report of Committee 3.

President Grove: Mr. Brentlinger, your committee continues to keep our attention

focused on the all-important matter of ties. In so doing, it has rendered invaluable

service to the railroads in the past, and I am sure will continue to do so in the future.

You are now excused with the thanks of the Association.

The next report to come before us is that of Committee 5—Track, of which L. L.

Adams, chief engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, and a director of the Association,

is chairman.
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Discussion on Trrxk

(For report, see pp. 699-772.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman L. L. .-Kdams (Louisville & Nashville) : We were very unfortunate in

losing one of our very valuable members, during the year—Mr. George A. Peabody,

vice president and chief engineer of the Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, who

passed away on January 27th. A memoir has been prepared, and I am presenting .same

at this time as a part of our report.

MEMOIR

(George S. ^eafaobp

George A. Peabody, vice president and chief engineer of the Cleveland Frog ."v:

Crossing Company, and an Associate Member of the AREA since 1025, died in Cleveland.

Ohio, on January 27, 1954.

Mr. Peabody was born September 20, 1878, at Aurora, Ohio, and moved to Cleve-

land during his early years where he received his grammar and high school education

in the public schools. He graduated from the Case Institute of Technology in 1902,' and

shortly thereafter began his employment as a draftsman for the Cleveland Frog .^- Cross-

ing Company, with which company he remained for the rest of his life.

Mr. Peabody was associated with the standardization work of the Manganese Track

Society from its beginning, shortly before the first world war, and was a member of its

original Standardization committee. This committee has collaborated with the Track

committee since 1919 in the preparation of plans and specifications for special trackwork.

and Mr. Peabody's long and faithful contributions to this work have always been of

exceptional quality and greatly appreciated by the Track coftimittee.

Mr. Peabody was a prominent Mason, having joined the order in 1910. He became

a Knight Templar in 1912, "and was honored with the .^3rd degree in 19 + 1. He was a

member and trustee of the First Unitarian Church of Cleveland and had served for two

years as president of the Ohio Universalist Convention. He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

Annabelle Peabody; five daughters, Mrs. Donald Hanson, Mrs. Norman Thompson, Mrs.

Eleanor Diekema, Mrs. F. M. Lloyd HI, and Mrs. Donald Weaver; two sons. Dr. George

A. Peabody, and Richard F. Peabody; 26 grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual.

Chairman Adams: Your committee has worked throughout the year, and all sub-

committees have progressed the work on their assignments.

Our first assignment is Revision of Manual. As our subcommittee on this assign-

ment made a very thorough study of our Manual chapter before publication of the new

Manual, it therefore has no report this year.

Assignment 2—Track Tools, Collaborating with Committees 1 and 22,

and with the Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.was presented by Subcommit-

tee Chairman C. E. Peterson (Santa Fc).

Mr. Peterson read the report of the subcommittee in full, and in two motions,

moved the adoption of the recommendations with respect to lining bars and the plan

for the AREA claw bar.

(The motions were regularly seconded, were put to a vote and carried.)

Presidknt Grove: Thank vou, Mr. Petersim.
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Chairman Adams: Due to the illness of Subcommittee Chairman M. J. Zeeman,

the report on Assignment 3 will be made by C. E. Peterson.

Assignment 3—Plans for Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Spring and Slip

Switches, Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR, was presented by C. E.

Peterson (Santa Fe) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman M. J. Zeeman (Santa Fe)

.

Mr. Peterson read in full the recommendations of the committee with respect to the

Portfolio of Trackwork Plans and, in a series of motions moved that they be adopted.

(All of the motions were regularly seconded, were put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Peterson then continued to read the report of the subcommittee, thanked the

Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track Society for its collaboration in the

drafting of the plans and review of the specifications involved in the report, and then

referred by title only to the research reports in Appendices 3-a, 3-b and 3-c.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Peterson.

Assignment 4—Prevention of Damage Resulting from Brine Drippings

on Track and Structures, Collaborating with Committee 15, and Mechanical
Division, AAR, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman W. E. Cornell (New York,

Chicago & St. Louis)

.

Mr. Cornell: Because of a special talk which we will hear later on this subject,

I will not take up much of your time referring to our report, but I would like to call

your attention in particular to Fig. 2 on page 713. This is a photograph showing the

damage that results from brine drippings.

This is a progress report, offered as information.

President Grove: Your report will be so received. Thank you, Mr. Cornell.

Assignment 5—Design of Tie Plates, Collaborating with Committees 3

and 4, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman M. D. Carothers (Gulf, Mobile &
Ohio)

.

(Mr. Carothers read in full the text matter contained in the subcommittee report,

which was submitted as a progress report, as information.)

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Carothers. The report will be so received.

Assignment 6—Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads
Under Plates; Their Effect on Tie Wear; Collaborating with Committee 3;

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman Blair Blowers (Erie).

Mr. Blowers: The primary objective of these investigations is to develop from

service tests the most economical ajid effective methods of extending the service life

of ties by minimizing plate cutting and the frequency of regaging track and. re-adzing

ties on curves.

Tests on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

We are greatly indebted to Mr. L. L. Adams and the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

for providing this proving ground, which is on their heavy tonnage main track near

London, and which has carried approximately 120,000,000 gross tons of traffic since our

original installations made in August 1947. Some additions and changes have been made
each year since that time.

The test occupies 1.3 miles- of track, and includes many kinds of tie plate fastenings,

tie pads, etc. The tests have been in service now for nearly seven years, and we are

able to begin to draw some conclusions.
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During the summer of last year, three short test sections in tangent track, using

new creosoted oak ties and 14-in tie plates, were added to the test installations. In one

section, creosoted hardwood maple pegs were applied as anchor spikes. These pegs are

of the same design as those used in the operation of the Dun-Rite gaging machine in

connection with relaying rail. A coal tar mastic, known as Anker-Seel was applied to

the adzed surfaces of the ties in another section, while in the third section, a cutback

asphalt mastic, having the trade name of "Protek-Tie", was paddled on the under plate

area of the ties. The purpose of the use of mastics under the tie plates is twofold:

(1) Keep out free water, sand or other abrasive materials, which accelerate plate

cutting, and

(2) Retard chemical deterioration of the wood fibers caused by the products

formed by corrosion of the spikes and plates. The service life of other cohi-

pounds placed under tie plates in these tests and elsewhere is generally not

over 3 to 5 years because of abrasion by the tie plates and deterioration from

the elements.

Only a moderate amount of work was performed in retightening or tapping down

six types of special tie plate fastenings. No maintenance work has been required for the

tie plate lock spikes in the 4-deg 30-min test curve. The following types of special anchor

spikes placed in 1947 have had less than 10 percent retightened: Dowel studs and Elastic

spikes. Because of the age of the earlier installations, more maintenance work on the

special fastenings is expected in the next few years.

Track gage measurements on the 4-deg 30-min test curve have indicated that in

most of the sections with special tie plate fastenings, the gage is more uniform and has

changed less than in many of the sections with cut spike construction.

In addition to the usual annual inspection of the test installations, the second

triennial measurement of the plate cutting was made last summer.

The results of the tie wear measurements are summarized as follows:

1. The plate cutting where the 6-year old special fastenings were used was reduced

from one-quarter to one-half of that obtained with the control sections with

cut line spikes, only.

2. Through bolt construction was the most effective of the fastenings in the reduc-

tion of tie wear.

3. The second most effective group of fastenings for oak ties included Dowel studs,

tie plate lock spikes, AAR spring rail clips with screw spikes, and screw spikes

with double coil spring washers.

4. The third ranking group consisted of round head cut spikes with single-coil

spring washers, Elastic spikes and the Oliver hold-down drive spikes with

double-coil spring washers.

5. The 3-year old section having Racor studs in the 5-deg curve reduced plate

cutting to one-half of that in the control section with two each of cut line

and anchor spikes.

6. It was found that the two-way rail anchors, such as the Compression clips and

the G & H Controls No-Creep anchors, accelerated the rate of plate cutting.

The results of the tie pad inspection are as follows:

1. The S and 0-year old Bird laminated pads, coated, on oak ties, have protected

the under plate area much better than the uncoated Fabco pads. There was no
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abrasion of the tie under the sealed pads. Much more compression of the spring

wood of the pine ties was observed in tangent track under both the above types

of pads.

2. It was found that the more elastic coated pads, that is, the fiber-rubber and

rubber composition types, J4-iii thick, did not retain a good seal with the tie

for nearly as long a period as other pads of less elastic composition.

After three years of service the Koppers No. 16 sealing compound, which was

applied to both new and existing creosoted hardwood ties for retarding splitting and

checking, had provided a cover for 73 to 80 percent of the cracks in the newer ties, and

for 61 to 79 percent of the splits in the older ties. The coating was effective in retaining

a higher moisture content in the upper 5^-in of the ties. The 1950 coated ties had a

moisture content of 18% percent as compared with 12 percent for the uncoated ties.

The older ties had corresponding average moisture contents of 25 and 11 percent. On
some of the older ties there was a little evidence of the coating weathering off the edges

of the tops of ties. The coating on a few of the older ties had broken its cover over

some of the major splits.

It seems best to withhold definite conclusions until the serviceability, the maintenance

cost and the benefits derived from the tie pads, special fastenings, etc., have been deter-

mined. However, there is evidence that a coated pad, which had retained its seal over

a long period, had provided better protection to the under plate area than one without

a coating.

Tests on the Illinois Central Railroad

For 10 years the Illinois Central has been conducting a service test of seven arrange-

ments of hold-down fastenings, involving screw spikes, double-coil spring washers, and

cut spikes in their high-speed main track north of Manteno, 111. The test was installed

in tangent track in connection with laying 131 RE rail in 1943. Three miles of track

were rebuilt out-of-face with new ties, one each of creosoted pine, gum and oak. Tie

plates of the 13-in and 14^-in lengths were included in each mile. Except in the pine

tie section with the shorter tie plates, the screw spikes with double-coil spring washers

effected a reduction in the tie abrasion for 124 million gross tons of traffic from 54 to

33 percent of that obtained in the corresponding sections with only cut Hne spikes. From
a comparison of the cut-spike sections, the gum and pine ties were plate cut 16 and

60 percent, respectively, more than the oak ties. The Illinois Central plans to retighten

the screw spikes as they have been less effective during the past 2-year period in the

pine ties with the shorter tie plates.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Blowers, for your report. It will be received as

information.

Chairman Adams: Thank you, Mr. Blowers, for the compliment you paid the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad. I want to say that the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

always stands ready to do what it can to help the work of the AREA, because v/e know
that we are going to get a lot of benefit out of it, and it is to our interest to help.

Assignment 7—Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints

and Retarding Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings, was presented by R. G. Gar-

land (Santa Fe) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman J. W. Hopkins (Bessemer &
Lake Erie)

.

Mr. Garland: The report of Subcommittee 7 contains data covering the third year

of service life of the rail joint lubrication tests on the Illinois Central Railroad.
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During the past decade many of the member roads have adopted the spray method

for maintaining rail joints. Because of this, your committee decided in lOS.S to replace

two of the test preservatives with spray materials.

It is planned to continue all the tests of lubrication and to develop the comparative

economics of the various methods of lubricating rail joints.

This report is submitted as information.

President Grove: Thank you very much. It will be received as information.

Assignment 8—Field Measurement of Forces Resulting from Rail

Anchorage.

Ch.airman Adams: Progress is being made in correlating data secured from field

tests made in previous years. The subcommittee chairman, J. P. Hiltz, New York Central

System, has no report to present at this time.

Assignment 9—Critical Review of the Subject of Speed on Curves aS

Affected by Present-Day Equipment, Collaborating with the AAR Joint

Committee on Relation Between Track and Equipment, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman J. W. Fulmer (Southern).

Mr. Fulmer: The work on this assignment coincides with a similar assignment of

the Joint Committee on Relation between Track and Equipment. The project is being

carried on by the A.^R research staff under the general direction of G. M. Magee. It

involves making test runs on different railroads with various types of passenger cars.

We have made progress, but the nature of the subject makes it desirable to present

a complete report on the results of all tests on all railroads rather than to present the

data in partial reports.

All field work. has been finished, and it is expected that a full and complete report

will be made during the current year.

President Grove: Thank you for your report, Mr. Fulmer. It will be received as

information.

Assignment 10—Methods of Heat Treatment, Including Flame Hard-

ening, of Bolted Rail Frogs and Split Switches, Together with Methods of

Repair by Welding, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman S. H. Poore (Chesa-

peake & Ohio )

.

Mr. Poore: This subject was started last year, and a brief report made indicated

that we were making simulated crossing panels for installation on the Milwaukee near

Mannheim. Those panels have now been completed, and installation is scheduled for

some time in April.

Incidentally, the Bulletin states that we had intended to put them in during Janu-

ary, but it was deemed advisable to wait until the weather broke, to get the advantage

of a better installation.

The panels consist of eight simulated crossings. Three are of carbon steel rail, each

treated by various methods; three have flame-hardened carbon steel rail; one is a carbon

steel panel of control-cooled rail (as rolled) ; and one panel is of chrome-vanadium rail.

Our program generally anticipates that after installation they will be observed, and

as deterioration and wear take place, appropriate measurements will be taken and efforts

made for the repair of these crossings, using the best available techniques of gas and

electric welding.

This report is offered as information.

President Grove: Thank you very much for your report; it will be received as

information.
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Chairman Adams: I desire to call special attention to the special report published

in •the Bulletin on "What Is the Difference in the Cost of Maintaining a Rail Joint on

Pine Ties and on Oak. Ties?" This paper was prepared by George M. O'Rourke, assistant

engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad. This committee expresses its

gratitude to Mr. O'Rourke and others on the Illinois Central for preparing this excellent

report. I think it would be well worth while for all of you to read it.

As a special feature of our report, I desire to present at this time S. K. Coburn,

chemical engineer of the research staff, AAR, who will discuss progress being made in

the prevention of corrosion by brine drippings.

Brine Corrosion Investigations at the Central Research
Laboratories of the Association of American Railroads

By S. K. Coburn
Chemical Engineer, Engineering Division, AAR

Through the kind invitation of Mr. Adams, chairman of your committee, I have been

invited to discuss some of the aspects of our investigations into brine corrosion. As an

indication of our active interest in this subject, I might say that last year at this time

I was shuttling between the Sherman Hotel and this room. This morning I came in

from Kansas City. It appears that the National Association of Corrosion Engineers and

the AREA have an affinity for identical meeting dates. Next year, however, life will be

simpler. The NACE will meet in this hotel one week prior to the AREA meeting.

I have brought back some expensive news. Corrosion now costs this country an

estimated $6 biUion annually. It becomes obvious that we as citizens and engineers have

an economic interest in effective corrosion control, for its price is reflected in almost

everything we buy. As railroad engineers, we have been informed by several of our

fraternity, using figures derived in 1950, that the corrosion share of the repair bill for

hopper cars is 64 percent, gondola cars, 58 percent, baggage cars, 40 percent, and pas-

senger cars, 25 percent, for a total of $210 million. This sum, in addition to an estimated

$69 million for maintenance of way and structures, totals $279 million. Thus, our indus-

try annually is responsible for approximately $1.25 billion worth of corrosion—a tidy

little sum. These costs would be considerably greater were it not for the use of pro-

tective coatings, such as primers, paints, mastics, and cathodic protection systems. It is

estimated that with more intelligent use of our knowledge of the principles of corrosion

and the proper application of known techniques, a reduction of 20 percent in that

corrosion bill could be effected.

Brine corrosion, being so widespread, may be compared with cancer. They are

diseases which have been recognized since ancient times. Each generation, through its

medical practitioners and engineers, has fought them with whatever ideas and tools were

available. Yet, it is a paradox that as these ideas have become more clear and the tools

more powerful, the proportion of human and metal victims continues to grow. The

public has responded to the need for cancer studies with financial support. I am happy

to say the AREA has recognized its need and is supporting these investigations.

Brine represents one of the most vicious of corroding agents. The corrosive activities

of a large number of chemical compositions have been reduced or eliminated through

the medium of alloy steels, revision in design, protective coatings and the like. But brine,

probably because of its atomic dimensions, poses a most difficult problem. These facts

you are aware of, but they must be mentioned in order to properly orient us in a world

where corroding influences constantly are at work.
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The approaches available to us as regards the protection of steel structures such ^s

track and bridges include the following:

1. \'ary the composition of the steel. Impossible at this late date.

2. Apply a protective coating. This is done on bridges and structures, and in

some cases on rail.

.^. Insert a neutralizing agent in the drain troughs of refrigerator cars. Too costly

in maintenance.

4. Mix a neutralizing agent with the brine so that efficient corrosion control may
be e.\ercised the moment a droplet of brine contacts a steel surface.

This latter suggestion is the approach presently being explored. Our first act was to

examine the corrosion literature. Since this field is new, much of the information is

scattered among the older sciences, such as metal processing, paint technology, electro-

plating, physical chemistry, etc. After a preliminary search in these fields and an examina-

tion of the patent literature, we have set up a procedure which will be described with

the help of a number of pictures.

In Figs. 1 and 2 are pictured typical examples of brine corrosion in main line track

over which refrigerator cars pass several times daily. This rail has been in service since

1936. It is my understanding it will be replaced this spring. A closeup of the kind of

scale found in a corrosion pocket is shown in Fig. 3.

The manner in which brine droplet formation was studied is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Here, a special blotting card was fixed to the rail. After the cars passed, the card was

removed, treated with special reagents and developed. Normally, you may recall, brine

droplets from drain troughs range from .spheres to bowling pins in shape. At 40 mph,

the droplets appear as shown in Fig. 5. You can observe from this that the droplets

appear to dry almost as soon as the train has passed the test point—and that has been

our experience. Despite the fact that salt contacts the entire web of the rail, corrosion

predominates in the lower portion.

The International Nickel Company has for a number of years maintained a marine

atmosphere test site at Wrightsville Beach and Kure Beach, N. C. There the, sands of

time grind out corrosion data 24 hr every day of the year. In the meanwhile, we mortals

in the laboratories are charged with the task of seeking or devising accelerated tests

which will enable us to obtain data in the minimum of time, and hope it will correlate

with data obtained in long term exposure studies. We learned that to develop a good

coat of rust, a corroding specimen had to pass through a drying cycle. Others, too, were

familiar with this fact. One of the major motor car manufacturers, facing a corrosion

problem of auto body steel, contrived a device after seven years of experimentation

enabling them to study the corrosion resistance of various alloy steels when exposed to

a corrosive environment. The composition of the corrosive solution used in their test

was based on the analysis of snow and slush subject to salt treatment during the winter

months.

Having located a system which seemed capable of fulfilling our needs, it became

necessary to test it. We were fortunate in soliciting the interest of the General Motors

Research Laboratories by pointing out that some mutual benefits might accrue if. they

would be kind enough to allow us to test our hypothesis in their equipment. We supplied

them with metal specimens and chemicals and they carried out tests under our direction

over a two-month period. The data developed by them substantiated our theories and

enabled us to proceed with confidence in the direction we are presently following. Their

instrument is shown in Fig. 6.
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After the steel coupons are wet with the test solution each morning they are exposed

to a continuous varying cycle of relative humidity ranging from 100 percent through 10

percent. This change in humidity takes place over an 8 hr period, three times each 24

for 20 days, totahng 60 cycles.

The rust produced is of the non-permanent lamellar type, i.e., each corrosion cycle

of high through low relative humidity is responsible for producing one layer of rust.

By X-ray diffraction they were able to show the production of approximately 55 layers

of rust. Recall Fig. 3 in which distinct layers of rust were shown. Those in all probability

contained numerous thin layers not readily visible. In Figs. 7 and 8 you may see the

type of rust produced in the General Motors Corrosion Chest.

As a result of this work we have devised for the time being a hand-operated system

which reminds one of the manner in which penicillin was made during World War II

—

in thousands of one-quarter bottles. Instead of varying the humidity automatically we

place specimens for specified time intervals in jars maintaining different relative humid-

ities. The constant temperature box used is pictured in Fig. 9. The scheme we have

adopted is the coupon technique. We cut them from sheet steel. Our coupons are small

steel plates measuring vy^ in by 3 in by J^ in. They are carefully cleaned before being

introduced to the corrosive environment. The subject of surface preparation is broad,

and we carried out many tests before adopting the present procedure. Initially the metal

is pickled in hydrochloric acid to remove mill scale, after which it is polished, using a

flexible shaft-powered disk containing emery paper backed with brushes. In Ftg. 10 you

may observe the manner in which the polishing operation is performed. The coupons then

are placed in a Mbt alkaline solution, a composition of recent development for removing

grease and oil. The samples then, are scrubbed with an abrasive as shown in Fig. 11.

After being rinsed with distilled water they are immersed in distilled acetone to hasten

drying, and stored in a dry atmosphere. The coupons then are carefully weighed and

placed in a plastic rack in groups of four. At the start of a test a 5 percent stock solu-

tion of brine is made up. To portions of this solution a number of inhibiting substances

are added in various concentrations. The coupons, in racks, are immersed in these solu-

tions and placed in a covered museum jar containing a solution which effects a relative

humidity of 70 percent. After 2 hr the coupons are removed to another jar whose rela-

tive huntidity is controlled at 40 percent. After 2 hr in this jar the coupons are placed

in a jar whose relative humidity is controlled at 20 percent. After 2 hr the specimens

again are immersed the various brine solutions and stored at 100 percent relative

humidity overnight. The temperature of the box is maintained at 120 deg F during

the night. During the course of the day the temperature is held between 100-105 deg F.

Our cycle proceeds for 30 days. On Friday of each week the samples are rinsed with

distilled water to simulate a rain-washing action and placed in a jar at 100 percent

relative humidity over the weekend. The problem of effecting rapid attainment of the

desired humidity, once the cover of a jar was removed to admit the specimen racks,

was solved by introducing a small fan powered by a 0.002-hp motor. Prior to the use

of the fan it was found that 6 hr were required before the designated humidity was

attained. With the fan providing rapid movement of air as shown in Fig. 12 the desired

relative humidity is restored in 30 min. The techniques used to measure relative humidity

in small closed systems had first to be developed and tested by us before the data could

be cdnfirmed. This is a typical example of an unanticipated problem requiring immediate

solution and stalling progress in a research program.

After the samples have gone through a 30-day exposure period, they appear in black

and white as shown in Fig. 13, One has difficulty in determining which is a crater and

(Text continued on page 1094)
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Fig. 1—Brine-corroded rail.

Fig. 2—View of pit and scale.

Fig. 3—Layer-like composition
of scale.

Fig. 4—Blotting card in position.
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Fig. 5—Pattern of droplet form.

Fig. 6—Corrosion chest.
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Fig. 9—Constant temperature box.

Fig. 10 (left)—Polishing operation. Fig. 11 (right)—Scrubbing operation.
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Fig. 12—Circulating fan in jar.

30 day- !
30(i*ys

Fig. 13—Rust from inhibited brine
after 30 days.

Fig. 14—Appearance of "brine'
"original", and "chromate standard"
exposed coupons after 30 days.

Fig. 15 — Appearance of "poly-
phose"-inhibited brine treated cou-
pons after 30 days.

j9»&bi$gf^^%^i^mmt4.

Fig. 16—Coupons in immersion rack.

-vJUHSHaE

Fig. 17—View comparing orig-
inal coupon with brine, chromate,
and phosphate-exposed coupons.
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Fig. 18—Coupons before and after exposure.

Fig. 19—Brine-exposed coupon descaled.

Fig. 20—Descaled coupons.
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Fig. 21 (three left panels)—Descaled coupons from chromate-inhibited brine.
Fig. 22 (panel at far right)—Another view of chromated coupon.

Fig. 23—Descaling operation.
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which is a projection. Therefore, we turned to color. For example, in Fig. 14 headed

"Brine", "Original", and "Chromate Standard" the worst condition is pictured as com-

pared to the original coupon, which was exposed only to varying humidity, and a con-

dition in which an effective chromate inhibitor was present. The quality and thicknes.s

of rust when closely observed does differ. The use of chromate is to establish a peak of

efficiency. Since we cannot use this material in the fashion desired, we cannot take

advantage of its excellent properties. In Fig. IS one of the materials we have under

consideration because of its low toxic properties is compared with brine. Again a picture

is a poor substitute for actually observing' the specimen. In Fig. 16 the samples are

shown in the immersion rack, thus allowing one to view the growth of tubercles which

are characteristic of this system. Comparison of volume changes as a criteria of rust

formation or inhibiting efficiency may be noted in Fig. 17. There an original coupon is

compared with coupons immersed in brine, chromate-inhibited brine, and phosphate-

inhibited brine, respectively, in descending order. Fig. 18 shows a coupon before and

after immersion in brine solution after 30 days. After the coupons have been pickled or

descaled we can observe the degree of pitting. A brine sample is shown in Fig. 19. Fig.

20 illustrates the appearance of descaled coupons exposed to "polyphose"-inhibited brine.

Fig. 21 is a view of descaled coupons exposed to a chromate-inhibited brine solution.

Fig. 22 is another view of the chromated coupon. These subjective observations com-

bined with the weight loss of the respective coupons supplies us with enough information

to effect a relative rating of a corrosion inhibiting material. The subject of pickling or

rust removal without harming the substrate or base metal again posed a difficult problem.

After testing a number of proprietary formulas we have found that electrolytic descaling

was best. The procedure used is demonstrated in Fig. 23. The solution is one using

sulfuric acid and an organic corrosion inhibitor. We think eventually we will change

to an alkaline solution using cyanides. We will . thus exchange one hazardous material

for another with the advantage being that the cyanide solution lasts indefinitely with

small additions, whereas the acid pickle solution has a short life.

I should like to acknowledge my thanks to Mr. Kermit Morris, my assistant, and

to Mr. August Flassig who aided in the photographic color work, and to Mr. Magee for

his encouragement in this problem.

I hope that we have given you a clearer idea of Jiow a portion of this corrosion

investigation is being carried out. We have othfr projects along this line underway and

hope to be able to report substantial progress in the near future.

President Grove: Thank you very much, Mr. Ccburn.

Chairman Adams: Thank you, Mr. Coburn, for such an excellent and instructive

talk. It has added very much to our report, and I think it has impressed all of us with

the importance of continuing the study of preventing corrosion from brine drippings.,

I have been on the railroad a good many years, and we have had brine drippings and

corrosion during the whole time, but I hope that some day we'll be able to whip it.

Mr. President, this concludes the report of the Track committee, and I want to

extend my thanks to the members of this committee for the excellent work they have

performed during my first year as chairman.

President Grove: Mr. Adams, we thank you and your committee for another

splendid report. Your committee has many very important research and test projects

under its direction, and we all look to it for the solution to many of our problems dealing

with track structures.

Your committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.
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Discusi^ion on Continuous Welded Rail

(For report, sec pp. 681-697.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman H. B. Christi.-vnson, Sr. (Milwaukee Road): In the death of Frank G.

Campbell on August 21, 1953, we lost an energetic, tireless co-worker and a radiant

friend. A brief memoir in remembrance of him is recorded on page 681 of Bulletin 514,

and a more extended memoir was included in the convention presentation of Committee

22—Economics of Railway Labor.

This committee is reporting on four of its five assignments.

Assignment 1—Fabrication, Encompassing Methods of Welding, Space

and Facilities Required, Organization, Procedure and Costs, was presented by.

Subcommittee Chairman F. W. Creedle (Ramapo Ajax Div., American Brake Shoe Co.)

Mr. Creedle: Mr. President and members: At the outset I would like to make a

personal observ-ation which is based on my discussion of this over-all subject with a

great many railroad people, and that is to the effect that it is felt that the general

subject of continuous welded rail is one of the most important that we have on the

agenda at the present time. Accordingly, it can be expected that this subject will probably

be one of the most controversial, so if this committee continues to function, it will be

involved in many discussions which are highly controversial.

During 1953 the welded rails used in connection with laying stretches of continuous

welded track in the United States were made by the gas pressure-weld process. Further

development and investigation are going on at the present time in the matter of equip-

ment to produce electric flash butt-welded rails. However, none of this equipment was

placed in commercial service on the railways of the United States during the past year.

A special report by R. E. Cramer, research associate professor, and R. S. Jensen,

research assistant professor. University of Illinois, is made a part of this report. This

report covers electric flash butt-welded rails which were' given the same metallographic

and mechanical tests that were run on 'the welds made by several processes in the 1930's

It is realized that any accelerated test is not entirely comparable to the behavior of

welds in actual service. However, the results obtained to date from welds made by the

various processes, which have been in service for periods up to approximately 20 years,

follow very closely the information shown in the original report published in the Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 40, 1930 and, for this reason, it is felt that the present report will be of

value to the railroads.

Although there has been continued progress in the quality of welds made by the

gas pressure-weld process during the past year, there have been only minor changes in

the basic process, which has been covered in detail in previous reports. For this reason

*no detailed discussion of gas pressure-weld fabrication is given in this report.

Although it is impossible to predict the ultimate use of welded rails on the railways

of this country, it is of interest to note that the total number of welds made each year

continues to increase. The almost negligible percentage of failures of welded rails in

service, which were made either by the electric flash butt-weld or the gas pressure-weld

processes, and the generally improved quality of the welds, indicates that the problem

of fabrication is being given the serious study which is necessary if welded rails are

to be brought into general use on the railroads.

Your subcommittee will continue to follow the subject of fabrication very closely

and furnish detailed reports of any new processes which may be introduced in the future.

This report is submitted as information.
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President Grove: Thank you very much for the report, Mr. Creedlc. It will be so

received.

Chairman Christianson: Thank you, Mr. Creedle, for the outstanding work you

have dtjne as chairman of this subcommittee.

Assignment 2—Laying, Encompassing Track Preparations, Transporta-
tion and Distribution of Long Rails, Installations in Track, Temperature.
Considerations, Closure Welds, Disposition of Rail When Continuous Rail
is Replaced, Length Limitations, Procedure at Insulated Joints, Switches,
Railroad Crossings, and Drawbridges, and Cost Data, was presented by Sub-
committee Chairman E. J. Brown (Burlington).

Mr. Brown: The report of this subcommittee is a progress report, .submitted as

additional information.

Your subcommittee will continue to study the assignment given it, and will sive

you the benefit of any additional information that we can gather during the year.

Presidei^t Grove: Thank you, Mr. Brown. The report will be so received.

Assignment 3—Fastenings, Encompassing Rail Expansion, Types and
Number of Anti-Creeping Devices on Welded Track and Adjacent Jointed
Track, Type of Joint Bar at Ends of Welded Sections, Tie Plate and Spike
Requirements, and Cost Data, Was presented by Mr. W. E. Cornell (New York,

Chicago & St. Louis) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman J. W. Hopkins

(Bessemer &. Lake Erie).

Mr. Cornell: Last year the committee recommended a method for fastenings. We
have one report on that from one railroad that has used this method, and the report is

entirely satisfactory.

Your committee needs your help. Not only will it help make our work easier, but

we will get a report out much quicker if any of you who may have used this method
of fastening will tell us what result you obtain—whether or not it is satisfactory.

Twenty-three replies were received to the questionnaire sent out last year concerning

the anchorage of welded rail. Of these replies, 18 roads reported they were having no

trouble with their fastening; 5 reported trouble which was corrected simply be adjusting

the anchors.

Mr. President, this report is offered as information.

President Grove: Mr. Cornell, your report will be so received.

Chairman Christianson: Assignment 4—Maintenance, will be presented by C. E.

Weller. Mr. Weller has accepted the vice chairmanship of this committee, for which we
are very happy.

Assignment 4—Maintenance, Encompassing Maintenance of Rail, Track,
Fastenings, Ties and Ballast, Including Out-of-Face Resurfacing and Rebal-
lasting, and Cost Data, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman C. E. Weller
(Illinois Central)

.

Mr. Weller: The work of Subcommittee 4, Maintenance, during 1953 may be

divided into two parts; First, we attempted to find out what questions and problems

were in the minds of our maintenance-of-way men. These questions are the key to what
thoughts, consideration and interests continuous welded rail is being given by the various

railroads. The second part of our work was to get information from those roads ac-

quainted with the problems and prepare a summary of answers as a progress report.

I will not take the time to discuss our written report further. Instead, I will take a

moment to discuss a few of the questions.
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Some of the questions most generally asked are: "What will happen when a railroad

reaches the point where a considerable portion, or all of" its track, is laid with continuous

welded rail?" "Will a change in maintenance procedure be necessary, such as performing

all the heavy track work in cool weather ; or, can we develop methods of carrying on

track work in hot weather?" These questions show that a number of men are not sure

it is safe to work welded rail under certain conditions. They also show that many people

do not care to make commitments in favor of welded rail unless reasonable answers to

the questions can be found. On the other hand we have the experience of two railroads

that have carried out ballasting operations when the temperature was at least 20 deg

above the laying temperature and without any unusual difficulties. This would indicate

that these roads feel the problems expressed above are not as serious as some think.

Between the§e extremes we have several views expressed, and roads which have found

no answer to these problems. We have concern on one hand, confidence on the other,^

and uncertainty in the middle.

It adds up to the fact that continuous welded rail is as a growing boy. It has many

problems—problems that must be worked out as the boy grows—problems that some

have grave doubts about their being solved, while others express confidence that they

will be overcome. We invite your participation by telling us of your problems and

experiences.

President Gro\'e: Thank you, Mr. Weller.

Chairman Ciiristianson: We have no report on Assignment 5—"Economics. As

Mr. Schram pointed out in his report to you last March as chairman of Subcommittee S,

it may be several years before sufficient factual information can be assembled that might

justify changes in the estimates of savings.

We wish to thank Mr. Magee and also Professors Cramer and Jensen of the Uni-

versity of Illinois for the substantial help they have given us.

Since this is the last day of my 3 -year term as chairman, I want to take the oppor-

tunity to express my heartfelt thanks to the Association for the honor given me to

work with the men of this committee. The assignment will be carried forward vigorously

under the leadership of Mr. Racine, and we are all very happy he has accepted the

chairmanship.

The facts that have been developed, much of which arc favorable to continuous

welded rail, .unquestionably justify the complete and thorough study of the subject that

the Association has directed.

Mr. President, that concludes the report of our committee.

President Grove: Mr. Christianson, we are all very much interested in the reports

which have been developed during recent years by your committee on this relatively

new subject, and look forward to being kept posted currently upon all the new devel-

opments relating to it.

It is evident that your committee is determined to develop this subject to the fullest

extent, and to come up with the correct answers.

We welcome the new vice chairman of your committee, Mr. Weller, of the Illinois

Central, and your new chairman, Mr. L. F. Racioe, chief engineer of the Chicago,

Indianapolis & Louisville Railroad.

If Mr. Racine will please come to the podium, I would like to present him with his

chairman's gavel.

Mr. Racine, the gavel band reads, "L. F. Racine, Chairman, Committee on Con-

tinuous Welded Rail, 1054-1957," and I am pleased to present it to you.

Mr. Christianson, your committee is now excused with the thanks of the

.Association.
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President Grove: For the information of those who were not here yesterday when

we gave you the figures on attendance, we would like to say that at the end of

Wednesday 2029 had registered, while for the Jubilee Year we had 2052 at that time.

Our attendance is ahead of the intervening years.

Discussion on Rail

(For report, see pp. 773-907.)

(President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Chairman C. J. Code (Pennsylvania) : You have previously heard mentioned from

this platform the death during the past year of Mr. J. B. Akers and Mr. W. C. Barnes.

Mr. Akers was a member of the Rail committee from 1938 until the time of his

death. During the years we learned to look to him for constructive criticism, sound

common sense, wholehearted cooperation and friendly support. The members of the

Rail committee have suffered a deep loss in his passing.

Mr. Barnes died on February 21. For many years he was engineer of tests for the

rail committee, and in this capacity took an important part in the work of our organiza-

tion. Beside his very important work on the detector car, he supervised the preparation

of our annual statistical reports of rail failures. His many friends on the Rail committee

sincerely regret his passing.

The Rail committee reports progress on 10 assignments. We have no report on the

11th assignment, and upon the recommendation of this committee, the subject was

discontinued at the end of the current year and a new one has been substituted.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chair-

man B. R. Meyers (Chicago & North Western).

Mr. Meyers: For the purpose of more clearly defining the fracture of the rail

specimen in the drop test and to eliminate unnecessary mill expense in obtaining unused

information on "Elongation and Permanent Set" of the specimen in the drop test, it is

recommended that the SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPEN-HEARTH STEEL RAILS be

reapproved with the following revisions:

On page 4-2-2 delete Art. 5 (b) and substitute new paragraphs (b), Ic) and (d)

as outlined in the Bulletin.

On page 4-2-2 delete entire Art. 6.

I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

It is recommended that SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGH-CARBON STEEL JOINT
BARS be reapproved with a revision on page 4-2-11, Art. 12, to correct a typographical

error and show the correct permissible camber in 36-in bars as tV in instead of % in,

and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

It is recommended that we adopt as an AREA recommended section the 140-lb rail

section shown in Fig. 6 on page 776, to be designated 140 RE, and include same in the

Manual as part of recommended rail sections. I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

It is recommended that we adopt as an AREA recommended section the 140-lb head-

contact joint bar shown in Fig. 7a on page 778 and include same in the Manual as

part of JOINT BARS AND ASSEMBLIES, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)
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It is recommended that Table 1 on page 4-1-14 of the Manual be reapproved with

an additionar column of dimensions for 140 RE rail as set forth on page 777, and I

so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

It is recommended that Fig. 1 on page 4-1-15 be reapproved with a revision of

the title to include reference to 140 RE rail and Joint bars, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Assignment 2—Conditions Affecting Service Life of Rail, Causes of Rail

Failures and Defects, in Collaboration with AISI Technical Committee on\

Rail and Joint Bars, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman C. J. Code (Penn-

sylvania) .

Mr. Code: This somewhat formidable title covers our committee which we call

the Joint Contact Committee, working in collaboration with the manufacturers. The

specifications which you have just voted on were reviewed by that committee.

Several other specifications and revisions are under consideration, one having to do

with the method of handling X rails. The recommendation on that item will probabl\'

be forthcoming within the next year.

With the help of the manufacturers' representatives during the past year we have

worked out almost in iinal form a recommended practice or specification for rails for

butt welding. In that connection, we have also had the cooperation of the Special

Committee on Continuous Welded Rail. We hope to have that ready for presentation

next year.

This committee supervises the research work at the University of Illinois and Bat-

telle Memorial Institute, and the work at the Illinois Institute of Technology by Professor

Frocht. Most of this work will be reported on in connection with Subcommittee 8.

However, at this time I would like to have Professor Cramer report on his work on the

investigation of failures in control-cooled rail.

Investigation of Failures in Control-Cooled Rails

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

This report begins on page 779 of this volume. The investigation is financed equally

b\' the Association of American Railroads and the American Iron and Steel Institute.

Slide 1

This year we received 41 failed rails from 13 different railroads, as shown in Table 1

(page 780). As you will observe from the table, there were 2 transverse fissures from

shatter chacks in improperly control-cooled rails; 9 transverse fissures from hot torn

steel, and 1 transverse fissure from an inclusion. The largest classification of failure Was

17 detail fractures from shelling, which will be discussed under the Shelly Rail sub-

committee report.

Slide 2

I would like to discuss transverse fissures from hot torn steel for the remainder of

my time. Fig. 1 (page 780) shows two of these failures which had grown very large

before thev were found bv a detector car after being in service for 1.^ vcars. The lower
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two pictures are etched slices from the same rail heads, which show hot torn areas or,

actually, porosity inside the rail heads. These defects act as the starting points for the

fissures.

Slide 3

Many rails containing hot torn areas develop multiple fissures hke the specimen

shown in this picture. It originally had a fissure Yz in from the left end of this etched

slice and there are two more large fissures across the rail head within a distance of 3 in.

in the rail.

Slide 3.

Slide 4

It has also been determined that the porosity may extend a distance of 20 ft in the

length of some rails. This picture shows one rail examined in the laboratory where the

porosity extended for 20 ft of the rail length. The average length of porosity is more

likely to be 5 to 10 ft in the length of a rail.

So far, only 9 rails have been examined, which were rolled since 1946, where the

cause of hot torn steel was demonstrated to be the overheating of the rail blooms. How-
ever, that was only 7 years ago, and it often takes longer than 7 years before such rails

develop their failures.

Slide 5

This slide shows bar-graphs on 148 failures from hot torn steel received in the past

14 years. This is only an average of 10 failures per year, which cannot be considered

an important problem. The bar-graphs show that the greatest number of failures—21

—have occurred in their 7th year in service. They also show that 10 failures occurred

in 3 years of service and only 3 between 1 and 2 years of service.
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Slide 4.

SLIDE 5- FAILURE RECORD OF 148 HOT TORN STEEL RAILS
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Assignment 3—Rail Failure Statistics, Covering (a) All Failures, (b)

Transverse Fissures, (c) Performance of Control-Cooled Rail.

Chairman Code: While I am chairman of Subcommittee 3, the work of compiling

these statistics was done by the AAR staff under Mr. Magee's supervision, and I am
asking Mr. Magee to report on this subject.

Mr. Magee: As you probably know, all rail failures that occur in main line track

on practically all of the railroads in the United States and Canada are reported to our

office annually. The failures represent not only service failures but rails taken out of

track because of a detected defect—transverse defect, vertical or horizontal split head,

or an engine burn fracture. These are then analyzed and are prepared in form to give

information on several different things.

These have been carried along each year for a good many years, and I think that

because of that we may not attach the importance to these statistics that I believe is

really justified. For one thing, they have given us excellent information on the effective-

ness of our detector car testing.

In the diagram on page 785 we show the number of service failures since 1919 that

have occurred in track which are thought to be transverse fissures, and the number of

detected transverse defects. I think there are two things that are quite interesting in this

chart in recent years. One is the tremendous reduction we have had in service of trans-

verse fissure failures beginning in 1943. I think it is even more gratifying to notfe that

even between 1951 and 1952 we have had a further reduction of 20 percent in the

number of service transverse fissures—getting down now pretty close to one thousand,

which is really very good.

Of course, that is due to two things—to the use of control-cooled rail, and, most

important, I think, to effective detector car testing.

Another interesting thing that I believe we should keep in mind is that in the past

eight or ten years the number of transverse defects in track have been continuing at a

very high level. These defects have been running along on an average of around 34,000,

and that's a lot. I think that shows us the importance and the necessity of keeping

our detector car testing on an adequate and efficient basis.

Another purpose of these statistics is to give a comparison between mill perform-

ances. One base that has been used for that has been the comparing of the number of

failures that occur in the first five years of service. In other words, if you have a failure

in your rail within five years, you would be justified in thinking that there was some-

thing defective in the rail. Those comparisons are made for each year's rolling in control-

cooled rail by the different mills, and I think you would be interested in checking up

on the performance of whatever mills furnish your rail, from year to year, in those

statistics.

Then we also show a comparison of the failures in control-cooled rail by types of

failures. I think you would like to compare the results on your railroad on that with the

results reported by other railroads. Generally speaking, I think we have very good mill

performance. There have been a few cases where there have been local conditions that

have resulted in a number of failures.

In recent years bolt hole cracks and fillet failures at rail ends have occurred with a

great deal of frequency on certain roads, which has had quite an influence on the

picture of failures.

We have also had some roads with quite a number of detail fractures from shelly

spots, and that has influenced the picture.
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A few roads have had quite a bit of difficulty in the last few years with base breaks,

but those were more or less localized, and I would say that, in general, the mill per-

formance has been very good in recent years.

The last table in the report includes the follow-up that we are making on control-

cooled rail. It is gratifying to see that we are still continuing with what I would say

are practically no true transverse fissure failures developing in control-cooled rail. I think

that is an excellent record, and we should keep in mind that we now have almost

16,000,000 tons of control-cooled rail on track.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Magee, for this report.

Assignment 4—Rail End Batter; Causes and Remedies; was presented bv
Subcommittee Chairman K. K. Kessler (Baltimore & Ohio).

Mr. Kessler: A program for 1954 has been approved whereby matched pairs of

battered rail ends will be repaired at the A.-\R laboratory by various welding methods

and rods. The repaired ends will then be evaluated on the rolling-load machines in the

laboratory.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

President Ghove: Thank you, Mr. Kessler. Your report will be so received.

Assignment 5—Economic Value of Various Sizes of Rail, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman A. A. Shillander (Illinois Central).

Mr. Shill.\nder: Assignment S is a comparison of expenditures and service lives

of 112-lb and 131-lb rail.

Location—Northward track from Mattoon, 111., to Savoy, 111.

Traffic—Annual tonnage, 28,000,000 gross tons.

131-lb rail—A stretch of 20 miles was laid in 1944, is still in track, and in good con-

dition. Estimated life about 20 years in this location. This is lower than previously esti-

mated, at about 25 years. Joint condition is fair to good. There is a slight difference in

elevation of rail ends. This will be corrected by reversing joint bars. Joints will be built

up this year.

112-lb rail—Laid in 1943 and 1942. Of the 20 miles assigned for this comparison,

12.43 remain in track. The removal of 8 miles in 1953 was noted in the report at that

time. Three and one-quarter miles are on the program for removal soon on account of

rough riding condition caused by engine burns. This will leave only 8.40 miles in track.

Its life is estimated at about 13 to 14 years. Joint condition is fair, and will be corrected.

This is submitted as information.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Shillander. Your report will be so received.

Assignment 6—Service Tests of Various Types of Joint Bars, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman T. A. Blair (Santa Fe).

Mr. Blair: The report of this subcommittee covers test installations of 115- and

132-lb joints placed in service in 1948. The meat of the report is included in graphs that

show the results of annual measurements of wear of the joints and rail ends, based on

field inspections made by Mr. Magee's staff.

It is too early to draw any definite conclusions, but your committee does recommend
these graphs as being well worth detailed study, and I think you can begin to see some

trends.

The report is submitted as information.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Blair. The report will be so received.
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Assignment 7—Joint Bar Wear and Failures, Revision of Design and

Specification for New Bars, Including Insulated Joints, and Bars for Main-

tenance Repairs.

Chairman Code: Mr. E. E. Chapman, retired mechanical assistant to the general

manager of the Santa Fe is chairman of this subcommittee. Mr. Chapman retired from

active service on the Santa Fe on February 1, 1954, and has asked to be reUeved of his

job as subcommittee chairman. We are granting his request, with regret.

Mr. Chapman has been a most valuable member of the Rail committee. His knowl-

edge of metals and his insight into its behavior have made him a most able chairman.

We felicitate him on his retirement, and wish him many years of happiness.

Mr. Chapman has prepared a most interesting review of the work of joint bars,

which appears in the report of Subcommittee 7. I will now ask him to present that

report.

Mr. Chapman read the report practically in full and then added:

Mr. Chapman: There has been some discussion about the proposition that joint

bars in the future should be given a study of a more fundamental nature than simply

the testing of the various types of bars, and that will probably be one additional project

of the Joint Bar Committee for the coming year.

President Gkove: Thank you, Mr. Chapman, for your very good report.

Chairman Code: Professor Russell Jensen, who handles the test work at the Uni-

versity of Illinois, has a report to present on his work during the past year.

Joint Bar Research at the University of Illinois

By R. S. Jensen

Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

The Association of American Railroads has, for the past several years, sponsored

and financed a cooperative investigation on joint bar research at the University of

Illinois. The program consists mainly of a series of rolling-load tests to obtain com-

parative fatigue data on various types of joint bars, with the consideration of improv-

ing the design or otherwise increasing or extending the useful life of the bars. This

work in the laboratory has shown that, in addition to design differences, other factors

exist which influence the test results, and I would like to review briefly two of the more

important ones—variation in bar strength as reflected by variation in Brinell hardness

readings, and gouging of the bars by hot-sawed rail ends—before reporting on the tests

made this past year.

Slide 1. Brinell Hardness

One of the factors affecting the fatigue life of joint bars is the variation in Brinell

hardness, which is reflected in variation in strength of the bars. (See AREA Proceedings,

Vol. 52, 1951, page 839, slide 5) This slide gives some idea of the range of hardness

encountered in bars received for testing. Brinell readings were taken on the top flange

at about mid-length, and for this group of 98 bars the hardness ranged from 160 to

280 Brinell. This range of hardness indicates a rather large variation in strength of bars

and is especially noticeable on bars below 200 Brinell, where a pronounced decrease in

fatigue life has been observed.

Improvements along the line of closer control of the heat treatment of the bars

are in progress at the mills and should result in fewer bars of low hardness getting

through.
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Slide 2. Rail Fishing Surface Profile

A second factor, aside from design, intlucncing joint bar life is the gouging of joint

bars by hot-sawed rail ends. All rails are cut to length at the mill in the hot condition

by high-speed rotary friction saws. Subsequently, by hand grinding, fins and burrs arc

removed, but specifications call for no rail end beveling on the fishing surfaces. This

slide (See Area Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1051, p. 838, slide 4) shows an extreme condition

in which the projections downward of about 0.030 in cause the rails to gouge the bars

severely, starting fatigue cracks and causing early bar failure. Fishing surface profiles,

which are taken on all hot-sawed rails used in our laboratory rolling-load tests, show

reductions in fishing height from 2 to iO thousandths of an inch.

An improvement in this condition has resulted from milling the rail ends after hot

.sawing, which is standard practice at some mills, and a more careful grinding operation

at other mills.

Slide 3. Easements

Placing an easement on the joint bar, either by pressing it into the hot bar as a mill

operation or grinding it in on the top fi.shing surface, has proved very beneficial in

eliminating gouging of the bar by the rail ends. Tests are now in progress in the rolling-

load machines using bars having both pressed easements and ground easements, and

Slide 3.

while all of the tests have not been completed, sufficient evidence is available to show

that both types of easements are effective in reducing or eliminating gouging.

This slide shows two bars with ground easements in which the cracks which caused

failure started outside of the easement. In all of the tests thus far, on bars having

adequate easements, the failure has been outside of the ea.sement area.

Slide 4. Fatigue Failures of 132 K44 HF Bars (See Fig. 1, p 817, this volume)

Twenty-four tests on joint bars were completed last year, including 12 tests on

132 K 44 headfree, 36-in, long-toe bars with pressed easements a'a to is in deep over
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(he central 1^ in. Two of the failures of this type of bar are shown here, the one on

the left progressing from the top to a bolt hole ; the other failure occurring at mid-length

of the bar.

Twelve tests were also completed on 132 RE headfree, 36-in bars with pressed

easements 3/64 in. in depth over the central 1 in. Although 10 of the 132 RE bars

failed from cracks which started on the top bar surfaces, none of the cracks passed

through easements.

Slide 5. Average Brinell Hardness and Cycles for Failure

This slide shows the average hardness and cycles for failure for the 24 tests of joint

bars completed last year, together with 2 groups of tests on bars from the previous year.

For the 12 tests of 132 K 44 bars, the surface Brinell averaged 228 and the average

cycles in the rolling machine was 832,290.

For the 132 RE bars, the surface Brinell averaged only 199, and consequently the

cycles in the rolling machine were low, averaging 406,590—an average only about one-

half as great as previous tests indicated for this type of bar.

The 112 B 53 headfree bars were from a group of used bars tested a year ago,

which had been reformed and reheat-treated after grinding out the cracks on the top

fishing surface. Since the grinding to eliminate cracks had extended rather deeply into

some of the bars—from 3/16 to 9/32 in. in depth—it was decided to make rolling-load

tests to determine if the bar life had been materially shortened. The average hardness

was high however—Brinell 257—and the average cycles for 10 joints was 852,660-

a

satisfactory average. The last group of bars, also taken from the previous years tests,

was purposely quenched at 200 deg below the critical temperature, and with an average

Brinell of only 150 averaged only 71,400 cycles.

AVERAGE BAR HARDNESS 8 CYCLES FOR FAILURE
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Slide 6. Micrographs (See Fig. 8, p. 826, this volume)

Micrographs are taken on specimens from all bars that fail in the rolling-load tests

and many of the failed bars from service in order to observe the grain structure and

amount of decarburization at the bar surface. The micrographs shown in this slide are

fiom failed bars from service which had Brinell hardnesses at the surface of 188 and 254,

respective!}-. A rather coarse grain structure exists in the bar on the left, with a Brinell

of 188, and a fine grain structure is shown for the bar at the right, with a Brinell

of 254.

Slide 7. Physical Properties vs Brinell (See Fig. 9, p. 827, this volume)

In order to determine the physical properties of bars which fail in the rolling-load

tests and bars which are sent in as service failures, tensile tests are made on specimens

machined from the bars. The yield point and tensile strength values of 25 failed bars

from service received last year, and several laboratory tested bars, are shown here,

plotted against the Brinell hardness taken on the ends of the tensile specimens. Although

some scatter exists in the plot, in general it indicates that for a specimen to meet the

yield point specification of 70,000 psi it should have a Brinell hardness of about 222,

(the intersection of the line through the plotted points with the 70,000 psi stress line).

while, in general, the tensile requirement of 100,000 psi is met when the Brinell on the

tensile specimen is 195 or greater.

In conclusion, since the hardness and physical properties of the bars depend on

the heat treatment they receive, improvements should result from closer control of the

heat treatment at the mills; also, the roUing-load tests made thus far indicate that ade-

quate easements should go a long way in reducing the number of failures and in

increasing the joint bar life in service.

President Grove: Thank you, Professor Jensen, for this very valuable information

Assignment 8—Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail:

Methods for Their Prevention.

Cu.AiRMAN Code: A brief look at Table 6 in our reports of rail failure statistics will

show that compound fissures and detail fractures constitute 31 percent of all failures

reported in control-cooled rail in the last 10 years rollings. It is pretty well established

that a large percentage of failures of this type come from shelly spots or head checks.

It is this feature of shelly spots which causes us the most concern, and which justifies

the research work and the amount of time which we are giving to this subject.

L. S. Crane, engineer of tests of the Southern Railway System, is chairman of this

subcommittee, and will present a series of reports having to do with this subject.

Mr. Crane: Efforts to determine the cause of head checking, gage-corner shelling

and detail fractures from gage-corner shelling in railroad rails have occupied an increas-

ing proportion of the Rail committee's time since the inception of this investigation

in 1941.

In excess of ^100,000 has been expended over the past 13 years to support the pur-

suit of research work directed toward solving this problem. We have from time to time

requested various of our research investigators to address this Association in order that

you as members might become familiar with the scope of the work and the results and

conclusions obtained.

It is my pleasure today to present to you Prof. R. E. Cramer of the University of

Illinois, who truly needs no introduction. Prof. Cramer has been associated with the
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Rails Investigation at the University of Illinois for over IS years, during which his

entire time and efforts have been directed toward the improvement of railroad rail.

Shelly Rail Studies At The University of Illinois

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

This investigation is financed equally by the Association of American Railroads

and the American Iron and Steel Institute. Previous reports have been given each year

so this report covers only last year's work.

Slide 1. Rolling-Load Tests of Flame-Hardened Rails

Two different commercially fiame-hardened rails were furnished for rolling-load

tests by the Bethlehem Steel Company. This shde (Fig. 1, page 835) shows in the top

pictures cross sections of the rails etched to show the hardened zones. The bottom pic-

tures show shelling cracks developed in the laboratory rolling-load machines. You will

note that the shelling cracks develop deeper than the extent of the flame-hardened zone.

Slide 2

The hardness of these rails averaged 313 Brinell. Four specimens gave rolling-load

tests which averaged 1,584,000 cycles (Fig. 1, page 835). This is 50 percent better than

laboratory tests of standard carbon steel rails.

Rolling-Load Tests of High Silicon Rails

Six rolling-load tests are reported (see Table 2, page 834) on high silicon rails.

These rails contain about Yz percent of silicon. Their average Brinell hardness is 290.

Six specimens averaged 1,876,000 cycles in the rolling-load tests. This is almost double

the average for standard carbon steel rails. These tests indicate that high silicon rails

should resist shelling in service considerably better than standard carbon steel rails.

Slide 3

This slide (Fig. 2, page 836) shows the shelling cracks produced in four of the high

silicon rails. This steel does not flow as much as a standard rail would before a shelling

crack develops.

Slide 4. Tests of Electric Furnace Steel Rails

We had always been anxious to make laboratory tests of a rail rolled from electric

furnace steel. This year we were able to obtain a 6-ft specimen of a 60-lb rail rolled

for an African railroad. It had European chemistry of 0.51 percent carbon, 0.79 percent

manganese and 0.11 percent silicon. This low carbon analysis gave a Brinell hardness of

only 235, compared to 260 to 270 Brinell hardness for American standard rails. The

specimen lasted only one day in the rolling-load machine, faihng at 94,400 cycles. This

slide (Fig. 3, page 837) shows the failed specimen in the top picture.

We were also interested in examining the electric furnace rail steel for non-metallic

inclusions. The lower two photomicrographs show inclusions at 100 and 600 X mag-

nification. These are much larger than the average inclusions found in open-hearth

steel rails.
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Slide 5. Examination of Shelly Rails From Service

This year 17 detail fractures from shelling were examined in the laboratory. This

?lide shows the largest one received. The steel in the gage corner of each rail was examined

with the microscope for inclusions. Only one rail was found to contain large inclusions,

which could explain why it had developed shelling in service. As the result of examining

Slide 5.

many shelly rails, it appears to us that the present wheel loads are too heavy for the

small area of contact between wheel and rail, so that as a result of the flow of the steel,

internal stresses are produced that exceed the capacity of the steel to withstand these

stresses and shelling cracks develop.

Slide 6. Rolling Load Tests to Produce Detail Fractures

For several years we have been using one rolling machine especially designed to

produce detail fractures from shelling. This year eight rails were tested. This slide (Fig. 4,

page 838) shows six of the fractures. The top two specimens developed detail fractures

from the sharp corner pushed out during the rolling of the rail. The other four failures

are true detail fractures developed from a shelling crack. The average cycles to produce

a detail fracture from shelling in 5 specimens was 1,652,000 for these standard carbon

iteel rails.

Slide 7

We were also able to complete one similar test using a specimen of chrome-vanadium

alloy rail. It had a Brinell hardness of 361 and ran 3,225,000 cycles before producing

the small detail fracture in the right-hand picture of this slide (see Fig. 5, page 840).

As a summary of all our work on shelling failures we believe a stronger steel must

be used to resist shelling. This year we obtained better laboratory tests using high silicon

rails and chrome-vanadium alloy rails. In past years we have found similar improvements

using heat-treated standard carbon steel rails.
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Mr. Crane: Thank you, Professor Cramer.

In addition to the work done at the University of Illinois, we have from time to

time employed the Battelle Memorial Institute, of Columbus, Ohio, to conduct certain

research investigations for us. In this year's report you will find a report prepared by

Doctors Hyler and Grover. They have not been able to come to the meeting today,

and we have therefore asked Kurt Kannowski, rail engineer, AAR research staff, to give

us a brief resume of their report.

Final Report on the Study of Simulated Rails Under
Repeated Loads

By W. S. Hyler and H. J. Grover

Battelle Memorial Institute

This investigation was undertaken to explore some of the factors which might influ-

ence the formation of shelly failures. Mild steel and silver chloride were used to simulate

rail steel. These materials were chosen because they possessed properties which facilitated

some types of study which were not feasible with rail steel. Evidence from these tests

suggests that plastic deformation is the major cause in shelly failures. Apparently, rail

life could be improved by design changes and by metallurgical changes which would

limit plastic deformation. The use of lower wheel loads, increase in wheel diameters, and

higher strength material should be effective in this direction.

The development of shelly-type failures is not peculiar to railroad rails. The failure

of ball-bearing races has been shown to be subsurface in origin. Similarly, it has been

found that the pitting of gears was the result of subsurface breakdown. In each case

the phenomenon was identified with the maximum shearing stress which occurs some

distance below the point of contact.

In the case of rails it appears that failures might be associated with subsurface

shearing stresses and strains. However, since the repeated wheel loads are high enough

to cause severe plastic deformation, the failures may not be predictable by elastic equa-

tions. It might be expected, however, that such equations could provide useful informa-

tion on the effects of variables, such as wheel loads and wheel radius on rail life.

Plastically deformed and strain-aged mild steel etched with Fry's reagent exhibits

characteristic deformation bands. The selected steel was subjected to rolling-load tests

using 4-in, 8-in and 12-in radius wheels with 2 different loads for each wheel. The steel

selected did not react properly to the Fry's reagent. A Tukon hardness tester was then

used to determine the extent of plastic deformation.

Silver Chloride, although an ionic crystal, exhibits mechanical behavior much like

that of common metals. Since it is a low-strength material and has a relatively low

modulus of elasticity, it was believed that it would show effects of rolling load for

extremely light loads and at depths easily observable by eye or with a low power

microscope. A low-capacity rolhng-load machine was used on rails of rectangular cross

section. However, test conditions were such that plastic deformation occurred and the

values obtained were computed from elastic equations; hence these values are considered

only nominal values.

Transverse sections of two rails from rolling-load tests at the University of Illinois

were sent to Battelle Institute for hardness measurements. These measurements were

made to afford comparison of the hardness profiles of actual rails with those obtained

on mild-steel rails in this investigation.
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The investigation has been directed particularly toward a study of the effects of

progressive plastic deformation resulting from repeated rolling-wheel loads. Experimental

evidence suggests that plastic deformation occurs in a rail with each successive load

repetition. Further, the tests show that, although deformation is inelastic, many of the

effects of the variables studied would be qualitatively predictable by elastic equations.

This is quite interesting, since it simplifies to a great extent the theoretical justification

of practical changes which may be necessary to prolong rail life.

On the basis of the work it appears that plastic deformation may be the important

cause of shelling. It would appear that factors which would limit plastic deformation

would also extend rail life. The Hertz equations and this work on mild steel and silver

chloride suggest, in agreement with previous work, that smaller wheel loads or large

diameter wheels would be quite helpful.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Kannowski.

Mr. Crane: Any work being conducted which gives us information covering the

relationship between wheel loads and stresses in a railroad rail is of interest to this

committee. It so happens that during the last few years the Committee on Relations

Between Track and Equipment has sponsored certain work at the University of Illinois

on this subject, and Mr. Magee has kindly consented to present a brief summary of

this work, since the findings are of considerable interest in relation to the shelly rail

problem.

Mr. Magee: I'm not going to attempt to make a very long explanation on this

particular project, but something was discovered last year which I think may be quite

important in the solution of the shelly rail problem.

As Mr. Crane mentioned, this is a part of the work sponsored at the University of

Illinois by the Joint Committee on Relation Between Track and Equipment.

We have always thought that the shearing stresses inside the rail probably were

the determining factor in starting shelly spots. The reason we have thought this is

because, theoretically, they are the only internal stress within the rail that would have

their maximum value at the depth below the rail at which the shelly failures start.

However, there is another possible effect, and that is the plastic flow that Mr. Kan-

nowski has just mentioned.

During the year, however, still another possibiUty has developed—and, in fact, I

think we may say it is more than a possibility. I would say that it is a probability for

the explanation of the start of the shelly rail failure.

In the tests at the University of Illinois, the rolling-load tests were made with

different diameters of wheels, and different wheel loads. It was necessary—in order to get

high enough contact stresses to produce failure—to use a rail section which had been

planed or ground to have only a 1 in wide bearing area.

It was possible to put strain gages on the side of the rail head and to measure the

shearing stresses at different depths below the wheel. The interesting thing in connection

with this work was that failure occurred with wheel diameters and wheel loads at shear-

ing stresses—both computed and measured—only about half of what we know as the

fatigue strength of rail steel in shear.

On the other hand, in connection with the same tests, we found more or less acci-

dentally that as the wheel rolls along the rail there is a high vertical compression directly

under the wheel, and immediately in front of and behind the wheel contact there is a

tension in the vertical direction. This is due to the action of the wheel in pressing the

metal, tending to make it bulge up a little distance away.
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The interesting thing about it was that in these stresses measured in the roll-load

tests, the compression stresses measured under the wheel, and the tension stresses meas-

ured away from the wheel—for the wheel loads at which failure occurred—agreed almost

exactly with laboratory tests on specimens subjected to repeated loading of high com-

pression and low tension, so we have almost perfect agreement between wheel diameter

and wheel load at which shelly failures develop, as compared with the relation of the

known fatigue strength of the steel to the calculated and measured stresses under the

wheel bearing.

Just how much significance this may have in our solution of the problem I don't

know, but I think we can be sure that as we learn more about what causes a shelly

failure to start, we are in a better position to find the solution to the problem.

President Grove: Thank you, Mr. Magee, for this very interesting development.

It is very heartening to know that we have somebody who is watching this situation that

closely.

Mr. Crane: In an effort to obtain precise information regarding the distribution of

stresses inside the rail head, which is the point at which the shelly failures initiate, we

have had recourse to many analytical methods.

We have tried X-ray fraction techniques, and they have not worked. We have been

unable to put wire resistance strain gages inside the rail. We have tried relaxation stress

studies, and they have not proven too promising.

In recent years—and, I might say, very recently—the photoelastic method of stress

analysis has been developed so that determinations might be made in the three principal

stress directions. This development has been brought forward by a recognized national

and international authority on the subject of photoelastic stress analysis.

We therefore went to that authority, consulted with him, and engaged him to see

if he could find the answer to our problem. That man is Dr. Max M. Frocht, research

professor of mechanics and director of experimental stress analysis at Ilhnois Institute

of Technology.

It is sometimes said of a man's knowledge on a subject that he "knows the book".

It can be said of Dr. Frocht that he "wrote the book."

Three-Dimensional Photoelastic Investigation of the Principal

Stresses and Maximum Shears in the Head of a Model
of a Railroad Rail

By M. M. Frocht

Research Professor of Mechanics, Director of Experimental Stress Analysis,

Illinois Institute of Technology

The full report of our work can be found in your Bulletin 514, pages 854-897,

incl. (same page numbers this volume) . It took close to two years to complete this

work. In view of the length of time required for this investigation, and the length of

the report itself, I may have to exceed the 10 min which your committee has allotted

to me.

I am in the position of the person who wrote a rather lengthy letter to a friend,

and then added the postscript: "Please forgive this long letter. I had no time to write

a short one."

If, at times, I appear to talk as though I were in a classroom, it is only because

I think that, of the many things I can report to you today, maybe a few fundamental
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ideas might perhaps be most interesting, and so I begin by recalling to you the existence

of principal stresses.

In two-dimensional problems we have two principal stresses. One is maximum, one

is minimum, and on the planes on which the principal stresses act, there are no shears.

In the general three-dimensional problem, we have at each point, in the interior, three

principal stresses—one is maximum, one is minimum, one is a minimax. The planes on

which these act are free from shears.

Now, the stresses in a rail are three-dimensional. They vary from point to point in

every direction. Moreover, the stresses on the surface are, in general, different from those

in the interior. The theory of elasticity provides general equations for the solution of a

three-dimensional problem. However, the solution of these equations can be obtained

only in cases of relatively simple geometry.

In complicated cases, such as a rail, the mathematical approach becomes impractical,

and experimental methods must be employed. The only experimental method which can

enter into the interior of a body is the photoelastic method. The photoelastic determina-

tion of interior stresses was made possible by the development of the frozen stress

pattern about 1935.

Elastic stresses can be frozen or fixed into a photoelastic model by placing the

model in a furnace, applying suitable loads, and slowly raising the temperature to a

critical value, which value depends on the material of the model. For Fosterite, which

is the material used in our investigation, the critical temperature is about 180 deg F.

The loaded model is soaked at this temperature for several hours, and then, still

under load, it is cooled to room temperature. Upon removal of the load, the model

exhibits a photoelastic pattern which is geometrically similar to the patterns which are

developed in such a model at room temperature in the elastic state.

The difference between frozen patterns and those obtained at room temperature is

the same as that between room temperature patterns at different loads. They are

geometrically similar.

The stress distributions obtained from frczen patterns of this type are identical with

those obtained at room temperature.

May I have the first slide?

(Slide—Fig. 1) I would like to call your attention to two fundamental aspects of

the frozen pattern. On the extreme right of the slide there is a pattern of a bar with

a hole subjected to tensile loads. This is a typical stress pattern at room temperature.

On the extreme left of this slide you see a frozen pattern which differs essentially

from the one on the right in that the pattern still remains in the model after the loads

have been removed, as is indicated by the white arrow in the loading hole.

Although the loads are no longer acting, the stress pattern looks exactly like the

one at room temperature under load. The pattern in between is from the same model as

on the extreme left. The only difference is that now we have bored through the bar

a small hole near the main hole in the center, and a groove on the left side.

The point I want to make is that the boring of the hole or groove has not altered

the essential features of the pattern. You can see, then, that this provides a way for

three-dimensional stress analysis. Stresses can be frozen into a body and slices removed

in such a manner that the removal of the slices does not alter the state of stress.

Until 1951, only the principal stresses on the surface and the principal shears in the

interior could be determined photoelastically. No practical method was available to

determine the principal stresses in the interior.
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(a) (b) (c)

*Fig. 1. (a) Frozen or fixed stress pattern of a
bar with a circular hole in tension. Axial load,
P^ 5.05 lb. (b) Same bar as in (a) after two holes
and a groove have been cut in it, showing no dis-
turbance in the stress pattern due to cutting, (c)
Elastic stress pattern at room temperature of a bar
of the same dimensions as (a) showing approxi-
mately the same fringe orders at corresponding
points. Axial load, P = 137 lb. Note that the ratio
of the loads required to produce the stress patterns
of (a) and (c) is about 1 to 27, which is a measure
of their respective fringe values.

* Reproduced from Vol. 1, Photoelasticity, by M. M. Frocht,
through the courtesy of the author and John Wiley and Sons,
publisher.
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In 1951 a new method was developed in our laboratory at IIT. I might say in

passing that this work was done in collaboration with my associate, Dr. Guernsey, who

is now with the General Electric Company.

A method was developed which makes it possible to determine the actual principal

stresses as well as the principal shears at any interior point of a body having an arbitrary

shape and subjected to arbitrary loads. We rail this the shear-difference method.

(Slide—Fig. 2.) We could spend the major part of an hour or two discussing the

next slide, but I want to show you this only in order to give you a general idea of the

possible procedures in the determination of the actual principal stresses.

Let us imagine that we have a body such as is shown on the extreme left upper

corner, and let us assume that we want to determine the stresses across the arbitrary

line marked X. Let us further imagine that we freeze identical stresses into three identical

models, and that we take out from each of these models a plate as indicated by the

three sketches to the right of the main block.

From these plates we can obtain stress patterns and isochnics which provide the

necessary data to calculate the shearing stresses on lines parallel to the X axis, and

fairly close to it. These shearing stresses can now be processed by the use of the first

differential equation of equilibrium to yield the value of the normal stress ff" in the X
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was made to two-thirds scale, except for the height and the base, which we had to modify

because of limitations of the available material.

Since we were primarily interested in the stresses in the head, we felt that this

modification was justified.

(Slide—Fig. 6-R). This is a sketch of the jig that was u.sed for applying both a

vertical and a horizontal load.

(Slide—Fig. S-R). This is a photograph of the same jig.

(Slide—Fig. 9-R). Here you see a typical photoelastic stress pattern of the trans-

verse section which is a plane of symmetry. The region of the maximum shearing stress

is indicated by this pointer. Normally, the photoelastic data are obtained from such

patterns. In the present investigation we used more precise methods for measuring the

bi-refringence and the isoclinics, methods which give much greater accuracy than was

possible in the past.

(Slide—Fig. 11-R). This sketch shows the lines along which stresses were deter-

mined. Stresses were determined across three vertical lines, O'.^, O'B and O'C, and the

two horizontal lines, O'D and O'E.

I would like to call your attention, in particular, to the second vertical line from

the right, O'B, which is about 0.53 in from the line of symmetry of the rail in the

two-thirds scale model. This line was chosen to pass through the region of the maximum
shear.

(Slide—Fig. 19-R). Here we see the principal stresses for the line O'A for both the

vertical loads, and the inclined loads. The full curves are for the incHned loads, and the

dash curves are for the vertical loads. The principal stress ffi is parallel to the axis of

the rail ; that is, perpendicular to the plane of the slide. The stresses o'a and t^ lie in

plane of the slide, i.e., in the plane of the section. Now, the maximum shear is the

difference between c- and c.!. Here we see where the maximum shear occurs, and how
much it is in terms of our units. It is seen that the maximum shear is below the surface

at approximately 0.2 of the depth of section O'A. You can also see that there is little

difference between the two maximum shears for the two types of loadings.

You will also notice that in the upper half of the head all principal stresses are

compressive, and that (^i becomes tensile in the lower half.

(Slide—Fig. 20-R). In this slide we have similar results for the line O'B, which

was chosen through the region of maximum shear. Again you see the differences between

the principal stresses for the inclined and vertical loads, the maximum shears, and their

differences.

I should also call your attention to the short line segments at the top of the slide.

which represent the directions of the principal .stresses at the points indicated for the

oblique or inclined loading.

Instead of boring you with many more curves of results, which you can tind and

study in the report, I would like to add a few remarks about another aspect of this

investigation, namely, the problem of transition from the model to the prototype—that

is. the manner in which the stresses obtained in the photoelastic model were used to

determine the stresses in the prototype.

I am sorry to say that this phase of the investigation still needs further work, in

my judgment. We have assumed that the relationship between the stresses in the rail

and in the model of the rail would be the same as in an ideal Hertzian case. With that

assumption we derived equations which take into con.sideration differences in scales,

differences in materials, and differences in loads.

However, at the risk of displeasing some members of the committee, I must repeat

this word of caution, that there are such fundamental differences between the ideal
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Hertzian case and the case under consideration that I think further work is needed to

make sure that the assumption we have made is a sound one.

It is somewhat encouraging to know that on the basis of the equations which we
have developed, we did obtain reasonably good values, at least from the point of view

of people who know stresses in rails.

For example, we found that the maximum shear in a steel rail is about 55,200 psi,

and I am told that this is a reasonable value. We have also found, on the basis of our

equations, that the maximum compressive stresses at the surface are of the order of

magnitude of 160,000 psi for the vertical load, and about 172,000 psi for the inclined load.

If I may have another minute, Mr. Chairman, I would like to close my presentation

with a story which may have some bearing on this subject.

As an engineer, and a teacher of engineering, as well as a scientist, I know that

most of the problems that engineers are confronted with cannot be solved in their full

complexity. We have to make some simplifications, and often-times we have to cut

corners. There is one method which is widely used among engineers to solve complicated

problems, which for lack of a better term, I have called the method of substitution.

You cannot solve one problem, so you solve another one which looks to you pretty good.

This reminds me of the story that I want to finish with. One evening a policeman

saw a man walking around a lamp post, behaving as though he were looking for some-

thing. Being a kindly gentleman, the policeman walked up to the man and said, "My
good man, have you lost something?"

The man replied, "Yes, Officer. I lost a dollar. I'm looking for a dollar."

The policeman took out his flashlight and joined the man in search of the dollar.

They walked around the post several times. Presently the chap who, supposedly had

lost the dollar, said, "Look here. Officer, we're wasting our time. We won't find it

here."

The officer asked, "Why do you say you won't find it here?"

The man said, "Because I didn't lose it here. I lost it over there."

Said the officer, "If you lost it over there, why are you looking for it over here?"

The man replied, "There's more light here."

Mr. Crane: You have had an opportunity during the past 25 min to obtain a

panorama of the scope of the research work being conducted on the shelly rail problem.

As the results of this research work became available it has been the responsibility

of the Rail committee to translate the research findings into field applications in order

that the correctness of the research conclusions might be proved or disproved by field

trials. For this purpose installations of heat-treated and alloy-steel rail have been made

on the Pennsylvania and Norfolk & Western, and installations of heat-treated rail have

been made on the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Great Northern. The performance of

these test installations has been followed by your committee and progress reports have

been made to the Association at yearly intervals.

At the time that the new llS-lb through l5S-lb RE rails were designed, use was

made of the research work to incorporate certain changes in the contour of the gage

corner of the rail, and rails incorporating these gage corner changes have demonstrated

marked improvement in resisting the onset of gage corner shelling as compared to the

former design. However, neither the design changes nor the use of heat-treated or alloy-

steel rail has been effective in eliminating the development of gage-corner shelling and
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subsequent detail fractures. We have asked our metallurgical consultants at the University

of Illinois and at Battelle Memorial Institute- "What can we do to eliminate this type

of failure?"—and they have indicated to us that their investigations of the rail steel

revealed that it is subjected to a tremendous kneading or cold-working action under

the strains in service which produces severe plastic deformation of the rail steel in the

vicinity of the gage corner, and that as a result of this action the ductility of the rail

steel in this region is exhausted and cracking occurs.

When we ask them what can be done to eliminate this difficulty they replied that

we can: (1) Lessen the load to which the gage corner is subjected or, (2) increase the

strength of the steel in order that it may better resist the physical forces which are

imposed upon it.

For several years now we have been working on methods to improve the abilit\'

of the rail steel to resist the forces imposed upon it. This can be best done, our metal-

lurgical advisors state, by improving the mechanical properties of the rail steel either by

heat treatment or by alloy additions. Both of these have been tried and although they

offer some measure of effectiveness they are expensive and not completely successful in

solving the problem.

In an effort to reduce the unit load on the rail, which is the other alternative pre-

sented to us, we have adopted the aforementioned gage corner design changes, and

although these have produced some improvement, they too have not completely solved

the problem.

We have expended a considerable portion of our research funds in work directed

toward giving us a better theoretical understanding of why these failures occur. The

results of the work just described to you by Prof. Cramer, Mr. Magee and Dr. Frocht

have indicated that the shearing stress inside the gage corner of the rail which is devel-

oped by a 33 -in freight car wheel may well exceed the endurance limit of the rail steel.

This finding correlates with the physical effects reported by our metallurgical investigators

and we are, therefore, left with the conclusion, as previously expressed, that we must:

(1) Reduce the limit load of the wheel on the rail head or, (2) increase the physical

properties of the rail steel.

Our efforts to increase the physical properties of the rail steel have not been com-

pletely successful and are not attractive economically. It would, therefore, appear that

if we are to profit from the fruits of our research work we must carefully examine our

existing standards covering the relationship between load and wheel diameter in an effort

to determine whether these standards cannot be adjusted to a parameter which will

permit our present rail steel chemistry to withstand the loads imposed upon it without

damage, and thereby eliminate the basic cause of gage corner shelling and detail fractures.

President Grove: Mr. Crane, we certainly appreciate this series of addresses and

studies, which has been very interesting, and certainly worth while, showing the degree

to which you have extended your investigations and studies.

Assignment 9—Recent Developments Affecting Rail Sections, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman W. J. Cruse (Great Northern).

Mr. Cruse: Assignment 9-a, the redesign of the 100 RE rail, has been carried out

along the lines of the 115 and 132 RE sections, which have proven successful. The overall

height of the present 100 RE section and the width of the base were retained. A S-ft

length of the study section has been machined from a 17S-lb crane runway section. The

stresses in this section will be studied in comparison with the present 100 RE section by

means of resistance wire strain gages in the fillet, web and base area, with loadings in
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the Baldwin testing machine. This work is being carried out at the AAR Research Center

Laboratory.

Assignment b, a study of rail web bolt hole finish in regard to fatigue failure, is

being carried out at the AAR Research Center Laboratory, and a Sonntag fatigue test-

ing machine is being used to make a comparison between rail web sections having

defective bolt holes and those having properly drilled bolt holes. Interesting information

is being developed in this study.

Assignments c and d, surveys of the proposal for the adoption of the 140 PS rail

section as an AREA standard, and the adoption of a joint bar for the 140 PS rail

section as an AREA standard, have been voted on and handled by Subcommittee 1.

This subcommittee also recommended that Mr. Magee design a headfree bar for use

as an alternate, for railroads desiring a headfree bar in preference to head-contact bar.

Assignment e, a study of bolt hole locations on the 115, 132 and 133 RE rails used

by various railroads, was completed, and data reveal that the majority of roads are using

the AREA recommended practice as to bolt hole size, location and spacing. Beyond

adopting a recommended practice printed in the Manual for bolt drillings for various

sections, there is nothing further that the AREA can do to promote adoption of these

drillings by the individual railroads. The manufacturing representatives on the Joint

Contact Committee were so advised.

President Grove: Thank you. The report will be received as information.

Assignment 10—Service Performance and Economics of 78-Ft Rail:

SpeciScation for 78-Ft Rail, Collaborating with Committee 5, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman L. R. Lamport (Chicago & North Western).

Mr. Lamport: It will be noted that the service tests on the Chicago & North West-

ern Railway and on the Pennsylvania Railroad, begun by the Engineering Division

research staff of the Association of American Railroads in 1952 under the direction of

G. M. Magee, were continued with results indicated by Figs. 1 to 6, pages 900 to 905.

While these tests have not been under observation a sufficient length of time to

show any appreciable difference between the 78-ft rail and the 39-ft rail, your attention

is called to the trend toward a more uniform profile and less profile elevation in the

78-ft rail than in the 39-ft rail, as shown on Figs. 3 and 6.

The savings shown on page 906 are necessarily based to a great extent on estimated

figures, but are, in the opinion of your subcommittee, sufficiently accurate to be helpful

to those considering the use of 78-ft rail.

The installations of 78-ft rail shown on page 907 are, so far as your chairman

knows, the only major installations in the United States or Canada. If any additional

installations are known by members of the Association, your subcommittee will be glad

to receive such information so the list may be more complete.

Proposed specifications for 78-ft rail will be presented to the committee at the

next meeting.

President Grove: Mr. Lamport, your report will be received as information.

Chairman Code: Mr. President, there being no report on Assignment 11, that

concludes the report of the Rail committee.

President Grove: Mr. Code, the Association is deeply indebted to you and your

committee for this further interesting and enlightening series of reports and addresses

presented this morning. The committee has made many valuable contributions to the

work of the Association in the past, and it is only too evident that it continues to do so.

Your committee is now excused, Mr. Code, with the sincere thanks of the Association.
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1 would lilie to say that at one of our previous sessions we received a telegram of

greetings from the President of the National Railways of Mexico, which I read to the

convention. The representative from Mexico to this convention is here this morning,

and I would like to have him stand and be recognized—Mr. Manuel Scvilla. (.Applause)

We are very happy that you are with us.

I want to take this opportunity to thank again all of the committees for the effective

work that they have done during the past year in behalf of the Association, and I want

to congratulate them and their chairmen on their achievements.

Closing Business

President Grove: We now come to our closing business session.

F. R. Layng (retired chief engineer, Bessemer & Lake Erie): Mr. President, I have

a matter which I want to bring to your attention. I am delighted that I have been

selected to present you today a plaque expressing the gratitude of our Association for

the fine work you have done this year.

One of the reasons why I am particularly happy that I was selected to make this

presentation is that my first employment on a railroad was on that great railroad,

the Pennsylvania.

This plaque also expresses the grateful appreciation of the Association to you for

the fine work you have done this year. I am going to read to you what is on this plaque:

"The American Railway Engineering Association records its grateful appre-

ciation to Charles Gordon Grove for his able administration of the affairs of the

Association during his term as President, 1053-1954."

I know that this plaque will remind you through the years to come of how much

we appreciate what you have done for our Association.

President Grove: Thank you very much.

This is a significant plaque. I am humbly grateful for this symbol of the esteem

of the Association. This plaque symbolizes the code of engineering which has so success-

fully guided the work of our organization. This plaque will always remind me of the

high caliber of the men with whom I have worked. It will remind me of enduring

friendships which are, in themselves, a rich reward. It will also remind me that if I

have been able to advance the purposes of this organization, it has come about through

the kindness, helpfulness and cooperation of each member.

I shall cherish this possession as a source of inspiration in the future.

The closing moments of our 1954 Annual Meeting mark the end of a service on

the Board of Direction of one of our past presidents, Mr. T. A. Blair, chief engineer.

System, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe System, under the present practice wherein past

presidents remain on the Board of Direction for only two years after their term of

office as president.

The Association is deeply indebted to Mr. Blair for his long and valued service

to the .Association in an official capacity, for his special work as chairman of the Board

Committee on Membership during the past year, and for his always sound counsel and

advice. I should be greatly pleased if Mr. Blair would stand and be recognized.

(Applause)

The terms of office of four other members of the Board of Direction terminate with

this Annual Meeting. I refer to Directors W. C. Perkins, chief engineer of the Union

Pacific Railroad; R. J. Gammie, chief engineer of the Texas & Pacific Railway; L. L.
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Adams, chief engineer of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad; and A. N. Laird, chief

engineer of the Grand Trunk Western Railroad.

All of these men have served your Association faithfully and well. May I ask that

they stand at this time and be recognized? (Applause)

I also want to express my deep appreciation to Chairman M. C. Bitner and mem-

bers of the Committee on Convention Arrangements for the splendid planning and

execution of these plans for our current convention. Only by working on or with this

committee can one appreciate the multitude of details which they handle in order that

our convention may be a real success. Their duty is one of real devotion. Thank you,

Mr. Bitner, and all the members of your committee.

As your retiring president, it is my great privilege and pleasure to introduce to you

the Association's new officers for the ensuing year.

Our senior vice president for the ensuing year is G. M. O'Rourke, assistant engineer

maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, who, under the constitution, automatically

advances to this position from that of junior vice president. Mr. O'Rourke, will you

please come to the platform? (Applause)

Our newly elected junior vice president is Wm. J. Hedley, assistant chief engineer,

Wabash Railroad. Mr. Hedley is not a stranger to the official responsibilities of the

officers of our Association, having served on the Board of Direction in 1950, 1951

and 1952.

Mr. Hedley, will you please come to the platform and stand alongside of Mr.

O'Rourke? (Applause)

Mr. O'Rourke and Mr. Hedley, I congratulate both of you upon your elevation to

high office in our Association, and wish you every success in your efforts in behalf of

the Association in the year immediately ahead. Your assuming your new responsibilities

assures us that the Association's activities will be in good hands in the future.

The man whom you have elevated as your president is Mr. G. W. Miller, engineer

maintenance of way, Eastern region, Canadian Pacific Railway, with headquarters at

Toronto. I have asked Past Presidents A. R. Wilson and C. J. Geyer to escort Mr. Miller

to the platform.

Mr. Miller, it is a great pleasure and honor for me to proclaim you the newly

elected president of the American Railway Engineering Association. I turn over my
responsibilities to you with the greatest of confidence in your ability to carry forward

the objectives of the Association to new heights in the year ahead.

R. A. Emerson (Canadian Pacific) : Mr. President, may I have the privilege of

the floor?

It is my pleasure to express to Mr. Miller on behalf of his associates on the Canadian

Pacific, our great pride in the high honor which he has attained. I am sure that feeling

is shared by all Canadians.

While a number of his predecessors in office have been from Canada, on each occa-

sion we feel that elevation to this office in this Association constitutes a very fine

example of the great bond of friendship between our two countries. In this instance

that is particularly appropriate, because, while Mr. Miller received his education and

railway experience in Canada, he is a native of the State of Washington.

Mr. President, on behalf of your associates on the Canadian Pacific, may I present

to you this gavel, to wield during your term of office in the Association? It was manu-

factured in the Angus shops of the company by workmen who, in years past, employed

their craftsmanship in producing the beautiful woodwork with which the interiors of

our passenger cars were finished.
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Here also is an envelope. Perhaps I should explain this, because I know when I go

home with an envelope it always raises a lot of questions. This does not contain a bill,

but it does contain a document which is intended to facilitate your passage back north

across the border, which is sometimes an invisible border, but occasionally, to us return-

ing Canadians, a difficult one. We hope that it will prove a happy memento of this

occasion, and an expression of our confidence in your ability to discharge the duties

of your high office so as to reflect greatly to the credit of both yourself and the

Association.

With it go our very best wishes for a happy term of office, and all success. (Applause)

(President-elect Miller assumed the chair.)

President Miller: Thank you very much, Mr. Emerson. It is my humble pleasure

to accept this gavel in the friendly spirit in which it has been presented. I appreciate

the gift very much, coming as it does from my friends and associates in the Canadian

Pacific engineering department. It will be useful in carrying out my duties as a presiding

officer at meetings of this Association during the next 12 months.

I am also much moved by the kind remarks of our past president, with whom I have

been associated for a number of years.

In accepting the high honor which has been bestowed upon me, I am conscious of

the responsibility that goes with it. I assure you, Mr. Past President, and fellow members,

that with your help I will do my very best to guide well the affairs of the Association

and promote its welfare. This will be my opportunity to repay the Association in some

small measure for the good that I have received from it.

I am also fully aware of the honor of being chosen from among those neighbors

to the north, for I am the seventh Canadian railway engineer to be your president.

Looking to the future, I realize that many of the railways represented here are

again feeling the restrictions that are always imposed when income is about equal to

expenses, but that must not deter us in our efforts as members and as individuals to

study, to work, and to continue the improvements made in the past which have per-

mitted us to carry efficiently and safely the traffic of our great nations. We will always

be called upon to handle the mass transportation, for the railways are the only agency

well devised to do this.

Now as we approach the moment when this convention will disband, let us remem-

ber that while we are individuals, with the right to be positive in action and in thought,

the future of our countries and of our railroad industry depends upon the unified action

of all of us. I request your unified help and assistance to insure another successful

.Association year. (Applause)

N. D. Howard: Mr. President, may I have the privilege of the floor?

President Miller: You may.

Mr. Howard: I, too, want to make a presentation to you—a presentation of great

significance.

This is the first time that such a presentation has been made before an AREA
annual meeting. True, each president of the Association for many years has been made

such a presentation, but always at the President's Dinner, on the evening before the

opening of the annual meeting, at the close of his term of office.

I refer to the official emblem of the Association, in the form of a gold pin, which

can be worn.

While the former practice of presenting this emblem to AREA presidents at the

President's Dinner at the close of his term of office has always been one of great sig-

nificance, it occurred to some of us that it would be still more significant if the pin

were presented to the president at the beginning of his term of office, and before an
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open session of our convention. Indeed, it was felt that some of our members do not

realize that the Association has an official emblem, and that they, too, may wear it.

So for the first time, such a presentation is being made before our closing session.

While I was insistent that the presentation could be made more appropriately and with

greater dignity and significance by many others in the Association, your retiring president

was more insistent that I make the presentation, as one, who he says, lives ARE.^

24 hours a day and wears the emblem every day of the year.

So, I am pleased to make this presentation to you of a pin which I feel has great

significance. It is significant of the greatest Association of railway engineers in the world.

It is significant of everything for which this Association stands—high standards, coop-

erative effort of men with like interests in a worthwhile cause, and lasting friendships

born of mutual efforts and respect. And it marks the wearer as a member of such r.n

Association.

Mr. President, on behalf of the Association, I present you with one of these emblems.

I hope you will wear it constantly and with pride. I know you will wear it with dis-

tinction and with credit to the Association.

President Miller: Mr. Howard, and gentlemen, I'm running out of words. This is

a beautiful pin, with gold letters on a blue background. I will be proud to wear it on

all occasions, wherever engineering representatives are together.

Now it is my pleasure to introduce to you the four men whom you have elected

as new members of your Board of Direction. I will ask each of them to rise as his

name is called.

C. B. Porter, assistant chief engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

C. H. Sandberg, assistant bridge engineer, system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway.

W. H. Giles, assistant chief engineer, system—construction, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

H. R. Peterson, chief engineer. Northern Pacific Railway.

(Announcements by President Miller.)

President Miller: If there is no further business to come before this meeting,

I now declare the Fifty-Third Annual Meeting of the American Railway Engineering

Association adjourned.

(The meeting adjourned at 12:45 o'clock.)
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Died July 8, 1953

James Byrnside Akers, chief engineer, Southern Railway System, Washington, D. C,

and past president of the American Railway Engineering Association, died at the Doctors

Hospital, Washington, on July 8, 1953, following a heart attack.

Mr. Akers was born March 16, 1884, at Danville, Va., the son of James B. and

Laura (Perkinson) Akers. He attended the public schools of Danville, Va., Danville

Military Institute, and Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va. (BSCE 1904,

CE 1908).

He married Ora J. Williams, who became the mother of James B. Akers, Jr. Mrs.

Akers died on July 8, 1934. On June 15, 1935, he married Mrs. Elizabeth Walton Burkard

who, with his son, survives him.

All of Mr. Akers' railroad service was with the Southern Railway System, he having

entered the service of that railroad as assistant supervisor, Asheville Division, in 1904.

James Byrnside Akers

Subsequently he became levelman, 1905-1906; transitman, 1906-1907; assistant engineer,

1907-1911; engineer maintenance of way. Middle District, 1911-1921; chief engineer

maintenance of way and structures. Lines East, Charlotte, N. C, 1921-1924; assistant

to vice president, engineering and maintenance of way, at Washington, D. C, 1924-

1931; assistant chief engineer, system, 1931-1946; and chief engineer system, 1946, the

position he held at the time of his death.

He enjoyed an enviable reputation as a maintenance of way officer and was well

known for his forward-looking position with respect to innovations in practice, espe-

cially with regard to measures designed to increase the service life of rail and to control

the growth of vegetation in the track. He was also a leader in the development of

means for the training of young men for positions of responsibility in the maintenance

of way department.
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Among the important projects carried out under his direction as chief engineer of

the Southern Railway System were the planning and construction of large modern hump
retarder yards at Birmingham, Ala., and Chattanooga, Tenn., and construction of large

river bridges over the Tombigbee River at Jackson, Ala., Cumberland River at Burn-

side, Ky., and the Wabash River on the Illinois-Indiana line.

Mr. Akers joined the American Railway Engineering Association in 1921 and was
a member of the following committees:

1—Roadway—1923-1924 and 1932-1937.

23—Shops and Locomotive Terminals—1926.

5—Track—1927-1931.
4—Rail—1938-1953.
12—Rules and Organization—1939 and 1940.

26—Standardization—1942-1944.

24—Cooperative Relations with Universities—1929-1932 and 194S-19S3, being

vice chairman of the committee from March 1948 to March 1950.

Mr. Akers took a very active part in the work of Committee 24, wherein he espe-

cially encouraged and maintained the interest of the younger members of our Associa-

tion and, so far as possible, provided opportunities for such younger members to expand

their knowledge of railway engineering. He was a director of the American Railway

Engineering Association 1939-1942; junior vice president 1944-1945; senior vice president

1945-1946; and president 1946-1947.

Mr. Akers was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American

Wood Preservers' Association (executive committee 1946-1951), and the Railway Tie

Association. He was a Scottish Rite 32nd degree Mason and a member of the Ancient

Order of the Nobles of The Mystic Shrine.

Mr. Akers was a very active member in the Mount Vernon Place Methodist Church,

Washington, D. C, and at the time of his death was a member of the Official Board

and also of the Board of Trustees.

In business relations Mr. Akers had sound judgment and the abihty to analyze

the problems in his field, and he possessed high character to stand firm on his final

decisions. His business decisions were outstanding, particularly in their fairness to all

concerned. In his social life he was the finest of hosts or guests, always pleasant and

a gentleman in the fullest meaning of that term.

In the passing of Mr. Akers the railroad engineering profession, and particularly

the .'\merican Railway Engineering Association, has lost a pillar of strength, and his host

of friends have lost the comradeship of a real man.

F. R. Layng, Chairman,

C. J. Geyer

W. S. Lachek

H. S. LOEFFLER

F. S. SCHWTNN
Committee on Memoir



REPORT OF THE SECRETARY
March 1, 1954

To The Members:

Again, the American Railway Engineering Association has had a busy year, a year

of accomplishments and further growth, and a year, the close of which found it finan-

cially sound, in spite of the large costs incurred in the complete reprinting and dis-

tribution of its Manual of Recommended Practice. In all, it was another good year

—

thanks to the inspired and constructive leadership provided by its officers and directors,

and to the interest and diligent work on the part of its committees and members

generally.

The following report covers the calendar year 1953 with respect to finances, the 12

months from February 1, 1953, to February 1, 1954, in the matter of membership, and

the period from March 1, 1953, to March 1, 1954, so far as the other activities of the

Association are concerned.

Constantly alert to its responsibilities for the progressive management of and results

produced by the Association, the Board of Direction, acting through its several commit-

tees, and as a whole, again carried forward those measures and practices which have

proved desirable in the past; adopted several new means to strengthen the work of the

Association and make it of greater value; instigated new procedures to honor committee

chairmen and to recognize appropriately outstanding committee service on the part of

retired members prior to their retirement; and, as the year ended February 28 came to a

close, it was closely analyzing all of the Association's activities from the standpoint of

efficiency and possible economies to keep in tune with the predicted lower level of railway

earnings in 1954.

Committee Rosters Further Enlarged

In line with recent policy to spread the advantages of committee work widely among

members and the railroads they represent, and at the same time bring to committees

increased knowledge and experience, committee rosters were again enlarged—all on a

voluntary basis—until a number of the standing technical committees reached their

maximum permissible membership. At the same time, committee work was enhanced

and strengthened through a wider system of collaboration between committees within

the Association and the committees of the other Divisions and Sections of the Association

of American Railroads, as well as those of a number of other organizations.

Honor Committee Chairmen and Diligent Committee Members

Supplementing the measures adopted during the immediately previous two or three

years to give added recognition to committee chairmen, the practice was started during

the past year of giving attractive and serviceable gavels to each new chairman as he

assumes office—such gavels having been presented to the Association's 23 committee

chairmen at a meeting of the chairmen with the Board of Direction on April 27, 1953.

Each of these gavels has a polished brass head band bearing the name of the chairman,

the committee number, and the years of the chairman's term of office.

At the same time the Board developed and distributed to committee chairmen a nine-

page "Handbook for Committee Chairmen" containing suggested procedures designed to

"expedite the conduct of committee meetings, stimulate greater interest in them, and

produce the most effective results", and also a statement of "procedures that can be

adopted by committee chairmen to stimulate the most effective committee work".
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Committees of the Board of Direction

1953

Outline of Work

S. R. HuRsii (chairman), A. N. Laird, W. C. Perkins, E. S. Birkenwald, B. R. Meyers.

Personnel of Committees

G. W. Miller (chairman), G. M. O'Rourke, Ray McBrian, B. R. Meyers, G. E. Robinson,

C. J. Geyer.

Publications

L. L. Adams (chairman), R. J. Gammie, G. M. O'Rourke, M. H. Dick, F. G. Campbell*,

H. B. Christiansen.

Manual

R. J. Gammie (chairman), A. N. Laird, M. H. Dick, E. S. Birkenwald.

Membership

T. A. Blair (chairman), Ray McBrian, L. L. Adams, E. E. Mayo, F. G. Campbell'^,

H. B. Christianson, C. J. Geyer.

Finance

G. M. O'Rourke (chairman), S. R. Hursh, G. E. Robinson.

Special AREA Services

E E. Mayo (chairman), G. W. Miller, M. H. Dick, W. C. Perkins, T. A. Blair.

Deceased.

To give special recognition to committee members (following their retirement) who

have rendered long-sustained meritorious service to committees, the Board created during

the year the honorary degree of Member Emeritus of committees, and by February 1,

1954, this honor had been bestowed—by committee letter ballot—on 26 members, with

the balloting on a number of other candidates still under way as of that date.

Authorize Development of Proceedings Index

Solving a long-standing problem of how to fill the long-felt need for a consolidated

index to the valuable works of the Association as presented in its Annual Proceedings,

the Board of Direction authorized the pubhcation of a consolidated alphabetical index

of the Proceedings, extending back to Vol. 41, 1940, and to include also reference to all

monographs and other reports which may have been published in the Bulletins but not

in the Proceedings, since 1940.

This index will be enclosed in an attractive, serviceable loose-leaf binder, and is to

be made available to those who wish it at a cost of SO cents. To keep the index up to

date, the secretary's office will issue, free to members each year, punched reprints of the

index of the current volume of the Proceedings. It is hoped that the new index will be

available for sale to members at the 1954 Annual Meeting.
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As an outgrowth of this index, the secretary's office has also secured an extra supply

of the Index binders, bearing alone the identification "AREA", which will be made avail-

able to members and others to house a specific chapter or chapters of the Manual, either

for the more convenient use of this material in the office or field, or in taking it to

committee meetings. These binders are already available from the secretary's office at a

cost of 35 cents each.

Manual Reprinting Completed

But possibly the outstanding achievement of the Association during the past year

was the consummation of two years' effort in the revision, rearrangement, reprinting

and distribution of its two-volume Manual of Recommended Practice. By February 1,

1954, all member holders of the former edition, and all non-member holders of that

edition who had requested it (a total of 1597), had been furnished with the new Manual

fillers, and 236 copies of the complete new Manual, with two binders, had been sold to

members, railroads and others.

Of significance second only to the overall satisfaction which has been expressed in the

new Manual, is the fact that the entire reprinting, estimated to cost $33,810, was com-

pleted for $26,460.67—an under-run of $7349.33.

MEMBERSHIP

Membership in the Association as of February 1, 1954, stood at 3257, a net gain

of 20, continuing the unbroken record of membership increase each year since 1944.

True, the net gain of the past year was not as large as in the preceding three years,

which averaged 57, but it is no less significant in view of the voluntary personal obliga-

tion assumed in membership, the large losses in membership sustained each year through

deaths and other causes, and the already high level of membership among the engineering

and maintenance officers of the railways of the country.

Thirty-nine new Junior members were taken into the Association during the year

ended February 1, 1954, compared with 66 during the previous year and the 93 such

members added in 1951. And, due to the fact that 80 Juniors dropped out of this category

during the year, either through resignation (49), or transfer to the grade of Member (31),

the total number of Junior members on the membership rolls as of February 1 was 220,

compared with 261 on the same date in 1953. This drop in Junior membership is not

serious, but it could indicate the desirability of renewed effort on the part of higher

engineering and maintenance officers in encouraging their newer and more promising

technical employees to take early advantage of the benefits to be gaind through affiliation

with the Association.

The changes in the status of membership during the past year are set forth in the

following:

Membership

(February 1, 1953, to February 1, 1954)

Members on the rolls February 1, 1953 3237
New members 203

Reinstatements 27

3467
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Again during the past year many committees carried "Guest" members on their

rosters—members awaiting definite assignment to the committees with the roster changes

last fall—who were allowed to participate unofficially in committee work. In addition,

a number of committees welcomed "Visitors" to their meetings, including interested out-

siders, retired members and Juniors, who for one reason or another could not be

assigned to committees, but who wished to sit in on specific meetings or to participate

in the inspection trips made by the committees.

Following the extensive work done by com.mittees in 1952 in reviewing, revising

and rearranging their Manual material in connection with the reprinting of the Manual,

which affected some 500 Manual documents, the work of the committees during 1953

assumed the more normal pattern of preparing progress and information reports, alone

and in conjunction with the research staff. Engineering Division, Association of American

Railroads, and in developing new Manual material. The accompanying table, classifying

material in committee reports for the past eight years reflects this situation, which may
be expected to prevail for a number of years in the future.

Classification of Material in Committee Reports

(Figures shown indicate the number of Manual documents affected or new reports)

1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

Revisions of Manual with or

without reapproval 24 58 37 24 20 19 257 14

Reapproval of Manual mate-
rial without revisions 23 7 5 5 2 243 1

New Manual material 5 5 4 6 5 6 12 9

New Manual material

—

tentative '. 5 7 2 4 2 8 6 7

Information 33 29 35 49 57 43 49 59

Reports on research work ... 15 16 19 18 23 IS 18 23

Reports on service tests 6 3 7 7 1 10 13 10

Statistical data 2 3 4 2 3 9 5 4

Analytical studies 2 8 14 7 2 2 5 3

Bibliographies 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2

Brief reports of progress 13 16 20 13 8 16 11 17

107 170 151 138 129 132 621 149

Committee Meetings

The 23 standing and special committees of the Association held a total of 76 meetings

of their full committees during the past year ended March 1, 1954, 18 of which included

inspection trips to make on-the-ground observations of railway and manufacturing facil-

ities and operations in conjunction with committee investigations. This total of 76 meet-

ings in 1953, which includes the sizable number of luncheon meetings held during the

.'Annual Meeting, compares with the 79 meetings held in 1952, a year in which a number

of extra meetings were held in conjunction with the Centennial of Engineering. It also

compares with 69 such meetings in 1951 and 50 during 1950. One committee held 6

meetings, 1 held 5 meetings, 6 held 4 meetings, 12 held 3 meetings, 2 held 2 meetings,

and 1 committee had only 1 meeting.

Of the 76 meetings, 41 were held in Chicago, 6 were held in New Orleans, La.,

3 were held in Richmond, Va., 2 each were held in Minneapolis, Minn., St. Louis, Mo.,

Milwaukee, Wis., and Atlantic City, N. J., and 18 were held in as many different places.

To the fullest extent possible the Board of Direction and the secretary's office

endeavored to cooperate with committees in bringing about a clear understanding oi

their assignments and of the rules governing committee procedure. To this end, continu-
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iriR a procedure started in 1047, the Board and the secretary's staff met with all com-

mittee chairmen in Chicago on April 27 and went over in detail the Information and

Rules for the Guidance of Committees which appeared in the 1953 Outline of Work
Pamphlet. It was at this meeting that each chairman was presented a copy of the newly

developed "Handbook for Committee Chairmen."

PUBLICATIONS

The 7 Bulletins ending with the February 1954 issue contain ll.vS pages of te.xt

matter and illustrations, e.xclusive of advertising, compared with 159.5 pages for the 7

Bulletins ending with the February 1053 issue and 1185 pages for the 7 Bulletins ending

with the February 1952 issue. The substantially larger number of pages in the year ended

with the February 1953 Bulletin reflects the greater volume of reports in that year dealin.u

with revision of the Manual, and also the 88 pages in Bulletin 503 presenting the mono-
graph entitled "The Federal Valuation of the Railroads in the United States", by B. H.
Moore of the AAR. The smaller number of pages during the past year also reflects ihe

admonition of the Board of Direction to committees that, both in the interest of ihe

busy reader, and economy, they condense their reports as much as possible, leaving out

all unnecessary material.

The committee reports published lor presentation to the March 1954 annual meeting

occupy 562 pages in Bulletins 511 to 514, incl., to which should be added the 342 pages

of reports on research projects sponsored by AREA committees, or by groups in which

.AREA committees are interested, which appear in Bulletins 509 and 510, and the 3 pages

of Bulletin 510 containing the paper presented by C. J. Code, assistant chief engineer

—

engineer of tests, Pennsylvania Railroad, to the Eighth Pan American Railway Congress,

held at Washington, D. C, June 1953. The title of this paper is "Features in the Selection

of Weight of Rail for New or Rehabiliated Lines."

Supplements to Manual and Portfolio of Trackwork Plans

No Annual Supplement to the Manual was issued in 1953, all of the recommendations

of committees, as adopted at the 1953 annual meeting, having been incorporated directly

in the completely revised and reissued Manual put out late in the year.

Likewise, no Supplement to the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans was issued during the

year. The Track committee, however, during the year reviewed all the plans and specifica-

tions contained in the Portfolio, and as a result discovered minor errors or inconsistencies

in 32 of the plans. In addition it discovered minor inconsistencies in .Appendix A and in

Appendix B.

To avoid the cost to holders of the Portfolio of purchasing corrected sheets, a letter

dated November 13, 1953, listing all the plans involved and the changes to be made in

each plan and in the Appendices, was sent by the secretary to each Portfolio holder,

who was asked to make the necessar>- corrections himself.

Sale of Publications

The Association in 1953 again made widespread distribution of its publications over

and above those copies going to its own large membership. This distribution included

appro.ximately 29,450 copies, 27,450 of which were sold from the secretary's office to,

among others, the American railroads, colleges and universities, students, government

agencies, engineers in industry generally, and railroad men in many foreign countries.

The remaining 2000, including approximately 1400 reprints of research reports, and sev-

eral hundred reprints of the 1953 report of Subcommittee 1 of Committee 24—Cooperative
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Relations with Universities, on The Extent to Which Railroads Have Adopted Program?

of Training of Graduates of Technical Schools for Development of Capacities for

Responsible Supervisory and Executive Positions, were sent out free by the AAR research

staff and the secretary's office.

Large as this distribution was, it was again restricted in at least one respect as the

Association continued to refuse to fill many foreign orders which did not have the full

sanction of the Office of International Trade at Washington, D. C. Following is a tabula-

tion of the sales made in 1PS3:

Sales of Association Publications—1953

Specifications (Bridge) 1,817

Manual chapters 413

Manual specifications and partial chapters 757

Bulletins 1,320

Bulletin reprints 196

Special reprints in large orders (100 or more) 20,600

Proceedings 151

Revisions to Manual 114

Manuals (complete) and separate fillers 282

Revisions to Portfolio of Trackwork Plans 65

Complete Portfolios of Trackwork Plans 107

Individual track plans 621

Instructions for Mixing and Placing Concrete 253

Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work
Equipment 45

Federal Valuation of Railroads 600

Achievement of Grade Crofsing Protection 109

27.450

FINANCES

Examination of the Report of the Treasurer and the Financial Statement for the

Calendar Year 1953, both of which are presented herewith, indicate that the Association

continues in a favorable financial condition, in spite of the fact that they show for the

year as a whole an excess of Disbursements over Receipts of $9034.79, and a correspond-

ing loss in cash assets. That this deficit was not greater is significant in view of the extra,

non-recurring expenditure in 1953 of $20,572.58 for the work involved in the complete

reprinting of the Manual. A comparison of the Receipts and Disbursements for the past

two years is given in the following summary:

J9S2 1953

Receipts .^77,514.44 .^ 73,033.07

Disbursements 76,964.07 82,067.86

$+ 550.37 .';•—9,034.79

Reviewing the situation briefly, receipts during 1953 were some .'?4500 smaller than

in 1952. However, these apparent smaller receipts in 1953 were due to the smaller

receipts in Research Report Refunds to the extent of $2020, and the lack of any receipts

in 1953 to offset the receipt in 1952 of $2562 from the Centennial of Engineering banquet

held in that year—these two items alone totaling $4582.

Disbursements for the years 1952 and 1953 do not represent a fair comparison due

to Manual reprinting, the bulk of the cost of which was paid in 1953. Yet it is note-

worthy that the total Disbursements in the year were only $6900 greater than in 1952.

despite the fact that Manual expenditures were $15,664.49 higher in 1953. This compara-
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tively small increase in Disbursements was due to the smaller Miscellaneous Disburse-

ments in 1953 of S3100, and a decrease in the cost of publishing the Bulletins and Pro-

ceedings of S3 700 (due to the fewer pages of research reports)—a total of S6S00. The

balance of the Disbursements accounts follows a consistent or somewhat stabilized pattern.

Thus, while Disbursements in 1953 exceeded Receipts by $9034.79, and while the

General Balance Sheet indicates lower investments of SI 2,0^5 . the latter statement shows

the total assets of the Association as SI 125 greater than in 1952. This increase in total

assets is due almost entirely to the completion of the Manual reprinting, and the inclusion

in the Assets columns as Inventories, on a conservative cash basis, of the value of the

reprinted Manual fillers not used in replacements for Member's Manuals, and the 1000

new Manual binders purchased from cash assets. These inventory assets in the 1953

account will eventually be converted into cash assets through sales of the fillers and

binders, beginning in 1054.

CoMP.ARisox OF Receipts .\xd Disbursements fur a 19-Ye.\r Perioo

Receipts Disbursements Set Gain

1935 $29,001.00 $30,110.00 SI. 109.00*

1936 28,643.00 34,6o2.00 6.019.00*

1937 36,523.00 32,200.00 4,323.00

1938 28,422.00 23,394.00 5,028.00

1939 28,189.00 23,847.00 4,342.00

1940 28,272.00 26,451.00 1,821.00

1941 32,433.00 29,384.00 s049.00
1942 31.500.00 20,092.00 4,808.00

1943 28,736.00 23,809.00 4,927.00

1944 30,492.00 26,534.00 3,958.00

1945 32,305.00 29.305.00 3.000.00

1946 28,836.00 ,54,583.00 5.747.00*

1947 46.993.0C 46,989.00 4.00

1948 57,741.00 53,062.00 4,679.00

1949 62,081.00 57,075.00 5,005.00

1950 59,752.00 51,795.00 7,957.00

1951 69,045.00 62,369.00 n,676.00

1952 77,514.00 76,964.00** 550.00

1953 73,033.07 82,067.86** Q,034.79*

* Deficit.
** Manual revision and reprinting 1952, ?490S.09; 1955, .s20. 572,58.

RESEARCH WORK
The research work of the Association, carried on by its committees, working through

the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, and the facilities of several colleges

and research institutes, continued at a high level in 1953. This is evidenced both by the

amount of money expended for this work and the many reports which were issued on the

different projects under study. In all, it was the second largest research year in the history

of the Association, $364,100 having been allotted to ii different projects and general

research office expense, compared with allotments totaling .'^381,400 for 32 projects in

1952.

As shown in the accompanying table, plans for 1954 contemplated another intensive

year of research, $390,307 having been allocated for work on 27 projects and general

office expense. However, just how much will be expended on research during the year is

uncertain at this time, because the research staff has been asked to reduce its expenditures

by approximately 10 percent, in line with reduced railway revenues in recent months,

and the tempo of its activities during the last half of the >ear will be governed largely

by the size of railway earnings at that time.
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Total Ai.r.oTMF.xTs rcR Rkskarcii Work, Engineering Division, 1938-1954

1938 $ 78,158 1947 $234,428

1939 77,650 1948 291,840

1940 69,250 1949 372,457

1941 95,150 1950 294,045

1942 87,932 1951 354,770

1943 98,445 1952 381,400

1944 109,050 1953 364,100

1945 138,110 1954 390,307

1946 159,510

A summary of the 1954 research program, compared with the 1952 and 1953 pro-

grams, with new projects indicated by daggers, is presented below.

Engineering Division Allotments for Research

19S2 1953 1954

Committee on Rail Budget Budget Budget

Transverse Fissure Investigation $ 5,500 $ 5,500 $ 5,590

Shelly Spots Investigation 17,500 14,500 14,685

Rail Failure Statistics 8,600 8,600 8,860

Service Tests of Joint Bars 6,500 4,000 4,357

Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars 9,000 11,500 12,225

*Driver Burns Investigation 2,000

Rail Design Investigation 9,300 9,300 14,000

Tests with 78-ft Rail 3,000 5,000 5,145

jRail End Batter 5,000

Total $ 61,400 $ 58,400 $ 69,862

Committee on Track

Tie Plates, Stresses $ 6,000 S 6,000 S 5,860

Bolt Tension and Joint Lubrication 5,000 4,000 3,920

Corrosion from Brine Drippings 12,000 10,000 11,630

Stresses in Manganese Frogs 7,000 6,000 4,500

Tests of Rail Anchorage 9,000 5,000 4,500

Tie Plate Fastenings 8,000 8,000 14,420

Welding Carbon Steel Frogs and Switches 5,000 7,500

Total $47,000 ? 44,000 $52,330

Relation Between Track and Equipment

Relation of Wheel Load to Wheel Diameter $ 5,000 $ 5,000 $ 5,225

Relation of Wheel Pressures to Track Curvature 10,000 10,000 2,225

tClearance Requirements 8,000

Total $ 15,000 $ 15,000 S 15,450

Committee on Roadway and Ballast

Roadbed Stabilization $ 25,000 $ 24,000 S 26,000

Ballast Tests 6,000 6,300 8,000

Vegetation Control bv Chemicals 12,500 12,500 13,260

Total $43,500 $42,800 $47,260

Committee on Ties

Wear and Splitting of Ties $ 20,000 $ 10,000 $ 12,000

Total $ 20,000 $ 10,000 $ 12,000
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Engineebixg Division Ailoimf.nts for Research—^Continued

1952 1953 1954
Budget Budget Budget

Stnictiiral Projects

Bridge Impact Investigation $ 80,000 .^ 78,000 S 78,305

Stress in Bridge Frames 8,000 8,000 9,750

Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints 10,000 10,000 10,000

Column Research Council 8,000 3,000 3,000

Steel Structures Painting Council 10,000 10,000 10,000

Timber Stringer Tests 5,000 5,000 6,000

Performance of Fire-Retardants 5,000 5,000 5,260

Concrete Deterioration 10,000 10,000 10,200

Reinforced Concrete Research Council 5,000 5,000 5.000

Strength of Timber Bolted Joints 2,000 3,000 3,200

Tests of Membrane Waterproofing Material 3,000 5.400 6,172

Tests of Bituminous Materials 7,000 8,100 Q,20s

Wind Loads on Buildings 1,000 1,000

Total $153,000 .^151,500 S157.0Q5

Administration

Research Office S 34,000 .'^ 34,900 S 30.310

Research Publications Cost 7,500 7,500 **

Total .$41,500 .^42,400 .'^ 36,310

Grand Total .'^381,400 S364.100 S3Q0.307

"Completed in 1952 or 1953.
V New Projects in 1954.
S7S00 distributed in various piujects.

In the light of the foregoing report, with its record of growth and accomplishments.

v.ho would say that the American Railway Engineering Association is not living up to

its heritage, is not continuing to make a great contribution to the welfare of its members

and the railroads? And yet it is not for us to bask in the accomplishments of the past,

but rather to honor those who made those accomplishments possible, and to gain

stimulus therefrom, determined to meet the ever-changing, ever-challenging tasks that

lie ahead. The future is in your hands.

Respectfully submitted.

Ne.al D. Howard
Secretary
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Galveston, Tex.
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3521 Holmes St., Dallas, Tex.
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G. A. Gray
Division Engineer, Great Northern Railway. Whitefish, Mont,

John Guinotte
Retired .Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad,

2546 Westmont Way, Seattle, Wash.

H. O. Hem
Chief Consulting Engineer, Toledo Scale Company, Toledo, Ohio
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Reirional Engineer. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Md.
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J. D. Moffat
Retired Chief Engineer, Western Region, Pennsylvania Railroad, 1201 W. 41si St.,
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.\ssistant Engineer, New York Central System, Cincinnati, Ohio
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325 Front St., Owego, Tioga County, N. Y.
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Senior Engineer—Classification Yards. Union Switch & Signal Division. Westinghouse

Air Brake Company, Swissvale, Pa.

T. D. Sedwick
Manager Specialties Department, National Aluminatc Corporation, 7429 South Jeffrey

Ave., Chicago

H. F. Siiarpley

Retired Chief Engineer. Central of Georgia Railway. 640 Washington Ave., Savannah, Ga.

S. E. Shoup
Vice President. Association of Railway Track Contractors of America. 53 W.

Jackson Blvd., Chicago

B. J. Sloan
Assistant Division Engineer. St. Louis Southwestern Railway. Pine Bluff, Ark.

J. L. Starkie

Office Engineer, Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway. Galveston, Tex.

W. C. Sw.ART0UT

Retired .Assistant Engineer. Missouri Pacific Railroad, 4128 Castleman Ave., St. Louis. Mm

A. M. Traugott
Retired Chief Engineer. \'irginia Railway. 1516 Blandford Circle. Norfolk. \'a

H. F. TUPPER
Division Engineer, Boston & Maine Railroad. Dover. N. H.

Hermann von Schrenk
Consulting Timber Engineer, 4030 Chouteau Ave.. St Louis. Mo.

R. N. Wade
Retired Eneineer Maintenance of Wav. Chicago Transit Authoritv. 1509 Spencer St..

Wilmette, 111.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1953

Balance on hand January 1, 1953 $126,386.69

RECEIPTS
Membership Account
Entrance Fees $ 1,900.00

Dues 42,382.46 *;44,282.46

Sale of Publications

Proceedings .$ 1,427.25

Bulletins 1,983.65

Manuals 5,183.56

Specifications 1,729.20

Track Plans 1,563.73

Research Reports—refund 7,520.86 .S19,408.2S

Advertising

Publications $ 5,590.50

Interest Account
Interest on Investments $ 3,204.71

Less interest paid on bonds purchased 84.53 $ 3,120.18

Miscellaneous 616.06

Profit on sale of bonds 15.62

Total .'>73,033.07

DISBURSEMENTS

Salaries :i;24,182.02

Proceedings 13,718.50

Bulletins 11,189.93

Stationery and printing 3,313.41

Rent, light, etc 1,140.00

Supplies 251 .46

Postage 1 ,342.47

Audit 400.00

Pensions 1 ,500.00

Social security and unemployment taxes 367.89

Manual (salaries not included) 18,500.15

Track plans 116.00

Committee and officers expenses 643.63

.\nnual meeting expenses 1 ,957.00

News letter 3,004.42

Miscellaneous 440.98

Total .^S2,0o7.86

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts 9,034.79

Balance on hand December 31, 1953 $117,351.90
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To the Members:

Balance on hand January 1, 1953 $126,386.69

Receipts during 1953 $ 73,017.45

Paid out on audited vouchers 82,067.86

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts $ 9,050.41

Profit from sale of bonds 15.62 9,034.79

Balance on hand December 31, 1953 $117,351.90

Consisting of bonds at cost $110,662.75

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank. 6,664.15

Petty cash 25.00

$117,351.90

We have made an examination of the accounts of the American Railway Engineering

Association for the year ending December 31, 1953, and find them to be in accordance

with the foregoing statement.

C. A. BiCK,
P. D. Mitchell,

Auditors.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
Assets 19S3 1952

Due from members $ 126.50 $ 61.50

Due from sale of publications 44.69 247.40

Due from sale of advertising 687.40 686.00

Furniture and fixtures 1,186.00 1,318.00

Inventory of publications (estimated) 500.00 500.00

Inventory of Manuals 15,880.00 3,382.00

Inventory of track plans 2,004.80 1,837.40

Inventory of binders, index and chapters 1,650.00 ....

Inventory of paper stock 642.60 3,455.76

Investments (cost) 110,607.69 122,703.38

Interest accrued on investments 388.36 408.39

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank 6,664.15 3,658.31

Petty cash
'.

25.00 25.00

Total $140,407.19 $139,283.14

Liabilities

Members dues paid in advance 494.80 282.30

Surplus 139,912.39 139,000.84

Total $140,407.19 $139,283.14

STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS YEAR 1953

Cash in Bank, January 1, 1953 $ 3,658.31

Receipts

From members, sale of publications, interest, etc $ 73,017.45

Sale of government bonds 21,937.50 94,954.95

$98,613.26

Disbursements
Audited vouchers $82,067.86
Government bonds purchased $9,965.78
Less interest paid on bonds 84.53 9,881.25 $91,949.11

Cash in Bank, December 31, 1953 $ 6,664.15



American Railway Engineering

Association

CONSTITUTION
Revised to October 30, 1950

Article I

Name, Object and Location

1. Name
The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATION.

2. Object

The object of the Association shall be the advancement of knowledge pertaining

to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of

railways.

3. Means to be Used

The means to be used for this purpose shall be:

(a) The investigation of matters pertaining to the object of the Association through

Standing and Special Committees.

(b) Meeting for the presentation and discussion of papers, and for action on the

recommendations of committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

4. Conclusions

The conclusions adopted by the Association shall be recommendatory.

5. Location

The office of the Association shall be located in Chicago, 111.

Article II

Membership

1. Classes

The membership of this Association shall be divided into five classes: Members,

Life Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Junior Members.

2. Qualifications

A. General

(a) An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class other than that of

Junior Member shall be not less than 25 years of age.

(b) To be eligible for membership in any class, or for retention of membership as a

Member, an Associate or a Junior Member, a person shall not be engaged directly or

primarily in the sale to the railways of appliances, supplies, patents or patented services.

(c) The right to membership shall not be terminated by retirement from active

service.

1142
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(d) In determining the eligibility for membership in any class, graduation in engineer-

ing from a school of recognized standing shall be considered as equivalent to three years

of active practice, and satisfactory completion of each year of work in such school,

without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent to one-half year of active practice.

(e) In determining the eligibiUty for Member under Section B (a) of this Article,

each year of practical experience in engineering, or in science related thereto, prior to

employment on a railway, if such experience were of the same specialized character as

the current work of the applicant, shall be considered as equivalent to one year of

railway service.

B. Member
A Member shall be:

(a) An engineer or officer in the service of a railway corporation that is a common
carrier, who has had not less than five years' experience in the location, construction,

operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) A dean, professor, assistant professor, or equivalent in engineering in a university

or college of recognized standing, or an instructor or equivalent in such university or

college, who, with an engineering degree, has had at least two years' experience in

teaching engineering.

(c) An engineer or member of a public board, commission or other official agency

who, in the discharge of his regular duties, deals with railway problems.

(d) An editor of a trade or technical magazine who, in the discharge of his regular

duties, deals with railway problems, and who has had the equivalent of five years'

engineering or railway experience.

(e) A consulting engineer, engaged in private practice, or an engineer in his employ

or in the employ of a consulting engineering organization, who has had the equivalent

of five years' engineering experience.

C. Life Member
A Life Member shall be a Member or an Associate who has paid dues for 35 years,

or who has been retired under a recognized retirement plan and has paid dues for not

less than 25 years.

D. Honorary Member
(a) An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged eminence in railway

engineering or management.

(b) The number of Honorary Members shall be Umited to ten.

E. Associate

An Associate shall be:

(a) An engineer of a railway which is essentially an adjunct of an industry, oi

which is used primarily to transport the products and materials of an industry to and

from a railway which is a common carrier.

(b) A person quaUfied by training and experience to cooperate with Members in the

object of this Association, but who is not quahfied to become a Member.

F. Junior Member
(a) A Junior Member shall be not less than 21 years of age and shall be an

engineering employee of a railway corporation who has had not less than three years

of experience in the location, construction, operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) His membership in this classification in the Association shall terminate at the

end of the calendar year in which he becomes 30 years of age.

(c) He may make application for membership other than as a Junior Member at

any time when he becomes eligible to do so.
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3. Transfers

Tlie Board of Direction shall transfer from one class of membership to another,

or may remove from membership, any person whose qualifications so change as to

warrant such action.

4. Rights

(a) Members, and Life Members who were formerly Members, shall have all the

rights and privileges of the Association. Life Members who were formerly Associates

shall continue to have all the rights and privileges of Associates.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the Association

except those of holding elective office, provided, however, that Members or Life Members

who are elected Honorary Members shall retain all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(c) Associates and Junior Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association except those of voting and holding elective office.

Article III

Admission, Resignation, Expulsion and Reinstatement

1. Charter Membership

The Charter Membership of this Association consists of all persons elected to. mem-

bership before March 15, 1900.

2. Application for Membership

(a) A person desirous of membership in this Association shall make application

upon the form provided by the Board of Direction. In the event that Junior Membership

is desired, the applicant shall so state.

(b) The applicant shall give the names of at least three Members of this Asso-

ciation to whom personally known. Each of these Members shall be requested by the

Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant with an

opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(c) If an applicant is not personally known to as many as three Members of this

Association, the names of well-known persons engaged in railway or allied professional

work to whom he is personally known shall be substituted, as necessary, to provide a

total of at least three references. Each of these persons shall be requested by the Secre-

tary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant, with an

opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(d) No further action shall be taken upon the application until replies have been

received from at least three of the persons named by the applicant as references.

3. Election to Membership

(a) Upon completion of the application in accordance with Section 2 of this Article

the Board of Direction through its Membership Committee shall consider the application

and make such investigation as it may consider desirable or necessary.

(b) Upon completion of such consideration and investigation, each member of the

Board of Direction shall be supplied with the required information, together with the

recommendation of the Membership Committee as to the class of membership, if any,

to which the applicant is eligible, and the admission of the applicant shall be canvassed by

ballot among the members of the Board of Direction.
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(c) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section 2,

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article, a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board

of Direction shall be required for election.

(d) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (c) of this Article, a unanimous affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

4. Subscription to the Constitution

An applicant for any class of membership in this Association shall declare his willing-

ness to abide by the Constitution of the Association in his application for membership.

5. Honorary Member

A proposal for Honorary Membership shall be endorsed by ten or more Members

of the Association and a copy furnished each member of the Board of Direction. The

nominee shall be declared an Honorary Member upon receiving a unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

6. Resignation

The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any

person holding membership in the Association whose obligations to the Association have

been fulfilled.

7. Expulsion

Charges of misconduct on the part of anyone holding membership in this Association,

if in writing and signed by ten or more Members, may be submitted to the Board of

Direction for examination and action. If, in the opinion of the Board action is war-

ranted, the person complained of shall be served with a copy of such charges and shall

be given an opportunity to answer them to the Board of Direction. After such oppor-

tunity has been given, the Board of Direction shall take final action. A two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction shall be required for expulsion.

8. Reinstatement

(a) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having resigned such membership while in good standing may be

reinstated by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

(b) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having forfeited membership under the provisions of Article IV, Section

3, may, upon such conditions as may be fixed by the Board, be reinstated by a two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

Article TV

Dues

1. Entrance Fee

(a) An entrance fee of .$10 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for membership other than Junior Membership. This sum shall be returned to an applicant

not elected.

(b) No entrance fee shall be required for Junior Membership, except that a Junior

Member, in transferring to another class of membership, shall pay the entrance fee

prescribed for other classes of Membership.
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2. Annual Dues

(a) The annual dues for each Member and each Associate shall be $15.

(b) The annual dues for each Junior Member shall be $7.50.

(c) Life Members and Honorary Members shall be exempt from the payment of

dues. Life Members desiring to continue to receive the Bulletins and Proceedings of the

Association may do so by paying a subscription fee prescribed by the Board of Direction.

3. Arrears

A person whose dues are not paid before April 1 of the current year shall be notified

by the Secretary. If the dues are still unpaid on July 1, further notice shall be given,

informing the person that he is not in good standing in the Association. If the dues

remain unpaid by October 1, the person shall be notified that he will no longer receive

the publications of the Association. If the dues are not paid by December 31, the person

shall forfeit membership without further action or notice, except as provided for in

Section 4 of this Article.

4. Remission of Dues

The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of dues, and may remit

the dues of any Member, Associate or Junior Member who, for good reason, is unable

to pay them.

Article V

Officers

1. Officers

(a) The officers of the Association shall be a President, two Vice Presidents,

twelve Directors, a Secretary and a Treasurer.

(b) The President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors, together with the two

latest living Past Presidents continuing to be Members, shall constitute the Board of

Direction, in which the government of the Association shall be vested; they shall act

as the trustees and have the custody of all property belonging to the Association. The

President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors shall be Members.

(c) The Secretary and the Treasurer shall be appointed by the Board of Direction.

2. Term of Office

The term of office of the President shall be one year, of the Vice Presidents two

years and of the Directors three years. The term of each shall begin at the close of

the annual convention at which elected and continue until a successor is qualified.

All other officers and employees shall hold office or position at the pleasure of the Board

of Direction.

3. Officers Elected Annully

(a) There shall be elected at each annual convention a President, one Vice President

and four Directors.

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice President shall be selected from

the members or past members of the Board of Direction.

4. Conditions of Re-election of Officers

A President shall be ineligible for re-election, except as provided for in Section S (e)

of this Article. Vice Presidents and Directors shall be ineligible for re-election to the same

office, except as provided for in Section 5 (e) of this Article, until, at least one full

term has elapsed after the end of their respective terms.
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5. Vacancies in Offices

(a) If a vacancy should occur in the office of President, as set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the senior Vice President shall immediately and automatically become

President for the unexpired term.

(b) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the senior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section S (a) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the junior Vice President shall automatically become senior Vice President

for the unexpired term.

(c) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the junior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section S (b) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the Board of Direction shall by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its

entire membership, select a junior Vice President from the members or past members
of the Board of Direction.

(d) A vacancy in the office of Director, due to advancement of a Director to junior

V^ice President under Section 5 (c) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, shall be filled by the Board of Direction by the affirmative vote of

two-thirds of its entire membership.

(e) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be eligible for re-election

to the office held
;
provided, however, that anyone selected to fill a vacancy as Director

shall be eUgible for election to that office, excepting that such appointee filling out an

unexpired term of two years or more shall be considered as coming within the provisions

of Section 4 of this Article.

6. Vacation of Office

(a) In the event of the death of an elected officer, or his resignation from office,

or if he should cease to be a Member of the Association as provided in Section 2 (B),

Article II; Section 6 or 7, Article III; or Section 3, Article IV, the office shall be con-

sidered as vacated.

(b) In the event of the disabiUty of an officer or neglect in the performance of duty

by an officer, the Board of Direction, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its entire

membership shall have the power to declare the office vacant.

Article VI

NOMIN.'VTION .AND ELECTION OF OFFICERS

1. Nominating Committee

(a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the five latest living Past

Presidents of the Association, who are Members, and five Members who are not

officers.

(b) The five Members who are not Past Presidents shall be elected annually for a

term of one year, when the officers of the Association are elected.

(c) The senior Past President who is a member of the committee shall be the

chairman of the committee. In the absence of the senior Past President from a meeting

of the committee the Past President next in seniority present shall act as chairman.

2. Method of Nominating

(a) Prior to December 1 of each year the chairman shall call a meeting of the

committee at a convenient place, at which nominees for the several elective offices

shall be selected as follows:
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Number of Candi-
Nutnber of Candi- dates to be

dates to be named elected at the

by the Nominating Annual Election

Office to be Filled Committee of Officers

President 1 1

Vice President 1 1

Directors 8 4
Nominating Committee 10 S

(b) The chairman of the Nominating Committee shall send the names of the

nominees to the President and Secretary not later than December IS of the same year,

and the Secretary shall report the names of these nominees to the members of the

Association not later than January 1 following.

(c) At any time between January 1 and February 1 any ten or more Members

may send to the Secretary additional nominations for any elective office for the ensuing

year signed by such Members.

(d) If any person nominated shall be found by the Board of Direction to be

ineligible for the office for which nominated, or should a nominee decline such nomination,

his name shall be withdrawn. The Board of Direction may fill any vacancies that may

occur in the list of nominees up to the time the ballots are sent out.

3. Ballotfe Issued

Not less than thirty days prior to each annual convention, the Secretary shall issue

a ballot to each voting Member of record who has paid his dues to or beyond December

31 of the previous year, listing the several candidates to be voted upon. When there is

more than one candidate for any office, the names shall be arranged on the ballot in

the order that shall be determined by " lot by the Nominating Committee. The ballot

shall be accompanied by a statement giving for each candidate his record of membership

and activities in this Association.

4. Substitution of Names

Members may remove names from the printed ballot list and may substitute the name

or names of any other person or persons eligible for any office, but the number of names

voted for each office on the ballot must not exceed the number to be elected at that

time to such office.

5. Ballots

(a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed with the name of

the voter, and mailed to or deposited with the Secretary at any time previous to the

closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may withdraw his ballot, and cast another, at any time before the polls

close.

(c) Ballots received in unendorsed envelopes, or irom persons not qualified to vote,

shall not be counted.

(d) The ballots and envelopes shall be preserved for not less than ten days after

the vote is canvassed.

6. Closure of Polls

The polls shall be closed at 12 o'clock noon on the second day of the annual conven-

tion, and the ballots shall be counted by tellers appointed by the presiding officer.
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7. Election

(a) The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for the offices for

which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

(b) In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same office, the

Members present at the annual convention shall elect the officer by ballot from the

candidates so tied.

(c) The presiding officer shall announce at the convention the names of the officers

elected in accordance with this Article.

Article VII

Management

1. President

The President shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Association, shall

preside at meetings of the Association and of the Board of Direction, and, by virtue

of his office, shall be a member of all committees, except the Nominating Committee.

2. Vice Presidents

The V'ice Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at meetings in the absence

of the President.

3. Treasurer

The Treasurer shall pay all bills of the Association when properly certified by the

Secretary and approved by the Finance Committee. He shall make an annual report

as to the financial condition of the Association and such other reports as may be called

for by the Board of Direction.

4. Secretary

The Secretary, under the direction of the President and Board of Direction, shall be

the Executive Officer of the Association and shall attend the meetings of the Association

and of the Board of Direction, prepare the business therefor, and record the proceedings

thereof. The Secretary shall see that all money due the Association is collected, is credited

to the proper accounts, and is deposited in the designated depository of the Association,

with receipt to the Treasurer therefor. He shall personally certify to the accuracy of all

bills and vouchers on which money is to be paid. He shall invest all funds of the Asso-

ciation not needed for current disbursements, as shall be recommended by the Finance

Committee and approved by the Board of Direction, with notification to the Treasurer

of such investments. The Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the Association,

make an annual report to the Association, and perform such other duties as the Board

of Direction may prescribe.

5. Auditing of Accounts

The financial accounts of the Association shall be audited annually by an accountant

or accountants approved by and under the direction of the Finance Committee.

6. Board of Direction

(a) The Board of Direction shall manage the affairs of the Association, and shall

have full power to control and regulate all matters not otherwise provided for in the

Constitution.
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(b) The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each annual

convention, and at such other times as the President may direct. Special meetings shall

be called on request, in writing, of five members of the Board of Direction.

(c) Seven members of the Board of Direction shall constitute a quorum.

(d) At the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the annual convention, the

following committees, each consisting of not less than three members, shall be appointed

by the President from the Board of Direction, and they shall report to and perform

their duties under the supervision of the Board of Direction.

Finance

Publications

Outline of Work of Committees

Personnel of Committees

Membership

Manual

Other special committees may be appointed by the President at his discretion.

7. Duties of the Committees of the Board of Direction

(a) Finance Committee

The Finance Committee shall hav« immediate supervision of the accounts and

financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills before payment, and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction as to the investment of funds and

other financial matters. The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of the Association,

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(b) Publication Committee

The Publication Committee shall have general supervision over the publications of

the Association. The Publication Committee shall not have the power to incur debts

or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money except

by authority of the Board of Direction.

(c) Committee on Outhne of Work of Committees

The Committee on Outline of Work of Committees shall review and pass upon the

recommendations of standing and special committees for subjects to be investigated,

considered and reported on by these committees during the ensuing year, and shall report

thereon to the Board of Direction for its approval.

(d) Committee on Personnel of Committees

The Committee on Personnel of Committees shall review and pass upon applications

of members for appointment to standing and special committees. It also shall appoint

the chairman and vice chairman of such committees and make a report thereon to the

Board of Direction for its approval.

(e) Membership Committee

The Membership Committee shall make investigation of applicants for membership

and shall make recommendations to the Board of Direction with reference thereto.

(f) Manual Committee

The Manual Committee, with the assistance of the Publications Committee, shall

have general supervision over the Manual.

8. Standing Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint standing committees to investigate, consider

and report upon questions pertaining to railway location, construction, operation and

maintenance.
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9. Special Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint special committees to examine into and report

upon any subject connected with the objects of this Association.

10. Discussion by Non-Members

The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from persons not members

of the Association.

11. Sanction of Act of Board of Directian

An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the expressed or implied

sanction of the membership at the next annual convention of the Association shall be

deemed to be the act of the Association.

Article VIII

Meetings

1. Annual Convention

(a) The Annual Convention of the Association shall be held in the City of Chicago,

111., or in such other city as may be determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds

of the entire membership of the Board of Direction. The convention shall open on the

second Tuesday in the month of March, or on the third Tuesday if the month of March

has five Tuesdays, excepting that some other opening day in March may be designated

by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire membership of the Board of Direction.

(b) The Secretary shall notify all members of the Association of the time and

place of the annual convention at least 30 days in advance thereof.

(c) The order of business at the annual convention of the Association shall be:

Reading of the minutes of the last meeting

Address of the President

Reports of the Secretary and the Treasurer

Reports of committees

Unfinished business

New business

Installation of officers

Adjournment

(d) This order of business may be changed by a majority vote of Members present.

(e) The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order" except as

otherwise herein provided.

(f) Discussions shall be limited to Members and to those others invited by the

presiding officer to speak.

2. Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Associations may be called by the Board of Directions on its

own initiative, and may be so called by the Board of Direction upon written request

of 100 Members, The request shall state the purpose of such meeting.

The call for such special meeting shall be issued not less than ten days in advance

of the proposed date of such meeting and shall state the purpose and place of the

meeting. No other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

3. Quorum
Twenty-five Membeie shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the Association.
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Article IX

Amendment

1. Amendment

Proposed amendment of this Constitution shall be made in writing, shall be signed

by not less than ten Members, and shall be acted upon in the following manner:

The amendment shall be presented to the Secretary, who shall send a copy to each

member of the Board of Direction as soon as received. If a majority of the entire Board

of Direction so votes, the matter shall be submitted to the Association by letter ballot.

Sixty days after the date of issue of the letter ballot, the Board of Direction shall

canvass the ballots which have been received, and if two-thirds of such ballots are in

the affirmative the amendment shall be declared adopted and shall become effective imme-

diatelv. The result of the letter ballot shall be announced to members of the Association.

J



Information and Rules for the Guidance of Committees

The following information and rules for the guidance of committees are designed

to obtain the maximum benefits from the efforts of the members who make up the

personnel of such committees. They are designed to effect a continuity of effort in

committee work throughout the entire year, under a plan whereby the personnel of the

committees and their respective outlines of work are set up and made public on or

before the beginning of the calendar year, thus enabling the work to be continued without

interruption, although the new personnel and subject assignments do not become offi-

cially effective until the beginning of the "Association Year," which starts with the close

of the annual meeting.

The rules also take into account the fact that the pubhcation of the committee

reports must be spread out over a period of four months (November through February),

to facilitate printing and to give members of the Association a reasonable length of time

in which to study such reports in advance of the annual meeting.

Subjects Re-assigned Annually

The outline of work of each committee shall be reviewed annually. To this end,

each committee shall review suggestions for new subjects submitted by the members

thereof, or by others, and such suggestions as receive the approval of the committee

shall be submitted by the committee chairman to the secretary of the Association not

later than October 1, together with the committee's recommendations covering the

withdrawal or continuation of current assignments.

The recommendations received from the various committees shall be assembled and

forwarded to the Board Committee on Outline of Work, which shall have the responsibil-

ity of authorizing the subject assignments to the various committees. Deviation from

assignments thus authorized may be made during the course of the year only upon the

authority of the Board Committee on Outline of Work.

Committee Personnel Reorganized Annually

The personnel of each committee shall be reorganized annually. It is desirable that

10 percent of the membership be changed each year. Members who do not attend meet-

ings of the committee, who do not render service by correspondence, or who do not

return letter ballots will be dropped. To this end the chairman of the committee shall

submit to the secretary of the Association not later than October 1 the names of members

whom he recommends be dropped because of delinquence in service to the committee,

as well as a list of the names of members of the Association whom he recommends

for appointment to the committee.

The recommendations received from the various committees shall be assembled and

forwarded to the Board Committee on Personnel, which has the duty of appointing

"he committee personnel.

No additions to the personnel of committees will be made during the Association

year following the pubhcation of the roster, except as provided for in the rules applying

to "Guests."

Members who desire appointment to a committee should make application through

the chairman or the secretary on the prescribed form.

(Revised November 6, 19S3)
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Chairmen, Vice Chairmen and Subcommittee Chairmen

Chairmen, vice chairmen and subcommittee chairmen must hold the grade of Member
in the Association, except that any Associates currently acting as subcommittee chairmen

may continue to hold such office until succeeded by a Member.

The terms of chairmen and vice chairmen shall be three years in each position.

Chairmen completing their three-year term shall recommend to the Board Committee on

Personnel nominees for the chairmanship and vice chairmanship, with assurance of

acceptance from such nominees if appointed by the Board Committee. The term of office

of subcommittee chairmen may be more than three years.

Committee Secretary

Any chairman may appoint a secretary with duties usually encompassed by such

office.

Size of Committees*

The total membership of any committee shall be limited to 60. In determining

the membership of a committee, railroads having no more than SO Association members

may have not more than 2 members on any committee; railroads having 51 to 100

members may have not more than 3 members on any committee ; railroads having more

than 100 members may have not more than 4 members on any committee.

No college, university or other institution of learning shall have more than 2 mem-
bers on any committee, and no manufacturer or supply company or other organization

shall have more than 1 Associate member on any committee.

Retired Members*
No member who has retired from active service, regardless of whether he under-

takes other employment, shall serve on a committee more than 3 years following retire-

ment. However, such member may continue to attend meetings as a "visitor," subject

to the approval of the committee chairman.

Associate Members*
No company will be permitted to have more than one Associate member of any

committee, and company representation shall not necessarily be continuing. However,

in the event that a railroad member on a committee becomes associated with a manu-
facturer or supply company after retirement from railroad service on pension, and thus

automatically becomes an Associate member, he shall not be deprived of membership

on the committee during the period of three years following his retirement from railroad

service.

The membership of Associates on a committee shall be limited to 10 percent of

the total membership of the committee. Committees with Associates in excess of 10

percent of their total membership are not required to reduce the number of Associates

immediately for the purpose of complying with this rule, but no Associates may be

added as long as the proportion of Associates exceeds 10 percent, except as may be

occasioned by the exception provided in the preceding paragraph.

Member Emeritus

This class of committee membership was established in 1953 in order to permit

recognition of long-sustained meritorious service of committee members to committees,

following their retirement and the termination of their regular membership on committees.

* In applying any of the rules under the headings: Size of Committees, Retired Members, and
Associate Members, see third last paragraph under heading Member Emeritus.
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To be eligible for this honor, amember must be in good standing in the Association

as a Member, Honorary Member, Associate, or Life Member, and mu;t have:

(a) Retired under normal retirement procedure from active service in the company

with which he has been connected.

(b) Served on the committee at least 10 years. (Secretary's office can furnish service

record on any retired committee member.)

(c) Resigned from the committee or have been removed from the committee under

the rule that retired members can remain on a committee only three years following

the date of their retirement.

(d) Rendered outstanding service to the committee over a period of years.

(e) Been proposed by at least five committee members in writing and voted the

honor by a two-thirds affirmative letter ballot of all members of the committee, including

Associates (the letter ballots to be returnable to the secretary's office within 60 days).

(f) The number of such members permitted on any committee will be limited to

five.

Furthermore, his election as Member Emeritus must be affirmed by the Board Com-
mittee on Personnel through the secretary's office.

Having been elected as Member Emeritus, the member's name will continue to appear

on the roster of the committee, and he will have all the rights and privileges of members

except that of voting (i.e., can serve on subcommittees, should he desire, in order that

the committee might benefit from his knowledge and experience) . Likewise, his name

will continue to be shown in the printed roster of the committee appearing in the Bulle-

tins of the Association, and in the Outline of Work Pamphlet, in each case suitably

designated as Member Emeritus. However, the names of Members Emeritus will not be

designated by an "E" or otherwise in the alphabetical listing, railroad listing, Honorary

Member listing, or Life Member listing in the March Bulletin.

Members Emeritus will not be counted in the application of the rules affecting the

total number of members permitted on committees, the number of associates permitted

on a committee, the rules having bearing upon the number of members on committees

permitted from any railroad, supply company, or other organization, or the number

of years that a retired member may serve on a committee. Any Emeritus title will

terminate with the death of the recipient, or in the event of the termination of his mem-
bership in the Association for other reasons.

Nothing in these rules will prevent extending the honor of Member Emeritus to a

retired committee member who may have taken up, or who subsequently takes up, other

employment following his official retirement.

Tangible evidence of this honor will be given to those so named in the form of

a pocket card, similar in form to a railroad pass, signed and sent out by the committee

chairmen.

"Guests" and "Visitors"

The previously stated rule under Committee Personnel Reorganized Annually, that

"no additions to the personnel of committees will be made during the year following the

publication of the roster, except as provided for under the rules applying to "Guests,"

does not preclude the attendance at committee meetings of other members of the Asso-

ciation, as "visitors," with the approval of committee chairmen.

If there are vacancies on a committee roster (i.e., less than 60), or if vacancies

occur during the year, or are definitely in prospect at the end of the year, Association

members (including Junior members), with the approval of committee chairmen and the
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Board Committee on Personnel, can be appointed as "guests" of that committee. As

such, they may attend committee meetings and participate in the committee's activities,

unofficially, looking to becoming regularly assigned members at the beginning of the

next Association year.

"Guests" must always be designated as such on the rosters maintained by the com-

mittees and the secretary's office, but their names will not appear in published com-

mittee or subcommittee reports. Creation of this class of committee affiliation is not

intended to increase the size of any committee beyond the 60 maximum set by the Board,

but rather to make it possible to add to "short" rosters between official roster changes.

Furthermore, one need not be either a "regular member" or a "guest" of a com-

mittee to attend its meetings from time to time. With the approval of the committee

chairman, who must be consulted as regards any specifiic meeting, any AREA member
(including Junior members) may sit in on the meeting as a "visitor," listen to all

deliberations and participate in discussions.

Service on More Than One Committee

No member of the Association shall serve on more than one committee, except that

a member may serve on two committees if one or both of the committees are among the

following: Committee 3—^Ties; Committee 7—^Wood Bridges and Trestles; Committee
17—Wood Preservation; Committee 20—Contract Forms; Committee 24—Cooperative

Relations with Universities; Committee 25—Waterways and Harbors; Committee 28

—

Clearances; Committee 29—Waterproofing; Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses;

and the Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail.

Organizing the Committees

The new outline of work and personnel of committees shall become effective

with the close of the annual meeting in March. However, the pamphlet containing this

information is issued not later than January 1 in order that committees may be reor-

ganized immediately after January 1, for the new year's work, if reorganization has not

already been effected. Usually this information will be available to the chairmen in

tentative form at least 30 days in advance of publication.

It is the duty of the committee chairman to notify new members promptly of their

appointment and to notify old members of their reappointment or release. It is also his

duty to reorganize the subcommittees without delay. However, in the Association year

in which his term as chairman expires, he should call on his successor for advice and

assistance in this regard.

Organization Charts

The chairman shall furnish the secretary of the Association two copies of the organ-

ization chart (schedule of subcommittee assignments and personnel) of his committee,

and shall advise him currently of any subsequent revisions thereof. This chart may be in

the form regularly used by committees, but should not be in the form of a blueprint,

on which it is difficult to make corrections. White prints are acceptable. These charts

should be in the hands of the secretary by February 1, and should be prepared with

the greatest care to insure the accuracy of initials and names.

The names of "guest" members on committees, if any, (not "visitors") should appear

on the charts, but should be clearly designated as such. These names may be arranged

either alphabetically among the members or grouped at the bottom of the chart as
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desired by the various committees. Names of "visitors" should not appear on or be

subsequently added to these charts.

Notices and Minutes of Meetings

The committee chairman shall send copies of all notices of committee meetings to

the secretary of the Association as early as possible for publication in the AREA News.

Copies of all minutes, of meetings must also be filed with the secretary.

Subcommittees

In general, the committees are organized to conduct their work by the appointment

of one subcommittee for each subject assignment. If deemed advisable, any subject may
be subdivided into several parts and a separate subcommittee assigned to each part.

Committees may fi!^nd it of advantage to create a subcommittee on personnel as well as a

subcommittee on new subjects.

Collaboration

Subjects, the nature of which clearly indicates the possibility of overlapping interest

of two or more AREA committees, or the committees of other groups with which the

Association has agreed to collaborate, carry an appended clause reading: "collaborating

with " It is the duty of the chairmen of the subcommittees having

an assignment carrying this instruction to take the initiative in effecting such collabora-

tion;—first, by requesting the appointment of representatives of the other interested

group or groups, should such be mutually decided or desirable, and second, by sub-

mitting copies of AREA reports to them for comment. Regardless of whether the assign-

ment specifically mentions collaboration, committees shall be on the alert to obtain the

advice and assistance of other ARE.\ committees or interested groups in dealing with any

subject that imposes any questions of possible overlapping interest or responsibility.

A committee undertaking revision of its Manual chapter should request collabora-

tion of any committee that participated in the original development and adoption of the

material under revision. The secretary of the Association will provide information con-

cerning such previous collaboration.

Voting in Committees

Voting in committees and subcommittees on all Association matters, except as may

be of a social nature, or on ballots for Member Emeritus of the committee, shall be the

prerogative of Members only.

Work of the Committees

Objectives

The objectives of the Association are advanced through the work of the committees

in two ways— (1) the development of useful information pertinent to their assignments

to be presented to the Association "as information," and (2) the formulation of recom-

mended practices to be submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual.

Planning the Work
In pursuing the work on any assignment, the first step is necessarily one of fad

finding, including (a) a study of available literature on the subject, particularly reports

of previous investigations, (b) a compilation of current practice, especially recent changes

in practice, and (c) resort to original tests or experimentation, after a canvass of all

other sources of information indicates that research work is necessary.
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Collection of Data

Committees are privileged to obtain data or information in any proper way. If de-

sired, the secretary will issue circulars of inquiry, or questionnaires, prepared by com-

mittees, which should be brief and concise. The questions contained in such circulars

should be specific and pertinent, and not of such general or involved character as to

preclude the possibility of obtaining satisfactory and prompt responses. The circulars

should specify to whom answers are to be sent, and should be furnished in duplicate

so that a copy can be retained by persons replying.

Research

Requests for appropriations for the conduct of research work should be sent to the

secretary of the Association with a supporting statement setting forth: (a) the nature

of the information sought; (b) how the railroads are adversely affected by the lack

of this information; (c) the estimated cost of the investigation; (d) the estimated time

to complete the work; (e) the basis for assuming that the investigation will produce

the data desired; and (f) an estimate of the savings to be realized or other advantages

to accrue from the successful completion of the investigation. A request for funds to

continue or complete an investigation shall include also a statement of the results

obtained to date. All requests for research appropriations, with supporting data, must

be in the secretary's office by July 1.

Maintaining Manual Up to Date

Each committee shall critically review the material in its chapter of the Manual at

such intervals as to insure that it is kept up to date. It shall resubmit all Manual

material for rsvision or reapproval at intervals of not more than 10 years. This rule,

however, is not intended to encourage the reapproval of documents only at 10-year

intervals. On the contrary, and especially since each document in the newly reprinted

Manual carries a reapproval line under its heading, committees are urged to recom-

mend the reapproval of documents each time that revisions (major or minor) are pro-

posed, using some such wording as "Reapprove with the following revisions". If such

reapproval is not requested specifically when revisions are recommended, the document

will continue to carry its previous adoption or reapproval line.

Group Revisions in Specific Years

While it is a healthy situation for committees to be constantly on the alert to

improve their respective documents in the Manual, and while some revisions in Manual

material will be of a character that will require that they be made at the earliest possible

date, many changes will be of an editorial or less-important character and will not

demand that they be made immediately.

Accordingly, in the interest of economy, committees should, insofar as possible,

group their revisions in any specific document, looking to submitting them as a whole

at intervals of two or three years or more, rather than separately year after year—thus

avoiding the necessity for reissuing the same Manual pages in successive years, to the

greatest extent possible.
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Nature and Preparation of Reports

Form of Report

It is important that committee reports be prepared in accordance with the Style

Standards for committee reports, as detailed on following pages in tliis pamphlet.

Nature of Report

Whether the report on any particular assignment should take the form of "informa-

tion" or a "recommended practice," depends largely on the nature of the assignment.

Some assignments will be fulfilled completely by the presentation of information; others

call for information in support of appended recommendations that are submitted for

adoption. In still other cases, the primary objective is a comprehensive statement of

recommended practices, but the development of these recommended practices may entail

investigation or research work, the results of which are of such importance as to warrant

their presentation as information prior to the submission of the recommendations. In

some cases, it may be advisable to submit as information material in the form

of recommended practice with a view to inviting suggestions and criticisms that may
serve as the basis for revisions prior to the resubmission of the material for adoption

at a later date.

Reports on All Assignments Not Necessary

Committees should pursue their investigations on all assignments but are expected to

present progress or final reports for publication only on assignments with respect to

which pertinent information has been developed.

Presentation of Material in Reports

Many progress or final reports, whether based on research or other investigation,

best lend themselves to written presentation in orderly sequence or chronological arrange-

ment, ending with any conclusions or recommendations which may have been arrived at.

However, in most cases, and especially in the case of long reports, to conserve the time

of members who may or may not be interested in the details of the study involved, it is

recommended that reports be introduced with a brief highlight summary statement

of the background, purpose and extent of the study, as may be desirable, and including

a synopsis of any conclusions, recommendations or other results—this latter material

to supplement a more detailed presentation elsewhere in the reports.

Reports of information, supplementing previous reports of progress, may include

a brief review of material previously presented, but should avoid extended repetition

of such material.

Use of Trade Names

Committee reports which are based upon physical research or field tests carried out

by or through the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, may use trade names
or manufacturers' names in referring to products, machines, devices or processes under

test. No other committee reports, however, shall contain the trade names of products,

machines, devices or processes, nor the names of manufacturers, unless in each instance

approval is secured from the Board Committee on Publications prior to the publica-

tion of the reports. To seek such approval, a committee must submit five copies of the

report in question to the secretary's office, for transmission to the members of the Board
Committee, six weeks prior to the scheduled filing date of the report. If time does not

permit a ruling upon the request of the committee prior to the publication date of the
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report in question, the report of the committee must either be altered to eliminate the

trade names or terms involved, or be withdrawn, at the discretion of the committee

which prepared it.

Nature of Manual Material

The material adopted by the Association for publication in the Manual shall be

considered Recommended Practice, but shall not be binding on the members. Recom-

mended Practice, as defined by the Board of Direction (May 20, 1936) is a material,

device, plan, specification or practice recommended to the railways for use as required,

either exactly as presented or with such modifications as may be necessary or desirable

to meet the needs of individual railways, but in either event, with a view to promoting

efficiency or economy, or both, in the location, construction, operation or maintenance

of railways.

Printing of Manual Material

Material offered for adoption and publication in the Manual, except as noted herein,

should be submitted in full, regardless of its publication in previous years, unless the

material in question appeared in substantially identical form not more than one year

before being submitted for adoption. Such material shall appear in the report of the

committee that is pubUshed not less than 30 days before the annual meeting at which

it is to be presented. Recommended revisions of Manual material, if extensive, shall

include only the proposed material, which shall be printed in full in the report of the com-

mittee. Manual material recommended for reapproval, or for deletion, shall be presented

by title and page reference only. Likewise, plans, specifications or other documents of

other organizations recommended for adoption by the AREA shall be presented by title

and serial designation only, e.g., current ASTM specifications, designation D 17.

When entirely new material is offered for inclusion in the Manual, the committee

sponsoring it should state specifically in its report the exact location the material is to

have in the Manual.

Letter Ballot Required of Committee

Any action recommended by a committee with respect to the adoption, revision,

reapproval or withdrawal of Manual material must have received prior endorsement

by the committee in the form of an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire Member

membership of the committee, such vote to be taken by letter ballot. Associate and

Junior members, and Members Emeritus on a committee are not entitled to vote. Thus,

it is imperative that committee members promptly consider and vote on all letter ballots,

seeking the advice of other committee members or specially qualified officers on their

own roads if in doubt as to whether to vote for or against a proposal.

Publication of Reports

Dates for Filing Reports

To insure the orderly publication of the reports in accordance with a predetermined

schedule, it is necessary that chairmen file complete reports with the secretary of the

Association on or before the dates specified in the Outline of Work pamphlet. The manu-

script of the report must be furnished in duplicate, preferably double spaced. Piecemeal

filing of reports by subcommittee chairmen is permissible only under special arrangement

(in writing) with the secretary of the Association.

i
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Presentation of Reports at Annual Meetings

Presentation of Reports

Since both the degree of effectiveness with which a report is received by those

assembled in annual convention, and the accuracy with which it can be reported in the

Proceedings, depend upon the clarity with which the oral presentation is made to the

meeting, it is desirable that committee members write out and read their presentations,

and that they speak directly and distinctly into the microphone at the rostrum, raising

or lowering the microphone as may be necessary to that end. In the event that written

presentations are read, a copy of such presentations should be given to the secretary or

to the convention reporter before the speaker leaves the rostrum.

Reports offered as information should be presented by title or by a brief highlight

outline of the contents. Material submitted for adoption and pubhcation in the Manual

shall be presented by reading the title and subtitles, but the presiding officer may, upon

request, authorize the reading of specific portions of the material being offered.

Oral Discussions

Comments on or criticisms of any report may be offered from the floor. When
necessary to insure accuracy, the speaker's remarks will be submitted to him in writing

before publication in the Proceedings, for the correction of diction and errors of

reporting, but not for the elimination of remarks.

Written Discussions

Written discussions of published reports will be transmitted to the chairman of the

interested committee who will read or present them by title or in abstract at the con-

vention. Written discussions will be published in the Proceedings as a part of the

discussion of the committee reports.

Action on Reports

No formal action is to be taken by the convention on material submitted as

information, whether in the form of a progress or final report.

Action on material submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual will be one

of the following:

(a) Adoption as a whole as presented.

(b) Affirmative action on the amendment of a part or parts of the material pre-

sented, followed by adoption as a whole as amended.

(c) Adoption of a part, complete in itself, and referring the remainder back to the

committee for further consideration.

(d) Recommittal with or without instructions.

Note.—An amendment which affects underlying principles, if adopted, shall of itself

constitute a recommittal of such part of the report as the committee considers affected.

The Chair will decline to entertain amendments which in his opinion are primarily

a matter of editing.

Letter Ballot of Membership

When and as required between annual meetings, recommendations for the adoption,

deletion, revision or reapproval of Manual material shall be submitted to letter ballot

of the Members of the Association under the following limitations:
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(a) That the letter ballot shall be taken only after the Board of Direction

has recognized the necessity for such emergency action, and

(b) That the propositions submitted by the committee shall have the approval

of a special committee of the Board of Direction appointed by the President for

that purpose, both as to the substance of the material offered and also as to the

circumstances attending the consideration of the material by the committee.

The Board of Direction, acting under the provisions of paragraphs 6 (a) and 11 of

Article VII of the AREA constitution, has the authority to amend, delete or revise

Manual material at any time, subject to later confirmation or rejection by the member-

ship, submission to the membership to be effected either by means of a letter ballot

immediately following such Board action, or by a motion presented at the annual

meeting.

Review by Association of American Railroads

All material adopted for publication in the Manual and all recommendations for the

revision or withdrawal of Manual material shall be referred to the vice president. Opera-

tions and Maintenance Department, Association of American Railroads, for review,

before distribution is made thereof to holders or purchasers of the Manual, or parts

thereof.

Publication of Annual Supplement

Revisions of or additions to the Manual authorized by action at each convention

will be published annually in the form of loose-leaf sheets which will be made available

to all holders of the Manual. These supplemental sheets will be accompanied by instruc-

tions for insertion of the new sheets and the withdrawal of sheets that have been

superseded, as well as those sheets that have been withdrawn by action of the

Association.

Publication of Abstracts by Technical Journals

The following rules will govern the releasing of material for publication in technical

journals:

Committee reports to be presented at an annual meeting will not be released for

publication until after presentation to the annual meeting. Special articles, contributed

by members and others, on which no action by the Association is necessary, will be

released for publication in technical journals only after issuance in a Bulletin; provided,

application therefor is made in writing and proper credit is given the Association, authors

or committees presenting such material.
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1095
Rail, control cooled—779, 794, 1099
—failure investigation, by R. E.

Cramer, 1099
Tiail—battering, cause and prevention,

801, 1103—drilling of bolt holes, 777, 1098
—economic value of different sizes, SOii,

1103
—failure investigation. fissurc\ luogress

reports, 779, 1099
—failure statistics, 783, 1102
—open-hearth, specifications, revisions,

775, 1098
—photoelastic investigation of stresses

and shear.s in the head of a model,
854, 1112

—relation between tiack and equip-
ment, speed on curves as affected
by present-day equipment, 767, 1083

—report and discussion, 773, 1098
—section, 140-lb. 775, 1098
—sections, i-ecent developments affect-

ing. S9S, 1119
—shelly, investigation, by It. K. Cramer,

no's
—shelly, study of simulated rails un-

der repeated loads, by H. J. Grover
and W. S. Hyler, 1110

—shelly spots, investigations and tests,

828, 832, 1107
—simulated study under repeated roll-

ing load, 840, 1107
— 78-ft, service tests, 899, 1120
—weight of, selection of for new or

rehabilitated lines, by C. J. Code,
343

Rail joint, difference in cost of main-
taining on pine and oak ties, by
G. M. O'Rourke. 769, 1083

Rail joints

—

lubrication tests. 749, 1082
—rolling-load and service tests, SO:!,

Sll. 1103
Railroad progress throug-h engineering,

address by R. G. May, 925
Railway sewage disposal facilities, 367,

999
Railway waste disposal, 360, 998
Records and Accounts— bibliography,

590, 994
—report and discussion, 589, 992
Regulatory bodies and courts, current

developments, valuation account-
ing, 600, 995

Research review, by G. M. Magee, 945

lievenues, effect of higher speeds on,
348, 953

Roadbed—physical properties of earth
materials, 616, 1053

— lest borings, specifications, 622, 1053

Roadbed stabilization—driving ties and
poles, 637, 1056

—failures induced by weight of fill, by
R. B. Peck, 645. 1056

—investigation, 636, 1056
—through drainage, 652, 1056

Roadway and Ballast, report and dis-

cussion, 605, 1053

Roadway piotection, levision of spec-
ifications, 607, 1053

Rudd, W. B., memoir, 428

Ruhe, Robert V., pleistocene soils along
the CRT&P, 639, 1056

Sand, drifting. i)rotPction against. 662,

1055
Sandljeig. C. H., file protection of tim-

ber bridges on the Santa Fp., 1002

Sanitation—federal and state regula-
tions, 356, 997

—sewage disposal facilities. 367, 999

—waste disposal, 360, 998

Saw—attachments, 496, 1070

—bow type, 495, 1070
—brush cutting. 494, 1070
—chain, 496, 1070
—power, tractor mounted, 498, 1070

Scales—electronic, track, 445, 951

—grain hopper, specifications, reap-

proved, 428, 948
Scythe, portable, power, 498, 1070

Secretarv's report and statement, 920,

1128'

Septic tanks, design, maintenance. 367,

999
Sewage, disposal facilities, 367, 999

Sewer cleaner, 499, 1070
Shingles, asbestos-cement, api)lication

of, 395, 1051
Shovel, tractor, 501. 1070

Siding, asbestos-cement, application of,

39.5, 1051
Snow blockades, opening, 655, 1055

Snow, drifting, protection against, 655,

1055
Snow fences, portable wood-slat, spec-

ifications, 661, 1055
Soil engineering in freight yard con-

struction, 651. 1056

Soil pressure cells investigation. 610.

1053
Spark plugs used in work cf|uipment.

514, 1073
Speed—effect on revenues, expenses,

and charges to capital account,

348, 953
—on curves, 767, 10S3
Spike puller, hydraulic, 499, 1070
Steel Structures Painting Council—re-

search work, 587, 1021
—tests on railroad bridges, 1021

Stores facilities, 428, 949



Index

Stringers, biidge, fatigue sti'ensth
tests, 161

Structural timbers and fastening:s, sal-

vaging-, specifications, 583, 1005

Students, booklets to stimulate inteiest
in engineering career, 564, 989

Subsurface rights to mine under rail-

way carrier propei'ty, agreement
form, 412, 991

Swartout, W. C, memoii-, 607

Switches—heat treatment of, 768, 1083
—plans for, revisions, 702, 1080

Symbols, graphical, revision, 590, 994

Symes, J. M., future of railroading

—

challenge to engineers, annual
luncheon address, 1044

Track, report and discussion, 699, 1079
Track broom, 500. 1(170

Track patrol, methods, necessity, fre-
quency, 537, 1066

Track tools, plans and specifications,
revisions, 700, 1079

Tracking characteristics of Great
Noi'thern electric locomotives on a
10-deg curve, 223

Trackwork plans, 702, 1080—appendix to poi'tfolio, changes in

definitions, 702, 1080
Tractor, crawler, 500, 1070
Ti-easurer's leport and statement, 921,

1141
Trestles, timber, design, specifications,

566, 1001
Truss span, dead-load and live-load

stresses in, 37

specifica-

floorbeam

71f

Tabulating machines used in preparing
reports, 600, 994

Tamper, tie—mechanical, 502, 1070
—multiple, pneumatic, 512, 1073

Tamper tuintable, 502, 1070

Tanks—Imhoff, 384, 999
—septic, design, maintenance, 370, 999

Tellers, report of, 914

Terminals—design, effect of dieseliza-

tion on, 456, 952
—waterfront, 446, 951

Termites, destruction by, methods of

prevention, 554, 1049

Test borings, foundations,
tions, 622, 1053

Texas and New Orleans,
hangers, tests, S57, 1020

Tie bed scarifier, 500, 1070

Tie pads—economies in labor by use of,

532, 1065
—tests, 721, 1080
Tie plates—design and stresses,

1080
—hold-dov/n fastenings, 721, 1080
Ties-—adherence to specifications,

1075
—economic comparison, I'evision,

1074—reasons foi- removal from ti'ack,

1076
—renewal statistics and costs, 133, 472,

1076
—renewing, labor economy by use of

proper equipment and organization,
531, 1064

—report and discussion, 469, 1074
—research, AAR-NLMA, address by

G. M. Magee, 1077
—service test record of treated, 548,

1049
—specifications, revisions, 470, 1074
—substitutes for wood, 471, 1075
Timbers — glued laminated, specifica-

tions, 568, 1005—laminated, preservative treatment of,

557, 1050
—structural, and fastenings, salvag-

ing, specifications, 583, 1005
Tools, track, plans and specifications,

revisions, 700, 1079

471,

470,

47 3,

V
Valuation and depreciation, 600, 995
Vehicles, highway-railway, for trans-

porting lailway employees, 507,
1072

w
Waste, disposal, 360, 998
Water, Oil and Sanitation Service, re-

port and discussion, 355, 996
Waterproofing materials, application to

railway structures, 517, 1047
Waterproofing, report and discussion,

517, 1047
Water treatment—diesel cooling sys-

tems, 359, 997
—ion-exchange method, developments

in, 361, 999—pi'event foaming in locomotive boil-
ers, 356, 997

^^^aterways and Harbors—bibliography,
benefits and costs of inland water-
way pi-ojects involving navigation,
459, 964

—report and discussion, 459, 964
Weed and brush control — AAR re-

search project, W. E. Loomis and
R. E. Prans, 672, 677, 1055

—chemical, 671, 1055
'Weed sprayer trailer, 501, 1070
Wharves and docks, 398, 1052
Winch-hoist, 501, 1070
Wire line crossings, form of agree-

ment, 405, 990
Wood bridges and trestles — design,

specifications, 566, 1001
—fatigue strength of stringers, by J. Ij.

I^eggett, 161
—methods of flreproofing, 567, 1001
—report and discussion, 565, 1001
Wood preservation — artificial season-

ing, 556, 1050
—creosote-petroleum mixture, 553, 1049

—creosote specifications, review, 555,

1050
—fire-resistant treatment, 555, 1050
—fundamentals, 545, 1048
—incising forest products prior to

treatment, 555, 1049
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—new impregnants, 554, 1049 Y—report and discussion, 54.3, 1048
—service test records, ties, 548 1049 Yards—classification, arrangement of
—termites, destruction by, methods of receiving and departure yards in

prevention 554, 1049 relation to, 429. 949
-treatment of laminated timbers. 55<. _design, effect of dieselizatlon on. 456,

ggr,—treatment, specifications, 545, 1048 "
.

Wood—structural, laminated, speciflca- material, 4-8, 949

tions, 568, 1005 —receiving- and departure, arrangement
—treatm4nt to make fire resistant, 555, of '" relation to hump classifica-

1050 tion yard, 429, 949

Work equipment—automotive vehicles, —reclamation, 428, 949

maintenance of, 505. 1072 —scrap. 428, 949
—im.provements in exi.sting. 502, 1070 —soil engineering in construction of,

—mechanics, training of. 50.3, 1071 651. 1056
—new developments in, 494, 1070 i'ards and Terminals, report and dis-

—spark plugs used in, 514, 1073 cussion, 427, 948
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